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The period of the
darkest epochs in

responded

late nineteenth

American race

to their conditions in

Jr.

and early twentieth centuries

relations.

During the

'nadir,'

is

one of the

African Americans

numerous ways, including among others the promotion

of self-help, racial solidarity, economic nationalism,
political agitation, and emigration.

This dissertation focuses on the various organizational
responses of African Americans to
the rise of racial segregation and violence, from the
1880s through the

twentieth century. In particular
the National

it

examines the

activities

first

decade of the

of the Afro-American League,

Afro-American Council, the Constitution League, the Committee of Twelve

and the Niagara Movement, demonstrating how these organizations' platforms
and
activities

foreshadowed the creation of the National Association for the Advancement of

Colored People

(NAACP)

Shifting attention

in 1909.

away from

the leadership role of

W.

E. B.

Du

Bois and his

involvement in the Niagara Movement, a secondary aim of this dissertation
the roles of intellectuals and activists such as T.

vii

Thomas

is

to highlight

Fortune, Bishop Alexander

Walters, Ida B. Wells-Bamett,

Mary Church

Terrell, Jesse

Lawson, Lewis G. Jordan,

Kelly Miller, Archibald Grimke, Booker
T. Washington and John E.
Milholland. The
dissertation explores the

way

in

which

their participation in the
organizations

above contribute to the foundation of the

NAACP. The ideas

and the

mentioned

activities

of the

Afro-American League and the National
Afro-American Council antedated those
of the
Niagara Movement, and

much

of the leadership of the aforementioned
groups brought

their experiences together to create the

NAACP.
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CHAPTER

1

ACELDAMA AND THE BLACK RESPONSE

The Freedman

dying 'mid carnage and gore
given us o'er
In this bloody embrace, to these
tigers a prey?
Let vengeance be thine! - thou wilt
repay.
Away with the thought! - for this is no dream;
is

God of our fathers! - hast thou

They war against civil rights! - that is their
theme.
But soon will they cringe, as we know full
well
The crisis has come and the tolling bells tell

We will not yield, not in fear of the grave.
The

In Danville, Virginia, a

were on the

rise

rights that belong to the free

and the brave.
(Henry McNeal Turner, 1874)

town of 8,000 with a

slight black majority, racial tensions

during the state elections of 1883. Early in the
campaign several

newspapers had run an

editorial cartoon depicting white school children
being paddled

by

an African American schoolmaster.'
This cartoon played on the fears of the white

community, which had
the past election.

lost

some

political control to the African

Among other achievements,

council, a healthy share of the

American community

blacks had gained a majority in the city

law enforcement positions, and had begun

to

dominate the

Herbert Shapiro, White Violence and Black
Response: From Reconstruction to
Montgomery (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press,
1988), 24.
1

in

public market under an African

major positions
revenue,

etc.

-

m

the

American superintendent. Despite white
control of the

community - mayor,

dominant rhetoric surrounding the election
was

the

black government that must be defeated.

Amidst

police chief, city sergeant,
commissioner of

this racial tension a

that Danville

had a

^

group of prominent white businessmen
issued the

'Danville Circular,' which sought to "lay
before [the public] a few facts from
which [they

could] form

some idea of

the injustice and humiliation to
which our white people have

been subjected and are daily undergoing by the
domination and misrule of the radical or

Negro party

m absolute power.

Democratic party

in the

coming

.

.

Seeking

election, the

to rally support for the white
Conservative-

businessmen claimed

m a circular that the

black population paid only a fraction of the
tax dollars paid by white citizens,
yet
benefited proportionately

gmmbled

that white

most frivolous

acts

more from

men were

the use of those tax revenues.

swarms of jeering and hooting and mocking Negroes, and
imprisoned by a Negro justice and then followed

and

tried,

to the jail

by

office followed

by

fined and lectured and

the

same

insulting

decried that African Americans perpetually lied to whites

that they "infest the streets

and sidewalks

in squads,

hover about public houses, and

sleep on the doorsteps of the storehouses
and the benches of the market place.

Charles E. Waynes, Race Relations in Virginia, 1870-1902 (Totowa, NJ:

They

also

Rowman

and

Littlefield, 1971), 30.

La Wanda Cox and John H. Cox, eds.. Reconstruction, the Negro, and the
(Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 1973), 258
Ibid.,

also

being an-ested by African American policemen for
the

and were typically brought "to the Mayor's

rabble.'"* Finally, the authors

The businessmen

261.

2

New South,

impede the

travel of ladies

and gentlemen, very frequently forcing
them from the

sidewalk into the street."^

It

was against

this

background

three days before the election, a black

that the events of

man

November

3 took place. Just

apparently jostled a white male on the

sidewalk as they attempted to pass one another.
According to the reports, words were

exchanged and the white male drew

his revolver

and open

fire.

More

scuffling occurred;

when

dead and

wounded. Four whites were wounded and one

six others

became known

the dust

and powder had

settled, three

gunfire and

African Americans lay

In

killed.*^

as the Danville Riot, white vigilantes took
control of the

what

town and warned

blacks not to be on the streets on election day.
Proclaiming victory in advance, they

declared that they would win "votes or no votes, with
double barrel shotguns, breach

loading shotguns and Smith and

Wesson

double-action."^

Through violence, intimidation, and

the invocation of racial politics, the minority

white citizens of Danville were successful in reducing
the number of black voters and
reclaiming their position of power in the city's political and
economic sectors. The
events of Danville in the

which southern

states

autumn of 1883

offer a poignant illustration of the

ways

had been systematically overturning the limited power

in

that African

Americans had gained during Reconstruction. Since 1876 and the election of Rutherford
B. Hayes, the South

^

Ibid.,

had been resuming

its

plans of social engineering to the extent that

262

Charles E. Waynes, Race Relations in Virginia, 1870-1902, 31; and Shapiro, White
Violence and Black Response, 24-25.
Shapiro, White Violence

and Black Response,
3

25.

federal Constitution, existing laws

was a key element

in this

and northern public opinion would allow.^
Violence

redemption. As historian Edward Ayers noted,
unprosecuted

white lawlessness and the

Violence of lynching was a way for white people to
reconcile weak
governments with a demand for an impossibly high
level of racial

way of terrorizing blacks into acquiescence by
brutally
those who intentionally or accidentally stepped
over some

mastery, a
killing

and shifting

invisible

line of permissible behavior.'^

Violence and intimidation were not new
against blacks, but had been

violence had not stopped

journalist T.

tactics

employed throughout

dunng

Thomas Fortune

used by the white community

the history of the United States. That

the era of Reconstruction. In 1884, African

American

declared:

not necessary. .to recapitulate in incidents of Reconstruction
history which naturally led up to the finality of 1876. It is
It is

.

sufficient to

know

that

that a black

man's

life

of

anarchy prevailed in every Southern State;
was not worth the having; that armed bodies

men openly

defied the Constitution of the United States and
nullified each and every one of its guarantees of citizenship to the

colored man. With the absolute control of the Federal Government
the Republican party permitted armed insurrection to prevail from

1868 to 1876, and
were shot down

.

.

assassins

that during that period
like

thousands of black men
sheep and that not one of the impudent

was ever hung by

the neck until he

The mob violence and lynching from 1868-1876
continued in the post-Reconstruction period, in fact in
in the

that

.

was dead.

Fortune discussed,

this era

it

became more pervasive

South and took on an even more savage-like character. During the 1880s the

Rayford Whittingham Logan, The Betrayal of the Negro: From Rutherford B. Hayes

Woodrow Wilson (1965
Edward

L. Ayers,

New

Da Capo Press, 1997).
The Promise of the New South: Life After Reconstruction (New
rpt..

to

York:

Oxford University Press, 1992), 157.
New York Freeman, December 6, 1884. Emphasis
4

in original.

York:

practice of lynching

was transformed from

acts of extra-judicial "justice" that harbored

no particular

racial overtones into a systematic, ritualistic,

blacks of

ages and genders would be slowly executed by mutilation, torture, and

all

ceremony where thousands of

burning in a public forum. As early as 1882 lynching had become a national problem,

and both the Chicago Tribune and the Tuskegee

began keeping records of the

Northern politicians and the public were reluctant

acts of violence.

in

Institute

any form of southern

affairs as public sentiment increasingly

With

the "bloody shirt."

to involve

themselves

favored the burying of

the nation's energy directed towards reunification, the status

and protection of African America became

a negotiable factor in that process.

This reign of terror against black individuals and the community throughout the

South was accompanied by the slow, methodical creation of a system of de jure and de
facto segregation that would
the Civil Rights

come

to

be known as Jim Crow." Despite the existence of

Act of 1875 guaranteeing African Americans

full

and equal enjoyment of

public accommodations, theaters, and other public amusement, the "law

with impunity."

journalist,

situation

was such

John E. Bruce remarked

enfranchised, "he

in

The

is

only nominally

that

that as early as 1877, the

young black

though the black American had been freed and

free.

His rights are abridged; he

name. The doors of public schools are closed against

carriers, hotel

was disregarded

and places of amusement, refuse

to

is

an American only

his children, [and]

common

recognize him as a free man; no matter

" C. Vann Woodward, The Strange Career of Jim Crow (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1966).

Valeria

W. Weaver, "The Failure

of Civil Rights 1875-1883 and

Journal of Negro History 54 (October 1969): 368.
5

Its

Repercussions,"

what

his rank or station

may

be, he cannot enjoy the privileges

which the Constitution,

guarantees to the humblest citizen."

By 1880
the

five

Supreme Court

theaters;

major cases surrounding African American

--

two of them

and one with railroad

civil rights

dealt with discrimination in inns

cars.'"

And

and

beginning with Tennessee

steadily passed statutes that segregated African

Americans on railroad

hotels;

accommodations was

two with

in 1881, states

cars, in depots,

on wharves. Thus, as historian Valerie Weaver noted, "the guarantee of
public

had reached

and

civil rights in

a practical failure."

African Americans responded to these social conditions

in

numerous ways,

including practices involving the promotion of self-help, racial solidarity, economic
nationalism, emigration, and political agitation.

scene

at

new

individuals

who

Around 1883,

there appeared on the

challenged the strategies of the older black generation aimed

gaining and defending civil and political equality. In that year T.

became
forum.

Thomas Fortune

the head editor of the Globe and began to push his radical voice into the public

During the same period, vocal

editors like

Harry C. Smith and W. Calvin Chase

began publishing the Cleveland Gazette and the Washington Bee respectively. Others
such as T.

William

S.

McCants

Stewart, Richard T. Greener, John E. Bruce, John Mitchell,

Jr.,

Scarborough, Booker T. Washington, Fannie Barrier Williams, Ferdinand

Colored American Should Go To Africa," The
Major Speeches by Negroes in the United States, 1797-1971,
Philip S. Foner (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1972), 489-91.
Gilbert Thomas Stephenson, Race Distinctions in American Law (New York: D.

John E. Bruce, "Reasons

Why The

Voice of Black America:

ed.

''^

Appleton and company, 1910), 110.
Weaver, "The Failure of Civil Rights 1875-1883 and Its Repercussions," 368.
Emma Lou Thombrough, T. Thomas Fortune: Militant Journalist (Chicago, University
of Chicago Press, 1972).
6

Bamett, Ida B. Wells and a
T.

list

of others began assuming leadership roles."

Greener observed, "young Africa, stronger

the lofty airs of the old,

in the pocket, expresses its

As Richard

contempt for

decayed colored aristocracy." This new group, though not

cohesive, generally turned

its

energies inward, promoting

more self-determination and

race enhancement.'^

One month
America

as a

backward"

prior to the violence of Danville, this group of individuals and
black

whole were

that the

dealt a judicial

blow

unprosecuted violence

in

that

confirmed the "revolution gone

places like Danville

seemed

mid-October the Supreme Court reached a decision on the five cases
pending

in the court since 1880.

Thirteenth nor Fourteenth

The

the "juristic fulfillment of the

removed one of

practices.

mob

rule

the

authorized the public accommodations sections

decision, as historian C.

Vann Woodward

Compromise of 1877" and Hayes's

few remaining

Moreover, the 1883 decision

made many

had been

court ruled in a four-to-one decision that neither the

Amendments

of the Civil Rights Act.

decision

The

that

to signal." In

in

restraints

observed, gave

election.^'

This

on southern discriminatory

conjunction with the spread of lynching and

within the black community believe, as John Bruce had declared six

years before, that blacks were "Americans only in name."^^

Leslie H. Fishel,

Ibid.,

"

T.

Jr.,

"Repercussions of Reconstruction: The Northern Negro 1870-

War History

1883," Civil

14 (1968): 343.

334.

Thomas

Fortune,

"Whose Problem

Is

This?,"

AME Church Review

1 1

(October

1894), 253.
20

Stephenson, Race Distinctions

Civil Rights
^'

C.

in

American Law, 109-1 1 1; Weaver, "The Failure of

Its Repercussions;" and Civil Rights Cases, 109 US, 3.
Origins of the New South, 1877-1913 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana

1875-1883 and

Vann Woodward,

State University Press, 1951), 216.

Bruce, "Reasons

Why The Colored American
7

Should

Go To

Africa," 489-91.

Not

surprisingly, the

overwhelming response

to the decision

by the African

American community was negative. T. Thomas Fortune declared, "the colored people of
the United States feel to-day as if they

had been baptized

in ice water." Furthermore,

Fortune wondered whether such a government as that of the United States was worthy of
the respect

and loyalty of the black community.^^ Henry McNeal Turner, the

fiery

AME

bishop from Georgia, provided the answer when he professed that the decision
absolves the negro's allegiance to the general government, makes
American flag to him a rag of contempt instead of a symbol of

the

reduces the majesty of the nation to an aggregation of
ruffianism, opens all the issues of the late war,
sets men to
liberty.

It

.

God and man, and

cursing and blaspheming

.

.

literally unites the

devil.'''

John E. Bruce also joined the chorus, observing
educated people belonging to the superior race
energies,

isn't as

and what

good

little

as a white

intellect

God

in this

country,

later

he noted

we

are devoting

and home of the brave

thing for us to speak of

politically

who

class of half-

all their

that.

In this so-called land of the free

and

was "a

has given them ... to demonstrate that the Negro

man." Months

common

that there

it

is

as

it

"Our Country."

it is
.

.

.

a

socially

not our country but simply our abiding place.

are permitted to exercise the right of citizenship only

when

.

.

the

exercise of such a right conforms to the ideas of the dominant race.

"Our Country," boasting

... of

its

free institutions,

its

impartial

power and its
influence abroad, is not powerful nor influential enough to secure
to the humblest Negro citizen the fullest enjoyment of his civil and
laws,

its

magnanimity,

political rights.

Negroes

in

its

glory,

its

greatness,

... the horrors of Hell

its

surround the unprotected

almost every Southern State in "Our Country."

Constitution and the Declaration of Independence, so far as
are the blackest lies ever evolved
they relate to the Negro

The

.

And for more

.

.

,

than a century American has lived a

lie.

The Fathers

" New York Globe, October 20, 1883.
Henry McNeal Turner, Respect Black; The Writings and Speeches of Henry McNeal
Turner, ed. Edwin S. Redkey (New York: Amo Press, 1971), 60.
8

never for once in my judgment contemplated the idea that the
Negro was to enjoy in common with the white race the benefits
and privileges which are|)roper and just observance of those
.

.

.

papers sought to bestow.

In that

same speech, Bruce

also proposed

survive the difficult times.

He

the accumulation of wealth

would "push

with ease."^''

He

united front, they

^

some remedies

believed that

enable African Americans to

would "unlock

asserted that education

it

to

open enough for an Negro

the door" and that

to pass

through

African Americans organized around these issues in a

if

would accomplish

a great deal.

Bruce's fellow newspaperman, T. Thomas Fortune, agreed. Organization was
needed, and was needed in a form that the community had never created before.

Following the Supreme Court decision, the young editor began agitating for a long-range
solution to the race question.

He

proclaimed:

"We

colored people have been told emphatically that they have the ballot, and

use

it

We

can't be helped.

are placed at the

mercy of every lawless

not see
Fortune, the situation called for immediate action, which he did

two major

if

ruffian;

declared to be the victims of infamous injustice without redress

either of the

The

are aliens in our native land

they can not

we

are

According

to

coming from

political parties:

desire to "render unto to Caeser the
has arrived when
things that are Caeser's." And I think the time
stop and think. I
colored men should stop and think. ThaV s all

I

desire not to be unjust:

am

very sensitive.

when my

I

I

know my

I have the courage to protest
do not care whether it be the

rights.

rights are outraged. I

Edward Bruce and The
Ralph L. Crowder, "Race, Politics, and Patronage: John
John Edward
Republican Party," 83; John Edward Bruce, The Selected Writings of
Press,
1971), 23-26.
Amo
York:
(New
Gilbert
Bruce: Militant Black Journalist, ed. Peter
Edward Bruce and The
Ralph L. Crowder, "Race, Politics, and Patronage: John
Edward Bruce, 26.
Republican Party," 83; and Bruce, The Selected Writings of John
" New York Globe, 20 October 1883. Emphasis in original.

.

Republican party or the Democratic party which
sacrifices my
rights, abuses my confidence, outrages my
feelings - 1 protest'
We must organize; we must have leaders; we must have unity
of
counsel and of purpose; - and when we have
these we can force
from demagogues and fanatics all the just rights which
the
Constitution guarantees to us.^^

Evoking

the rallying cries of

".

.

.no

more Danvilles" and

Party" such a situation prompted Fortune, to call on the

black civil rights organization.

He

systematically protest lynch law,

wake

protest shall

your

own

these

must come

we

mob

battles," he urged.

to the front,

from

its

.

.

.

rights,

Will

our

you do

liberties,

it!

would stand

and laying aside

all selfish

concession

And

to us

the

must be forced from the

Dare you do

as an

"uncompromising defense

"Let us agitate! agitate!

together.

full

to create a national

AGITATE!

indifference," Fortune declared."''

by the Constitution of the United States.

.Our

It

"You must come

upbuilding of the race and the

Then

'.Race First

violence, segregation, the penal system and the

are identified."

the nation

community

.

envisioned an organization that would effectively and

inequitable distribution of school funds.

of the race with which

".

until the

"You must

fight

Brave men, men of brains and personal aims labor

for the

of each every right guaranteed to us

masses must sustain such men."

".

States, the counties, the municipalities.

it!"^°

New Yoric Freeman, 6 December 1884. Emphasis in original. Fortune's Globe folded
and became the Freeman in 1884.
29
Hartford Telegram reprinted in New YorIc Globe, January 19, 1884. Emphasis in
original.

See

Organization,

also,

Robert L. Factor, The Blade Response to America: Men, Ideals, and
Fredericlc Douglass to the NAACP (Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley

From

Pub. Co., 1970), 117-120; Thombrough, T. Thomas Fortune, 106; and August Meier,
Negro Thought in America, 1880-1915: Racial Ideologies in the Age of Booker T.
Washington (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1963)/
New York Freeman, 6 December 1884.
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1

Initially there

was

little

response to Fortune's call for the creation of a national

Thomas Fortune was

organization. Three years after his initial cry, however, T.

a more

determined and better-prepared advocate. In the spring of 1887 he again proposed the
notion of establishing a national league to fuse together the small efforts of various
individuals and groups. There

declared,

as shall

"when

show

sympathy of

From
take hold

world

that they are

mankind and

the pages of the

and do

his duty

America "needed
that all the

"periods in the history of every people," he

the necessity of their affairs

to the

all

come

world

to take

shall

to

.

.

.

justice

and

hold of
the

this

was a race organization

be free, and therefore, entitled to the

fair play."

to

3

for "every

man and woman

to

problem" for themselves and make so much noise

wrongs

[they] suffer

those wrongs."^'' His friend and supporter, T.

there

to

imperative that they take such steps

For him there was "no dodging the issue." Black

.

know

worthy

it

Freeman Fortune pleaded
."^^

.

.

makes

and

McCants

[their]

determination to right

Stewart, agreed and wished that

coordinate the efforts of the population as they directly

attacked the discrimination that existed in the nation. Stewart sought a coordinated effort

of "colored

men

with leather stomachs to continue going into places where" they were

refused "until 'the boss' and his guests" were "accustomed to entertain and lunch with
"'^'*

'the brother in black.

^'

New

York Freeman, 4 June 1887.

Ibid.

" New

York Freeman, 28

May

1887.

Swan. "Thomas McCants
1880Stewart and the Failure of the Mission of the Talented Tenth in Black America,
Broussard,
1923." (Ph.D. diss.. New York University, 1990), 144-145; and Albert S.

^^New York Freeman, 20 August

1887. See also Robert

J.

Press of
African-American Odyssey: The Stewarts, 1853-1963 (Lawrence: University
Kansas, 1998). Robert Swan claims that Stewart was the one who provided the

11

As

for the

second element of Chase's argument, "the discrimination of whites,"

Fortune would simply ask
initial call that

who had drawn

the organization

was necessary because

demonstrated that the white people of

man

alone to fight his battles.

.

the colored line

this

Fortune had stated

in his

had been "thoroughly

country have determined to leave the colored

Having turned

.

it

first.

its

back on the black community, the

drawn the color Ime.^^ Fortune, therefore, did not see
white population had consistently
an all-black organization. That did not mean,
any particular problem with creating

from the struggle.
however, that whites should be excluded

A particular goal of the

League was

of the white population
to appeal to the best sentiment

efforts with

them, to effect change

George Washington Cable
believe that the

either race

name

m Amenca.^"

and

m coordinated

For example, Fortune had invited

to attend the national convention.^^

Moreover, he did not

like-minded individuals from
of the organization would inhibit

from coordinating

their efforts to

end the

injustices that African

Americans

suffered daily.

The question of

accompanied the growth of the
leadership was another issue that

League idea and caused some debate
In October

1

in the

months before the

first

national conference.

between William E.
a senes of exchanges
889, black newspapers earned

discussed
Addressing Langston, Matthews
Matthews and John Mercer Langston.

urged him
need for the Afro-American League and
orgamzation.

^'^

86
87

He claimed

that "a brave sagacious

York Freeman, 28 May 1887.
York Globe, 2 June 1883.
NewyorfcAge, 9 November 1889.

to support

man

is

the

and lead such an

required to head this

movement

New
New

Fortune, T.

Thomas. Letter

to Cable,

^; December
r»prpmher 1889 George
George Washington, 6

Washington Cable Papers.
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and organize the race into one potential whole" and that he believed Langston was
"qualified by temperament, training, high courage, and wide acquaintanceship with the

needs of the race" for such a position.

In a lengthy response,

Langston reported

that he

hopefully would "assume authority" without "offence to any one," and thanked Matthews
for the opportunity to

be appointed to such a manly position.

In the issue of the

editorial calling for the

that

Age

Leagues

one of the main problems

selecting

More

that carried Langston's response,

to

meet and

that Fortune

to select their national leadership.

any local or

state

Matthews nor Langston

League. '° "If

it

shall please the

that the process

at that

point had

it

would be unjust

who do

to

appears

was undemocratic.

become members of

branch Leagues after permanent

organization, to elect Mr. Langston president," Fortune explained,"

but

It

and others had with the unilateral decision of

Langston as president of the League, was

importantly, neither

Fortune published an

have branches already organized

to

it

will please us well;

have one man or a dozen

not represent any organized branch of the League designate the chief officer.

Fortune's call for the supporters of League to
national convention did not quiet

also tossed into the ring as a

down

settle the leadership

question

the discussion. In fact, the editor's

proposed candidate for the head position.

at

.

.

a

name was

Many opposed

Langston's bid for the presidency of the League not only due to his lack of membership

York Age, 5 October 1889 and Detroit Plaindealer, 25 October 1889. John
Mercer Langston's biographer does not mention the letter from Matthews nor does he
mention anything about Langston's brief agreement to head the Afro- American League.
See William Francis Cheek. "Forgotten Prophet: The Life of John Mercer Langston."

New

(Ph.D. diss., University of Virginia, 1961).

^^New York Age,
on
^'

New
New

5 October 1889.

York Age, 26 October 1889.
York Age, 5 October 1889.
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in the organization,

but also because of his loyalty to the Republican
Party. Although a

defender of the race, Langston was not
called for "race

first,

known

than party," Langston, to

as a "race

many

man." Unlike Fortune, who

Leaguers, appeared willing to

subordinate the issue of the race for the betterment of the Party.

League supporter Josephine Turpin Washington opined

that,

she did not see

Matthews' preference for John Mercer Langston as League president

as constituting the

choice of the people. She agreed with Fortune that the decision
should be
supporters of the

behind Fortune,

League

whom

movement which

is

at

made by

the

a national conference. That aside, she threw her
support

she believed was the "natural and appropriate leader of the

the product of his

own

fertile brain."^^

She declared

that

regardless of the fact that the honor is peculiarly due him, he is
the
possessor of such qualities especially needful in such leadership!
He is young, progressive, bold, independent, keen of insight,

varied in experience and of wide acquaintanceship.

He

is,

besides,

man, subordinating personal interests, party
allegiance, everything, to what he conceives to be the good of the

essentially a race

race.'^

Washington ended her
do better than

to

letter

make him

Fortune believed

of support for Fortune with the rhetorical question, "can

the President of the National League?"^'*

at that time,

elect himself as President.

however,

that the organization

He informed William

his choice for the presidency, that

desire for such a position.

we

He

Heard,

who

could do better than

also supported Fortune as

he did not seek the office and would not express the

reiterated his wish that the individuals

who had

supported

Cleveland Gazette, 9 November 1889.
In October, Reverend William H. Heard had written to Fortune expressing
similar sentiments. See New York Age, 26 October 1889. For yet another similar
Ibid.

commentary from the Philadelphia league see Indianapolis Freeman, 19 October 1889.
Cleveland Gazette, 9 November 1889.
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the

movement and

built the

the national organization.^^

newspapers over the

Leagues on the

local

and

state levels select the leadership of

Although there continued

issue, the subject of presidency

to

be some debate

was put on hold

in the national

until the

convening

of the national convention.

In the

month leading up

to the meeting, a final spark of controversy

concerning the proposed holding of the national convention
noted

earlier,

Tennessee had led the nation

in the creation

in Nashville,

of post-Civil

emerged

Tennessee.

As

War dejure

segregation. In 1870, the state passed a statute against intermarriage, which quickly

became

way

as

the

it

model

for every southern state. Again, in 1881, the Volunteer state led the

adopted the

first

railroad cars, in depots,

Jim Crow law, which segregated African Americans on

and on wharves. Then

Tennessee, like other southern

states,

after the

Supreme Court

passed additional Jim

Crow

ruling in 1883,

resulting in the

segregating of public and private establishments, including hotels, restaurants, theaters,

parks, libraries,

A

and barbershops.^*^

number of

Tennessee due

individuals objected to the national convention being held in

to the belief that black delegates

Pelham explained

that

would not be

treated fairly. Robert

he was "somewhat fearful of Nashville" for several reasons. The

delegates could not "expect the sentiment of the city to be with" them. Furthermore, the

Nashville press was decidedly against the Afro- American, refusing to speak of him

except in demeaning terms such as "darky" or "coon."

Nor could

Associated Press to give the convention solid, positive coverage.'^

New

York Age, 26 October 1889.
Stephenson, Race Distinctions in American Law,

New

York Age, 30 November 1889.
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1

10.

the group expect the

Ferdinand L. Bamett

also expressed dissatisfaction "with the

and believed the meeting should "be held

the conference,"

least north of

opinion.

.

.

naming of Nashville

Mason and Dixon's

line

in

... as the place for holding

some Northern

where the members would

or at

city,

feel free to express their

.

In fact, almost everyone

who wrote

to

Fortune and the Age expressed

dissatisfaction with the choice of Nashville as the location of the convention.

No

one

suggested, however, that the holding of the convention there might have provided
opportunities for initiating legal test cases against discrimination. In late

majority opinion

Chicago, where

won

out; the location of the national convention

was believed

it

that "the difficulties"

The change of venue and Fortune's

call for the

would "be

November the

was changed

to

entirely removed."^'

convention was signed by eighteen

Alexander Walters,
individuals from thirteen different locations, they included: Fortune,

J.

Gordon

Street,

William A. Pledger, Robert Pelham,

Smith, John Mitchell,

Thomas

Chase,

T.

Jr.,

Magnus

L. Robinson,

Symmons, Ferdinand

J.

Jr.,

Edward E. Cooper, Harry

C.

C. Price, John C. Dancy, William C.

L. Bamett, William B. Richie,

Van N. Williams,

B. Prillerman and William H. Heard..

Fortune believed that League supporters represented a kind of

"Afro-American

agitator.""^'

The

latter

phrase was coined by Henry

"New

Negro," an

W. Grady,

editor of

'«Ibid

November 1889;
York Age, 30 November 1889; Cleveland Gazette, 30
November 1889; and
29
Plaindealer,
Washington Bee, 30 November 1889; Detroit

New

Indianapolis
Ibid. It is

Freeman,! December ISS9.

New

important to note that only the

oiCjUv^j.
signer.

York Age

lists

William Heard as a

1
n
Thomas Fortune, IIUYork Age, 21 December 1889; and Thombrough, T.
The Negro Will Solve It,'
111. See also T. Thomas Fortune, "The Race Problem:
489-95.
Belford's Magazine 5 (September 1890):
.

^"^The

r-»

New
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1

the Atlanta Constitution, and advocate of the

American Race Problem was caused by

"New

South,

who beheved

that the

the "Afro- American agitator, stirring" up strife,

while the majority of the black population were "happy in their cabin homes,

own

land by day, and

at

tilling their

night taking from their children the helpful message their State

sends them from the schoolhouse door."'°^

The Age

editor rhetorically asked

had only recently congregated

in

why

Grady's own

a group of

two hundred African Americans

city of Atlanta to protest the horrible

condition of the race in the Peach State. They came. Fortune explained, to denounce the

suppression of the vote, the reign of

African American's civil rights.

1

03
^

mob and lynch

violence, and the universal denial of

Fortune believed that there existed such a thing as an

Afro- American agitator, but denied that this activist was stirring up
peaceful and content population.

To

amongst a

strife

the contrary, the Afro- American agitator had

appropriately recognized the true conditions of the race in American and was "taking
steps forth to the contention for absolute justice under the Constitution."'^''

Fortune contended that

this rising

Afro-American agitator was sounding

the death knell of the shuffling, cringing creature in

black
right

two centuries and a half had given the
[the Afro-American
of way to white men

who

for

.

.

.

agitator proclaimed] in no uncertain voice that a

new

freeman every inch, standing erect and
from head to foot, had taken
American
undaunted, an

man

in black, a

the place of the miserable creature.

[This

'New

bears no resemblance to
Negro'] looks like a man!
His mission
a slave, or coward, or an ignoramus
justice
absolute
of
him
to
concession
the
force
is to
.

.

.

under State and Federal Constitutions.'"^

102

The

New

York Age, 21 December 1889.

103

Ibid.
104

Ibid.
105

Ibid.

Emphasis

in original.
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J

The Afro-American
League [was] the

agitator,

he concluded, had come "to

dream of creating a

believed that the tide was
that

was prepared

that the race

to build,

tummg and

to protest

106

Tu

and Fortune moved closer

national civil rights organization,

"when

that the race

rise."^^

-

York Freeman, 6 December 1884.

Ibid.
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in

to full filling his

the

editor certainly

dared to create an organization

[their] rights are outraged."'"''

Ibid.

New

now

was moving away from being "freeman

Afro-American agitator was on the

107

and the Afro-American

fortress of his strength."""^

The momentum continued
six-year-old

stay,

name -

Moreover, he believed

slaves in fact

"

The

CHAPTER 2

"WE KNOW OUR RIGHTS:"
THE FORMATION OF A NATIONAL CIVIL RIGHTS ORGANIZATION - THE
AFRO- AMERICAN LEAGUE, 1890-1894

The

League has lessened the burden upon poor
and the prospective Negro National League will lesson our
political proscription and social discrimination and teach the white
and that we will
Negro - haters
that the Negro is a man
receive the justice due us ... by concentration and by our manly
Irish National

Ireland,

.

efforts.

.

- Howard

.

.

L.

.

.

Smith

of America, you are to answer whether or not you are
ready to pitch an endless battle for the rights of manhood and
womanhood. - W. H. Bonaparte

Colored

A few weeks after T.

men

Thomas

Fortune's strong response to Henry Grady, the

Afro- American agitator's quest of creating a national organization

come

to fruition.

Fortune's aim to fuse the efforts of the various smaller impotent groups and to "go

beyond the passing of resolutions, endorsing

this or that party,

and giving

this or that

man

an opportunity to display his smartness."' As he noted, the importance of the meeting
could not be easily estimated. The

have come

'

New

at

first

gathering of its kind in the nation,

a better time, as the country continued upon

York Age, 4 January 1890.
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its

it

could not

rapid course of obliterating

the civil rights legislation of the Reconstruction period.
the 'nadir,' but the nation

was well on

Fortune believed that those

its

way

The

situation

to 'betraying the

who prophesized

had not yet reached

Negro.'

a quick demise of the

movement

were the same "croaking ravens who have pulled the race back since the war," and
they would not succeed in their myopic, selfish activities.^

that

The League would and must

succeed for the good of the race. Fortune proclaimed:

No race ever had before in

the history of

mankind

greater cause for organization, for self-reliance, for
self-help than Afro-Americans. Their very life
stake.

The

is at

dearest rights of freemen are suspended in

the balance.

Law and public

league to rob them of social,

opinion have formed a
civil

and material

liberty,

and are working hand

in hand, in utter defiance of the
Federal Constitution, to accomplish their outrageous

purpose.^

An

editorial published in the A.

M.

E.

Church Review passionately supported

Fortune's actions and tried to invigorate the delegates preparing to attend the Chicago
event.

The League movement,

it

claimed,

one of the most remarkable and significant manifestations of
awakened manhood shown by the race since or before the war.
The unanimity with which the people have responded to the call
is

for national organization effectually disposes of the belief, long

current and firmly rooted, that the Afro-American was
constitutionally incapable of grasping the potentialities of co-

That the race has
and will meet in convention to perfect a
permanent organization, which shall put to the test its capacity for
intelligent and uncompromising contention, for absolute justice
under the Constitution, marks a tremendous advance in all the
There
elements of strong, resourceful and aggressive manhood.
operation and of turning them to advantage.

reached

.

.

.

this point to-day,

.

.

.

abundance of work for the Afro-American League to do. [The
participants] will place the imperiled rights and interests of the race
is

^New
^ New

York Age, 11 January 1890.
York Age, 4 January 1890.
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before

all

other considerations of whatever sort, and
will contend

for them, whatever circumstance of trial
or danger
in the work.

In the midst of this fanfare, the delegates descended

representation for the convention

members

was one delegate selected

may

befall

upon Chicago. The

them

basis of

for every twenty-five

"constituting the branch league, club or society desiring
to cooperate in the

movement

for a national organization."^

The

credentials

hundred and forty-one delegates from twenty-one

committee reported

that

one

states attended the convention, the

majority coming from regions close to Chicago, including thirteen from
Indiana, forty
four from Illinois, nine from Michigan, twenty from Ohio, four from
Iowa, three from

Minnesota, five from Nebraska, and three from Wisconsin.*^

The South was

well

represented with eight delegates from Georgia; one each from North Carolina, South
Carolina, Texas, Tennessee, and

West

Virginia;

two each from Kansas and Kentucky;

and seven from Missouri. The northeast was also adequately represented with one
delegate from Massachusetts, four from Pennsylvania, and seven from

New

York.^

A. M. E. Church Review 6 (January 1890): 377-78; I. Garland Penn, The Afro-American
Press and Its Editors ('1891 rpt.. New York: Amo Press, 1969), 531-532.
^ New York Age,
16 November 1889; Cleveland Gazette, 30 November 1889. This was

changed from Fortune's initial decision that there would be three delegates for every one
hundred. See New York Age, 9 November 1889.
New York Age, 25 January 1890. According to Alexander Walters 's account, who was
not present

at

the national meeting, there were 141 delegates from 21 states. Alexander

Walters, My Life and Work (New York: Fleming H. Revell, 1917), 135. According to
Emma Lou Thombrough, there were 135 delegates from twenty-three states,

Thombrough,

T.

Thomas Fortune:

Press, 1972), 112.

According

Militant Journalist (Chicago, University of Chicago

Cleveland Gazette, the Detroit Plaindealer, and the
Washington Bee's account of the convention, there were 200 delegates. See Cleveland
Gazette, 25 January 1890; Detroit Plaindealer, 17 January 1890; and Washington Bee, 18
to the

January 1890.
Official Compilation

January

15, 16, 17,

of Proceedings of the Afro-American League National Convention,
J.C. Battles and R.B. Cabbell, 1890), 19-20; &ndNew

1890 (Chicago:
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These delegates were representatives of what might be called the community's
middle

class. ^

Among them were ministers, journalists,

low-level politicians.

They represented

the

lawyers, educators and a few

new burgeoning

class which, unlike the older

business leadership, was not dependent on white customers for their positions in society.

They were

a

"newer

rising

group of

men

[and

women]

that

formed the backbone of the

entrepreneurial and professional group that depended" on the black market and would, in

the

coming

years,

become

the

economic and

social elite of the

community.^ They

represented a leadership class that believed that self-help and racial solidarity, along with

a direct attack on America's growing racial apartheid, was the proper course of action.

It is

important to note the absence of female participation in the Chicago meeting.

Although African American

women were

also representatives of this

new growing

class

within the black community, and although Fortune believed that black female

League movement was

participation in the

were no female delegates present
from participating

in

activity manifested

League

at the

central to the organization's success, there

convention.'" Black

activity, as

women were not restricted

demonstrated by the outspoken support and

by Ida B. Wells and Josephine Turpin Washington

York Age 25 January 1890. For different tabulations see Thombrough,

as the group

T.

was

Thomas

Fortune, \\2.

The term middle class is used loosely here, to designate those in the African American
community who had acquired a certain level of livelihood, which set them apart from the
and freedmen and
rest of the African American population, of freemen and women
on the class
information
more
For
workers.
women who were primarily agricultural
^

American population during this period see, Sidney Kronus,
359"Some Neglected Aspects of Negro Class Comparison," Phylon 31 (Winter, 1970),
T.
Booker
of
Age
371; and August Meier, "Negro Class Structure and Ideology in the
structure of the African

258-66.
260.
in the Age of Booker T. Washmgton,"
Ideology
Meier, "Negro Class Structure and
'°
hold of the AfroT. Thomas Fortune believed that unless "the women of the race take
Age, 23
York
New
See
be."
American League it will never be the power it should

Washington," Phylon 23

(Fall, 1962):

^

November

1889.
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forming on the national

nominated by
In the

state

forth

and carried

fact

leagues to participate in the

morning of the

American Leagues

But the simple

level.

by reading the

to order

that

first session,

was

first

that

no female delegates had been

national gathering of the group."

Fortune called the convention of the Afrocall for the

Fortune be named the temporary chairman.

Committee, consisting of a representative from each
meeting was then adjourned to relocate to another

A motion was then set

conference.

State,

was

A Credentials

also organized.

The

hall for the afternoon session.'^

After reconvening in the afternoon, from a stage adorned with three portraits

one of Frederick Douglass
Illinois Legislature

moved

in the center flanked

and T. Thomas Fortune

that the delegation hear

-

by pictures of

J.

E.

W. Thomas

-

of the

Rev. William H. Heard of Pennsylvania

from the temporary

chair.

''^

Fortune then delivered an

address for which he had waited six years. Setting the tone for the event, he declared that
the delegation meeting

was

know our rights and have
emphasize the

in

Chicago "as representatives of 8,000,000 freemen, who

the courage to defend them.

fact that the past condition of

have used us for

selfish

We have met here to-day to

dependence and helplessness upon men who

and unholy purposes, who have murdered and robbed and

outraged us must be reversed."'''

Fortune viewed the assembly as the direct and rightful descendent of the
abolitionist

'
'

movement.

African American

It

was only

women

fitting that they

had convened "upon such

did participate on the local and state level and in

historic

some

locations they actively aided in the creation of the state organizations.

of the Afro-American League National
1890, 4-8; New York Age 25 January 1890; and

Official Compilation of Proceedings

Convention, January 15. 16. 17.

Cleveland Gazette 25 January 1890, 1.
Ibid.; and New York Age 1 February 1890.
"*

Official Compilation of Proceedings

Convention, January 15, 16, 17, 1890,

of the Afro-American League National
8.
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.

ground" as

Illinois, for "it

sacred cause, died that

and

in this soil that

was here

that Elijah

we might be

he sleeps.

free." It

."'^
.

.

- by

the

was here

at

first

too, "that

He invoked the names

freedom and "of the black heroes who died
crater at Petersburg

Lovejoy, the

martyr of freedom's

Abraham Lincoln

of those two martyrs of

Battery Wagner, Fort Pillow and the awful

names of these honored dead

I

conjure the

emancipation to be with us here, and to enthuse us with the devotion

which William Garrison emphasized when he exclaimed.
equivocate.

I

will not retreat a single inch

lived,

- and

I

will

'I

am in

of universal

spirit

to high principle

earnest;

I

will not

be heard.'"""

Fortune congratulated the new abolitionists for having aroused themselves from
"the lethargy of the past."

He

then set a militant tone for the convention by declaring that

blacks ought not stand idly by as they were stripped of their rights.
fight fire with fire

It is

" They must

time to face the enemy and

fight inch by inch for every right [that the white man]
denies us. ... We have been patient so long that many

believe that

outrage and

are incapable of resenting insult,
[It is] because we feel that
wrong

we

something must be done to change the condition;
because we are tired of being kicked and cuffed by
individuals, made the scapegoats of the law, used by

one party as an issue and by another as a stepping stone
it is because of the existence
to place and power
-of these things that we are assembled here to-day
determined to perfect an organization whose one
mission shall be to labor ... to right these wrongs.

.

18

The

issues to

which Fortune claimed the organization should devote

three years before
mirrored the grievances that he had discussed nearly

•^Ibid.
'^Ibid., 8-9

"ibid.,

9.

Ibid., 12.
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its

when

energy

issuing the

call for the creation

of the Afro-American League.'^
Fortune, moreover, proposed
the

creation of an Afro-American bank,
a bureau of industrial education,
and a bureau of

cooperative mdustry.
the black population

He

also proposed that a bureau of
emigration be

more generally throughout

the country,

Americans out of potential danger if conditions
continued
proposed a committee on legislation whose
objective was
state

and federal legislation negatively affecting
blacks or

and

to

formed

move

to scatter

African

to worsen. Additionally, he
to

monitor and challenge any

their interests.

Fmally, in concluding his address, T.
Thomas Fortune again advocated the use of
violence as an act of self-defense. Employing

some of the same language

that he

had

used in June of 1887, he declared that
all those men who have profited
by our disorganization
and fattened on our labor by class and corporate

legislation, will oppose this Afro- American
League
movement. [And] they may resort to the coward[ly]
argument of violence; but are we to remain forever
.?
No, sir. We propose to
accomplish our purposes by the peaceful methods of
agitation, through the ballot and the courts, but
if

inactive, the victims.

others use the

.

weapons of violence

combat our
away from
violence.
Attucks, the black patriot - he was no
coward! Toussaint L'Ouverture - he was no coward!
Nat Turner - he was no coward! .... If we have
work to do, let us do it. And if there comes violence,
let those who oppose our just cause 'throw the first
peaceful arguments,
.

.

it is

to

not for us to run

.

stone.'^'

According

to Fortune, the Afro- American

truth, justice, the federal constitution,

fight under the banner of

and honest manhood. Planting themselves firmly

'^Ibid., 15

^"ibid., 15-16.
^'

League would

Ibid., 18.
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on these truths and under such a poHtical framework, they would "fight down
opposition,
drive caste intolerance to the wall, crush out

mob and lynch

insolence and arrogance, vindicate the right of [black]

law, throttle individual

women

to the decent respect of

lawless rowdies, and achieve at last the victory which crowns the labors of the patient,
resourceful, and the

uncompromising

that the organization

bondage

into the

would, once and for

The Afro-American

lead African

all,

agitator believed

Americans out of "the house of

freedom of absolute justice under the Constitution."^^

The delegation
address. Rev. G.

warrior."^^

W.

rose with a thunder of applause

at

the close of the Fortune's

Clinton of Pennsylvania then proposed, and the delegation

approved, that the temporary chairman's speech be published as the sentiment and

purpose of the

new

organization. Closing out the

committee then submitted

named

day's events, the credentials

tabulation of those in attendance.

its

On Thursday morning
After being

first

the delegation elected

president of the convention,

W.

permanent convention

officers.^*

A. Pledger, of Georgia, rose to

address the delegation. In his address, he like Fortune, discussed the racial outrages

which were taking place throughout the nation. He believed
address the problem because

it

would have

that the country failed to

"concede that there

to

is

a 'Southern

Ibid., 19.

^^Ibid.
^'^

W.

A. Pledger, Georgia; Vice Presidents, J.
York; Dr. Hurd [sic: Heard], Pennsylvania;
S. R. Maples, Tennessee; A. Manning, Indiana; W. L. Martin, Ohio; J. W. Malone, Iowa;
Walter Stowers, Michigan; S. B. Bell, Wisconsin; S. P. Russell, Missouri; A. S. Bamett,
Ibid., 19-21.

The

officers were: President;

A. Brockett, Massachusetts;

Nebraska; D.
T.
J.

W.

J.

H. Davis,

Williams, Texas;

J.

New

C. Center, Georgia;

J.

E. Haynes, South Carolina; T.

Simmons, District of Columbia; M. I. Davis, West Virginia; E. H. Hackley, Colorado;
McAfee, Kansas; J. Q. Adams, Minnesota; E. W. Moore, Illinois; Secretary, J. H.

Pelham, Missouri; Assistant Secretary, H. C. Smith, Ohio; Chaplain, Rev. A. Johnson,
(no location given).
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Ques.,o„,- or a -Race Proble. •.
Such a„ admission „„u,d

States."

A. .he bo„o,n of

this so-cai.ed

„„eby

acknowledge, ".he

"Race Problem." Pledger
contended,

"is a spirit

of disobed,encc to the Constitntton,
and Null.fication of ,he
Fifteenth Amendment."
The

govemnren, was no, ready

to

acknowledge

,ha, fact, but the

League was being

fo™d to

force the federal government
to recogn.ze and react
,o the present state of
affairs.^'

The Georgia

poli.ican's words were me,
with a ,re„,endous roar
of applause and

approval. Foll„w,ng his address.
,he convention

moved forward

in creating

commntees

,0 discuss and draw up resolutions, and
,he rules and ,he cons,i,u,ion
of ,he nation

organization. Before ,he group
broke up ,„,o „s commitiees and
recessed until ,he

aftemoon. however. H. C. C. Astwood,
of New Yo,k presen,ed a

se, of resolutions ,o

be

sent to Congress.^^

Astwood

satirically

southern problem.

He

claimed beHeved

that there existed an alternative
to the

asserted that, since the existence
of the large

population in most of the nation's
southern states

made

Afncan American

the "situation painful and

uncomfortable for the small minority of
white fellow citizens therein," he proposed
the

new

organization petition Congress for one
million dollars "to furnish the unhappy

white citizens ...

Afro-Amencan

who may

desire to settle in other and

majorities, with free transportation

States north of the

Mason and Dixon

line.""

more favored

States, free

and lunch by the way

Astwood added,

that

to

Ibid., 21;

" Ibid.,

22-27.

27-28.
28.
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from

any of the

Congress should

designate Senator Morgan, of Alabama,
Senator Hampton, of South Carolina, and

Ibid.,

that

.

1

Senator G,bson, of Tennessee, "to
be the 'Moses' to lead the unhappy
people out of the
States of their misfortune."-

alteration

the

list

-

The

resolution

was unanimously adopted with
one

a delegate from Georgia
proposed that Senator Vest of
Missouri be added to

of individuals leading their
distraught constituencies to the
Promised Land.^^

The remainder of the second day's
proceedings proved

uneventful.

On

the third

day, however, the delegates returned
to the convention to hear
reports of the various

committees and

to elect the leadership of the

events once again was H. C. C. Astwood,
the remaining

new

who

national organization. Leading
off the

read the address to the nation
that he and

members of the Committee of Address had
drawn up

The statement mirrored
for the creation of the

the

comments of Fortune and Pledger

the previous evening.

as they outlined the reasons

Afro-American National League, and explained
what

the

organization sought to accompl,sh.^°
Following Astwood's speech, Henry Lee,
chairman

of the Committee on Education, read
his group's report. They concluded
that the
organization

would promote both

supported the Blair Educational

and higher education, and

industrial

bill,

that the

movement

which was then before Congress.^'

The convention then heard from

the

Committee on

the Constitution which had

created a document mirroring Fortune's
1887 organizational proposal.

The League

then

adopted a constitution providing for a politically
nonpartisan body whose objectives were

Ibid.

The Detroit Plaindealer made reference

189^^^^

to this resolution being sent off to
telegram during the proceedings. See Detroit Plaindealer,
14 February

29

Ojficial Compilation

of Proceedings of the Afro-American League National

Convention, January 15, 16, 17 1890 28
Ibid.,

36-37

3

Ibid.,

37-38. Blair Educational bill was a piece of legislation purposed
by Senator
Henry W. Blair of New Hampshire who called for federal aid to
states for common
schools distributed on the basis of illiteracy in the regions.
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to protest, investigate,

and create an impartial report on lynching and other outrages

perpetuated against blacks, as well as test the constitutionality
of the growing Jim

Crow

system.^^ Finally, despite the all-black composition of
the convention, the League's
constitution proclaimed the organization to be open to

eighteen without regard to race.

all

A similar plank spoke to the issue of gender.^^

The Convention closed with

the election of

president of Livingston College, an A.

M.

its

permanent

position.'''*

T.

Thomas Fortune was

Secretary, defeating G. F. Williams and

officers.

J.

C. Price,

E. Zion institution in North Carolina, was

nominated president of the organization, defeating Rev.
and Fortune for the

persons over the age of

W.

J.

A. Brackett of Massachusetts

then overwhelmingly elected

H. Anderson for the office." The delegation

also voted E. H. Morris of Chicago, attorney, and

convention then adjourned and the delegates

set

George H. Jackson,

treasurer.^"^

The

out to return to their local and state

Ibid., 38-40; See also Thombrough, T. Thomas Fortune, 114-115; and August Meier,
Negro Thought in America, 1880-1915; Racial Ideologies in the Age of Booker T.
Washington. (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1963), 129.
Thombrough, T. Thomas Fortune, 112; and Robert L. Factor, The Black Response to
America: Men, Ideals, and Organization, From Frederick Douglass to the NAACP
(Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley Pub. Co., 1970), 120.
Official Compilation of Proceedings of the Afro-American League National
Convention, January 15, 16, 17, 1890, 41-42; Thombrough, T. Thomas Fortune, 115; I.
Garland Penn, The Afro-American Press and Its Editors, 532. For more information on J.
C. Price see William Joseph Walls, Joseph Charles Price: Educator and Race Leader

(Boston: Christopher Publishing House, 1943); and August Meier. "Negro Racial

Thought

in the

Age

of Booker T. Washington, Circa 1880-1915." (Ph.D.

diss.,

Columbia

University, 1957), 234-241. Price did not arrive at the Chicago convention until the

second day of proceedings therefore he was not seated with the North Carolina
He was seated as a delegate at large. See Official Compilation of
Proceedings of the Afro-American League National Convention, January 15, 16,
delegation.

17,

and 21.
Official Compilation of Proceedings of the Afro-American League National
Convention, January 15, 16, 17, 1890, 41-42; Thombrough, T. Thomas Fortune, 115; and
I. Garland Penn, The Afro-American Press and Its Editors, 532.
I. Garland Penn, The Afro-American Press and Its Editors, 532; Cleveland Gazette, 25
January 1890; New York Age, 25 January 1890.
1890, 8
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branches. Determined to push forward the ideas set forth in
the Constitution of the newly

formed national Civil Rights organization, the delegates vowed
convention to be held in Knoxville, Tennessee

headed by H. C. C. Astwood traveled

to

in July

Washington

to

reconvene

at

a national

1891." Additionally, a committee

to present President Hanrison with

the Address to the Nation and a letter outlining the conditions
of the African American

population in the South.

The

historic civil rights convention received

moderate - mostly negative -

coverage from the white press. Chicago newspapers spoke of T. Thomas Fortune

New York coon" whom

they accused of working for the Democratic Party.

viewed the League's purpose
Consistent with
that African

They

its

as a separatist

position on the

Americans were

one

and had

in 1883,

their rights protected

The Nation believed

by the Constitution.

called for blacks to cease their plea to "be the special favorite of the laws

The Appeal, edited by convention delegate John Quincy Adams
Minnesota, responded directly to The Nation, maintaining that
possibly have read the League's address to the country, since

organization "was formed for the express purpose of breaking
prejudice which

Adams argued

37

The Nation

that sought "class legislation."

Supreme Court decision

citizens

as "the

now

its

it

in St.

"'*"

Paul

editors could not

cleariy stated that the

down

the great barrier of

operates so viciously against the Afro-American."'" Furthermore,

that the present condition of black

Official Compilation

America was

like that experienced

by

of Proceedings of the Afro-American League National

Convention, January 15, 16, 17, 1890, 42.

New

York Age, 8 February 1890.

Thombrough,

T.

Thomas Fortune,

and 18 January 1890.
Ibid.; The Nation 50 (February
The Appeal, 22 February 1 890.

1

16.

For coverage by the Chicago Tribune see

17,

13, 1890), 123;
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and The Appeal, 22 February 1890.

16,

no other citizen of the country. "The Irish-Americans

Americans are accorded

all

...

and other naturalized

the rights which are denied to the native

bom

Americans of

African descent.""' Therefore, until blacks' rights are
"protected in the ordinary modes

by which other men's

were protected" there would be a need and desire

rights

for an

organization such as the Afro-American League.'^^
State

and

local leagues throughout the nation

could not have agreed more.

Following the national meeting, the delegates returned
activity

around the issues discussed

in Chicago.

to their states

primed

Groups were formed

to initiate

m New

York,

Massachusetts, Virginia, North Carolina, Tennessee, Missouri, California,
Wisconsin,

Minnesota, Indiana, IlHnois, Michigan, Nebraska, Connecticut, Pennsylvania,
Georgia,

South Carolina, Iowa, and Colorado, among other areas.

from the simple formation of

local

Activity in the states ranged

groups to the actual initiation of

civil rights cases

against the various types of discrimination that African Americans experienced
local

and

at the

state level.

Some

of the earliest post-convention activity of the League occurred in

Wisconsin. In

November

1889, immediately following Fortune's

call for the creation

of

a national organization, African Americans in the Badger State had organized the

Wisconsin Civil Rights League and immediately framed a Civil Rights
sent off to the State Assembly.''"

discrimination case of

Owen

The

Civil Rights

Bill

which they

League also supported the

Howell, a resident of Milwaukee

who had been

refused

The Nation 50 (February 13, 1890), 123; and The Appeal 22 February 1890.
Detroit Plaindealer 9 May 1890; Cleveland Gazette 9 November 1889; and Leslie H.
Fishel, Jr., "The Genesis of the First Wisconsin Civil Rights Act," Wisconsin Magazine
of History 49 (1966), 327.
""
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admission into the parguette of the Bijou Opera House.''^
the group agreed to

merge with

the Afro-American

Amidst

this flurry of activity

League and quickly prepared

to

send

delegates to the Chicago convention.

The

initial

reaction of Black Wisconsiners following the national conference
was

extremely positive. Conference representatives
T.

Green returned

to the area energized, quickly

expand the number of
activity,

S.

B. Bell, John

formed a

state league,

local groups in the region.''*^ After the

however, the group's

momentum seemed to

lag.

Meyers, and William

J.

and sought

to

immediate rumble of

On May

9"",

William T. Green,

vice president of the Wisconsin organization, published a rallying cry to state and
national supporters. Published in the Detroit Plaindealer, Green's letter chided the

members of

the organization for their apparent "indifference."

He reminded them

Afro-American League's purpose, and invited those who had become
for the

League idea

women, and

to "read the blood curdling accounts of the

way

in

of the

lax in their support

which our men,

children are being chained and driven like cattle in the prison pens of the

South, read of the Barnwell massacre; read the statistics of the murdered Afro-

Americans, whose blood like that of Abel crieth out from the ground, not

to

God

alone,

but to the sympathies of their fellow men."'*^

Green then turned
notice

how

his attention to Wisconsin, asking black state residents to

"Afro- Americans are frozen out of every legitimate employment save the

most menial." He further noted

Fishel,

"The Genesis of the

that the state

First

had a Governor

who

appeared willing to

Wisconsin Civil Rights Act," 327.

^ Detroit Plaindealer,

21 February 1890; 11 April 1890; 9 May 1890.
May 1890. On the Barnwell Massacre see George B. Tindall,
South Carolina Negroes, 1877-1900 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press,
Detroit Plaindealer, 9

1952).
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sign the civil rights

bill,

but the black population had failed to
organize and support

its

passage by the legislature. "Afro-Americans are being
driven to the gallery of a theatre
like

dogs

in a

wood

shed, told

at

the threshold of the hostelries

Green implored Wisconsin blacks

means

to

do away with these

to "unite, organize

and

in [their] unity devise

few months the group continued

to

Green's admonitions. Over

to struggle to get the Civil

Rights Bill passed

through the Assembly. They also contmued to push forward
in their support for

Howell's

suit against

week of June,
Howell

the

for neariy

committee vowed

Jacob

Litt, proprietor

League celebrated

Owen

of the Bijou Opera House.^° During the final

victory in this suit

when

a jury

found

m

favor of

$200 damages.^' The members of the Wisconsin League's executive
to stay

Green explained, "that
other's interests

some

absurdities.""*^

The Wisconsin community responded favorably
the next

no Nigger need apply."^«

and

is

by Howell's side

if Litt

appealed the decision, for as William T.

what we have organized

political rights.""

for, to

The group

state of

Wisconsin and throughout the country

citizens

and [recommended them

also urged African

to "stand

to] not hesitate to

defend and protect and each

up for

Americans

in the

their rights like other

prosecute any and

all

persons

who

in

defiance of humanity and law refuse them the treatment of civilized beings." In addition,

May 1890
For more on William T. Green see Leslie H. Fishel, Jr., "William Thomas Green:
Black Milwaukee's Lawyer-Leader, 1887-1911," Milwaukee History 19 (1996): 85-94.
Detroit Plaindealer, 9
Ibid.

Detroit Plaindealer, 30 May 1890; 4 July 1890; 26 September 1890. For more
information in Jacob Litt see, Larry Widen, "Jacob Litt: Milwaukee's Forgotten

Showm&n" Milwaukee
^'

History 19 (1996): 2-13.
Detroit Plaindealer, 4 July 1890. See also Fishel, "The Genesis of the First Wisconsin

Civil Rights Act," 327.
^'^

Detroit Plaindealer, 11 July 1890.
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they rejoiced in the "rapid growth of the league, and in the fact that

beginning to be

The
to take root

felt in

strength

is

the country."^^

Ohio was another region where the Afro-American League attempted

state of

and grapple with the "knotty problems

population.^'*

its

that beset the

Afro-American"

Following the Chicago convention, the Cleveland Gazette immediately

began promoting the necessity

to

form

local branches of the organization, declaring that

one or more Leagues should be formed
having ten or more Afro- Americans."

in

It

"every

city,

was time

town or

to "act!""

village in the State of

Ohio

Furthermore, the paper saw

a necessity for the Leagues to organize in order to challenge recently proposed legislation
calling for the segregation of the state's schools.

Ohio House

Bill

No. 458 proposed

that separate schools be

organized for black

children. If a local school board lacked a majority in favor of the segregated school

system, the board could unite districts to allow a desired number of pupils to create a

separate school.^''

The Gazette immediately

called

on the

state's black population,
58

legislation.
especially the local Leagues, to stand up against this discriminatory

editors cried, "let every

denounce such

community do

legislation.

Send

and leave no stone unturned

men

that will contribute

It is

Detroit Plaindealer, 26 September 1890.

Cleveland Gazette, 25 January 1890.

March 1890.
22, and 29 March 1890.
8, and 29 March 1890.

Ibid., 8

" Ibid.,
Ibid.,

8,
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to your

members of the Assembly

m the least to the ignominious defeat of

a stab

Ibid.

"

The

duty in this matter. Hold meetings and

representative

the unjust and retrogressive measure.

"

its

and

at

our

vital interests

which should

.

arouse to action leading men, our
churches, societies and especially
our Afro-American
leagues."^^

Under

the banner of the League,
African

Ohio with the defeat of the separate school
local

League was organized

sent to Representative

citizens stood against

John

Green

any "law

citizens," the petitioners

legislation their rallying cry.
In late

March

Ashtabula County and promptly
drafted a petition

in

P.

Americans began organizing throughout

vowed

to

was

that

be read before the House.
Declanng that black

that discriminates in favor
of, or against,
to

a

withdraw support

for

any party or

any class of

.

men who would

.

not

"oppose such unjust and cruel discnmination.'"^"
Another such petition was drafted and

from a newly formed League

sent

in

Lebanon, Ohio. Concurring with sentiments

expressed by the citizens of Ashtabula
County, the document further declared
that "any

and

all,

deemed

who by word

or act lend or give encouragement to
such legislation

.

.

.

shall be

traitors" to the race.'''

With support

for the

League

at a

peak, the Ohio delegates of the national

convention called for a statewide conference
of local Leagues to be held on
in Columbus.'^^

Roughly one month before

Henry Lee of Oberiin, published

May 20,

1890

the state convention, one of those delegates,

a rallying letter in the Gazette.

He

believed that the

meeting of the Leagues was of great importance
since the "status of the Afro-American
this

country

is

approaching an important

crisis"

and

that the

House

legislation for

segregated schools in Ohio was just one small
indication of the troubled situation.

He

59

Ibid., 22,
60

Ibid.,

Ibid.

and 29 March 1890. Emphasis

in the original.

29 March 1890.
Another such petition was sent from Scioto County. Cleveland
Gazette 29

March 1890.

" Cleveland Gazette, 22 March 1890, p. 2; 29, March 1890,
Apnl, 1890; 19 April 1890; 3 May 1890; 17 May
1890.
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p. 2;

5 April, 1890, p. 2; 12

in

called for the convention to adapt the
motto, "Advance, Forward,
for the time

had come for African Americans

Onward, and Upward,"

to "plant the standard of
[their]

manhood

upon the highest peaks of American citizenship
and maintain them there or die
attempt.

Every attempt

at the regulation

met with the undeniable

rights of

in the

based upon the simple color of the
skin must be

American citizenship."" Therefore,

name of the

"in the

race" he called upon his fellow citizens
to "Arouse! Arouse! Fall in line!
Leave the plow,
the storehouse, the shop, the bench, the
office,

our race, citizenship, our

The

civil rights

and

and

strike

one manly and

telling

blow

for

full justice."^"^

highlights of the state convention included
the delegation's censuring

Recorder of Deeds Blanche Kelso Bruce for
having replaced African American clerks
his office with white workers.

The leaguers

also sent an address to the

House Legislature

elucidating the purpose of the organization
at the state and national level.

claimed that they had assembled

to secure their rights

discrimination on the basis of color

would

petition the state

guaranteed to

all

to

call attention to

The

delegates

any

the local, state, or national level, and that
they

uphold and defend the rights and privileges

citizens of the nation. Consistent with the
sentiments of the local

Leagues leading up
efforts ... to

assembly

at

and

to the convention, the address to the legislature
deprecated

modify the present system of mixed schools

"any

in Ohio."*^^

After the successful state convention, the Ohio League
seemed to languish.
Initially the editors

of the Gazette expressed their disappointment in the convention

Cleveland Gazette, 26 April 1890. Emphasis in the original.
Ibid.
Ibid.,

24

May

1890.

50

in

turnout as well as the selection of state
officers.^'^
virtually disappeared

letter to

In

W.

J.

the group

published an open

of the organization in Ohic-^^

state

local league suffered

somewhat of a setback with

the

the shiftmg support of

Calvin Chase, and the lack of full-fledged
support by
politicians

its activities

until the editors

American Citizen's Equal Rights Association,

Chase and many of the older

and

C. Price in October. At that time
they called

and decried the deplorable

Washington D. C. the

creation of the

editor

from the pages of the newspaper

League members from president

attention to the letter

Then

many

local politicians.

and patronage seekers - including

Pinchback, John Mercer Langston, John M. Townsend,
and E. P.

Bee

P. B. S.

McCabe - held

a

conference a few weeks after the Chicago convention
where they formed the American
Citizen's Equal Rights Association. With the
exception of the nonpartisan clause of the

League's constitution,

many

of the group's declarations echoed the sentiments
of the

Afro-American League.

The immediate
two organizations had

feeling of

to

merge

Rights Association understood

many

in the

Afro- American community was that the

if their efforts

this

and named

were
J.

Members of the Equal

to survive.

C. Price, the President of the Afro-

American League, the chairman of the conference; on
they resolved to take steps to unite the two groups."^^

however, and the Equal Rights Association continued

the final

day of the proceedings

The merger never
to exist as

occurred,

an autonomous

organization.

Ibid.,

31

*^Ibid., 11

May

1890.

October 1890.

Detroit Plaindealer, 7, and 14 February 1890; and New York Age, 15 February 1890.
See also Meier, Negro Thought in America, 10-1 \ and Thombrough T. Thomas Fortune,

116-117.
Detroit Plaindealer, 1 and 14 February 1890; and
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New

York Age 15 February 1890.

Despite the creation of the Equal Rights
Association in
of
to

some of its Washington
win some support.

On

its

backyard and the drain

DC membership, the local Afro-American League

did

manage

April 4, 1890, this local league held a
meeting at the Second

Baptist Church.™ During the meetmg, John
E. Bruce delivered a passionate
speech
entitled "Blot

on the Escutcheon."

skillfully outlining the

In this address, Bruce captivated
his audience by

"Negro Problem

(so called),"

position of being honored with a hollow

title

and black America's

of "American citizen."^'

He

distinct

declared that

blacks possessed

the rights of citizens in the abstract; [they]
are denied all the
privilege of decent accommodation on the
public highway, in the
public inns and places of amusement in certain
communities.
all

In

the church of

God

boundary and habitation

[their]

is

marked

out.

[Their] children are made to feel blighting effects
of the vile
prejudice which permeates and controls public
institutions of
learning which all citizens are taxed to support. [They]
cannot rent
from Christian white men houses to live in on respectable
streets

unless the majority of residents thereon are Negroes.^^

Bruce then turned

to challenge his audience

and

stir

them

to action.

the escutcheon" he proclaimed, "consists of the failure
of the General

enforce the laws upon the statute books
the

Afro-American League

to take

.""
.

.

.

He

an active road

The

Government

outlined the path for the

full

"blot

of united agitation.

He

to

members of
fully

understood that a united effort by black America would force the national
government
cease being "passive and indifferent" to the injustices perpetuated against nearly

John Edward Bruce, The Selected Writings of John Edward Bruce: Militant Black
Journalist, ed. Peter Gilbert
Ibid.,

42 and

Ibid.,

38-39.

(New York:

Amo Press,

39.

"ibid., 41.
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1971), 33.

on

to

8,000,000 of

its

nations of the earth" and

lives after

Bruce looked out from the cradle of the "alleged queen among

citizens.

them

saw aceldama. He

Quoting from Ezekiel he proclaimed, "He

poor and the needy, hath spoiled by violence, hath

committed abominations. He

"The solution

to the

men do

reiterated the point that "the evil that

lifted

up

his

that hath oppressed the

eyes to the

idols, hath

shall not live."^''

problem" Bruce emphasized, was

in the

hands of Afro-

America:
talk

won't solve

it;

promises and threats won't solve

assimilation of the races will not solve

it.

it;

the

The Negro must

preserve his race identity, must unite his energies, talent and

money, and make common cause. He must, in order to get justice
from white men, show them that he is entitled to it not as a
privilege, but as a common right vouchsafed to all by Almighty
God. Unity and harmony of sentiment and feeling, of act and
deed, are the levers that must of necessity overturn American
caste-prejudice. In organization, co-operation and agitation the
Negro will come nearer to the solution of the white man's problem
than by meekly submitting to injustice and wrong at the hands of
those who are responsible for our condition; who murder our
defenseless brethren, for daring to be men.^^

Shortly after the Washington

converged on Detroit
state

to

form a

DC meeting, the local Leagues of Michigan

state organization.

During the months leading up

to the

convention, supporters of the Michigan League were actively attempting to awaken

the state's

Afro-American population.

received a setback

Ferguson,

when

In

March, the Michigan black community

a circuit court ruled against an African American, William

in his suit against a restaurant

owner, George H. Gies,

Ibid., 42.

Ibid., 42, 34.
Ibid., 43.
Ibid., 39.
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who had

denied the

plaintiff equal

accommodations based on the color of his

famous Louisiana
doctrine

case, Plessy

was gaining strength

v.

Ferguson, and

at

skin.

Six years before the

a t.me that the separate
but equal

m the lower courts throughout the nation, the

county Circuit Court ruled that a "pubHc
restaurant keeper has a right
business that he

and for colored.

may keep

Wayne

to so control his

separate tables for ladies and for
gentlemen, for white persons

."^^
.

.

D. A. Straker, Ferguson's attorney, urged
the black population of Michigan

"up and doing for danger
like

it

was

is

Plaindealer agreed with Straker's

Afro-American League. The editors of the

call for action, but

financial burden of the legal battle
should fall

"where they

will

way

be

ahead" and he held that the William
Ferguson case and any

a cause for the National

organization. In that

to

believed that the fight and the

upon the shoulders of the

local

and

state

the national group could concentrate
their energies and funds

be most needed -

in the

South."^' Unconcerned to as whether the

national or the state organization should
lead that activity, Michigan African Americans

heeded the

call

of Straker and the Plaindealer and began forming
Leagues in a number of

counties throughout the state.^"

Movement towards
the leaguers had hoped.
a thorny issue that

a state convention, however, was not as smooth as

Those forming the League

in

Michigan were forced

many of

to deal

with

had plagued the formation of the national organization and continued

to fester as the state

groups convened. In

many

states, individuals

were unwilling

to

support the Afro- American League because of the nonpartisan
clause of the group's

78

Detroit Plaindealer, 7 March 1890. See also, Hawkshawe, "David
Augustus Straker:
Black Lawyer and Reconstruction Politician, 1842-1908," 109-129.
Detroit Plaindealer, 7
*°Ibid., 14

March 1890.

March 1890.
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constitution.

The League had not done a

nor had they explained exactly
the Plaindealer attempted to

sufficient

who would

remedy

that oversight

idea were invited to

may

it

see

become members of the

to Detroit"

when

they explained that the League

leaves to local leagues the privilege
of

Thus,

fit."«'

local, state,

"irrespective of race, politics, color or sex."^^

"on

this clause

be affected by the regulation. The
editors of

was a "non-partisan organization, although
taking such action in politics as they

job explaining the basis for

all

supporters of the League

and national organization

The leaguers then

where 157 delegates assembled

to create the

fell in line

and marched

Michigan Afro-American

League.
Highlights of the convention included the merger
of the Michigan Protective

League, yet another

state civil-rights organization created in
1890, with that of the Afro-

American League. Another notable factor of the Michigan
conference was the strong
representation of

women.

In a firm speech,

Ednorah Nahar pleaded

for the

Michigan

organization to inspire action on the part of the National
League "toward the amelioration

of Southern prejudices," especially the prejudices that
relegate "delicate

Crow

cars" and generally insult

The

them

women

to

Jim

in other ways.^"*

clear climax of the convention however,

came with

a stirring address by D.

Augustus Straker, chairman of the proceedings. Emphasizing the reasons for the
gathering, Straker called on the delegates to declare their constitutional rights

"demand

their enforcement,

and never cease demanding on

81

Ibid., 11 April

1890.

82

Ibid.
83

Ibid.,

16

May

1890.

84

Ibid.
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all

anew and

occasions until they are

-

conceded

to us

and we enjoy them

fully

and equally with

all

of our fellow citizens."^^

He

then called for the convention to denounce "the recent
outrages perpetuated upon
[southern blacks] by cut throats and lynchers" such events
as "the Barnwell Massacre.
,"

calling for the creation of a federal court to

sit in

Washington, away from the influence

of the states to try those responsible for the butchery occurring
throughout the country.^^

Appealing for unity within the Afro-American community, he
saw

it

as "useless to hold

State conventions or National Leagues unless [blacks are]
united in purpose and plan so
that an insult to

one of our brethren

in the

South

is

an insult to

us.

A right denied in

South Carolina, must find resentment here, a lynching committed there
must be

denounced here

To thunderous

in Michigan."^^

complaints be heard on the

hill

applause, Straker concluded: "let our

top and in the valley and from shore to shore in State and

county conventions and leagues

until

we

get justice and equal rights, the doors of

industry be opened to us, the public places of refreshment and
distinction

between

their patrons.

amusement know no

."^^
.

.

With such energy and defined purpose

the delegates returned to their respective

counties and set forth in putting energies toward the cause of the League idea. Soon after
the convention,

Reverend D. A. Graham, president of the Michigan League, outlined

vision of the state organization's role in the activities of the national group.
Straker's sentiments that an attack on any
attack

member

on the whole community. He believed

his

He echoed

of the race must be viewed as an

that the

Michigan leaguers needed

to create

a legal defense fund, in order to bring participants of racial violence or discrimination to

Ibid.,

23

May

1890.

Ibid.

''Ibid.
Ibid.
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justice. True,

he explained,

capital

punishment decision

justice

and

that

organization

,s

it

it

was doubtful

in a

that the

group would succeed

in getting a

lynching case, but he believed that they
would get some

would only take

a

few cases

to teach the

"South

that 'Negro'

not to be scoffed at," and "that lynchmgs
would be followed with earnest

He

prosecutions."^'

also thought such action and
prosecution

become weary of their general

would force southerners

to

discrimination of the Afro-American
population. Finally,

he forecasted that the organization would be able

to raise

$25,000 for

their cause within

the next year.'°

Unfortunately, the black communities of Michigan
failed to echo Graham's

enthusiasm. Over the next few months, the group
continued to struggle with task of

convincing blacks

mean they had

to

in the state that

renounce

in the

their political affiliations.

departure of Reverend D. A.
president.'^'

membership

Graham from

Afro-Amencan League

A

further setback occurred with the

the state, leaving the organization without a

Therefore, despite the Michigan organization's continued
growth, and

success in gaining a favorable decision in the appeal of
the Ferguson
the State

Supreme Court overturned

group spun

did not

its

the

Wayne County Court

v.

Gies case (when

ruling in October), the

wheels and never achieved a full-unified effort throughout the

This was not the case in

New

time as the meeting in Washington
activity

began

^'ibid.,

llJuly 1890.

to

develop

in the

its

state.'^

York. During the spring of 1890, around the same

DC and the flurry of action

New York region.

in

Michigan, League

Before the convention, the movement

^'°Ibid.

Ibid., 24 October 1890. Reverend Graham would relocate to Minnesota
where he
would aid that state in the their formation of a state League.
^ Ibid.,
17 October 1890; 24 October, 1890; and Hawkshawe, "David Augustus Straker:
Black Lawyer and Reconstruction Politician, 1842-1908," 120-122.
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had managed

to create a

number of locals throughout

centered around the vicinity of

McCants

New York Afro-American

into the state legislature. T.

Thomas

League attempted

civil rights bill

to introduce a civil rights

first

in

was pending, members of the

New York state branches

May

22 and 23, 1890,

Douglass.

The elected

president; T.

McCants

to the delegation

in

held

Rochester, the longtime

M.

Tracy,

member of the

its

founding

home

city of Frederick

Thomas

Fortune,

executive committee. Tracy

on the second day of the proceedings and urged women

upon men of the League

she satirically reminded her audience that "the

work of the league,

to

Stewart, counsel; Reverend Alexander Walters, head of the

the organization. Calling

the

New York

officers of the State organization included T.

executive committee; and Mrs. A.

spoke

which sought

insurance prices.^* Around the support for these two

pieces of proposed legislation, the state League of

convention on

violation a one

and imprisonment.^^

lent their support to another piece of anti-discrimination
legislation

prevent race-based prejudice

activity

McCants Stewart lawyer and confidant of Fortune
placed

fine; for later violations, revocation of license

While the

main

Fortune. After the

finishing touches on a bill calling for graduated penalties:
for the

hundred dollar

its

with branch leadership in the
hands of T.

Stewart, Bishop Alexander Walters, and T.

convention, the

bill

New York City

the state, but

for

it is

written that

it

to support the

men must have

is

not good for

work of black women,

the

man

to join

women

to

with them in

be alone."'^

Robert J. Swan. "Thomas McCants Stewart and the Failure of the Mission of the
Talented Tenth in Black America, 1880-1923," 149.
^'^

New York Age 26 April 1890; 17 and 31 May 1890. This would
Chase-Ward bill.

Ibid., 151;

become

New

the

York Age, 31

May

1890.

^^Ibid.
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ultimately

The importance of civil
activity prior to the convention,

signed by
that the

all

among

rights legislation,

was noted

which had dominated the organization's

in the resolutions

others Fortune, Walters, and Tracy.

group would pressure the Legislature

to pass a

One

passed by the

of these resolutions

law

was dead by

the

summer months and

with

vowed

to insure equal treatment for

citizens without regard to race.^^ Despite the League's pressure,

rights bill

League,

state

its failure,

however, the

civil

businesses across the

State were free to continue to strengthen de facto segregation.

Possibly in response to the escalation of discrimination in the State, T.

Thomas

Fortune entered the Trainer Hotel on June 4* 1890 and requested to be served a beer.

When

the bartender leaned across the counter and informed

him

that the establishment

did not serve blacks, Fortune replied, "see here, young fellow, you will
if

you do

morning.

not,

I

will

After

remain here and ornament your establishment

some discussion with

until

the bartender, the proprietor,

fill

my

order,

you close

and

in the

and a police

Fortune was arrested for disturbing the peace, being intoxicated, and engaging

officer,

in

disorderly conduct.'™

The following morning Fortune appeared
Stewart as his counsel; after

some hue and

in court

with his friend T. McCants

cry the charges were dropped."" Attorney

Stewart must have been pleased with his confidant as he represented the African

Americans with "leather stomachs"
firebrands immediately set to

that the

work and

lawyer had called for

in 1887.

The two

called on the legislative committee of the State

'^Ibid.
Ibid. 5 July 1890.

Ibid.

7 June 1890.

'""Ibid.
Ibid;

Robert

J.

Swan. 'Thomas McCants Stewart and the Failure of the Mission of the

Talented Tenth in Black America, 1880-1923," 153.
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Afro-American League
exclaimed on the

first

to aid

page of

them

in filing suit against the Trainer Hotel.

weeks' Age\

that

"I

submit that

I

As Fortune

would expect nothing

less

than such treatment in a hotel anywhere in the South, and in any court
of justice in the
South, but

York

I

am

astonished to find such treatment accorded an Afro-American
in

Close up the

City.

Hold up

...

line,

and

let

us fight for our civil as well as our political rights.

the hands of the Afro-American League. Put

together and fight.

New

money

in its treasury.

Let us stand

""'^

Within a week, the greatest activity of the Afro-American League had begun.
Fortune and Stewart had decided that they were not going to
insult," for that

would have been

"sit

down and swallow

totally inconsistent with their support for the creation of

the Afro-American League. Fortune's civil rights incident, they believed, should
a test case to challenge the increased discrimination in the State of

set a

precedent to challenge the growing

As John Mitchell explained
necessarily

awaken

in his

the

civil rights violations

Richmond Planet, "win or

New

York,

in

become
order to

throughout the nation.

lose the case

must

a wide-spread interest in the country, and thereby create a sentiment

against this discrimination as well as set an example which citizens in other prejudiced
States might

suit

with the

do well

to follow."

'""^

The two New Yorkers agreed and

New York Supreme Court for damages

therefore filed a

of $10, 000 against the proprietor

and manager of the Trainer Hotel. '"^
Support for the

ofZion believed

'"^

New
Ibid.,
Ibid.,

that

New York editor's cause came from

Fortune should "wear

[his]

across the nation.

imprisonment as a badge of honor" and

York Age 7 June 1890.
14 June 1890.
5 July 1890.

Ibid.,14 June 1890;

Thombrough,

T.

Thomas Fortune,

60

The Star

118.

that the black

community should

rally

Mitchell, the outspoken editor of the

American community
especially those

the

assist

him

in his cause. '"^

Richmond Planet, concurred, warning

must "sooner or

that they

who have

behind him and

manhood

to

later

.

.

.

learn to stand

by

John

the African

their leaders,

contend for the rights of the race.""'^

Further

support for the case was stirred up by a call to the state Leagues issued by the president

and the attorney of the National League,
throw

their

J.

C. Price and

Edward Morris, urging them

to

weight and finances behind Fortune's cause. '"^

Many

individuals and organizations responded to the appeals and cast their

support behind Fortune and the League. For instance, the American Baptist declared:

"While we would prefer
is

a

shame

that a

man

account of color."'"'

wrote to the Age
a beer.

As

in

that

Mr. Fortune abstain from the use of such a beverage, yet

of his ability and position should be refused entertainment on

What

the editors of the

American Baptist and so many

Freeman proclaimed,

"there

the question of the Negro's civil rights in the courts.

While Fortune and

his lawyers

forward on both local and national
president

J.

moved

levels. In

who

had formed State leagues for

is

no

better time than

now

to test

""°

against Trainer, the

League pressed

October the executive committee of the

C. Price sent out an open letter to Leagues once again,

outlining the organization and discussing

its

their foresight

importance.

He

congratulated those

and self-reliance and urged others

New

York Age, 21 June 1890.
21 June 1890.
Ibid., 21 June 1890.
Ibid., 21 June 1890; and Thombrough,
Ibid.,

New

others

support of Fortune understood was that his case concerned more than

the Indianapolis

movement met and

it

T.

Thomas Fortune,

York Age, 21 June 1890.

61

118.

who

to follow

in their footsteps in creating an

He

held that

defense of

if

"ORGANIZED PROTEST against the color Hne

blacks failed "to possess the

[their] Constitutional rights,

manhood and

patriotism to stand up in the

and protest long, loud and unitedly against

their

continual infringement," they "were unworthy of their heritage as American citizens
and

deserve to have fastened on [them] the wrongs of which

many

.

.

.

complain.""^ Finally,

he believed that the creation of the leagues was an example of the type of self-help that
the African

American community needed. He maintained

constantly at the influences without ... and not enough

movement represented

that blacks

at the

had "looked too

forces within," and that the

the type of organized "power" needed to gain recognition in

America.""'

Despite

some

local success

discrimination policy in

-

New York

Afro-American League languished

the initiation of Fortune's challenge to the

and the optimism exuded
as

frustrated situation at the local level

it

neared

its

was revealed

was "deplorable," according

J.

C. Price's letter - the

one-year national anniversary. The
in a

comment appearing

issue of the Cleveland Gazette containing president Price's

organization

in

letter.

to the paper's editors,

The

in the

same

state of the

who urged

Ohio

their

constituents to take note of the sentiments presented in the president's address and to fire

up the leagues.

Reverend John M. Henderson of Michigan echoed similar sentiments

in

an

article

published in the Detroit Plaindealer. Henderson believed that apathy, not agitation, was

New
state

York Age, 11 October 1890; Cleveland Gazette, 11 October 1890. Besides the
leagues that have already been mentioned groups were also formed in Michigan and

Nebraska. See Cleveland Gazette, 29 March 1890; and 17

May

1890..

October 1890; Cleveland Gazette, 11 October 1890.
A^ew York Age, 11 October 1890; Cleveland Gazette, 11 October 1890.
Cleveland Gazette, 11 October 1890.

^^^New York Age,

11

62

8

the

watchword of the League movement and alleged

shoulders of president Price.

on the

Fortune responded to Henderson by
asserting that the

'

responsibility for any apathy within the

and

that the responsibility lay

movement

actually lay in the hands of the local

state leadership, not with the presidency
of the organization.

"one cannot carry the League on

his shoulders.

enough money had not been paid

in

by

The

editor noted that,

Nothing can be done without money, and

local leagues to

pay for the stamps, stationery and

printing of the Secretary's office alone."'"^
Fortune then urged his readers and the

supporters of the League not to

grow

the manifestation of a "giant in a

The

editor believed that

impatient, that the organization could not take
on

day or a year.""''
the local leadership educated the

if

masses on the

importance of the movement, the community would support
the group. Then those
placed in organizational authority would be able to sustain
a challenge to ensure African

Americans

their political

and social

rights.

As Fortune had previously observed,

old

sentiments of dependence and victim status die hard, but he
believed that they were
dying.

He

thought that with education the community would stop looking outside
of

itself for the "relief that [could]

mentality

only be obtained from within," and that the old slave

would be supplanted "by

a manlier and

more

rational sentiment

-

a sentiment

of self-reliance and self-help and mutual dependence.""^

The absence of support of

the masses

was

central to the suffering organization,

but lack of publicity of the group's activities, throughout the nation, to

"^

New

gamer

a dedicated

York Age, 6 December 1890.

"*Ibid.
Ibid.
1 1

T.

Thomas

Fortune, "The Afro-American League,"

1890): 4.
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AME Church Review 7 (July

membership may have been

its

greatest flaw.

The committee of

legislation

was

responsible for collecting, collating, and
publishing information about the
conditions of

African

Amencans and

challenges to right those conditions.
However, no great amount

of press was given to the activities of
the various local and state
branches out of thdr
general vicinity. Take, for example,
both the Ohio campaign against
segregated schools

and Fortune's

suit

agamst Trainer. Neither of the events was
given a considerable

amount of coverage outside of
mentioned
for

in

its states.

In fact, the

Ohio Leaguer's campaign was not

any of the newspapers controlled by
supporters of the organization except

Harry Smith's Cleveland Gazette. The Detroit
Plaindealer, under the guidance of

leaguers Robert

Peiham and William Anderson, provided

activity nationally, but they to failed to
seize

the best coverage of

on the successes of the group

to

League

drum up

greater support for the organization.
Moreover, the Indianapolis Freeman, under control

of George Knox, spilled considerable ink in
support of Fortune's Trainer case, but never

used

its

coverage to build the League's membership

in

Indiana or nationally. With

greater publicity accorded the legal cases or
the broader struggles of the Afro-American

League, the local leadership might have been better
able to gain support from the masses,

who would have been more
local

and national

One
organization

actively apprised of the activities of the organization at the

level.

region of the country that attempted to arouse widespread support for
the

was

St. Paul,

protective league fell

Minnesota. Fortune's

upon receptive

growing black population began

call in

1887 for the creation of a

ears in the Saintly City.

to feel

By

the 1880s, St. Paul's

and resent the subtle effects of de facto

64

segregation."^

A month prior to Fortune's call

for the creation of a national civil rights

organization, William Hazel, a stained-glass artist

was denied accommodations

at the

file suit

Clarendon hotel, seeking two thousand dollars

black community of
decision

would not

St.

in

visiting the city,

Arrested after

hotels.'^''

against the proprietors of the

damages.'^' In October, a jury ruled in

dollars.

act as deterrent against future acts of discrimination.

rights of St. Paul's black citizens.

own hands by

'^'^

It is

and Industrial League was connected

American League was formed

not

to oversee

the

Ghetto, 1870-1930." (Ph.D.

Western Appeal, 21

May

the

knew such
They

Mmnesota

to Fortune's league idea, but

new

The
a

therefore

-

the

any future infringements on the

known whether

in the city in 1889, the

members joined

'^^

creating a protective organization

Protective

when an Afro-

previous organization disappeared

group.

David Vassar Taylor. "Pilgrim's Progress: Black

™

was

Paul viewed the decision as an outrage, as they

Minnesota Protective and Industrial League -

its

the time

him a hallow recompense of twenty-five

decided to take matters into their

and many of

at

Astoria and Clarendon

protesting the incident. Hazel proceeded to

favor of Hazel, but awarded

who

St.

Paul and the

Making of an Urban

diss., University of Minnesota, 1977).

1887.

Michael E. Foley and Thomas Foley (Foley Brothers), 25515
Civil Court of the Second Judicial District, State of Minnesota, Judgment, October 17,
1887, Ramsey County Courthouse, St. Paul.
'^^
William A. Hazel v. Michael E. Foley and Thomas Foley (Foley Brothers); Western
Appeal, 22 October 1887.
David 'V. Taylor, "John Adams and the Western Appeal" Advocates of the Protest
Tradition," Master's Thesis, Omaha: University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1971, 36-37; see
also David V. Taylor, "John Quincy Adams: St. Paul Editor and Black Leader,"
William A. Hazel

v.

Minnesota History 43 (Winter 1973): 292-293; and David Vassar Taylor. "Pilgrim's
Progress: Black St. Paul and the Making of an Urban Ghetto, 1870-1930." See also
Western Appeal, 12 and 26 November 1887; and 31 December 1887.
'^"^
David V. Taylor, "John Adams and the Western Appeal" Advocates of the Protest
Tradition," 42-44. See also Paul D. Nelson, Frederick L. McGhee: A Life on the Color
Line, 1861-1912 (Minneapolis: Minnesota Historical Society Press, 2002), 26-27. It is
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.

From

its initial

formation the

St.

Paul branch of the Afro-American League

attempted to draw the whole community into the organization. After the
national

convention of the League in Chicago, which was attended by two members
of the local
branches' executive committee, editor John Quincy

McGhee,
in the

Adams and lawyer Frederick

the St. Paul group decided to hold a public demonstration to stimulate
interest

League.'" The leadership of the

the opportune date for the "monster

.

.

.

local

League decided upon Emancipation Day

as

demonstration" to celebrate the progress of the

race since Lincoln's Proclamation and to acknowledge the hurdles

left to

leap over to

gain full equality while highlighting the League's program to achieve the guarantee of

African American's constitutional

rights.'^*'

At the moderately attended event, both Frederick

McGhee

of the local branch and

Archbishop John Ireland, leader of the local Catholic Church and supporter of black
rights,

gave judicious addresses on the issue of

acknowledged

that blacks

social

had made tremendous

and

political equality.

'^^

McGhee

strides in the past twenty-eight years,

but a fully open society had yet to be brought to fruition. '^^ Bishop Ireland was a bit

more

forceful as he

condemned

local incidents of discrimination

and then declared,

important to note that because McGhee did not move to the city until just before the
formation of the Afro-American League, Nelson does not mention the Minnesota
Protective and Industrial League.

It is

also important to note that the instigator for the

creation of the Minnesota Protective and Industrial League, John Quincy Adams, praised
Fortune's League idea in an editorial on June 11, 1887. Western Appeal, 1 1 June 1887.
Western Appeal, 29 November 1890; 13 December 1890; and Paul D. Nelson,

McGhee, 29-3 1
Western Appeal, 20 December 1890; Paul D. Nelson, Frederick L. McGhee, 29.
Appeal, 3 January 1891; Paul D. Nelson Frederick L. McGhee, 29. It should be noted
that the Western Appeal became the Appeal in 1891.
Frederick

L.

'^^
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"color

is

the merest accident ...

people in American be equal socially
and

let all

politically."'^'

Despite the flash of radicalism

in Ireland's address,

Emancipation Day demonstration. The

local

nothing really came from the

Afro-American League

failed to propose

any new strategies for fightmg discrimination.
Whether the group gained a significant

membership

increase in

is

unknown. This

overall

event was not lost on resident William Hazel,

weakness and symbolic nature of the

who had resettled

in the area.

He

called the

grand example of humbuggery, noting that the
Afro-American League proposed a

affair a

meeting

to

"do something [and

The

the] result

.

.

.

[was] nothing."'^"

firebrand Hazel believed that the League in

was bankrupt both

financially

had been unsuccessful

in

St.

and ideologically. He noted

mounting

Paul and on the national level
that the national organization

a significant challenge to

any legislation not

in the

best interests of the race. Moreover, Hazel highlighted the
fact that, on the local level,
the group

had

failed to throw

year, including his

for a

change

newest

its

weight behind any act of discrimination over the past

suit against the Delicatessen Restaurant.'^'

in the leadership of the St.

Finally, he called

Paul League and for a more proactive approach to

achieving "perfect freedom."'^^
Hazel's frustration with the League did not

he had joined their ranks.

By

that time,

last for long,

however; by the spring

he had also reached an amicable out-of-court

settlement with the Delicatessen, to which the Appeal, the St. Paul voice of the Afro-

•^^Ibid.
Ibid.,

31 January 1891.

•^'Ibid.
132

Ibid.

The phrase

Frederick

McGhee

"Perfect

at the

Freedom" was

the

name of the speech

Emancipation Day demonstration.
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delivered by

American League, gave
Hazel threw
such as

his

sufficient press coverage.'^^

weight behind the group and, along with other
supporters of the League

McGhee and Adams,
Around

After joining the organization,

called for the creation of a State branch."^

the time of Hazel's settlement with the
Delicatessen, the Wisconsin

League was riding

a wild rollercoaster in relation to

legislature to pass the Civil Rights Bill

the activities of the

Milwaukee branch,

the year. In late January,

it

it

its

efforts to

push the State

had drawn up nearly two years

the

prior.

Led by

Wisconsin group had been active throughout

held a large banquet to gather together supporters
of the

organization and inform them of the issues that black people
faced in Wisconsin and

throughout the nation.
to

Then

in

February the League sent representatives

to

address the judiciary committee concerning the necessity of the
Civil Right

William T. Green, the lead representative of the group, was so persuasive

committee doubled

Leaving the
that

it

Rights

his

allowed speaking period

in order to

capital city, the Leaguers believed that they

The champagne was taken

judiciary committee

showed

their

that the

had the upper hand and

the passage of the Civil

off ice, however, as the

hand by

Bill.

hear his whole argument. '^"^

was only a matter of time before the group celebrated
Bill.

Madison

Democrats on the

striking out references to a

number of public

places including "theaters, restaurants, barber shops, and saloons," leaving inns as the

Ibid., 11 April 1891; 18 April 189L It is important to note however that the
Delicatessen obviously did not learn their lesson when it came to the Hazel family. Rosa,
William's wife, brought suit against the establishment three years later. See Paul D.

Nelson, Frederick L. McGhee, 111.
'^^
'^^

Ibid.,

16 and 23

May

1891;

New

York Age, 6

May

1891.

Detroit Plaindealer 30 January 1891.
Ibid.,

27 February 1891. See also Fishel, 'The Genesis of the

Rights Act," 329.
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First

Wisconsin Civil

only

facilities that

would be

affected by the Bill.'^^

The executive committee of the

state

organization immediately sprang into
action and sent a "petition to the
legislature to

allow [the Bill] to be withdrawn as the
passage" of such legislation "would
do more
.'"^^

injury than good.

make
way

its

.

The League's

.

voice heard as

to the state senate.

was ignored, but the group continued

plea

persistently tried to influence the
legislature as the Bill

it

And during

the first

week of April

celebrated the defeat of the Civil Rights Bill,
but

vowed

the Wisconsin

to return to the

to

made

its

League

Assembly with a

stronger piece of legislation and greater
Republican support.'^'

While

the

Wisconsin League was going through

New York League

gained

its

league, spearheaded by the

greatest victory to date.

law the

bill

it

As

was known, and

the following

month

the

to attempt to silence critics of the

League.

Governor signed

tones" as to the purpose of the organization.

designed to "secure enaction

Detroit Plaindealer, 20

[sic]

of

this

premium

or rates charged

legislation

believed that the victory spoke "thunder

The

editor declared, the

movement was

and many other just measures for the

March 1891; and

into

distinction and

campaign for the passage of the

He

end

unanimously passed

which prohibited insurance companies from "making any

for policies."""' Fortune used the successful

tribulations, the

legislation to

New York Assembly

discrimination between white and colored persons ... as to
the

137

and

already mentioned, the State

Albany branch, had been promoting

insurance discrimination. In March 1891, the
the Chase- Ward bill, as

its trials

Fishel,

"The Genesis of the

First

relief

of

Wisconsin

Civil Rights Act," 329.
138

Detroit Plaindealer, 20

March 189L

Detroit Plaindealer, 10 April 1891. See also Fishel, "The Genesis of the First
Wisconsin Civil Rights Act," 330.
"'°

New

York Age, 28 March 1891; Swan "Thomas McCants Stewart and the Failure of

the Mission of the Talented Tenth in Black America, 1880-1923,"
151,
Thomas Fortune, 120.
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Thombrough,

T.

our people."'^' The "thunder tones" did not
echo very far however, as no
pro-League

newspapers outside of New York commented on
the victory.

Once again

the Legislative committee of the
organization failed to promote
the

successes of the various branches of the League.
While the branches and state groups

gathered to coordinate their activities for the coming
national convention, none of the

campaigns of the previous year were used

to stimulate interest in the
organization.

newspapers controlled by League supporters

The

failed to discuss Fortune's case, nor
did they

address the activity in Michigan, Ohio, Wisconsin,
Connecticut or Nebraska.'^^ Without

such promotion
the actual

it is

understandable

why some

African Americans continued to question

pmpose of the Afro-American League.

Such skepticism caused supporters of the League
organization dead and to prepare for the creation of a

in

new

Pennsylvania

group.

The

to declare the

editors of the

Detroit Plaindealer immediately took issue with the statements
of their colleagues from
the Keystone state

and attempted

to set the record straight.

In their rebuttal, however,

they never discussed the success that the organization had achieved
throughout the

country nor the activity underway

in

various

states.'"*^

A

'

couple of weeks later they

finally offered a slightly better description of the group's state of affairs.

The

editors

claimed that

The

Afro-American League in organization have not
as its promoters and advocates would like, it is
true, but such admission cannot be taken as evidence of failure, or
that its advocates are disheartened. There is in this League great
power for good, and this is made manifest by its work in those
efforts of the

been as successful

New

York Age, 28 March 189L

Detroit Plaindealer, 2 January 1891; and Indianapolis Freeman,
June; 21 June; 2, 6 and 27 September 1890
"'^

Detroit Plaindealer, 22 and 29

May

1891.
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1

March; 24 May; 14

states

where organization has been effected and the
need

IS felt.

...

The very

for action

fact that the sentiment of a great

number of
convention met

people called the League into being that its
resolved, adjourned, perfected several state
organizations, which
have mstituted suits for the protection of the
civil rights of the
individual, and undertaken to cure other
evils, and is now
preparing to again meet in National convention,
is not only
something that no convention or sentiment of
Afro-Americans for
such purposes ever accomplished before but is
great grounds for
144
encouragement.

Though

the Plaindealers

nor did they provide a
statements were

still

full

comments

did not

amount

to the greatest rallying call,

description of the activities of the national organization,
the

effective. Dr. B. F.

Lee of the Christian Recorder agreed with

the

Plaindealer and the signs of encouragement demonstrated with the
activities of the Afro-

American League and he went
Church.
not

He

declared, "the organizing period

shown much

community

as far as to call the organization the greatest outside the

is

ability to organize outside the

upon us and must be

good.'"*^

began meeting on the

Many

state level

-

make

the Afro-American

heard these calls and Leagues throughout the country

for example, Pennsylvania,

New

York, Nebraska,

-

Illinois

national convention in Knoxville, Tennessee.''"^ In fact,

the Illinois

its

state

the
'

all to

Minnesota, Kansas, Michigan, Wisconsin, West Virginia, and

completed

We have

Church" but the Church has taught

the strength in organization and called for

League an effective

utilized.

convention on July

S"',

when

to prepare for the

League

the Plaindealer claimed that the

created an "unbroken line of states possessing these organizations from

League had

New York to

Minnesota," and that such an accomplishment demonstrated the power of organization as

'^Ibid., 19 June 1891.
"'^

New
Ibid.,

York Age, 28 June 1891.
6 May 1891; 6 June 1891; Detroit Plaindealer, 5 June 1891.
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these groups pool their resources and
conditions.

All

"become

a great

medium for leveling

"''^^

would

not,

however, be smooth sailing towards the national
convention. The

selection of Tennessee as the location of the
second national convention once again

sparked some controversy. In March of 1891, the State
had passed separate coach
legislation officially creating the

Jim Crow Rail Car.'^^

expressed hesitation to participate in the convention

if

A

few of the State Leagues

they had to suffer such a

humiliating experience as being seating in segregated railcars.

The Minnesota League was one of
location of the national meeting.

the groups that expressed concern about the

They held

a

mass meeting on June 24

to discuss

action toward the convention and Tennessee's separate coach
legislation."^''
led

by the

St.

proper

The group,

Paul branch, issued a protest and petitioned the executive
committee of the

National League to change the place of the convention to a location
whose "laws are not
a

shame and a disgrace

to

all

sense of justice and right."'™ Furthermore, Frederick

McGhee

offered the following suggestion, which was adopted by the State organization.

McGhee

believed that a fund should be started for the "purpose of testing the validity of

[Tennessee's] statute" and that League should "lend their utmost efforts to procure
subscribers" to the defense fund.'^' Such a
organization, but

two

members of the

move was

the first of

its

kind by the

organization never discussed the contradiction of their

positions.

Detroit Plaindealer, 3 July 1891.
'"^

For a

text of the act see Detroit Plaindealer, 18

September 1891.

Appeal, 20 and 27 June 1891; and Indianapolis Freeman,
^^'^
Appeal, 27 June 1891.
Ibid.
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1 1

July 1891.

Despite the convictions of the Minnesota branch, the location of
the convention

was not changed and the delegates descended upon the

city of

Knoxville for the second

annual national meeting of the Afro-American League. The conference
was not met with
as

much

fanfare as the

first

- from one hundred and

convention and the number of delegates dropped considerably

forty-one to thirty-two, with twelve states represented,

from twenty-one the previous
was, as the

St.

year. Part of the reason given for the lackluster turnout

Paul delegation and others claimed, that

Crowed.'" Another reason

for the

York League announced before
remain

home because

expenses.'^''

The

members did not want

the event,

many

of

its

state's delegates

amass enough funds

financial status of the organization

and the president's

their local

and

to defray their

was one of the main

topics of

the organization.

Many

at the

New

York Age,

1 1

He urged

in

donated to the organization's coffers,
delegates to gather together resources

within the organization believed that one of the causes for the

July 1891.

189L
The Wisconsin League

also discussed the problems in

gathering enough funds to send their delegate to the national convention. See Detroit
Plaindealer, 5 June 1891.

^^'^New York Age, 27 June 1891.
'^^

Ibid., 25 July 1891. The Detroit Plaindealer reports the balance due, $43.58. See
Detroit Plaindealer, 24 July 1891.
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its

Knoxville the Secretary disclosed

convention also included a change to the constitution of

Detroit Plaindealer, 24 July
153

that,

branches to fund the activities of the organization.'^^

state

Topics discussed

Once

salaries being

the group remained in the red for $43.43.

from

to

York, no State or local branch of the group had met

financial obligation to the National office.'^"*

that with both his

Jim

New

were forced

discussion for the convention. Prior to the conference Fortune had mentioned

New

to be

poor attendance concerned funding. As the

their local branches failed to

except for one local office in

down

slow growth of the group was
this

was the reason

that the organization

was nonpartisan. They thought

the major pohtical leaders, such as John

that

Mercer Langston, Frederick

Douglass, B. K. Bruce, and Pinchback, had failed to identify
themselves with the
League.'''^

The delegation

therefore voted to eliminate the nonpartisan
clause. Although

become an

the organization did not

were no longer encouraged

to

official supporter

of either party,

remove themselves from

its

national leader

their political positions.'"

topics discussed at the conference dealt with the continued,

Other

unchecked lynch and mob

violence in the South, the existence of a system of taxation
without representation in the

Southern

states,

and the growing convict lease program

to the delegation urging

Afro-American

with their fathers and brothers
suffering.

'^^

The

recommending

in

women

in the region.

Ida B. Wells spoke

to join the organization

and

to press

on

equal efforts against the injustices that the race

delegates also joined the Afro-American Press Association in

that President Harrison appoint an

Afro-American

to at least

one of the

nine appellate judgeships. '^^
Finally, the group

issue,

condemned

John R. Lynch sent a

the

growing separate car system. Regarding

letter to the delegation

this

declaring this the paramount concern

of the organization, and that the group's position on the "matter should be outspoken and

unmistakable.

It

should be emphatically declared that the political party which

'^"^

It is important to note though they were not members John Mercer
Langston and B. K.
Bruce publicly supported T. Thomas Fortune's case against the Trainer Hotel. Langston
leant his legal assistance and Bruce was one of the first to donate money to the defense
fund. See also New York Age, 11 and 25 July 1891; and the Detroit Plaindealer, 19 May

1891.

New
New

York Age 25 July 1891.
York Age, 25 July 1891. According William H. Anderson, of the Detroit
Plaindealer it was Wells who "captured the house" in her address to the convention. See
Detroit Plaindealer, 24 July 1891.
^^'^New York Age, 25 July 1891.
^
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countenances and tolerates such odious legislation, and
which will not favor the
abrogation and repeal of such laws, wherever, they
exist, will receive no support
from

colored persons in any part of the country."

Concurring with Lynch's sentiments, the delegates
declared the practice
"gratuitous indignity

- an

violation of constitutional

and common

members of the League

especially the

iniquity.""^'

insult to [their]

With

their

manhood, and

[they] believe[d]

They then

law.""^'

to "use all lawful

it

to

to

be

be a

called on the entire race and

means

to

break

newly elected president, T. Thomas Fortune,

down

the

the organization

closed the second annual convention of the Afro-American
League singing "John

Brown's Body" and
"to

do away with

set out to raise their voices,

and use

this outrageous, disgraceful, offensive

their influence,

and inhuman

power, and vote

class

legislation."'"

In her account of the

criticism of the organization.

the

League during

KnoxviUe meeting, Ida B. Wells made some
She believed

his presidency

developed under Fortune. She
failure to

map

that

J.

C. Price had done nothing to promote

and looked forward

felt,

pertinent

to seeing

how

the organization

however, that the group committed a grave error

in its

out the explicit work of the membership for the ensuing year. She noted,

for example, that

if the league had gone out from its meeting with [an explicit]
pledge to fight the separate car law, to go before [the community]
with that as the reason for appeal for their support, to appoint some

one to organize these states, enlist the ministers' help, to pledge
every Negro to stay off railroads except when absolutely necessary

New

York Age, 25 July 1891 and Detroit Plaindealer, 24 July 1891.
^^^^ew York Age, 25 July 1891 and Detroit Plaindealer, 24 July 1891.
New York Age, 25 July 1891 and Detroit Plaindealer, 24 July 1891.
New York Age, 25 July 1891.
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-

the next annual meeting

would find an increased membership,
renewed enthusiasm, and the moral support of numbers so
necessary to create public sentiment.

She continued by saying.
a handful of men, with no report of

work accomplished, no one
no plan of work laid out - no intelligent
direction - meet and by their child's play illustrate in their
own
the field to spread

in

it,

doings the truth of the saying that Negroes have no capacity for
Meanwhile a whole race is lynched, proscribed,
intimidated, deprived of its political and civil rights, herded into
boxes (by courtesy called separate cars) which bring the blush of
organization.

humiliation to every self-respecting man's cheek - and we
tamely by without using the only means - that of thorough
organization and earnest
at

Many

the national level.

first

to prevent

it.

No wonder the

world

large splits us with impunity.'

of Wells's criticisms held merit.

organization in the

work

sit

year of

its

existence

The League did view

As noted

was

its

eariier, the greatest failure of the

inability to publicize

its

activities

on

the confronting of separate car laws as one of

its

highest priorities, but failed to outline a clear strategy for attacking the legislation. With

no clear cut plan and only a

list

of resolutions,

how

did the organization differ from the

groups that Fortune saw as passive, windjaming conventions that did very
securing African Americans their political and civil rights?

had

to attack the legislation that stood in the

The League had

way of black rights, and had

struggle to gain the support of the masses. In

its first

little

to aid in

to change,

to publicize that

year, the organization

was mostly

comprised of a middle-class membership dominated by entrepreneurs and ministers.

Much

of

its

activity

remained

the support of the larger black

'^"^

some way

in the North.

The League had

to find

community -

in particular the

southern agricultural

to enlist

Cleveland Gazette,

1 August 189L
See also Linda O. McMurry, To Keep the Waters Troubled: The Life of Ida
Wells (New York: Oxford University Press, 1998), 122-123.

Ibid.
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B.

populadon which often suffered the most from
race-specific legisladon
and lynch violence

that

as well as

mob

continued to haunt the country.

William Anderson of the Detroit Plaindealer,
and

now

secretary of the League,

concurred with Wells' sentiment, proclaiming
that "indignation over the
separate car law
is

rampant, and any

movement on

the part of the

constitutionality in the United States

aided.""^'^ Ida B.

On
a

League looking toward testmg

Supreme Court, would be rapturously

Wells took the next step

in

pushing the

political

its

hailed and

agenda of the League.

her return to Chattanooga from the Knoxville
meeting, she had been forced to ride in

Jim Crow car and

in a

sit

segregated waiting room. In

late

July she wrote T.

Fortune, urging that the League take action
against the unjust system.

no disagreement,

as the

League had recently taken on

Thomas

There would be

a similar case involving Reverend

William H. Heard, a League member and A. M. E.
Minister from Philadelphia. Heard

had been forced

to

nde

in a

segregated car despite his purchase of a first-class

League, under the guidance of Captain Judson
attorney for the League, filed a suit in the

Company and

W. Lyons

ticket.

The

of Augusta, Georgia, an

name of William Heard

against the Pullman

"^^
the Nashville, Chattanooga, and Saint Louis
Railroad.

Detroit Plaindealer, 24 July 1891.
l*"^

New York Age, 8 August 1891; and Thombrough, T. Thomas Fortune, 121. Ida B.
Wells had already challenged the Jim Crow seating arrangement nearly
a decade before,
^

see Ida B. Wells, Crusade for Justice: The
Autobiography of Ida B. Wells, 18-20.
New York Age, 5 September 1891; Thombrough, T. Thomas Fortune, 121; and Factor,
The Black Response to America, 127. It is important to note that
Fortune supported

William Heard's actions in an earlier case against discrimination on the
railway. In
December 1887 before the League became a national movement he applauded the actions
of Heard and William H. Council who had both appealed the
legal system to challenge
their treatment

type that the

on the

rails.

League needed

Fortune stated that believed their course of action was the
to encourage and support. See New York Age, 17 December
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Despite the national organization's taking on
the Heard case, the Knoxville,

Tennessee branch mobilized to take steps of
law.

The group resolved

to petition the

also called

assistance as they

own

Governor to

legislature to review the provisions of the

The branch

its

against their state's separate
coach
call

a special session of the

law with the intent

upon other Leagues throughout the

to repeal the legislation.

state to lend cooperation

and

formed an organized protest against present race
discrimination."^^

Shortly after the National League had initiated
the Heard case and the Knoxville

branch lodged

its

protests in the state of Tennessee, the

organization held a rally

Crow

at

New York City

Reverend Alexander Walters's Zion Church against
the Jim

car system. According to reports, five hundred
people attended;

Congressman John Mercer Langston.'™
race needed lawyers

branch of the

In his rallying address, Langston argued
that the

more than preachers and

wanted

their rights, they

League

to challenge the increasing

among them was

asserted that,

would put enough money
Jim Crow

if

African Americans truly

into the treasury of the

legislation.

Most

immediately provide sufficient funds for the League to return

to

the constitutionality of that state's separate coach
legislation.'^'

cause was John Lynch. Although he was unable to attend the
addressing the separate coach legislation and

commended

Afro-American

importantly, they should

Tennessee and challenge

Another supporter of the

rally,

he sent a statement

the League's efforts to

challenge the unjust system. '^^ At the end of the meeting, a resolution was
passed

Indianapolis Freeman, 8 August 1891.

New
New
New

York Age, 22 and 29 August 1891.
York Age, 29 August 1891.
York Age, 22 August 1891.
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denouncing the present course of various State Legislatures throughout the country and

vowed

to

continue to agitate against such unconstitutional actions. '^^

As momentum was

building throughout the country,

members of the Minnesota

branch, led by the St. Paul contingent, convened to outline and implement their
to challenge the constitutionality of the separate car laws.'^"* Rallying

own

plan

around the defense

of their delegate to the Knoxville conference, Samuel Hardy, these citizens of Minnesota

met

at

letters

Pilgrim Baptist church in

Paul to discuss the matter. At the event, they read

St.

from T. Thomas Fortune and Ida B. Wells encouraging them

to

proceed

in

challenging the unjust legislation and they initially raised around one hundred and

dollars for the suit

and elected a committee

The following week, back
blood. Fortune and

in

Heard met with

New

to

advance the

case.'^^

York, the Afro-American League drew

the Pullman Palace

fifty

Car Company on August

its first

28,

1891 to negotiate a partial settlement in the Heard case. After some discussion, the
parties agreed

upon a settlement of $250

dollars in

damages and

the discharge of

Conductor Kellogg, the Pullman who had wrongly treated Reverend Heard on
to Philadelphia."'^ This settlement

was seen

his return

as a success, but as the decision did not

bring about any changes in legislation, the suit against the Nashville, Chattanooga and

St.

Louis Railroad went forward.'^''

Money was needed
began

soliciting funds

for the case against the Railroad and Fortune immediately

from the

public. Declaring the

Heard-Pullman case a victory and

Ibid.

Appeal, 29 August 1891; Detroit Plaindealer, 4 September 1891; and Indianapolis

Freeman, 8 August 1891.
^''^
Appeal, 29 August 1891.
"^New York Age, 5 September 1891; and Detroit Plaindealer, 11 September 1891.
"''New YorkAge, 5 September 1891; and Detroit Plaindealer, 11 September 1891.
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an example of what the organization
could accomplish, he urged the
local

Uagues

throughout the nation to get into contact
with the Secretary of the
organization and

submit their funds. The Detroit Plaindealer
called the victory "one of the
most effective

arguments to the League's hostile cnt.cs,
and ought to show that the
instead of being the beginning of the
end as predicted, infused
is

life into

it,

and

that

it

just about to begin an active career."'^^

Before the League could begin
assistance. Fortune exclaimed,

must furnish

it.

If

they do not,

its

active career, however, the
group needed

"we need money, and plenty of

how

their duty."'^''

A couple of weeks

later

support the League financially. "Talk
the race,

the entire race."'^°

men cannot make

and the

is

it

now

at

hand? The

cheap and law

is

local leagues

profitless talk.

succeed.

It

expensive," he declared.

The League

must

their "necessary

is

to

"We

out to succeed,

requires the brains and the energies of

The Milwaukee League concurred and published

had sent the national office

local leagues

Fortune again pleaded with the community

do a great deal of unnecessary and

but a half a dozen

it,

can they expect the officers of the
League to

undertake and prosecute even the important
matters

do

new

last convention[,]

sum" and hoped

that

the fact that they

"many

other leagues

follow Milwaukee's lead ... as nothing can be
accomplished without funds."'^'

Detroit Plaindealer, 11 September 1891.

New

York Age, 5 September 1891.

Many

residents congratulated Fortune and the
offered any support financially nor was

prominent politicians and Washington

League on
it

their victory, but

it is

clear on whether they were

their shoulders

not clear

now

if

DC
they

willing to put

behind the wheel of the Afro-American League. The signers of the letter
P. B. S. Pinchback, T. H. Greene, H. H. Williams,
Thomas E. Miller, E. L. Thornton, James T. Bradford, William E. Matthews, and
Robert
H. Terrell. See New York Age, 19 September 1891.
New York Age, 19 September 1891.
included: John

Mercer Langston,

Detroit Plaindealer, 25 September 1891.
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While Fortune and the Milwaukee branch pleaded with
the black community

for

funds to push forward the Heard Case and other League
activity, the Langston City

Herald, of the

Oklahoma

Territory, offered fifty dollars

toward the testing of the

Constitutionality of the separate coach legislation, if fifty
of the "leading Afro-American

would do the same."'^^

journals

American League

in its

case

is

Why this money

was not offered

to aid the Afro-

unknown. Some of the motivation may have had

to

do

with the fact that, as far as the public understood. Reverend
Heard had not contributed to

own

his

suit.

for [Heard]

The

As

the Plaindealer wondered,

was turned over

to the treasury of the

editors believed that the

"carry on

its

warfare.""^''

of the amount that was gained

League

to carry

damages awarded should be given

damages awarded him

was well aware

to the treasury for the

that

to the

group

League

to

What occurred

in

On

the other hand,

1

84

case,

drumming up support and pleading

the St. Paul branch organized a

new group

at their

August

for

not

•

The Cleveland Gazette would echo
Cleveland Gazette, 14 November 1891.

this

81

sentiment two months

money,

25"' meeting,

Detroit Plaindealer, 18 September 1891.
Ibid.

it is

in the

Appeal, 12 September 1891.
'^^

suit

Minnesota, however, was even more confusing. While the

League pressed ahead on the Heard

members of

to help

push forward on the

whether or not he actually received any of the damages awarded him

settlement.

suit?'^^

Heard had not contributed any of

against the Nashville, Chattanooga and Saint Louis Railroad.
certain

on the other"

William Anderson, secretary of the national organization and

close associate of the Plaindealer,

the

"how much

later,

see

and

begin soliciting funds for their

own

suit rather than

throwing their weight behind the

Heard case and the national organization.'^^

The

St.

Paul group claimed that the Minnesota Civil Rights
Committee was

"formed for the purpose of devising means for testing the
constitutionality of the separate
coach

acts.

."'^<^
.

.

What was

the purpose of the

Afro-American League? What was the

purpose of the Heard case, which the national office was soliciting
funds? The intentions
of the

St.

Paul branch were certainly

Wells who, as noted

earlier,

instigate a challenge to the

efforts. '^^

unknown

to either T.

wrote separately to the

Jim Crow system or

to

St.

Thomas Fortune

or Ida B.

Paul group encouraging

it

to

throw their weight behind the League's

Neither of the activists were prepared for the

St.

Paul contingent's

announcement of a separate organization.
This situation was revealed

Age

for the actions taken

American League. '^^
Frederick

McGhee

the legislation that

when Fortune wrote

by what he believed was

a congratulatory

comment

in the

the St. Paul branch of the Afro-

In his brief remark, Fortune also took issue with the statement by

that the national office of the

League had

was sweeping

stated that at the time

the South.

He

failed to take action against

McGhee

contacted

185

Appeal, 29 August 1891 and 12 September 1891; and Detroit Plaindealer, 4
September 1891.
'^^

Appeal, 12 September 1891. For a full discussion of the Minnesota Civil Rights
Committee and the Samuel Hardy suit see Nelson, Frederick McGhee, 32-35.
Appeal, 29 August 1891. It is important to note that Paul Nelson the biographer of
Frederick McGhee, the lawyer and chairman for the Minnesota Civil Rights Committee
and a member of the League's Legislative Bureau, claims that the Afro-American League

had abdicated the Heard case and this set the stage for the St. Paul branch to set itself
This however is not true. As has been demonstrated, at the same time that the St.

apart.

Paul

members created

the Minnesota Civil Rights Committee Fortune was pleading with
Leagues to pay their dues so the Heard case could be fought. Nelson, Frederick
McGhee, 32. See also. New York Age, 19 September 1891; 3, 10 and 24 October 1891.
'^^
New York Age, 10 October 1891.
the local
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Fortune certainly agreed with

knew

that the struggle

Fortune drew on the

The

Irish in

the press

on many fronts

to action,

he drove

power, by the length of

which they cast

their ballots,

and the courage

to

home

creation of a Protective

.

.

.

community.

their

League

"make themselves heard

and by the intelligence with

and by the confidence they place

champion

Prodding African

their actions.

his point: the Irish

their purse strings,

saw no similar movement taking place

wheel and

utilizing a variety of tactics.

Ireland, as Fortune understood their situation, kept their fight in

and gained the sympathy of the world through

their lung

ability

to take place

campaign, but both he and Stewart

Irish struggle as a source of inspiration for the black

America and

American readers
by

needed

this direct-action

in the

men who have

the

cause either with argument or dynamite. "^^

in the

He

African American struggle and proposed the

to see if the race

compel the concession of those

could not put their "shoulders

constitutional rights"

to the

which were denied

them.'^

Fortune proposed that his '"Afro- American National League" be patterned on the
Irish

National League, an outgrowth of the Irish National

Land League, which began

1879 under the leadership of Michael Davitt. The group organized

in

to challenge the

Davitt,
treatment of Irish tenant farmers by their landlords and British rulers, but

disagreement
influenced by Henry George, began to promote land nationalization.^'' In

over

this

emphasis,

Charles Pamell,

many members

who

shifted their loyalty to another leader of the League,

ultimately formed the Irish National League.

theoretical foundation of the League.

While

this

maybe

true

The ideology of the

Swan never supplies

sufficient evidence of such.

New

York Freeman 28 May, 1887.

^^Ibid.

^

"

Exodus
Kerby A. Miller, Emigrants and Exiles: Ireland and the Irish
442.
America. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1985),
12

to

^
North

National League

was seen

question, and the

new

pnonty.

as a

compromise between the two

organization placed

home

rule, rather

leaders' views on the land

than land reform, as

its

top

38

Inspired by the Irish firebrands, Davitt and Pamell, and by their struggle.
Fortune,
in

an 1886 editorial, called for those African Americans

their

weight and

money behind

the Irish cause.

He

who were

able to do so, to throw

explained to his readers:

the colored people know what oppression is, for they
have been, they are now, oppressed; it is manifestly
right and proper, therefore, that they should

sympathize with oppressed people under whatever
government such may be found .... We have an
honest sympathy for the Irish people in the
parliamentary fight they are waging with the unjust

laws and the conservatism of British public opinion,
and it would be a wise step if those of us who can

.

.

.

afford to do so

would contribute something

Fund now being

to the

raised to assist Mr. Pamell in his

parliamentary battles.^'

Nearly a year and a half

after this statement

Fortune proposed the creation of the

League. Like the Irish and Irish-Americans, he wanted Afro-Americans to make
themselves heard by argument or dynamite. In his proposal he rhetorically asked,

would we proceed

in this important matter?

organize into a Protective League;

Irish

National League.

.

.

let

it

.

.

.

Let the entire race in

this

be organized on the same plan

"How

country

[as] that [of] the

Fortune's proposal received immediate recognition from

the Irish-American incendiary John Boyle O'Reilly. Editor of the Pilot and supporter of
the Irish National League, O'Reilly declared that the forming of "the Afro-American

Ibid., 444; and Theodore W. Moody, Davitt and Irish Revolution 1846-82 (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1982), 543.
New York Freeman, 2 January 1886.
"•^
New York Freeman, 28 May 1887.
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League

to protect the interests of

direction. ...

the country.

The colored American element can become
Every self-respecting black man and

One week
published a
focus

its

our colored fellow citizens

list

after

making

woman

is

a step in the right

the strongest political race in

should join the League."*'

the second call for a national organization,
Fortune

of grievances upon which his proposed Afro-American
League would

attention.

They included challenges

suppression of black suffrage. Third on the
distribution of funds allotted to black

lynching and

to

list

mob

was a challenge

and white schools.

the South's deplorable penitentiary system, with

its

rule, as well as to the

to the

unequal

A fourth grievance concemed

chain gangs and convict lease

program. Another point of contention was the increasingly discriminatory
practice of the

Southern railroads. Finally, Fortune believed that the League must challenge
the growing
practice of denying blacks access to public accommodations."^^

Fortune did not believe that the creation of such an uncompromising organization

would be easy, and understood
reactions

that Southern

members could experience extreme

from whites. Because the association's

activities

were of such importance,

however. Fortune held that nothing should prevent them from arousing public opinion

John Boyle O'Reilly, The Pilot, 11 June 1887; New York Freeman, 18 June 1887. It is
important to note that less than a month before the Afro-American League met for its first
national convention O'Reilly featured an article entitled "Good Effects of a Threat: A

Lesson for Southern Negroes From

which the author calls for an
and fight against the
increasing discrimination in the South. Phineas, "Good Effects of a Threat: A Lesson for
Southern Negroes From Irish Laborers," The Pilot, 18 1890. For a discussion of O'Reilly
and African Americans see, John R. Betts, "The Negro and the New England Conscience
in the Days of John Boyle O'Reilly," Journal of Negro History 51 (October 1966): 24661 and Mark R. Schneider, Boston Confronts Jim Crow, 1890-1920 (Boston:
organization

much

like the

Irish Laborers," in

Afro-American League

to organize

Northeastern University Press, 1997).

New York Freeman, 4 June 1887; Thombrough, T. Thomas Fortune, 107; Emma Lou
Thombrough, "Afro-American League," Journal of Southern History, Volume 27, No. 4
(November 1961), 496; and Factor, The Black Response to America, 120.
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and advocating for social change.

He went

so far as to acknowledge that the use of force

by Afro-Americans to protect themselves and
be necessary in some circumstances.

He

their right to voice their grievances

might

declared that

we propose

to

methods of

agitation, through the ballot

accomplish our purpose by the peaceful

and the courts,
weapons of violence to combat our
peaceful arguments it is not for us to run away from
but

if

others use the

violence."*^

Mrs. A. E.

J.

"A Woman's

concurred with Fortune's sentiments, as the

final three stanzas

of her poem,

Plea for the League," demonstrates.

Brave Attucks, aye, and L'Ouverture,
Nat Turner, and the rest,

A record left that will

endure

Old Time's severest test.
Then let their memories spur you

on,

To fight for Liberty;
You have it not, save empty name;
You have it not, -- and who're to blame?
Your reason answers, - "We!"

we may bleed, and we may
What cares our brother race?

Yes,

die.

We're "naught but Negroes" - Man, Oh
Go, hide your craven face,
If you can find it in your heart,

fie!

Against a cause so just

To raise your voice, to take the part
Of those who'll thrust the poisoned dart
Of scorn deep in your breast!
We've more men, brave enough
If

need

to die.

be, for the cause.

We've women

too, who'll join the cry

For Justice, backed by laws.
But what's the good of naught but words;
Join hands, each bold brave knight;

New York Freeman, 4 June 1887; Thombrough,
American League," 496.
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T.

Thomas Fortune,

and "Afro-

Come let us all, with deeds and words,
And heart to heart, bound with race cords,
"The League"

The black community and
call for the creation

will the fight."'^

press responded generally favorably to Fortune's

initial

of a united organization. The young Booker T. Washington

expressed his enthusiasm when he wrote, "Push the battle to the gate. Let
there be no

hold-up until a League shall be found in every

village."''^

Ida B. Wells called the

League idea "the grandest ever originated by colored men." She declared
had "reached a stage

in the world's history

that the race

where [they could] no longer be passive

onlookers, but must join the fray for [their] recognition, or be stigmatized forever
as a
race of cowards."

"Innocent

She continued by summarizing the hideous outrages of the

men (supposed

to

be so

until

proven guilty) and

women

nation;

are victims of

mob and

lynch law; cultured and refined ladies and gentlemen are being insulted and proscribed on
the railways every

met.

.

.

."

way and every day we

For Wells the way

turn there

is this

to challenge such a situation

insulting prosecution to be

was

to establish

and maintain

the Afro- American League.'"^

John Mitchell,
the

Jr.

many who responded

the outspoken editor of the

Richmond Planet, was

also

favorably to the proposition of organizing a League to protect

African Americans against lynch law and unjust discrimination.'*'

New
New

From

the pages of his

York Freeman 18 June 1887.
York Freeman, 18 June 1887; Thombrough, T. Thomas Fortune, 108; see
Louis R. Harlan, et. al.. The Booker T. Washington Papers, 14 volumes (Urbana:
University of Illinois Press, 1972-1989 ), 2: 357.
"'^

''^

among

New

also,

York Freeman, 9 July, 1887.
For the fullest description of the career of John Mitchell, Jr. see Ann F. Alexander.
"Black Protest in the New South: John Mitchell, Jr. and the Richmond Planet." (Ph.D.
diss., Duke University, 1973). It is important to note, however, that Alexander does not
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newspaper he called for black America
organization go forth until the country
will

to "follow

is

words with action ....

Let the cry for

girdled with organizations of
colored

be able to demand recognition and force
the respect due the law by

men who

men."^«

all

Mitchell was so encouraged by the prospects
of the League that he quickly
created the
first local

branch

in

Richmond, Virginia on June 22,

As favorably

as

much

of the community reacted to the League
idea, there were a

number of individuals who did
glonous

light.

not see the prospects of such an
organization in the same

In an article entitled

of the arguments against

its

1887.'*'

"Must the League Wait?," Fortune summanzed
many

creation.

He

believed that there had been so

little

organization prior to this time because "Everybody
suspected everybody else of

harbonng treacherous designs." Secondly, he noticed

that

many

individuals had

expressed reservations because they believed such
an organization "would provoke the

wrath of Southern whites and therefore precipitate
bloodshed and other violence."

Many

were convinced that African Americans were too
"poor and dependent and courageless

to

sustain" such an onslaught.^" Finally, Fortune
quoted the sentiments of the Southwestern

Christian Advocate to highlight the anti-League sentiment
irking the politically

independent editor the most. The Advocate suggested "that

it

would be well

to defer the

organizations until about the time of the inauguration of our next
President

For Fortune,

He

all

of this discussion was "nonsense," especially the

believed that there was "no reason in the world

why

final

"

comment.

the great interests of the race

mention Mitchell's association with the Afro-American League or with the Afro-

American Council.
New York Freeman, 9 July, 1887.
Ibid., New York Freeman 17 September, 1887.
New York Freeman, 10 September, 1887.
^'

Ibid.
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^'

'

should be allowed to wait on the motions" of the future president
or the Republican
Party."

was not

It

creation of the

on him, however,

lost

League

in fact

It

we

"may come

believe

Through

it

his

was enough sentiment

that the building of the organization

back burner for the present.
develop.

that there

He

might have

to

against the

be put on the

nonetheless believed that such a civil rights group would

as a slow growth," he proclaimed, but

"we

believe

will

come;

must come."
newspaper. Fortune continued to

reliance and mutual confidence" that he believed

try to instill the race with the "self-

was needed

to create the Afro- American

League. In the same issue where he surmised that the League might have

to put

he published an outline of organization and a constitution for the proposed
this

it

on hold,

group.^'^ In

projected constitution he proclaimed that the organization would educate the public

on the problems

that face African

Americans and the nation, and would appeal

to the

country's court system to protect the legal and constitutional rights of the nation's black
citizens.

Fortune

now backed away from

his earlier support for self-defense, a tactical

concession that might have satisfied conservative elements

which would not have blunted

his previous circulated

in the

black community, but

promises of

retaliation. Finally,

claimed that the Afro-American League should be nonpartisan since the

he

political parties

had only swindled the black vote since the passage of the Fifteenth Amendment. By
adopting a nonpartisan stance. Fortune

felt that

the

League might use

the black vote to

influence politicians into supporting issues of importance to the black community.^^

Ibid.

Robert Factor sees the election of Harrison and the hopes of his presidency as a
Afro-American League.

jossible reason for the apathy towards the
Ibid.

New
New

York Freeman, 10 September 1887.
York Freeman, 10 September 1887; and Thombrough,
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T.

Thomas Fortune,

109.

Encouraged by the creation of state Leagues
Virginia,

and Alabama, and despite

in

Connecticut, Pennsylvania,

his earlier reservations regarding the possibility
of

immediately creating a national organization, Fortune proposed that a
national meeting of
the

League be held

in

Richmond, Virginia

subsequent formation of yet another
organizational plans, Fortune

was

state

for early

League

December

1887.^^ With the

Kansas, and publication of the

in

optimistic that branches

would soon develop

throughout the country.^'
Fortune's optimism, however, proved to be premature. Despite his continued

promotion of the League idea, the development of the organization on a national

came

to a halt,

state leagues

and the proposed national meeting never took

may

level

place. Limited local and

very well have had something to do with the election of Benjamin

Harrison and the return of the Republican Party to the White House, as the Southwestern
Christian Advocate suggested. Despite the repeated call for African Americans to take an

independent stance

continued to cast their ballots and fate with

in politics, the majority

the Republican side. Generally speaking, African

election of Harrison,

whose

Americans were elated with

the

party also gained control of Congress.

Harrison, however, did not enter office with as strong a stance on African

American

rights as the black

community had hoped. Even before

his inauguration,

many

African Americans had begun to express doubts concerning his effectiveness, and his
subordination of the race issue to that of the

New

tariff left

York Freeman, 10 September 1887; and

" Ibid.; New

New

many

blacks pessimistic.

To many

York Freeman, 17 September 1887.

York Freeman, 8 October 1887.
Bess Beatty, A Revolution Gone Backward: Black Response to National Politics, 18761896 (New York: Greenwood Press, 1987), 93-132; and Logan, The Betrayal of the
Negro, 52-78.
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within the community, Harrison, Hke Hayes before him, was promising
"ex-confederates
control of the South."^^

Early in the Harrison Administration

Republican Party could effect real change

many

in the

since the election of Rutherford B. Hayes.*^"

African Americans wondered

country - something

Even with Republican

it

had

if

the

do

failed to

control of the

executive and legislative branches of the government, African Americans continued to
witness the deterioration of the minimal political footing they maintained. They
persistently suffered

asserted nine

from mob and lynch

months

violence.

As

the St. Paul Western

after Harrison's inauguration, the defeat of the

had so maddened southern whites

that they

had unleashed

Appeal

Democratic

their true feelings

ticket

toward the

African American population. Unfettered racial violence, concluded an editorial,
reveals the fact that the white

men

of the South hate the Negro

citizens with a hatred that is implacable, malignant,

So deep and strong

is this

to the perpretration [sic] of deeds that

the blush.

The whole South has

justice, honor,

in

Appeals

to the federal

continually

fell

upon

Ibid.,

laid aside

Jessie

James

it

to

every principle of

a carnival of blood.^'

government for intervention or some other form of relief

exclaimed, was "giving as

Beatty,

would put

law and conscience and has with bared arms entered

upon deaf ears. Harrison,

South and West as he

and undying.

hatred, that grave senators are lead by

is

much

to the

the always-provocative

attention to the wails

bark of a dog."''^

A Revolution Gone Backward,

105.

105-106.

Western Appeal, 22 December 1888.
A Revolution Gone Backward, 109.

Beatty,
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Henry McNeal Turner

and dying groans of the Negro

It

appeal.

was

in this

climate that Fortune's Afro- American League idea
again gained

With not external help

in sight, the African

American community once again

turned inward to discover solace and strength to struggle against
this "Hell-bom

anaconda" seeking to destroy the black population, especially
its

in the

South." Throughout

two-year hiatus the League idea had never really died: development
continued on the

and

local

state level, but failed to materialize

on the national

stage.

^'^

With continued

outrages occurring against blacks throughout the country, Fortune took
the opportunity in
Januai-y

1889

to

remsert into the public debate his desire to create a national

civil rights

organization.

At
scuffle

the

end of 1888, a lynching party was organized

between a black male and

step aside as the white

a white male.

in Mississippi following a

The African American had refused

male passed on the walkway. The colored men of the community,

however, did not wait around idly for the anticipated response, but lay
fired

upon

the "lynching party of white rascals, killing a

condemned

few of them

men do

not attack white

men

whites "resort to the gun and the torch ...

is

ambush and
"

Fortune

except for very provoking cause."**

Moreover, he called for the black population of the South

what

in

the Northern white press for blaming the incident on the black community,

stating that "colored

must flow

to

like

let

the colored

to stand with their guns. If

men do

the same, and

water and bonfires be made of valuable property, so be

fair for the

white

men

to

do

to teach the

Negro

it all

if

blood

around, for

his place is fair for the

Negro

to

do

Western Appeal, 22 December 1
Ralph L. Crowder, "Race, Politics, and Patronage: John Edward Bruce and The
Republican Party," Afro-Americans in New York Life and History 26 (January 2002): 75\

*"

111. See also

New

New

York Age,

14, 21,

and 28 January 1888.

York Age, 5 January 1889.

'*Ibid.
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to teach the

white

man

The heated

his place."^''

national organization, believing that

editor then revived the idea of his

no headway would be made against the

injustices

served upon the race until such a body was developed. "The Irish people
never could
bring John Bull to his proud knees until they combined in a compact
organization,"

Fortune noted. Black America "shall

Uncle Jonathan

until [they]

make very

little

headway

adopt that leaf of Irish history for

against the cussedness of

Home Rule and absolute

justice."^^

A few

months

later,

broker in the Washington

League
with the

idea.^^

William E. Matthews, successful lawyer and

DC

According

area,

wrote Fortune expressing his desire

to historian

real-estate

to resuscitate the

Robert Factor, Matthews through

his connections

AME Church and his affiliation with literary and historical societies in

Washington,

New

York, and Maryland, was able to blow some

embers of the Afro-American League
Plaindealers publishing his
correspondence

idea.^°

letter in the

Matthews'

efforts

air

onto the smoldering

were aided by the Detroit

pages of their weekly, and then printing the

in a circular sent to various

black leaders and sympathetic whites asking

for their ideas concerning such an endeavor.^'

In October

1889 Fortune republished

his

"Outline of Organization" and proposed constitution of the national association; Leagues

^^Ibid.
'^^Ibid.

Factor, Black Response to America, 120-121. See also, I. Garland Penn, The AfroAmerican Press and Its Editors (1891 rpt.. New York: Amo Press, 1969), 526; and T.
Thomas Fortune, "The Afro-American League," AME Church Review 7 (July 1890): 2-6.
See also Detroit Plaindealer 1 1 October 1889.
70
Factor, Black Response to America, 120-121.
^'
Detroit Plaindealer 1 1 October 1889; 18 October 1889; and 25 October 1889. The
circular was sent to such as individuals as John R. Lynch, James M. Henderson, W. S.
Scarborough, Augustus Straker, John P. Green, Ida B. Wells, Albion W. Tourg^e, Henry

McNeal

Turner,

Booker T. Washington, and

J.
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C. Price.

quickly began to be organized throughout the country.^^
forty local

and

Once

state organizations

again, Ida B. Wells

By

the

of 1889 more than

fall

had been createdJ^

was among

the first to speak out in support of the

creation of a national civil rights organization. "[I]n light of recent
events," she

remarked, "the thinking
that

our only hope

machmery

is

is

men

of the race are beginning to realize more forcibly than
ever

union. Congress seems powerless to help us, the State
Executive

unwilling to do so" and the only hope

is

strength and address the nation as one unified body.'"'

for the race to turn

The

inward for

Detroit P/a/n^/ea/er seconded

Wells' thoughts, noting "a spontaneous outburst of approval to the sentiment that
the time
for patience and

meekness

is

past,

and

that

now

is

the time for action. Action that will

not alienate, but bring to the cause of the race, friends

up the hearts of the

liberty loving people.

.

.

Public opinion

comments appeared, he published an

explaining that

it

heart of the Nation

to, it

is

specious glamour in which

it

October 1889.

York Age 9 November 1889.

Detroit Plaindealer 8

New

when

delights to parade."^''

Meier, Negro Thought in America, 129.

New

"The Supreme

which
Effort,"

for justice.

and

He
that,

injustice has been

He proposed

believed that "the

properly appealed

denuded of the

that victory

would be

the public out with persistence, and that the League, like the abolitionist

'^'^New York Age, 19
73

American people

itself as a lion

in

citizens to organize for self-protection and

true to the sublime principle of justice"

would "arouse and shake

won by wearing

editorial entitled

behooved African American

to appeal to the best sentiment of the

stiring [sic]

Act! Agitate! Organize!"^^

.

Fortune could not have agreed more. In the same issue of the Age
Wells'

is

November

1889.

York Age 9 November 1889.

Ibid.
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movement before them, would

besiege "legislatures and Governors and courts of law

with petitions and protests" until the African American community was blessed with
the

"baptism of justice" accorded them by the Constitution of the United States7^ Finally,
he
declared, that African Americans had "talked long enough."'^

there

upon called

for a national meeting of the

or societies desiring to cooperate in the

It

was time

He

to act.

Afro-American Leagues, and other clubs

movement

for a National organization, to

meet

in

Nashville, Tennessee on the 15* of January, 1890.

The following week

the

Age was

filled

with a

number of

letters

and selections

from other papers throughout the nation expressing support for the creation of a national

An

civil rights organization.

excerpt from Reverend

J.

M. Henderson's sermon

demonstrates the enthusiasm with which the assembling of the Leagues was met.

Henderson acknowledged

that the idea

to centralize

and unify the mighty forces of the race and lead the
is an ambition as grand as any that ever inspired

willing to victory

noblest deed.

.

.

.

with a loud hurrah the enthusiastic clans are

gathering from cold and bleak Minnesota to the Rio Grande, from

New England to

the

Golden Gate eager eyes

are reading the

Fortune Constitution and earnest voices are crying out for the
formation of leagues. Let the people gather in the log schoolhouse,
the hall, the church, or the forest if need be and with a steady hand
let

a million black

men

subscribe to the

Magna

Charta

[sic]

of our

day.«°

Despite the enthusiasm for the national convention, there remained a handful of
issues that divided

League

location of the meeting,

supporters: the proposed

name

for the organization, the

and the make up of League leadership. The name of the group

^«Ibid.
^'Ibid.
*°

New

York Age, 16 November 1889. See also Detroit Plaindealer, 8 November 1889.
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was questioned by a contingent from

November

16, 1889,

the

Washington

DC and Philadelphia areas. On

Washington Bee editor W. Calvin Chase ran an

that there "are a great

number of

leading colored

organization, [but] they are opposed to the

men

editorial claiming

country in favor of

in this

name "Afro-American League."

^'

He

believed that the proposed national body should be called the Equal Rights League of the

United States, judging that such a name change would not "discriminate against the
whites

.

.

.

[and that they would create] an organization whereby

be members.

all

good Americans can

"^^

Central to this argument was the distaste of Chase and others for the term Afro-

American, as opposed

to

Negro, colored, or black, as a designation of the

Thomas Fortune was one of the

strongest supporters of the term Afro-American. Chase

however, did not believe that the term was proper, and
colored.

As

race. T.

at this

time preferred the term

well as any one else, Harry Smith of the Cleveland Gazette responded to

Chase's suggestion for a name change when he stated that the name of the League would
not be changed with his constituency's consent. "[Y]ou will not have to scratch around

in the ashes to

rights of

know what

American

the Afro-American

citizens

is its

League stands

for,"

he added. "The equal

alpha and omega."*^

Washington Bee, 16 November 1889; Indianapolis Freeman, 16 November 1889.
Washington Bee, 16 November 1889. It is important to note that Chase, and a number
of other prominent African Americans in the DC area organized an Afro-American
League in the region and announced its formation in the same issue of the paper. The
^'

branch included the following elected
Travis Glascoe, John

officials:

Edward Bruce, A. G.

Coles, William Johnson, N.

J.

Thomas

Symmons, Thomas L. Jones,
W. B. Johnson, J.
Mrs. M. A. D. Hood, and W.

T.

Davis, C. H. Watson, Rev.

Johnson, Rev. A. A. Lott,

Calvin Chase.

Cleveland Gazette, 30 November 1889.
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him about

the case of

Samuel Hardy, he informed

the St. Paul lawyer of the

Heard case

against the Chattanooga, Nashville and St. Louis Railroad, and the satisfactory
settlement
in the

case against the Pullman

Company,

proceeding in the case without any

money

but also informed

him of the

difficulties of

in the organization's treasury. '^^

Fortune mention that the League had decided against instituting the Heard
say

its

it

was "tomfoolery"

tents as

McGhee and

continued to

responded

call for

to

He

suit.

did

did

proceed without money, but the organization did not fold up

the Minnesota Civil Rights

money

to Fortune's

Nowhere

for the remaining

comments by

American League of Minnesota but

Committee implied. The League

months of the year."° The Appeal

stating that the actions are not

the Civil Rights

by the Afro-

Committee of Minnesota and

the

committee was meeting considerable success and was getting hold of money, "the lever

which moves the world and which

Once again

the

MUST be used in the matter now on hand.""'

problem seems

of the national organization.

to

have been a lack of communication on the part

Though Fortune continued

to call for

money

Age, few

in the

papers that supported the League reprinted the calls of the president, nor did they follow
the progress of the

letters

case.

The Appeal however,

total

of the subscriptions sent to aid the Hardy case.'^^

by Josephine

St.

Pierre Ruffin, a

Ibid.

It is

case and calls

One

their case

letters

to

was
Hazel

and praised them for

important to note that Fortune makes a mistake in referring to the Hardy
it

the "case of Mr. Wallace."

''"Ibid.

Appeal, 17 October 1891.
^"^^

of those

League supporter from Boston, who wrote

and the Committee expressing her enthusiasm for

'^^

constantly gave coverage to the

being received by the Civil Rights Committee secretary, William Hazel, and kept a

running
sent

Heard

Appeal, 17, 24 and 31 October 1891; 7 and 14 November 1891.
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crystallizing

something

that the National

League had

failed to get off the ground.''^ Ida

B. Wells and Augustus Straker, both supporters of the League, also
praised the Minnesota

Committee

for their efforts.'^'*

The Minnesota
that

it

was able

momentum

to

that the organization

its

Committee did such a good job promoting the

overshadow the League and

Heard-Pullman case.
expressed

Civil Rights

When

in

many

respects, steal whatever

might have gained with

forming a new organization

desire to see the "National Afro-American

the premises" since the group

then did they start up their

had

own

"all the

suit

its

favorable decision in the

in St. Paul, the

League

.

.

.

take

committee

some

action in

machinery of organization necessary," but why

Why not

organization?'^^

start

up

a suit as the St. Paul

branch or the Minnesota branch of the League, as Fortune believed they were doing when
he endorsed their actions

initially in a letter that

Minnesota Civil Rights Committee and

Though

it

may seem

later

a bit of stretch,

was read

published

it is

at

the opening meeting of the

in the

Agel

not improbable that the creation of the

Minnesota Civil Rights Committee sounded the death knell of the Afro-American
League. But for what reason?

Why

would members of the organization form

group and virtually pull the resources and

momentum away from

The answer remains unknown. The Afro-American League did
year. Fortune continued to call

activities of the

new

movement?

struggle to survive the

local branches to lend the financial support to the

group and looked forward to the organization's attempt

constitutionality of the

Appeal, 14

upon

the national

a

Jim Crow System

in a southern court.

November 189L

Appeal, 26 September 1891 and 21

November

Appeal, 12 September 1891.
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1891.

to challenge the

While the League was struggling
the

Heard

to scrape together

case, the organization received

news

that T.

enough money

to challenge

Thomas Fortune had won

his suit

against the Trainer Hotel. '^^ After nearly a year and a half,
the Fortune-Trainer suit had

come
and

before the

New York Supreme Court. An

his defense team, led

decision of the case

all-white jury notwithstanding, Fortune

by T. McCants Stewart, had secured a

would

set little or

no precedent

being passed throughout the nation, the

trial

was

The magnitude of the case was revealed

with symbolic ramifications.

counselor Stewart's opening remarks

as he a forthright proclamation for the defense of African

rights.

He reminded

number of other
Fourteenth

memory

Amendment and

civil

that their

and

made during

political

the last five

to the fact that they lived in a State that joined a

amending the National Constitution

States in 1868 in

own

Furthermore, he reminded the jury that
reluctant

Americans'

the jury of the progress that the nation had

decades and also jogged their

Although the

to challenge the unjust legislation

filled

in

victory.

it

to include the

State Constitution carried similar clauses.

was

their "forefathers

who

.

.

.

wrung from

the

hand of King John the great chart of freedom, protecting every freeman's person

against assault and arrest without due process of law, and guaranteeing to every freeman
his liberty

and property

Finally, he

New
New

.

had anything

to

this

do with

Act impressing upon the jury

case was about. Stewart did not believe

social rights.

He

that social rights

recapped the State's 1873

were not related

to civil rights

York Age, 14 November 1891; Cleveland Gazette, 14 November 1891; and

Thombrough,
'^^

.

reminded them of what

that the Trainer suit

Civil Rights

."'^^
.

T.

Thomas Fortune,

119.

York Age, 14 November 1891.
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and the

latter

were what was

social empire; but every

relation to the public

man

and the

at issue in this case.'^^

in our

democracy has

State."'''

He

stated "every

to yield

man

rightly insists

upon

Czar

obedience to the law

in the

in his

Moreover, "the intelligent Afro-American does

not bother his head any more about social equality that you
do about the

moon. What he

is

man

in the

... is that he shall enjoy without let or
hindrance

every public, every civil and every political right guaranteed him
by the Constitution and
the law of the land."^°°

The color

is

but the guinea's stamp,

A man's a man for all that, for all that.^°'
For

this is

what the

suit

was about and

contending for more than a generation
After

all

arguments were heard

this is

.

what the "Afro- American have been

.

in the case the jury

took less than twenty minutes

to rule in Fortune's favor, agreeing to a total settlement of $1,016.23.^°^

The

bustled with excitement as the fact that Fortune had

Tammany

judge and an all-white jury sunk
nation's black

The

trial

a victory over a

had garnered widespread

Hall

attention in the

community, and the courtroom contained a number of curious onlookers

on the day of the

1

in.

won

court

verdict.

Many, including Booker

T. Washington,

who was

in

town

98

Swan. "Thomas McCants Stewart and the Failure of the Mission of the Talented
Black America, 1880-1923," 155.
"' A^ew York Age, 14 November 1891.
Ibid.;

Tenth

in

'''ibid.
Ibid.
203

Ibid.; Thombrough, T. Thomas Fortune, 1 19; and Swan. "Thomas McCants Stewart
and the Failure of the Mission of the Talented Tenth in Black America, 1880-1923," 156.
Trainer's lawyers immediately filed an appeal and the legal battle dragged on for another
two years, but in the end Fortune still emerged victorious.
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raising

money

for Tuskegee, hurried to the front of the
courtroom to congratulate the

editor and his counsel.

^"'^

Congratulatory

Many

letters also

began flooding into Stewart and Fortune's

of them acknowledged the greater significance of the victory
for the race and the

Afro-American League. Alexander Walters was one of the
stating that

first to

send his best wishes,

he considered the victory "an important advantage not only for
yourself but

likewise for the race.

With

few more victones

a

like the

Heard

affair

and your case

against Trainor, your great interest in the race will be acknowledged
by

Professor

W.

V. Tunnell of

Howard

vindicated the League idea. Judge

time to take the

momentum and

John Mercer Langston believed
last the law, the

Pennoyer Jones of Arkansas thought

turn toward the '"Jim

Crow

it

was now

Car' outrage."^"'^ Finally,

Fortune had taught the race "and the country that

in vindicating their claims.^"^

agreed more, which was

at

why

Fortune and Stewart could not have

they sought to form the Afro- American League in 1887.

But even with the Trainor Hotel victory the race did not seem
weight and, more importantly,

its

much momentum on

to

be

in a position to put its

financial support behind a legal defense strategy.

Despite the favorable reaction by
to gain

the race."^"^

University believed that Fortune's victory had

J.

that

all

judge, the jury, the lawyer and the courthouse" are what African

Americans needed

seem

offices.

many

to Fortune's success, the

the national level.

Some

League did not

of the local branches

continued to meet, and a few persisted in instituting challenges against the increasing Jim

^^'^

New

York Age, 14 November 1891; and Swan, "Thomas McCants Stewart and the

Failure of the Mission of the Talented Tenth in Black America, 1880-1923," 156.

New

York Age, 14 November 1891.

^°'^New York Age, 21

November

1891.

'''ibid.
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Crow

legislation.

the organization

In

Milwaukee a strong League presence continued;

had money

the rights of blacks as

American

Finally, just prior to their

the

left in its local

citizens,

coffers and

and "never weaken

December meeting,

Chicago convention, attempted

vowed

to rally

the

as the year ended

to continue the struggle for

until victory"

Milwaukee group,

League supporters both

as

it

was won.^°^

had done

after

in the state of

Wisconsin and throughout the country. The Milwaukee executive
committee declared,
"it

would be

a

shame

...

and a stigma upon the race

because of a want of interest." Then

it

if

the league

is

permitted to collapse

asked,

what can we ever expect to accomplish if we never make a start, or
are you satisfied to ride in Jim Crow cars when you go South
and
are you delighted by being told that you cannot sit where you
please in a theater, or are you content being debarred the privilege
of dining in first-class restaurant or hotel because your skin is

black? Does not the thought of what our race suffers in the South
arouse one spark of indignation and a desire to alleviate their
condition as well as our own?^°'

"Then why not come together

.

.

.

," it

concluded, and "show the world

we

are a race

who

can and do resent the humiliations, the injustices, practiced upon us?"

The Detroit Plaindealer echoed

the time of the Knoxville convention the paper
written under the

nom

the Afro- American

to 'gather the clans'

208

'

had been publishing a

de plume, "puncture," aimed

League and attempted

of the organization.^'

Then, during the

Milwaukee League. Since

the sentiments of the

at

addressing specific criticisms of

to set the record straight regarding the creation

final

months of the

year, the paper's editors tried

and promote the growth of the group and

Detroit Plaindealer, 6 October 1891; and 6
Detroit Plaindealer, 18

December

series of articles

November

its activities.

In

October

1891.

1891.

^'"Ibid.

^" See Detroit Plaindealer,

4, 11, 18

and 23 September; and

88

1

and 6 October 1891

they reprinted a letter sent to League secretary William Anderson
from an African

American

living in the

"back wood counties of Arkansas." The individual claimed

blacks had to be careful in his region as

men and women

to

be taken from

it

was "of frequent occurrence here

homes and whipped

their

that

for colored

for almost nothing, or

because he or she exercised the privileges of manhood and womanhood." Despite
the
risks,

however,

this individual

was ready

to participate in

risk of life."^'^ "This is the ring of true metal," secretary

believed

"when

the Afro- Americans

all

League

- "even

activity

at the

Anderson declared, and he

over the country arrive

at this point, the

prejudices and intolerance of the North and South will cease to assume the aggravating

form of the present. "^'^ He then called upon
literary societies, all secret

the people, and

League

all

"all

church organizations,

and benefit organizations, whose purpose

manner and condition of men

are

wanted

is

to the beat of his

drum. Sporadic local

call,

there

is

to help the Afro- American

no evidence

activity, like that in

."^"*
.

that the

.

League

rallied

Milwaukee, could be seen,

but no sign of a national mobilization. Moreover, the scramble for supporters of
rights at the national level

and

for the welfare of

in its effort to create the public sentiment that will secure justice.

Despite Anderson's impassioned

social

all

civil

had become more congested by the end of 1891. Not only

were the Afro- American League and the American Citizen's Equal Rights Association

now competing

for followers, but former carpetbagger

Tourgee decided

^'^

to

form the National

Detroit Plaindealer, 6 October

and League supporter Albion W.

Civil Rights Association.'^'^ Evidently Tourgee

189L

^'^Ibid.

^'^Ibid.
^'^

Otto H. Olsen, Carpetbagger's Crusade: The Life of Albion Winegar Tourgee
Mark Elliott, "Race, Color

(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 1965), 312-331; see also,

89

^

had determined

that the

Afro-American League was no longer

black population was unable to organize for

its

own

formed, the author of A Fool's Errand wrote a long

defense.

and

effective,

When

letter to the

the

that the

League was

convention

congratulating participants on their efforts and presenting his
thoughts on organization.^'^

He had

also written supporters of the

welcoming

League idea

prior to the national convention

their actions as "the first step the race has attempted
of

freedom - the only freedom

self-assertive

The new organization did gain
again, like the

that can ever

praise

its

be relied upon

own motion toward
to

give

results.^'''

from some African Americans, but once

American Citizen's Equal Rights Association and

the

Minnesota Civil

Rights Committee, the National Citizen's Rights Association's goals or tactics
did not
differ significantly

from those of the Afro-American League.

wondered why yet another organization had

to

A

number of individuals

be formed. Yet Tourgee and his followers

continued on their course and began instituting their

own

challenges against the growing

outrages throughout the country.^'

Meanwhile, as the year came

to a close, both the Afro- American

Minnesota Civil Rights Committee of Minnesota continued
respective legal battles.

embittered; his attitude

Toward

the

to solicit funds for their

the final months of the year Fortune

became cautionary regarding

League and

became more

the success that the

League might

gain over the next year in the face of financial problems. The situation was not anything

new, for Fortune had been begging for funding for the

Blindness, and the Democratic Public: Albion

W.

entire life of the organization.

As

Tourgee's Radical Principles in Plessy

Ferguson" Journal of Southern History 67 (May 2001): 287-30.
Official Compilation of Proceedings of the Afro-American League National
Convention, January 15, 16, 17, 1890, 29-33.
Quoted in Olsen, Carpetbagger's Crusade: The Life of Albion Winegar Tourgee, 307.
See Olsen, Carpetbagger's Crusade: The Life of Albion Winegar Tourgee, 312-33L
V.
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late as

October 1891 he admitted

sustaining organization by a

that, "the

good many

Afro-American League [was] not a

dollars.

On

the contrary

it is,

self-

one of

financially,

the poorest organizations of the kind in the world."^'^

Secretary William Anderson however was not ready to throw in the towel as far
as the

League idea was concerned.

In response to criticism

from the Pennsylvania

Statesman, he noted that since the "inception of the Afro- American League there have

been formed thirteen

state organizations

every state of the Union." The reason

.

.

why

.

and

local leagues

have been formed

in nearly

the leagues had not accomplished greater

work, Anderson believed, was because the "executive committees have not had energy

enough

to

many

there are

years of

push matters, and make

its

their local leagues a factor in their

local organizations that are doing

much good." Moreover,

existence the League had accomplished

some communities has been more
displayed there in."

communities

some good, although

in the

"its

... yet

two

influence in

beneficial than in others, according to the activity

The Afro-American League

started

and "won

been the medium by which business enterprises have been

started,

suits at law,

it

it

has moulded

has

[sic]

sentiment and for these reasons organizations" like the League were needed and should

be supported by the community as a whole.
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Activity did continue on the local level. In February, John Mitchell,

of the

Richmond Planet, urged

Kentucky, and other southern

the editor

the creation of Leagues throughout the state of Virginia,

states for the

against the separate car legislation.^^'

Ibid.

Jr.,

He

purpose of forming " a united and solid front"

urged them to "organize to

31 October 1891.

Detroit Plaindealer, 8 January 1892.
Detroit Plaindealer, 12 February 1892.
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make

[their]

peaceful protests against injustice more effective. Organize to promote

[their] material

welfare! Organize to elevate the moral and industrial needs of the people!""^^^ Also, in

Milwaukee, the local organization propelled the League into new
directly into

mainstream

politics.

group saw no contradiction

and moved

to support

in

territory

by moving

Especially following the Knoxville convention, the

being a

member of the League and participating

League member John

J.

in politics,

Miles as a candidate for nomination for

alderman of the Fourth Ward. The group campaigned for Miles outside of the League
circle,

urging African Americans living in the

become Milwaukee's

first

Ward

behind him

in his efforts to

black alderman.^" Additional activity throughout the country

was expressed by the League's assembling
including Michigan and Nebraska.

state

conventions in a number of locations,

224

Throughout 1892 the country continued
legislation.

to rally

to

back-peddle away from Reconstruction

Jim Crow laws, represented especially by

the enactment of separate coach
'

acts

sweeping the South, multiplied. Responding

for the

Heard

to this action, the

legislation, and formed
case, attempted to organize against separate coach

groups in regions such as Madisonville, Kentucky as
group's efforts, however, Jim

Crow continued

facto segregation unceasingly gained

At

League raised funds

this time,

late as July 1892.^^'

to spread

momentum

Despite the

throughout the South, and de

in the North.

segregation may have not
however, expanding de facto and dejure

community. Lynching and
been the greatest concern of the African American
violence

was

the issue that alarmed the

community most

Ibid.

March 1892.

Ibid.,

19 February and 4

Ibid.,

19 February; 4 and 18 March 1892.

^'^^

Indianapolis Freeman, 2 July 1892.
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as the death tolls

mob

mounted. By

1892 the frequency of such heinous crimes had increased so much
to

that the situation

be addressed. As historian Edward Ayers has noted, "nearly 700 people died

between 1889 and 1893 - a peak never seen before or since the

crisis

of the

had

.

New

South."^^*^

Their

fists stay

closed

Their eyes look straight

Our hands stay open
Our eyes must fall
They don't come by ones
They got the manhood
They got the courage
They don't come by twos

We

got to slink around

Hangtailed hounds.

They bum us when we dogs
They bum us when we men
227
T,,
They come tens.
^

.

One

.

of the African
of the main reasons for the League's formation was the defense

American population from such
began

terrorization.

During 1892 some of the

local branches

to address the issue with greater importance.

How

to attack this terrorism

League members. Some believed
original

League

and bloodshed posed something of a problem

that the

for

group should again revitalize that aspect of the

constitution promoting emigration to a safer and

more comfortable

West. Yet others seemed to think that
region of the country, especially the North and the
against such barbarism was the route
public outcry and the creation of public sentiment

in the 19th-century
Vengeance and Justice: Crime and Punishment
238.
Press, 1984),
American South (New York: Oxford University
Michael
2"
Poems
of Sterling A. Brown, ed.
Collected
The
Lem,"
Steriing Brown, "Old

Edward

S.

L. Ayers,

Harper (New York: Harper

& Row,

1980), 170-71.
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that

would end

Americans put
and

the terror.^^^ In the midst of this discussion,
a
forth an eloquent appeal for the black

reflection.'^' Since the State authorities

found themselves unable or unwilling

American
the

men's hearts

the "Lord

God

.

.

and who brought

...

.

community

to

honor a day of prayer

were indifferent and the National

to protect "their native citizens

soil," the signers believed that the

moment was

number of African

to him,

murdered upon

only place the community could turn to

who

Israel out of

The Afro-American League did not

authorities

has the

bondage

power

to enlighten

at

and soften

"'^^

issue this appeal,

and many of

its

supporters

believed that there would be no need for such a passive act as a day of
fasting and
reflection if

more people had taken up

Nevertheless,

call

many

W.

Hill, president of the

to

be held on the day of fasting.

Michigan Afro-American League,

a passionate call for his constituents to utilize the day of fasting
future organizing.

its

causes.

leagues around the country joined their communities

and helped organize the events

Albert

League ideas and funded

the

"The time has now come

May

in

honoring the

31, 1892.

for example, published

and

as a springboard for

for action," he declared.'^'

To

the League, the

He

stands today with strained, listening ear waiting for

Negro of

the

South looks for aid and protection.

some brave
words from you which will convince him that you have not
forgotten him or the resolutions you made when the League was
formed.

Lynched without
has the

228

a trial

abandon property,

to

manhood

to

upon the

slightest suspicion of guilt; forced

the fruits of years of toil

defend himself; hunted

and

self denial, if

down by bands

of

Detroit Plaindealer, 8 and 22 April 1892. Some of the signers of the appeal were
Clark, Reverend Daniel Payne, Reverend Benjamin Tanner, Reverend Henry

Peter

H

McNeal Turner, Booker

T. Washington, and Frederick Douglass.

Detroit Plaindealer, 6

May

1892.

Ibid.
Ibid.,

20

May

1892.
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he

m

armed

assassins,
the full of day, in the abused
name of law and
order and under the lying pretense
of honest citizenshipmtimidated, terrorized and proscribed;
impoverished by' laws the
makers of which with damnable frankness,
unblushingly admit
were made only for him; unarmed and
defenseless, he appeals to
you to devise some means of profound
peace the slaughter of men
and women because they are black.

you are men you will not allow this cry
for aid to go unheeded
you care for your brother in the South and
do not want him again
to sink to the level of the slave,
show by your presence
that you
are detemined no longer to calmly
submit to
If

f

.

.

unjustice and

outrage.

Gatherings were held in a number of

states, including, Indiana,
Illinois,

Minnesota, and Michigan. At these convocations,
the Afro-American League was
well
represented. In Michigan, for example, the
League dominated the proceedings, with

Reverend John M. Henderson, Albert
audience gathered

at

Hill

and D. Augustus Straker addressing the

Bethel church.^" Straker's speech was concise
and motivating.

He

told the audience,

We

indict the white race of American citizens for
injustice towards
us not only for the period of more than two
hundred and fifty
years, during which time we physically endured
an inhuman
bondage, which deprived us of life, of liberty, or human
happiness,
of the wages of the sweat of our brow; the children,
the offspring
of our blood, the mother, the agent of our being, the wife, the

consummation of our

affections the brother, the sister the relative,

we complain that although we
freemen ... we are oppressed and
but

are no longer slaves, but
denied our rights ... we are
The courts of justice turn a deaf ear to

discriminated against

our cries for protection, the dog
for

human

the method of travel we are
God! Wilt thou hear us!^^"*

232

Ibid.
233

Ibid., 3

upon us to drink our blood
accommodation, and in
scorned and contemned as lepers. Oh
is set

satisfaction; the public places of

June 1892.

234

Ibid.
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Straker claimed that the League had gathered to
draft a petition to
Congress and to

unify with other groups such as Tourgee's American
Citizen's Rights Association
to

emancipate blacks from "wrong and oppression."^^^

He

further declared that "the
colored

citizen has reached the conclusion that to
maintain his rights, to defend himself
against

oppression, to protect his

of

Its

shapes or fomis

is

home and

worth

the lives of his kindred from lyhch
law in

dymg

he nor any other African American,
citizen of the country, should sing

for."^^^

who had

and any

Fmally, Straker recommended that
neither
as

much

heritage in

"Sweet Land of Liberty"

words possessed and enjoyed by every

all

America

as

until "liberty is in

any other

more than

citizen black or white

These sentiments were shared by members of the
Minnesota Afro-American

League and

the

Minnesota Civil Rights Committee gathered

at

Tuner Hall

in St.

Paul to

observe the day of fasting and prayer. The group passed
resolutions similar to those
expressed by Straker and the proceedings were capped
off by Rosa Hazard Hazel, wife of

William Hazel, singing a song

that she

O

composed
Country,

Pledged

to the tune of

tis

"America."

for thee

to fair Liberty

For thee we

-

cry;

Land where our fathers came,
Land of our mothers' shame.
Land of our toil and pain.
Must thou too die?
Die to the sense of wrong,
While on they lips, the song

Of liberty!
False to thy sacred

trust!

False to thy hallowed dust!
False to thy true and just

Who dies
Ibid.

"^Ibid.
"^Ibid.
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for thee?

Shame on

Following the events of
efforts to organize their

Crow

May

3 1^ a

thy starry crown!^^^

number of local Leagues continued

membership against lynch and mob
violence and

the growing Jim

system. But the fact that the national
organization failed to convene
for

annual conference

in

Philadelphia furnished

American League was
formed

in locations

Plaindealer stated
with the

on the national

A

level.

its

third

that the Afro-

few new leagues were

such as Tennessee, Kentucky, and
Pennsylvania, but as the

in

movement

falling apart

more accurate evidence

their

September,

for as a

"it will

mass they

take time for the people to generally
take up

fail to

realize their condition.

For the present,

those interested in the league or kindred
organizations must be content with slow
growth,

and sow assiduously the seed of the movement

that will in

time ripen and bear rich

fruit."^^^

Over
the ideas

the next year,

some

supporters of the League

and actions purposed by the organization

but the League on the national level had
fallen so

Indianapolis
the

the

word go
Negro

Freeman asked
'round, and if

to stir

but sleeps,

let it

promote

inaugural meeting in Chicago,

much from

League was dead. The

the

tirelessly to

the scene that the

editorial called out, "if not, let

be aroused, for there

is

work

...

it

becomes

himself for himself.''^"" The paper's editor's explained that
there had

been "a successful effort
local

it

if

at its

worked

in

League organizations.

some
.

.

."

.

.

.

states, to

keep

life

and

activity in the

anatomy of

That fact notwithstanding, "the national body. as an

Appeal, A inne 1892.
Detroit Plaindealer, 2 September 1892.
Indianapolis Freeman, 22 July 1893.
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intact organization, has long since

go

call

and

forth

that the

gone glimmering

group begin

to organize

national gathering, for "a veritable hell

swim

or perish.

is

.

.

on the

staring the

The

.

editors proposed that
a

state level to prepare
for a

Negro

in the face

.

.

.

[and] he

must

"^"^^

President Fortune did not respond to the
editorial, but Bishop Henry

Turner subsequently called for Afncan Americans

to

convene

m

McNeal

Cmcmnati, Ohio

in

order to discuss the best course of action for
the race, including "African
repatriation or

Negro nationalization elsewhere."^^ One month

He

the League.

listed indifference

later,

Fortune announced the death of

on the part of the so-called race leadership,
lack of

support by the masses, as well as financial
problems as reasons for the demise of the
organization.

Fortune's labeling the organization defunct
as the desire for

some type of organized defense

may have been

premature, however,

against the "veritable hell" experienced

by black Americans was apparent by the numbers
who descended on Cincinnati for
Turner's convention.'^^ Moreover, the cooling
embers of the League idea were kept

going by the activity of various local leagues
throughout the nation. Finally, Fortune
himself tried to rekindle the League flame less then
a year after he proclaimed the
organization defunct.'^' In the
rally

and form

on the national

state

summer of

1894, Fortune called upon local leagues to

conventions so that the national organization could again assemble

stage.

Responding

to

continued acts of lynching and

mob

violence

Ibid.

Ibid.,
245

246

29 July; and 14 October 1893.

Thombrough, T. Thomas Fortune, 122: and Indianapolis World, 26 August 1893.
Indianapolis Freeman, 22 July 1893.
.

--

-

Indianapolis Freeman, 14 July 1894.
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throughout the nation, he wished to support
the anti-lynching campaign begun
in 1892 by
Ida B. Wells, which had

now

reached an international audience.

Following the lynching of her close
Calvin

that

McDowell and Lee

had been on the

rise

friend,

Thomas Moss, and

his

two

associates,

Stewart, Wells began investigating the
brutal acts of lynching

m the South.^'^^

In her

fmdmgs. Wells shattered

touted as the central reason for the lynching of
black males. In

May

the

myth of rape

1892 she published

an editorial listing a number of lynchings that had
taken place since the previous issue
of
her newspaper, the Free Speech. Wells' editorial
warned that "nobody in this section of
the country believes the old threadbare lie that

Southern white
will

men

the moral reputation of their

mob

and threatened the

If

are not careful, they will over-reach
themselves and public sentiment

have a reaction; a conclusion

out of town, a

Negro men rape white women.

will then be

to

women."'"' After the publication of the editonal, with
Wells

of white citizens in

life

reached which will be very damaging

Memphis destroyed

the offices of the Free Speech

of Wells and anyone involved with the paper's publication.
After

hearing of the events back in Memphis, Wells decided
not to return to the South and

joined Fortune's staff at the

New

York Age.

Publishing her findings in the

Age brought Wells

a greater audience. In October

1892 she published a pamphlet. Southern Horrors: Lynch
one scholar has called the "point of origin

in

American

Law

critical

in All Its Phases,

which

thought on lynching and

247

On the Memphis lynching see McMurry, To Keep the Waters Troubled: The Life of
Ida B. Wells; Ida B. Wells-Bamett, Crusade for Justice: The Autobiography
of Ida B.
Wells (Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1970); Mildred Thompson, Ida
B. WellsBamett: An Exploratory Study of an American Black Woman, 1 893 -1930 (Brooklyn:
Carison, 1990); and Patricia A. Schechter, Ida B. Wells-Bamett & American
Reform,
{f^^O-1930 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2001).
Quoted in McMurry, To Keep the Waters Troubled: The Life of Ida B. Wells, 146-147.
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.

Wells then stepped up her publications and addresses on the
issue of lynching

racism."

and

in April

1893, she traveled to England for the purpose of internationalizing
the issue.

Wells, like the abolitionists before her, understood the importance of
making the
atrocities of

America known worldwide. Already, her Southern Horrors pamphlet
had

been republished

in

England

Columbia Exposition

in

as U.S. Atrocities.

Chicago where

published and distributed The Reason

her return she attended the

she, Frederick Douglass,

Why

Columbian Exposition, a pamphlet which
to the

Upon

and Ferdinand Bamett

the Colored American Is

Not

in the

further brought the plight of African Americans

world stage.
It is at

this

moment,

worldwide audience,

League

to reorganize.

as Wells' anti-lynching

Thomas Fortune

that T.

As Wells prepared

to

campaign was gaining strength and a

called for the National Afro-American

embark on another

issued a call declaring that the race had reached a period in

under the Federal Constitution

demands

that

we

.

.

.

when

England, Fortune

"contention for justice

a decent regard for the opinions of

should enter a concerted and emphatic protest against the

abroad the Republic, and

.

.

.

break

down

the testimony given by

British public as to the extent of race prejudice

A

its

trip to

meeting of the League on the national

and

mob

level,

mankind

mob

spirit

Miss Ida B. Wells

to the

violence in the United States.

.

he insisted, was necessary to ensure

that the

British public

may

not be deceived by the avalanche of

misrepresentations which

is

now

by white men of the South, who

being poured into Great Britain
feel that they are

truthful statement of the facts

Schechter, Ida B. Wells-Bamett
250

& American Reform,

Indianapolis Freeman, 14 July 1894.
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being injured

in

world by the plain, blunt,
which has been made to the British

their financial standing before the

1880-1930, 85.

public by a

with

woman

of the race

whose

reputation

is

being assailed

malignancy and mendacity which desperate men employ
a hopeless and dishonorable cause.

in

all

For such a purpose, Fortune believed

it

necessary to "gather the clans," but

allowed only two weeks for the action to be completed.

Due

to of the short notice the

leagues were unable to activate themselves, and the Afro-American League
once again

folded

tents at the national level.

its

Indianapolis

as a

door

Freeman

nail,

we know

more galvanize
local level

and

to

it

Such a

situation

prompted the once supportive

proclaim that the Afro- American League was "dead,

not the

power

enough

great

to re-illumine its ashes

into life."^" Therefore, despite an occasional

sir!

dead

and once

glimmer of activity

a continued public reference to Fortune as president of the

at the

Afro-American

League, the group no longer held a place on the national stage after July 1894.^"

With

the increased need for a national organization in 1894,

American League

fail to

regroup on the national level? Aside from

why
its

did the Afro-

financial troubles,

one of the major problems with the Afro-American League was raised by T. Thomas
Fortune

when he

first

called for

its

formation.

He

noted in October 1887 that the Afro-

American community had never had a "great popular leader
Pamell or Gladstone ... a leader
the

day of defeat as

in the

day of

whom

the people trusted

victory."^''*

Ibid.,

in the sense that

and would sustain

we

speak of

as loyally in

Fortune believed that this was true because

black America comprised "a race of leaders!" Every

253

man

regarded himself as a "natural

25 August 1894.

also during 1894 that Fortune

had his case against the Trainer Hotel affirmed in
an appellate court, but no League supported newspaper viewed the victory as a success
It is

for the organization.

New

It is

'

as if the origins of the case

York Age, 29 October 1887.
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were forgotten.

.

captain and therefore scorns to be led or advised."

The

race would have to

move away

from being an army of "self-exalted generals" and learn the "great principle of co'^^^

operation" in order to be successful.

The Afro- American League was envisioned

as an association

which would

facilitate

coordination of the community's strengths and abilities for the purpose of

securing

full

citizenship rights.

The

stated goals of the organization

together the race under one unified front. However, from the

The group both

unify the race.

supporters

who

failed to attract

goal of the organization

-

forcing the

start the

mass support and

aspired to be leaders of the race.

No

Government

to

one

were

had remarked

.

in

League

truly disagreed with the

end

uphold the rights of African
to

that the organization should take.

her response to the Detroit Plaindealer

leaders will prevent the [League's] organization.

failed to

to failed to unify those

Americans guaranteed by the Constitution and bringing about an end
law - but many disagreed on the path

to bring

s,

mob and lynch
As

Ida B. Wells

circular, "dissensions

among

.

."^^^
.

.

This was certainly the case in regards to the downfall of the Afro- American

League.

From

the beginning, the organization

Citizens' Equal Rights Association,

Then

as the

League was struggling

was competing with

founded only a month

after the

to gain a foothold in the

the

American

League was

community came

created.

the creation

of the Civil Rights Committee of Minnesota and the National Civil Rights Associadon,

two other organizations competing for
similar to that of the

financial support

from the race with a platform

Afro-American League. Fortune considered

it

tomfoolery for such

organizations to continue struggling against one another rather than unifying their

'^^Ibid.

Detroit Plaindealer, 18 October 1889.
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As

resources and efforts.

the editors of the Detroit Plaindealer noted

when

the

League

and the American Citizens' Equal Rights Association were formed
within months of one
another,

"The Afro-American

is

National body of this kind there

not rich, by any means, and in supporting
more than one
is

keeping up the organizations. The

a useless waste of

money

expense entailed upon the people

in

thus wasted could be better used in solving
the

questions that should be of interest to every Afro-American."^^''

Another factor

that

undermined the growth of

the

Afro-American League was an

absence of backing from powerful figures in the black community.

Many

scholars have

noted the lack of support of politicians such as John Mercer Langston,
Blanche K. Bruce,

and Frederick Douglass. However, as damaging as
lead to the destruction of the organization.

League's actions on several accounts.

this

As noted

He may have

may have

eariier,

been,

it

did not really

Langston did support the

never become a

full

member of the

organization but like John R. Lynch, he visibly offered encouragement to the group

in the

beginning, and supported Fortune's and Heard's victories. The real problem was that the

League

failed to attract the masses.

aspects of

its

The organization was top-heavy, and although

platform were designed to aid the folk, especially

in the

South, none of

those ideals were ever translated into practice. Responding to the Detroit Plaindealer'
circular,

made

Booker T. Washington remarked: "An organization of the kind

to serve a

good end

of the colored people.

if

it

can in some

way be made

Most conferences, conventions,

257

Detroit Plaindealer, 28 February 1890.
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to reach

etc.,

and

I

am sure can

interest the

s.

be

masses

heretofore have reached only

the 'mountain peaks,' leaving 'the great Alpine range of humanity
and activity

below. '"^^^ The League never really heeded Washington's caution.

More

importantly, the organization failed to enlist the support
of individuals and

institutions in contact with the masses.

Though

the

AME Church was well represented in

the ranks of the organization, especially in the South, the

had no association with the group or

its activities.

more important

The League

Baptist Church

also failed to gain the full

support of the secret societies and beneficial associations which were
on the rise in the
late

Nineteenth Century. Moreover, the group failed to fully

African American

women. When

Fortune remarked that unless "the

League

it

will

never be the power

attract the support of

the group assembled on the national stage, T.

women
it

of the race take hold of the Afro-American

should be.""' The observation turned out to be

Without larger support from the religious community, the
black

women,

the

League was unable

matters, the organization's downfall

publicity surrounding

its efforts.

to carry out its

was

also

As noted

And

program.

marked by an incapacity

earlier, the activities

at

any given time. Such lapses only contributed

true.

secret societies, and

to complicate

to coordinate

of the League were rarely

discussed in black publications outside the immediate region where

concentrated

Thomas

its activities

were

to the group's inability to

gain widespread appeal.
In the end, however. Fortune and the

effectively deserted

few League's

by the growing group of young

active supporters were

intellectual

and professionals who

nominally supported the development of the Afro- American League.

258

Many

of them

Detroit Plaindealer, 25 October 1889. Emphasis in the original. See also Factor, The
Black Response to America, 122.
^^^New York Age, 23 November 1889.
Robert Factor makes a similar point. See Factor, The Black Response to America, 126.
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espoused rhetoric with no follow-up. Those who
were seemingly prepared for action had
leadership aspirations of their own, and organized
even

more groups, which

divided the minds and actions of the Afro-American
community.^^'

was not yet ready

to coordinate

its

National Afro-American League "practically died

to

collapse, however,

many

Apparently the race

efforts in "an endless battle for the
rights of

and womanhood." Thus, successes of the various

its

further

manhood

local branches, notwithstanding,
the

m the act of being bom."

Despite

of the League's strategies would not die;
employed for years

come, they would be further developed by others attempting

to bring into existence a

national civil rights organization.

See also Factor, The Black Response to America, 111.
York Freeman, 9 July 1887; and New York Age, 2 January 1892.
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CHAPTER 3

INTERREGNUM AND RESURRECTION•'GET IN

In the

LINE FOR THE AFRO-AMERICAN COUNCIL,"
1895-1898

wake of the

Americans continued
population.

to deteriorate.

The nearly

by both federal and

collapse of the Afro-American League,
conditions of black

Lynching remained a pastime of the southern white

daily reports of the barbarous activity were
persistently ignored

state

governments, but Ida B. Wells and a number of black

newspaper editors continued

to highlight the disgracefiil practice,

and cry out

into the

wilderness:

How long, O Israel,
cruel

shall the

weak and

unfortunate suffer from this

and brutal persecution!'

Wells, in particular, served as a thorn festering in the side of white America's

conscience as she almost single handedly internationalized the anti-lynching crusade.^

Many throughout the

country, especially African Americans, praised her tireless activity.

Paul Appeal, 20 November 1897.
Linda O. McMurry, To Keep the Waters Troubled: The Life ofIda B. Wells (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1998); Mildred Thompson, Ida B. Wells-Barnett: An
Exploratory Study of an American Black Woman, 1893-1930 (Brooklyn: Carlson, 1990);
and Patricia A. Schechter, Ida B. Wells-Barnett & American Reform, 1880-1930 (Chapel
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2001).
'

St.
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instance,

Abraham Kendrick

celebrated her actions in a

poem

published in the

Indianapolis Freeman.

By and by up

springs a

Rushes boldly

woman,

to the front;

Shouting, "I will board the vessel.

And

for justice

Not everyone, however, was pleased with

I

will hunt."^

the international attention that Wells'

campaign brought the country. In 1895, a year

after

League nationally around Wells' anti-lynching

activity,

Fortune had

tried to revitalize the

James Jacks, president of the

Missouri Press Association, attacked the lonely warrior. Jacks
had received a

letter

from

Florence Belgamie, secretary of the British Anti-Lynching Committee,
soliciting the help
of

American journalists

attack

in the battle

on African Americans

in general

The Negroes

know

agamst lynching. Jacks replied

and black

women

to

Belgamie with an

in particular:

country are wholly devoid of morality. They
except as they learn by being caught for flagrant

in this

nothing of

it

violations of law and punished therefor [sic]. They consider it no
disgrace but rather an honor to be sent to prison and to wear striped

The women are prostitutes and all
Out of 200 in this vicinity it is
dozen virtuous women of that number who
clothes.

are natural liars and

thieves

doubtful there are a

from the white

Once knowledge of Jacks'
that

it

stance

was time

to take action

on

letter

their

reached American shores, black

own

terms and speak against such

was not new; African American women had been

the abolitionist

movement. Moreover,

are not daily thieving

people."*

for a

women
libel.

resolved

Such

a

active in the public sphere since

number of years black women had formed

Abraham Kendrick, "Ida B. Wells" Indianapolis Freeman, 2 February 1895.
Quoted in McMurry, To Keep the Waters Trouble, 245. McMurry incorrectly
Jacks first name as John.
^
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lists

clubs that promoted self-help to aid in the racial uplift of the black
community.
these early clubs created night schools that provided courses

on

Some

of

literature, history, art, as

well as industrial skills like sewing, housekeeping, cooking, and gardening.
Furthermore,
these clubs provided nurseries and other assistance for working mothers.^
These groups

took to heart

Anna

Julia Cooper's

female population.

It

As Cooper

reliance.

was

said,

the

1892 statement

women who would

"Only the Black

that the race

ends and begins with the

lead the masses to a position of

Woman

can say 'When and where

I

self-

enter,

.

then and there the whole Negro race enters with me."^

After Jacks'

letter,

it

that a national organization

became apparent

was needed

to

many

in the disjointed club

to coordinate the efforts of the clubs

m one unified act against such defamation of the African
general,

and black

women

in particular. In

movement
and

American community

to

in

1895 two such organizations were formed, the

National League of Colored

Women

Women, and

of the following year the two merged their efforts in a

in the

summer

and the National Federation of Afro- American

organization, the National Association of Colored

adopting the motto "Lifting as

new

Women (NACW). The association,

We Climb," dedicated itself to raising the level of home,

moral, and civil life of the black community. Like
for the creation of nurseries

move

and

its

local affiliates, the

industrial classes to aid

NACW called

mothers and the general black

female population. The organization also promoted temperance, relief for the poor, and

America: Men, Ideals, and Organization,
to the NAACP (Reading, MA: Addison- Wesley Pub. Co.,
1970), 1 12; and Deborah Gray White, Too Heavy a Load: Black Women in Defense of
Themselves, 1894-1994 (New York: W. W. Norton, 1999), 21-55.
* Anna Julia
Cooper, The Voice of Anna Julia Cooper: Including A Voice from the South
and Other Important Essays, Papers, and Letters, eds. Charles Lemert and Esme Bhan
^

Robert L. Factor, The Black Response

to

From Frederick Douglass

(Lanham,

MD: Rowman

and

Littlefield, 1998), 63.
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women's

suffrage.^ Their overall objective

was

to aid the race in

becoming

self-reliant

and independent.

The message of racial

movement was not

at

Hampton

community during

and

removed from

far

from Tuskegee, situated
educated

uplift

in the lion's

the

message

mouth

Institute in Virginia,

the 1890s.^ In 1881,

Industrial Institute in

self-reliance

Alabama an

all

in

espoused by the women's

that

Booker T. Washington espoused

Alabama.

^

Washington,

bom

was becoming a leading voice

a slave and

in the black

Washington formed Tuskegee Normal and

black school that taught self-determination and

quickly equaled other black institutions of the day. Tuskegee emphasized
industrial

education designed for economic independence in an area dominated by
sharecropping.

The school quickly became
farmland and sold

it

at

low

larger than the town, as

rates to create a

Washington bought surrounding

community of land and homeowners. The

NACW

For information on the
and the women's movement during this period see;
White, Too Heavy a Load, 21-55; Elizabeth L. David, Lifting as They Climb: National
Association of Colored Women (Washington, DC: NACW, 1933); Charles Harris
Wesley, The History of the National Association of Colored Women's Clubs, A Legacy of
Service (Washington, DC: NACW, 1984); Dorothy Salem, To Better Our World: Black

Women

in

Organized Reform (New York: Carlson, 1990); and Rosalyn Terborg-Penn,
Women in the Struggle for the Vote, 1850-1920 (Bloomington: Indiana

African American

University Press, 1998).

For a discussion African American political ideologies at the turn of the century
August Meier, Negro Thought in America, 1880-1915 (Ann Arbor: University of

see,

Michigan Press, 1963). Though Meier's study remains that standard for examining the
work does give short shrift to women. For a discussion of black women during

period his

the period see, White, Too Heavy a Load. For a more recent discussion of the ideology
of racial uplift practiced by African Americans during the period see, Kevin K. Gaines,

Uplifting the Race: Black Leadership, Politics,

and Culture
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1996).

in the

Twentieth Century

For the most detailed study of Booker T. Washington see Louis R. Harlan, Booker T.
Washington: The Making of a Black Leader, 1856-1901. (New York, Oxford University
Press, 1972); and Booker T. Washington: The Wizard of Tuskegee, 1901-1915. (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1983). See also, Meier, Negro Thought in America,
1880-1915.
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Institute

and

its

surrounding community became the model
black town, an example
of

Washington's vision of a

self-reliant

community turning segregation

into

autonomous

development and opportunity.
Washington's transformation into the black leader took
him beyond the grounds
of Tuskegee.

On September

Compromise,

at the

18, 1895,

he gave a speech,

later

known

Cotton States and International Exposition

Washington expressed

as the Atlanta

in Atlanta. In his address,

his belief that if left alone, blacks could
prosper

and contribute

greatly to the nation as a whole. In an attempt to disarm
southern whites,

Washington

declared that agitation for social equality was not where African
Americans needed to put
their energies

fingers, yet

and

that in "purely social" matters the races could "be
as separate as the

one as the hand

relinquishing the immediate

in all things essential to

demand

for civil

and

mutual progress."'" In return for

political rights,

Washington called on

whites to remove any barriers to black economic advancement and

become mutual

partners in uplifting the South and the nation. After his Atlanta Exposition address
and
the death of Frederick Douglass,

the races.

money
as the

Washington became the

Andrew Carnegie, William Baldwin, and

to uplift the race

principal negotiator between

other white philanthropists gave

and Washington allocated the funds

to areas that

he saw

fit,

such

promoting of black businesses and support for other black schools.
In late 1895, a

few months

after

Washington delivered

his address in Atlanta, a

new

civil rights association

Men

of the United States, organized by a number of former Afro-American League

supporters, including

appeared on the scene. The National Federation of Colored

George L. Knox, E. H. Morris, and D. Augustus

Straker, mirrored

Booker T. Washington, Up From Slavery: An Autobiography (New York: Doubleday,
1901), 156.
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the

League

number of ways and focused on

in a

agitation for black rights."

held in Detroit in

The Federation grew

December of

organized the nation into
coordinated activity.

which they proposed

the principles of political and legal

1895.

districts,

The group

and sought

out of a conference of Colored

elected Straker as their president,

to attack the

worsening conditions through

In the published resolutions, the Federation listed the
activities to
to

give attention. These included challenges to

violence, and the continued disenfranchisement of African

American

the delegates forming the Federation promised to push for equal

workers

Men

mob and

lynch

citizens.

employment

Finally,

for black

in the industrial sector of the nation.'^

Within

its first

year of existence, getting the federal government to take a greater

concern with the heinous crime of lynching became the principal focus of the Federation.

The Federation was not
number of the

tied to

any particular

political party, but

efforts of African

With

that a

violations against the black population took place in the South, an area

dominated by the Democratic Party. Therefore,

Party.

acknowledged

the

Americans,

it

focused

coming of the 1896

its

like

attention

many
on the

of the previously organized

activities

of the Republican

Presidential election, the Federation sought to get the

Party to insert an anti-lynching plank into the Republican platform.

The need

to elicit support

was not new, but during 1896

from

political parties for a federal anti-lynching

law

the hypocrisy of Congress's refusal to issue such

" See D. Augustus Straker, "The Organization Object and the Aim of the National
AME Church Review 11 (December 1895): 499-511; and
Dorothy Drinkard Hawkshawe. "David Augustus Straker, Black Lawyer and
Reconstruction Politician, 1842-1908." (PhD Diss., Catholic University of America,
Federation of Colored Men."

1974).
Straker, "The Organization Object and the Aim of the National Federation of Colored
Men," 499-511.

Ill

legislation

became ever more

apparent. In the early

months of the

a law forbidding prize fighting anywhere in the United States.

legislation,

Governors throughout the nation, especially

year, Congress passed

Even before

in the South,

the federal

were calling special

sessions to enact laws and mobilize "the militia to resist the daring encounter of two

bloody boxers."'^ Noting the hypocrisy, the editors of the Cleveland Gazette declared:

we behold

the

power of great

states

thundering their deadly decrees

against an offensive sport, while scenes of the most outrageous

and inhumanity, unsurpassed in wickedness and atrocity,
and nothing is done to bring the
villains to justice. Not content with the unlawful taking of a
prisoner's life, they subject him to bloody torture, hacking off parts
of the body, gashing it here and there, mutilating and tearing
asunder the shivering victim while they hold up to pubhc gaze the
brutality

are perpetuated under their eyes,

bleeding trophy.

The Gazette

editors then asked whether the state representatives

had shown any concern

for these hideous crimes, but the editors also sarcastically retorted, that surely since the

outrageous prize fighting was
the country

The

would move

to

now made

an unlawful practice the legislatures throughout

make lynching and mob

editors did not believe that

violence a similar unlawful

mob rule and good government could coexist.

minds, the sooner the federal government became aware of

this practicality

act.'^

In their

and moved

to

hold the states accountable for lawlessness, the faster the nation would join the ranks of
civilized governments.'^

Along with lynching, another

issue of concern

was

rising in the spring of 1896.

According to Richard T. Greener, lawyer and Federation member, "lynching the body

" Cleveland Gazette, 29 February

1896.

'^Ibid.
'^Ibid.
Ibid.;

21 March 1896.
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is

not half as deplorable, nor one tithe as demoralizing as the persistent attempt north and
south to degrade an entire race.

."
.

.

" Greener was

reacting to the continued growth of

de facto and de jure segregation sweeping the country since the overturning of the Civil
Rights Bill in 1883. In
in Plessy

v.

of 1896, the Supreme Court stated

its

opinion on the matter

Ferguson, which approved the doctrine of separate but equal

accommodations.

commented

May

Justice

Henry B. Brown, delivering the majority

decision,

that

The

object of the [Fourteenth]

amendment was undoubtedly

to

enforce the absolute equality of the two races before the law, but in
the nature of things
distinctions based

from

it

could not have been intended to abolish

upon

terms unsatisfactory to

Brown added

that laws that permitted or

ruling,

commingling of the two

races

upon

either.'^

even required separation did not "necessarily

imply inferiority of either race to the other."

The

color, or to enforce social, as distinguished

political equality, or a

20

however, was not unanimous. Justice John Marshall Harlan delivered

a scorching dissent, in which he prophesized that the judgment would prove as
"pernicious as the decision

made by"

condemnation of the decision

McNeal Turner, who

in the

the Court "in the

black press

Dred Scott

came from

case."^'

The

the pen of Bishop

stated in his Voice of Missions, that Judge Taney's

strongest

Henry

Dred Scott

Voice of Missions, August 1896.
decision see,
Plessy V. Ferguson, 163 U.S., 537 (1896). For a full discussion of the
(Boston:
Documents,
with
History
Brook Thomas, ed., Plessy v. Ferguson: A Brief

Bedford Books, 1997).
Plessy V. Ferguson, 163 U.S., 537 (1896).
^"Ibid.

For the ruling on Dred Scott see, Dred Scott v. Sandford, 60 U.S. 393 (1856).
Documents,
See also Paul Finkelman, ed., Dred Scott V. Sanford: A Brief History With
(Boston: Bedford Books, 1997).

^'

Ibid.
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.

decision

sent an

was but a "bagatelle" compared

open

letter to

He

to this piece of "judicial jugglery."

also

other African American newspapers urging the black community to

declare their opinion on the decision.

Few

put their words on paper, but Richard T.

Greener did respond and agreed with Turner's assessment, fearing

that the Court's

opinion in the Plessy case would prove to be more sweeping than Taney's dictum.

Greener also urged his race

was

still

assertion

to

to stand

come, and hoped

may be

that a

up and

He

act.

believed a worse fight for the race

"new Baptism of courage and defiance and

the position of the 'new Negro.'"

self-

23

Augustus Straker and other members of the Federation certainly agreed with
associate's sentiments

and they took

their case to the

National Convention which convened in

St.

their

Republican convention. At the

Louis, Missouri in June 1896, Straker and the

other representatives of the Federation urged the

GOP's Executive Committee to

include

a plank in the Party's platform condemning lynching and pledging to end the monstrous

injustice

when

in control

of the government.^'*

At the meeting, Straker, Greener and the

other Federation representatives also took the opportunity to

make

their position

discrimination in public facilities and the recent Plessy decision known.

As

on

racial

Straker

explained:

We view with alarm the recent decision of the Supreme Court
in

which the

.

.

among
unjust and nefarious method of discriminating

states,
passengers traveling in steamcars, within several Southern
no
since
condition,
because of race and color, and not even of
and
rich
the
unclean,
between the clean and the

distinction

is

made

the poor, has been upheld by law, and
to

we

be discriminated against, as American

are determined
citizens.

no longer

We are

Voice of Missions, July 1896 and August 1896.
Voice of Missions, August 1896
^ D. Augustus Straker, "How the Anti-Lynching Plank Was Put into the Republican
Church Review 13 (October 1896): 209-210.
Platform."

AME
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citizens whether white,

American

brown, mulatto, black, or any
nowhere upholds the

other shade of color, and the Constitution

passing of any law
violation of Article

.

.

[and the decision of the Court in Plessy]

.

XIV

Quoting Charles Sumner, Straker then firmly

He

a

of the Constitution.^^

stated, '"Equivalents are

declared that the Federation would fight against

citizens.

is

laws that

all

make

not equality,'" and

distinctions

between

think about the
told the Republican Party that the Federation shudders to

future, "for [blacks] are not cravens,

nor cowards, and will not always submit to such

injustice, believing that a minority with

God,

is

a majority in the battle for right."^^

Straker and the other representatives of the Federation

left their

meeting with the

their stance on racial
Executive Committee satisfied that the Party understood

discrimination and

would take

action against lynching and

its

perpetrators once ex-

must have been
Governor McKinley took office." In the end however, Straker
disappointed.

The Republican

discrimination, and took

1892.

Party did not take a strong position agamst racial

no more of

The Party did condemn

special legislation to put an

a stance against lynching then they

the act, but failed to

end

to the practice.

had taken

make any concessions

in

or to pass

Moreover, the request of the Federation

implementation of anti-lynching legislation did
for a Congressional discussion about the
28

not

come

25

to fruition for another four years.

208

Straker, Black Lawyer and
207-208; See also Hawkshawe. "David Augustus
Reconstruction Politician, 1842-1908," 141.
" D. Augustus Straker. "How the Anti-Lynching Plank Was Put mto the Republican
and
"David Augustus Straker, Black Lawyer
PlatfomT"., 201-202. See also, Hawkshawe.
Reconstruction Politician, 1842-1908," 139-154.
Ibid'.!

oi,^^RW^wcro
to

Negro.FromRuther^^^^^
Rayford Whittingham Logan, The Betrayal of the
Gec-g
1997), 95-96.
Wilson (l965 rpt., New York: Da Capo Press,
Benjamin
See
1900.
January
m
White introduced the first anti-lynching bill to Congress

^

^«
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Despite the Federation's belief that
support of the people and the ear of the
national prominence

there

the

were

it

desired. Just a

calls for the revival

League had folded on

new

after the convention, in fact,

of the Afro-American League to

the national level in 1894, a

fill

this void.

Although

number of local groups continued

civil rights organization,

form of a revitalized Afro-American League.^' For Chase,

American population
that T.

that could gain the

administration, the group never achieved the

few short months

began calling for the creation of a national

up

was the organization

August 1896, William Calvin Chase, the editor of the Washington Bee,

to operate. In

the

it

to "decide

Thomas Fortune and

his

it

one

was time

whether they are men or pigmies."

League idea should be

that

would take

for the Afro-

He now

believed

the force behind the race standing

like men.'''

Shortly after Chase's

his proposal.

The

call,

a

number of African Americans

editors of the Virginia

offered their support to

Leader seconded the Bee 's nomination of

Fortune as the rightful leader of the League and claimed that they had already secured

twenty names to
the African

start a local

American press

action, they believed

league in Alexandria.^^ The Leader also called on others in

to "unite

would make

By mid November, Chase
and proposed

to

and organize a league

in their towns.'

the organization a success in every state.

organized a local league in the District of Columbia

have the community organize groups throughout the

R. Justesen, George

Such

Henry White: An Even Chance

in the

District to stand as

Race of Life (Baton Rouge:

Louisiana State University, 2001). See also Chapter Six.
Washington Bee, 1 August and 10 October 1896.

Washington Bee,
^'

Chase's

10, 17,

and 31 October 1896.
of the League

call for the revitalization

is

of course curious since he once

refused to join because of their non-partisan position.
'^

Washington Bee, 14 November 1896.
"Ibid.
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an example of a united front in the race's quest for recognition
of their citizenship. The

Bee

editor also received

instance,

more endorsements from

James L. Goodall wrote Chase

as chairman of the Pennsylvania
Afro-American

League, an organization he formed a few years

membership of 5,000

He

boasted a

.

.

.

enables those

his calls for

called for the creation of a united front on
the

who have power to

that "the disorganized

ignore their just

continued, "Our children, wives, and husbands are butchered
without
in

our public inns on the railroads should

immediate and strong organizations throughout the country."^^
T.

Bee editor

Thomas Fortune

explained,

agreed. In a letter to Chase, he applauded the efforts of the

to revitalize the league idea.

"positive necessity," but

"A movement

wondered

if

Fortune believed that the organization was a

the people

their

were ready

like the league, intending to

movement under Charles Stewart Pamell
from

now

he continued to pound the press with

cause or provocation, the unjust discrimination
call for

and which

Americans through out the nation. He believed

forces of Afro-Americans

claims."^^

as

The following week he again

part of African

prior,

people.'^''

Such news encouraged Chase
organization.

individuals outside the region. For

to support the institution.

do for us what the

did for Irishmen

-

Home Rule

force respect and justice

fellowmen and from the government - can only succeed by the united

of the people

.

.

.

Fortune thought that

this

Washington Bee, 21 November 1896.
Ibid.

" Ibid.
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efforts

was the only question holding back

success of the League and urged Chase and his supporters to ponder

^^^^Ibid.

He

it

and gain the

the

support of the masses.

He

also declared that as president of the

League he would

call for

a National Convention in a short time.^^

The need of mass support and

unity

was seconded by B.

F. Stewart of

Pennsylvania. Stewart, the former chairman of the Pennsylvania
League, urged Chase

and others

to

slow

their preparation for a National

problems of African American organizations lay

Convention.

when

any

real

"city,

believed that the past

in the actions of national conventions,

which he saw convening on the national stage with nothing
that

He

in the

way

of organization, so

the delegates left the convention they had no real structure
to turn to and effect

change. Stewart called for the League

county and

upon which

state organizations,

and then

a national organization can stand

movement
[the

to build wisely

League]

will

by

getting:

have the foundation

and accomplish good" for every African

American.
In the following months, the

Bee received information about leagues sprouting up

throughout the country, including California, Delaware, Rhode Island, Virginia, and the
District of

all states

Columbia."" Such action urged Chase

to call

on Fortune

to issue a request that

organize and assemble in a National Convention in the city of Philadelphia, the

proposed location of the third annual convention of the original Afro- American League."'

Chase believed

that the "colored

the early part of 1897

federal

man

[was] no longer the fool" and that a convention in

would demonstrate

their

government and the race's desire for

wish for proper recognition from the

self-protection."^

^^^Ibid.

'

Washington
Washington
Washington
Washington

November 1896.
19 December 1896 and 16 January
Bee, 12 December 1896.
Bee, 19 December 1896.
Bee, 28

Bee,

5, 12,
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1897.

Fortune, however, never called for the national meeting. Although nothing in the
surviving historical record accounts for his inaction, one has to assume that he did not
believe the masses were behind the organization.''^ Throughout 1897, Leagues continued

to

organize and a

spring into the

number of the

fall,

but Fortune

local

still

and

state

groups met

in state

conventions from the

did not perceive them as being truly viable "because

the masses" did not "care a rap about the organization."'*''

Despite the lack of support by the national president, the leagues did meet on the
state level

- Pennsylvania and Rhode

organizations did not accomplish a

Island in

lot,

May

and California

in August."*^

These

but they did keep the idea of the necessity of a

national civil rights organization in the minds of those reading their annual reports in

selected newspapers.

W.

He

Calvin Chase had not given up on the League.

time to urge the president to

call a national

meeting

tried

one

last

in Philadelphia after Pennsylvania's

successful state convention in Lancaster, but Fortune again did not see the utility of such

an exercise without sufficient mass support.

The idea of the

league, however, did not die. In the spring of 1898, Alexander

Walters, a bishop in the

AME Zion church and a former Afro-American League

supporter, appealed to T.

who understood

Thomas Fortune

to call a

meeting of like-minded individuals

the necessity of reviving the national civil rights

Emma Thombrough cites
failure to call the

Leagues

and protective

health and financial problems as the reason for Fortune's

to convention.

I

however, believe that

especially because the editor continues to be hesitant to call

without the support of the masses. See Thombrough,

New York Sun 17 May 1897.
New York Sun, 17 May 1897.
New York Sun, 17 May 1897; Washington Bee,

T.

this is insufficient

the League

into convention

Thomas Fortune,

178-179. See

also
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17, 24, April

and

8, 22,

29

May

1897.

organization.

Earlier in the year,

two African American postmasters were

killed

and

Walters viewed these high profile acts of violence as spark enough to
rekindle the flame
of agitation.

On March

10,

he sent the following open

Fellow Citizens: The

letter to the

New

York Age:

late outrages perpetrated against

Postmasters

Loften [Loftin] of Hogansville, Georgia, and Baker of Lake
City,
South Carolina, for no other reason than their race and color
and'

having no reason

from past experience that the
perpetrators will be brought to justice; and further, because
there is
a determined effort on the part of the white labor unions
of the
country to exclude the Negro from the industrial avenues in
which
he can make an honest living, it became absolutely necessary that

we

Like

W.

to believe

organize for self-protection.''^

Calvin Chase, several years earlier Walters then urged Fortune as the President

of the League to call a meeting
state of the race

at

an early date for the purpose of evaluating the present

and suggesting remedies for

that condition."*^

Having been stung twice. Fortune was
League and informed Bishop Walters

reluctant to issue the call to resurrect the

that if the

Bishop collected over one hundred

Alexander Walters, My Life and Work (New York: Fleming H. Revell, 1917), 98; see
George Mason Miller. '"A This Worldly Mission': The Life and Career of Alexander

also

Walters (1858-1917)." (Ph.D.

diss.. State

University of New

York

at

Stony Brook,

1984),165-166.
Walters,

My Life and Work, 98.

The deaths of Frazier B. Baker, Postmaster of Lake
and Isaiah H. Loftin, Postmaster of Hogansville, Georgia, had
stunned the African American community in the first half of 1898. Both postmasters

City, South Carolina,

received intense opposition to their appointments by the white consistency of their

communities alleging
1898, a white

mob

that neither could properly

home on

perform their duties.

On

February 22,

and shot at members of the family as they
exited the burning home. The mob killed Baker and his infant son. Details of Loftin's
death are not as readily available, though it is probable that he to lost his life at the hands
of a vigilante mob in late 1897 or early 1898. See Willard B. Gatewood, Jr., Black
Americans and the White Man's Burden, 1898-1903 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press,
1975), 31-33; Herbert Shapiro, White Violence and Black Response: From
Reconstruction to
90;

set

Baker's

fire

Montgomery (Amherst:

University of Massachusetts Press, 1988), 89-

and George B. Tindall, South Carolina Negroes, 1877-1900 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana

State University Press, 1952), 255-256.
Ibid.
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signatures, he

would gather

prospects of yet another attempt

E.

Others were also a

the clans.

at

forming a national

Cooper of the Colored American spoke

bit hesitant

civil rights organization.

many throughout

for

about the

the country

Edward

when he

stated:

The

necessity for a strong protective organization was never

greater than

it is

combine now

that they

larger stock of

more favorable to such
1890? Have we accumulated any

today, but are conditions

were

in

wisdom by repeated

failures

a

and a defrauded

citizenship? Are our leaders better prepared to bury ancient

and to work in unison? If there seems to be a decent
show of hands and evidence is given of a singleness of purpose
promote the general good, a revival may net some profitable
hatchets,

results.

... If the

mind must be
.

.

.

We

League

set to

are for a

League

to build.

By May,

reorganizing the group.

community, but since

the Colored

They recognized

at the

on a national meeting

it

did not take long for enthusiasm about

American was seeing more

that the idea

utility in

was gaining support

time the United States was involved in

editors of the

until the

its

war drums quieted down or ended

Colored American believed

harmony.

old childish games.^°

that the public

had

in the

brief conflict over

Cuba, recommended that the supporters of the League idea should take
off

in

that actually stands for something, but

at the

Despite the cautious attitude, however,

League

be established, men, money, and

work, and these forces must work

have no times to play

the

is to

to

it

slow and hold

altogether.^'

their eyes

The

and ears tuned

My Life and Work, 102.
Colored American, 2 April 1898. See also, Cleveland Gazette, 16 April 1898
^'
Colored American, 21, 28 May, and 18 June 1898. For information on the SpanishAmerican War see, Gatewood, Black Americans and the White Man's Burden; Graham
A. Cosmas, An Army for Empire: The United States Army in the Spanish-American War.
(Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 1971); Kristin L. Hoganson, Fighting for
American Manhood: How Gender Politics Provoked the Spanish-American and
Philippine-American Wars. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1998); and Louis A.
Walters,

^°

P6rez,

Jr.,

The War of 1898: The United States and Cuba

(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1998).
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in

History and Historiography.

into the

War and would

not take any agitation on the

home

shores favorably.

As

they

explained:

True, separate coach laws are

still here; the work of
disenfranchising the race goes industriously on; and the other
forms of color proscription show no signs of amelioration. But

these

cannot be remedied by spasmodic action, nor by
inopportune agitation.
When we hold an expensive
ills

.

.

.

convention, and attempt to mass the Negro intellect of the nation at
a given point, we want the undivided attention of the populace, and
a mental condition that will insure dispassionate judgment. It will
not help our cause to fly off at a tangent and lay ourselves open to
the charge of disloyalty

.

.

.

when

the

American

heart ...

is

centered upon ... a foreign foe."

While many League cohorts may have agreed with the ideas
Colored American,

this did not stop

them from expressing

articulated

their support for the

organization and continuing their organizational efforts on the local level. In

Minneapolis, Minnesota, for example, local activists went forward
organization designed to uphold the community's civil rights.
Cities, led

by the

in creating

The

St.

Paul and

an

citizens of the

Twin

by many members of the original Afro-American League, including William

and Rosa Hazel, John Quincy Adams, and Frederick McGhee, organized the Afro-

American Law Enforcement League during

the

summer months which

where the League and the Minnesota Equal Rights Association had

left

set out to

pick up

off in the early

1890s.^^

Colored American, 18 June 1898.
Appeal, 18 June 1898. It is not certain that the creation of the group is directly
connected to Walter's call for the revival of the League, but the naming of the
organization and the fact that the group folds into the Afro-American Council once it is
formed suggests such a case. For information on previous activity by the Minnesota
Afro-American League and Minnesota Equal Rights Association see Chapters Two and
Three.

Appeal, 18 June,

2, 9,

and 23 July 1898.
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As

July rolled in and Minnesota's Afro-American League
picked up steam, the

Colored American posited

war fever was

that the

months the League should gather on the national
C.

was the

Still

approaching and

Amidst
convening

and

that with in the next

stage. In their opinion,

few

Washington D.

logical place for such a meeting, but they recognized that
the ultimate decision

was Fortune's.^^
fast

abating,

many

that

supporters agreed that the time for a national convention
was

should be somewhere centrally located to bolster attendance.

it

this increase

of support of a national meeting, a few states began

at the state level.

In addition to the

Minnesota group, California peeked

head out of the wilderness. The California League began

in

San Francisco

in

1891 and

Califomians had continued supporting the organization throughout the decade. In
July, the group,

consistmg of 1,000 members, called a statewide convention

plan for greater unification

among

the race thus enabling

struggle against racial discrimination within the state.^^

them

The Leagues of Illinois

convened during the month "to unite the various sections" of the

The following month,
revival of the National

T.

Thomas Fortune emerged

late

to devise a

bond together

to

its

in a

also

state organization.^''

to reassert his position

on the

Afro-American League. Since March, Bishop Walters had

collected signatures in support of his call.

By

August, he had collected neariy one

hundred and twenty-five signatures.^^ Walters constantly sent Fortune the signatures as a

Colored American, 2 July 1895; and Illinois Record 20 August 1898.
Indianapolis Freeman, 30 July 1898.
Illinois Record, 30 April, 7 May, and 2 July 1898. See also Sundiata Keita Cha-Jua,
""A Warlike Demonstration": Legalism, Armed Resistance, and Black Political
Mobilization in Decatur, Illinois, 1894-1898.," Journal of Negro History 83 (Winter
1998): 52-72; 61; 70. Illinois had a number of chapters of the Afro-American League

continuing activity. Including affiliates in Alton, Bloomington, Brooklyn, Cairo,
Danville, Decatur, Jacksonville, Peoria,

Walters,

My Life and Work,

Rock

Island,

98-102.
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and Chicago.

symbol of the race's support for the League
idea,

Fortune was

still

national level as he

In an

open

idea.

Yet, after carefully considering the

as reluctant to rekindle the Afro- American

was when W. Calvin Chase made

letter to Walters,

League flame on the

a similar appeal in 1896.

Fortune explained that he had given Walter's request

"long and faithful consideration," but had concluded that the popular sentiment behind

was not

the request

great

enough

to justify

him

the call for a national convention of the

League.^' According to Fortune, there was "just as

League to-day

as there

was

in 1890; there [was]

much need

of the Afro-American

even more need for such an

organization;" but as in 1893 and 1896, he did not believe that the "masses of the race are

any more ready and willing
national level.

He

to organize" to sustain the

group on the

local, state,

did agree, however, to call a general race conference

New York

on September

actions the

community should

in

and

Rochester,

15, 1898, to discuss the existing conditions of the race

and the

take in response to the worsening state of affairs.^'

The

reason for Rochester as the choice for the meeting was to coincide with unveiling of the

Frederick Douglass monument, an idea that Bishop Alexander Walters had suggested as

being the logical location and time.^^

Fortune surprised
supporters of the

much

League idea

of the country with both aspects of his decision but

still

support to his guarded response.

Walters,

Walters,

recognized a need for the conference, and lent their

The Colored American expressed

the sentiments of

103. See also Washington Bee, 27 August 1898;
August 1898; and Colored American, 27 August 1898.

My Life and Work,

Indianapolis Freeman, 27
*°

many

My Life and Work,

103

^'Ibid.

" Ibid.,

and John W. Thompson, An Authentic History of the Douglass Monument:
Freeport,
Biographical Facts and Incidents in the Life of Frederick Douglass (rpt; 1903,

NY: Books

for Libraries Press, 1971), 196.
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many when
pan.

...

it

explained,

Though

the call

"We

have had our

was

liberally signed, there

fill

of popgun movements, and flashes in the

was a noticeable absence of the

names of a number of leaders whose influence and money
success of a national engine of protection.""

Fortune's compromise because

and may crystallize into action

On September

14, a

it

.

would

The

"test the

are absolutely essential to the

editorial

concluded by agreeing with

temper of the race

in a positive

manner,

.

number of prominent blacks and whites assembled

in

Rochester for the ceremonies commemorating Frederick Douglass and for the
unveiling
of a

monument

Rochester's

in his honor."^^

common

The following day

a racially

mixed delegation met

in

council chambers to discuss the state of the race as well as the

reactivation of a national civil rights organization.

Among those present

were T. Thomas

Fortune, Bishop Alexander Walters, Emily Howard, Sarah E. Blackall, Ida B. Wells-

Bamett, John

W. Thompson, Rochester businessman and

organizer of the Douglass

Monument

project,

customs

Wilmington, NC, Reverend W. B. Bowens, of Troy, NY, Chris Perry, editor

at

John H. Smythe, ex-minister

of the Philadelphia Tribune, Bishop B.

to Liberia,

John C. Dancy, collector of

W. Amett, Rochester Mayor, George

E. Warner,

Susan B. Anthony, and Helen Douglass, the widow of Frederick Douglass.*^

Colored American, 27 August 1898.
Ibid.

Thompson, An Authentic History of the Douglass Monument, 81-112. The monument
was not unveiled at the ceremonies because it was not completed. It was unveiled on
June

9,

1899

after

some

struggle the statue had been in Rochester since October 4, 1898.

My Life and Work,

104-105; Thombrough, T. Thomas Fortune 179; Miller
"'A This Worldly Mission'", 167; and Thompson, An Authentic History of the Douglass
Monument, 199. According to Emma Thombrough those who signed the call but were
not able to attend included Booker T. Washington, ex-Governor Pinchback, Judson
Lyons, George White, and Archibald and Francis Grimke. Of those individuals, only
Judson Lyons can be found on the list published by Alexander Walters. See Walters, My
Walters,
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John W. Thompson launched the proceedings by introducing
Mayor Warner. The

Mayor welcomed
symbolized great

the delegation to Rochester, a location, according
to him, that

harmony. Shortly

racial

after

Warner's address, T. Thomas Fortune

took to the podium to discuss the necessity of the meeting, as well as his
reluctance to
call for the revival

of the League. Seemingly pleased with the strong female presence
in

the delegation, Fortune

began by

organization "unless the

women

stating that he

would have nothing

are given a voice in

its affairs."*^^

do with the

to

He

then went on to

explain that he did not think that the population was ready for a national organization,
"just as the Irish

people were not prepared for organization when

his estimation, the race

"for they

had but

had not risen

thirty years in

to the position

which

to recover

it

needed

it

was attempted."^*

to sustain

In

such a group,

from 250 years of bondage."

^'^

Yet,

even though Fortune did not think that anyone could control the masses, he did see the
possibility of mobilizing the masses.

community alone could

inspire such a

He was

not certain, however, that the black

movement. The past actions of

almost persuaded him that African Americans could not "accomplish

more than

[they] could the abolition of slavery unless white

white

women and the

much

a

for

comment on

black

women, join

the

the condition of black

men and

the

community had

[their] object

any

black men, the

movement."™ Fortune's statement was

America

as an attack

abandoning blacks since Reconstruction. Moreover,

it

on former

was more of a

as

abolitionists

rallying cry for

and Work, 98-102 and Thombrough, T. Thomas Fortune, 179. Washington,
among a long list of individuals that the Indianapolis
Freeman encouraged to participate in the Council. See Indianapolis Freeman, 1 October
Life

Pinchback, and the Grimke's are
1898.

Thompson, An Authentic History of the Douglass Monument, 201.
Ibid.
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the revival of a neo-abolitionist

American League speech

in

movement, much he had

Chicago

tried to inspire with his Afro-

in 1890.

Fortune then turned his attention

to the

continued deterioration of black rights and

the increased acceptance of the southern racial position and Social Darwinist ideas

prominent throughout the nation.^' The Age editor warned

would

inspire revolution.

According

expansion of the nation's racial

that this

to Fortune, this revolution

hostilities into the

course of events

would emerge out of the

newly acquired

territories

of Cuba,

Puerto Rico, and the Philippines. This revolution would also develop because of the

continued reign of

mob

law

that prevails in the South.

Finally, Fortune addressed the

problem of miscegenation laws. According

laws were unjust and impractical, since those in love will circumvent the

editor, these

laws. Besides, as Fortune explained, the African

American population were

rather than the cause of this situation that the country so feared.

look

down South and

did not

to the

make

He

the victims

urged everyone

see "the yellow color of the people. [He urged that,] the black

the yellow color.

Situations such as these

Whose
-

fault is it," the heated editor

to

man

asked rhetorically."

the continued destruction of black rights, the unfair

miscegenation laws, as well as the deterioration of African American schools, and the

augmentation of Social Darwinist ideas

in

American and abroad -

the editor argued, were

For a discussion of the growth of Social Darwinism see George M. Fredrickson, The
Black Image in the White Mind: The Debate on Afro-American Character and Destiny,
1817-1914 (Middletown, Conn.: Wesleyan University Press, 1987); and John S. Haller,
1859-1900 (rpt.
Jr., Outcasts From Evolution; Scientific Attitudes of Racial Inferiority,
1971, Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 1995).

Thompson, An Authentic History of the Douglass Monument, 202. See also, Miller,
180.
'"A This Worldly Mission', 167-168; and Thronbrough, T. Thomas Fortune,
" Thompson, An Authentic History of the Douglass Monument, 202-203.
''^
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"sufficient provocation to

have an association for the upHft of the

Walters concurred with Fortune's sentiments and

moved

to

Bishop

race."''''

make Fortune temporary

chairman and Ida B. Wells-Bamett secretary of the convention. The delegates
then

formed committees without

restriction of race or gender, to

draw up an

organization.''^

Later in the afternoon, the delegates met again to discussion their plans for
organization and to elect officers.

The group decided

organization rather than try to revive the League.

American Council, which mirrored
delegation then

moved

president, John C.

W. Thompson
announcing
that the race

They

was

better to

form a new

therefore opted to form the Afro-

which included T. Thomas Fortune

as vice-president, Ida B.

Wells-Bamett

as treasurer.^"^ After the selections, Fortune

that he

it

the former organization in everything but name.

to elected its officers,

Dancy

that

made

The

as

and John

as secretary,

a surprising move,

could not be president of the organization because he had

little faith

could support the movement. Wells-Bamett immediately moved

to

have

Fortune removed as president and the delegation selected Bishop Alexander Walters

to

succeed Fortune. The Age editor, however, then agreed to chair the executive committee,

which consisted of Dancy, Wells-Bamett, B. W. Amett,

J.

W.

Parker, C.

J.

Perry, H. T.

Keating, and Walters.

Finally, as the organization

was concluding

its

proceedings, John H. Smythe

addressed the chair and declared that he could not support an organization that "opposed
separate schools and favored

Ibid.,

mixed marriages."^^ The delegation then voted on

203.

Ibid.
Ibid.,

203-204.

Ibid.
78

Ibid.
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!

Smythe's

!

status within the organization, concluding that

he could not be a member of the

newly formed Afro-American Council while holding such a
concluded with Smythe's formally severing

ties

However, Fortune's

The convention

with the group7'

Following the Rochester meeting, many offered
organization.

position.

their support to the

refusal to take the presidency

new

and Smythe's comments

on separate marriages and schools sparked heated debate. Both the Indianapolis

Freeman and

the Colored American

The Freeman even

carried a

demanded

that the

Age

editor explain his actions.^"

poem:

Timothy T!
Rude you B

One can

not

C

The reason Y!
Not even I!
Your inconsisten(Cy)!
T! T!

T.

Thomas Fortune

American, assuring

Thomas

Fortune!^'

obliged the public by responding

its

in

an open

letter to the

readers that he had been consistent in his position.

Colored

When

he called

the conference, he explained that he lacked confidence in the race's ability to sustain a

national civil rights organization.

He repeated that position

delegation at the Rochester meeting and once again

president.

have

Once Ida B. Wells-Bamett suggested

faith in the race

and

in the

work of

when

in his address to the

the group chose

that the president of the

him

as the

group should

the organization, the editor agreed, and naturally

withdrew from the presidency. Fortune also cited poor health and financial standing

''Ibid
80

October 1898; Colored American, 24 September 1898;
Appeal, 24 September 1898; and Richmond Planet, 24 September 1898.
Indianapolis Freeman, 1 October 1898.
Indianapolis Freeman,

1
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as

contributing to his decision. Ultimately he did not want the weight of the organization to
fall

upon one person, namely himself,

American League.
dropped the issue

82

had been the case with the Afro-

as he felt

Fortune's explanation seems to have satisfied the public. The press

after his

open

letter.

The Smythe

incident, however, did not die as

quickly.

Directly following the conference Fortune ran an article entitled, "Separate

Humbug."

Legislation

In this piece he declared

appear in a race assembly of honest
believes in the

degradation

two

evils

."^^
.

.

.

which

Take

an "insult for any Afro-American to

men and women and

are the very bases of

all

unblushingly declare that he

our

civil disability

and moral

the separate school legislation, he explained. "It embodies the

inception and concatenation of

staggers."^''

it

all

the separate civil legislation under

which the race

"The man who endorses the separate school infamy," according

"must perforce endorse

all

to Fortune,

the other parts of the separate machinery of legislation which

weighs down the race."^^

On
matter.

As

Smythe

to

the separate marriage laws. Fortune

far as "preserving the

saw no need

Negro race type

go "through the country, or confine

is

to regulate a purely personal

concerned," Fortune urged John

his investigations to the city of

Richmond

"^^ In the end.
and count the fatheriess yellow children with black mothers he meets.

Fortune saw the John H. Smythes of the country as "dead weight on the progress of the

Colored American,! October 1898.
8 October 1898; and Indianapolis World, 8 October 1898.
Indianapolis World, 8 October 1898.

Richmond Planet,
Ibid.

^^Ibid.
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.

and believed

race,"

that their attitudes did nothing to aid the race in its quest to gain full

citizenship rights.

The general sentiment regarding Smythe's comments was
at the

conference.

As

the Colored American asked: "what

such questions, especially

hang so threateningly
intermarriage or

when

at this time,

in the

We fail

balance?

mixed schools

as a

the

drawn

life,

to see

issue. "^^

is

to

The Indianapolis World advised

partners only

among

legislation."

The

desirable but

it

that

it

be gained by agitating

any benefit

Many

in bringing

would

up

editors, placing their focus

turn out like prohibition

Edward

to "select

by "vexatious

try to force individuals

can't be enforced by law."^' Intermarriage, as

on

problem would resolve

one could advocate for the races

themselves," but should not

editors believed that

had no place

property and civil status of the race

the intermarriage issue over the school legislation, felt that the

itself.

that they

- "temperance

E.

is

Cooper of the

Colored American explained, was a personal preference. "The law should have nothing
to

do with

it,

for or against

one's opinion of persons

and the

who

and no amount of agitation"

A number of editors
Smythe.^'

The

right of outsiders to object is just about as binding as

insist

will

upon eating onions,

change "individual

garlic, or

limburger cheese

in defense of

John H.

John Edward Bruce, for example, was the strongest

supporter of the ex-minister to Liberia.
close friend of Fortune, he did not see

Though Bruce supported

how

the

the Council and

was a

members of the organization could ever

87

Ibid.
88

89

90
91

Colored American,

8,

.

tastes.

and individuals, however, did come out

fiery journalist,

.

15 October 1898; &nd

Indianapolis World, 8 October 1898.
Colored American, 15 October 1898
Richmond Planet, 15 October 1898
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Richmond Planet,

15 October 1898.

expect to popularize

white

women do

Negro blood

its

"pet schemes of solving the race problem.

not seek matrimonial alliances with black

and well meaning gentleman of the Council should seek

men

Scotch women, and our

women

to

marry white

Irish,

libertines, native

at the

meeting

in Rochester,

by

and foreign."'^

amalgamation would ultimately solve the race problem.'"

speech-making

the "excellent

English, German, and

Bruce' s position was a response to the belief of Fortune and
time, that

why

men who have

to destroy the race type

marry poor and sometimes ignorant

to

best class of

or yellow

he saw no reason as to

in their veins."^^ Furthermore,

encouraging our

men

The

many

others of the

In spite of the

however, biological amalgamation was not

unanimously endorsed by League members. Moreover, nowhere did the delegation
that

amalgamation was either a "scheme" or

organization simply

would not oppose

for reasons of both moral

and

official position

it

of the group. The

intermarriage, for as Fortune and others explained,

political principle. If the

limiting personal relations, then

state

would

set a

group approved legislation

precedent that could expand into other

areas.

On
would

the issue of

mixed

schools, Bruce

suffer and black teachers

saw no need for them because the students

"would have a very poor showing

at the

hands of school

favored "separate schools when taught by competent Negro

boards."'^

He

women

" In his

Colored American

editorial,

Bruce explained

that

men

or

he did not believe a

Colored American, 15 October 1898.
'^Ibid.

See T. Thomas Fortune, "The Latest Color Line." Liberia Bulletin no. 1 1 (November
1897): 60-65; and T. Thomas Fortune, "Race Absorption." AME Church Review vol. 18,

^'^

no.

1

(July 1901), 54-66.

Colored American, 15 October 1898.
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Negro

child has nearly as

who

taught

IS

expense of
school.
history

much

respect for and interest in his race

m a mixed school, to defy the white race at the

his own race, as he would have
if taught in a Negro
He grows up to manhood as ignorant of the
Negro

-

and

his

knowledge of which

white boy. After he has arrived at
has reached the end of the social equality
of the school
like that Pactoius Prime he is "only
a nigger.""^

Many members

his

only fragmentary - as the
manhood he discovers that he

is

room and

of the Council were sympathetic to Bruce's
sentiments on the

lack of equality in the integrated education system, and

many

likely agreed with his

nationalistic stance regarding the quality of education
the students received in the

mixed

schools. Similar to his position on intermarriages,
however, Bruce oversimplified the

position of the organization.

As Fortune explained

in his

September 29

article, the

authonties would view the acceptance of any separate legislation
as endorsement of
"other parts of the separate machinery of legislation which weighs

down

the race.

all

,91

Therefore, he and others in Rochester pragmatically understood
that lawmakers and the

white public would use their acceptance of Jim

Crow marriages and education

as

justification for the spread of legal segregation.

As
The

the

Smythe controversy began

to

blow over, the Council got down

to business.

delegates of the Rochester meeting went to their respective communities to form

local

and

state organizations.

for the group

As

the

Colored American explained, there were high hopes

under Bishop Walter's able leadership. Finally, they encouraged

loving Negroes every where" to "get in line for the Afro-American Council."'^

^'^^Ibid.
^

Indianapolis World, 8 October 1898.

Colored American, 29 October 1898.
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all

"Race-

Just a

show

its

few months

after the

Rochester meeting, the race was offered a
chance to

support for the organization

Washington D. C.

at the

when Walters

called

on the Council

to

assemble

in

end of the December. The president called on
those who

enrolled in the organization at the formation of the Council
in Rochester,

all

signers of

the original call, as well as those sympathetic to the object
of the group, to travel to the

nation's capital on

December

29, 1898.

Most importantly, he encouraged those

willing to

contribute five dollars annually towards carrying out the purposes of
the Council to
to the city.''

come

This plea by Walters for a mandatory fee to participate in the proceedings
of

the group constituted a shift in the approach of a national civil rights organization.

Council was determined not to

fail

because of the lack of funds, as had

its

The

predecessor the

Afro- American League.

The reason

for calling a special meeting in such close proximity to the Rochester

conference, Walters explained, was to allow the group to shore up

would give individuals who wished

to

be

at the

organization.

It

Rochester meeting, but could not because

of location or previous obligations, the opportunity to
national civil rights organization.

its

show

their support for the

new

Furthermore, the "continuation of brutal lynchings,

unjust discriminations on railroads and in hotels, restaurants and labor unions, the

disenfranchisement of Afro-Americans in several southern
obstacles which are thrown in the

99

way

states,

and a host of other

of [black America's] moral, financial, educational

Colored American, 19 November 1898
Colored American, 22 October 1898; 5 November 1898.
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progress, [made]

it

absolutely necessary" for African Americans to organize "and

perpetuate an organization for self-protection.

The

necessity for blacks to organize for their self-protection had increased in the

short time since the creation of the Council. Racial violence

Jim Crow had mushroomed during the

final

months of 1898.

Carolina, for instance, racial tensions exploded in

city

and throughout the State had continued

to

and the continued growth of
In

Wilmington, North

November. African Americans

in the

hold public offices. They had actually

gained some political influence during the 1894 election with the victory of the
Fusionists, a coalition of Republicans and Populists

heavily black towns and counties."

elections, the

Democrats created

a

Determined

women

Amongst
newspaper

when

the fear of "negro domination,"

a sex-craved predators seeking the

of the region.

this "safety at

home" campaign, Alexander Manly,

the state's only black

August 1898 which condemned white men

editor, published an editorial in

the sexual exploitation of black

rape

"restored local democracy to

to regain control in the 1898

campaign based on

which included images of African American males
precious white

who

women and

their affairs across the color line

suggesting that white

women

for

only claimed

became public knowledge.'"^ Such

statements added fodder to the intense campaign. In the midst of this tense climate, John
C.

Dancy returned from

the Rochester meeting of the Afro- American Council the

following month, having joined an organization against legislation that prevented

Colored American,

12,

19 November 1898; and Indianapolis Freeman, 12 November

1898.

Glenda E. Gilmore, "Murder, Memory, and the Flight of the Incubus," in Democracy
Betrayed: The Wilmington Race Riot of 1898 and Its Legacy, eds. David S. Cecelski and
Timothy B. Tyson (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1998), 76.
'"^

Ibid.,

77-78.
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At the time, Dancy, the Collector of Customs

interracial marriages.

one of the highest paid
the Council as an

into their

political positions

of the

example of how blacks would use

homes and

the

The Democratic success came

The Democrats used

politics

and power

from the

to the polls.

"You

duty. ...

Go

to the polls

the polls,

and

if

are

Anglo Saxons. You
tomorrow, and

he refuses,

kill

him.

We

are

if

Alfred

situation.

you find the negro out voting,
win tomorrow,

if

were

Moore Waddell's speech

He

armed and prepared, and you

shall

November

in the

fact that the Fusionists

on the eve of the election simply and effectively explained the
audience,

his support of

to gain entrance

Democrats gained victory

basically

campaign and blacks feared going

afraid to

Wilmington, held

bedroom of their women.

In this racially intensified climate the
elections.

state.

at

we have

told his

do your

will

tell

to

him

do

it

to leave

with

guns."

A

mere

week following

political victory,

however, did not satisfy the Democrats. In

less than a

the election white Democrats, in the form of the "White Declaration of

Independence," ordered the resignations of African Americans and Fusionists
office,

urged employers to

fire

others leave the city immediately.'"^

failed to react in a timely matter

Ibid.,

demanded

black employees, and

When elements

that

still

Alex Manly and

of the non-democratic community

- one day - mobs descended on

the black community,

79-80. For a romanticized, but widely popular version of a similar position see

Thomas Dixon's novel The Clansman.

In this novel

one of the African American males
See Thomas

women was the African American (mulatto) politician.
The Clansman: An Historical Romance of the Ku Klux Klan (New

lusting after white

Dixon,
Doubleday, 1905).

John C. Dancy

York:

one of the
also important to note that
individuals who disagreed with the position of the Council. See John C. Dancy
Edward Bruce, 30 January 1899. John Edward Bruce Papers.
Quoted in Gilmore, "Murder, Memory, and the Flight of the Incubus," 84.
Ibid.,

in

It is

84-85.
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is

to

John

burning the Love and Charity Hall, which
housed Manly's newspaper, to the ground.

The mob

also strip-searched black

women

and forced some 1,500 black residents

for weapons, killed at least a

to flee for their lives

dozen black men,

- including Alex Manly
and

John C. Dancy.'"''

The McKinley

administration did nothing in the

wake of the

A number

violence.

of black residents of the city of Wilmington and greater
North Carolina wrote to the
President asking for aid and protection, but he did not
respond.'"^

concerning

this act

of violence, as well as his failure to

Court's decision in April in Williams

v.

Mississippi,

comment

The

President's silence

either on the

which upheld the use of

Supreme

a poll tax

and literacy requirements, or on the Louisiana legislature's
enactment of the "Grandfather
Clause," did not gain
disfavor with

silent

him any

allies in the

African American community.'"'' Further

McKinley came when he went on

a tour of the South,

all

the while staying

on the continued deterioration of black rights and the growth of racial violence

the region.

planned

its

It

was under these

set of

in

circumstances that the Afro- American Council

organizational meeting in Washington D.

C.

See Glenda Elizabeth Gilmore, Gender andJim Crow: Women and the Politics
of
White Supremacy in North Carolina, 1896-1920 (Chapel Hill: University of North
Carolina Press, 1996), 105-1 17; Robert Howard Wooley. "Race and Politics: The
Evolution of the White Supremacy Campaign of 1898 in North Carolina." (Ph.D. diss.,
University of North Carolina, 1977); David S. Cecelski and Timothy B. Tyson eds.
Democracy Betrayed: The Wilmington Race Riot of 1898 and Its Legacy, (Chapel Hill:
,

University of North Carolina Press, 1998).

Gilmore, "Murder,
Williams

Memory, and

the Flight of the Incubus," 86-88.

State of Mississippi, 170 U.S. 213 (1898). This

Supreme Court decision
and the McKinley administration's refusal to step in is significant because the ruling
basically seals the disenfranchisement or virtually leaves no barriers to its expansion
v.

throughout the South. See Logan, The Betrayal of the Negro, 97-1 16. McKinley's
on such issues led historian Rayford Logan to call the period during his

silence

administration the "nadir" in African American history. See Logan, The Betrayal of the

Negro, 79-96.
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One week

before the meeting, T.

gathering at the A.

M.

E. Zion

Church

Thomas Fortune gave an
Washington,

in

address to a mass

m which he agreed to attend the

Council meeting despite his feelings about the
possible success of such an
organization.

The Age

had also written

editor

his friend

Booker

T.

Washington a few weeks

explaining that he was going to attend the
convention to prevent them

anything foolish:-''' However, such a statement
loses some of

Jrom

its initial

earlier,

doing

bite in the light

of the editor's rhetoric at the meeting

at the

Zion church a few days before the Council's

conference. Fortune's speech did not

come

close to the accommodationist positions

Booker T. Washington and

associated with

his

Tuskegee

Institute at the time.

Fortune opened his address by thanking Reverend Dr.
the Zion church,

who had commenced

President McKinley.

The Age

blessing, for if "ever a

J.

man had wandered
know

McKinley and believed

Washington "to

fight the President.

fought for to fight for me, and
that

farther

away from

the faith than the President

'

it."'

'

Fortune then proceeded to explain that he

that the President

was turning

T.

Press,

he don't

has gone back on us.

I

feel like stabbing

I

back on the

stated that he

want the man

him."

'

came

whom I

Fortune explained

Thomas Fortune

to Booker T. Washington, 17 December 1898. Louis R. Harlan,
Washington Papers. 14 Volumes. (Urbana, University of Illinois
1972-1989), Vol. 4, 535-536. Emphasis in original. See also Thombrough, T.

The Booker

Thomas Fortune,
112

if

He

He

his

he was greatly disturbed that McKinley was leisurely touring the South, "glorifying

et. al.

HI

the pastor of

the conference with a invocation, praying for

African American population that had helped put him
into office.
to

Howard,

editor explained that the President certainly needed
God's

of United States he would like to
did not care for

W.

T.

181.

Washington Evening Star, 20 December 1898.
Ibid. According to the Star's, article, a number of audience members
exclaimed, "Stab

him."
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rebellion,

mobocracy, and the murder of

The

confederate graves.'"

editor also

women and children"

while decorating

was bothered by the lack of meetings between

African American representatives and the President during his
southern tour, in spite of
the fact that African

cities visited

Americans composed the majority of the population

many

of the

by McKinley.""*

Concerning the events

Americans agreed with

rifles

in

Wilmington, Fortune claimed

his positions, there

occuring across the color

"Winchester

in

line.

He

that if only a

would have been an equal number of deaths

declared, that while blacks

may

not have had

they had pitch pine, and, while the whites were killing," blacks should

have been "burning."'

'^

The

editor also scoffed at the notion recendy pushed in

Wilmington, that the male African American population was replete with
ever there was a race of rapists," he said,

"it is

large degree of sarcasm, he added, "there

is

than the white

few African

womanhood

explained, "if the colored

the lascivious white

the white

moving

their

way

all

the world

to a point of all seriousness, he

not measure up to the

men who have had

"If

of the south." Then with a

nothing purer and grander in

in the south." Next,

women do

men

rapists.

there for

same standard
more than 200

it is

because of

years."'"^

Washington Times, 20 December 1898. See also Topeka Plaindealer, 6 January 1899,
and Thombrough, T. Thomas Fortune, 181-184.
Washington Evening Star, 20 December 1898. Historian David W. Blight, among
no other president did as much as McKinley to reconcile the
conflict in the post-bellum period. See David William Blight, Race and Reunion: The
others has claimed that

War in American Memory (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2001).
Washington Evening Star, 20 December 1898.
'^
Ibid. In the aftermath, Fortune claimed that the press had taken some of his comments
out of context. W. Calvin Chase agreed with this statement and claimed that in his
reference to stabbing McKinley, the Age editor by no means proposed to assassinate the
president but was only speaking of "stabbing" the president at the ballot box. See
Washington Evening Star, 21 December 1898.
Civil
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in

Williams

v.

Mississippi.

Having gone

.he

,„ ,Ke D,s,ric, ,„

Counci n,ee„ng seeded ,ame

s,.ua.,o„ ,hat

,n

Bishop Walters .ade

p.ven.

,he

comparison .o

his final cal, for

non-secrc, sociCes. ednca.rona,
ins.,.n,ions, and
.he amelioraCon of ,he co„d,„ons
of black

WaLer. believed
.he oullook

.hrough by .he

America

,ha. the ou.Iook for ,he
African

when

God

at„tude of some
seIf.pro,ection.

.he fug.,ive slave

of armies."

in the

African

'

„„„„,,^„,„,,

his public address."'

al,

who

send delega.es

,o

Wash,ng.o„.™

(a shor. wh,le

was passed) and we were brough.
.numphan.ly

" Wha. bothered

.he Bishop most, however,

to stay stient,"

,ha, blacks

he sa,d, "and

let

Thomas

was

,he

should not untte for the.r
the

wh„e men have ,he,r
we

are to kiss

my

brethren,

us"™

In response to such sentiment,
Bishop Walters exclaimed, "nay, nay,
the time has

such a

sough, as .heir ohjecive

rob, insull, and discriminate
against us ,n evety way, and

that smites

in

religions organi^atrons.
secret and

groups
.o

u was

come when

the

Negroes must

unite." Picking

up on the threads of T.

Fortune's speech earlier in the week,
Walters concluded that "the President of

the United States,

whose duty

^""^""^ '°
^^"""^'r.
Washington
Papers. Vol.
u/

4,

it is

..

American popuIa.ion was grim:

Amencan commun.ty

"They advise us

way - bum, hang,
hand

all

Jron,

gloomy. Bu. we have seen
gloomier ..mes .han ,he presen.

is

before .he war,

the

CounC

to see that the citizens are protected,
has

abandoned us

Washington, 18 December 1898. The Booker
535-536. Emphasis in original.

T

Cleveland Gazette, 24 December
1898; Washington Bee, 24 December 1898; and
Washington Evening Star, 24 December
1898.
Cleveland Gazette, 24 December 1898
'

'^"ibid.
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our fate."-

to

If

To

face such a situation, he
reasoned, the

they d.d they would "surrender

ourselves unworthy of the

Americans should, gather

all that

has been g, ven us as citizens
and

name of freemen."
in

Washmgton

community must not

to

we

stay silent.

shall

prove

Therefore, Walters proposed
that Afro-

show

the world that, since the
President and a

number of southern governors have
abandoned black Amenca, "we
(10,000,000 AfroAmericans) have decided by the assistance
of
Walters called for these individuals
to
that

the

resembled the ones

set forth

Afro-Amencan League

original

in

1

God

to help ourselves."'^^

come

to

Washington

to

support a platfo™

by T. Thomas Fortune when he
called for the creation of

887.

On many

levels,

however,

it

went further than the

League program. These included the
creation of healthy public sentiment

favor of fair play for the black
population and the push for fair Afncan

in

Amencan

representation in state and local governments.
Walters also proposed that the group

devise methods to "raise funds to
prosecute

outrages and to

which have

test the constitutionality

all

perpetrators of lynchings and other

of laws enacted by

as their objective the disenfranchisement
of

African America.

The developing

some of the southern

states"

and discrimination against

organization, Walters explained,

would

also seek the

reformation of the penal system, push for
"healthy emigration from teiror-ridden section"
of the country, and encourage both
industrial and higher education as well as the creation

of business enterprises. Furthermore, the

new group would

urge that " moneys be

appropriated by the federal government (which
should have been done

emancipation) to supplement the school funds of the
southern states

Ibid.

'^^Ibid.
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at the

,"
.

.

.

time of our

and

to

recommend

certain days of protest throughout the
year, focusing

on fasting and prayer

to

'^^
bring light upon black America's fight for equal
rights.

With these

issues in mind, the supporters of the
Council

made

preparations for a special session of the organization.
In Washington

American editor and

secretary of the local Council,

preparations to receive the delegates.

their final

DC, Colored

Edward Cooper, shored up

On December 29,

at 11

the final

am, envoys representing

the "church, the school house, the store, the press,
the professions, [and] the farm" and

commg from
Ohio,

Virginia,

Illinois,

New

York,

New Jersey,

Iowa, Louisiana, Mississippi, Michigan and other
locations assembled

the Metropolitan Baptist Church.''^

enrolled.

California, Georgia, North Carolina,

With approximately one hundred bona

Bishop Walters called the Council

to order.

Amett then introduced Walters, who delivered
President Walters began by stating;

whose laws,

traditions,

fide delegates

The organization created

committee on credentials and a committee on an address

to the country.

at

a

Bishop B. W.

the presidential address.

"it is

our misfortune to live amidst a people

and prejudices have been against us for centuries. Indeed,

ever been the policy of a certain class of Americans to keep the Negro down."'^^

proceeded to outline the achievements of the race - including the struggle

it

has

He

then

to defend the

country in every conflict since the Revolutionary War, the battle for their emancipation

over great opposition, and the fight for enfranchisement

- and reaffirmed the

right of

African Americans to agitate against the back-peddling of the Nation from these

achievements.

He

also

condemned President McKinley

for failing to speak out against

l^lbid.

Colored American, 17, 24 December 1898, 7 January 1899; Iowa State Bystander, 30
December 1898; and Walters My Life and Work, 1 12.
^ Walters, My
Life and Work, 113-114; Colored American, 1 January 1899.
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the continued deterioration of black
rights

and the perpetuation of racial
violence. "There

has always been confusion, stnfe, and
often bloodshed, just before
the successful

consummation of great movements; but
met with opposition.
the anti-slavery

the leaders did not back

... All sorts of obstacles

movement, but did

the leaders

were employed

abandon the

down

....

Christianity

to hinder the progress
of

field? No."'^^

Walters could not understand some of
the black community's leaders
and fnends

who

advised blacks to be quiet and

that the

community could not

black votes, refused to

governor of

Illinois

let

whites have their

afford to remain silent

comment on

way with

when

them.'^^

He

explained

the President, elected with

committed against blacks, or when the

atrocities

sanctioned the slaughter of black laborers

picket line. Furthermore, he pleaded
that Afro-Americans

who

threatened to cross the

must not stay quiet when mobs

ravished black communities throughout
the South, and the southern states
stnpped the

population of their vote.

thousands of

Nor should

women, men, and

silence exist while black

and shot

silent

under such circumstances, as he had
stated in his

dogs" or

at the least

robbed of their meager eamings."'^^ To remain

"would be unworthy of the name freemen

he recommended prudent action.

complement

their agitation for full

final call for the conference,

"'^^

"There can be no real peace in America
said, but

He

manhood

until, this

problem

also advised the

is

Walters,

My Life and Work,

to

rights with self-reliance. Education,

125-126.

"ibid., 126.
Ibid.,

solved," the Bishop

community

according to the Walters, was a key
to finding a solution. "Education

126

insulted and

children were "burned at the stake, hung,
to the limbs of

trees,

like

women were

126-127.

'^'Ibid., 127.
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is

the sun

whose

powerful
.he

„ys of charac^r.

indus,,,, se,f-re,.a„ce.

and patience, wi„
„„™a.e,y .e„

.ha,

.remendous iceberg of American
p„jud,cc. wh.ch ha. cMlied
us for more ,ha„
.wo

cen,u.es-. „e
should

come

industrial, or

did no. ,h,„k .he con,n,u„i.y
couid be exposed ,„
,„„

in d,e

fo™

otherwise

.

of

"a,,

community had

,

educa.,„nal agencies, whether
Cassica], sc,en.ific,

.

The Council President
that the

,„„^

also

to focus

emphasized the iniportance of
industry. He believed

on fanning and industry
because they were the

"foundation of the superstructure.""The Negro fanner" he argued,
would "create a
position for the

position for the

lawyer, and

Negro merchant, and

Negro farmer and merchant

Negro manufacturer ....
[SJupport
professional

all

the

men" would

for the

Negro

will create a

minister, doctor,

necessarily follow. -3 Walters
also called on the

white population to "remove the
ban of prejudice [and] open the
doors of factories, mills,

and machine shops and give
[black workers] a

fair

chance.""^ But

at the

same

did not believe that blacks
should merely wait for white
prejudice to subside.
the

community

urged

Americans had been robbed of thousands
of dollars, they had

"accumulated over $400,000,000
worth of property
to "continue to

buy land and

more independent."'^^ Alongside

to build

this action

130

Ibid.,

He

to take advantage of all
available opportunities along the
way. Despite

the fact that African

community

time, he

127-128.

131

Ibid., 127.

"'ibid., 129.
'^^Ibid.
Ibid., 130.

''ibid.
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real

and personal." He advised the

and improve homes, thus becoming

he also encouraged African Americans to

continue to agitate for their
elected office, and to

make

full

manhood

rights, to

their voices heard

The delegation responded

when

put forth responsible leadership for
atrocities occur.

to Walters' address

president's speech set the tone of the convention

with tremendous applause. The

and outlined

the organizational

framework of the Afro-American Council. The group being created
setting out to be an organization that

in

Washington was

merged two growing schools of black thought

regarding the approach to solving the race problem.

The Council

reflected the

understanding that there was not just one ideological stance or solution
to the current
situation. Therefore, they

merged

others that economic, educational,

the ideas espoused by

and

internal

problem with the approach of others, such
agitation, political activity, publicity,

full

citizenships rights.

As described

Booker T. Washington and

development was the solution

as Ida B.

Well-Bamett,

who

and protest were the necessary
in

believed that

tactics for gaining

Bishop Walters' address, the Council sought

give both ideological stances equal weight and value as the group formulated

They understood

that neither

approach could accomplish

neither should be

abandoned

for the other.

The Council adjourned
Though
fifteen

the official delegation

to the race

after Walters' address

its

goals on

its

and reconvened

numbered approximately one hundred

its

platform.

own and

that

in the evening.

individuals, nearly

hundred people attended the evening session. The session opened with a

communication from Booker T. Washington expressing

regrets that he

was unable

attend the convention, but offering the organization his support and best wishes.
the reading of

'^^Ibid.,
137

to

'^^

Washington's telegram, the proceedings continued with a number of

124-125.
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to

After

addresses, including those of
in Business,"

and John

P.

George W. Murray of Washington D.
C. on "Our Progress

Green of Ohio on "Protection of
American Citizens."

Ida B. Wells-Bamett,

who spoke on

the subject of

"Mob

Violence and Anarchy,

North and South," delivered one of the
strongest addresses of the
evening as well as the

whole conference. She linked recent

riots in

Wilmington, North Carolina and
the

slaughter of black laborers in Illinois
with the murders of the postmasters
in Georgia and

South Carolina. Wells-Bamett demanded
that the administration, which
she believed was

more concerned with

the national decoration of
Confederate graves than the rights
of

blacks, respond to such appalling
actions.

and most troubling matter
the people of the

North

She

in all the recent events,

annual convention, Wells-Bamett insisted

we have

at last

ourselves, and

do

it

the greatest struggle, however,

was the "indifference manifested by

to these wrongs."'''^

Reminiscent of her comments made

that

felt that

come

to a point in

at the

Afro-American League's second

that, "if this

gathenng means anything

our race history where

now." She believed

that the African

it

means

we must do something

for

American community needed

to

"educate the white people out of their 250
years of slave history. The white people of the
North," she argued, "are not so
secretary then

demanded

much

that the

indifferent as ignorant.""'

Council

move

to

The passionate

have a hearing before the people of the

North, especially the Congressmen from
the region, to educate them on the situation and
to force the politicians to

uphold the Fourteenth Amendment and "cut down the basis of

representation in the South to accord
with the actual

\ll

^^^ored American, 7 January 1899
Ibid.

'^"Ibid.
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number of voters."'""

She went on
T.

to address the black

Washington "made a great mistake

rights

in

community, expressing her opinion

Booker

that

imagining that the black people could
gain

merely by making themselves factors

in industrial life.""^'

Wells-Bamett,

their

like

Walters before her, understood that the struggle for equality
had to pursue a multi-

pronged approach which included
moral

uplift,

industrial development, the accumulation
of wealth,

and consistent agitation for suffrage

federal constitution.

Chautauqua salute

rights

The delegation gave Wells-Bamett

at the

end of her address.

more moderate speech by H.

P.

and

full

protection under the

a standing ovation and a

The evening

sessions then closed with a

Cheatham, Recorder of Deeds

for the District of

Columbia.

The delegation met

again, the following day with the afternoon sessions

dominated by a discussion centering on a public organizational endorsement
or

condemnation of the McKinley administration. This discussion was most

certainly fueled

by the remarks of T. Thomas Fortune, Bishop Alexander Walters, and Ida B.
Wells-

Bamett condemning the President for ignoring the

plight of black Americans. After a

long and lively debate, the so-called administrationists

no

real

need

organization

to

won

out, claiming that there

was

endorse or oppose the administration, because the sentiments of the

conceming the

failures of

McKinley and

his silence

would appear in

group's address to the nation, whether or not they had formally denounced the
administration.''*''

Ibid.

Il'lbid.
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the

After this long deliberation, John P.
Green stated,
President

in

McKinley was advised by

among

other things, that

few Afncan Americans not

a

North Carolina and South Carolina

in his

to

mention the violence

annual message to Congress.
This remark

immediately provoked an angry response from
the delegation, spearheaded
by T. Thomas
Fortune,

who

called for the

names of these "Black

Judases."'^^ Green responded
that he

did not have to give any names, and the
audience's anger increased. Finally,
the
delegation agreed they
the

names of the

When

would adjourn

traitors in the

into

committees and John

Committee on Address,

the Council reconvened for

its

P.

Green would provide

which he belonged.

to

evening and

final session, attendance

had

swelled to nearly three thousand. The proceedings
began with a number of addresses,
including speeches by H. C. C.

Astwood of New York,

J.

Robert Pelham of Michigan, Mrs. Frederick
Douglass of

Frank Blagbum of Iowa,

New

York, Mary Church Teirell

of Washington D. C. and William A. Pledger
of Georgia. In his address, William A.

Pledger called for the creation of a daily newspaper
which could serve as an organ of the

Council as well as the daily voice of the

race.'"*^

Following these addresses, T. Thomas Fortune rose
to the country.

Honorable John

Before proceeding, however, he announced
P.

Green was unable

to

to read the Council's address

to the

audience that

provide the names of those

Cyrus Field

who had

advised the

Adams, National Afro-American Council: A History of the Organization
Objects, Synopses of Proceedings. Constitution
and By-Laws, Plan of Organization,
Annual Topics, Etc. (Washington D.C.: Cyrus Field Adams,
1902), 6; Colored American,
14 January 1899; and John P. Green, Fact Stranger Than Fiction:
Seventy-Five Years of
a Busy Life with Reminiscences
of Many Great and Good Men and Women. (Cleveland:
Rival Printing Company,
1920), 267-268.
Its
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President to stay silent.

Moving

The aud.ence immediately erupted

into a hysterical laughter.>^^

on, Fortune read the fomaal
statement of the Council,
declaring

for the principle of equality for
nativity, politics, or

all

its

strong support

citizens of the United States
regardless of "color,

religion."- Echoing the opinion
of

its

President the day before, the

Council believed that they needed to
promote a two-pronged attack.
"There are certain
things which those of us

which those of us who
to reach the

who

live in the

live in the

same ends, but

South can accomplish, and
certain other things

North can accomplish.

the results will be for the

We may

common

take different methods

advantage.""'^ Those in

the North, they proposed, should agitate,
through "protest, petition, and

conduct

.

.
.

.

.

political

Southern blacks, the committee believed,
should focus more on

"education and internal development."'^"
While the Council called for a

split

m emphasis

throughout the country they stressed that they
would not "sacnfice one principle of

manhood or
Government

citizen right

."

There was not one right guaranteed by the
Federal

that they did not

claim and not one denied by the State constitutions

.

.

that

they did not propose to protest.'^'

The address
place their attention.

governments

identified nine areas for the nation and the
Afro-American Council to

One

of these issues included the growing campaigns of Southern

to disenfranchise the black population.
In response to this action the

organization called on the Federal
representation of those States as

146
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Government

to

reduce the Congressional

mandated by Section 2 of Article 14 of

Adams, National Afro-American Council,

the

6.

Colored American, 14 January 1899.
Adams, National Afro-American Council, 22. See also Walters,
^^^^^ National Afro-American Council, 22.
Ibid.
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My Life and Work.

constitution

-

Secondly, the CouncU called
upon the Nation to take action
against those

perpetuating violence against blacks,
calhng upon the President to
adjust his silent
record

on

this vital

matter in order redeem the honor
of

denounced the existence of separate
railway-car

America.- Next,
legislation.

the organization

They behaved

government should do something about
such laws for no other reason
than

that the

that the

railway companies defrauded
consumers monetarily by the practice.
The value of a ticket

purchased

in the

Mason Dixon

North did not have the same worth
once the

train rolled across the

line.'^'*

The address

also called for the reform of
southern penal systems as well
as the

distribution of educational funds in
the South. Furthermore, the
organization advocated
industrial

and higher education. Along with

this,

distribution of the race throughout
the country,

it

proposed a more general geographical

and away from violent and economically

stagnant regions. Finally, the group
encouraged the development of vanous
business
enterprises,

which along with education was one of

the "strongest levers in the uplifting

of therace."'^^

The Council's
in his

objectives were similar to those elucidated
by T.

1887 declaration for the creation of the national

Thomas Fortune

civil rights organization,

and those

of the subsequently organized
group, the Afro-American League. In essence
therefore,

though the organization chose
a different

name

American League. The objectives
declared
Identical to those of the

was

the revival of the Afro-

in the Council's Constitution

were almost

Afro-American League, and new organization picked up where

"ibid., 24.
'"Ibid.
'^^Ibid.
'^^

the Council

Ibid., 25.
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.

.he

league.

ac,ivi,ies

ended. The Counci,
.gain se, .p bureaus ,o
add^ss d,e various

needs of ,he black popularion.
i„c,„d,ng those dealing

wth ™„ig„,i„„,

business, lega, acrion. newspaper.
v„al s,atis„cs. a„,i-,y„chi„g.
,egis,a,i„„, „i„i3.eria,.

and

literary issues.'^''

The

organizational framework of the

Counci

differed from

incantation, however, in the
matter of fees exacted from
the

its

previous

votmg delegates

National Counc:,. In an attempt
to accumulate funds
and avert the previous

of the League, the

new group imposed

national conference, with an
option of
dollars

-

state or territorial branch,

organization then chose

life

membership upon the payment of

committee had

to

officers.

became

fifty

the only

be composed of three
members of each

and one of these three members
had

its

fiscal failures

a five-dollar fee for each
voting delegate to the

In other shifts in policy
the post of financial
secretary

salaried position, the executive

to the

to

be a woman.

The

Bishop Alexander was again voted
President. Other

board members included Ida B.
Wells-Bamett, financial secretary, John
W. Thompson,
treasurer,

and T. Thomas Fortune, chairman
of the Executive Committee.

With the
the

selection of the pennanent
officers and the drafting of the
constitution of

Afro-American Council, African
Americans had once again created

rights organization to
agitate for full citizenship rights

a national civil

and self-protection. The

organization developed an
ambitious, multi-layered plan to address
the variety of
conditions affecting the race
throughout the country. After perfecting the

America
157
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'

m

^
•
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'

1^^^^' Motional Afro-American Council, 16-17

,3,Ibid.,17-18.
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new

^^^^'^

national

^'^P^^^'

civil rights

group, the

to right the

wrongs done

members adjourned
to

government. The delegates
sent a

force

had

contmgent

to the

them by vanous
set out to

Wh.te House

forces, including the

develop the organization
to

demand

on

m line w.th the Afro-American CouncU. and hopes

would mobUize support
economic, and

m thdr various locals and

political equality for African

h,s

admm.tration.

were h>gh

for a national civil rights
organization

152

complacent federal

a hearing with the
President, hoping to

h™ to understand thdr position, and to place demands

fallen

social,

the special session of the
Council determined

Americans.

Many

that the race

determmed

to secure

CHAPTER 4

NOT JUST "A BUBBLE IN SOAP WATER,"

1899

With intelligent organization, the Negro race can become
a great power in the business
and poll ical world, and if he would be wise in his
day and generation he would begin
to lay the foundation of an organization
through which he will be enabled to find
the key to the solution of all the problems with
which the essayists and theorists of the

NOW

race are struggling in the effort to find a patent
plan for the redemption and salvation of
his race.

- John Edward Bruce

old and young, male and female, join hands and
hearts in the prosecution of this
no race problems to solve, no lynchers to condemn, no rapists
to be
iged, no barriers to be removed, yes press
on until there is no North, no South, no East,
West, but one indissoluble union, all striving to make
more glorious our country. !t

all,

3rk until there are

'

Rep. George H. White

According

to

John Mitchell,

Jr.,

editor of the

Richmond Planet,

the Afro- American Council's first national
convention,
era".'

marked

the conclusion of

the "beginning of a

Most involved with the convention, and many of those who read

new

the details of the

proceedings in the nation's black newspapers, concurred with Mitchell's assessment.

Wielding strong symbolic value, the meeting demonstrated
together in a logical manner, taking matters into

'

Richmond Planet, 7 January 1899.
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its

that the race

own hands, and

was coming

agitating for change.

The

first

order of business for the organization was to place demands
on the

federal government. Immediately following the proceedings a Council
delegation,

including Alexander Walters, John Mitchell,

Jr.,

Daniel Murray, P. B. S. Pinchback,

William Pledger, Edward E. Cooper, Jesse Lawson, George H. White, and seventeen of
their colleagues called

on President McKinley. After some hesitation

unscheduled meeting, the President agreed
discussion. John Mitchell,

Jr.,

to

meet the delegation

to hold an

in a private

round table

chosen as the spokesman, began the session by reading

portions of the organization's national address to the President deliberately stressing the
sections relating to lynchings and the recent outrages in the southern States.^

Though McKinley was not mentioned by name,

the President could not have

misunderstood the message. The frustration of Fortune, Walters, and Wells-Bamett with
his silence

on the upsurge of

racial violence in the Carolinas

and

Illinois

during his

Southern tour was well publicized and McKinley was undoubtedly aware of
position.

During

their

their

twenty-minute conversation, the President and the delegates

hashed out their frustrations with his silence on the heinous crimes and according
Planet the individuals

Such

left

satisfaction,

commitment from

the meeting satisfied.^

however, was

relative as the delegates only desired a

the President to demonstrate

of the African American community.

As

the

some concern

for the lives and well-being

Colored American explained, the Council's

appeals to the President were not for armed intervention. "Moral suasion
want, and

^

we would

to the

be glad to see

it

is

what we

applied for the Negro's benefit as earnestly as Mr.

Richmond Planet, 7 January 1899; Colored American, 1 January 1899; and Star ofZion,

12 January 1899.
^

Richmond Planet, 7 January 1899; Topeka

Plaindealer, 13 January 1899; and Star of

Zion, 12 January 1899.
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McKinley
skeptical

is

applying

it

to

wipe out the Mason's and Dixon's

whether the President would actually speak on the

in another

column of the paper, they were pleased with

believed that the committee

made

line.""

The

issues, but, as

editors

were

was explained

the details of the meeting and

"marked impression upon the President." They

a

optimistically told their readers to "watch things."^

The Colored American'^ excitement, guarded

mood

general

of those around the country

Council. Anticipation was in the air and
sensible

enough

the Indianapolis

to

by a

lot

its

in not

it

may have

who had been watching

many

been, marked the

the activities of the

believed that the black community was

weight behind the Council and make

World explained,

Negro who has the
and success

throw

as

it

a great success.

As

the Council "deserves the praise of every well-thinking

interest of his race at heart throughout the country, for
its

manly stand

allowing the convention to be gobbled up, body and soul, and captured

of office seekers, office holders and political job

created an organization that

was

for the race

lots

"

The Council had

and not a Party and they were not

afraid to

present their positions to the Administration.^

Not everyone, however, was so impressed by
Chicago Record for example, believed
According

to its description, the

The paper's

disservice to the race

by convening

full

of disturbances and

editors believed that the delegates

in

fifteen or

The

convention represented nothing new.

conference was a sideshow,

disgraceful disorder.

hundred Negroes spending

that the

the activities of the Council.

had actually done a

Washington. As they explained, "Instead of four

twenty dollars each for the purpose of passing a few

4

Colored American, 7 January 1899.
^Ibid.
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windy resolutions
flying

that

have no more

effect

on the condition of

affairs than a jay bird

between the earth and the sun, has on the solar
system they could have contributed

ten dollars each to the

promotion of some worthy race enterprise."'
The editors of the

Iowa State Bystander concurred with

their colleagues

suggested that the race would be far better to save

its

from

their neighboring state

money and

organize businesses and

venture towards solving the race problem through
the accumulation of wealth.

what both papers

and

Of course,

failed to report, putting aside their frustration
with the gathering of the

clans and the passing of seemingly powerless resolutions,

is

that the Council did support

the development of businesses and the accumulation of
wealth along with their

demand

for political rights. Moreover, neither group of editors
offered a clear alternative

organizational plan to that of the Council.

Praise and criticism aside, the issue that seemed to dominate
conversations about
the Council's activities after the convention

A

the post of organizational secretary.

earlier

advocate for the

move

was the

election of Ida B. Weiis-Bamett to

supporter of the Afro-American League and an

to revive that civil rights organization,

Wells-Bamett was

elected by her peers in the Council as the group's secretary following
the convention.

Confusion ensued, however, when R.
the Council elected

him Recording

W. Thompson

Secretary.^

of Washington D. C. claimed that

Adding

to this

confusion was the

declaration of the editors by the Colored American that the one mistake of the
rights organization

The

was the election of Wells-Bamett

editors claimed that they

capabilities, but believed that a

^

man

to

new civil

an executive position.

meant no disrespect

to

Wells-Bamett or her

should hold the position of secretary. They called

Iowa State Bystander, 13 January 1899.
Indianapolis Freeman, 28 January 1899.
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,

"

her elecdon "an extremely
unfortunate mistake" and proposed
that she take charge
of a
national

charges,

women's

auxiliary of the organization.'

George Knox,

editor of the Indianapolis

Wells-Bamett had taken on the

much from him

life

Responding

Freeman

Colored American^

satirically

claimed

that

Mrs.

of her husband and herself
because they had not heard

since their marriage. Ida
Wells-Bartiett "had

paraphernalia," explained Knox.'°

to the

He acknowledged that

downed

the

whole Bamett

such a statement was

nonsensical, but also asserted that the
Colored American^ , position was
equally

preposterous and proclaimed that

it

should suffice and

all

should accept that Ida B.

Wells-Bamett would remain the secretary
of the Council throughout
Finally, trying to

end the drscussron and

Freeman correspondent, M. A. Majors
is

clearly stated that

continents [and by] retaining her positron

1

899.

'

.

.

much

.

Wells-Bamett "without a doubt

known today throughout

dignity and usefulness

the

beyond

two
the seas

be the outcome."'^

The Freeman's opinion won
became
then

of

assert the qualifications of Mrs.
Wells-Bamett,

accredited as one of our leading celebrities

will

all

out and the controversy over Wells-Bamett's
office

a dead issue for those rnvolved with the
organization.

moved onto more

The Council members

pressing issues, subsequently endorsing the

move

to erect a

Colored American, 14 January 1899. See also
Linda O. McMurry, To Keep the Waters
troubled: The Life of Ida B. Wells (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1998) 254-255and Patncra A. Schechter, Ida B.
Wells-Bamett & American Reform. 1880-1930 (Chapel'
Hrll: Unrversity of North
Carolina Press, 2001), 1 16. The Colored

American editor's
was drsrngenuous since the organization did not have a separate
national
women's auxiliary - the group did have some local
position

and as T. Thomas Fortune requested

at the

women into positions of power.
Indianapolis Freeman, 28 January 1899.

auxiliaries, but on the national level Rochester conference the organization tried to

integrate

Ibid.
12

Indianapolis Freeman, 4

March 1899.
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memorial

to

committee

who was

John Mercer Langston

to

work

in the city

in concert with Dr. S. S. H.

of Washington.

They

also set

up a

Washington of Binningham,
Alabama,

organizing a lobby group to challenge
that state's

move

to disenfranchise

its

black citizens in the upcoming "unconstitutional
Constitutional Convention."'^
Finally,
the supporters of the Council began
contemplating the feasibility of
William Pledger's

suggestion that the organization create a
daily newspaper.'^

Discussing

much

of this activity and more, executive
committee

member and

Congressional Librarian Daniel Muiray published
an outline of organization for
the

group

in a local

white newspaper, the Washington Evening
Star. In his

explained that the Council was a group that
modeled

article,

Muaay

itself after the great abolitionist

organizations and were seeking to "appeal to
the Christian hearts and consciences
of the

American people."'^ Echoing the discussion of
one of the chief issues of the Council was

to

the national convention, he affirmed
that

seek the "enactment of a law reducing the

representation in the Congress and the electoral
college" of states
constitutions"

and deprive African Americans of the

franchise.''

who have

He

"bogus

also advised

supporters of the Council to boycott the railroads
and only patronize them in dire
necessity, believing this course of action

would force the end of unjust segregation

because of economic necessity.
Finally,

the organization

Murray suggested

that the

Council become a political watchdog. Though

was nonpartisan he proposed

that the

group carefully keep an eye on

Colored American, 21 January 1899.

Richmond Planet, 14 January 1899.
Baltimore Ledger, 14 January 1899.
Washington Evening Star, 25 January 1899; and Star ofZion, 16 February 1899.
Washington Evening Star, 25 January 1899.
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federal appointments

and "oppose the preferment of men who have taken an open stand

of hostility toward" African Americans.'^ As he explained, "no
the Irish, or the

man would

Germans, or be the author of invidious or unfriendly

them" because of

their political voice.

He proposed

that the black

openly abuse

legislation

community

of the practices of the immigrant communities and begin using them for their

toward

take heed

own

advantage.'^

A few

weeks

after the

John Edward Bruce (Bruce
on the piece

Murray

in the

that the

Evening Star published Murray's critique of the Council,

Grit),

published a favorable review and series of comments

Colored American. Bruce praised

most effective means of solving

organization, and that the

most

the Council's work, agreeing with

the race

problem was through

logical organization for the job

was the Council.

Addressing specific points raised by Murray, he affirmed that the Council should begin
its

struggle with a

move

to restrict the Congressional representation of those Southern

states that disenfranchise

Negro
fraud

to enter a vigorous

is

African Americans.

and manly and

As Bruce explained,

"the time for the

effective protest against this system of political

NOW!" And the way to make the "system odious is through

agitation long continued

Congress

is

and

persistent.

The man who fraudently

a thief and ought to be branded as a thief by those

opportunity to be heard in their

Bruce also affirmed Murray's

own

[organization] and

[sic]

whom

he robs of the

defense by representatives of their

call for the race to

work

as

occupies a seat in

own

choice."

one against oppression and

supported his urging that the public be careful of how they read statements attacking the

'«Ibid.
''Ibid.
20

Colored American, 25 February 1899.
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Council, for

many were working

called on the African

American

to

to

undermine

its

The

effectiveness.

feisty journalist

remember the axiom, "an army divided

is

an aimy

defeated."^'

No branch
Murray's

of the organization heeded the words of Murray and
Bruce better than

own Council No.

1

in

Washington D. C. The week

after

Murray

initially

published his article in the Evening Star, the Congressional
Librarian presided over a
special session held

by

his local branch.

national convention, the

One

of the best branches represented

Washington group sought

to capitalize

on

that

at the

showing by

spearheading some action. Jesse Lawson, vice president of the national
organization,

spoke

to the District

members and

to that of the national

body.

called

He and

upon them

movement second

to organize a

his colleagues believed that

it

only

the existence of a

strong Council branch in the nation's Capital was vitally important.
In his address,

force in the

Lawson

outlined the importance of the African American labor

American economy. As he explained, ninety-five percent of the black

population belonged to the industrial and agricultural labor force. Without their active
participation, the nation

Lawson

would not be able

stressed that blacks

which Congress had created

were without representation on the
in

Industrial

June 1898. The Commission, according

membership of nineteen persons,

recommended

to solve its current labor troubles. Professor

"all

of the dominant race."^^

that the Council pressure

Congress

He

to

Commission,

Lawson, had a

therefore

to create a special

commission

to

"inquire into the industrial condition of the colored people of the United States, and to

^'

22

Ibid.

Colored American, 4 February 1899.
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suggest legislation that will tend to help them in their laudable aim to obtain a

comfortable living

Lawson

." 23
.

.

.

also called

on the government

to present exhibits at the world's fair in Paris

to give African

and

proper representation in the country's exhibition

that black

at Paris.

attention to local issues, advising the District's black

community explained Lawson, paid
had no representation on the

Americans an opportunity

Americans are accorded

In closing, he turned his

community

to mobilize.

The

taxes on nearly $20,000,000 worth of property, yet

District government.

representation and

He demanded equal

called for the restoration of the suffrage in the region.^''

The delegation unanimously indorsed Lawson's
American called upon the community's 90,000 black
Council in

its

mapped

citizens "to hold

up the hands of

the

Washington D.
laudable aims."^^ After the completion of the meeting, the

C. branch of the Council got

that

address, and the Colored

down

to business.

The group created

out a plan of action for local activity.

monthly meetings within the

city

Members

and they designed plans

a steering committee

of the group agreed to hold

to aid in the

development of

other branches throughout the region.^''

D.
The Richmond, Virginia Times took note of the Washington
January 3 1^' issue. Under the caption,

"A Cry from Macedonia,"

its

C. meeting in

its

white editors

for excessive dependence on the
attacked the Council, in particular the D.C. branch,

federal government.

They claimed

that African

Americans erroneously believed they

the editors declared
were the wards of the federal government. Furthermore,

^^Ibid.
^^Ibid.
^^Ibid.

Colored American, 11 February 1899.
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that blacks

were

in fact

"by nature a Nationalist" as they care

"little

supreme respect for the Federal Government."" The

for State government, but
have

editors of the paper continued
to

misconstrue the words and actions of the Council when they
proclaimed that the mantra
of the organization was the call "upon the government to enact
some special class
legislation in favor of the

to

make

Negro because of the color of his skin" and

to "help the

Negro

a living and to accumulate wealth. "^^

The Richmond Planet and

its

editor John Mitchell,

Jr.

took exception

to the

Times' characterization of the African American population in general
and the Afro-

American Council

in particular.

On

the first issue the outspoken editor simply asked

what do you expect the black population
that the reason for the black

to

be other than "Nationalist?"

community's Nationalist tendencies was "written on every

street-comer, in every eating-saloon, and at every election booth."^'
clarify that

it

was

the federal

Proclamation, the Fifteenth

He explained

He went on

to

government who had produced the Emancipation

Amendment and

continued to pass legislation that enacted

the Civil Rights Bill, while the states

"all

kinds of humiliating laws to his detriment

and aggravation. "^°

As

to the issue of the African

American community looking

government for a handout, Mitchell simply replied
turn to the

27

that the

to the federal

Times was "in

error." Blacks

government because of his condition, Mitchell explained, "because

Richmond Times, 31 January

for

"250

1899. Here the editors substitute the word "nationalist"
term "federalist" may have made more sense. The editors are
implying that African Americans put too much weight in the federal government not that
in a location that the

they are nationalistic in the sense of the term as
Ibid.

Richmond Planet, 4 February

1

899.

^"ibid.
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we

understand

it

today.

years ...

it

permitted him to be robbed of his manhood, despoiled
of his virtue, and

On

stripped of his possessions."

these grounds the editor reasoned, the
government

"morally responsible for the advancement of a people thus despoiled."^'

argument, Mitchell asked for the editors of the Times to look
paper.

As he

of the

Cuban

move

into civilian life

same

military $3,000,000 to disburse

issue of their

rhetorical question

begin

was praised by

newspaper

in

their soldiers if they disband

is this

upon

money

the plantations of

them

at the

paid as a dray-man to drive

on

this issue,

the federal government.

government

to

Cuba

He

be paid?"

to

.

.

.

to

retorted, "but

which

'Forty acres and a mule' for the

forty acres

and a mule

it is

a white

man's mule and he

is

it."^''

according to Mitchell, that the Afro-American Council pleads

The Council,

do what was morally

Mitchell explained, was only asking the

right

-

to pass such "legislation as

uphold the Reconstruction Amendments

^'Ibid.
32

The

then answered his

soldiers to have funds with

help [blacks] in their laudable aims to earn a comfortable living."

government

and

conclusion of the Civil War, he argued. Actually, African

Americans did get the mule, Mitchell

It is

own

criticized the Afro- American Council.^^

Cubans."" Black Americans, however, had not received the
to

pages of their

the editors of the Times on the second page of the

which they

what

among

by explaining, "to enable the Cuban

citizens

life as

promised

further his

explained, a proposal for the United States government to
give the leaders

editor of the Planet asked, "for

to

at the

To

is

Ibid; and Richmond Times, 31 January
Richmond Planet, 4 February 1899.

1899.

Ibid.

^^Ibid.
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would tend

He

called

to the Constitution

and

to

on the
to give

to

black Americans their just reparation for the years of
dollars, their forty acres

toil

under the lash -

and a mule. These were not special laws

and other supporters of the Council, only morally just

in the

their 3,000,000

eyes of Mitchell

legislation.

Besides the unjustified attack by the Richmond Times, another issue came out of
the local

Washington D. C. meeting

that

had ramifications for the national organization.

Following the national convention, Daniel Murray was instructed by Bishop Walters

form a Legal and Legislative Bureau

to advise the

Council on methods of procedure

testing laws that restricted the rights of African Americans.

During the

to

in

local session,

Murray, director of the legal department, assembled the Bureau, appointed George H.
White, General Counsel, and appointed a number of Council members throughout the
nation as assistant counselors. These included,

Pinchback, E.

M.

Hewlett, Reuben S. Smith, Frederick

Augustus Straker, and Judson W. Lyons.

work on

among

issues that the bureau

deemed

others, advocated such as P. B. S.

McGhee, John

P.

Green, D.

After the meeting Murray immediately got to

critical.

Similar to the consensus after the national convention, Murray and his colleagues

saw an immediate need

to

work on

the matter of reducing the Congressional

representation of those States which by odious legislation had deprived African American

voters of the franchise. Rightfully,

Murray and the bureau understood

that little action

could take place unless they could produce solid evidence to support their claim. For that
reason, the group focused

on the upcoming census. They would need an accurate count

under
of the African American population and the number of those qualified to vote
federal constitution in those States that

had recently passed laws disenfranchising

their

Murray Papers.
Daniel Murray to Bishop Alexander Walters, 26 January 1899. Daniel
See also Colored American, 25 March 1899.
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black citizens. With these figures in hand, the Council would call on Congress to pass
legislation forcing

who

such States to accurately elect representatives on the basis of those

are represented

by the

franchise.^^

Following the development of the Legal Bureau, Daniel Murray moved
immediately on

this issue

by writing a

letter to Illinois

Representative Albert

J.

Hopkins,

chairman of the Census Committee, explaining the Council's position. Murray explained
that the

Council wished for the Committee to add an amendment to

legislation that

each

state.

would

call

on the census takers

The Council appealed

would surely see the necessity

to

to table the

Hopkins on a partisan

its

pending census

number of qualified

voters in

basis, explaining that

for obtaining such information.

he

At the present time,

power

Murray reminded him, "the southern

section of the country has a large excess of

the determination of the policy of the

government by reason of the large voiceless

population in that section." With a few votes "gathered here and there in the country
large, they

have been able

to

shape the policy, make laws and control the destiny of

in

at

this

Nation."^^

On

February

1,

1899, Murray met with Representative Hopkins who, according to

the director of the Council's legal and legislative bureau "entered enthusiastically into the

aims and objects of the Council to reduce proportionately the representation" of those
States that

had limited the suffrage guaranteed by the Fourteenth and Fifteenth

Amendments.^' In the end, however, Hopkins did not envision
endorse the Council's amendment.

He

did not

"deem

it

that the

Committee would

prudent to put anything

in the bill

Daniel Murray to Bishop Alexander Walters, 26 January 1899. Daniel Murray Papers.
Daniel Murray to Bishop Alexander Walters, 26 January 1899. Daniel Murray Papers.
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of a partisan nature

.

.

."

This setback did not deter Murray, however, as he scheduled a

larger meeting with Hopkins, this time including

- Bishop Amett,
Reauben

S.

P. B. S.

the bureau

Pinchback, H. P. Cheatham, John P. Green, George White, and

Smith. According to Murray the meeting was cordial and lengthy, but the

two sides could not agree on the necessity or

amendment

members of the Council and

into the

new Census

viability of inserting the Council's

legislation.'*'

Despite the bureau's failure,

it

did not give up on

its

fight to reduce the

representation of those southern States that had passed disenfranchising legislation.

Much

of the bureau's frustration with Hopkins dissipated because Edgar Crumpacker, a

Representative from Indiana and a

bill

embodying

introduced his

endorsement

member of the Census Committee,

the essential features of the bureau's

bill,

to the

introduced his

own

amendment. After Crumpacker

Murray immediately recommended

that the

Council give

its

proposed law.*^

Besides the reduction of southern representation, Murray and his associates also
turned their attention to Lake City, South Carolina.

locale

As noted

previously, this was the

where postmaster Frazier Baker was murdered and since

lain vacant.

During the early months of 1899, the

office to reopen.

General

install a

his death his position

citizens of the region

South Carolina Representative Norton proposed

had

had called for the

that the Postmaster

white clergyman, a Mr. Curtis, to replace the slain Baker. Once the

news spread about these

efforts of Representative

Norton and the white citizens of Lake

For information on the Crumpaker Bill, which lingered in Congress for a number
of years, see Michael Perman, Struggle for Mastery: Disfranchisement in the South,
1888-1908 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2001).
Ibid.
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City,

Murray, George White,

P. B. S. Pinchback,

and Reuben

S.

Smith sent a

letter to the

Postmaster General protesting the reopening of the office.

As

representatives of the Council the

members of the Legal and

Legislative

Bureau protested Norton's proposition. The members of the Bureau explained

to the

Postmaster General that Norton's suggestion was "distasteful to almost every colored

man

in the

United States, and would be regarded as a

Republican Party principles as relates

to its African

virtual

abandonment" of the

American

supporters.'*^

The

cosigners of the letter then explained that any action that replaced Baker with a white

postmaster would invite more murderous opposition to African American office holders
in the South.

citizens be

Therefore, they proposed that an inter-racial committee of Lake City

formed

to select a

competent black citizen

to replace Frazier Baker.

proposed that the committee assure the protection of the new postmaster and
protection could not be assured then the office should

Along with these
groundwork

for

one of

activities the

its

remam

J

closed.

Legal and Legislative Bureau

most celebrated

They

also

if this

44

moved to

lay the

cases, the constitutional challenge to the

state legislature
Louisiana election law. In the Louisiana constitution of 1898, the

established

new

voting. In addition
residency, educational, and property requirements for

grandfather clause,
to these provisions the constitution established the

which exempted

on or before January
from the requirement persons whose ancestors had not voted

1,

to vote prior to that date, the
1867. Since African Americans had been denied the right

exemption was intended

within Louisiana.
to limit disenfranchisement to blacks

Legal and Legislative Bureau understood that this

Daniel Murray,

et. al.,

to

new Louisiana constitution

Postmaster General. Daniel Murray Papers.

^Ibid.
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The

violated the

Amendments and began

Fourteenth and Fifteenth

constitutionality of the Louisiana election

discussing their desire to challenge the

law before similar measures spread

like

wildfire throughout the southern states/'

The Bureau's apprehension was justified
implement a grandfather-type law
considering altering their

in the

constitutions.''*'

in as

November

much

North Carolina sought

as

elections; other states

were also

Such actions frightened supporters of the

Council, but they understood that these were unjust laws and could be fought.
editors of the

to

Colored American declared, "Set

down and

this

stick to

it:

The

As

the

election

laws of the Louisiana and North Carolina are unconstitutional."''^ The Council's Legal

Bureau took the "wicked" actions of the southland seriously and believed
of such legislation should be one of the

first suits to

come from

that a challenge

the office of the

new

Bureau.

As

the strategic planning began, the Council did have

its

detractors.

W.

Calvin

Chase, editor of the Washington Bee and former outspoken supporter of reviving the

Afro-American League, began

Chase believed

to voice his disapproval of the

that the organization

had turned out

of his paper he asserted that the Council "has too

was surprised

that

men such

as

that

many

many

of the

race organization.

to be "too colored."

much

color to

it

to

From

of the leaders of the organization were Methodist bishops

Washington Bee, 15 April 1899.
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align

Furthermore, Chase was troubled by

members of the Council were of the Methodist

Colored American, 8 March 1899.
Perman, Struggle for Mastery: Disfranchisement
Colored American, 4 March 1899.

the pages

be a success" and

Lyons Cheatham, Green and Fortune would

themselves with such an intra-racial organization.''^
the fact that

new

in the South,

faith;

he claimed

who had no

1888-1908, 124-172.

following and therefore would

fail in their

endeavors.

of course, Bishop Walters, president of the Council,
vacillating leader

[sic],

The reasons
certainly

no

assume

real logic.

own

An

who

is

.

.

.

impetuous and

Chief among these leaders was,

whom Chase described as

rattle brain[ed]."^''

for Chase's frustration with the Council are

that

he was not of the Methodist

faith,

unknown. One may

but other than that his tirade held

explanation for his reservations about the organization

recent attempt to launch a civil rights group.

"an eratic

The National Equal

may

lie

with his

Protection

Association. His endeavor had gained virtually no support and the group had effectively

disappeared by the time of the creation of the Council.^' Additionally, there

is

no record

of Chase participating in the national or local meetings of the Council that took place in
the District in late 1898

and early 1899. Therefore, one may conclude

the Council could have

stemmed from envy

more

that the

that his rant about

Afro-American Council had garnered

attention than his recent attempt to organize the race

and from the

fact that

not consulted in the groundwork to organize the group after he had called for

two years

earlier.

its

he was
creation

In regards to his position assailing the color tone of the Council,

Chase

did remain consistent with his stance against the creation of the Afro- American League in

1890. But this desire for an interracial organization

Equal Protection Association nor was

it

was not

raised with his National

expressed when he was calling for the revival of

the League.^^

Chase. '"Honey for Friends, Stings for Enemies': William Calvin Chase and The
Washington Bee, 1882-1921," 247.
^'

" See Chapter Two.
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Members of the Council

paid no attention to editor Chase's angry outbursts. The

only publication to offer a cursory

The week

after

comment

in this regard

was

the Colored American.

Chase remarks, Edward Cooper, editor of the Colored American and

Council supporter, published a passing editorial acknowledging that the National Baptist

Magazine had come forward with a "ringing endorsement of the Afro- American
Council. "^^ Cooper then asserted that such an endorsement "repudiates the charge of a

few nincompoops that the great movement
In the

weeks

that followed,

is

an exclusive Methodist concern."

however, neither Chase nor any member of the

A few

Council could concern themselves with such petty aspersions.

Colored American published

its

^'^

response, hell

showed

days after the

Georgia and a dark cloud

itself in

descended over the nation as a whole. On, Sunday, April 23, the day of the Lord, the
small white Christian communities of Palmetto and

Newman,

Sam

one of the most heinous crimes of the century; the murder of

Sam Hose was
sometime
advance

in 1898.

in salary to

refused and the

Hose,

a

On

Hose.^^

farmhand who began working on the farm of Alfred Cranford

April 11, 1899,

Hose asked Cranford

allow him to return to his hometown to

two got

Georgia, participated in

into a verbal argument.

for

visit his

The following

who was chopping some wood, and recommenced

some time
ill

off and an

mother. Cranford

day, Cranford approached

the argument.

At some juncture

"

Colored American, 22 April 1899. The National Baptist Magazine actually endorsed
the League idea when Fortune called for the meeting in Rochester. The magazine's
editor called the idea grand and called on "every state, city and village, every church
organization and benevolent society" to send delegates ad "a
to

make

money

a strong National organization. See National Baptist

contribution in order

Magazine

vol. 6, no.

2

(June 1898), 100.
^'^

Colored American, 22 April 1899.
See W. Fitzhugh Brundage, Lynching

in the

New South:

Georgia and

Virginia, 1880-

1930. (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1993); and Philip Dray, At the Hands of
Persons Unknown: The Lynching of Black America (New York: Random House, 2002).
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in the quarrel,

Cranford's anger reached the point that he drew his pistol and threatened to

Hose. In self-defense, Hose hurled the axe that he was using

kill

him

in the head, killing

him

at

Cranford and struck

instantly. Appreciating the gravity of the situation, the

farmhand immediately fled the scene.^^

Once word of Alfred Cranford's death
formed a posse
added
the

to the

to search for

into

Sam Hose

entering Cranford's

home,

Hose. The newspapers of the region and then the nation

the black beast-rapist.

killing Alfred without

woman

her sex can suffer."^^ Moreover,

Hose's

many

Similar to

as a

many

farmhand "was

Sam Hose

of the reports had Hose

compunction and then grabbing

"to submit to the

more murders, throughout

life

Many

from the arms of Mrs. Cranford and throwing the baby against

before he forced the poor

including

community quickly

frenzy as they published accounts of the incident that transformed

farmhand

infant child

spread, the white

their

the wall

most shameful outrage which one of

papers began tying Hose to a number of crimes,

the state.

As

historian Fitzhugh

recast as a life of brutal crimes

Brundage explains,

and wandering."

58

other cases throughout the South, the white community and press'

exaggeration of the events in the

Sam Hose

affair

added

to the

"black beast" and to their desire to capture the fiend and enact

community's

some

brutal

fear of the

form of

retribution.

On
captured

April 22, nearly ten days after the death of Alfred Cranford, two brothers

Sam Hose on

Palmetto.

the farm that his mother lived

The following

seventy-five miles

day, in an effort to collect the large

Brundage, Lynching in the New South, 82-83.
" Dray, At the Hands of Persons Unknown, 5. See
South, 83-84.

Brundage, Lynching

some

in the

New South,

83.
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sum

away from

of reward money, his

also Brundage, Lynching in the

New

captors attempted to transport their prisoner back to the Atlanta region. In route,
individuals on the train identified Hose. After

some discussion

captors were convinced to alter their plans and take

Hose

to the

at

one of the

stops, his

town of Newman, near

the Cranford farm.

After a series of events in the region, a

Newman

mob

chained Hose to a pine tree between

and Palmetto. Once a crowd of Sunday worshippers teemed around the

directors of the lynching, in a picnic-type atmosphere they

began

slow methodical

their

the Christian citizens of Georgia
torture of the victim. Lasting nearly thirty minutes,
genitals before they covered his
mutilated Hose's body, cutting off his ears, fingers, and

blood-soaked body with kerosene and burned the poor

man

to death.^^

folk of Georgia, including
After Hose's corpse had cooled, the good Christian

four thousand

Once

the horde of thnll-seekers

crowd

Once

set their sights

the tree

to that tree,

their

who sped in from

had carted off

on the pine

was chopped

was

Atlanta on special trains, dug in the ash for souvenirs.

to

all

recognizable signs of Hose, the feverish

which the mob had bound

their convicted victim.

into small transportable pieces, the chain,

distributed link

by

link to

all

those

who

still

which bound Hose

sought a trophy to remember

Sunday excursion.^"

News

spread quickly; a number of
of the horrendous scene outside of Palmetto

of the event.
the nation's leading papers carried descriptions
discussion of the lynching,

let its

The black

press, in

its

nation's black
anger be heard as the editors of the

newspapers lashed out against the barbaric incident

in Georgia.

9-14.
Dray, At the Hands of Persons Unknown,
29 April 1899;
Freeman,
IbiZ 14. See also Indianapolis

The

editor of the

[^^^^^
^^^^f^f
and 5
Topeka Plaindealer, 28 Apnl 1899,
1899; American Citizen, 28 April 1899;

1899.
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May

American Citizen screamed from

mob on

his pages, "the only thing to

a plane with the lowest order of savages

they cut

it

off with their knives."'''

From

was

have eaten

to

this

Georgia

their victim's flesh as

another angle, the editors of the Iowa State

Bystander appealed to America's sense of leadership

government and American Christians can

have placed

in the world, noting that "the

talk about the

inhuman treatment of Cuba by

Spain, the horrors of the Russian serfs and peasants, the cannibals, head-hunters of

Simons, and the shocking butchery of Americans; but what think you about the United
States suffering her

own

citizens to be hung, butchered

crisping parts of the charred

ways,

many

body

and the bodies burned, the

cut into pieces and sold as souvenirs?"^^ In a variety of

of the African American editors throughout the country echoed the words

expressed in the pages of the Bystander and the American Citizen. The one thing they

agreed upon was that

A few days

some

action had to be taken to end the heinous act of lynching.

after the

Hose

lynching. Bishop Alexander Walters, president of the

Afro-American Council, addressed a large audience
Conference

in his

all

hometown of Jersey

City,

New

at

the

New

Jersey Methodist

Jersey. In his address the

Bishop took a

hard stand against the brutal acts and commented on the dubiousness of Southern men's

claim that they are only resorting to the gruesome act of lynching to protect their

from black

beasts.

white women,

is

As Walters

explained, "this cry [that]

we must

leading us on to another bloody struggle;

it is

women

protect our Southern

the Southern white

man's

added that "the
subterfuge to satiate his implacable hatred for the negro."" Walters

Cubans and the Filipinos on

whom we

have spent so much money and shed so much

American Citizen, 30 April 1899.
Iowa State Bystander, 30 April 1899.
Salt Lake Broad Ax, 9 May 1899.
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blood

by

to free

that

from Spanish oppression, were never

government as some Negroes have been

Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia."^"

climate, "it

is

rather

amusing

to intelligent

and weeklies of our country about

in the states of

liberty to their citizens at

Arkansas, Texas, North

The Bishop then

bluntly stated that in such a

Afro-Americans

to read in the great dailies

[efforts of]

Americans

Filipinos an equitable and beneficent government,

and

treated as barbarously in time of peace

to give to the

when they

Cubans and

are powerless to secure life

home."^^

In concluding his address, the leader of the Council returned to his prophesy of

another bloody conflict on the nation's horizon. "The greatest problem of America
today," asserted Walters, "is not the currency question nor the colonial processions, but

how

to

rights.

avoid the racial war
Slavery

made

a

at

home. You cannot

coward of him

for

man." However, Walters, exclaimed, "he

250
is

forever,

years, he

keep the Negro out of

was taught

to fear the white

rapidly emerging from such slavish fear, and

ere long will contend for his rights as bravely as any other man."^^ "In the

almighty God," he cried out, "what are

Not
that

all

am

do but

to

fight

name

of the

and die?"^^

agreed with Bishop Walters' sentiments. John Edward Bruce believed

an act of violence would end with the extermination of the African American

population. "I

I

we

his

am no more

of

[a]

coward than

is

Bishop Walters," explained Bruce, "but

not ready to subscribe to this sentiment, great as seems the justification."^^

According

to the fiery journalist, the African

Colored American, 20

May

American community was not ready

1899.

Ibid.

''Ibid.

" Salt Lake Broad Ax,

9 May 1899.
Colored American, 13 May 1899.
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for

such action; unlike Walters, Bruce did not think that
crusade against the lawless white
"there isn't a

therefore

mobs

more clannish or united

assumed

community and "a

that a

may

whites would "aid him in a

of the south."^' John E. Bruce asserted that,

race on earth than the American whites."

war of the races would end in the

closer

annihilation of the black

communion of the white men North and South

sympathy of the white men of the North would very naturally go out
blood and marriage in the South.

means

readers to look at the

the Native

To justify

American population and

his prognostication,

the actions they

.

.

.

to their

[since] the

kinsmen by

Bruce called on

men North and South had

that the white

™ He

his

utilized to trounce

were currently employing

in

Cuba

and the Philippines.^^
Bishop Walters, away from an
agreed with Bruce, for he and

many

attentive, easily excitable audience,

of his fellow clergymen

Council came up with a more peaceful attempt
the abhorrent crimes being

committed

to get the

who were

may have

active in the

country to focus

its

attention on

in the southern section of the nation at a rate of

over one hundred times a year. Citing the

many

atrocities that African

Americans were

suffering throughout the United States, including being deprived of their citizenship

rights guaranteed

by the Fourteenth Amendment and being executed without

of being tried by a jury

observe Friday, June
churches of

all

composed of their

2, as a

peers, Walters called on the black population to

day of prayer and

denominations

the privilege

set aside the

fasting.

He

also invoked the ministers and

following Sabbath, June 4, for prayer and

Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.

Ibid.
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remarks on the subject of lynching/^ Bishop Walters and the Council believed
sufficient

number of African Americans and

their parishes participated

if

a

on June 2 and the

following Sabbath, that such an event would demonstrate to the nation the solidarity of
the black population in seeking an

end

to the brutal act of lynching

and would,

it

was

hoped, appeal to the conscience of America to end the scandalous crimes immediately.

During the month between Walters'
a

number of local Councils met

agenda. Gertrude Mossell, a

call

to continue

its

Philadelphia Council, discussed the three

formation in January. Expressing enthusiasm

concerning the future of the branch, she noted that

money

for

its

it

had successfully accumulated

treasury and increased the interest in the organization in the Quaker City.'*

A great boost to the Philadelphia organization came after Walters'
prayer and fasting.

to a joint

Union

fasting,

pushing forward with the organization's

member of the

meetings of her local organization since

and the actual day of prayer and

The week following

call for the

day of

his appeal, Walters traveled to the city to speak

meeting of the local Afro- American Council and the Methodist Preacher's

(white). In his address, according to Mossell, Walters brilliantly recounted the

barbarities practiced

sensibility of the

upon the black

citizens of the

South and appealed

to the Christian

audience to find a peaceful end to the bloody butchery. Moreover,

because the President of the Council had so elegantly represented the race's cause, she
suspected that the local organization would gain

some

strong white alliances in their

struggles.'^

Colored American, 6 May 1899; and Star ofZion, 4 May 1899.
Colored American, 13 May 1899. Gertrude Mossell published her writings under her
married name, Mrs. N. F. Mossell.
Colored American, 13 May 1899.
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The
May. The

Columbia branch

District of

principal speaker of the event

also held a public meeting during the

was Congressman George H. White who kept

with the general theme that was preoccupying the black community
at the

He opened his

lynching.

month of

address by stating that

moment -

at

no time in the history of our freedom has the effort been made to
mould public sentiment against us and our progress so strongly as

now

[but] a race of people with the patience, forbearance,
physical
development, and Christian manhood and womanhood which has

characterized us during the past 285 years will not down at the
bidding of any man or set of men and it would be well that all the
bloody host of lynchers and assassins all over this country should
learn this now.^^

Proceeding through his address he presented a series of

statistics

showing the

hypocrisy of the charge that African Americans were lynched for rape and the protection
of the white home.

The Congressman charged

that the majority of blacks

murdered

South were killed for no other reason except for "desire of blood."" "But with

mobocracy," White continued, "God
throughout

would

stir

this nation.

still

Echoing Walters'

lives

all this

and his heralds of the cross cry aloud"

position.

White

stated that he believed that

an interracial coalition to wipe the inhuman atrocities out of existence.

reasoned, the "lance must be placed

blood before the putrifying

[sic]

in the

at this festering

He

sore which tends to sap out the

cancer destroys our body

politic.

God

life

"^^

After this discussion around the continued existence of lynching. White turned his
attention to other activities of the Council.

community and teach

the race to diversify

He encouraged
its

his audience to flood into the

development of the trades and professions.

76

Ibid.
77

Ibid.
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He desired
achieved

itself,

a healthy balance between the two goals, trusting that once
the community

this diversification

it

would then be

just as he believed the white race

better able to organize for the benefit of

had been doing for a number of

Congressman White praised African American women
the development of the race

years. Finally,

for their position of leadership in

and for the central role they exercised

in

developing and

sustaining black organizations.^'

Despite the interest demonstrated

C,

not everyone

was

in areas like

enthusiastic about the Council and

nation's attention to the horrors of lynching.

to

W.

"cut-throats, lynchers,

He

strategy,

failed to offer, however,

was

method of bringing

the

first

did not see what effect prayer

and murderers."^"

Americans had prayed too much and what they needed

What Chase

its

Calvin Chase was again one of the

voice his dissatisfaction with the planned event.

would have on the

Philadelphia and Washington D.

to

He

believed that African

do was

a strategic plan to

to strike

when

struck.

implement a self-defense

nor did he say what they should do when whites reacted to their militant

preservation instinct.

Even though Chase

failed to produce a logical

and

strategic alternative,

individuals throughout the nation agreed with his position. For example, Julius F. Taylor,
editor of the Salt

Lake Broad Ax, affirmed

that those

who

believed in prayer should be

held in the highest regard. But he also insisted that "the negro must not expect to have
his

wrongs righted by praying,

arm

to

fasting

accomplish that objective. For

Washington Bee, 13

May

and singing, but he must rely on
it

his

own

strong

has been said by those of olden times that

1899.
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whoever would be

free

must himself strike

the first blow."^' Mrs. C. C. Steward, editor

of the Ship, was in complete agreement with Taylor and Chase.

made

paper the Virginian

He

Winchesters.

it

clear that, "the white

man knows how

the pages of her

to shoot

and keeps

to leam."*^

She called on the Council

For she was convinced

that "a

to "couple that" advice to

good-double barrel

rifle

and plenty of

ammunition

will

lynched than

all

the prayers

What

all

of these editors missed was the central issue of the Council's plan.

go a great deal further

in protecting

which can be sent up

Neither Walters nor any

member

end lynching. By acting

in solidarity

our families from being mobbed and

to heaven.

"^^

of the Council truly believed that prayer was going to

and producing a national day of reflection they

sought to appeal to the moral conscience of those Americans
in the dreadful act.

Chase

thinks,

Richmond Planet

"^'^

editor John Mitchell,

"we have prayed too much and fought

prayer meeting was to

barbarities.

his

teaches his wife and baby boy to shoot." This lesson, she believed,
was

what "the negro needs
their prayers.

From

Then

move Jehovah and

in a

jab

at

too

that class of

who were

Jr.

little.

people

not participating

summed up

the argument:

As we understood

who

it

the

take no part in such

Chase, Mitchell points out "Brother Chase says nothing

about the fasting [and] of course drinking

Regardless of detractors,

many

is

not prohibited."^^

supporters throughout the country understood the

necessity of the day of prayer and fasting and aligned themselves with Mitchell, Walters,

and the remaining Council supporters. In the weeks prior

^'

82

Lake Broad Ax, 23 May 1899.
Salt Lake Broad Alx, 6 June 1 899.
Salt

«^Ibid.
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Richmond Planet, 20 May 1899.
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to the event, local

Councils

throughout the nation began preparing for the occasion. For
example, groups

Richmond, Washington D. C, Philadelphia, and Indianapolis,
day of prayer and reflection and made preparations
Leading up

to the event,

to

all

in

Topeka,

promoted the Council's

hold their local services.^^

however, organizing for the day of prayer was
not the

only issue on the minds of Council members. One week before
the day of reflection, P.
B. S. Pinchback, chairman of the Council's Literary Bureau, called
a meeting of his

department.

to publish

As

set

up by the national organization,

and disseminate material

that

would

and educate the general public about the race's
included,

Jr.,

among

others, Pinchback, T.

Ida B. Wells-Bamett, Cyrus Field

During the

final

week of May,

Thomas

the Literary Bureau's objective

agitate for African

Adams, John

civil rights

Members of the bureau

struggle.

Fortune,

Americans

was

Lucy

E. Bruce,

E. Moten, John Mitchell,

and Lewis H. Douglass.^^

the committee drafted and sent a letter to southern

Governors. Writing on behalf of the Council and the entire black population, the Literary

Bureau appealed
justice

to the

was meted out

officials to see to

it

Governors

to use the

power of their

to all alike within their jurisdiction.

that sentencing

and punishment

officially constituted agents of the law.^^

office to guarantee that

They

also beseeched public

for crimes only be carried out by

While the members of the committee

certainly

did not expect to get the full unprejudiced attention of the southern politicians, on the eve

of the national day of prayer the dissemination of the letter constituted prudent action.

By

appealing to both the federal and state governments, the Council was able to

Topeka Plaindealer, 2 June 1899; Richmond Planet, 20 May 1899; Indianapolis
World, 3 June 1899; American Citizen, 12 May 1899; Christian Recorder, 11 May 1899;
and Colored American, 20 May 1899.
Colored American, 3 June 1899. See also, StarofZion, 13 April 1899.
Colored American, 3 June 1899; and Indianapolis World, 17 June 1899. See also
Indianapolis Freeman, 17 June 1899.
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demonstrate that
defuse

it

some of the

country once

As

it

had exhausted

all alternatives.

criticism that might have

come from

relief

atrocities that the race faced neariy

from the

and

mood
its

was able

to

various circles throughout the

the newspapers carried the information about the petitions,
during the

evils.

Acknowledging

by freelance journalist John E. Bruce.
the

the organization

staged such a public display of protest.

weekend of June, Council members throughout
on the

Thus

of the black

the country gathered together to reflect

every day and to pray for some amount of

the event, the Colored American published a
Entitled,

community and brought

"The Hour of Prayer,"

to light the issues that

the

"Gather to your solemn meeting,

Ye who weep for human woe;
God is never tired of greeting
Those who seek his face below Sought for humbly,
his mercies ever flow,"

Pray for those who're helpless, friendless

Spumed and hated for the deeds
Of the vicious, and the aimless.

Who are progress oft impede
Lord in mercy
These thy aid most sorely need.
Pray for those who've felt the power
Of a race whose proud boast is.
That this Christian land of ours

Unto

all

Let

look on thee and

it

doth justice.
live.

Pray for hearts pierced through with sorrow

Burdened down with woe and grief
Pray for sold whom the tomorrow
Offers but a slight

Heaven hear

And defend

relief,

us.

us,

Help, O, help our blind belief
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poem

moved

supporters to protest:

Rich

first

poem

captured

the Council

"Pray with tears for proud oppressors
Trampling on the North they hate.
Pray for reprobate professors
Hastening to a darker fate,

Oh

let mercy
Check them, ere

it

be too

late."^'

In addition to observing the day of prayer and fasting
on Friday, June 2, the

Council called on ministers throughout the country to preach special
sermons on the
following Sabbath.

Among the many

ministers

who complied

with the Council's request

were Bishop Henry McNeal Turner of Georgia, Bishop Benjamin Tanner of
Philadelphia,
Bishops C. R. Harris and

J.

W. Hood

of North Carolina, and Reverend Francis Grimke of

the District of Columbia.^" In his homily,

Grimke described

believed that lynching proliferated in the southern states.
to a

low

state

of civilization, and partly to race.""

On

He

the

two reasons why he

suspected

it

was "due

partly

the civilization issue, he did not

think that the people living in the southern states had progressed along the civilization

ladder as far as the population of the northern United States.
brutal instincts of our nature

The whole

social

Gimke

explained, "the

have acquired an extraordinary ascendancy

atmosphere seems

to

in the

South

be in a highly inflammable condition, needing

only a word to produce an explosion. ...

As people

rise in civilization,"

Grimke

Colored American, 3 June 1899. In his biography of John Edward Bruce, William
Bruce Grit's poem as an example of Bruce's comfort of placing
things in the hands of God and as a plea for the Republican Party to not abandon the
black community. Seraile does not connect the poem to Bruce's support for the Council
and its event during the weekend it was published. See William Seraile, Bruce Grit: The
Black Nationalist Writings of John Edward Bruce (Knoxville: University of Tennessee
Seraile only mentions

Press, 2003), 102-103.

Christian Recorder,

1899; and

1

1 1
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1899, 8 June 1899; Star ofZion, 27 April 1899;

Francis

May

June 1899.

Grimke The Works of Francis J. Grimke. Vol.
(Washington D. C: The Associated Publishers, 1942), 294.
'
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asserted, "they

come under higher influences,

[and] these brutal instincts

become more

and more subdued."^^
Attached to

idea of an uncivilized southern white population, Grimke pointed

this

out that race hatred was also apparent in the actions of southern whites.

United States - and especially the southern

Americans were

inferior.

Any

America's

intensity of white

- he

in the

asserted, believed that African

time blacks stepped forward or countered that notion, the

racial hatred

alleged offense. Therefore, as

states

Many

was inflamed and often found a

Grimke understood

release in

some

the situation in the South, whites did

not lynch blacks "to answer the ends of justice, [nor because their] alleged offense [was]

deemed worthy of
obedience to a

death, according to the standards of civilization, but largely in

bitter race hatred."^^

The week following
Albany,

New York branch

the organization's successful

held

its

weekend of reflection,

the

monthly meeting. At the event, John Edward Bruce

delivered an address that outlined the means by which he believed the group could

become

a success.

the race problem.

suffering and

room

asserted that the black

"The Negro

in

in this

community needed

to turn

inward to solve

America today," he explained, "hangs upon

being taunted by his

He urged

himself."^''

only

is

He

critics in

his audience to unite

the cross of

press and pulpit on his inability to save

and organize under the Council. "There

is

country for one great Negro organization," he explained, and "until the

end,
Negro, en masse, has learned the value and the use of organization as a means to an

he will ever be a divided and important factor in

Ibid.,

295-296.

Ibid. 303.

Colored American, 17 June 1899.
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all

the relations

which join him

to the

other elements of the citizenship."'^ Therefore, the African American
community's
salvation lay within itself and, according to Bruce, the Council

would bring about

its

was the organization

deliverance.

Besides political organization, Bruce also saw a need for the community

on economic development. He urged
businessmen and
Grit,

to

form cooperatives

for self-sufficiency

in

enterprising

men

in business

it

and

respectability."'

Bruce

Washington D. C. the previous month, asserted

Council was the only group to lead the race

struggle for civil and political rights,

to focus

his audience to stop filling the pockets of white

echoing George White's address

that the

that

in these

endeavors. Alongside

was the lone organization

to

its

encourage

and the professions. The Afro-American Council, under the

leadership of Bishop Walters, as Bruce explained, was the organization that believed that
"the

magic word Money! And

modem

Goliaths

twin sister Power! Are to be the great levers of

its

- prejudice and

proscription."'^

In short, the path to salvation

expressed

in

this

two words, "hanging

was simple, and

together."

The

as

Bruce explained

question, however,

it

could be

was whether

the

black American had the "good sense or the courage to try this plan?" If so, Bruce
asserted, "let

him put

his

manhood

to the test

by sustaining not only with

his

mouth, but

with his moral and substantial support the work and mission of the Afro- American
Council."'^

Ibid.,

Emphasis

in original.

See also August Meier, "The Emergence of Negro

Nationalism." Masters Thesis, Columbia University, 1949, 107, and Seraile, Bruce Grit:

The Black Nationalist Writings of John Edward Bruce, 102.
Colored American, 17 June 1899.
'^Ibid.
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Bruce Grit's address was enthusiastically received by the Albany
branch and was
soon published

in the

Colored American and

Afro-American Council. Shortly

as a

pamphlet promoting the

after the publication

activities of the

of Bruce Grit's line of attack, local

branches of the Council began meeting for their July sessions. Preparations
also got

underway with

their preparations for the group's

Chicago during the month of August. In early

second annual convention,

July, the

to

be held in

Chicago branch of the

organization held a meeting with Bishop Walters at the office of Ferdinand Bamett to
solidify the preparations for the national meeting.''

included,

Edward

among

Members

of the steering committee

others, Bamett, his wife Ida B. Wells-Bamett,

Reverdy Ransom, and

Morris.

The Philadelphia branch of the Council was

also active in the

month leading up

to

the national convention. After the July meeting, Gertrude Mossell published a proposal

calling

on the national organization

to create

two new

devoted to health issues, the other to crime. Regarding the need
statistics,

commissions - one

fact finding

to

compile

vital

she was concerned about the recent rise of tuberculosis throughout the nation

and the negative image created around those who had contracted the
for the Council to create a

and then "prepare

commission

literature

disease.

to investigate the disease in the black

warning and teaching our people how

She

called

community

to avoid the conditions

leading to the contraction of such diseases."'"" In regards to the commission on criminal

activity,

Mossell asked the Council to appoint several researchers - W. E. B.

Du

Bois and

H. T. Kealing were suggested - to study the criminal element of the black community
scientifically

and sociologically. With such a study published yearly and presented

at the

Colored American, 8 July 1899. See also Murray, To Keep the Waters Troubled, 256.
Colored American, 15 July 1899.
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Council's annual convention, Mossell wished to understand and deter crime and also

have the intellectual and

Americans

set forth in

statistical

firepower to respond to the negative pictures of black

white newspapers and journals throughout the nation.

Council followed her advice, Mossell

would bring about a

felt that

vast change in the

way

If the

within a decade such scientific studies

African Americans were being portrayed and

thereby improve relations between the two races.""
In the

months leading up

to the annual convention, the District of

Columbia

Council was working issues similar to those suggested by Mossell and the Philadelphia
group. In conjunction with the Council's Legal Bureau's attempt to get the Census

Bureau

to accurately count the

number of eligible

voters in each state, the local

organization created a committee consisting of Kelly Miller,

Murray,

to

Lucy

E. Moten, and Daniel

lobby the Census Bureau to appoint an African American as a special agent

"to collect all the statistics available bearing

status" of the black population.

upon the moral,

The Council

intellectual,

and material

believed that the Census law allowed for

such information to be gathered. However, to ensure that the director had the power to
appoint an agent to collect the information,

it

discussed with the director of the Census

Bureau the importance of having an amendment secured
the end, as in the Council's previous encounter with the

to section eight of the law. In

Census Bureau, the director

explained that he saw the merit of such an exercise, but did not feel that
at this time.

The Council's committee agreed

to

soon and continued lobbying for their cause.

101
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it

was necessary

meet with the Census director again

Along with the
Councils representing

activity in Philadelphia, Chicago,

Illinois,

Iowa, Indiana,

New

and Washington D. C,

York, Virginia, Kansas, Ohio,

Minnesota, Missouri, Texas and California met to choose
their

second annual conference. The conference,
National Association of Colored

Women's

to

be held

in

state delegates for the

Chicago

in

conjunction with the

annual meeting, looked Hke the most diverse

conference the race had ever assembled. '"^ Prominent
individuals from

were scheduled

McNeal

to speak.

These included, among

Turner, Josephine

Pelham, Reverdy Ransom,
T.

Thomas

St. P.

J.

others,

W.

E. B.

Du

all

Bois,

walks of

life

Henry

Ruffin, George White, Fannie Barrier Williams,
Robert

Silone Yates, Ida B. Wells-Bamett, John Mitchell,

Jr.,

and

Fortune.'"'*

Throughout the country

a

number of the

support behind the upcoming conference, but

once again raised

editors

W.

and communities threw

Negro 'war whoop,' under

when Democrats held
to

Such

It

appears "that

the auspices of an alleged Afro-

American Council," the editor observed.'"^ He complained
being raised

their

Calvin Chase, of the Washington Bee

his voice as a dissenter to the gathering of the clans.

there will be another

shows" had

state

that they never heard voices

the office and did not understand

why

"these minstrel

occur under a Republican administration.

criticism lends

one a greater understanding

Council. His aggravation with the group was as

much

into Chase's frustration with the

a clash of personalities as

it

was an

103
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expression of party politics and his political
leanings.

He

accused

many

in the

organization of being "office seekers," but
his defensive stance against any
criticism of
the Republican Party demonstrated that

it

was he who was watching

the Republican Administration. '"^ This position
actually placed
earlier

condemnation of the Afro- American League

in

his step in front of

him

in line with his

1890 because of that

organization's non-partisan position.'"^

Similar to the effects of Chase's eariier criticism
of the Council, his cross town
rival, the

Colored American, lodged the only response

Colored American editor Edward Cooper explained
organization.

It is

designed to work on non-partisan

Negro through any agency from which

to the

that the

contemptuous remarks.

Council

lines, to

"is not a political

develop a larger

assistance can be obtained

-

life for

the

republican,

democratic, populist, or denominational."'"' The meeting
of the Council, added Cooper,
"is

not held especially to pass upon the merits or demerits
of the administration, except in

the

most incidental way, and simply

as

one of the many forces worthy of notice."""

Such corrective commentary by Cooper, however, did not
of the Council.

The following week he returned with

quell Chase's criticism

a harsher display of

word

play, as

he portrayed the Council meeting in the following manner.

The great national Negro minstrel show, otherwise known as the
Afro- American Council
will convene in Chicago, 111., in a few
days
The interiocutor. Bishop W. B. Walters [sic], will not
.

have

his principal

amuses

.

.

end man. Editor Fortune, present, who generally
by his many acrobatic utterances on politics.

his hearers

Ibid. Chase's criticism of the partisan nature of the Council does
not make sense,
since unlike the Afro-American League a number of prominent
Republican insiders,

John P. Green and George White are active members of the organization.
See Chapter Two.
Colored American, 5 August 1899.
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Some

of the tambourine bishops will be present, no
doubt, because
them attending other kind [sic] of minstrel
performances. ... The assistant interlocutor, Mrs.
Ida Wells
Bamette [sic], will make a stump speech on lynching,
while our
their churches object to

genial friend, Editor John Mitchell, will
introduce his

new

version

of Uncle Tom's Cabin and convince the few that will
attend that
"lynching must go.""'

In contrast, that other District newspaper, the Colored
American, depicted the

upcoming meeting and

the Council as the

most important event

"The Afro-American Council," explained Cooper,
protective organization of the race.

of Congress,

some of our

It is

ablest jurists

now

"is

so considered

for the race in 1899.

the recognized national

by the

President, leading

and many of the leading

members

officials of the states

throughout the Union; also by our religious denominations, press, and benevolent
societies.""^ In addition the Colored American editor

was of great importance and needed

the support of

all

was

certain that the convention

"thoughtful

men and women

of the

race" because the session would "doubtless inaugurate a policy which will be pursued by
the race for years to

Amidst

come

..

.""^

this journalistic jousting in the District

of Columbia, the

of the Afro- American Council and the National Association of Colored

converged upon the

city of

Chicago

to

first,

the

Women (NACW)

demonstrate the strengths of organization and

outline a strategy for the moral, educational, political

Meeting

men and women

and economic

uplift of the race.

NACW held a successful convention in Quinn Chapel A. M. E. from

August 14 thru the 17 with about one hundred and seventy-five delegates. Central
discussion of the conference

111

was the necessity of work with

Washington Bee, 12 August 1899.
Colored American, 12 August 1899.

"^Ibid,
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children; an afternoon

to the

session

was devoted

to the discussion of the

importance of clubwomen getting involved

with the creation and support of kindergartens."* In addition to
the discussion of
kindergartens, a

number of other papers were

those presented by individuals

who were members

American Council - including among
Carter."^ Finally, the

delegation elected

delivered on various subjects including

others, Josephine S. Yates

NACW concluded

Mary Church

of the both the

its

NACW and the Afro-

and Elizabeth C.

convention amidst some controversy. The

Terrell to her third consecutive presidency of the

organization, despite a constitutional clause that stated an individual could
only serve two
presidential terms.

On

the day that the

NACW closed

Reverdy Ransom's Bethel A. M.
three delegates

from thirty-seven

spectators filled the church

E.

its

convention, the Council gathered

Church on Thirteenth and Dearborn

states attended the

pews and

at

streets.

Fifty-

Chicago convention, but hundreds of

aisles in order to hear the proceedings.

The

delegates mainly represented the professions, especially those of an educational, medical,
journalistic,

and ministerial

bent.

Council supporters such as Judson

W. White,

P. B. S.

Conspicuously absent from the proceedings were

W. Lyons, Henry

P.

Cheatham, John

Pinchback, and Booker T. Washington,

P.

who had been

Green, George

in the city to

''^Appeal, 19 August 1899.

W.

E. B.

Du

Bois,

"Two Negro

Conventions," The Independent 51 (September

1899), 2426. See also Appeal, 19 August 1899 and Chicago

Broad Ax, 26 August

7,

1899.

Appeal, 19 August 1899; and Chicago Broad Ax, 26 August 1899. See also Deborah
Gray White, Too Heavy a Load: Black Women in Defense of Themselves, 1894-1994
(New York: W. W. Norton, 1999), 64-65; and Paula Giddings, When and Where I Enter:
The Impact of Black Women on Race and Sex in America (New York: Bantam Books,
1985), 106-107. Terrell supporters claimed that she was eligible for a third term because
the constitution went into affect after her first term.
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attend the

NACW convention.

was known

to

Much

be

ill

at the

T.

Thomas Fortune

but he

of the proceedings were dedicated to
academic papers and addresses
political

individuals presenting papers were

How

come to Chicago,

time."^

devoted to the moral, educational,

and

also failed to

to Foster

W.

and economic

E. B.

Du Bois,

uplift of the race.

Among

the

"Business Enterprises of the Race

Them," Bishop George W. Clinton and Josephme
Silone

Yates, "Best

System of Moral Training," Ferdinand Bamett,
"Disfranchisement," B. A. Johnson,
"Best System of Education," and Edward E. Brown,
"Lynching."

Besides these

addresses, mdividuals spoke on the exclusion of
African Americans from labor unions

and industry, the federal government and protection,
and migration and emigration.'"

On
Turner,

the subject of emigration,

was

the individual

its

foremost supporter

who broached

at that time,

the subject at the convention. During his

address. Turner asserted his belief that African
Americans had

United States and believed that the race would only
find solace

Such a position was a slap
the social

and

Henry McNeal

no

real future in the

in a nation of its own.'^°

in the face of the Council, an organization that

political rights

advocated for

of the black community in the United States - not

in a

country in Africa, South America, or the Caribbean. Reflecting
this position, nearly

117

Colored American, 26 August 1899. See also Cyrus Field Adams The National
AfroAmerican Council, 6-8; and Thombrough, T. Thomas Fortune, 191.
Colored American 26 August 1899; Iowa State Bystander 4 August 1899; and Adams
The National Afro-American Council, 6-7.
Adams The National Afro-American Council,
August 1899.

p.

6-7;

and Colored American, 26

120

Chicago Tribune, 19 August 1899; The Public, 26 August 1899, 4-8. On Henry
his positions on black emigration, see Edwin S. Redkey, Black
Exodus: Black Nationalist and Back-to-Africa Movements, 1890-1910. (New Haven:

McNeal Turner and

Yale University Press, 1969); and Stephen

and African-American Religion

in the

Ward Angell, Bishop Henry McNeal Turner
South (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press,

1992).
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everyone

who

followed Bishop Turner

Furthermore, for the

first

in the

proceedings criticized his position.

time in the Council's history the
organization deemed

appropriate to adopt a resolution firmly
asserting

The convention resolved

it

desire to stay in the United
States.

its

that:

we and our fathers and our father's fathers
were bom on
Amencan soil, have fought and bled for American
since

liberty

have toiled for American wealth, it is just
proper
enjoy nghts and share the duties of
American

that

we

and

should

citizens and we
be our unalterable resolution to strive
by all proper and
manly means to vindicate our privileges and
fulfill our duties rights
here in the land of our birth.'

declare

it

to

In addition to the resolution on emigration, the
delegates, through the initiative of

Reverdy Ransom, drew up a

diktat

decree echoed the position of Jesse

branch back in February, as

American

to the recently

resolution, however, the

it

on the practices of organized

labor.

Lawson

Washington D. C.

called

upon the government

members of the Council did

government

leaders

and the Industrial Commission

.

.

to act.

."

appoint an African

They

not expect the organization to wait

called for the creation of a committee to

work with labor

in an attempt to bring about a "spirit of fraternity

with or without representation on the Commission.'^^ In addition

the Council agreed to aid

skilled workers.

to

organized Industrial Commission. In their newly drawn
up

for the

and co-operation

in his address to the

The group's

and encourage those black laborers who desired

to

become

'^^

Adams The National Afro-American Council, 8; a.r\d Appeal, 26 August 1899.
Adams The National Afro-American Council, 8; Chicago Tribune, 19 August 1899;
^nd Appeal, 26 August 1899.
Chicago Tribune, 19 August 1899; and Audrey A. Walker, "An Experiment
Partisanship by the

Negro 1884-1903,"Master's
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Thesis,

Howard

in

Non-

University: 1958, 57.

The Council

also passed a resolution, introduced

by

J.

D. Mohoney of Pittsburgh,

regarding state and federal enforcement of the Fifteenth Amendment.

Mohoney

called

for the state and national governments to be held responsible for
paving a "path to the
ballot

box

[for African

American

citizen."'^'*

government

federal

that the

Americans] as

straight,

smooth, and safe as that of any other

Furthermore, the Council endorsed a resolution calling on the

to prevent the heinous crimes of lynching.

government must "see

that the lives

from them without due process of law, and

and property of

to this

end we

The

its

shall

delegates believed

citizens are not taken

solemnly demand such

national and constitutional legislation as shall at least secure as great protection from

violence

.

.

.

."

Such

to pass in order to

mockery."

On

legislation, they asserted,

was

in the

power and

interest of

mob

Congress

"prevent justice in America from becoming a byword and a

'^^

the issue of the government's responsibility in the matter of lawlessness, there

was some discussion on how strongly

the Council should hold

McKinley and

his

administration accountable for their failure to act against the pervasiveness of lynching.

The convention

basically divided into three factions, similar to those that surfaced at the

Washington D. C. meeting back

in

December. One group wanted

to publicly

condemn

Chicago Tribune, 19 August 1899 and Adams The National Afro-American Council,
also introduced another resolution that was not adopted by the delegation on
the issue of non-partisanship. In response to the notion that the race should not convene
because it would disturb the peace of the Republican Party, Mohoney resolved that the
suggestion came "from cowardly lips, and that it misrepresented the character of that
party. If the Republican party cannot stand a demand for justice and fair play it ought to
go down. We were men before hat party was bom, and our manhood is more sacred than
any party can be. Parties were made for men - not men for parties." See Chicago
8.

Mohoney

Tribune, 19 August 1899.
'^^

Chicago Tribune, 19 August 1899; Appeal, 26 August 1899; and Adams The National
Afro-American Council, 8.
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McKinley

for remaining silent, another

would do, and a

was contrary

was prepared

final faction believed that

to wait

and see what the President

any condemnation of the Republican president

to the non-partisan position of the organization.*^*

Given such

divisions, the Council decided not to

issued a broader disapproval of

all

public officials

voice the best conscience of the nation in regard to
justly deserving

men."'" Along with

agree to push forward in

its

to

who had

mob

endorsed a

bill

but rather

"not used their station to

violence and the fair treatment of

avoid factionalism, the Council did

activity to get the nation to

to this resolution the delegation

which declared "lynching

this effort to

condemn McKinley,

end the heinous crimes. Attached

drafted by

Edward

E.

Brown

of Boston

be a crime against the general government and empowers

the president to interfere in any state or territory to prevent such crimes."

'^^

Another issue inciting much debate amongst the delegates of the Council
concerned which

political

Washington's role

Ransom
that the

'

*

such policies consumed a great deal of the discussion

called for the delegation to denounce Washington.

The

after

Reverdy

local minister believed

Council should speak out against the sage of Tuskegee because of his perceived

anti-politics stance

speak

in

and education policies the race should pursue. Booker T.

at the

and for

failing to attend the Council

NACW convention.

meeting

after

he was

in

town

to

'^^

"The Afro-American Council," A. M.

E.

Church Review Vol.

16, no. 2

(October

1899), 272-273.
Ibid.; Adams The National Afro-American Council, 8; and Chicago Tribune, 21
August 1899.
128
American Citizen, 25 August 1899.
'The Afro-American Council," A. M. E. Church Review Vol. 16, no. 2 (October
1899), 272-273; and Chicago Tribune, 20 August 1899. In his autobiography Ransom
asserted that he saw Washington meeting with Walters outside Ransom's house and
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What

the delegates did not

Washington advising him
McKinley,

that T.

to avoid the convention.

like all of his predecessors,

terrorized the black South.

in the

know was

He

also

had done

Thomas Fortune had

It

little

was an
to

had been reluctant

written to

election year and President

combat the mob violence

that

to accept black volunteers to fight

Spanish-America War.'^° Washington, however, remained on
favorable terms with

the President, thereby raising the ire of

possibility that the convention

numerous Council members. Given the

might condemn the McKinley administration. Fortune did

not believe that the Tuskegee principal should place himself in such a
precarious
position.'^'

In the

end the delegates were unable

to get a resolution

Wizard of Tuskegee. Many of the delegates came

passed condemning the

to the principal's defense

recognized the importance of his actions for the moral and educational

W.

E. B.

Du

the attacks

men

uplift

and
of the race.

Bois, director of the Council's Business Bureau, went on record deploring

on Washington, and declared the Tuskegee President

of our race."'^^ Council president Bishop Walters

to

be "one of the greatest

summed up

believed that the Wizard convinced the Bishop to soften the rhetoric

the position of

at the

many

convention.

See Reverdy Ransom and Gomez- Jefferson.
For a description of McKinley's record, see Logan, The Betrayal of the Negro, 79-96;
and Willard B. Gatewood, Jr, Black Americans and the White Man's Burden, 1898-1903

™

(Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1975).0

Thombrough, T. Thomas Fortune, 191. See also T. Thomas Fortune to Booker T.
Washington, 10 August 1899. Booker T. Washington Papers. Microfilm Collection.
Quoted in Thombrough, T. Thomas Fortune, 191. For brief discussion of the events,
see David Levering Lewis, W. E. B. Du Bois: A Biography of a Race, 1868-1919 (New
York: Holt and Company, 1993), 230-232. Du Bois does not mention his affiliation with
the Afro- American Council in his autobiographical writings nor does David Levering
Lewis mention
life,

see

Du

Bois' post in his biography. For a discussion of this period

Du

Bois'

Bois, The Autobiography ofW. E. B. Du Bois: A Soliloquy on Viewing My
the Last Decade of Its First Century (New York: International Publishers,

Du

Life from

1968), 205-234. For a different take on the events, see Wells, Crusade for Justice, 259-
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within the organization

with Fortune's

initial

when he

put forth his opinion on the issue

"made

it

connection with

ahgned him

in the

North and the South," the Bishop

impracticable for him to connect himself
with the discussions of an

organization which might be radical in
in

that

reasoning for encouraging Washington
to avoid the meeting. "Mr.

Washington's relation to people of both races
explained,

- one

many

classes.

While many agreed

its

utterances to the destruction of his
usefulness

"'^^

that the Council should take

no action

condemn

to

or censure

Washington, a number of the resolutions did conflict with the
Tuskegee Pnncipal's
public positions, underscored the assertions by Walters,
Fortune and others that

Washington's presence

at

such a convention might have hurt his national
position as

mtermediary between the races. Furthermore, the Council's address

to the nation

strong statement that Washington would have been unable
to sign his
principle he might have agreed with

In that address,

the Council

penned by

many

to,

though

in

of the statements asserted by the organization.

District of

summarized many of its

name

was a

Columbia Council member Jesse Lawson,

positions and outlined

them

in strong

language to the

country. In times of international expansion the address highlighted
the nationalism and
patriotism of the African

American community. The address

also highlighted the

advances of the race and spoke about the morality and civilized nature of black America.

"When
its

the white

stead the

women

at

men were away

fighting to dethrone the stars and stripes and to erect in

emblem of the Southern Confederacy," Lawson

"we had

their

our mercy and could have slain them, but our superior nature asserted

itself

explained,

and

260. See also Louis R. Harlan, et. al. The Booker T. Washington Papers. 14 Volumes.
(Urbana, University of Illinois Press, 1972-1989), Vol. 5, 176-177; 181, 182, and 183.
Chicago Tribune, 20 August 1899. See also "The Afro-American Council,"
M. E.

A

Church Review Vol.

16, no.

2 (October 1899), 272-273.
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not a hair of their heads was harmed." Then

Lawson

rhetorically asked,

"On which

side

of the balance should superiority be placed?"'^"
In addition, the address

end the barbarous

the

government

the

the acts of violence

"The race problem

activity.

The white people made

condemned

in

problem and they must solve

to lead in this struggle

by passing

existing laws. Finally, the address called on the

investigate the condition of African

and legislative bureau,

it

the forthcoming census.

Americans

is

not with the Afro-American.

it."'^^

legislation

government

in industry.

to

They leaned

heavily on

and properly enforcing
to create a

Echoing

commission

calls

from the

to

legal

also called for a fair and accurate count of black Americans
in

'^'^

With the adoption of
as president, the

America

and called for whites

the address and the reelection of

Council closed

Bishop Alexander Walters

second annual conference. As expected, the

its

organization garnered a decent amount of coverage in the press, with a majority of black

newspapers expressing

praise, anticipation,

convinced, however. Chief

among

the attackers

Washington Bee. Picking up right were he
again ridiculed the Council and

future,

its

and eagerness for

left

Not

all

were

was editor W. Calvin Chase of the

off before the conference;

Chase once

promoters. Believing that the organization had a short

he characterized the Council as "a bubble

that the organization

its efforts.

in

soap water," and warned his readers

was doing more harm than good. 137

Appeal, 26 August 1899. See also Louis F. Post, "The American Negro," The Public
1 (August 26, 1899): 4-8; and Louis F. Post, "The National Afro-American Council,"

Howard's American Magazine, 4 (November 1899): 33-41.
'^^
Appeal, 26 August 1899.
"^Ibid.

Washington Bee, 19 August 1899.
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Labeling the organization "the Afro-Farce Council," the
Indianapolis World was
also critical of the Council, but

its

criticism of the group

was not wholly

in

accord with

Chase's. Unlike the 5ee's editor, the editors of the World did not
have any problems

with the

make up of the

organization or the conference resolutions; what they
took

exception to was "the holding up of the delegates for $5 a piece.

."'^^
.

.

editors understood that the fee helped to underwrite expenses incurred

they

felt that its

Beyond
convention, but

generous size
these

two

left

the organization for sale to the highest bidder.

issue.

white newspapers did express their opinions on the

Though

the delegation squashed

denounce the Wizard, some white newspapers
Council did

in fact repudiate the

Tuskegee

surprise at the news, but, in

Ransom's move

falsely printed stories that

principal.'''^

about the actions of the group when he arrived

When Washington was

in Saratoga,

New

when he

left

Chicago he was

in

He added that many

in political activity, but

the "moral, educational,

and

industrial

asked

York, he expressed

in the black

good

his

at the

"understanding with

leading spirits of the council, from President Walters down, as to the

organization could accomplish.

to

claimed the

words echoing the sentiment of Bishop Walters

convention, he explained that

become involved

by the Council

attacks the Council received favorable press following the

many black and

Booker T. Washington

Although the

all

the

that" the

community wish him

to

he believed that he would continue to work on

development" of the

race. All the

same, he did not

Indianapolis World, 26 August 1899.

Harlan Booker T. Washington: The Making of a Black Leader, 1856-1901, 265-266.
For a complete discussion the Washington controversy see Harlan Booker T. Washington:
The Making of a Black Leader, 1856-1901, 264-267 and Thombrough, T. Thomas
Fortune, 191-192.
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believe that the supporters of the Council
were

wrong

in

promoting

their

more

political

activity."*"

Following Washington's statement Reverdy
Ransom asserted

man met

with the leaders of the Council and asserted
his position on

that the

how

Tuskegee

the

organization should proceed. This according to
Ransom, was the reason that he

challenged the leader.

If

Washington had a message

believed that he should have attended the session.'^'
position asserted by

Ransom,

his actions at the

convey

to

Though

to the group, the minister

this

was

a levelheaded

convention were not that innocent.

He did

not agree with Washington's position of deemphasizing
political action in the struggle for

African Americans social and political equality and
he believed that the Council needed
to declare their

independence from Washington's

What Ransom seemed
at the

position.'"*^

to forget or misunderstand,

founding convention of the organization, believed

struggle

- political

necessary to

was not

agitation

and moral and educational

condemn one of the approaches

stifled.

At

this juncture, in

in a

two-pronged approach

uplift.

it

that the Council, as stated

was

They did
still

not

deem

to the

it

viable and the other

1899, neither tactic was muffled, as the Council

endorsed both. This position was evident

were drafted primarily by W. E. B.

as long as

was

Du

in the resolutions, the final drafts

of which

Bois, and sanctioned by the delegation, as well as

New Kor^ Times, August 1899; Chicago Tribune, 21 August 1899; Baltimore Ledger,
2 September 1899; and Indianapolis World, 2 September 1899. See also Harlan Booker

r

Washington: The Making of a Black Leader, 1856-1901, 265.
Appeal 2 September 1899. See also Ransom, The Pilgrimage of Harriet Ransom's
Son, 85; and Harlan Booker T. Washington: The Making of a Black Leader, 1856-1901,
264-65.

Reverdy Ransom did write to Booker T. Washington after the Council convention to
apologize for any inconvenience his actions may have caused the Tuskegee principal.
See Reverdy

Ransom

to

Booker T. Washington, 31 August 1899. Booker

Papers. Microfilm Collection.
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T.

Washington

the national address written

by Jesse Lawson. Furtliermore, these public statements by

the Council demonstrated that the organization

his

was not controlled by Washington nor had

meetings with Walters before the convention emasculated the organization's

agenda.'"*^

Many

supporters certainly understood this and agreed with John E. Bruce

when he published
was "gratifying

his thoughts

to learn that the

on the Washington

situation.

more thoughtful and

As Bruce

intelligent

Grit explained,

Negro leaders

in the

Chicago convention" such as Henry McNeal Turner, Bishop Clinton, and W. E. B.
Bois agreed with

this

further argued,

would doubtless, "survive

captious and flippant critics and especially that class of them

all

Du

"

sentiment and "promptly repudiated the unwise attack

Booker T. Washington, Bruce

it

of his

who have done

nothing to

save talk and theorize."''**

Most

supporters of the organization were eager to put this inflated issue behind

them and get down
certainly

to business for they believed that the

had a longer lifespan than "a bubble

instance, published a roaring

in

Afro- American Council

soap water." Gertrude Mossell, for

endorsement of the Council

in the

Colored American and

prophesized great success for the organization. She asserted that the Council was a new
type of black organization. "[I]n the past," she explained,

"it

has been the policy of the

race to organize, elect officers, do nothing throughout the year, quarrel continuously, and

come

together the second year united and in

officers,

it

harmony upon but one

from the president down."'*^ The Council,

worked energetically throughout

the year and

Colored American, 2 September 1899.
Cleveland Gazette, 16 September 1899.
Colored American, 9 September 1899.
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in her eyes,

came

issue to elect

had reversed

together to reelect a

new

this trend;

number of its

officers.

Furthemiore, these were officers chosen by Council
members, not individuals

that whites

had propped up

for

them

to follow.""^

These elected leaders immediately got

to

down

to business.

The month

after the

convention, Walters called a meeting of the executive
committee in the District of

Columbia. First on the agenda was the election of Richard

W. Thompson

of Indiana to

the position of secretary, following the resignation of
Elizabeth Carter of

Massachusetts.'^'

The committee

also designated

Washington D. C.

as the

home

for the

organization's headquarters and appointed a committee to call upon
President McKinley

and "present him with portions of the Council's address
a special industrial
.""^^

commission

The committee was

to inquire into the

.

.

.

which urged

Negro's status

the formation of

in the labor world.

also entrusted with the duty publish the Council's address to
the

nation in pamphlet form and to give

it

wide circulation. Finally, speaking

to a reporter

about the organization, Walters laid to rest the Washington controversy. Similar to his
statements at the convention, he explained that the Council had not denounced the

Tuskegee principal and supported the work he was doing
political

for the race. Declaring his

independence (and thereby possibly distancing himself and the Council from

Booker T. Washington's

policies), Walters asserted that the

organization but not a partisan group, and called for

all

Council was a

who were

political

interested in securing

Colored American, 16 September 1899. Ida B. Wells-Bamett had stepped down from
Chicago convention to become the director of the
organization's Anti-Lynching Bureau. There was no controversy over Carter, a female,
replacing Wells-Bamett as secretary. Carter resigned from her position for unspecified
personal reasons. See Colored American, 16 September 1899.
the position of secretary at the
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the rights of African

Americans

to "unite

on the general proposition of race
advancement,

without surrendering the right to free and
independent action as individuals."'*'
In subsequent

months members of the Council began working
on

strategies to dismantle

Jim Crow and end

racial violence. First

those plans was the organization's response to
lynch

To

that end, directly after the convention,

Brown began

mobs

Windy

and foremost among
permeated the country.

George H. White, Daniel Murray, and Edward

strengthening the draft of the anti-lynching

organization in the

that

their various

bill that

City.'=° In addition to this activity,

Brown

presented to the

one of the most outspoken

advocates for the abolition of lynch law, Ida B. Wells-Bamett,
the recently elected
director of the Council's

new Anti-Lynching Bureau,

Americans throughout the nation

to

become members of the Council.

twenty-five cents for the Anti-Lynching Bureau, each
in "agitating, investigating,

doing

so,

it

hoped

put forth a call for 10,000 African

and publishing

facts

to arouse public sentiment

By

new member would

contributing

aid the group

and figures on the lynching evil."'" By

and influencing government bodies, both

national and local, to pass legislation and enforce the law.

Shortly before the Council convention, Wells-Bamett and
associates had successfully investigated the

Sam Hose

some Chicago

lynching and published their

findings. In order to bring about greater distribution of this information, Wells-Bamett
also published the findings in her

most recent anti-lynching pamphlet - the

third in six

Ibid.

American

25 August 1899; and Justesen, George Henry White, 279.
28 October 1899; and Indianapolis Freeman, 28 October 1899. Ida B.
Wells-Bamett willingly stepped down from her position as Secretary of the Council to
take the position of director of the director of the group's anti-lynching bureau.
Appeal, 7 October 1899. See also Schechter, Ida B. Wells-Bamett & American
Reform, 116-117.
Citizen,

^

'

Appeal,

7,
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years.

why

As did her

Law

other works, Lynch

in

Georgia challenged the popular notions
of

lynching took place. But in this particular pamphlet
Wells-Bamett offered a bleaker

assessment than before regarding conditions in the South. "The real
purpose of these
savage demonstrations," she asserted,
rights that the

law will enforce

Americans cannot

resist

.

.

.

"is to teach the

that

Negro

that in the South he has

no

no matter what the white man does," African

without drastic consequences.'^^

Despite this bleak outlook, Wells-Bamett did think that the continued
agitation

and publication of facts about lynching was necessary and asserted

that,

with the aid of its

membership, the Council's Anti-Lynching Bureau could revolutionize public sentiment
regarding the dreadful activity and bring about law and order. '^^ The

St.

Paul branch of

the Council concurred with Wells-Bamett's sentiment and began gathering signatures

from supporters of anti-lynching
efforts of the

legislation throughout Minnesota. '^^

Through the many

Council supporters, members of the organization, led by Jesse Lawson,

secured a hearing with President McKinley in early October. At that meeting, the
delegates of the group presented the President with the organization's national address

and again stressed the need for the Administration
law and order to the country.

to pass legislation that

would bring

'^^

Wells-Bamett, Lynch Law in Georgia (Chicago: Ida B. Wells-Bamett, 1899), Preface.
See also Schechter Ida B. Wells-Bamett & American Reform, 116-117. For coverage of
Wells-Bamett's findings in the Sam Hose case see Richmond Planet, 14 October 1899.
^^'^

Appeal, 7 October 1899.

Colored American, 6 January 1900. On the Minnesota branch of the Afro-American
Council see Paul D. Nelson, Frederick L. McGhee: A Life on the Color Line, 1861-1912
(Minneapolis: Minnesota Historical Society Press, 2002), 72-79. Nelson does not
however, discuss this petition drive by McGhee and his colleagues of the Law
Enforcement League - St. Paul's affiliate to the Afro-American Council in 1899.
'^^

Colored American, 7 October 1899,
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Issues such as these

were

at the center

of a speech that Bishop Walters delivered

before the Boston Afro- American Council at the North Russell Street A.
that

same month. There Walters

M.

Church

E.

stressed the need for anti-lynching legislation and

outlined the plans of the Council to

gamer national support

for such a measure.

He

also

addressed the need for the nation to become aware of the deceitful legislation being

passed throughout the South designed to disenfranchise the black population.

On

this

issue the Council president discussed his organization's preparations to test the
constitutionality of election laws in Mississippi, Louisiana,

In his

and South Carolina.'^^

Boston address, Walters quoted heavily from John L. Love's essay, "The

Disfranchisement of the Negro," published as Occasional Paper no. 6 of the American

Negro Academy. The Academy, formed
seeking to promote science,

and

to

in

art, literature,

1897, was essentially an educational society

and higher education, publish scholarly works,

defend the black population from vicious attacks. '^^ Love's paper examined the

measures that southern governments were using

to disfranchise the black population

and

dissected the recently revised constitutions of Mississippi, Louisiana, and South

Carolina."^ Walters was impressed by the paper and understood

American

Citizen,

its

value in the

20 October 1899.

Academy Occasional Papers 1-22. (New York: Amo Press, 1969).
Academy see Alfred Moss The American Negro Academy: The Voice of the

^^^American Negro

On

the

Talented Tenth (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University, 1981), Robert L. Factor, The
Black Response to America: Men, Ideals, and Organization, From Frederick Douglass to
the

NAACP,

255; and August Meier, Negro Thought in America. 1880-1915: Racial
Age of Booker T. Washington (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan

Ideologies in the

Press, 1963), 266-267.

A number of individuals,

including Alexander Walters,

W.

E. B.

Bois, Kelly Miller, John Cromwell, Albert P. Miller and John E. Bruce were members
of both the American Negro Academy and the Afro-American Council. See Moss The

Du

American Negro Academy, 92.
American Negro Academy Occasional Papers 1-22. See
Negro Academy, 99-100.
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also

Moss The American

effects of lost elections then

it

might pay mind to the pleas of black

believed that African Americans had to consider

all

alternatives

voters.

Walters

and alliances

in order to

stay politically viable.""^

Following the publication of Walters' interview, a number of black editors
immediately challenged his suggestion. Chief among the detractors was perennial

W. Calvin Chase.

critic

"Editor Fortune's idea was to have a strong race organization,"

explained Chase, but "the preacher has killed the Council.""''^ "Whenever there are too

many Methodist
can just

come

preachers mixed up in any institution," explained the See's editor, "you

to the conclusion that pot-house politics

must

enter."'^^

Chase called on

the Republican office-holders within the "Democratic Organization" to

leave Walters and his sinking enterprise.

Judson

W. Lyons heeded

'^"^

the advice of the

Recorder Henry

P.

jump

ship and

Cheatham and Register

Bee and "vamoosed pack and baggage.""^^

Others associated with the Council immediately rushed to explain their position

on Walters' strategy. Edward Cooper of the Colored American was one to quickly

state

Washington Post, 18 October 1899. See also George Mason Miller. "'A This Worldly
The Life and Career of Alexander Walters (1858-1917)." (Ph.D. diss.. State
University of New York at Stony Brook, 1984), 180-182. Bishop Alexander Walters'
political strategy was not alien to the African American community. The strategy was in
fact reflective of views held by many blacks since the Louisville Conference in 1883.
Mission':

Rayford Whittingham Logan, The Betrayal of the
Negro: From Rutherford B. Hayes to Woodrow Wilson (1965 rpt.. New York: Da Capo
Press, 1997), 104; August Meier, "The Negro and the Democratic Party, 1875-1915,"
Phylon 17 (Summer, 1956): 173-91; and August Meier, Negro Thought in America,
See Chapter One and Two. See

also,

1880-1915.

Washington Bee, 4 November 1899.
'^^Ibid.

Washington Bee, 21, 28 October; and 4 and 11 November 1899. Chief among the
office-holders or strong Republican insiders were William Pledger, Judson W. Lyons, P.
B. S. Pinchback, H. P. Cheatham, John P. Green, and George H. White.
Washington Bee, 4 November 1899; Indianapolis Freeman, 18 November 1899; and
StarofZion, 9 November 1899. See also Richmond Planet, 4 November 1899.
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his opinion, explaining that the

Council was comprised of individuals: administration
and

anti-administration Republicans, Democrats, people

who

believed that blacks should

divide their vote, prohibitionists, office-holders, office-seekers, and
female suffragists.
All

were united for one cause, "race unity and race advancement along the

liberal education,

more

broader industrial opportunities, and grander citizenship."'^*

Therefore, although Walters' suggestion

was from an individual who happened

president of the Afro- American Council, he did not in Cooper's

body of the organization. Moreover,
partisan

lines of

mind speak

the Council, according to Cooper,

to

be the

for the entire

was a "non-

and non-political organization."'^'

Bruce Grit agreed with Cooper.
under the

title,

In an article published in the

Colored American,

"The Council Not Involved; The Individual Expression of Bishop Walters

Does Not Compromise His Organization," Brace

stated that he did not see Walters'

position as being especially "dangerous to the life of the Afro-American Council."'™

Moreover, he did not understand why
office,

all

the "brethren and especially

need of wet

nurses."'^'

Bruce did not understand why members of the

Council needed to speak out against the Bishop when no
that Walters'

He

belonged

to,

the A.

M.

E. Zion church,

official

had rushed

from the other group
into print to criticism

believed that the "precipitate haste of these eminent and overzealous gentlemen

to protect the

™

the brethren in

should constitute themselves the wet nurses of the Council, when the Council

really isn't in

him.

all

good name of the Council

is

entirely uncalled for."'^^

And

he believed the

Colored American, 4 November 1899.
See also Star of Zion, 9 November 1899.
Colored American, 11 November 1899. See also, Star of Zion, 16 November 1899.
Colored American, 11 November 1899.

Ibid.

Ibid.
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his opinion, explaining that the

Council was comprised of individuals:
administration and

anti-administration Republicans, Democrats, people

who

believed that blacks should

divide their vote, prohibitionists, office-holders, office-seekers,
and female suffragists.
All

were united for one cause, "race unity and race advancement
along the

liberal education,

lines

broader industrial opportunities, and grander citizenship."'^^

Therefore, although Walters' suggestion was from an individual

who happened

president of the Afro-American Council, he did not in Cooper's

mind speak

body of the organization. Moreover, the Council, according
partisan

to

to

be the

for the entire

Cooper, was a "non-

and non-political organization."'^^

Bruce Grit agreed with Cooper.

office,

of more

In an article published in the

Colored American,

should constitute themselves the wet nurses of the Council, when the Council

really isn't in

need of wet nurses."'^' Bruce did not understand why members of the

Council needed to speak out against the Bishop when no official from the other group
that Walters'

him.

He believed

to protect the

'^^

belonged

to,

the A.

M.

E. Zion church, had rushed into print to criticism

that the "precipitate haste of these

good name of the Council

is

eminent and overzealous gentlemen

entirely uncalled for."'^^

170

he believed the

Colored American, 4 November 1899.
See also Star of Zion, 9 November 1899.
1899.
Colored American, 11 November 1899. See also. Star of
J Zion, 16 November
Colored American, 11 November 1899.
Ibid.

'
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And

'

Ibid.
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"Bishop's interview [was]

all

right

and the Council [was]

thank God!"'" For, while

safe,

the "constitution specifically provides that the Council shall be non-partisan as a

deliberative

body" Bruce

asserted, "it does not inhibit

expressing their views, political or

religious."''^'*

its

officers or

members from

Therefore, in his call for blacks to

divide their vote Bishop Walters, Bruce explained, "took advantage of that unwritten

clause to say a few things on his individual responsibility which have met with the

approval of every Negro,

who

isn't afraid

of his job, or his shadow.""^

Bishop Alexander Walters and some members of the Council who had been active
in the

Afro-American League must have experienced a

dispute over the partisan nature of the organization.'

the diversion created

by

his

own hands and attempted

to

administration."'^^

Understandably frustrated with
into his

end the controversy by publishing an elegant defense of his

greatly perturbed the equilibrium of

W. Lyons,

of deja vu in regard to the

Washington Post interview, Walters took matters

position in the Colored American. "I notice that

Judson

bit

interview

.

.

.,"

he wrote, "has

some noted Afro- Americans, most

the Afro-American

Echoing Bruce

my

spokesman for and defender of

Grit,

Bishop Walters explained

especially Hon.

the

that his individual

position and the political nature of the Council had been mischaracterized and

exaggerated.

Americans

Nowhere

[sic] to bolt

in his statements, he explained,

had he "advised the Afro-

(go en masse) into the democratic party;" he simply advised

'"Ibid.
'^^Ibid.

'"Ibid.

For a discussion of the Afro-American League's struggles around the issue of the
nonpartisan nature of the organization see Chapter Two.
'" Colored American, 11 November 1899; StarofZion, 16 November 1899.
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blacks to "divide their vote where

it

would be

to their

advantage to do so.""^

In regards to the issue of the Afro-American
Council's being nonpartisan, the

Bishop explained, many were trying
the true

meaning of the Council's

to pull the

wool over the public's eyes regarding

constitutional clause.

To

to

Walters, as to Cooper and

Bruce, the clause meant that no one was "barred from membership
in the Council

because of his political

faith,

exclusion of the other."'"''

nor [was] the Council to indorse one

The clause did not mean, according

political party to the

to Walters, that the

organization ignored political questions. If such an understanding was
true, he asserted,
the organization

become

would be unable

ineffective.

to carryout

Moreover, he believed

Booker T. Washington, who continued
white

men who

some of its main

are well disposed,

men

objectives and

that individuals like

would

Judson Lyons and

to advise the race to wait for the "ruling classes,

of influence and wealth, to

make advances

towards us," were speaking "nonsense."'^' African Americans, Walters asserted, "are the
fellows

who

are

down and need

help" and they must "take the

first initiative."

'^^

Therefore, as the president of the Afro- American Council, a nonpartisan but political
organization, he called for the black

make

178

political alliances

community

and decisions

to take matters into its

would

that

better

its

own hands and

position in society.

Colored American, 11 November 1899.

•^'Ibid.
1

80

Ibid.

Walters stressed the clauses

2, 3,

and 10 of the Council's constitution

that called

for the organization to test the constitutionality of laws that discriminate against blacks,

promote work for securing legislation for the protection of the Reconstruction
Amendments, and to urge the appropriation for funds to black schools in areas where
education is denied by discriminating laws.
Colored American, 11 November 1899. In his discussion Walters takes special
exception to Washington's argument in his recent Atlantic Monthly article. See Booker
T. Washington, "The Case of the Negro," Atlantic Monthly, 84 (November 1899), 577587.
182

Colored American, 11 November 1899.
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Such a strong defense by Walters seemed
the

community

to thinking.

As

to silence

many

of his

critics

political

set

the Colored American explained, Walters'
letter has

"been voted a 'bell-ringer'" and the "points he brings out are
giving colored
reflection that will

and

men food for

do him a great deal of good, and teach him a few
valuable lessons

in

duty."'" The community should reevaluate the two
parties every election,

asserted the Colored American, "to determine whether
or not they stand for the things,

which,

in

your judgment, seem best for the race and country

at that particular time.""*'*

After the controversy surrounding Walters' proposal began to
dissipate the
organization began preparing for the executive committee's annual
meeting in

Washington D. C. As the meeting approached, the
also established plans to distribute coal to the

The

District branch also

Opera

House.'^'^

The

became involved

in a

local branch continued to

community during

the

coming

expand and
winter.

discrimination case against the

'^^

New Grand

proprietor of the facility, Plimpton B. Chase, was being sued by a

Professor Weatheriess for violating the civil rights act of the District by segregating the
orchestra seating in his theater.'^'

The Council,

Thompson, unanimously adopted a

led

by Daniel Murray and R. W.

series of resolutions to aid in the legal case against

the opera house, and pledged to support any other persons aggrieved by discrimination

throughout the District.

1

83

'^^

Colored American, 18 November 1899. See also Richmond Planet, 18 November

1899.

Colored American, 18 November 1899.
Ibid.

Colored American, 2 December 1899.
and Richmond Planet, 2 December 1899.
188
Colored American, 2 December 1899. The curious twist of the case is that W. Calvin
Chase, a lawyer in addition to his job as editor of the Bee was the attorney in the civil
suit. As the Colored American explained, "the race for once is united and seems to be
187

Ibid.;
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While the

Crow Grand,"

District branch

was becoming involved

the Council's local branch in Seattle,

in the

case against the "Jim

Washington was organizing a

protest

against police discrimination. After a series
of incidents involving female
pickpockets,

many

of

whom

were black,

local Police

orders to arrest any "suspicious" black

black

community began

harassed and arrested.
Porter's

to protest as a

The

local

Chief William L. Meredith issued
standing

women

in the

Yesler-Jackson neighborhood. The

number of innocent,

respectful

Council held a number of meetings

women were

at the

Sleeping Car

Club and the A. M. E. Church, where they drew up strong
resolutions and

created a committee to meet with Chief Meredith. During
the

group met with local law enforcement

officials

and aired

month of December,

the

their grievances. After the

meeting, Meredith rescinded his order.
In the

shadow of the

activity in

Washmgton D.

C. and Washington State, the

Council's Executive Committee met during the closing days of 1899.'^°
As the Colored

American

outlined, the

Committee had much work on hand, including an

into the constitutionality of certain southern election laws,

bill to

"investigation

pushing of the [George] White

give the federal authorities jurisdiction in cases of lynching and public disorder

and the presentation of important

facts

and data before the

hope of inspiring

With

all

legislation."'^'

of this on

Industrial

its plate,

Commission with

Alexander Walters, T.

deadly in earnest in their prosecution" of this case. Editor Chase, said nothing of the
"Methodist Democratic Organization" aiding him and his client in the case, he simply
pressed forward with the Council's assistance.
Esther Hall Mumford, Seattle's Black Victorians, 1852-1901. (Seattle: Ananse Press,
1980), 174-175; and Quintard Taylor, The Forging of a Black Community: Seattle's

c^uietly

Central District from 1870 through the Civil Rights Era. (Seattle: University of
Washington Press, 1994), 41-42.
190
Colored American, 16 December 1899; Appeal, 23 December 1899.
191
Colored American, 16 December 1899.
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Thomas

Fortune, Daniel Murray, Frederick

McGhee, Edward Brown,

P. B. S. Pinchback,

John E. Bruce, Jesse Lawson, George H.
White and other members of the
Council's
executive committee met to

map

out a plan of attack for the
organization for the coming

year.

The Committee proceeded through
The group agreed

to support

Edward Brown during
to pass the bill

its

semi-annual meeting with no derailments.

George White, who had worked with Daniel
Mun-ay and

the past several months on

through Congress.

Many on

Brown's anti-lynching

the Executive

bill, in his effort

Committee agreed

signature petitions to demonstrate the support
for such legislation. Frederick
St.

McGhee, of

Paul, Minnesota, led in this effort as he
immediately presented a petition signed by

one thousand citizens of Minnesota, a

and

to collect

state officials,

mcluded

this to

the Governor, leading judicial

men and women. '"^ The

be a good beginning, but wanted

to

accumulate neariy 15,000

In addition to the resolution on the anti-lynching
legislation, the

committee agreed
representation.

that

and many business and professional

Committee believed
signatures.'"

list

to support the

Crumpaker

The Executive Committee

strategic legal challenge of the

bill

designed to reduce southern

further demonstrated

Jim Crow system by affirming

Louisiana election law and urging

its

members

its

its

dedication to a

pledge to challenge the

to return to their states

and

raise funds for

the legal costs.

Along with these
of Oakland, Texas,

actions, the

who was

committee agreed

to support Professor R. L.

agitating against the lien system that

192

Smith

was forcing farmers

in

Colored American, 6 January 1900. See also Nelson, Frederick L. McGhee, 74.
Nelson does mention McGhee's traveling to Washington, but he does not discuss any of
jus activity at the executive committee meeting.
Colored American, 6 January 1900.
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Kis

s«e and

.hroughou, .he So„,h i„,„
pe,pe.ual deb..'" ,„ align,„g
,he„,.elv« wi,h ,he
actions of Smith, the Connci,
vowed to bring the .atter before
the I„d„..rial

Con^ission

within the cotning months.'"
Hnally, at the conclusion of the
Executive Committee

mcetmg,
meeting

the

group held a joint rccept,on with
,he American Negro Academy

in the city

With the production of such a
year, the

clear-cut outHne of

Afro-American Council demonstrated

that

:t

support of the nghts of the race and
deadly earnest in
the Council believed that with the
right
issues of the race

social

that

was

during the same week.'"^

and

.t

its activities

coming

was an organization united
its

endeavors. Through

its

in

efforts

amount of organization the nation
would hear the

would accomplish

the goal of gaining African
Americans their

and evil equality. As members of the
Executive Committee

capital they certainly thought they

for the

left the

nation's

were involved with an organization bearing
more

substance than a "bubble in soap water."

For information about R.
253

L.

Smith

see, Meier,

Negro Thought

in

America, 123-124,

195

'^^Ibid.
196

Ibid.

See also Moss

The American Negro Academy: The Voice
of the Talented Tenth,
important to note that T. Thomas Fortune wrote
to Booker T. Washington after
the Executive Committee meeting
and told him that he did he could to keep the group "in
the middle of the road" and was
successful. It is curious however, what issues Fortune
and Washington believed they were coming
to control as the outline presented by the
Colored American before the meeting was basically
the resolutions indorsed by the
group. The only issue that may of concerned
the two was for the Council to endorse the
Democratic Party, but that was never the objective of
Walters. Moreover, T. Thomas
Fortune had certainly done his share of arraigning
the President and the Republican Party
over the past year. Another issue that T. Thomas
Fortune disagreed with was the support
of the Crumpacker Bill, but the Committee
endorsed the proposed legislation. See T.
Thomas Fortune to Booker T. Washington, 30 December 1899.
Booker T. Washington
Papers. Microfilm Collection; and Thombrough,
T. Thomas Fortune, 192. For
Fortune's most recent attack on President McKinley
see Indianapolis World, 29 July
1899 and Thombrough, T. Thomas Fortune, 188-190.
92.
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CHAPTER 5

TO AWAKEN THE CONSCIENCE OF AMERICA:

1900-1901

Hail to this Council for inspiration,
For undaunted manhood, for equal rights,

A product - the black man's own creation
Led by such

as Walters, as Amett,

Midst outrage, opposition and

As

a race

White

labor,

us struggle for the right,
Thus educate the hearts of our neighbor

Our

let

oppressor, yea our brother in white.

~

It is

Francis Lee

J.

because of our equality by nature that

the nation to recognize our

manhood and

we

appeal to the conscience of

treat us as they treat other

men,

be they ever so white. - Alexander Walters
Sentiment to the dogs! Stand by your race and your rights. Ifyoudonot,
you won't have influence enough to elect a dog catcher. - John Edward

Bruce

As

the Twentieth Century

precarious situation. Blacks
the

number of individuals

dawned African Americans found themselves

saw their

brutally

civil

and

murdered

in a

political rights violated systematically;

at the

hands of vigilantes continually

hovered around one hundred yearly. Furthermore, the McKinley administration paid
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scant attention to the cries of protest laid before

it

by the African American community.'

Standing against this Armageddon was the Afro-American Council,
the only national
black civil rights organization actively challenging the outrages
perpetuated against the

community.

Coming

off

its

successful Executive

members of the Council took
They moved

Committee meeting, held

in

December 1900,

their sole position in this defensive battle very
seriously.

to address issues that they held central to the overturning of the
current

situation, but first

their activities.

and foremost on

Though

their

minds

in the eariy

days of 1900 was financing

the organization had success gaining support throughout the

country from a certain cadre of budding businessmen, entrepreneurs, ministers, and

members of other
that

plagued

its

professions, the organization had not

overcome

the financial strains

predecessor, the Afro- American League. Like the League, the Council

mass support.

had failed

to gain

unwilling

- or unable -

Its

members, though significant

in

number, seemed

to financially support the ambitious activities of the organization.

Directly following the Executive Committee meeting the organization's Financial

Committee, led by John H. Hannon, met

See Leon F. Litwack, Trouble

at the

home

of Jesse

Lawson

to

map

out a plan

Mind: Black Southerners in the Age of Jim Crow.
Negro Thought in America, 18801915: Racial Ideologies in the Age of Booker T. Washington. (Ann Arbor: University of
Michigan Press, 1963); Rayford Whittingham Logan, The Betrayal of the Negro: From
'

(New York: Alfred A. Knopf,

in

1998); August Meier,

Woodrow Wilson. (1965 rpt.. New York: Da Capo Press, 1997);
Vengeance and Justice: Crime and Punishment in the 19th-century
American South. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1984); Edward L. Ayers, The
Promise of the New South: Life After Reconstruction. (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1992); Herbert Shapiro, White Violence and Black Response: From Reconstruction
to Montgomery. (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1988); Leslie H. Fishel, Jr.
"The North and the Negro, 1865-1900." (Ph.D. diss., Harvard University, 1953); and
Rutherford B. Hayes to

Edward

L. Ayers,

Michael Perman, Struggle for Mastery: Disfranchisement
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press: 2001).
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in the South,

1888-1908.

of collecting funds to put the plans of the
national body into operation- in
particular the
group's challenge to the Louisiana election
law and Georgia's convict lease
system.^ In
its

circular appeal, the Financial

the part of the

Committee

Afro-American Council,

declared: "the time is

now

ripe for action

on

to justify its right to the continued
support of the

people, by taking steps to meet their laudable
desire to test ... the constitutional

provisions in force in the state of Louisiana

of African decent."^

and proclaimed

The Committee

that the

.

.

.

operative solely upon American citizens

furthered that such action

was the

right of free

world would judge the race's "fitness for citizenship

...

men

by unity

of purpose to resist" every encroachment upon their
rights.' Finally, they called upon

every

"man and woman

protests of the Council,

in

sympathy with the

and "to make

effort to bring before the courts" the

a liberal contribution of

money

for that puipose and

induce others to do likewise."^

Following the Committee meeting, members of the Financial Committee
sent the
circulars to

all

race-loving

men and women who

they believed

Booker T. Washington was one of first individuals

would support

to receive the appeal.^

their cause.

He

immediately responded to Jesse Lawson, with the sum of one hundred dollars and
a
confirmation that he would support the effort in other ways as well.
replied to the Wizard, thanking

him

for his support

and explained

should remain anonymous, but he added that the Council needed

and the promise of three thousand dollars on demand from

^

Lawson

graciously

that his donation

at "least

$2000

in

reliable sources" before the

Colored American, 20 January 1900.
Colored American, 27 January 1900.

' Ibid.

^Ibid.

Afro- American Council Circular Letter, 30 January 1900. Booker
Papers. Microfilm Collection.
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hand

T.

Washington

action could begin7

who might

sympathetic whites

Around

the

Washington responded by putting out pleas of his own

to

aid the cause.^

same time Booker T. Washington climbed

a board the Council's

program, John E. Bruce raised his voice in support of the organization, calling
the
Financial Committee's appeal a splendid plea to "the

Negro

race."'

He

believed the "question of Rights" was the most "important question
of

the present century"

war for

rights.

He

manhood and womanhood of the

and held

that African

asserted that the black

get together with their brains

Americans had

community could win

and cash, and make up

"scoundrelism and thugism wherever

it

to furnish the

exists

their

minds

sinews of

this fight

to put

quickly

this

if

they

down

and operates against the Negroes

in this

country.""^

To achieve such

a victory,

Bruce called for

all

to

send

money

to the Council's

Financial Committee. Furthermore, he outlined a plan that called upon ministers of

denominations to take up a Sunday collection, for every black society

from 5

to

25 cents, and for

all

Sunday and day school children

popular subscription for the Council's war chest.

^

Jesse

Lawson

Booker

T.

to

Booker

He

to tax its

to give a

all

members

penny apiece

to

believed that with such a plan, the

T. Washington, 9 February 1900. Louis R. Harlan,

Washington Papers. 14 Volumes. (Urbana, University of

Illinois

et. al.

The

Press, 1972-

Washington: The Making of
a Black Leader, 1856-1901 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1972), 296-298, Louis
R. Harlan, "The Secret Life of Booker T. Washington," Journal of Southern History 37
(August 1971), 393-416; and August Meier, Negro Thought in America, 1880-1915, 1101989), Vol. 5, 436-437. See also Louis R. Harlan, Booker

T.

114.

For example see, Albert E. Pillsbury to Booker T. Washington, 25 February 1900;
Booker T. Washington to Francis J. Garrison, 27 February 1900. The Booker T.
^

Washington Papers, vol. 5, 450-451.
Colored American, 27 January 1900.

'
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race

would

With

this

nullifiers

raise

$50,000

to

sum or sums, he

who

$100,000 "without feeling

asserted, the race could

believe that the Lord

made

it,

"make

in less than three

it

months.""

very interesting for Southern

the earth for his saints, and that they
are the

saints."'^

In addition to this call for the race to financially
support the Council's activities,

Bruce, echoing the plan outlined by the group's Executive Committee,
called on

clergymen and organizational leadership of the black community

by

their supports or congregations in support of

to

George White's anti-lynching

he was preparing to introduce to Congress.'^ Furthermore, on the
himself with Daniel Murray's 1899 plea for the organization

watchdog, he reminded his readers that

demand

action

lynching

bill

by

their political leadership.

and keep tab on 'em.

when they pop up

shuffle,

was an

it

If

they

become

to vote for

called for the

The

St.

a political

them

Mr. White's

implored them

to

anti-

to use their votes

influence and act as a club, as "John Boyle O'Reilly long ago advised

Many

which

you," he asserted, "lose them in the

He

for re-election."'"

to

bill,

political issue, aligning

election year and called for

"Ask them

fail

send petitions signed

and

"'^

supporters of the Council concurred with Bruce Grit's exhortations and

community

to

heed his words and lend

their support to the organization.

Paul and Minneapolis Afro-American Council

League, took a unique approach

to the issue.

affiliate, the

After, Frederick

Law Enforcement

McGhee,

the local

representative of the Executive Committee, returned to the region, the group

met

to

"Ibid.
'^Ibid.
13

Ibid.

In his article

John Bruce published an actual

petition that he asked the people to

recreate and send to their Congressional Representatives.

"

Ibid.

'^Ibid.
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way

determine the best

suffrage laws. After

Glass, starring

to this

to raise

some

money

discussion, the group decided to produce
a play,

McGhee, and donate

fund raising

all

visit to St.

at the

Columbia Council,
George H. White
social

his fundraising plan

and the Minnesota Council
forward on the

Executive Committee meeting. For example, the District
of

the lead branch in the national affairs, appointed a
committee led by

to

and economic

the attention of the

In addition

hosted Booker T. Washington for
a

theatrical performance, the national organization
pressed

agenda outlined

A Social

Paul."

While Bruce Grit was offering
its

proceeds to the Council's treasury.

activity, the local affiliate also

luncheon during a brief

produced

for the Council's legal challenge
of Louisiana's

bring before the Industrial Commission "facts bearing upon
the
status of the

Commission

Negro

race."'^

At the top of

its

agenda was bringing

to

the horrors of the convict-lease system, the

discrimination practiced by labor unions, and the credit system that locked black
agricultural workers into perpetual debt and created a kind of neo-slavery.'^

Along with
lynching

this activity,

bill that he,

White and the Council pushed forward with the

anti-

Daniel Murray, Edward E. Brown, and Attorney General John

Griggs, had perfected over the past year.^"

On

W.

January 20, White introduced his

Appeal, 13, 20 January, and 3 February 1900. See also Paul D. Nelson, Frederick L.
Life on the Color Line, 1861-1912. (St. Paul: Minnesota Historical Society

McGhee: A

As Paul Nelson explains it is doubtful that the group raised a
tremendous amount for the Council, but it does demonstrate a unique means of collecting
Press, 2002.), 74-75.

money

for the struggle.

L McGhee, 75-76. Washington
was in the region to give an address at Carlton College in Northfield, Minnesota.
Colored American, 27 January 1900. Other members of the committee included
Daniel Murray, Alex L. Manly, T. C. Newsome, and H. P. Slaughter.
Colored American, 27 January 1900.
^°
Justesen, George Henry White, 278-279.
Appeal, 20 January 1900. See also Nelson, Frederick
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legislation to Congress.

any participation

in a

The White BUI

(H. R. 6963) proposed a policy
that

would deem

"lynching bee" a federal crime and demanded
the repeal of

all

statues that conflict with the proposed
legislation.^' White's Congressional
colleagues,

however, virtually silenced the
the

Bill

when they prevented him from reading

Record for "technical reasons," and quickly referred
the

the text into

legislation to the

House

Judiciary Committee.^^

While Congress ignored and

effectively filibustered

Congressman White's

Bill,

the Council continued to press the anti-lynching
issue. Central to the group's activities

was Ida B. Wells-Bamett and

the Anti-Lynching Bureau, and their
attempt to put into

place the fundraising and educational plans she had
outlined after the organization's
national convention.

Dunng

the

first

few months of the year, while White's

Bill

went

before Congress, Wells-Bamett embarked on a tour of
the east coast, lecturing on the

lynching issue and raising

money

for the cause.

In addition to this lecture tour and fundraising activity,
Wells-Bamett took her
fight to the

major joumals of America. During the

cmsader published an

article in the

first

Arena magazine

month of the

entitled,

year, the lonely

"Lynch Law

in

America."

Wells implied that the entire nation was responsible for the horrible crimes
and noted
the perpetuation of such acts

21

was destroying

the moral fiber of the country.^^

StarofZion, 1 Febmary 1900; and Colored American, 3 March 1900.
Congressional Record, 56* Congress, l" Session, 33, 1:1017, 1022. See

George Henry White, 278-279.
Colored American 10 Febmary and 24 Febmary 1900.
Ida B. Wells-Bamett, "Lynch Law in America," Arena

that

She

also,

Justesen,

^

vol. 23, no. 1 (January 1900),

15-24. See also Patricia A. Schechter, Ida B. Wells-Bamett

& American Reform,

1930. (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2001),117.
Ida B. Wells-Bamett, "Lynch Law in America," Arena vol. 23, no.
15.
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1

^'^

1880-

(January 1900),

continued to highlight the false assumption

- echoed by

the press

-

that the majority of

those lynched were killed because of their inability to keep their hands off white

As

the Anti-Lynching

Bureau director

of the cases and had found
readers that

it

did not

specific instances.

white

man

little

mean

As she

asserted, she

women.

had personally investigated a number

evidence to support that claim, but she assured her

that such an allegation

might not be without foundation

in

explained, the "negro has been too long associated with the

not to have copied his vices as well as his effort to blacken his good name by

asserting that assaults

more from

the

upon women

commission of

his

are peculiar to his race.

crime against the

women

The negro has

suffered far

of his race by white

men

than

the white race has ever suffered through his crimes.

After discrediting and satirically responding to the accusations of rape loosely
associated with lynching, Wells-Bamett announced that the Council's Anti-Lynching

Bureau would continue

to investigate

and publish the

facts to the world.

having an effect on the image of America worldwide and
already taken root, she noted.

The world knew America by

free

and the home of the brave," but Wells believed

this

image

that

brave

as the real facts behind lynching

men

in

that

some realms
its

Lynching was
the

damage had

moniker, "the land of the

many were

beginning to question

were revealed. The world would not believe

gathered, "by thousands to torture and murder a single individual, so

gagged and bound he cannot make even feeble resistance or defense.
In addition to the activity of Wells-Bamett and

George White around the

issue of

lynching, the Council continued various lobbying efforts. For instance, the committee

that

was formed

in

Washington D. C.

called

upon the Industrial Commission on February

Ibid.,2L Emphasis in the original.
Ibid., 22.
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10.

The Council

representatives pressed the issues drawn up the previous

month -

the

convict lease system, discrimination by labor unions, agricultural neo-slavery but the

Commission did nothing more than

take their

comments under advisement. The

Commission made no promise of offering token
investigative

committee

The Council

legislation or

even of convening an

to look into the charges.

also continued to solicit funds to support challenge of Louisiana's

election laws. In late February, the group issued an official plea and, echoing Bruce
Grit's previous

contribute

comments, asked

some amount

of

all

money

sympathetic race-loving

men and women

to the cause. Furthermore, Walters

Committee authorized the various black newspapers throughout

to

and the Financial

the country that publish

the appeal to collect funds for the organization and acknowledge the receipt of the

contributions in their columns.^'

A

month

District of

after the publication of the appeal representatives of the race

Columbia

met

in the

to discuss the necessity of testing the suffrage legislation of various

southern states. Those in attendance included George H. White, T.

Edward Cooper, Daniel Murray,

Thomas

Fortune,

Jesse Lawson, William Calvin Chase, and,

anonymously, Booker T. Washington.^" Though the Council did not preside over the
meeting,

members of the

organization dominated the proceedings. Furthermore, by the

Colored American, 10 February 1900.
Indianapolis Freeman, 24 February 1900; and Appeal, 24 February 1900,
^°
Colored American, 10 March 1899; and Washington Post, 5 March 1899. The press
coverage of the event did not mention Booker T. Washington's presence, but he told his

secretary

Emmett

Scott that he attended the conference.

Booker T. Washington
457-458.

to

In his
Washington Papers, Vol. 5,
the
that
letter to Scott, Washington also mentions that W. Calvin Chase believed
"situation needed a conservative leader and that [he, Washington] ought to have the place

Emmett

Scott,

1 1

March 1900. Booker

T.

occupied by Bishop Walters."
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end of the summit those present decided

endorse the activities of the Council
in

to

its

efforts to challenge the legality of the Louisiana
constitution.^'

With

this larger

acknowledgment of the Council's

efforts

and the slow

accumulation of funds, the organization continued the lengthy
process of developing a
case against the bigoted legislation. Meanwhile, local
Councils throughout the nation

continued to meet regularly and promote the activity of the organization.
For instance,
local branches

in Indiana,

met

monthly meetings

in

in

New

where new branches had developed

York and Washington D. C,

in the early part of 1900.

The

as well as

topics of

discussion in these meetings included fundraising activities for the Anti-Lynching
and
Legislative Bureaus of the organization, as well as educational and political
subjects such
as criminal statistics, business enterprises, constitutional guarantees for African

Americans, and the facts and figures surrounding the lynching epidemic.
In addition to this local activity and the larger

acknowledgement of

the national

organization's efforts to end the discriminating suffrage legislation, George White also

pressed forward with attempts to get

some

type of anti-lynching legislation pushed

through Congress. At the end of February, a

little

over a month after he

first

attempted to

bring his Bill before Congress, White gave his longest speech on the floor of the House.

During a debate over a
briefly

on the topic

at

tariff

on goods coming from Puerto Rico, White rose and spoke

hand and quickly moved

his discussion to

mob

violence and "a

bill

Colored American, 10 March 1899; and Washington Post, 5 March 1899. See also
Booker T. Washington to Emmett Scott, 11 March 1900. Booker T. Washington Papers,
Vol. 5, 457-458. Around the same time of the meeting in the District of Columbia,
Washington was communicating with Francis J. Garrison about raising money for the
Council's legal action. See Booker T. Washington to Francis
1900. Booker T. Washington Papers, Vol.

Indianapolis Freeman, 10

5,

459.

March 1900.
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J.

Garrison,

U March

for the Protection of all citizens
of the United States against

mob

violence, and the

penalty for breaking such laws.""
In highlighting the imperative
nature of the situation,
the past thirty-five years, "50,000"
African

murdered by mobs, [and] not
crimes

per cent of

1

m the courts of justice.
.

.

White proclaimed

that

over

Americans had been "ignominiously

whom

have been made

to

answer for

their

."- Underscoring
the manner in which
Congress

currently thought about the
unprosecuted murders of African
Americans, White read into
the

Record the words of his white colleagues,
including Mississippi's John

S. Williams,

Georgia's James M. Griggs, and Alabama's
Senator, John T. Morgan, concerning
the
issues of

mob

violence, the fitness of African
Americans for citizenship, and the general

characterization of black males as
"monstrous black beasts."^^
into the

Record newspaper

articles that

He

then proceeded to read

countered the comments of his colleagues

characterization of the situation.

After the scene was

lynching

bill

Congress to

and explained

settle.

First

set,

George White,

finally read into the

to his colleagues that there

and foremost, he called on

Recordhh

anti-

were but two questions for

his colleagues to "step aside

from the

consideration of economic questions, the all-absorbing
idea of acquisition of new
territory,

and consider for a moment the

rights of a portion of

our citizens

at

home and

Justesen, George Henry White, 285-286. See also
Congressional Record, 56*
Congress, l" Session, 33, 1:2151-2154.
Congressional Record, 2151. See also Justesen, George Henry White,

286.

Congressman White did not say 50,000 individuals were lynched since the
end of the
Civil War. The number seems exaggerated, but when
including the deaths in riots and
mass kills the figure seems less excessive.
Congressional Record, 2151-2154. See also Justesen, George Henry White, 286-288.
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the

preservation of their lives."^^ Second, he questioned
whether Congress had the authority
to enact a

law to end the

The former he
latter,

he answered

mob and

evils of

left

lynch violence."

members of the House

for the

in the affirmative

and provided

his

to decide, but in regards
to the

own evidence

to support his

opinion. Central to his argument were the beliefs of
the well-respected Massachusetts

lawyer and legal scholar, Albert E. Pillsbury,

who

offered a convincing argument for the

constitutionality of a federal anti-lynching law. According
to Pillsbury, the "legal

proposition that the Untied States ... has no power to protect

within sight of

its

own

capital

.

affirmed by a final authority."

.

."

was "so monstrous

that

The crime of lynching

equity powers of the courts and government

could be prevented and punished by a

sat

as

many

it is

citizens] in their lives

not to be conceded until

certainly could be within the

believed, the selling of liquor

bill.^'

After reading from Pillsbury's

"prolonged applause," but after he

if,

[its

letter.

White concluded

his speech to a polite

down, the House proceeded with the discussion of

Congressional Record, 2153.

" Ibid.
38

Congressional Record, 2153-2154. See also Justesen, George Henry White, 288-289.

Albert E. Pillsbury did not send the letter to George White.

The Congressman presented
which White explained was sent to "a friend in the city" by permission. By the
content of the letter is safe to assume that Pillsbury sent the letter to one of White's
Council colleagues, Daniel Murray or Edward Brown, who were aiding him in drafting
the anti-lynching bill. There is also a possibility that the Massachusetts lawyer sent the
letter to Attorney General John Griggs who aided the Council members in the
construction of the proposed legislation. Also, Booker T. Washington may have been
instrumental in getting Pillsbury to comment on the legitimacy of an Anti-Lynching Bill
as he was already in contact with the Boston based lawyer regarding the Council's
proposed legal action in Louisiana. See Albert E. Pillsbury to Booker T. Washington, 25
February 1900. The Booker T. Washington Papers, Vol 5, 449-450.
the letter,

^'

Congressional Record, 2153-2154.
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Puerto Rico as

if

he had never risen to address the

deter supporters of the Council.

important to have the issue of

Many

mob

session.'"'

Such a response did not

praised White's efforts, believing that

it

was

violence read into the public record. Furthermore,

they called for the race to support White and the efforts of the Council to right the wrongs

perpetuated throughout the nation against African Americans.'*'
Shortly after White's address to the House, Bishop Walters called upon

members

of the race and supporters of the Council to lend their support to another activity. In

response to Annie Brown- Adams, the only surviving daughter of John Brown, Walters

called

upon African Americans

birthday on

May

9.'*^

to celebrate the

Sage of Ossawattomie's one-hundredth

Walters proclaimed that Brown deserved their praise because his

"love of liberty was a consuming passion which caused him to abhor
to voluntarily yield

up

his life for the

overthrow of that iniquitous

Furthermore, he "demonstrated his loyalty to the race

way

to the place of his execution.'"*^

on

called

upon every African American church, school,

in

urged

all

name of Brown

aid

lovers of liberty

institution."

when he stopped

literary society,

every Afro- American Council to hold exercises in honor of
Finally, he

this

to kiss a

Negro

and "especially

grand old hero.'""

who create these celebrations

to take

up a collection

suffrage law and to
for the Council's activities against the Louisiana

Congressman White

in his struggles to pass

an anti-lynching

bill.'*^

Congressional Record, 2154.

March 1900.
Apnl
American Citizen, 16 March 1900; and Colored American, 1
Colored American, 7 April 1900.
Indianapolis Freeman, 10

''^

slavery and

For these reasons and more, Walters

child,

his

human

Ibid.

^^Ibid.
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Following Walters' appeal, a number of Councils
began preparing for the
celebration

also

formed

when they

held their monthly meetings.^^

in Indiana,

the Council's Financial

and Iowa perfected a

Committee

also

New branches of the organization

state organization.^^

met during

the

On

month of April

status of the organization's struggle to gain
sufficient funds to launch

case.

To

aid the monetary cause, Louise

Moms,

a District of

with the assistance of other Council supporters,
Mrs.
Lillian Boles,

and Jennie Morris, held a musical

during the month of April,

W.

the national level,

M.

to discuss the

its

Louisiana

test

Columbia Council member,

E. Martin, Mattie Crawford,

social event

on April

27.^^ Finally,

C. Payne, of the Naval Observatory, drew
up a strong

appeal for representatives of the Council to present

at

the Democratic and Republican

National Conventions.'''

On

the eve of John

Brown Day, Bishop Alexander Walters

sent a shock

wave

through the ranks of the Council when he announced
that he would likely not seek
reelection as president of the organization

The Bishop's commitments

at the

Indianapolis Convention in August.^"

as a high-ranking official of the African Methodist Episcopal

Zion Church, president of the Council, and lead representative

in the

upcoming Pan-

'^^

Indianapolis Freeman, 14 and 28 April 1900; and Iowa Bystander, 27
April 1900,
May 1900. George L. Knox editor of the Indianapolis Freeman
supported observance of Brown's birthday because the Council called for
Christian Recorder, 3

the celebration.

He

stated that African

Americans

John Brown in that he loved
[them], but [they] are not willing to hold him up as an example
from which harmful
lessons might be gained. It is not ingratitude to thus refuse to
sanction his method of
trying to bring about freedom,

are willing "to love

[Knox

asserted].

John Brown was fanatical

lacked judgment and perhaps, should have passed his days in
Indianapolis Freeman, 28 April 1900

some asylumn

He
[sic]."

See

Colored American, 21 April 1900; and Iowa Stae Bystander, 27 April 1900,
Colored American, 28 April 1900; and 19 May 1900.
Colored American, 14 and 28 April 1900.
Colored American, 12 May 1900. See also Indianapolis Freeman, 19 May 1900 and
Cleveland Gazette, 26 May 1900.
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African Conference were certainly consuming
his time.''
Walters' tentative decision, however, was cushioned

The

universal regret of

somewhat by Representative George

H. White verbal consent that he would seek the
Council's presidency.'^

On

the heels of Bishop Walters' announcement,
and just prior to the John

celebration, the District of

During

its

meeting,

Columbia branch held a very successful monthly
meeting.

members of the

political parties at the

local Council agreed that they

would appeal

The group

also endorsed the

newly formed

Conference Commission, especially members W. G. Fearing
and R.

who had proposed
punishing anyone

a plan to push for the passage of the Chandler
Bill.

who

to the

National Conventions to insert a plank into their
platforms calling

for suffrage in the District of Columbia.

Interstate

Brown

The

S.

Bill

Smith,

advocated

denied citizens suffrage by reason of their color.
Finally, the

branch composed a delegation, which included

among

others Jesse

Lawson and

P. B. S.

Pinchback, to wait on the Senate Committee on Privileges
and Elections, headed by

Senator William E. Chandler of

New

Hampshire,

to stress the

importance of such

legislation.'-'

Days following

the meeting,

members of the Washington D.

C. Council and

branches throughout the nation assembled for the centennial celebration
of John Brown's
birthday.

church

Bishop Walters presided over the

in the nation's capital.

The Council

festivities at the

Metropolitan A. M. E.

president opened the event with a reading of

George Mason Miller. '"A This Woridly Mission': The Life and Career of Alexander
Walters (1858-1917)." (Ph.D. diss.. State University of New York at Stony Brook,
1984).
Colored American, 12 May 1900. See also Indianapolis Freeman, 19 May 1900; and
Cleveland Gazette, 26 May 1900.
Colored American, 12 May 1900. The delegation may have had some words with
Senator Chandler regarding the White Bill as well. Earlier in the year, Chandler had
expressed his doubt on whether the federal government had the power "to prevent or
punish crimes committed in the various states." Colored American, 3 February 1900.
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a

number of biographical

sketciies of the martyr followed

singing of "John Brown's body lies moulding

[sic] in

by the congregation's somberly

the clay."^'* Archibald

Professor Kelly Miller followed Walters with addresses, the

"Negro as a Religious, Social and
closed with Jesse

Lawson

Political Factor."

reading a paper on the

latter

The solemn

Grimke and

yet

warm

briefly outlining the Council's current activities.

celebration

Then

as

he

passed the collection plate, he called upon organization endorsers to
continue Brown's

work by supporting

the group's efforts in the Louisiana case."

During the early days of May, the Albany,
the

a

Hamilton Street A. M. E. church

combined celebration

for old John

the Bill, thoroughly endorsed

throughout

New

York.^*^

by the

to hold an enthusiastic meeting.

Brown and

more

Brown and

many would have

for the colored race than

The

gathering was

outlawed school discrimination

William H. Johnson called the meeting

not a fanatic as

also gathered at

the passage of the Ellsberg School Bill

state Council,

the purpose of the gathering by endorsing

Brown was

New York Council

to order

his actions.

us think.

He was

He

and explained

explained, "John

for humanity and did

any other man."" Johnson's opening remarks were

followed by a rendition of "John Brown's Body" and a number of addresses by Council

members and

supporters, including John E. Bruce of Albany,

James M. Boddy of Troy,

and Secretary of State John T. McDonough.^^

Daily Star ofZion, 12

" Daily Star ofZion,

May
May

1900.

The Council collected the cash amount of $56.75
and took pledges for an additional $78.25.
Colored American, 19 May 1900. See also. New York Times 30 March 1900; Albany
Evening Journal, 19 May 1900; and Kathleen Dalton, Theodore Roosevelt: A Strenuous
Life.

"

12

1900.

(New York: Alfred A. Knopf,

Colored American, 19

May

2002), 183.

1900.
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Following the organization's
celebrations of Brown's
Council tunned the. attention to
activn.s

in

birth,

many members

of the

Montgomery Alabama, where
wh.te dozens

throughout the country had converged
for a conference on the
"Negro Problem."

Reverend Edgar Gardner Murphy, a

local Episcopal

the conference earlier in the
year and had
participating in the event.

to pressure to

Many Afncan Amencans

could come from such an event.
T.

Hamlet on the stage with Hamlet

The worst

bowed

Thomas Fortune

left

fears of African

mm.ter, had launched

the .dea of

exclude blacks from

expressed doubt that anything
good
retorted that

,t

was Hke "putting on

out."^'

Americans were realized

as the conference raised
the

"old bugaboos of Negro dommation,
marry your daughter to a Negro,
and would you
sleep with a

explamed

Negro or permit him

in a

to sleep

m your chamber.'"^"

post-conference editorial, "no smgle
deviation

samty of argument or

fair

As

the

Age

editor

m truthfulness of statement,

play and justice in the promises
held out for an honest solution

of the race question.'"^" In
addition to the "old bugaboos,"
Fortune asserted that the ideas

dominating the conference pertained
education and suffrage.-^^
publish a

full

He

to issues such as the failure of
African

American

called for the race, in particular,
black journalists to

report of the conference with the
editorial opinions of the leading

York papers and opinions of representatives
of the

race, to

debunk the thought

New

that

dominated the Montgomery Conference.

New

f

If

York Age 4 May 1 900. See also
nt Journalist (Chicago: University
of

Emma Lou Thombrough,

T.

Thomas Fortune:

Chicago Press, 1972), 192-194; and Harlan
Booker T. Washington: The Making
of a Black Leader, 292-296
Cleveland Gazette, 19 May 1900.

"^^^ ^^^"^
"
^'^^
Discussed By Southern
Conference. At Montgomery, Alabama; With Criticisms
By The Northern
York: The Alliance Publishing Co., 1900)
32

u/?f
White°!if
Men'^"^J!
In
Press.

(New

Ibid.
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The Afro-American Council,

as Fortune surely knew,

was already preparing

to

produce such a document. Before the event, the
Council hired George Allen
Mebane

compile a report on the conference and published
the northern black

his

comments with

to

criticisms lodged

by

and white press." Mebane completed the
pamphlet within a month of

the Conference and the Council distributed

it

widely in an attempt to educate the
public

on the race problem and demonstrate the isolated nature
of the southern opinion.

One

of the most inspired commentaries in the
pamphlet was that of Council

member John

E. Bruce.

Bruce Grit could not believe the audacity of
such an event

Montgomery Conference. He was bowled over by
ate sour grapes,

and put

African Americans.

their children's teeth

In addition,

the fact that "the sons of the

on edge" were standing

Bruce expressed enjoyment

in

as the

men who

judgment of

in thinking

about what

Tacitus wrote about the ignorance, stupidity and
barbarous
manners of the ancestors of these white men of the South
and
North, whom it took centuries to civilize and refine and
make
respectable, and who no hold up their hands in holy
horror because
the negro with only thirty five years of opportunity,
isn't a paragon
of wisdom, virtue or knowledge.''''

Moreover, he explained, "the orators of the South,

in discussing the

haven't touched the problem once. They haven't dared to
touch
talking at

there are

it,

over

some

it,

around

pretty

it,

and under

good marksmen

concluded, "the South must confess
for

its

it,

in the

its

it.

They have been

but none of them have hit the bull's eye (and

South too)."^^ Finally, Bruce Grit

faults

and begin

to

make

restitution to the

hell-black crimes covering two and a half centuries. Every one of the

" Mebane,

problem,

"The Negro Problem"

""Ibid., 35.
"^^Ibid.
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Negro

men who

spoke against us

head

at the

in shame."<^<^

Montgomery should put

Many members

his red

hand over

his

mouth and hang

his

of the Afro-American Council
certainly concurred

with their colleagues' sentiment, and hoped that
the distribution of Mebane's
pamphlet,

which contained the words of the

fiery

Bruce Grit and many

would

others,

set the record

straight.

During the month following the Montgomery
Conference, Council members
continued to meet in their local branches. In Washington
D. C. they elected new officers
in June,

including George H. White as president and Jesse

Lawson and Julia Mason

as

vice presidents."^' During the month, the national
leadership also met to outline the

program

for the Indianapolis convention and discuss the
organization's strategy of

gaining favorable attention for the concerns of African
Americans

at the national

conventions of both political parties, which were to take
place during the coming
months.'^^

Around

the time of the

announcement of the annual convention, however,

organization was also forced to turn
to create the National

disrupt the

its

attention toward

Negro Business League, an idea

Booker

that

1891, T.

T, Washington's efforts

some took

work of the Afro-American Council. The genesis of the

businessmen did not come from Booker T. Washington or the

Thomas Fortune and

his

New

York Age endorsed the

as an attempt to

idea organizing black

halls of

call

Tuskegee. In

of J. H. Lewis, a

wealthy tailor from Boston, for a conference of black businessmen.^^
also touted the idea of African

the

W.

E. B.

Du

American businessmen coming together following

Bois

the

'^Ibid.

69

Colored American, 9 and 16 June 1900.
Colored American, 16 June 1900; and Indianapolis Freeman, 23 June 1900
New York Age, 12 December 1891. See also Thombrough, T. Thomas Fortune, 202.
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1899 Atlanta University conference on 'The
Negro
again

when he became

in

Business."

He raised

the

.sue

director of the Afro-American
Council's Business Bureau
at the

organization's Chicago meeting during
the

and the Afro-American Council

fall

failed to act

of the same year.™
However,

Du Bois

on the idea of organizing black
businessmen,

and during the early months of 1900
Booker T. Washington began outlining
the
development of

his

own

organization.""

Members of the Afro-American

Council's Executive Committee
apparently

about and endorsed Washington's action,
as

Du

conversation in regards to the make-up
of the
protest against

some

knew

Bois and Washington were in

new

organization.^^ Despite any lack
of

Washington's proposal by the Council's
Executive Committee, however,

individuals cried foul

when Washington announced

some, Washington was trying

his plans in late spnng.

to fractionalize the Council,
especially with his

conference meeting less than a week before
the Council's annual convention

(a1^.1
I
u
Atlanta f«QQ^
1899). T?
Thombrough,
'

'

To

proposed

in

University Publications, no. 4

^^""^

Thomas Fortune, 202; Louis Harlan, "Booker T
National Negro Business League," in
Raymond W. Smock, ed
T.

Washington and the
Booker T. Washington

in Perspective: Essays
of Louis T. Harlan. (Jackson: University of
Mississippi Press 1988), 98-109; Louis
Harlan, Booker T. Washington:

The Making of a
^^^Sraphy of!Race,
f^^?;gTo Tm
V i'
"'"^ "°'^' ^993), 220-221. See also Chapter Four.
7' «f i i^'i^'^
W. E. B. Du Bois wrote William M. Trotter
in 1905 that his inaction was caused by T

""'^""^

^«

^

' blocking the allocation of funds to the Business Bureau
during the
?n^f/°"™^
1899
Afro-Amencan Council Executive Committee meeting. See
W. E. B. Du Bois to
William Monroe Trotter, 20 May 1905. W. E.
B. Du Bois Papers. There is no evidence
to substantiate Du Bois' claim.
In letters between Fortune and Washington regarding
the
Executive Committee meeting there was no
discussion of the Business Bureau
furthermore, in the news coverage of the
meeting there was no discussion of the Business
Bureau or the suppression of the group by Fortune.
,

It is

also curious to note that

Du Bois

does not mention the actions of Fortune until
1905, the year he and Trotter were
organizing the Niagara Movement, a group
they saw as an alternative to the AfroAmerican Council.
72

W.

E.B.

Du Bois

to

Booker T. Washington, 16

Papers, Vol. 5, 526.
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May

1900. Booker

T.

Washington

The Conservator,

Indianapolis.

from

Du Bois

and stressed the

for example, accused

Washington of

possibility of dividing the
race to thin,

organization outside of the Council.

The paper

stealing the idea

by creating an

also believed that
Washington's actions

arose out of his inability to control
the Council."

Many

did not agree with sentiments
of the Conservator and thought
that

Washington's proposal was a logical
one. Edward E. Cooper of
the Colored American
responded

to the

blowing "hot

air"

race's interest

plenty of

room

Indianapolis

"Booker

it

and

nobody was

that has

at

comes none too

gone begging
it

for

his

George Knox of

move, the Colored Men's Business League,
soon. ... Mr. Washington has simply
took

many

has been

years.

left to

the

former colleague, Cooper, as he
explained

The

is

that

a

[sic]

up a

attention of the race has been called
to

Washington

to

be the pioneer in the matter.""

Council supporters agreed with editors
Cooper and

the political track of the

was only

Indianapolis and Boston," as there
was

for both the Council and
Business League.^''

Freeman agreed with

that

asserting that the paper

frightened. Furthen^ore, he
asserted that the

would be "boosted upward both

time and again, but

Many

that

T. Washington's, latest

movement
work

comments of the Conservator by

Knox and continued to work on

Afro-American Council while lending support

to

Washington's

efforts to strengthen the business
pillar of the race.

Immediately on the Council's agenda were the
upcoming national

political

conventions and the necessity of getting both
parties to recognize the issues that were of

concern to African Americans, especially
that of lynching. At the Republican Party's

Chicago Conservator, July 7, 1900. See also
Indianapolis Freeman, 14 July 1900
Colored American, 21 and 14 July 1900.
Indianapolis Freeman, 14 July 1900.
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Convention, held during June,

in Philadelphia, the

Council relied on prominent
black

Republicans and Council members
George H. White and John
R. Lynch, to draw
up
resolutions on lynching and
disenfranchisement.

Lynch drew up a

resolution

echomg

On

the issue of
disenfranchisement.

the Council's 1899
proposals that

Murray and

the

Legal and Legislative Bureau brought
before the Census Committee,
calling for the
reduction of southern representation
based on the Fourteenth

Convention delegates ultimately refused
inserted a

to

endorse Lynch's amendment
and instead

weak commentai^ which condemned

by statutory or constitutional enactment,

Amendment^^ The

"devises of State governments,
whether

to avoid the

purpose" of the Fifteenth

Amendment/^
George H. White,

as a representative of the

Lynching Bureau, also tned

to get the delegates of the

platform plank on lynching and

mob

efforts of the National Federation

Convention, with the same

Afro-American Council's Anti-

of Colored

results.

issue of lynching other than the

violence.^^

Convention

Such an action was reminiscent of

Men

at

the

The Party opted not

weak

obligatory

to endorse a strong

1

896

to

comments

St.

the

Louis Republican

endorse any position on the
it

had sanctioned for the past

Cleveland Gazette, 30 June 1900. See
also Justesen. George Henry White, 292-294
and John R. Lynch. Reminiscences
of an Active Life: The Autobiography of John Roy
Lynch. (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1970). 421-436
^f^P^'f\P.'''''^^^ding of the Twelfth Republican National Convention. Held in the City
of
Philadelphia. June 19. 20 and21. 1900.
(Philadelphia: Dunlap Printing. 1900), lOO-lOL
Kirk H. Porter and Donald B. Johnson.
National Party Platforms, Volume 1. 1840-1956
(Urbana: University of Illinois Press,
1978). 124; and Richard B. Sherman. The
Republican Party and Black America: From
McKinley and Hoover. 1896-1933
(Charlottesville: University Press of
Virginia. 1973), 17.
Justesen. George Henry White,

293; and Sherman,' The Republican Party

America, 13 and 17.
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and Black

decade/' The failure of Council to get an
endorsement

bode well for White's

Bill, currently

seemingly dead in the eyes of

Democrat

hung up

many of his

in the

at the Party's

House Judiciary Committee and

Congressional colleagues, Republican
and

alike.

Afro-American Council leaders pressed forward
despite
Philadelphia and traveled to Kansas City to
similar planks into their platform.

was even colder

in

Kansas than

else,

was foolhardy.

The

call

^'

call

Some

individuals, notably,

upon the Democratic Party

role as the leading

at its

Afro-American

convention, or

that the Council's plea

its

code of principles a

and others by the Council was a continuation of an

Never-ending opposition, he asserted, was the only thing
to

a clear

explained, the Council did the

statement condemning" disenfranchisement and
lynching.^^ Moreover,

"The great public has been driven

was

as well as an obvious

"proper thing in asking the Democratic convention
to include

sentiment.

Calvin

civil rights organization.

As George Knox, of the Indianapolis Freeman

that this action

W.

Chase's sentiment, however, was not universal
and

and logical demonstration of the group's nonpartisan
nature
its

to insert

reaction to the organization's request,
however,

many, especially members of the organization,
thought

example of

their cold reception in

upon the Democratic Party

in Pennsylvania.^"

Chase, believed that the Council's

anywhere

convention did not

do the

that

Knox

believed

abolitionist legacy.

would

right things.

create positive

Under

the enabling

Kirk H. Porter and Donald B. Johnson, National Party
Platforms, 121-124; 124. The
Republican Party did call the violent acts "revolutionary," but they gave
no proposal on
how to end the bloody murders. See also Chapter Three.
Kirk H. Porter and Donald B. Johnson, National Party Platforms, 1 12-1
16. See also
Cleveland Gazette, 21 July 1900; and August Meier, "The Negro and
the Democratic
Party, 1875-1915," P/z^^/o/z 17 (Summer,
1956): 173-91.
Washington Bee, 7 July 1900.
Indianapolis Freeman, 1 July 1900.
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influences of such

Garrison,

Wendel

women
Phillips,

"the weight of slavery

as Harriet

the time to

"the race

is

The

men

WilHam Lloyd

as

Lovejoy, Whittier and hundreds of others,"

was cleared from

either for or against quickens.

It is

Beecher Stowe, and such

...

the public mind."^^ "Apathy

It is left

to the race to take

Knox

kills,

explained,

while activitj

advantage of the agitation.

go on dress parade. The zone of calms had been passed." Knox

no longer a Sargasso -

asserted,

sea."^''

editors of the Cleveland Gazette concurred with their Indiana colleague.

As

they explained, "our republican leaders are too busy flirting with southern democrats,

even dead Confederate

soldiers,

."^^

Afro- American.

.

example of how

at that

and doing everything

in their

moment

there

was

"little

difference between the national

Gazette editors called upon their readers to recognize that

For the race had

to subordinate the

Moreover, the reaction of the two conventions was just another

.

democratic and republican parties as far as the Afro- American

act.

power

to

come

together

"DO

something

if

is

concemed."^^ The

fact, cauterize the injury,

the condition

is

and

to be

changed."^''

Affecting change was exactly what the Afro-American Council set out to do.

Undeterred by the cold reception of its concerns

at the political party's

organization continued to press forward with

agenda and formalized the program for

its

"dress parade" at

its

its

conventions, the

national convention in Indianapolis. Before the event, however.

«^Ibid.
^-^Ibid.

Cleveland Gazette, 21 July 1900.
Ibid.

«^Ibid.
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the Anti-Lynching

that occurred in

Bureau had

New

to step into action

Orleans during the

During an afternoon

in

final

When

the

days of July.

men

Charles. In self-defense, Charles drew a gun,

A few

horrific events

mid- July, three policemen had confronted Robert
Charles,

along with another black youth.

scene.

once again following

resisted arrest a police officer clubbed

wounded one of the

hours after the incident, police came to Charles'

officers

home

in

and fled the

an effort to

apprehend him. In defiance, Charles shot and killed two police officers
and again fled
the scene. After this incident, the

town sprung

into action

and organized a massive

manhunt.^^

For a number of days a white mob, consisting of police officers and

roamed

On

the streets reeking havoc on the black

the fourth day, the

mob

community

civilians,

as they searched for Charles.

learned the whereabouts of their fugitive and 20,000 laid

siege to his place of hiding. Refusing to

come

wounded twenty

would be

(eight seriously), of his

quietly, Charles killed seven, and

captors.

Finally driven from his

place of refuge by fire and smoke, Charles was murdered by the mob. After his
slaughter, the

Times-Democrat explained,

body was

his

"shot, kicked,

and beaten almost

out of semblance of humanity."'"

The events

in

New

Orleans raised the

ire

of the black community. Particularly

outraged by the incident was the Afro-American Council's Anti-Lynching Bureau.

William Ivy Hair, Carnival of Fury: Robert Charles and the

New

Orleans Race Riot of

1900. (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University, 1976.); and Herbert Shapiro, White
Violence

and Black Response, 61-63.

Hair, Carnival of Fury, 171.

New

Orleans Times-Democrat 28 July 1900. See also Hair, Carnival of Fury: Robert
Charles and the New Orleans Race Riot of 1900, 171; and Shapiro, White Violence and

Black Response, 62.
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Shortly after the event, Ida B. Wells-Bamett
began investigating the Charles affair as
a
representative of Bureau."'

the only issue

on the minds of Council members

A

convention.

The hoirendous events

few weeks

in

New

Orleans, however, were not

as they prepared for their annual

after the daring acts of resistance

by Robert Charles, members

of the Council once again found themselves on the
defensive as that issue of partisan
politics rose to the fore.

weeks leading up

In the

organization to drop

Council acted

in

its

to the meeting,

W.

Calvin Chase called on the

nonpartisan position and back the Republican ticket.
If the

such a manner, Chase believed,

it

would then "be doing

its

duty toward

the party of equal rights and the party that aided in
giving the negro freedom" and the one
that

could enact any change in the future.'^ Edward Cooper responded
by stating

Council had no business "meddling with politics per se."
to "deal in

legal rights

broad principles of citizenship,

and

to enlarge rights

advancement

as a people."'^

that the issue

was a

bit

and

to devise

to enlarge

Its

means

that the

mission, he explamed, was

for protecting the Negro's

our opportunities for moral and material

The Chicago Broad Ax concurred with Cooper,

more complicated. Believing

but asserted

that a bit of a conspiracy

brewing within the organization, editor Taylor commented

that

was

he had recently received

Mob Rule in New Orleans: Robert Charles and His Fight to the
Southern Horrors and Other Writings: The Anti-Lynching Campaign of Ida B.
Wells, 1882-1900. Jacqueline Jones Royster, ed. (New York: Bedford Books, 1997), 158Ida B. Wells-Bamett,

Death,

in

208.
92

Washington Bee, 11 August 1900.
Indianapolis Freeman, 11 August 1900.
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information that high-ranking officials
of the Council would receive
a check for $10,000
if

they succeeded in getting the
organization to endorse President
McKinley.'^

Whether there was a contribution on
issue of partisan politics,

prompted Democrats

claimmg

that they

is

uncertain, but the

would secure a

raising the

up to the convention by

resolution denouncing President

Respondmg

to both sides,

"s.mon pure, tenderloin

politics

Council's constitution would not allow

it

to

mto

however,

many

it,

McKinley

at the

agreed that such action

the deliberations"

would not work

as the

endorse either party and the supports
of the

organization would not consent to such an
action to occur.'^
delegates might try to contain

by

Calvin Chase had created a
firestorm. His remarks

to get into the act in the
days leading

Indianapolis meetmg.
to introduce

W.

the table

the political issue

No

matter

was once again out

how

the Council

there and

it

would

certainly arise during the convention.

Meanwhile, Booker T. Washington continued working
behind the scenes
the organization in

principal

that

its

Louisiana

test case.

It

was uncertain whether or not

would attend the Louisiana meeting, but many within

the

to aid

Tuskegee

the organization believed

he was on board with the Council's platform.
Bishop Walters, for example, wrote

Washington a couple of weeks before
Washington

to attend

and speak

the convention to extend an invitation for

at the gathering.

Washington nevertheless expressed

Unsure

if

he could attend the meeting,

his support for the organization's program.

responded to Washington on August

to

Walters

14:

Don't think for a moment that I believe you disloyal to our cause.
There can be no conflict between the Afro-American Council and

94

Chicago Broad Ax, 18 August 1900. Taylor actually implicated Edward Cooper
money from the Republican administration.
Indianapolis Freeman, 18 and 25 August 1900.
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in the

yourself.

You are contending for the industrial development
of the
we are contending for his civil and political

Negro, while

rights

am

with you in your work and I believe
you are with us in
We understand that you would take the same stand that ours
we are
taking but for your school.^^

Walters' belief that Washington was in accord
with the Council's aims

I

may have

been correct, especially with the Washington's clandestine
activity centered around the
group's Louisiana case, but the Wizard did not seem to
feel that the Bishop was the

proper

man

to run the organization

Washington and

his cohorts

but understood Walters

to

-

at least

not without

some

sort of regulation.

mulled over the proper replacement for Walters as president,

would be hard

to defeat if he actually ran for reelection."
Similar

circumstances surrounding the December Executive Committee
meeting, Washington

entered the Council's convention with the thought that he was
going to control the

platform of the organization, relaying especially on his associate T.
influential

member of the Committee on

With these clandestine

State Senate House, there

Fortune, an

Resolutions and the Address to the Country.'^

activities occurring

batting around the hot-potato issue of politics, the

converged on Indianapolis for

Thomas

and the press and Council supporters

members of the

their third annual meeting.

organization

At the convention, held

in the

were nearly four hundred delegates, representing ninety-eight

councils and affiliated organizations from locations throughout the nation, including;

New

York,

Illinois,

Maryland,

Alexander Walters
Papers, Vol.

5,

to

New Jersey,

Booker

Delaware, Iowa, Ohio, Minnesota, Georgia,

T. Washington, 14

August 1900. Booker

T.

Washington

595.

97 T

Such action gave some credence to the Chicago Conservator's claim that
Washington wanted nothing to do with an organization unless he had some control, but
least at this stage of the Council's life the organization was still an autonomous group.
Peter Jefferson Smith, Jr. to Booker T. Washington, 28 August 1900. Booker T.
Washington Papers, Vol. 5, 609-610.
Ibid.
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at

Oregon, Kansas, Missouri, Kentucky,
Mississippi, North Carolina, Indiana,
and

Washington D. C. In addition
additional

filled the

to the representatives

from throughout

numbers of concerned African Americans and
a few

and

local

state officials

lower floor and galleries of the Senate House.''

The

third annual convention

began with honorary addresses of
welcome by

Indiana Attorney General William Taylor
and Indianapolis
brief

the United States,

comments, the meeting opened with

local Council

addressmg the delegation on the purpose of the
meeting.
the political brush fire that

was

McGhee

After these

member George L. Knox

He

started before the convention

purpose of the gathering was "not a self one nor a
of the race."'°° Frederick

Mayor Taggart.

immediately

tried to quell

by emphasizing

political one, but

that the

one for the betterment

of St. Paul and George H. White immediately

seconded Knox's comments.

White implored

his colleagues to avoid partisan politics

organization's original objectives.

organization and [they] must

Uppermost

in their

"legislate for the

lift

He

[their]

affirmed that the Council was "a non-partisan

aim high beyond the reach of petty

minds, White explained,

common good

and stay the course of the

is

that the delegates

came

of the race" and not to get involved

in

politics."

to Indianapolis to

peanut political

arguments. '°' Following White's remarks, William Pledger, editor of the
Southern Age,

launched the proceedings with an address on the subject of the increased
discrimination

99

Cyrus Field Adams, National Afro-American Council, 9; Indianapolis World, 1
September 1900; Colored American, 1 September 1900; Washington Bee, 1 and 8
September 1900; Indianapolis Freeman, 1 September 1900; Appeal, 1 September 1900;
and Iowa State Bystander, 7 September 1900. Indiana's Governor Mount and Attorney
General William L. Taylor as well as Indianapolis' mayor Taggart,
convention.
100

Indianapolis World,

101

Ibid.;

1 September 1900.
and Indianapolis Freeman, 1 September 1900.
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all

attended the

of African Americans, in
particular the growing practice
of the Southern railroads
to
segregate blacks into inferior cars.After Pledger's speech and
a few more brief
discussions,

Bishop Walters, fresh off his

trip to

London

for the Pan-African
Conference,

rose to address the delegation.'"^

The Council
audience.

He

complete

civil

president opened his speech with
a declaration for those
in the

proclaimed

and

political rights"

[they] dare" retreat.'"^

bitterness

that blacks "are

He

now

face to face with the question
of [their]

and emphasized

that

it

was not

a "struggle for which

then asked African Americans to
put aside their "braggadocio,

and effrontery, and push with due
meditation and prudence."'°5 He

also

asserted that blacks "gain nothing in
the end by surrendering of principle
to policy" and

encouraged them to "not be afraid

to let the

worid

complete manhood rights" of the black
population.
Federal

Government of being

Constitutional

derelict in

Amendments. He

called

its

know

that [their] plea is for the

Furthermore, Walters accused the

duty in regards to up holding the

upon the members of

the Council to

awaken

the

consciousness of America and create sufficient
public sentiment force the Government to
reverse

its

policy of gross neglect.'"''

102

Indianapolis World, 1 September 1900.
For information on Walters and the Pan African
Conference see, George Mason
Miller. "'A This Woridly Mission': The
Life and Career of Alexander Walters

(18581917)." (Ph.D. diss.. State University of New
York at Stony Brook, 1984), 200-210;
Alexander Walters, My Life and Work (New York: Fleming
H. Revell 1917) 253-258and Alexander Walters, "The Pan-African Conference,"
AMEZion Quarterly

Review

(April-June, 1901): 164-72.

Star ofZion, 30 August 1900. See also George
Mission,'182-187.
'"^
'"*

StarofZion, 30 August 1900.
Ibid.

'"^Ibid.
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Mason

Miller. "'A This

Woridlv

I'l

Such sentiment, according
and general

racial uplift.

On

the issue, as he stated that he

leaders

who

to Walters,

and the organization have "no sympathy
with

are advising" blacks to

eschew

to their

own

that class of

Walters encouraged the members

politics.

in politics, either as a

political parties responsible for their action.

Americans, due

agitation, education,

the issue of politics, the Council president
hit the heart of

of the organization to become involved

and hold the

would be created by

He

Democrat or Republican,
believed that African

indifference, were partly responsible for the
apathy towards

African American concerns expressed by the major political
parties

- and especially by

the Republican Party. Walters thought that the unfailing
support of the Republican Party

since emancipation had led the Party to take blacks for granted
and often ignored their
issues.

As he

explained, African Americans could not present their cause as

was

it

presented in the past by the likes of Frederick Douglass or John Mercer
Langston. They

needed

to take a proactive stance

and not "speak easy"

take their concerns directly to the party and

make them respond.

and a number of Council members had emphasized
at the polls.

He

"when we became

Republican party."
citizens

earlier,

If

They needed

black voters should hurt them

Make

you are struggling

when

"Awake from your indifference," he implored

indifferent to our social

and

political rights so did the

the nation understand, he asserted, that "as freemen and

for

your

social, civil,

'"^Ibid.
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and

to

they did not, as he

called on the delegates to follow the course set by the Council

called on both political conventions.

audience,

to either party.

political rights"

and

that as

they

his

representatives of the black

American Council

community those were

the principles form which the Afro-

stands.'"'

Besides the issue of political action and agitation, Bishop Walters also
discussed
the necessity of the race to

promote both

Industrial Education

and the Professions

in

equal proportions. In this venture he pleaded with the black community to stop peddling
their

problems on the philanthropists.

was necessary

that the

professions on

its

If

funding were not available from the outside,

community fund higher education and

own. Without such a

it

the training of the

doomed

class, asserted Walters, "the race is

eternal servitude.""" Finally, Walters also turned his attention to the recent

to

Montgomery

Conference, which he simply summarized as "pure rot."'"

Following Alexander Walter's address, the delegation broke and reconvened
the evening.

The Georgian, Judson W. Lyons

evening session with an address

entitled,

Registrar of the Treasury, opened the

"Afro-American Citizenship." In

Lyons innocuously depicted

the disenfranchisement

Carolina as "worse attempts

at nullification

1861.""^

demand

He

in

his speech,

amendments of Louisiana and North

than that of the Southern states in 1860 and

then suggested that the Council go to Republican Congressmen and

that they

reduce the number of representatives

in the southern states that

were

ignoring the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments."^

Innocent enough, Lyons' suggestion was, of course, an action that the Council
heartedly endorsed, but the discussion of political action was enough to launch a

•°'lbid.

""Ibid.
'"Ibid.
^^Indianapolis World,
"3 Ibid.

1

September 1900.
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full

firestorm on the hot political issue
that had been Hngering
around the Senate House,
like
the proverbial pink elephant. In
response to Lyons' speech the

CouncH's proceedings

broke into a series of outbursts both
glorifying and condemning
the two major
parties.

E.

The

attack against the

Democrats was led by individuals

Woods, of Missouri, Col. Lewis, of New
Orieans, and John

Democrats found no
Frederick

McGhee

real defenders, but

P.

well-known Democrats

attempted to get the delegation

to

remember

non-partisan organization, while individuals
such as T.

like O.

political

N. Crews and T.

Green of Ohio. The

like

J.

Milton Turner and

that the Council

was

a

Thomas Fortune and Alexander

Walters also attempted to keep the peace and
run the independent line."^

The evening
over partisan

session

politics.

came

to a close with delegates in a
full-fledged

Alexander Manly scored the politicians for
"dragging

politics into the deliberation of the
convention."

moment sounding

rare

argument

strikingly similar to

dirty peanut

Moreover, Ida B. Wells-Bamett,

Booker

T.

Washington,

in a

tried to get the

delegates to refocus on their agenda at hand,
the creation of an organization for the

betterment of the race. She stated that "much
talk had been expended about citizenship

and
a

ballot,"

and suggested

that "a

man

with a ballot and without a house would always be

poor addition to the citizenship of any country." "The
trouble

at

hand" she

asserted,

"had been that the Negroes had never had organization
among themselves.""^

The following morning's

session had the potential to be just as explosive as the

previous evening. Jesse Lawson, in the absence of Daniel
Murray, read the report of the
Legislative Bureau, which clearly stated the injustices perpetrated
against African

114

TU J
Ibid.
•

Ibid. See also Indianapolis Freeman, 1 September
1900; Cleveland Gazette, 6
October 1900; and Indianapolis World, 13 October 1900.
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Americans

in the

Southern states and outlined the proposals of the
organization to

challenge these various forms of discrimination. The
report especially encouraged blacks
in the southern states to boycott railroads

and streetcars

that practiced discrimination."^

Oddly, however, after Lawson finished reading the report.
Major R. R. Wright, president
of the State Industrial School of Georgia, stood up and renounced
the address as a pack of
falsehoods.

It

turned out what Wright seriously objected to was Murray's
use of such

terms as "liars" and "hell"

in the report.

Murray's assessment of the

Many

situation, but to

in the delegation readily agreed with

avoid another crippling, explosive situation,

Alexander Walters referred the report back to the committee and proceeded
with the

agenda of the convention."^

The remainder of

the day's proceedings

number of papers being presented
"The Kind of Education

the

went forward without a

to the delegation, including that of

Negro Needs. ""^

hitch, with a

H.T. Keating on

In the evening session, the

Resolutions led by John C. Dancy, Reverdy Ransom, L.

Committee on

M. Hagood, and Gurley Brewer,

presented their work to the conference. Keeping with the theme set forth by Bishop

Walters set forth in his presidential address, the resolutions provided a strong statement
for the defense of African

American's

civil

and

political rights.

ballot is regarded as the chief safeguard of rights

"In every

and immunities of a

Indianapolis World,

1

September; and Indianapolis Freeman,

1

Indianapolis World,

1

September;

md Indianapolis Freeman,

1

democracy the

citizen," explained

September 1900.

September 1900. As
paper, "A great deal of sectional pride was manifested by

George Knox explained in his
With all the faults of the South, they lover her still." Indianapolis
Freeman, 1 September 1900.
Indianapolis World, 1 September 1900. See also Adams, National Afro-American
the delegates.

Council, 9.
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.

John C. Dancy as he read the

list

of resolutions."' The resolutions
outlined the belief of

the Council that the precarious situation
that black

the political parties'

abandonment of

America found

the Fourteenth

itself in is

because of

and Fifteenth Amendments since
the

"subversion of the reconstruction governments
of 1876

The Committee

Amendments was

the only path for the community. Furthermore,
staying consistent with

Walters' sentiment,

rights

believed that agitation against the
nullification of the

Dancy and

his colleagues believed that all

who

stand against their

should feel the effects of their protest. "Let the
Afro American people stand

unflinchingly by their suffrage rights.

The Council,

the

supporting any

Committee

man

a life

It is

believed, had to "warn the race agamst the
danger of

or party in the North or South

exercise of the elective franchise

.

Dancy and

Much

Thomas Fortune

members of the Council

turn

'^^

Indianapolis World,

1

September 1900.

'^°Ibid.
I^^^Ibid.

Indianapolis Freeman,

1

and

free

rose to present

September 1900.
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Address were

of the resolutions. The Address

leading the

way

to protest against the nullification of the Reconstruction

place.

to the full

of the Address affirmed the

in his discussion

ended with the belief that the country could

was taking

opposed

his colleagues. In fact, sections of the

verbatim to the words uttered by Dancy
stressed the importance of

is

report, T.

the convention with the Address to the Country.

Resolutions presented by

who

.

Following the Resolution Committee's

Americans

and death struggle," explained Dancy.

for African

Amendments.

around and stop the retrogression

It

that

The Council adopted

When

evening.

the delight of

the resolutions and the Address

and then adjourned

for the

the group reconvened, the following morning,
officers were elected.

many Council members,

To

Walters did seek reelection and easily assumed the

presidency for a third term. The organization also elected a
number of individuals to the

Executive Committee as vice presidents, including editor T. Thomas
Fortune and
Indianapolis delegate Lillian

Well-Bamett

W.

E. B.

Bureaus

Du

Thomas Fox. Other

to the post of National Organizer;

positions included the election of Ida B.

John Mitchell, Frederick McGhee, and

Bois became directors of the Anti-Lynching, Legislative, and Business

respectively.'^''

On

the final day of the convention,

Booker

T.

Washington attended the

proceedings and delivered an address entitled 'The Afro-American and Industrial
Education. "'^'^ Washington was

initially

going to stay away from the convention, but

charges that he sought the Council's demise required that he
Indianapolis.

A genuine

supporter of the Council

at least

make

an appearance in

behind the scenes, he needed

to

subdue the rumors that his National Negro Business League, which met the previous

week

in

Boston, was created to compete against the national

Washington opened

civil rights organization.

his address with a strong assertion that the situation African

Americans found themselves

in at the turn of the century

was not

their doing.

As he

explained:

1

23

1 September 1900. See d\s,o Appeal, 1 September 1900; and Iowa
September 1900. Wells-Bamett did step down from her position of
chairman of the Anti-Lynching Bureau, but she did remain a member of the Bureau.
Adams, National Afro-American Council, 9; Indianapolis World, land 8 September
1900. See also Harlan, Booker T. Washington: The Making of a Leader, 270; John
Cobum to Booker T. Washington, 3 September 1900; and Richard W. Thompson to
Booker T. Washington, 3 September 1900. Booker T. Washington Papers, Vol. 5, 629-

Indianapolis World,

State Bystander, 7

632.
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In our case the world should
be constantly reminded
that the
problems that have grown out of
our presence as a race in
this

^'^'^"^

7','"

'"^'^"g-

White American

should always bear in mind that
their duty toward the
American
Negro IS an [sic] unique one. Yea,
more [han that it L aTacTd
Ob hgation. The black man was not
only brought to this country
without his consent, but in the face of
his

Every

most earnest

protest

every wail, every moan of anguish
of the broken
hearted heathen mother, as she saw
her child forced aboard the
slave ship, every suicide, and
every groan and every pleading
in
the middle passage that marked
the journey of
cry,

the

Negro from the

shores of Africa to the shores of
America, was an earnest plea to
the white man not to desecrate
the soil of America by engrafting

upon

It

the senous problems

which are today demanding

solution.

The

solution to the problem for Washington
rested upon the "intrinsic worth of
each

individual or group of individuals.

No

law can push the individual forward when
he
;

worthless," explained Washington.
asserted.

Nor can

a law "hold

else."'"

As he had

asserted

its

own

many

a large majority of the population

Negro

in arts, letters, or

speediest

that are

'^^

worthy," he

come from

industrial education.

Through

type of education, the race as a whole would gain
the foundation necessary to

become worthy - worthy on

how

is

'^^

This worth Washington believed would
this

him back when he

IS
:

to

way

footing, not a "second or third imitation of

times before,

would not

this

someone

emphasis on industrial education for

set limitations

on the "attainments of the

statesmanship," but as he explained he believed the "surest and

to reach these ends, is

by laying the foundation

immediately

at

our door." For as he believed, "the

make money

to

pay

his

own

debts

is

in the little things

man who

of

life

has never learned

not the one to be entrusted with the duty of

Indianapolis World, 8 September 1900.
Ibid.

Ibid.
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making laws

to

pay the national

he believed, like

many members

would only be solved by
the grave situation in

and

that both

debt."'^«

the conscience of

Amenca, white and

which the nation found

left

itself at the

dawn of the

Amendments, but

stressing that

to

one he delivered

to a

number of Council members, back

in

to address the

awakened

to

twentieth century

state

of

affairs.

Washington D. C.
May.'^^ What

out of the Council speech was any
discussion of politics.

Washington was going

by

black, being

groups recognize their duty in improving
the current

audience, which contained a

that

his address

of the Council, that the so called
"Negro Problem-

Washington's address was similar

Washington

Washington ended

Many

believed

Southern attacks on the Reconstruction

speech he did not utter any words on the
issue, nor did he lodge

in his

any criticisms against the Council's pro-agitation
position. He understood the precarious
position that he held as mediator of the races
and walked the tightrope ever so closely.

Such

a stance

Journal

was emphasized when he spoke

after his address to the Council.

When

recent southern legislation the Wizard said, "I

interview on that subject

way

clear to giving

The

if I felt it

advisable to

you anything which

political issue

was

I

also raised

to a

white journalist from the Indianapolis

asked whether he would comment on the

would be delighted
talk,

but

I

did not utter in

to give

must decline.

my

I

you an
can not see

speech to the council."'^"

by W. E. Henderson, a lawyer from

Indianapolis. In an interview with the Indianapolis Sentinel,
Henderson asserted that

Washington had been

at the

my

if

conference when the political discussion arose he would

have called for the organization to endorse the Republican Administration. T.
Thomas

•'«Ibid.
129

"An Address to the Metropolitan A. M. E. Church," 22
Washington Papers, Vol. 5, 527-541.
Indianapolis Journal,

1

September 1900.
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May

1900. The Booker

T.

Fortune took

upon himself to answer Henderson

it

in a letter to the Sentinel.
In the letter,

he explained that Washington would
not have called for the
organization to endorse
either political party, because he
understood the constitutional
limitations of the group

and

that is

why

he did not mention

Whether
his address is

that

actual reason for Washington's
lack of political rhetoric
in

unknown. As has already been noted,
Washington usually eschewed

comments

political

was the

politics in his address before
the group.'^'

in his public appearances,

and

his address before the
Council

was

consistent with that position. Moreover,
despite his failure to speak on
the political
issues, his

that

appearance

at the

convention convinced

he was supportive of the group, and helped

National Negro Business League as a

way

to

many members

to quell

rumors

of the organization

that

he had organized the

sabotage the Council's work.

Many

Council supporters were in agreement with
Walters' comments to Washington just
before
the meeting: "There can be

You

conflict

between the Afro-American Council and yourself.

are contending for the industrial development
of the Negro, while

for his civil

W.
that

no

came

and

political rights.

we

are contending

"'^^

E. Henderson, however,

was hell-bent on continuing the

political

to the fore at the Council meeting. After
the convention, he

arguments

promised

to

produce a signed document of endorsement for
President McKinley by Council members
as a demonstration that the non-partisan

group supported the current administration.

Henderson's claim surprised many and they eagerly awaited
the publication of the

document. Once he released the

letter,

however,

all

discovered that only half of the

Indianapolis World, 8 September 1900.
Alexander Walters to Booker T. Washington 14 August 1900. The Booker
Washington Papers, Vol. 5, 595.
,'32
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T.

signatures were bona-fide

members of the Council and among
them most were

officeholders under the current
administration.- Expressing the
sentiment of

members of the Council who

refused to sign Henderson's
statement, the Cleveland

Gazette^. editors asserted thaf'those

.

.

.

delegates

endorsing the national administration ought
to
of themselves. The Council

many

is

who

feel like "three cents"

a race organization and

backbone and manhood enough

to

endorse

its

hastened to sign a statement

all

refusal to

members

become a

.

-

.

tail

.

heartily

ought

ashamed

to

have

of any political

party."'^''

Attempting to distance themselves from
partisan

members of the Council simply
organizations

met

in

among

politics in an election year,

tried to return to the business at
hand.

Local

other areas, Washington D. C. and lowa.'^^

level, Jesse

Lawson and

convention,

Lawson reported

others continued to

work on

the national

the Louisiana test case. During the

to the delegation that they

support of the case and were preparing to
cash in on

On

had accumulated $391.39

many

for

of the subscriptions promised

the organization.'^"^

Within a short time

after the convention, Jesse

Washington about the progress of the

case.

Lawson wrote

The con-espondence was

to

Booker T.

in regards to the

Council's retaining Arthur A. Bimey, son of
abolitionist James Gillespie Bimey,

to

Indianapolis World, 8 September 1900; &nd Appeal, 20
October 1900. Those Council
that signed the document included; Cyrus Field
Adams and John P. Green of
the post office department, John
C. Dancy collector of port, and Judson W. Lyons register
of the treasury.

members

135

^'^^^'^"'^ Gazette, 29 September 1900.
Iowa State Bystander, 21 and 28 September 1900; and 26 October 1900.
Adams, National Afro-American Council, 8.
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handle the lawsuit
partner in the firm

At

the time,

in the District of

Bimey and Woodward. He had agreed

retaining fee of $500.

Lawson wrote

recently claimed to have collected

Lawson wanted Washington
Committee or

Bimey was working

directly to

to

to

$100

to

work up

Columbia

as a

the case for a

Washington because the Tuskegee
Principal had
for the cause during his trip
to the North and

send the money either to the Council
Financial

Bimey. As Lawson explained, Bimey had
already begun

working on the case and the Council needed
especially in the area of initiating the case.

to

He

keep up

its

stressed the

side of the agreement,

need

to get an individual to

attempt to register a voter in the state of Louisiana.'^^
In the letter,

Lawson

also expressed his desire to keep Washington's

the press in regards to the Louisiana case.

He

name

out of

explained, "on the account of the great

work you

are doing for our people at the South, and the
delicate position which you

occupy

connection with that work,

in

matters like the Louisiana case.

nothing that

is

I

think

Your real

it

best for

you

to

keep

in the

background

in

friends appreciate your position, and will do

calculated to embarrass you in that work, or jeopardize your
standing

before the public.""'

So, with the covert assistance of Washington, the Council

Louisiana case. Washington

in fact

was working

as vigorously as

moved forward on
Lawson and

the

his

committee colleagues. Around the same time Lawson was writing him about the funds
he raised while in the North, Washington was corresponding with Giles B.
Jackson, an
African American lawyer and

1

37

Jesse

Lawson

Papers, Vol.

5,

to

member

of the Council from Richmond, Virginia, about

Booker T. Washington.

3 October 1900.

651-653.

'''Ibid.
'^'Ibid.
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The Booker

T.

Washington

L

own work on

Jackson's

the Louisiana case.>^«

not having corresponded with

him

Washington was upset with Jackson

sooner. Both had been in Boston for
the inaugural

convention of the Business League and had discussed
the matter

According

to

Washington's

letter,

for

at

some

length.

Jackson was suppose to work on the legal
front as well

as assist the Council in raising funds to cover the
legal fees.'"*'

Giles Jackson apologized to Washington for not
corresponding sooner, but

explained that he was knee-deep

m a local

legal battle against the city of

attempt to pass a segregated streetcar ordinance.

him from writing sooner and
Council's cause.

agreed to raise
address

its

own

More
was

in

was

his local activities that prevented

the reason he had been unable to collect any

He informed

money

It

Richmond's

moneys

for the

Washington, however, that the local organization had

to test the constitutionality of the Grandfather
Clause as well as

financial needs.

'"^^

importantly, Jackson discussed his meeting with Albert Pillsbury while
he

Boston. According to Jackson, Pillsbury was not convinced that Louisiana
was

the proper location for a test case concerning suffrage legislation.
Pillsbury expressed a

stronger desire for the Council to turn
strongly believed that the organization

its

would have

states in order to get a favorable decision

urged Washington to

come

to

attention to North Carolina or Mississippi, and

Richmond

institute lawsuits in at least several

from the Supreme Court. Finally, Jackson
to discuss Pillsbury's plan in

more

Giles Beecher Jackson to Booker T. Washington. 5 October 1900. Booker
Washington Papers. Vol. 5, 649-65
Ibid.
Ibid.
143

Tu-j

Ibid.
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On

the heels of Jackson's letter,

Washington received messages from
Jesse

Lawson and Alexander Walters thanking him

for forwarding the one

hundred dollars

that

he had collected in the North. Walters thanked
the sage of Tuskegee for his
moral and
financial support,

and with Washington

that the

most important work of

the Council

was

"to test the constitutionality of the Louisiana
election laws or similar laws in any
state."'"^

In his letter,

Lawson discussed another two hundred

had personally pledged, as well as how with
render Attorney Bimey's services.

Lawson explained

that

And

Bimey had been

Boston lawyer had agreed

in conversation

once

On

the Council

it

Washington

would be

utilized to

Jackson's comments

with Albert Pillsbury and that the

reached the Supreme

Court.''*^

Colored American acknowledged the work of Lawson,

Bishop Walters, and other Council members
for the Louisiana case.""^

money

finally, contradicting

to take the case

In the public record, the

this

dollars that

in their

attempt to raise the necessary funds

the local level the branches

met

in various locales to

prepare for the Executive Committee meeting in late December.''*^
Issues on the table for
the Executive meeting, of course, centered

on the

activity

around the Louisiana case and

the recurring question of supporting the reduction of Southern
representation in Congress

and the Electoral College."'^

Alexander Walters to Booker T. Washington, 6 October 1900. Booker T. Washington
Papers. Microfilm Collection. See also. Miller, '"A This Worldy Mission,'" 179-180.

Lawson

to Booker T. Washington, 8 October 1900. Booker T. Washington
651-653. There is no correspondence that discussed Washington
personally contributing another $200 for the Council coffers. The conversation regarding
the funds probably took place at the Council meeting when the two discussed the
$100

Jesse

Papers. Vol.

5,

Tuskegee Principal collected from northern contributors.
Colored American, 3 November 1900.
Washington Bee, 17 November 1900; and Topeka Plaindealer, 23 November 1900.
Colored American, 1 December 1900.
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Just prior to the Executive Meeting, Ida B.
Wells-Bamett and the Afro- American

Council's Anti-lynching Bureau had garnered considerable
publicity

Following the Robert Charies

affair,

Wells-Bamett, as a

at the national level.

member of the Anti-Lynching

Bureau, set into motion an investigation of the events and
within a few months produced
the pamphlet

The booklet
the

mob

Mob Rule

in

New

Orleans: Robert Charles and His Fight to the
Death}'^^

retold the story of Charles' ordeal

brutality that reigned

from the

initial conflict

with the police,

extreme throughout the days of his hiding, and,

dramatic and defiant stand before his slaughter.

As

finally, his

historian Patricia Schechter has

explained, Wells-Bamett portrayed Charies as a "Christian soldier" and
the epitome of

"tme black manhood," an individual unafraid
pick up a gun

country

if

necessary.'^'

may charge

that

to stand

As Wells-Bamett

injustices

and willing

to the

New

people of his

own

race Robert

Orieans."'"

Furthermore, Wells-Bamett continued to appeal to the conscience of America
the

way

Towards

that she

the

had

set forth in her

Arena

article at the

end of the pamphlet, Wells-Bamett

to

asserted, "the white people of this

he was a desperado, but

Charles will always be regarded as the hero of

up against

in

beginning of the year.'"

laid out chronologically the bmtal act of

Wells-Bamett explains in the introduction of the pamphlet that Bureau had "no funds
and is entirely dependent upon contributions from friends and members in carrying on the
work." This lead Patricia Schechter to conclude that Wells-Bamett "published the piece

own expense

Though this may be correct it is not entirely known. WellsBamett had toured the east coast to raise money for the Bureau - which would support
her statement that the Bureau is depend on donations - but it is not known how much
money she collected for the cause. It is known, however, that none of the funds were
from her tour were tumed over to the treasury. See Wells-Bamett, Mob Rule, 160;
Schechter, Ida B. Wells-Bamett and American Reform, 1 17-118; and Adams, National
at

her

.

.

.

."

Afro-American Council, 8-9.
Wells-Bamett, Mob Rule.

153

Schechter, Wa 5. Wells-Bamett and American Reform, 117.
Wells-Bamett, Mob Rule, 202.
See Wells-Bamett, "Lynch Law in America."
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bunding blacks alive over the
course of the past ten years.
She concluded: "thus have
the
mobs of this country taken the lives of
their victims within the
past ten years. In
[nearly]

even, single instance
.

.

.

these

bumings were witnessed by from
two thousand

thousand people, and no one person
in

all

these crowds throughout
the country had the

courage to raise his voice and speak
out against the awful barbarism
of

bemgs

to

to fifteen

death."- Such cowardly, immoral
action by white America,

bummg human
to

Wells-Bamett,

was juxtaposed against the heroism and
righteousness displayed by Robert
Charles

as

he

stood up agamst injustice when the
police officers originally harassed
him and Leonard
Pierce on July 24.

Wells-Bamett then directed her attention

"Men and women

to the

conscience of white America.

of Amenca," she asked her readers,
"are you proud of this record

which the Anglo-Saxon race has made of
itself?" She asserted

that their silence

demonstrated an endorsement for such heinous
acts and that their "see no-evil,
hear-noevil" attitude

had only encouraged "a continuance of
this

sort

of hoiTor."'^^ Furthemiore,

keeping with the sentiments of many of her
Council colleagues, she encouraged white

Americans

to recognize the

harm

that

such acts were doing to the moral fiber of the

nation and called for them to unite and
arouse public sentiment to "put a stop to these

demonstrations of American barbarism."''*^
In addition to her investigation of the
Robert Charles affair and the publication of

Mob Rule,

Wells-Bamett was also active

Mob Rule, 204.
206. See also Schechter,

in protesting a local

episode of racial

Wells-Bamett,
Ibid.,

Wells-Bamett,

Mob Rule,

fi.

Wells-Bamett and American Reform 118

206.
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Chicago papers had carried a
story about the alleged
assault of a young

white child, Freda Guendal by one
Harry Evans, an African
American male. In response
to the incident, a small

mob

developed and sought

to lynch Evans.
Lucidly, the police

came and rushed Evans away.
The following
Guendal household
[Freda]

day, Wells-Bamett and
physician Belle C.

to investigate.

may have been

the victim

who was on

bed entertaining

Eskndge

called

on the

The anti-lynching crusader remarked
thaf'however,

ill

yesterday ... she was cleariy
in a state of convalescence
to-day;"
the

friends.

bnnk of death

-

the previous evening

was found

sitting

up

in

Doctor Eskridge examined the
young child and found no

evidence of assault, but did believe that
she was "a

fit

subject for the

Humane

Society"

where she could have a good "example
and teaching."'^' In concluding her
comments,
Wells-Bamett expressed her

jumping

to conclusions

relief that

Evans was innocent and chastised the
press for

and arousing the

'spirit

of lawlessness."

Shortly after the Chicago incident,
Wells-Bamett and the Afro-American Council

published the yeariy lynching

number of lynchings during

statistics for

1899. In the report, they calculated that the

the year totaled 107.

Of these

individuals, only twenty-seven

of the victims had been charged with
rape or attempted rape, while twenty-three had been
accused of murder and two lynched on
account of "bad reputation."'*' These figures

once again upheld Well-Bamett's belief that
the insidious charge

157

that all blacks

were

Cleveland Gazette, 1 December 1900. Wells-Bamett
states that she is the chairman of
the Council's Anti-lynching Bureau.
Although she may have been acting in this capacity
the group had elected another member
of the organization, John Mitchell, Jr. to that
position. See Adams, National

Afro-American Council,

Cleveland Gazette,

1

December

1900.

•''Ibid.

*'

StarofZion, 6 December 1900.
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9.

lynched for rape was wholly untrue. As she
explained in the report, "from
report

it is

it

will

be seen that the charge that Negroes
are lynched only for rape

a most shameful slander upon the race,
and that

only purpose of which
killing the

this statistical

Negro."

is to

silence the criticism

is

a

lie

and make

is

untrue, that

out of the whole cloth, the

it

easy to continue the work of

"^^

After this flurry of activity by Wells-Bamett
and the Anti-Lynching Bureau, the

Council

made

scenes, Jesse

final preparations for its

annual Executive Committee meeting.
Behind the

Lawson and Booker T. Washington continued

the Louisiana case. Just prior to the Executive
meeting,
to hire a local

Louisiana lawyer to handle the

initial

to correspond in regards to

Lawson discussed

phase of the case. Albert PiUsbury

had suggested Armand Romain of New Orleans; the
Council agreed, and
his services.'"

of the

suit.

Lawson and Washington

According

to

Lawson,

the necessity

set out to obtain

also discussed the initial estimation of the cost

the case

would cost approximately $7,500.

In this

estimation he included a one thousand dollar retaining
fee for Arthur A. Bimey, a four

thousand dollar fee for

Armand Romain

Pillsbury to argue the case before the

services, a

one hundred dollar fee for Albert

Supreme Court, and

expenses. In his correspondence with Washington,

a

number of miscellaneous

Lawson expressed optimism

Council could raise the required amount by the end of 1902.

that the

'^'^

l^^^^lbid.

Jesse

Lawson

to

Booker T. Washington December 1900. Booker

T.

Washington

Papers. Microfilm Collection.

Lawson

to Booker T. Washington, 17 December 1900; 20 December 1900; and
Booker T. Washington Papers. Microfilm collection. See also Audrey A. Walker,
"An Experiment in Non-Partisanship by the Negro 1884-1903,"Master's Thesis, Howard

Jesse

n. d.

University: 1958, 92-93.

Council to

The

initial

Armand Romain was

to retain the services

reaction

by a number of individuals within the

negative because of his high cost, but after being unable

of another local lawyer the Council agreed to render his services.
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In addition to this
activity, the Counci,
received encouraging

Hngenng

struggle for the reduction
of souther representation.

news regarding

DuHng

the fma,

its

month of

1900, Indiana Representative Edgar
D. Cnimpacker, a long
supporter of the idea,

•ntroduced a

bill,

Wn

as the

Crumpacker Bill,

to

Congress.- Calling

enforcement of the Fourteenth
Amendment, the Ci^mpacker Bill
sought

for the strict

to

reduce the

representation in Congress of
southei. states that had passed
disfranchisement
legislation.

According

forty-two percent of
percent.

its

to Crtimpacker's figures,
Mississippi

eligible voters while South
Carolina

Crumpacker concluded

that, in

had disenfranchised over
had stopped over forty-eight

accordance with the Fourteenth
Amendment,

both states should loose three
representatives. Furthennore,
Louisiana, North Carolina,

and Virginia,
four,

all

of which had passed suffrage-restrictive
legislation, should loose two,

and one Congressional representatives
Following

C. during the final

respectively."^'*

this activity, the Council's

week of December. The

Executive Committee met

organizational leadership

in

Washington D.

commented on

the

progress in the Louisiana case and
also discussed the events of the
past year. Concerning
the Louisiana case, Jesse

Lawson brought

the

attempt to select a local lawyer to
handle the

Committee up

initial

to date

on the group's

phases of the case. In addition to

recapping the year's activities of the
group, the Committee unanimously
supported

Crumpacker's proposed

legislation.

Following the Executive meeting, members
of the Council dispersed

message of the organization and

22452^^'^'^'"^"^'"'' ^

^"'^

to spread the

to try to raise funds for the organization's
activities.

December

1900. See also Pentian, Struggle for Mastery,

Colored American, 8 and 29 December 1900.
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Bishop Walters

in particular sought to step

up

his

Council

activities in

an attempt

acquaint the public with the organization's goals, philosophy
and activities. Participating
in

an Emancipation

Day

celebration at Faneuil Hall in Boston, he
invoked the glories of

African American soldiers and bondsmen in freeing
themselves during the bloody
struggle of the Civil

War. The Bishop called upon the audience

to support the activities

of the Council and urged African Americans everywhere to
"continue to struggle for their
civil

and

."'^^

political rights.

.

.

While Walters was pressing forward

in the public realm,

Booker

T.

Washington

continued to maneuver behind the scenes. During the month of January,
Washington and
Giles Jackson corresponded about a
case. Jackson discussed an

regarding the case, but

the Virginia.

lecture for the

the Council's Louisiana

upcoming meeting between himself and Jesse Lawson

more importantly they discussed Washington's upcoming

Members of the

local National

Tuskegee Principal

Washington agreed

number of things, including

that,

in

Negro Business League scheduled

Richmond during

visit to

a public

his time in the state. Giles

and

even though the lecture would focus on the Business League and

the necessity for building

up

industrial strength, a portion of the

money

collected for

admission to the address would go to the Council to aid the Louisiana case. As Jackson
explained, "two thirds" of the

money

myself and every other Negro

in the land,

to

anyone else who will be interested

raised

would "go

which cause

in this lecture.

to a

is

cause very dear to you and

better

known

to

you and

.""^^
.

.

StarofZion, 10 January 190L
Giles Jackson to Booker T. Washington 24 January 1901; and 28 January 1901.
Booker T. Washington Papers. Vol. 6, 14-17; 23-24.
'^^
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I

than

While
Midwest, had

this activity

was taidng

their attention directed

Leavenworth, Kansas on January

male accused of

assault,

15.

place,

many

local Councils, especially in the

towards horrific events that took place

On

was taken from

that day,

the jail

Fred Alexander, an African American

by the

local Sheriff

and delivered

hands of a mob. The bunch of hooligans then ushered
Alexander back

Leavenworth,
the

human

tied

him

in

to a stake, saturated his clothes with oil,

and

set

to the

to the city of

him

afire.

"After

holocaust, the charred remains of the victim were divided
between the men,

women, and

children

who had

witnessed" the immolation. '^^

As news of Alexander's murder

spread, a

number of Afro- American Council

supporters throughout the region began mobilizing. During the final
days of January, one

hundred and

fifty

of these concerned blacks converged

in

Topeka

to discuss the necessary

response. In their deliberations, they confirmed their connection to the
Afro-American

Council and drew up an address to the people of Kansas. In
all

citizens of

Kansas

to unite in the proper

enforcement of

this address, they called for

all

laws and urged the

Governor, the Attorney General, and the Leavenworth county attorney
the perpetrators of the Alexander murder.

Kansas

to unite

political

meeting

in

also called

upon

all

black citizens of

under the Afro-American Council and apply pressure

machine

Finally, they

They

to get justice

and the other

Topeka Plaindealer,
Topeka Plaindealer,

to the state's

and prevent Kansas from becoming another "Georgia.',,170
,

local groups that

Topeka on February

to bring to justice

met throughout the

22, to perfect the state Council.

state

agreed to hold a

171

February 1901. See also Wichita Searchlight, 19 January 1901.
February 1901. Black citizens of Kansas also met and drew up
similar resolutions in Arkansas City, Emporia, and Edwardsville.
,.^0

1

1

Topeka Plaindealer, 15 February 1901.
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In addition to the activity in Kansas,
Council
to celebrate

C. B.

Abraham

Lincoln's birthday and to

Woods, president of the

"you must not expect some other race
all

things, let

condemn

local Council, called the

upon the audience the necessity of uniting

above

members met

Des Moines, Iowa

in

the lynching of Fred
Alexander.

meeting

to order

and impressed

end the so-called race problem. He
warned,

to

to solve the question for you,
but

your motto be, 'United we stand; divided we

George Woodson also pressed the issue of unity and

do

it

yourself and

."'^^

fall

.

.

forcibly impressed

.

Attorney

upon the

audience that only through unity of action within
the Afro-American Council would
the
race be able to gain

some method

At the national
the

"to stop the burning of our fellow

level, the organization held a large

meeting

man."'"

in

Washington D. C.

at

Second Baptist Lyceum. During the event, dubbed
National Afro-American Council

Day, Bishop Walters spoke

to an overcapacity

lynching, Walters mentioned that

all

crowd. Referring to the Fred Alexander

Americans should be ashamed

country, a so-called Christian nation, because

it

had

failed to live

up

to live in their

to

Furthering his point, the Bishop lamented that religious
figures, such as

China, could

come

to the

nation far better than

Iowa

its

Christian ideas.

Wu Ting Fang of

United States and understand the problems that plagued the

most Americans on

either side of the color-line.'^"

State Bystander, 15 February 1901

'"'^

Ibid.

Colored American, 9 February 1901. Wu Ting Fang, a Chinese minister
touring the
at the time of the Alexander Lynching was asked to
comment on the
incident. As he remarked on the disturbing
nature of the Alexander murder, he also took
United States

the opportunity to express his thoughts on the racial
situation of America. As he
explained, he did not understand, "you brought the black
man here against his will. You
made him free
then you declared him equal to the white man, but you denied him
.

equality.

...

.

he

.

is still

a slave socially." Wichita Searchlight, 26 January 1901.
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According to Walters, the only route

to

enlightenment was through the

concentration of energy and support for the
Afro-American Council.

formed out of necessity and had

to be sustained

established in eveiy township, and
it

as affiliated bodies.

achieve

its

With

this,

all

by the

race.

The Council was

Branches should be

black societies then in existence should
stand with

Walters held, the Council would gain more
support and

goals.'" Following the Bishop's address, George
H. White, T.

Fortune, and John H.

Hannon

Council and

in testing the constitutionality of the

A collection

its

work

ail

made speeches appealing

followed whereby the organization netted

thirty in subscriptions for its cause.

Thomas

for material support for the

Louisiana election legislation.

thirty dollars

m cash and another

'^"^

Following Afro-Amencan Council Day, the Executive Committee
called for a
special session of the

According

group

to

be held on March 5

to its appeal, matters of great

important, however,

was

in the District

importance were

at

of Columbia.

hand. Possibly just as

the second inauguration of William McKinley.

discounted their fares from

all

parts of the country for the inauguration

The

railroads

and the Council

seized the opportunity to use the discounted fares to gather the Committee
and discuss the
activity of the organization.'^^

Prior to the gathering of the Committee, Afro- Americans of Kansas met in

Topeka

to establish an official state

Afro-American Council. W. H. Hudson was

9 February 1901 and StarofZion, 14 February 1901.
Colored American, 9 February 1901 and StarofZion, 14 February 1901.
StarofZion, 14 February 1901; Colored American, 16 February 1901; and Christian
Recorder, 28 Februaty 1901.
176
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appointed president.

The one hundred

delegates present at the meeting also
created an

executive committee whose immediate mission
was to call upon Kansas Governor
Stanley with a request that he post a reward for
the arrest and prosecution of the

members.'^' The supporters of the

combine with any award

that the

state

to offer a five

E.

mob

Council also took up a collection for funds
to

Governor might

subscriptions for several hundred dollars.

Governor Stanley

W.

The

offer,

state

and was able

to secure

committee was able

to persuade

hundred dollar reward for the apprehension and

conviction of Fred Alexander's murderers.

American Council was heartened by

its

With

this

impressive

start the

Kansas Afro

attempts to get blacks in the state the "same

treatment that other races" receive. '^^

A
Church

in

week

later, the

national Executive

Washington D. C.

session, Jesse

Lawson

to hold

Committee converged

at

Galbraith A.

M.

E.

one of its most successful meetings. During the

reported on the finances for the Louisiana case. Prior to the

meeting, the organization had raised $941 dollars; delegates then
produced another $161,
surpassing the one-thousand-dollar figure necessary to retain Attorney
t.

•

the suit.

178

1

83

Bimey

to institute

In addition to the activity around the Louisiana case, the committee
also heard

Topeka Plaindealer,

1 March 1901 and Wichita Searchlight, 2 March 1901.
a successful physician from Atchison and the head of the fraternal
organization the True Eleven.

W. H.

Hudson was
179

Topeka Plaindealer,

1

March

1901.

'«°Ibid.
•'•ibid.
Ibid.
183

Cleveland Gazette, 16 March 1901. Jesse Lawson wrote to Booker T. Washington on
meeting informing him that the necessary money had been raised to initiate

the day of the
the case

and expressed

relief that the

Council would not have to

call

on the Tuskegeean

money as he had contributed more for the case than any other individual. See
Lawson to Booker T. Washington 5 March 1901. Booker T. Washington Papers.

for that

Jesse

Vol. 6, 48-49. Frederick

McGhee was on

a speaking tour to raise funds for the Council's
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stirring addresses

from Frederick McGhee, Bishop Walters,

P. B. S. Pinchback,

and Lucy

E. Moten.

Before adjourning the Committee also created a
commission to
President

McKinley and present him with

group met with the President
the South.

bills

They requested

it

that

"certain facts

call

and requests."'^"

upon

When

the

expressed concern about the deteriorating conditions in

he show some support for the Chandler and Crumpacker

on Congressional representation as well as take a firmer stand
on the perpetuation of

racial violence. Finally, the group's attention turned to
blacks in the military. After

recounting the extensive history of black soldiers,

it

called on the two-term President to

give African American soldiers an "increase in representation and
regular succession in
the line of promotion of

commissioned

offers."'^'

Directly following the Executive Committee session, a

number of local branches

sprang into action and held meetings of their own. The District of Columbia branch
held
a successful meeting and called up

all

citizens of the region to

the Council's efforts In Louisiana rather than putting their

frumpery" for a

street

money

in attendance.

1

85

money behind

into "brass

bands and

According

to

many of the Executive Committee

one Philadelphia member, Gertrude Mossell,

Legal Bureau before the Executive Committee meeting, but
raised for the cause.

their

parade on Emancipation Day.'^^ In Philadelphia, the local group

held a plenary session for the annual convention, and

members were

throw

it is

unknown how much he

See Nelson, Frederick L. McGhee, 11.

Cleveland Gazette, 16 March 1901.
Cleveland Gazette, 16 March 1901. See also Miller, "'A This Woridly Mission."
Colored American, 30 March 1901.
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Frederick

McGhee,

Thomas

T.

Fortune, and Bishop Walters were so inspiring
that the

Wesley church raised $1,220.'^'
In addition to the activity in the District

and Philadelphia, the Phillipsburg,

New

Jersey Council instituted a suit against the County of
Warren for $3,000 damages on the

A mob had attacked Lundy in December because he married a

behalf of David Lundy.

white woman. During the attack, Lundy's house was demolished
and he was beaten so
badly that he
the case

lost

an eye. According

to reports, the local

Council had raised $1,000 for

and there had been forty-four warrants issued. '^^

Furthermore, in Kansas the

members

to raise ten

Fred Alexander

mob

new

thousand dollars

and

state organization

to assist in the

to bring to "justice

any

ambitiously called upon

its

apprehension and conviction of the

official

whose derelection

[sic]

of duty

aided and abetted" the crime.'^^ In addition to this activity, Kansas Council
president

William H. Hudson informed
sent

money

for the

to negotiate with a

his constituents that eleven cities

Alexander
lawyer on

case.

how

Moreover, the

to proceed,

state

had formed branches and

Executive Committee had begun

and implied

that the suit

would include an

investigation of the local sheriff's involvement in the lynching. "°

While

this flurry

Washington continued
the Council

of local activity was taking place, Jesse Lawson and Booker T.

to converse about the Louisiana case.

had raised over one thousand

dollars.

As noted

In a letter to

earlier,

Washington

in

by March
mid-

March, Lawson explained that the Council had paid the retainer fees for Bimey and

1

87

Ibid.

It is

not clear whether this

money was

raised for the church or for the Council.

Appeal, 5 April 1901.

Topeka Plaindealer, 22 March 1901. Fred Roundtree, the Kansas Council
did say the organization

would use some of the funds

their activities.
190

Topeka Plaindealer, 5 April 1901.
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secretary,

to aid the national organization in

Remain,

as well as the filing fee with

Supreme Court. After these expenses, however,

only thirty-eight dollars remained in the
Council's coffers; an additional
$600 would be
required to pay
Jesse

Romain when he was ready

Lawson was extremely

to file the suit in Louisiana.'"

frustrated with the financial status
of the

organization. Despite the success the Council
had experienced during recent months
the

group

still

doing

all

struggled financially and he did not believe
that his Council colleagues were

they could for the cause.

were not being more aggressive

Washington expressing
promised by branches
particularly

T.

did not understand

in their efforts to aid the

why

his Council colleagues

Louisiana case.

his disappointment with the fact that he

in Rochester,

maddening

He

to

Chicago,

Lawson was

Thomas Fortune and Bishop Walters

New York

that several

for

He

had not received money

City and Jersey City.

hundred dollars

New York City

wrote to

in funds

What was

promised by

and Jersey City, respectively,

had not been forthcoming."^
Despite the Financial Committee's difficulty in raising
initial

stages of the suit did proceed.

The

money

for the case, the

attorneys began outlining a strategic plan, but

could not completely agree on the proper course of action.
Romain believed that the best
strategy

was

to file suit against the registration laws.

Bimey and

Albert Pillsbury,

Jesse Lawson to Booker T. Washington, 12 March 1901. Booker T.
Washington
Papers. Microfilm Collection.
192
Jesse Lawson to Booker T. Washington, 12 March 1901 and 15 March
1901. Booker
T. Washington Papers. Microfilm
Collection. Lawson wrote to Washington to attempt
to get the Wizard to intervene.
As he explained, "I am free to admit that I do not
understand the game these gentlemen are playing. If they are in earnest
about the matter
they are taking the wrong way of showing it." See also
Walker, "An Experiment in Non-

Partisanship

by the Negro 1884-1903,"

95.
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however, thought that the
In the end,

plaintiff

should include both an attempt to
register and to vote

Bimey and Pillsbury agreed

and have him attempt

name on

the rolls, a suit

Once
Council

suit

the hands of

to register.

would be

Upon

The

strategy

refusal of the registrar to
include his

case, including the selection
of a plaintiff, entirely in

Romain. The Council was not always
pleased with the speed of preparation

situation in Louisiana.

which Romain kept

it

abreast with the progress of the

However, the infrequency of reports was

minds of Jesse Lawson and other members
of the Legal Bureau.
that the

to select a

instituted in his name."'*

groundwork of the

for the case or the frequency in

was

was

the legal team and the Council
agreed upon the proper course of
action, the

the

left

with Romain.

wheels of justice appeared

Council needed to turn

its

to

a

minor issue

in the

A more important factor

be turning were turning. Meanwhile,
the

attention to getting the public

and

its

own members

to support

the suit.'^^

To

address this situation,

Lawson and

a public-relations offensive. Central
to

other

members of the

community apathy towards

Council was the failure of the black press to
publicize the
to

organization went on
the activity of the

test case.

As Lawson remarked

Washington, the papers failed "to realize the necessity
of speaking out" and they were

simply "not pushing the matter.""^ The only
paper that continued to discuss the case.
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Jesse

Lawson

to

Booker T. Washington, 20

May 190L Booker T.

Washington

Papers. Microfilm Collection.

See also Walker, "An Experiment

Ibid.

in

Non-Partisanship by the Negro 1884-

1903," 89-90.
Jesse

Lawson

to Booker T. Washington, 12 April; 30 April
1901; and 6 May 1901
Washington Papers. Microfilm Collection.
Jesse Lawson to Booker T. Washington, 20 May;
13 May 1901. Booker T.
Washington Papers. Microfilm collection. See also, Walker,
"An Experiment in NonPartisanship by the Negro 1884-1903," 96.

Booker

T.
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according to Lawson, was
Alexander Manly's Washington
Daily Record. The Financial

Bureau director speculated

to

Washington

that

some of the

editors

were waiting for some

type of subsidy to give publicity
to the suit."^

The problem with such an

explanation was that a large

number of the Council

members, and especially those on the
Executive Committee, were

Why

papers.

should they await payment for
publicizing the

they supported?

that the

A

more

central problem,

Afro-American League found

it

appears,

itself in

editors of the race

activities of the organization

was a conundrum similar

during

its

brief tenure

-

to the

one

the failure to

property disseminate infomiation.
With no national organizer, the Council
relied on
various individuals, especially the
secretary and the president, to
disseminate news.

There

is

no record of

that information

having reached the various newspapers
throughout

the country. Therefore, individuals
had to pick up the slack

information on their

own

and either publish

or actively solicit information to
broadcast.'''

During the month of May, both Ida B.
Wells-Bamett and Jesse Lawson attempted
to

fill

this void.

In her article, "National

Afro-American Council," published

in

Lawson to Booker T. Washington, 20 May; 13 May
1901. Booker T
Washington Papers. Microfilm Collection.
See also. Walker, "An Expenment in NonPartisanship by the Negro 1884-1903,"
96. The A. M. E. Church Review also
published
Jesse

'

^^Ti;!Zt:?9T
'''

Though

'

the Council had elected Ida B.
Wells-Bamett National Organizer at the
it is unclear what her obligations
were for that position

Indianapolis convention,

furthermore, she continued to act in the
capacity of the Council's Anti-Lynching Bureau
a position that, at least in the
paper record of the convention, was in the hands of John
Mitchell, Jr. To matters even more
confusing, in her own article on the organization
Wells-Bamett lists herself as the National Organizer,
but she does not list anyone as the
director of the Anti-Lynching
Bureau. Further confusion comes to play when the
^°
^PPO'"f ^ "^t'onal organizer in June

ion, o"^^'"^"^''"
Wells-Bamett, "National Afro-American Council," vol.
6, no. 10
ion,;
lyui),
416; Colored American, 8 and 22 June 1901.
'
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(May

Howard's American Magazine
H zine, Wells-Bamett provided a
concise
.

™. .p..e„,a.ve A«c™ A.e.ca„.
.h.

ft«e™, „^e„.

,,„„„,,„„„^

Wdi„, .„ We„s-B.™e„, a„ .... was

and „„.e,ievl„,.
,„..„„a,s

.,,e. ,„.,es

a. s«vi„, w,„

,„

fabnc for Negro weal or
woe

.he

.„

,„ ,his

work Of .he organiza.ion rea„y

^^^^^^^

^^^^

„ee.e. was f„.
.,„,,„e„,

of

.e .e„ aad w„.e„ who

^

^^^^ ^^^^^

country

resided,

history of the

She stressed .he need

F,„a„y,

We„s-Ba™..

mora, s.ppo« ,„ enable
.he organization .„ be
successful

in

^^^^^

for people ,o

h.efly .e„.ioned ,he

work canned „u. b,

.he

Legislative Bureau/"'

Taking a more proacrive
.0 .he

role, Financial

Bureau chief Jesse

hea« of .he cause and
published an ex.cns.ve

WasMn^on

l„ his a„,cle,

outlined the steps
unconstitutional.

article

Lawson condemned

Uwson

wen, diredy

on ,he Loutsiana case

in .he

the Grandfather clause
and

Afro-Ameriean Council was taking
to prove the clause

To

further his cause. Professor

Lawson .uoted extensiyely f,o^ an

^f™-Amedcan

Council," 415-418.

'

201

.hoIsit^arTS'tfe™ ^hrfi'.''"

Uwson,

the

FinaS^^Brau

uZZ^^ZTt \l "5

""^ ''^"'^

^r'^""'"''""
"""'^'^

ISli^"""

CcM African 25 May 1901
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«™
'^^
Jesse

article

by Louisiana Senator Samuel Douglass McEnery,
which had appeared

Orleans Times Democrat
clause

was

unconstitutional and

Lawson believed
some sympathy
of the article

to

in 1898.

that the use of

if

In the piece

McEnery warned

that the Grandfather

McEnery' s words would gain the Council and

its

cause

as the article circulated throughout the nation.'''^
Following publication

Lawson

sent one hundred and

fifty

While Lawson and Wells-Bamett were
directed towards the Louisiana suit,

its

New

passed would cause the state to lose representation.

copies to Booker T. Washington for him

use in his fundraising activities for the Council's

forward with

in the

W.

case.^"'*

trying to get the attention of the nation

H. Hudson and the Kansas Council were moving

case around the murder of Fred Alexander.

As

the

Topeka Plaindealer

explained in mid-May, "several lawyers have been seen [and] sworn depositions
have

been taken in the city which gloats of burning a
rendering death.

Now,

.

.

.

[And] the

live "nigger' like fiends

details of procedure

the editors assured their readers, the Council

of hell to a heart-

have been carefully planned."^"^

was "ready

to take the next step in the

open."^"^

A few
focus.

J.

weeks

later,

the editors again discussed the case, this time centering on

its

H. Childers, chief editor of the Topeka Plaindealer and Council member,

informed his readers that the Kansas Afro-American Council was laboring
retribution

upon the head of the cowardly

sheriff of Leavenworth county,

to "visit

whose

Washington Post, 13 May 190L Besides being a current Senator from Louisiana,
Samuel Douglass McEnery was also a former Governor and judge of the state.
Jesse Lawson to Booker T. Washington, 13 May 1901 Booker T. Washington Papers,
Vol. 6, 108-109
Topeka Plaindealer, 1 May 1 90 L
Ibid.
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compHcity

in the recent

outrageous

cnme

... is

conspicuous."- Funhennore,
Childers

explained that the Council was
compiling evidence to prove
that the Sheriff was
actually
"a party to this dastardly crime.'What Childers and the Council
asked their Kansas
constituents to do at the

Council

in

moment was

to

send donations for the legal
case and aid the

advocating that the State of Kansas
pass anti-lynching legislation.^"^

While the Kansas organization was

calling on

its

supporters to aid in the local

struggle, the national Council
issued the call for the fourth
annual convention in

Philadelphia on August 7-9. In his

call,

Bishop Walters made special
reference

to the

Louisiana case. Having recently received
notice from attorney A. A.
Birney that the case

was progressing "satisfactonly," Walters
informed Council members and
sympathizers
that

more money was necessary

for the suit.

He acknowledged

raised one thousand dollars, but
noted that another five hundred

and

that another

States rendered

had

was immediately due,

one thousand would be necessary when
the Supreme Court of the United

its final

decision.^'"

was making progress and
were "interested

that the organization

that

it

in [their] civil

He

assured the black community that the
Council

was demonstrating

and

to the nation that African

political rights."^'

'

For

Americans

that reason, if nothing else,

Walters believed that the forthcoming
convention in Philadelphia was the most important

!!!

Topeka Plaindealer, 7 June 1901.

209

Ibid. The Council desired
the passage of such legislation that existed
iouth Carolina where the counties
could be held responsible for

|)roperty

in

Ohio and

injuries to persons

committed by mobs.

and

-^""^
<^^^^^^^nd Gazette, 22 June 1901; Colored American, 22
T
^^?nn-f^'''"'
June
1901; Christian Recorder, 11 July 1901; Appeal,
20 and 27 July; and 3 August
211

StarofZion, 13 June 1901.
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of

and urged every "Negro church,
college, benevolent society,
and other,race

all,

organizations" to send representatives
and the annual dues of five
dollars.^'^

Following the

call,

many Councils

sprang into action to begin
preparations for the

annual convention. In the District
of Columbia, for instance, the
local organization held
a
large meeting

and fundraiser

proceedings, Jesse
suit.

at the

Nineteenth Street Baptist Church.
During the

Lawson informed

those present about the progress
of the Louisiana

Other speakers included Reverend
Walter H. Brooks, George H.
White, and

Clayton Jewett. At the end of the
meeting, attendees agreed
branch and send delegates and annual
dues

Councils also met in

to create a separate

New

Council

to the Philadelphia
convention.^'^

New York City

and Hartford, Connecticut.^'^ In
both

locations, the necessity for financially
supporting the organization

of the meetings. In

Lillian

York, members called on

all

was

the central topic

groups to support the efforts of the

Council and to send delegates to Philadelphia.^'^
In Hartford, the monetary situation
of
the organization

"What

.

?"

is

posed a challenge

to local

Council members and

Connecticut going to give toward the
$2,000 needed to

The Colored American' Hartford
correspondent
&

our ears to this matter."

^'^

The

asked.

race organizations.

test the

"We

Louisiana case

cannot afford to close

writer then proposed a challenge to
Council supporters

and the members of the various
churches and societies of the city
paying delegates as possible to Philadelphia,
or

StarofZion, 13 June 1901.
Colored American, 22 and 29 June 1901.
Ibid., 6 and 13 July 1901.
Ibid.,13 July 1901.
Ibid.,

all

6 July 1901.
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at least

to

send as

many

send money to support the

dues-

test

.

ca»e fund.
race in

The co.espo„*„, pleaded
with

some

h,s readers ,o

show

,heir -.oyal.y ,„
[.heir]

way."^'"'

In Kansas. ,Ke s,a,e
organization also nr., .o
prepare for the convention
and ,o

kep,

i,s

.embers appHsed of

,he progress of the
Fred Alexander sni,.
During ,he

„„„,h

of July, ,he Council, worldng
,„ conjunction with the
Ministerial Union - a
group
ofntinisters created

around the santc „ntc as the

Kansas Attorney General Godard
from

office.

to ask that

Having made a similar request

group had been told that they
needed

him consider such

now

action.

Afro-American Council - „e.
with

he remove Leavenworth
Sheriff Everhardy

to the Attonte, General
back ,„ Februa,,, the

to collect the necessary

evidence

in

order to have

After five months of quietly
gathering affidavits, the group

presented the Attorney General
„,th twenty swotn statements
accusing the Sheriff of

"neglect of duty and malfeasance
,„
the

state

group

that

office.- Upon

rece, v.ng the ev.dence.

Godard

told

he would survey the material
and take the appropriate action.
Unwilling to

passively awai, his response,
however, the group took

its

case to the press. Both the

Topeta Plamkaler and the Knnsas
City Journal publtshed the
evidence.'"

'"Ibid
218

Jopeka Plaindealer,

19 July 1901. See also Iowa State Bystander
26 July 1901 One
"""^''^
' '''''' ^'^^''^ '^'^
ahealf
sheriff
d Z^^^^
'""^
'hat Alexander was on the way."
Pn'°"
Along
ti^h
^"'^
^'"'^'-^^ Un,on, many'ctiz ns of
Leavenworth were convinced that the mob
murdered an innocent man. A few days
^''^
^"^^^y
hundred and fifty people held a vigil
at
c
f ?,

T
ZttVo^T "
S

r

'/^

^"""S

'he vigil, the minister asked' the

Lord to show
Alexander was
of
'he Topeka Plaindealer and the Topeka
State
jTZ^,
Journal reported twenty-four hours
had passed and not a drop of rain had fallen
in
Leavenworth. See Topeka Plaindealer
19 July 1901
Topeka Plaindealer 19 July 1901. See
also Iowa State Bystander 26 July
1901

them

mZ

hiS

r

''''

"^^' '"^"'y-f°"^ hours
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if

Several weeks prior to the
annual convention, the
organization offidally filed
suit in Louisiana.

he had Hved ,n

By July, Ro.ain had chosen
David J. Ryanes

New

Orleans since March 1860
and, despUe

Louisiana for a number of years
before the state passed

amendment, Ryanes was
vote.

the perfect client.-

On

its

h.

new

as the pla.nt.ff.

ilHteracy,

its

Because

had voted

in

constitutional

July 10, Ryanes attempted
to reg,ster to

Jeremiah M. Gleason, Supervisor
of Registration for the

New

Orleans parish,

refused his registration based
on Article 197 of the Louisiana
constitution.^^'

Upon
David

J.

his failed attempt to register
the Counc.l initiated a suit
in the

Ryanes

name of

to test the constitutionality
of the Louisiana's "grandfather's
clause." In

the brief filed by the Council's
legal team, the plaintiff
alleged that Gleason's refusal
to
register

Ryanes was

illegal

and without constitutional authonty
and

that the action

was

equivalent to the complete denial
of his right to vote. Therefore,
the brief argued, the

Gleason's action was a violation of the
Fifteenth Amendment. The legal
team contended,

moreover, that Article 197 of the Louisiana
constitution constituted an unlawful
plan to
disqualify

Ryanes because of race,

color,

and previous condition of servitude.
The clause

therefore constituted a denial of
equal protection of the laws and a violation
of the

Fourteenth Amendment.^^^

As

the convention approached and
the Louisiana suit got underway. Bishop

Alexander Walters and the

rest

of the Council's Executive Committee

moved

to finalize

^«^'^«^^4/>-o-Amencan Council, 26-27; Washington Bee, 20 July 1901and
^
1 August 1901.
Adams, National Afro-American Council, 26-27.
Article 197 of the Louisiana
constitution stated that Ryanes had to
pass a literacy test, demonstrate that he owned
property assessed over three hundred
dollars or prove that he or his ancestors had
voted
on or before January 1, 1897.
Adams, National Afro-American Council, 26-28.
See also Walker, "An Experiment in
iVon-Partisanship by the Negro 1884-1903," 91-92.

r
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its

plans. In late June, Walters

going

to

be present

Wizard explained

at the

that

had written Booker T. Washington
asking him

Philadelphia convention.

To

the

he were

B.hop's disappointment,

the

he would be unable to attend.^^^
Walters believed that

Washington's absence would be a
mistake. He understood

was working behind the scenes for
important for the Counctl and

the Council, but at the

Washmgton

to

that the

same

endorsement of political

agitation.

am sorry

As he

that

think that

all

I

don

you are not
t

time, he considered

it

>f that

to the organization's

open

Philadelphia meeting

I

explained,

'"'""^

you are

Tuskegee Principal

show some pubHc connection even

might be with Washington's demonstrating
some opposition

I

if

to

be

at the

''''

'S^'"^^
want you to be present.

am

P^rt- they will

And on your part that
come. It would be better for
on the last day and make a real

a cowardly leader, afraid to

concerned

if

you could come

in

conservative speech. It would defeat
those who will make capital
out of your absence. ... A
conservative speech will save you and
keep hold on all the people. ^^"^

Regardless of Walters' pleading, however,
Washington failed

to attend the

Philadelphia meeting. Despite this setback,
the Council pressed forward with
preparations for the convention.

On

the eve of the meeting, Gertrude
Mossell published a

Alexander Walters
l^apers.

to Booker T. Washington, 27 June
1901. Booker T. Washington
Vol. 6, 160; and Alexander Walters to
Booker T. Washington, 27 July 1901

gooker T. Washington Papers. Microfilm collection.
Alexander Walters to Booker T. Washington, 27
July

1901. Booker T. Washington
Papers. Microfilm collection. While
Washington was declining to attend the
. hiladelphia convention, he was still working
on the organization's Louisiana suit In
late July, he and attorney Albert
E. Pillsbury corresponded regarding the filing
of the
Kyanes suit. At the same time Jesse Lawson wrote
to Washington explaining that he
would conceal the Tuskegeean's contributions to
the Ryanes suit with the acronym
Y
Z., and that all contributions
that Washington secured from others would
be appear as per
A. Y. Z.. See Albert E. Pillsbury
to Booker T. Washington, 30 July 1901
Booker T.
Washington Papers, Vol. 6, 182-183; and Jesse Lawson
to Booker T. Washington 30
July 1901. Booker T. Washington
Papers. Microfilm Collection.
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publicity piece

m the Colored American Magazine.

Afro-American Council,"

briefly outlined the creation

organization and the Philadelphia branch.-^
Urging
their

Mossell's

and

all

article,

"The National

activity of both the national

race-loving individuals to throw

weight behind the group, she affirmed
that the Council was the
organization

was going

to gain

worid recognition as wells as social and

that

political rights for black

Americans r^^*^

We have come upon the worid's stage of action at a propitious
m the century of enlightenment, and we are receiving

movement,

an impetus along with other worid's people.
similar to
the

all

other like efforts, in that

it

.

.

The Council

sets forth

is

our grievance to

worid and aims

Amencans

at the betterment of the condition
of the Afroof the United States. It differs from all
others, in that it

seems to have been bom with the breath of life
in
from Its swaddling clothes, and it is the earnest,

it.

It

has stepped

sincere desire of

every thinking Afro-American, whether
"unuttered or expressed,"
it may continue to live and
grow in strength and usefulness.^"

that

Neariy one hundred and thirty-five delegates from
thirty-one
Philadelphia's

Odd Fellow Temple

national convention.

On

states

assembled

in

on August 7 for the organization's fourth annual

the first day of the proceedings, the fireworks began.''^

The

aftemoon session opened with Walters' presidential address.
Keeping with the theme of
the organization's activities over the past year,
disenfranchisement

of the president's speech. "The disenfranchisement
scheme

unwise

in policy,"

Walters explained.

"We

is

propose to prove

was

wrong

it.

.

.

.

the central focus

in principle

We have instituted a

Gertrude Mossell, 'The National Afro-American Council," Colored American
vol. 3 (August 1901), 291-305.
Ibid., 305.

Magazine,
Ibid.
228

StarofZion, 15 August 1901.
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and

J

test

case at

New Orleans

[and]

we

believe that the election laws
of Louisiana,

Mississippi. South Carolina, and
North Carolina are unconstitutional."

Leaving the discussion of the Louisiana
case for Jesse Lawson,
Walters directed
his attention to the

Crumpacker Bill and

representation in Congress.

"The only thing

business of disenfranchisement

is

to reduce

Attempting

to quell those protesters

for African

Americans

might occur

the necessity for the
reduction of Southern

who

its

South

in its

nefanous

representation." Waters affirmed.^^°

believed that such action might
cause suffering

in various regions,

m the short term,

that will stop the

he declared

the long-range affect

that,

although

would be

some

liberation

suffering

from

"political

serfdom."^^'

The following day,
violence.

the convention's attention turned
toward the issue of

Reading a speech penned by

Bamett sparked

a discussion that

his absent wife, Ida B.

became one of

the

Beginning with a familiar theme, Bamett explained
lynching demonstrate

its

Transvaal are free from

its

Wells-Bamett, Ferdinand

most enthusiastic of the

session.

that the country's obsession with

uncivilized nature. "This country

that has lynching," asserted

is

the only one in the world

Bamett. "Even barbarous Africa and the Kaffir
lands of the

curses."^^^ Like

many who

discussed the topic before him, the

Chicago Conservator editor dismissed the widespread
belief that lynchings were

Ibid.; Colored American, 17 August
1901; and A. M. E. Church Review vol 28
(October 1901), 182-184.
230
StarofZion, 15 August 1901.

Ibid.
232 Tu

mob

-

Ibid.
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provoked mainly by outrages
against white women. Out of
ninety-one known lynchings
that occurred

m

1901, only twelve were the result
of such accusations.^^^

Former Congressman George H. White,
who had

lost h,s

the past elections, agreed that
something had to be done, but
legislation

which he introduced had been

filibustered

was

North Carolina seat

in

a b,t pessimistic;

by Congress and never saw the

light

of day during the remainder of his
tenure. Despite White's doubt,
most of the delegates

agreed with Walter H. Brooks of
Washington D. C. when he stated that
Council's duty to protest against
South," he noted, "and
privileges taken

We can

it is

away and

all

odds.

our duty to

protest.

call

it

was

the

are robbed and outraged every
day

m the

We have been compelled to see certain

the signs of the times point to

stop this," he exclaimed, take

Council agreed to again

"We

it

to the politicians

still

greater losses in the future.

and demand the change.^^^ The

upon the President and Congress

to

urge the passage of anti-

lynching legislation."^
In addition to these topics of discussion,
a

including "Negro

Manhood," by

T.

Thomas

number of elegant papers were read

Fortune; "The Schools of Today and

Yesterday," by Walter H. Brooks; and
"The Jim

Crow Car and

Boyd."' Most importantly, Jesse Lawson
presented

Its

Remedy," by R. H.

a report on the

work being done on

Colored American, 17 August 1901.
August 1901.
Colored American, 17 August 1901; and Adams, National
Afro-American

^""^
234
235

^^'^''ofZion, 15
Ibid.;

Council, 9-11.

Colored American, 3 1 August

1

90 1 and Adams, National Afro-American Council,
;
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the Louisiana suit. After the
session, the Council collected
another $325 for the
treasury.

Closing the meeting, the group
held elections; Walters
again defeated George
H.

White for

pres,dent. Fortune

director of the Legal Bureau,

Bureau.

A

who was
secretary,

and

WhUe

were elected vice-pres,dents,
Fredenck McGhee.

and Ida B. Wells-Bamett, head
of the Anti-Lynch.ng

slight shift in the organization

was caused by the absence of
W.

Du

Bois

replaced as head of the group's
Business Bureau by Booker T.
Washington's

Emmett

better relations

The Council believed

Scott.

that Scott's

appointment would lead

to

between the two organizations.^^^

Council members

was gaining a foothold

left

in the

the fourth annual convention
excited that the organization

community and was making progress with

challenge in Louisiana. Successful
in publicizing

its

as the southern

it

critic

legal

was not willing

governments stripped blacks of their citizenship

success of the meeting, however, long
time

its

opposition to the

disenfranchisement legislation, the group
demonstrated that

by

E. B.

rights.

W. Calvin Chase once

to sit idly

Despite the

again derided the

organization. Labeling the meeting a
"farce," he chastised the group for hiring
white

lawyers and characterized
its

its

members

greatest detractor, however,

and local

as "buffoons."^^^

and immediately turned

The group continued

its

to ignore

attention towards the national

activities at hand.

Adams, National Afro-American Council, 1 L See also Emmett
Scott to Booker T
Washington, 13 August 190L Booker T. Washington Papers.
Vol. 6, 186-187.
Colored American 17 August 1901; and Emmett Scott to Booker
T. Washington 13
August 1901. Booker T. Washington Papers. Vol.
186-187.
6,

Washington Bee, 17 and 24 August 1901.
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A
Division

week following

the Philadelphia
convention, the

D Civil District Court of New Orleans.-

As

Ryanes case was called before

the hearing opened, Attorney-

General Guion filed an exception on
the part of the State of
Louisiana on the basis that
the court did not

one and

that

have jurisdiction

in the case.

that the issue

Ryanes' petition demonstrated no
valid cause for the court

In case the judge overruled these
exceptions,
the court to dismiss the suit

upon

the registrar refused to register

skin color.

Guion argued

trial.

He

Guion then

filed another

was a

political

to take action.^-

motion callmg for

argued that such actron was necessary
because

Ryanes due

to hrs lack of qualifications,
not

because of his

^''^

In the afternoon session, both sides
submitted their arguments to the judge.

Attorney-General Guion, along similar lines of
his comments made during the
morning
session, argued that

registrar

Ryanes did not possess the

was carrying out

Romain, arguing for

his duty

qualifications to vote

by not allowing the

the Council, countered

and

that the

plaintiff to register.

Guion by asserting

constitutional right to vote, protected under
the Fifteenth

that

Attorney

Ryanes had a

Amendment and

therefore had

the right to register in Louisiana in order
to exercise his federal right to the franchise.^^^

The session ended with Judge Sommerville's agreeing

to deliberate

on the case

in the

coming days.

On August
the suit.

19,

According

to

Sommerville called the District Court into session and dismissed
Sommerville, his decision was rendered

in

accordance with a

^^^New Orleans Times-Democrat, 13 August 1901.
242

Ibid.

See also Walker, "An Experiment

in Non-Partisanship

by the Negro 1884-

1903," 98-99.

New Orleans

Times-Democrat, 13 August 1901; and Walker, "An Experiment
Negro 1884-1903," 99.
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in

Non-

number of factors.

First, the

individual the right to vote.

judge denied that the Fifteenth

He

Amendment gave

an

further argued that the Federal
Constitution recognized

the right of the state to relegate the suffrage.^^
Second, he pointed out that the

"grandfather clause" of the suffrage clause

-

section five

-

required voters to register

before August 31, 1898. Since Ryanes
admitted that he did not possess the
literacy or

property qualifications, according to
Sommerville, the plaintiff had waited too long
to
qualify under section five of the Louisiana
Constitution. Furthermore, in his decision
the

judge brought attention to the

fact that

Ryanes had

failed to allege that

registered under section five or that he had
been injured in
the constitution.

section,"

"It

may

that provision of

be that discrimination against him was intended
under that

Sommerville argued, "but intention

court of justice."^^^

anyway by

anyone had been

Having pointed out

that

is

insufficient to entitle

him

Ryanes did not meet the

to relief in a

literacy

and

property requirements and that he failed to register during
the time of operation of section
five.

Judge Sommerville therefore dismissed the case on the grounds

petition

showed no cause

Upon

for the court to issue a writ

dismissal of the

Louisiana Supreme Court.^'*'

cover the Council's

move

New
Ibid.

Ryanes'

ofmandamus^^^

suit, the

Council's Legal Bureau appealed the case to the

What

curious, however,

is

to appeal the case

decision in the initial phase of the case.

'''^

that

is

that the black press did not

nor did

it

accord any space to the actual

Once again

it

appears that the Council failed to

Orieans Times-Democrat, 20 August 1901.
See also Walker, "An Experiment in Non-Partisanship by the Negro 1884-

1903," 100-101.

New

Orieans Times-Democrat, 20 August 1901; and Walker, "An Experiment in NonNegro 1884-1903," 102.
The Louisiana Supreme Court would not render its decision until April 25, 1904. See
Chapter Seven.
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.nfonn the pubHc of

,ts activities

to elicit greater support

community's

rights

and

and

doing so might have
unden.,ned

in

from the community. The
organization was prepanng

,t

needed

to

keep the people appraised
of its

Shortly after Judge Sommerville
dismissed the Ryanes

sufficient to sue for the

own

its

removal of Sheriff Everhardy from

to continue

activity.

suit, the

Afro-Amencan

Many

office.

effons

in the

organization believed that the
Attoi^ey General was acting
out of political ambition,

noting that he had "the supreme
court judgeship bee buzzing

But

his refusal

group referred

still

its

the organization

m his political

constituted a setback. Following
the Attorney General's
decision, the

case to Governor Stanley,

by offering of a reward

who had

earlier supported the activities
of

for the apprehension of

murderous

Governor's support however, did not
include the removal of a public
editors of the

Stetson."

Topeka Plaindealer pointed

out, Stanley

ruffians.

official.

was "ambituous

[sic] to

As

the

be

[a]

The

United States Senator."^''^

While the Kansas Council waited

for

Governor Stanley

the national organization's
Legal and Legislative
its

to

own

legal struggles. Despite

widen

its

respond

Bureau continued

setback in the Louisiana

to its request,

to press

suit, the

forward with

organization agreed

attack on the suffrage provisions
of the southern constitutions. This
time the

organization focused

9!!

its

to

its

attack on

Booker

'^°P^'^ Plaindealer, 15 September

T.

Washington's

190L

Ibid.
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home

state,

Alabama.

In late 1900.
constitutional

Alabama

politicians

convenfon during

becan^e ala^ed, and

its

announced

the year,

their intention to
hold

taedra.ely

Uga, and Legrslative Bureau

the

a

Ata-Anrericn Council

sprang into action. Jesse

Uwson

and Booker T. Washington
discussed the ranrificatrons
of the convention, feanng
delegates

would enact a new suffrage
prov.sion dtsenfranchising
a

Alaban.ans,» While

the convention

was ta^ng place

C. Oates, former govenror
and ex-Congrcssman from

delegates.- ,n his

Views on the

letter

L.wson attempted

sttffrage ,uest,o„. to

a grandfather clause.

As Lawson

,n

June.

that the

large nnnrber of black

Lawson wrote

to

W.llia.

Montgomery, who was one of its

to persuade Oates, reputed
to

have

libera,

convince his colleagues to vote
against the tnclusion of
explained,

many

constitutional lawyers

had agreed

that

mclusion of such a clause ,„ the
Louis.ana and North Carolina
constitutions conflicted
with the federal constitution
and would eventually be declared
unconstitutional. The

Council representative also suggested
to Oates that
delegates to accept this view that
the Congress

if

he could persuade his fellow

Alabama would avc„ any reduction of
representation

and the Electoral College

tn the

advent that Crumpackcr's

b.ll

should pass

through Congress.^"

pJ'rMirfilm rnlf?

^^^hington, 10 Janua:^ 1901. BookerT.
Washington

'""^
^'^'^^
"^-^hington Papers.
^'r^
The proceeding of the convention took
place over

Mictmm Collection
Microfilm
Colle"

a few months

Convention of the State of Alabama, May
If'
"^Irl
1901 to September
3^", 1901
(4 vols. Wetumpka, Alabama, 1941
)
Jesse Lawson to William C.
Oates, 10 June 1901. Booker T.
Washington Papers

mnnTr'l

n::^t£^^'',ot

^"
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,n

To

the delight of the

Afro-Amencan Council and Booker
T. Washington, Oates

argued against the inclusion
of the grandfather clause
and any disenfranchisement
leg.slat.on for that matter.
In a speech before the
convention he

warned

that the

puipose
of the proceedings was not the
disenfranchisement of the African
Amencans. According
to Oates, the

convention was called to "redeem
our beloved State from a
condition into

which she had

by dishonest

fallen

elections." Blacks, he
continued, "are too large
a part

of our population to be excluded
as a mass. They should
be admitted to a share
,n the

government."- Despite

the efforts of Oates, the
convention agreed upon

new

suffrage

provisions that would systematically
eliminate the Afncan American
voting public.-

Once
T.

the

Alabama

constitutional convention passed
the

Washington became concerned

as to

how

they would affect

new

provisions,

Booker

Afncan Amencans. He

then decided to promote a
campaign encouraging black
Alabamians to register to vote.
In late

December 1901, Washington wrote

to Jesse

Lawson asking

Council to become involved in
the Alabama situation.
Legislative Bureau prepare a
circular that

encourage them to
the

Alabama

him

that the

laws.

at

He

laws.

Lawson

would educate

also called

Afro-Amencan

requested that the Legal and

voters about their rights and

upon the organization

to prepare a suit to test

enthusiastically responded to
Washington's request, assuring

Bureau would draw up the circular

as

soon as they received the registration

further explained that the
treasury currently had one hundred
dollars that might

be used to institute a

test

TwTf

r^?^''-^?^

tc
See

He

register.

He

the

TZ
tl f Booker
i
also, Harlan,

Convention of the State of Alabama. May
If', 1901
'"^ ^'"^ ^'^^^"^ Times-Democrat, 25 July 1901
Washington: The Making of a Black
Leader] 292-296; 300^'

'

,

case in Alabama, since the Finance
Committee collected

'

T.

"^^^ ^"^'•^-d' Origins of the

w ^outn, iiS/7-1913, (Baton Rouge:'V^^
llVurrSJjTg^^^^^^^^^
Louisiana State

5
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University, 1951), 339.

™„ey for the p„,„.e of

,„„,,„„„„„„^

^„

disenfranchise blacks."^

Councn

p„p..„,

,0 i„3„.„,e .s .eco„.

co„.,„„„„„

,

Kansas-led Fred AlexanHpr
onif ,he
Alexander su„
organization was pressing
f„n.ard „i,h

s.ra»g. A.
ye.

.0

„e

a„o„er ,ear

awaken

end of .3 ,Mrd f„„
,ear of e..s.„ce ,.e
Co„„c„ stood on
,n

„s sole position as t.e

the conscience of

o„„ nadonwide protest

A.c.ca and to end

political condition of the
African

it.

.e

legal

„f

organ.zadon st^ggiing

..e continued de.e„ora,.ng
soca, and

American population.
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CHAPTER 6
INVASION OF THE TUSKEGEE MACHINE,

1902-1903

Let us turn a deaf ear to criticism, ridicule and slander,
and push forward
- Alexander Walters

to the goal.

Afro-Americans of all men have nothing of manhood and
nothing of right
and justice to surrender in these times which try men's
souls.

motive should be always
circumstances

first

for the race, at all times

...

and under

Our

all

- Cleveland Gazette

Surpassing the lifespan of its predecessor, the Afro-American
League, the Afro-

American Council entered

its

fourth year of existence in 1902.

successfiilly instituted national

and

local suits

aimed

Americans, but struggled for financial security as

it

The organization had

at protecting the rights

of African

sought to gain a larger mass

following. Despite this situation, the organization continued to push
forward, focusing

on

its

legal

and

legislative agenda.

In the early

months of the

year, emphasis

on the struggle against the southern disenfranchisement of black

was made

citizens.

Throughout January and February Booker T. Washington continued working with
Jesse

Lawson and

the Legal and Legislative Bureau to institute a test case of the

constitution. Early in January,

Lawson received

a copy of the

Alabama

from Washington. The Financial Secretary immediately drafted a

289

Alabama

registration laws

circular,

which he sent

^ .he, c„o..„a,ea .He. p,a„.
1 to a

l,st

c.e„,a..

,„

of African Americans
supplied by Washi„g,„„.'

During ,he early days of
Feb™a,y, black Al.bam.ans
began reiving ,bc
Councl's cular „rg,ng ,ba.
,bey stand against ,he
new suff^ge lcg,sla.ion.
I, asKed
them to .ad the new co„s,i,n.i„„.
pay ,heir poll ,ax, and ,o
„ake ce„ain .hat .hey
registered to vote a, .he
proper .i.e.
.n.elligcn.ly

and prescn.ed

The pamphle.

a detailed analysis

also stressed .he
in.po„ance of v„.ing

of .he suffrage
provisions of ,h= Alabama

constitution.^

The

initial

response .„ .he crculars was
favorable. In early February,
Lawson

wro.e .0 Booker T. Wash.ng.on
,nfo™ing h.n, .hat

many individuals had

wri..en back

With .^„es.s for more
crculars, or .ha. circulars
be sen. .„ specified
individuals
no. ye. received a copy.
,„ addi.ion,

some of .he

recip,cn.s

infonn.,io„ abou. d,e work
of .he Council and asked

Wh,le Wash,ng.on and the
Council were

Alabama

Jesse

se..i„g .he seeds for a .es,
case of the

generiil f,gh. agains. ,he

work on iu Louisiana

Lawson

M.

to

E.

Church

Booker

T.

in early Februa^-, Jesse

Washington 15

290

Ifi

Lawson

17 9n

sui.

condnuous onse. of ,he 7im

sys.em. ,n an address before
,he Bethel Liienuy and
H,s.orical Associafon

Me.ropoli.an A.

'

i.s

had requeued more

.hey could ge. involved.'

suffrage provisions, the
organiza.ion con.inued .„

and coneu,re„,ly mam.ained

Crow

how

who had

a.

.he

ou.lined .he progress of

t

the race over the past thirty
years.

group working to ensure

upon the audience

The Council, according

that the race did not
lose its civil

to support the Council
in

its

team was working

Moreover, he explained

that

surrounding the Crumpacker

rekindled,"

and pohtical nghts.^ He
called
its

Lawson assured

challenge to
the audience that

diligently to press the suit
through the state courts.

he was assured by the recent
discussion

,n

Congress

Moreover, he was encouraged by
the actions of

Bill.

Pennsylvania Representative Edward
Morrell

would make segregated

Lawson. was the only

endeavors, especially

disenfranchisement. Despite the
setback in Louisiana,
the Legal

to

railroad cars illegal.^

Lawson exclaimed, and he

who was

preparing to introduce a

The "old camp-fires of the

felt like

singing the "Battle

Hymn

bill that

republic were

of the

Republic."'^

On March

10 the District of Columbia branch of
Council held

its

monthly

meeting. George H. White opened
the session with an overview
of the Council's activity

and gave a strong statement of
support for the group's
Louisiana's disenfranchisement

act.

test

case pending against

In response to White's address
a collection

was

taken and over fifty dollars raised.^

The discussion then turned toward

the expansion of railroad segregation

throughout the South and Edward
Morrell's proposed

bill to

remedy

the situation.

Following a number of speeches on
the matter, the group passed a series
of resolutions
expressing frustration with the "Jim

Colored American,
^H. R. 10793
^

'ibid

Crow

car law

now

in

vogue

in several of the

8 February 1902.

W

^C/ev.
Gazette 22 March 1902; Washington Bee,
15 March 1902; and Baltimore
Afro-Amencan Ledger, 15 March 1902.
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Southern States [which]
Morrell's

bill

is

aimed

was a just measure,

citizens" to join the organization

at the civil rights

of

the group called

on

.

.

colored people."^ Noting
that

.

all "patriotic

and fair-minded

m petitioning Congress to pass the legislation

immediately.' Directly after the session,
Jesse

Lawson and George H. White

broadside containing the Council's
resolution, attached

it

to a petition,

published

and sent

it

,

to

various supporters throughout the
country.'"

Shortly after the Washington D. C.
meetmg, Council organizers put forth
the call
for the annual convention, scheduled
this year for St. Paul,
largest

and most successful convention

in the

Mmnesota. Eager to have

Council's existence, the

by Frederick McGhee, scheduled addresses
by W. E. B.

Du

Bois,

also

began conversing with Tuskegee

Washington's participation.
be essential. In his

initial

McGhee

to

will feel

urged him

bad

if

we do

McGhee

in

Paul group, led

Mary Church

George H. White, Josephine Salone Yates,
and Booker T. Washington.

McGhee

St.

the

Terrell,

'

'

In

March,

an attempt to assure Booker T.

considered the Wizard's presence

at the

meeting

correspondence with Washington's secretary,
Emmett Scott,

make

sure that

not get him."'^

Washington attend the convention: "our people

A week later, McGhee

wrote to Washington

Baltimore Afro-American Ledger, 15 March
1902.
Ibid.
10

Afro-Amencan Council Legal and Legislative Bureau,
Petition Against The Jim Crow
^arUiw. Booker T.Washington Papers. Microfilm
Collection.
was one of the individuals

that received the petition

Booker T. Washington
is no

and broadside, but there

correspondence discussing his actions once he
received the material.
Baltimore Afro-American Udger, 29 March
1902; Colored American, 29 March 1902Appeal 12 April 1902. See also, Paul D. Nelson,
Frederick L. McGhee: A Life on the
Color Line. 1861-1912. (St. Paul: Minnesota
Historical Society Press, 2002) 96-97

Fredenck McGhee to Emmett Scott,
vol. 6, 424-426; Frederick McGhee
to

25 March 1902. Booker T Washington Papers.
Emmett Scott, 29 March 1902 Booker T.

Washington Papers. Microfilm Collection.
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to

directly, "expressing

deep anxiety concerning

coming

[his]

Council needed to organize a sound and "defined course,"

and

"it is

not a flattery

judgment and

when

many

continued to
at the

say that

we

McGhee

The

informed Washington

can't safely adopt that policy
without your

advise."'''

While McGhee and
convention,

I

to the meeting."'^

his colleagues in

Minnesota were coordinating the

St.

Paul

of his associates in the Council's Legal and
Legislative Bureau

move forward on

a

number of fronts.

In

Washington D. C,

the Council

Nineteenth Street Baptist Church. Opening speakers
included the Reverends

Walter H. Brooks and George Lee,

who

expressed support for the passage of the

endorsed by the Council and organization's legal battles
fifty dollars

was collected

to aid the legal

work of

in Louisiana.

bills

A sum of over

the Council.'^

Following the collection, Jesse Lawson delivered the main
address, "Southern
Disenfranchisement and Jim

Crow

Cars.""^

Lawson

told his audience that

number of

people from throughout the country had returned petitions
urging Congress to pass the
bill

introduced by

Edward

Morrell.'^ Moreover, the

granted a hearing on Harvey
District Council

13

Frederick

I.

Irwin's Bill no. 12940 and that he and

would appear before

McGhee

to

House Committee on Labor had

Emmett

members of the

the committee.'^

Scott, 5 April 1902.

Booker

T.

Washington Papers.

Microfilm Collection. See also Nelson, Frederick McGhee, 97.
Frederick

McGhee

to

Emmett

Scott, 5 April 1902.

Booker

T.

Washington Papers.

Microfilm Collection.
Colored American, 26 April 1902
'^Ibid.
18

Ibid.

^^w^*^" <^o^s not give a figure of how many petitions had been returned.
This delegation included, Lawson, P. B. S. Pinchback, Daniel Murray, Bishop

Grant, William A. Pledger, George H. White, Reverend Walter H. White, B.
J. Bolding,
H. P. Slaughter, A. M. Conway, and H. A. Thompson. See Colored American,
3 May

1902.
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met

For severa, .„„,Ks, Lawson
and a group of h.s co.ieague.
C. .ranch of
.he

.e ConnC Ha.

.een „,,„g

Co„g„.

,o create a

in ,fce

Washington

con,.,.ion

D

,o

eondUion of AfHcan A^edcans
.hro.ghon, ,he United
State. The idea had
been

lannched at the Philadelphia
convention and . District
conrnti.tee of Council
n,e„hers
organtzed a. the thtrd annua,
convention to bHng i, into
being.

Lawson became

Co^nrittee chairtnan. After a
sedes of meetings with
vadous Congressmen, the

committee succeeded
introduce a

bill

Under

in

persuading Kentucky
Representative Harvey

I.

,r„,„

to

creating an inquiry commission.

the Bill, the P,.sident

would create a five-member
Freedmen's Inquiry

Commtssion. the pun^ose of which
was "to make

a

comprehenstve investigation of the

people Of the Negro race in the
Un.ted States, their educational
progress, and the best

means of promoting harmony
between
their

the races,""

Commissioners were also

v,e„s concemtng the best
manner of adjusting the troubles
which

now

"to report

d.stnrb the

hatrrtomous relattons of the races,Rnally, the commtssion would
have the power to
call

on persons and request papers,
as well as hold hearings. The
day following

Representative Invin's introduction
of the Bill, the House tefetred

Committee on Labor.

it

to the

House

^'

Nearly a month after the Bill
was sent to the House Committee, a
series of
hearings

was held on

the proposed legislation.

On

April 21, Jesse

Lawson appeared

before the Committee,
where he presented h,s support for the
Bill's passage.
first

Lawson

argued that the information
gathered by the commission would
enlighten the whole

19

"/'"''J^'P'''^ 2/9^. Series 8, 57'" Congress,
^_lbid. See also
Congressional Record,
^"
20

57'''

1^'

Session.

Congress,

Session 3222

Co"gressiona Record, SI'' Congress,!Session, 3222. See also Walker
"An
Expenment
Non-Partisanship by the Negro 1884-1903 "
105-106

m
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country "on a subject upon
which no comprehensive and
through investigation" had
ever

been made. Secondly, the
Commission would fun.,sh mfonnat.on
for a soc,olog,cal
study of the condition of African
Americans throughout the nation.
conclusions, moreover,

would allow

The Commission's

leaders of the race to create
specific

means

to

improve community conditions.
Finally, Lawson infonned
the Committee,, the data
collected by the

between the

Commission would provide

a basis to create a better
understanding

races, thereby bringing
the nation closer to solving
the "race

these reasons, according to

While Lawson was

Lawson

the

House needed

testifying before the

to pass the

problem.- For

measure.

House Committee, other members
of the

organization were discussing the
matter with the Executive branch
of government.

Sometime dunng Lawson's days of
testimony, B.shop Abraham
Grant, Daniel Muiray.
and other Council members called
on President Roosevelt

gamer

his support to sign

it

if it

to discuss the Irwin Bill

and

passed through Congress. After
thdr session they

believed that they had gained
his approval.^^

This activity gave members of the
Council, especially
that the organization

was on

the verge of achieving success
to back

Washington D. C. Council hoped
lobbying activity
Jesse

at the

to "rally as

^

community with

its rhetoric.

the stoiy of

The

its

the audience of their recent
activities and called for the

one man against

''^^"'^

al<=?w
diso, walker. An
Expenment
(-olored American, 3

to energize the

up

sense

group's monthly meeting. At the meeting.
Bishop Grant and

Lawson informed

community

in the District, the

May

the infamous discrimination that are
sapping the

Committee on Labor, 21 April 1902. See
by the Negro 1884-1903 " 106-107

in Non-Partisanship

1902.
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life-blood of the race's citizenship."Grant forcibly argued that African
Americans had
to "agitate, educate,

what we have

that

and cooperate

shall

until

be safe-guarded as a precious
treasure."

warned the government of the danger of

Followmg Grant and Lawson's
his colleague's sentiments,

Council's legal

accorded and

Furthermore, he

selling the nation's principles
for gold.

addresses. Reverend Walter H.
Brooks, echoing

spoke and then

lifted

after the District meeting,

Committee and presented

Lawson

racial friction.

is

a collection of over

many

of

fifty dollars for the

activities.^*^

The week

hearing,

every right guaranteed [them]

Lawson again appeared

before the

additional arguments for the passage
of the

Irwm

Bill.

At

the

again reiterated the necessity for the
passage of the legislation to end

He

believed that racial antagonism,

at its

highest since the Civil War, was

caused by ignorance on both sides of the color
line and that the facts presented by
such a

Commission would enable

the

American people

to adopt a different attitude

towards one

another.

Lawson
other

also

began

to be bit

more

members of the Council had argued

Industrial

citizens, they

the federal government.

some

sort

House Committee. As he and

since 1899, blacks had no representation on the

Committee. Furthermore, he argued, despite the

were tax paying

population

forceful with the

fact that African

no longer had a representative

According

to

in

Americans

Congress or anywhere

Lawson, the Commission would accord

the black

of voice in shaping national policies."

^^bid.
^^Ibid.
^"^Ibid.
27

Speech of Jesse Lawson before House Committee on Labor,
4 May 1902. See
"An Experiment in Non-Partisanship by the Negro 1884-1903," 109.
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in

also,

Several weeks after Lawson's
second testimony before the Committee,

Representative
the measure.^«

Wamock, chairman
Days

later,

of the sub-committee, submitted
a report

however a number of Congressmen
submitted a minority

report opposing the Irwin Bill on basic
principle.^'

They did not

believe that a special

commission was necessary since the inquiry
"into the educational, moral, and
development of the race [was] now being
carried on by

Government -

the

favor of

in

at least three

industrial

bureaus of

Census Office, the Bureau of Education, and
the Bureau of Labor."^°

Moreover, they saw no reason for a special
commission "to investigate the general
condition of the negro race any

more than

that

such a commission should be created for

the purpose of investigating the general
condition of every other race of people
citizens of the Republic."^' Fmally, the

Congressmen did not think

who

are

that the black

population should get any exclusive commission
to give them special footing. African

Americans,

in the

eyes of the dissenting Congressmen, needed

to

work

to

do with the spending of

out their destiny

without the aid of the Federal Govemment.^^

The

real fear

of the Democratic Congressmen had

little

Federal funds for an unnecessary commission.
Rather the representatives believed that
the inquiry

which was

by such a commission might be used
still

stuck in Congress.

It is

our

in justifying the

Crumpacker measure,

belief, they argued, "that the

commission

Congressional Record, 57* Congress, l" Session, 5898; and
House Report 2194

Series 8, 57'" Congress,

1''

Session.

House Report 2194, Part

2. Series 8, 57'" Congress,
Session. The Representatives
signed the minority report included, Henry D. Flood of
Virginia, W. Jasper Talbert
of South Carolina, Ben Franklin Caldwell of
Illinois, George Gilmore Gilbert of

who

Kentucky, and William Henry Ryan of New York.
House Report 2194, Part 2. Series 8, 57"" Congress,

1^'

Session.

Ibid.
32

Ibid.

See

also.

Walker, "An Experiment in Non-Partisanship by the Negro 1884-

1903," 110-111.
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would spend .ore of its t..e
.aRing the investigations which
Mr. C.n.packer des,red
impose on a con.n.,ttee of th. House
than U would investigate
any other
subject

wh.h

might consider under the broad terms
of the bill.'- The
Democratic Congressmen
further cla,med that the
supporters of the Bill

races

by "turning over

and State

city,

to the

meant

to

promote harmony between the

domination of Negroes the
governments of every county,

m the United States in which they are numerically

in the majority.'-

Therefore, they concluded, "the
log.cal and inevitable effect
of the passage of this
will

be to weaken the powers of the
several

states,

and

bill

will lead to an unwaixanted

interference in their affairs by the
federal govemment."^^

The Democratic Congressmen seemed

to

have been most persuasive

in their

argument. Despite the testimony by
Lawson and the support of a number of
Committee

members, no action was taken when the

Bill

was referred back

to the

House.

Notwithstanding the lack of Congressional
action, the Council persisted
in

its

lobby for the passage of positive
legislation as well as to promote
the legal

activities

the organization.

While

his Legal

Bureau colleague was

testifying before the

Committee on Labor, Frederick McGhee was
on a fundraising tour of
his various

engagements he spoke of the group's

the case

was brought before

^^^""^

34

in

110 113

House Report 2194, Part 2.

Series

Colored American, 11

1902.

May

legal

8, 57'"

House

the Midwest.

At

team would present before

the

it.^^

Congress,

^'

Experiment

of

legal challenges against suffrage laws

sweeping the South and outlined the
arguments the

Supreme Court once

efforts to

1^'

Session.

Non-Partisanship by the Negro 1884-1903,"

Congress, l" Session.
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to

.t

While McGhee traveled the
Midwest promoting
Council,

Lawson and

Committee on

other Council

members were preparing

and Foreign Commerce

Interstate

-

supporters wanted the

traveling

on

a person

.
.

.

commerce

."
.

years.

.

Armed

before the

who

According

to the

would

virtually

Murray

[sic],

engaged

in Interstate

communication or

could be fined up to five thousand
dollars or be imprisoned for up to
six
with this Amendment,

May

Lawson was

the

his colleagues represented

first to testify.

Government.'^ There existed great

^oanT'^u
iyU2). Ihe t'^^
Council

S.

his three

Council colleagues appeared

He

explained to the Committee that he and

about nine million citizens of the country.
Asserting that

was taking place while

Hearings Before the U.

Lawson and

9.

prejudice against the black population
that this action

Bill.

that

violated the "rights, privileges
and immunities of passengers

any mode of convenyance

Committee on

Jesse

Since this action seemed

drew up a strong Amendment

accomplish a similar purpose as the
proposed

Amendment,

Murray and other Council

to pass the Motrell Bill.

unlikely, the Congressional
Librarian

House

Commerce Law, which would

interstate travel a crime.^^

Committee

to testify before the

In preparation for the
hearings,

Daniel Murray drew up an amendment
to the Interstate

have made discrimination on

the current legal activities
of the

was growing stronger everyday, he pointed out
the "friends" of black people

were

in control of the

interest surrounding the Morrell Bill
throughout the

Congress, House Committee on Interstate and
Foreign
(Washington: Government Printing Office

"'f'^^P'-^'^ntatives.

members who testified included, Jesse Lawson, George
H White
Reverend Walter H. Brooks, and Cyrus Fields
Adams.
Colored American, 24 May 1902.
Ibid. See also. Hearings Before the
U. S. Congress, House Committee on Interstate
and toreign Commerce of the House
of Representatives, 437-439
Hearings Before the U. S. Congress, House
Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce of the House of Representatives, 437-438
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nation, he argued

-

a fact demonstrated by
the large

number of petitions

that

had been

returned to the Council and
forwarded to the House.
Based on this piece of
evidence

Lawson proposed
proposed Murray

that the

Amendment

After reading the

George H. White

House pass

Mu.ay Amendment.
to pass the legislation

to the Interstate

Amendment

to enter h,s

own

White, a

the measure and that
the

bit

Committee consider the

Commerce Law.^'

into the record,

Lawson stepped down

to allow

testimony in support of the
Morrell Bill and the

more

forceful than

Lawson. called on

the

Committee

and amend the existing law.
The discriminatory practices of
the

South, he argued, were a violation
of the rights of Afncan American
citizens for no other

reason than as a "badge of caste,
of degradation, of humiliation."Furthermore, the

Committee and Congress had

to step in

because the Federal and State
courts practically

excluded black from justice when they
asserted their rights and protested
J,m

Crow

discrimination."*^

Reverend Walter H. Brooks' testimony
injected
hearings.

to the

Brooks explained

engine of

black man,
if

who

all

is

he survives the

serious note.

to the

Committee

that the

a strong sense of sarcasm into
the

Jim Crow car was "always nearest

the passenger coaches, so that
in case of any serious accident
the
the best prepared to

last to extricate

Brooks explained

blacks purchased the

same

meet

his

God,

will be the first to reach heaven,
or

himself from the debris of the wreck."^^

to the

Congressmen

that the

On

a more

laws were unjust because

price ticket as their white neighbors
yet failed to secure like

accommodations. Like White, Brooks commented
on the degradation associated with

Ibid.,

438-439.

Ibid.,

442.

Ibid.,

445.

Ibid.,

447.
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segregation of inteistate
travel and warned

tl,e

r„

•

whatever degraded
tn the

blacks

long run [would]
degrade" the nation as
a whole.«

^pea..e.re.heco™i..ee,C,™.«ds.d...,nhi.renrar.,^d.n,.arg„edthat.he

Of a White person stronger
than ..one-eighth
Negro hlood'. he w„„,d
lose ..4OO ranches
his district who
claimed to be white
people.""
In disbehef,

White man,".'

became

Adams

reloctant.

Gibson and ,ndah
descent, the

Congressman Richards,

ConncI

Committee chai^an asked
Adams ..Do

repi.ed ,n the aftaative,
bnt

However,
P,

the

after Jesse

when asked

Lawson p.ped

in

to

name

Benjamtn as examples of
,„d,v,dnals he had heard
were of mixed
secretary gained confidence
and dropped the

bomb

,y clatmtng that

,0 .he nation's

This remark, of course,
sen, the Committee
into hystet^cs but Adams-

comment stood and

*e

,nd,v,dnals he

and named E.Lo„,s,.na

Alexander Hamrlton was
black man who passed for
white - according
definition.

his point

was made. The Senato,. then
asked nnmerons questions of

Council members as they
tried ,0 grasp the
concept that there were African

Americans walking around

Ibid.,

448.

Ibid.,

450.

in the white

world on a daily

Ibid.
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in

basis.

Once Adams completed
by again suggestmg
then, for a

only

insist

that the

Lawson

Committee amend

rose again and closed the
hearings

the current interstate-commerce
law.

second time, offered the Murray amendment
and insisted

"upon an equivalent of right, equal
accommodation, but

accommodations and
reiterated

his testimony.

identical rights as

Lawson's pomt,

American

citizens

.

.

.

that

.

.

any change not

upon

Adams

.

stating that the Council "will
not accept

any

He

identical

quickly

bill that

speaks of

separate and equal accommodations!'"*'

Following the hearings, there was such buzz
about the Council members'
testimony and Daniel Murray's amendment
that the Colored American
published the text

The Council

for

all to

the

Amendment and

read.

Amendment

Much

in the

directed

write to their

all

of

supporters throughout the country to read

Congressmen urging them

pending batch of amendments

more than simply converse and prepare
in a suit initiated

New

to the Interstate

Commerce

Murray

law.^°

York, the local organization, however, did

for the St. Paul meeting.

The group became

by George W. Burkes. Burkes had sued a

bootblack for refusing to shine his shoes. In the
verdict

to incorporate the

of the subsequent Council activity throughout
the country was preparation

for the annual convention. In Rochester,

involved

its

and received $113.40

in

initial trial.

local white

Burkes secured a positive

damages. The defendant, however, appealed the case

and gained a reversal of the verdict

in a

higher court on the basis that a shoe-polishing

stand maintained on public property did not
constitute a place of public accommodation.

Ibid.,

452.

Ibid.,

453.

Colored American, 24

May

1902.
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Upon

the decision of the high court, the local Council

jumped

into the case

and began

working on an appeal.^'
In the light of

all

of this positive activity,

many involved with

anticipated a successful annual meeting in St. Paul.

the Council

At the same time, however, many

throughout the nation were not aware of the activities of organization.

Some who were

aware believed that the group was not militant enough. As had plagued the organization
since

its

inception, the black press failed give the group any extensive coverage. Things

had not improved since Jesse Lawson's complaint
1900. For example, outside of Washington D.
activities of the

to

Booker

T.

Washington back

C, no major paper reported on

in

the

Council's Legal and Legislative Bureau activities in early 1902.

To make

matters worse,

some members of the Council

as well as a

number of

people outside the organization believed that the group was not militant enough, and that
in

someway Booker T. Washington was

the reason for

national convention, a growing anti-Washington

its

"conservatism." Since the last

camp had begun

to materialize

throughout the nation. In the years since Washington's Atlanta address and his

ascendancy to the position of chief mediator between North and South, black and white,
the racial situation

in industrial

same time

had not improved. Since 1895, African Americans had made progress

and higher education and had continued

their overall condition in

Lynchings continued

'

to

accumulate property, but

American had stagnated or even

to average nearly

one hundred yearly, southern

Wisconsin Advocate, 5 June 1902.
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at the

deteriorated.

states continued to

strip

blacks of their franchise, and states and
communities throughout the country

expanded the process of both de facto and de
jure segregation."
During

this period,

Booker T. Washington continued

position of extreme conservatism.
as criminals,

The Tuskegeean

often portrayed

and upheld the stereotypical characteristics
of blacks

and immoral. Furthermore, he espoused the idea
inferior

to articulate a public

human beings who were

scraps tossed their

that African

unfit for higher civilization

way by whites."

employing Washington's rhetoric

Especially problematic

as rationale for their

own

members of his

as being stupid, lazy,

Americans were

childlike,

and should be grateful for

was

that

many

whites began

anti-black position.^"

In addition to Washington's public position of
accommodation,

community were becoming

race

many

frustrated with his lack of criticism of President

in the

black

Theodore

Roosevelt. Shortly after an assassins' bullet stmck William
McKinley and Roosevelt

became

President, the

House.

Many

in the

better than they

new

executive officer invited Washington to dinner

community believed

that relations with the

had been under McKinley. Despite the

quickly

showed

politics

were concerned.

that

initial

new

at the

President

White

would be

hopes, however, Roosevelt

he was not a true friend of the community, especially where southern

He rapidly

began replacing African American officeholders

See Michael Perman, Struggle for Mastery: Disfranchisement in the South, 1888-1908
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2001); August Meier, Negro Thought
in
America, 1880-1915: Racial Ideologies in the Age of Booker T. Washington (Ann Arbor:
University of Michigan Press, 1963); Leon F. Litwack, Trouble in Mind: Black
Southerners in the Age of Jim Crow (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1998); and C. Vann
Woodward, Origins of the New South, 1877-1913 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State
University Press, 1951).
Meier, Negro Thought in America; and Louis R. Harlan, Booker

T. Washington: The
Wizard ofTuskegee, 1901-1915 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1983).
54
See, Harlan, Booker T. Washington: The Wizard of Tuske gee; and Emma Lou
Thombrough, "Booker T. Washington As Seen by His White Contemporaries," Journal
of Negro History 53 (April 1968): 161-82.
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With Lily White southe.ers
and showed no evidence that
he would step in to
prevent the

South from removing blacks
from politics by disenfranchisement."
Moreover, in his
national address he failed to
mention and

Many
Leading

George

this

condemn

the continuation of

mob

law.

within the community blamed
Washington for Roosevelt's
failures.

crowd were

the editors of the Boston
Guardian, William

W Forbes.- Founded

in late

1901 on a p.atfon. embracing

Monroe

civil

Trotter and

nghts and

opposing segregation under any
circumstances, the Guardian
newspaper believed

Booker T. Washington's
will" of blacks

proclaimed

first

policies

and influence were an "unmitigated

"and their white friends

in the

evil sapping the

to resist second-class
status.""

paper's inaugural issue,

"We

that

As

the editors

have come to protest forever
against

being proscribed or shut off in any
caste from equal nghts with
other citizens, and shall

remain forever on the firing line

at

any and

all

times in defense of such rights."^«

In the spring of 1902, in addition
to their writing articles in
the Guardian, Trotter

and Forbes began leading discussion
groups which debated the issues of
the necessity of higher education,
and the policies of

^/ST'

;

TeN^CpZ Z
Thomt^oT.h r

r."''

nnhT.;

M

A number

Lou

^

Presri972) 226

w^r'^'T/^

T. Washington.^'

^^'^'""Ston: The Wizard of Tuskegee, 3-31;
Robert L. Factor, The
''''''''
Frederick Douglass to
^'^^•^^"-Wesley Pub. Co., 1970), 21 1-219; and Emma
'

'

Booker

political rights,

^'^'''^"^ -^^""^"'"^ (Chicago, University
of

^'"''"^

r

Chicago

Steph^"
Fo^- The Guardian of
Atheneum, 1970). The Guardian started

^^'^

|)ublication in November of 1901.
^^Factor, The Black Response to
America, 274. See also, Fox, The Guardian
of Boston,

Guardian, 9 November 1901.
William Monroe Trotter to Reverend John
Hagins, 10 April 1902. William Monroe
I rotter Papers.
C. H. Plummer to Booker T. Washington,
3 May

Washmgton Papers. Microfilm

1902. Booker

Collection. S^c
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e^lso
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Factor, The Black Response to
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^^^^^^
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^ve„
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denounce you
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y„„spceehes and

lectures.- Mo,, directly,
a Peter J. Sn^th of Boston
infonned Washington

G™.*»„ -folks

^_

™ce„ai„ „,e.e. Wa..„g.„„
„„„„

individual wro.e ,„

abou. .0 ,ake place

80 fonh

Co„„ci,, .,e

,0

that the

are going ,„ use evcty
effon to have the
Atro-Anterican Counc,,

and

.
.

hand and propose

front

what Bishop Walters says they
have there plans pretty well

to capture the convention.""
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With

this

infonnation in hand.

,n

Washington decided

to

appear

at the

convention - even though his

name no

longer

appeared on the program.^^

The Afro-American Council's

fourth annual convention
began on July 9 in the old

buOdmg. The meeting opened with
addresses of welcome from

cap,tal

St.

Paul

Mayor

Robert Smith, Mmnesota Governor
Samuel Van Sant, and local Council
president

Hany

Shepard. Following these greetings,
a number of Council
delegates gave short speeches.

During the addresses, Booker T.
Washington entered

the hall

and was subsequently

seated on the stage "amidst the
applause of the Council."^^
In the afternoon session,

presidential address.

after

Pnor

Bishop Walters

officially

to the convention, Walters

opened the convention with

had expressed

interest in

his

going

Roosevelt "hammer and tong," but Fortune
dissuaded the Council president from

taking this path.^^ Walters spoke to
the necessity of getting fair and
equal restrictions on
the suffrage. Moreover, he called
on African

come

together with the

Amencans,

Afro-Amencan Council

had been too indifferent

to the loss of his rights

especially southern blacks to

in defense

of their rights. "The Negro

by proscriptive

legislation ,n the Southern

States," he explained:

He must stand shoulder to shoulder with other men of his
race in
defense of his constitutional privileges. If the
present Congress
will

do nothing

see to

it

that

for the enforcement of our rights, then we
should
are sent to Congress that will force that body
to

men

Thomas Fortune to Booker T. Washington, 23 June, 27 June
1902; T Thomas
Emmett Scott, 2 July 1902. Booker T. Washington Papers.
Microfilm
Collection. See also T. Thomas Fortune,
"The Quick and the Dead," AME Church
T.

Fortune to

Review 32 (April 1916): 247-52.
Appeal, 19 July 1902; Pioneer Press, 9 and 10 July 1902.
See also Nelson, Frederick

L McGhee, 98-99.

Thomas Fortune to Booker T. Washington, 14 April 1902. Booker T.
Washington
Papers. Microfilm Collection. See also
Thombrough, T. Thomas Fortune, 226-227.
T.
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""^

S cidzet'-"'
The Council, Walters

outlined,

P^^P^'^^ ^"^

was already involved

Legislative Bureau had recently
testified before

up us own amendment

to attach to the Interstate

to Walters,

such action. The group's

House Committees

Commerce Law.-

leader discussed the action of
the group in the Louisiana
and

cases.- These activities, according

in

-"•^-d of all classes

in support of the

Finally, the Council

Alabama

suffrage test

demonstrated that the Council
was

standing firm in demanding the
nghts guaranteed to African
Americans as citizens of the
country, and that

all

race-loving individuals should
throw their weight behind the

organization.

The evening

session of the meeting convened
at the

House of Hope church where

the group endorsed a festive
time filled with music and speeches.

were Josephine Silone Yates and W.
E. B.

Du

Among the

Bois, In her address,

"The Twentieth

Century Negro and His Opportunities
for Success," Yates outlined the
ways
African Americans were going to
there

make

their

were numerous opportunities for blacks

colonial territories,

Germany and

were the routes for blacks

mark on
in the

speakers

the worid stage.

in

which

She believed

United States, especially

in the

that

new

Africa. According to Yates, invention
and imagination

to pursue:

Inventive genius, the skill which finds out
and sets in order
something new, is a potent force in shaping the
destiny of any
people, and we rejoice that now, from time
to time, some important
invention has

r^l^f""^'.i^
McGnee,
99.
II

^"'y

its

P'^'^'^^r Press,

source in the brains of a negro. The product
of

10 July 1902. See also Nelson, Frederick L

Appeal, 19 July 1902.

''Ibid.
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h

s

magma

,

on, whether as masterly
literary efforts, or whether
advancement of other arts and
science

directly applied to the

will
accomplish more toward moldin.
the future of the race
than L^y
amount of favorable legislation."^^

^

Following Yates' address, W. E. B.

He

described

years.

how

To change

"understand the
according to

its

Du Bois

spoke on "The Problem of Work."-

African American labor should
transform
their position in society,

modem

Du Bois,

Du Bois

itself

over the next

explained, blacks needed to

organization" and "teach [their]
children to work."™.

needed

fifty

to slightly decrease the

The

race,

number of fanners and domestics

midst while doubling or tripling the
number of people engaged in the
professions,

merchandising, and manufacturing.'"

The following morning,
Statistics,

a

number of annual

reports, including those of the
Vital

Business and Anti-Lynching Bureaus,
were given.^^ The delegates then broke

for lunch scheduled to return to an
afternoon session of

more speeches. When they

returned, however, the day's Chairman,
William Pledger, called for the Nominating

Committee

to

make

its

Since the report was actually scheduled for
the following

report.

day, the change in procedure caused
confusion on the floor of the convention

more so due

to the fact that not

The Committee

report

all

-

all

the

of the delegates were present."

recommended

that T.

Thomas

Fortune, Executive

Committee Director and President Bishop Alexander
Walters switch

posts,

and

that

Cyrus Field Adams, Fannie B. Williams, Frederick
McGhee, Martha Webster, and

^'^'Ibid.

Paul Globe, 10 July 1902; and Nelson, Frederick L McGhee,
100.
Paul Globe, 10 July 1902; and Nelson, Frederick L. McGhee,
100.
St. Paul Globe, 10 July 1902; and
Nelson, Frederick L. McGhee, 100.
Pioneer Press, 1 1 July 1 902; and Appeal, 1 9 July 1 902.
Pioneer Press, 10 July; 11 July 1902; and St. Paul Globe, 11
July 1902
Ibid.; St.

St.
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in

Richard

W. Thompson assume the posts

secretary, assistant secretary,

and

of secretary, corresponding secretary,
financial

treasurer, respectively.^'*

report, but apparently did not believe that

its

The

delegates approved the

implementation would take place

until the

delegates voted again during the official time slot for
the Committee's report the

following day. This, however, was not what occuired.
With the delegates' approval of
the report, T.

Thomas Fortune became

The turning over of the gavel

president of the Council.''^

to Fortune set off a firestorm of protest.

Many were

concerned about Fortune's role as the leader of the organization
due to his independent
nature. Furthermore, despite his

tremendous

talent,

Fortune had suffered a number of

setbacks, in recent years, both in his health and his pocketbook.

would use

his position as

Council president to promote his

Some

believed that he

own advancement. And

despite the occasional disagreements between Fortune and Washington,
due close contact

between the two men, many thought Washington would essentially run the
organization.^^

Despite the fact that his colleague, Frederick
this

very maneuver, Harry Shepard, of

that

Fortune was

fit

St.

McGhee

Paul launched the

to lead the organization because his

in

first attack.

Pioneer Press,

1 1

July 1902; and

St.

Paul Globe,

McGhee, 101-102; Thombrough,

T.

1 1

He

did not think

move

to elect Fortune

July 1902. See also. Nelson,

Thomas Fortune, 221;

Harlan, Booker

Washington: The Wizard ofTuskegee, 38-39; and Factor, The Black Response
America, 278-279.
T.

" Pioneer Press,

to

1 1 July 1902; and St. Paul Globe, 1 1 July 1902.
See Thombrough, T. Thomas Fortune; Meier, Negro Thought in America; Harlan,
Booker T. Washington: The Wizard ofTuskegee; and Factor, The Black Response to
America.

" St.

Paul Globe, 11 July 1902.
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for

knack for alienating people was

"driving our friends from us."^^ Moreover, he believed that the

Frederick L.

some ways had called

"means the exten..nat,on of the
CouncU
of delegates,

.Cud.ng

elections stood

as a

body.'-

Ida B. WeUs-Bamett.
expressed anger over the
election, but the

and the group moved on

to other business/^

After the controversy, the
delegates heard a
elegant speech, "The

m add.,on to Shepard, a nu.ber

number of addresses including
an

Undo.ng of the Fourteenth and

fifteenth

Amendments," del.vered

by atto^ey James H. Guy of
Tope.a, Kansas.- Guy
offered a thorough overview
of the
struggle for the

states

were

in

Amendments,

the

pu^ose

for the Acts, and
demonstrated

v.Iat^on of the Constitution as
they strategically came up

how

southern

wnh ways

to

deny African Americans protection
under the Fourteenth and
Fifteenth Amendments.-

Followmg Guy's

address,

m

almost a dehberate attempt to
refocus the delegates on the

existence of the ag.tation agenda
of the Council, Jesse
the group's Legal

Lawson presented

the report from

and Legisladve Bureau.- After
Lawson's speech, the convention

adjourned for the remainder of the
afternoon.

When

the delegates reconvened for
the evening session, they heard
addresses by

B. Scott and Josephine St.
Pierre Ruffin, but the highlight
of the meeting at the

Hope church was
the

the speech of

Booker T. Washington.^^ Relying on

Tuskegeean discussed the great progress

that the race

emphasized the importance of coalitions
with white

allies

his typical themes,

had made since emancipation,
North and South, and dispelled

78

See also, Nelson, Frederick L. McGhee, 101-102.
Paul Globe, 11 July 1902; md Appeal, 19
July 1902

Ibid..
St.

^"'^
^""^ ^'^^'^^ Searchlight, 23 and 30 August 1902
m^l""^'
Wichita Searchlight, 23 and 30
August; and 6 September 1902
g^Appea/, 19 July 1902.
8'

Ibid., St.

Paul Dispatch, 11 July 1902.
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House of

I.

'

any great

strain

between the

possible attempt to dispel

races.^^

Washington did not mention the elections
but

some of the doubts expressed

in a

to the convention, did try to

assure the audience that the Council
was the organization demonstrating an
ability to

work

for the betterment of the race

Council so

many

from multiple

evidences of the fact that

we

fronts.

He was

"glad to see in this

can sink the individual preferences and

differences and unite in the one direction
of uplifting the race."^^

With a slap

at his critics as

he declared that

such organizations as

this should bear in mind that we
cannot by
ourselves help forward the race in any large
degree by fault-

finding,

condemning or

destruction

is

criticizing ...

easy, construction

We must bear in

is difficult;

but

it is

mind

that

by

construction that the ability of a race
destruction or fault-finding.

is measured rather than by
The object lesson of the negro

succeeding in every committee as a wealthy prosperous
farmer, or
as a contractor, or as a banker or as a cotton-mill
owner, worth
scores of

Washington told
that

mere

abstract speeches.^''

his audience that they

must not become discouraged and assured them

he did not "underestimate the seriousness of the tremendous
problem that [was]

before the race."^'

Washington's address did nothing

members

felt

and one of the individuals

Paul Dispatch,
Paul Dispatch,

McGhee,
86
St.

St.

to

come

to St. Paul

who had warned him

Guardian crowd, opened the

St.

suppress the anger that

many Council

surrounding the elections. The following morning, Frederick McGhee,
the

man who had asked Washington

^^^St.

to

final day's session

and take control of the organization

about the pending

move

to censor

by the

with a legal challenge of the election.

11 July 1902; Appeal, 19 July 1902.
1 1

July 1902; Appeal, 19 July 1902. See also, Nelson, Frederick L

103.

Paul Dispatch, 1 1 July 1902; Appeal, 19 July 1902.
Paul Dispatch, 11 July 1902; Appeal, 19 July 1902.
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After

much heated

discussion,

McGhee's challenge was dismissed. But
Nelson Crews,

the group's director of the Immigration
Bureau, reignited the
that

embers as he announced

he would accept the election of the "alleged
Council president," as long as the

Council elected officers fairly in the future.^^
After a lively discussion initiated by
Crews'
"alleged" status,

hold

new

Crews demanded

elections.^^

The

that the

Though

this solution

its

officers resign so that the

Fortune's

group could

delegates voted against the motion, but
passed an

to the Council's constitution designed

organization to hold

new

comment concerning

elections,

by

by

I.

vote,

B. Scott. Scott's

amendment

amendment

called for the

on the second day of the annual convention.^"

provided a clear process for future conventions,
some were

frustrated with the Council's unwillingness to
address the actions that
place. In frustration, both

had already taken

Robert Crews and Ida B. Wells-Bamett resigned
from

positions on the Immigration and Anti-Lynching
Bureaus respectively."

their

The delegation

then adjourned for the morning.

When

the Council reconvened for

The delegates heard some
of New Orleans

who once

its

final session, tensions

final addresses, including

were certainly high.

one delivered by

J.

Madison Vance

again discussed the organization's legal challenge to the

Louisiana suffrage law."' After Vance's address, the delegates
rejected the resignations
of Crews and Wells-Bamett and endorsed the Address
to the Nation."^

88

St.

Paul Dispatch, 11 July 1902; Pioneer Press, 11 July 1902. See

Frederick
89
St.
St.
St.

L

McGhee,

also,

Nelson

103.

Paul Dispatch, 1 1 July 1902. See also. Nelson, Frederick L. McGhee,
103.
Paul Dispatch, 1 1 July 1902; Appeal 19 July 1902.
Paul Dispatch, 11 July 1902. See also. Nelson, Frederick L. McGhee 104

Appeal, 19 July 1902.
St. Paul Dispatch, 11 July 1902; Appeal,
19 July 1902.
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The Address
B.

Du Bois,

J.

to the Nation, drafted by,

Madison Vance, Nelson Crews, Mrs.

Clinton, and John C. Dancy,
organization.

among

It

was of the general

WiUiam H.

others,

J.

E. Porter,

sort that

Steward,

E.

Bishop George W.

one has come

to expect

from the

discussed the general condition of the race,
emphasized the industrial

and higher educational progress of the community,
denounced lynching and
violence,

W.

and vowed

to

continue to struggle against the growing
disenfranchisement

legislation.'* Finally, the

refusing to exercise

its

mob

Address harshly

power under

criticized Congress,

which the Council saw as

the Federal Constitution to enact

end suffrage abuses and vigilantly violence.'^ Despite the

criticism,

new

legislation to

however, the

Council members did not condemn President Roosevelt for his
inaction.

With the adoption of
its

the Address, the Council concluded the official sessions
of

fourth annual convention.

As many of the

delegates

left

the

Twin City

region,

had mixed feelings about what had occurred during the meeting,
but vowed
the policies set forth

by the organization. Others, however, were not ready

concerning the actions of the Council and began to express their opinions

to

most

implement

to be silent

in the nation's

black press.

William Monroe Trotter, who never made
the

first to

openly

election of T.

criticize the organization.

Thomas Fortune

it

to St. Paul for the convention,

According

to the

Guardian

to the presidency of the Council

was

was

editor, the

"as bad a calamity as

could have befallen the organization."'^ Trotter did not see Fortune as the independent
person that he had been even five years previous. The

Appeal, 19 July 1902.
Ibid.

Boston Guardian, 19 July 1902.
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Age

editor, according to Trotter,

was "a

politician ... a perpetual office seeker;"

and

his presidency

entrance of the Council into the business of office seeking" and
railed President

politics.^'^

The

editor

Roosevelt for replacing "colored Republicans with white
Democrats,"

and the Council for remaining passive
politics."^^ Trotter further

to "the elimination of the

charged that the Council discredited

Booker T. Washington on the convention," and believed
in reality the president

of the organization

Negro from Southern

itself

that the

by "springing

Tuskegee principal was

"everything except name."'' Finally, the

in

voice of the Guardian asserted that individuals such as
to

"marks the overt

W.

E. B.

Du Bois

were no longer

be trusted since they failed to act against Washington's coup. Trotter asserted, "we

might have expected Prof.

who

Du

are trying to get into the

Bois to have stood

in the

breach here, but like

band wagon of the Tuskegeean, he

is

no longer

all

the others

to

be relied

upon."'°°

A number of African

American newspapers republished

favorable editorial remarks of their own.

The

editor of the

Trotter's

comments with

Chicago Broad Ax concurred

with Trotter's assessment, but adjoined that Fortune, although a prominent voice in the
past,

had more recently "spent much of the

fighting whiskey in the United States."""

his time endeavoring to drink

W.

up

the cheap

all

Calvin Chase, in his Washington Bee,

dubbed the fourth annual convention "a measly

failure."

He

believed that the Council

'^Ibid.
98

Ibid.; Boston Guardian, 26 July 1902. See
America, 279.

also. Factor,

Boston Guardian, 19 and 26 July 1902. See

The Black Response

also, Factor,

to

The Black Response

to

America, 279.

Boston Guardian, 26 July 1902. See
279; Thombrough,

T.

also. Factor,

Thomas Fortune, 228-229; and

Wizard of Tuskegee, 40.
Chicago Broad-Ax, 26 July 1902.
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The Black Response to America,
Harlan, Booker T. Washington: The

"may be

able to do something for the race," but he did not think
that

anything in

"its

it

would accomplish

present organized capacity and while under the spell
of

its

present

manipulator."'"^

Furthermore, Edward Cooper of the Colored American, previously
a great
advocate of the organization, dubbed the
explained

among

that,

St.

Paul meeting "a roaring farce."'"^ Cooper

others, Walters, Fortune, Pledger, White,

and Lawson "deserved

the thanks of the race for their laudable efforts to build up a powerful
instrument for
racial protection."

He

asserted,

however

that "candid observers

must admit

outlook for one reason and another, does not seem promising for
aegis of the Afro-American Council."'"''

the race should

go from

Cooper then asked

that the

finite results

under the

his readers to suggest

where

there.

Although there existed an unquestionable undercurrent of
Council and

its activities,

organization

who

there

were

still

many

within the

frustration with the

community and

the

supported the work of the group. As Richmond Planet editor John

Mitchell explained, "The recent meeting of the National Afro- American Council seems to

have been anything but a success
reports

were very unfortunate

if

we judge by

the unfavorable reports

at this time, since the race is "in the

conditions."'"^

But

asserted that T.

Thomas Fortune thoroughly understood

at the

same

time, Mitchell

to the defense

|^"Jlbid.

Richmond Planet, 2 August 1902.
"«Ibid.
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Such

midst of anarchistic
of his old friend as he

the situation,

and

that the

Washington Bee, 26 July 1902. See also Indianapolis Freeman, 19 July 1902;
August 1902; and Chicago Conservator, 3 August 1902.
Colored American, 19 July 1902.

Idea, 3
'"^

came

"'"'

Illinois

"machinery of the organization [was] not
the

community

to

come

working to turn the
reign in the

in untried or

inexperienced hands."'"^

He urged

together under the Council, the only national
organization

tide of oppression. "Let us

hope

that

peace will prevail and harmony

camps of our oppressed and down-trodden people," Mitchell

asserted. "Let

us be for ourselves and then others will be for us."'°^ Harry
Smith of the Cleveland
Gazette: concurred "T.

ready to do

all in

Thomas Fortune can make an

acceptable president [and]

we

stand

our power to help him

Amidst the convention

fallout,

Washington, Fortune, and

their allies

moved

to

secure leadership of the organization and push forth the Council's agenda.
In a letter to

Washington, Emmett Scott noted:

"it is

we

control the

""° T. Thomas Fortune
impressed upon Washington the importance of the

Council

group moving quickly and asserting

everywhere

is

all

its

prominence

in the

community. "The race

discontented and ready to respond to political action more than any sort,"

he noted. The task was to harness

Not

not hard for you to understand that

this discontent

and create a

"political

of Washington's allies were pleased with the events in

above, Frederick

McGhee, who requested

that

machine.""'

St. Paul.

As noted

Washington come and take over the

organization, led the opposition on the final day of the meeting.

McGhee's colleague on

the Council's Legal Bureau, Jesse Lawson, also expressed his disappointment with the

manner

that the elections took place

when he wrote

to the

Tuskegee Principal on August

'"^Ibid.
•°«Ibid.
"'^

Cleveland Gazette, 9 August 1902.

Emmett

Scott to

Booker T. Washington, 17 July 1902. Booker

T.

Washington Papers.

Vol. 6, 494-497.
T.

Thomas Fortune

to

Booker T. Washington, 15 August 1902. Booker

Papers. Microfilm Collection.
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T.

Washington

6.

"Corruption wins not more than honesty," he
wrote, "and the Afro-American
Council

will never gain the confidence,

and co-operation of the people

until

it

abandons

its

corrupt methods of doing things.""^ Central
to Lawson's frustration was
people were

unaware of Washington's
however, the

frustration,

something

true

involvement

tireless

in the near future that

in the Council's activity.

Despite this

Council activist hoped that the group would
accomplish

would achieve harmony within the

Lawson then

race.

turned his attention to the Louisiana case and
explained to Washington that he was

sending him the

latest details as reported

Having assessed the events of

by attorneys Romain and Bimey."^

St. Paul,

John Mitchell,

Jr.

published a well

thought-out piece on the meeting. In his essay, "Shall
the Wheels of Race Agitation be

Stopped?," he tried to put the agitation to
the pertinent issues."^ Mitchell

while

Rome

is

bummg,"

rest

by focusing the community's attention on

was dismayed

that the leaders of the race

but explained that the elections having been held on any
other

day than publicized was a mistake, not a crime.
great

blow

were "fiddling

to the organization, he believed, but

an "able and brilliant agitator." That

fact,

The

loss of Ida B.

Wells-Bamett was a

emphasized once more

that

Fortune was

combined with Walters' leadership of the

Executive Committee, assured Mitchell that the organization was in "safe
hands.""^
Since "the

Jesse

men who

Lawson

to

created [the Council] are

Booker

T. Washington, 6

still

in charge,"

he asserted, "we cannot

August 1902. Booker

T.

Washington

Papers. Microfilm Collection.
IJ^Ibid.

John L. Mitchell, Jr., "Shall the Wheels of Race Agitation Be Stopped?," The Colored
American Magazine 5 (September 1902): 386-91.
"*

Ibid.,

386.

Ibid.,

386-387.
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believe that

its

power for good has disappeared or its mission
ended.""^ The "wheels of

agitation," he argued, could not stop as long
as

as long as "this race-agitation

"men

had done much good

are being burned at the stake,"
nor

in

imbuing a few Afro-Americans

with manhood.""^
Mitchell assured his readers that the Council
was

forward towards
Constitution.

members

is

its

still

and was moving

goals of ensuring African Americans their
rights under the

Whether Mitchell's

article

succeeded

m easing the nerves of Council

unknown. But he made a convinch^g argument

that the organization

alive

was working contrary

that until there

to its stated objectives, African

was evidence
Americans

should continue to support the group.

Over

the next several months, the Council

The organization continued
was

little

new

work on

the Louisiana

in

very

and Alabama

little

national activity.

test cases,

but there

action until Bishop Walters decided to challenge
President Roosevelt to

take a stand on the Lily

who

to

engaged

White Movement. Members of the

District of

Columbia Council,

believed that the organization needed to take the initiative in getting
the President to

make

his position

on the issue public, suggested a meeting

to Walters.

The Bishop

agreed with his District colleagues and wrote to the President requesting
a conference.
Walters wanted reassurances from the President that he would lend the power
of his
office to bring the Lily

Whites

to a halt."^ Roosevelt, at first,

was not keen on

meeting with members of the Afro-American Council, believing
clear.

the idea of

that his position

was

Despite his concessions to some of the Lily Whites, the President believed that he

Ibid.,

387.

"^Ibid., 387.

Alexander Walters to Theodore Roosevelt, 6 October 1902. Booker
Papers. Microfilm Collection.
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T.

Washington

had demonstrated

to the nation that he
did not endorse the

movement. Followmg an

.nte.ent.on by Booker T.
Washmgton, however, Roosevelt
conceded to the interview.'^o
Walters, Bishop George
CUnton, and Reverend S.
L. Co.others met
with

were able

to get the President to
unequivocally state that he

published a statement stating as

much.-

was against lily-whitism and

Despite their success,
however, Walters and his

committee did receive some criticism
from the black community
for
Curiously, Council president
T.

Thomas Fortune was

Clinton and Coirothers for
having called on Roosevelt.

He

their action.

frustrated with Walters.

claimed

orgamzation had not convened an
Executive Committee meeting

to

that,

because the

endorse the action,

the three individuals did not
have the right to appear before
the President as Council

representatives. In an

open

letter.

Fortune claimed that Walters'

visit

had "muddled

waters" and created bad publicity
for the Council.- Given
that the Washington D.
C.

branch of the Council had always
acted as a lobbying group for
the organization,
Fortune's

comments

are curious.

As

a general rule, the local branch

was supposed

to

observe the government and act
whenever necessary.

Alexander Waters

Blnrl

S

T

t
f

TA'

"

New Y
Tat. Stony
York
S

T

to

Booker T. Washington, 22 October 1902.
Booker T Washington

P^P'^'- Microfilm Collection; Factor, The
2^^' ^"'^ ^^"'g^
Miller. "'A This Woridly Mission'Alexander Walters (1858-1917)." (Ph.D. diss..
State UnrverX
university of
ot

Brook, 1984), 232-234
'^'^^

Je'ZS; P^^^^^^^^

'''^

Louisiana

'2 New York Age 23 October 1902. Fortune's comments may have been

/r

'^'''^

^"'^

a

way

reared at the
rst
St Paul convention, the Council president
was vying for a political
appointment. See Thombrough,r.rAo/7za5Fort««e.
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for

him

^^y- As some h'd

Expressing an understanding of the
history of the District of
Columbia's Coundl
branch, the Colored American
responded to Fortune's criticism.
In an editorial, the
editors explained that Walters,
like any cidzen black or
white,

had a nght

to call

on the

President. Furthermore, given
Walters, status as the Council's
ex-president and cu^ent

Executive Committee cha.mian, the
editors believed that he acted
w.thin his

rights.

Fortune was accused of spHttmg hairs.Fmally, the editors asserted
that the Council

had a magnificent opportunity

contmued

to "quarrel

over

to

trifles

and Charybdis," the group would

The

quarrels

new assignment

was

to study race, labor,

Fortune,

is

As

the

is

warned

that if

between the awful rocks of Scylla

as the year

many

in St.

as Special

came

to a close.

Fortune was accorded

Paul believed was chief

among

h.s

Immigrant Agent of the Treasury Department

and trade conditions

in

Hawaii and the Philippmes.'^^ Though

many called upon him

to relinquish the Council

the editors of the Cleveland Gazette asserted,
"if our friend, T.

man we

think he

is,

it

fail.'^'*

pleased with Fortune's personal success,
presidency.

for the race, but

while the vessel

would continue,

the political appointment that so
objectives. His

do great things

he

will

Thomas

promptly resign from the presidency of the

organization."'^^

Fortune did not resign, but instead put the

On

the eve of his departure he published a call
to

and push ahead with the organization's agenda.

Colored American,

1

November

ball in the court

all

of Council supporters.

members of the Council

"My

last

thought" before

I

to stand

depart for the

1902.

"'ibid.
125

Colored American, 16

mdlinoyemher

1902. See also

Fortune, 234-235.

Cleveland Gazette, 13 December 1902.
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up

Thombrough T Thomas

"far East," he proclaimed, "is the

Afro-American Council and

one organization of the race whose primal
objective

is

its

future well-being, as the

the preservation

and proper

defense of the civil and political rights of
the Afro-American people."'"
The Council's
greatest failure, he asserted,

was

that

it

had no substantial organization. Like
the Afro-

American League, "the masses of the people do
not belong
sympathy and money."'^^ Moreover, Fortune
explained,

to

or support

it

it

with their

the Council's annual

conventions were "composed of fraternal delegates
and delegates representing business

and professional

interests.

.

.

."

From

the "adjournment of one annual
convention to the

assembling of another." The Council was

little

more than

In light of the situation, Fortune authorized
an

the Executive Bureau.'^'

amendment

allowing the formation of local Councils with
only ten members.
alteration to the constitution

convention

in July.

separate branches.

would allow

five

He

believed that this

hundred branches report

Fortune also specifically called upon

He

to the constitution

especially believed that the

women

to the Louisville

to organize their

women would come

together in

branches for the betterment of the race and push the
organization closer to his five

hundred-branch goal.'^o In addition

Cyrus Field

Adams

to

to the publication of this call,

Fortune hired secretary

compile the minutes of the Council's annual conventions and

publish them in pamphlet form along with a reprint of his

call, to

stimulate interest in the

organization's activities.'^'

Appeal, 13 and 20 December 1902; and Cleveland Gazette, 27 December
1902. S
Adams, National Afro-American Council.
^Appeal, 13 December 1902.

also

'^^bid.
;^^°Ibid.

See Adams, The National Afro-American Council.
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Around

the

same time Bishop Walters was

invited to speak on behalf of
the

Council in Richmond, Virginia in support of a local
challenge to the State's new
constitution. Similar to actions taken in the Carolinas,

Alabama, and Louisiana, Virginia,

with the endorsement of a "popularly" elected convention,
had rewritten
to disenfranchise its African

H. Hayes and white

American

citizens.

New York lawyer, John

S.

With the support of

its

constitution

local attorney

James

Wise, Richmond blacks organized the

Virginia Industrial League and initiated a suit challenging
to the state's Constitution. '^^

"We

are contending under

God

for legal rights, every

boldly say so," Walters declared to a large audience.
this fight,

"The duty of the hour was

and every Negro who has a drop of manly blood

the colors."'"

one of them, and we should

"God removed President McKinley," he

in his veins will

asserted;

and called him home."'^^ Walters called for Afncan Americans
fight,

"God was

to press

come up

to

displeased

to "stand together"

and

focusing on the long-standing goal of insisting that "southern representation
in

congress [be] cut down.""^ Finally he told the audience to pressure President
Roosevelt.

Despite lack of support from the Republican Party and some actions of the sitting
President, Walters believed that

improve the

As

God had raised Roosevelt up

to replace

McKinley and

situation.'^*

the

New

Year began, Walters and the Council's

first

Vice President, William

A. Pledger, called the organization's Executive Committee together for

132

its

annual

Cleveland Gazette, 20 December 1902; Colored American, 20 December 1902; Star of
1 January 1903 and Wichita Searchlight, 3 January 1902. See also Miller. "'A This
Woridly Mission," 236-237. John S. Wise was the son of Governor Wise who executed
John Brown in 1859.
Zion,

Cleveland Gazette, 20 December 1902
•^'•ibid.

'^^Ibid.

'^^Ibid.
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The group met

meeting.

in the

auditorium of Lincoln Church on
January 26, 1903. The

meeting followed the usual session,
with Walters and Pledger
reasserting the protest
element of the organization

in

individuals such as Reverend

response to fallout from the

George Lee, John C. Dancy,

St.

Paul convention.

P. B. S.

From

Pinchback, and James

H. Hayes the Committee heard a senes
of addresses on actions that
African Americans

needed

to take in order to gain their
full political

confirmed Louisville as the location of the
that

and

upcommg

civil rights.

The group

also

annual convention and announced

disenfranchisement would be the central theme
of the discussion. '^^

The Address
commitment

to the country

to challenging disenfranchisement.

actions of African

Amencans

Committee pledged

its

new

and Alabama

state constitutions.

in these areas

and other

states.

Committee

commended

the

in their struggles

Furthermore, the Executive

'^^

also called on Congress to act on the
measures already entered

into the Congressional debate, especially
the Irwin Bill

commission

heartily

continued moral, legal, and financial support
to challenges

by blacks living

The Committee

The group

in Virginia, Louisiana,

against impositions levied by the

initiated

endorsed by the members affimied the
organization's

which called for the creation of a

to investigate the condition of black
Americans.'^' In addidon, the

also passed a resolution urging the Senate to
confirm the nomination of

William D. Crum, an African American nominated by President
Roosevelt for collector

Iowa State Bystander, 6 February 1903.
Appeal, 31 January 1903; Iowa State Bystander, 6 February
1903. Cleveland Gazette
31 January; and 7 February 1903.
^Appeal, 31 January 1903.
'^^
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of customs
heartiest

Charleston, South CaroHna.'"" Finally, the Executive
Committee gave

endorsement of Roosevelt. The groups explained

"imparted
rights,

at

new

life

and vigor

to the

that they believed that he

its

had

time-honored principles and traditions of human

and [had] given hope and inspiration

to a

people struggling heroically beneath the

burden of hate and proscription."''"

As

the

Committee members returned

press that the meeting

was

to their

in the process of gaining.

homes many were

surprised by the

At the Monday evening

session,

James H. Hayes delivered an address on "The Disfranchisement of

the

of Virginia and what they

anarchist,"

Have Done

to Resist It."'*^ "I

am not an

Afro-Americans

Hayes

affirmed, "I do not believe in killing anybody, yet if necessary stand up for
your rights

and be killed for standing up. But the oppressing, shooting, murdering, buming,
lynching, jim crowing, and disenfranchising of the Negro will breed a race of Nat

Turners, and the sword and torch will devastate and dissolve the South."'"*^
press construed Hayes'

called for African

comment

Americans

as an

endorsement of violence, claiming

to resist the

new

constitutions with

The white

that

Hayes had

"sword and torch

in

hand."'^

While such a comment was not too

far

removed from Hayes' embrace of a

defense strategy that was not what he was calling

for.

self-

Actively pushing the cause of his

Virginian colleagues through the state courts, Hayes viewed the legal process as the

Cleveland Gazette, 31 January 1903. See also Harlan, Booker T. Washington: The
Wizard ofTuskegee, 19-23; and Willard B. Gatewood, Jr. Theodore Roosevelt and the
Art of Controversy (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1970), 90-134.
Appeal, 31 January 1903.
'"^

Washington Bee, 24 and 31 January; and 7 February 1903; Baltimore Afro-American
Ledger, 31 January 1903; and Iowa State Bystander, 6 February 1903.
'^

Washington Bee, 31 January 1903; Colored American, 14 February 1903.
Washington Post, 27 January 1903.
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current path for African Americans to
pursue. Despite of his belief in legal
strategies,

however, he refused

to retract

any of his comments.

After the Post published

Americans moved
the

to

its

version of the proceedings, a

denounce Hayes' remarks,

Colored American, for example believed

them unfortunate. The

calling

that

number of African
editors of

Hayes was now "discredited and

despised as a senseless agitator" and predicted that
he had destroyed his "utility" in the
Virginia suits.'"' Bishop Charles S. Smith of Louisiana
added that advising "the Negro to

have recourse

them

is

to the torch

to right fancied

wrongs

inflicted

by whites upon

but ravings of a crank or a manic."""'
In response,

bit

and the sword

members

of the Council's Executive Committee tried to introduce
a

of damage control. Cyrus Fields

Adams

distanced himself from Hayes' comments by

claiming that he was not in attendance when Hayes was speaking.
At the same time he
assured the readers of his open letter that the attorney's

comments were exaggerated and

taken out of context."*^ Bishop "Walters and Pledger issued a statement
claiming that the
"public press of the country contained inaccurate and misleading reports," and
called for
the northern press to publish the resolutions and statements.''*^

At the other end of the spectrum,
fully

a handful in the African

defended Hayes' remarks and called for black America

American community

to stand

behind his

sentiments. Persistent critic William Calvin Chase, praised the organization and Hayes,

claiming that the Council had "at

'''^

last

concluded that

it

Colored American, 7 February 1903.
Baltimore Afro-American Ledger, 7 February 1903.
Appeal, 14 February 1903.
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is

best to have

men

connected

with it."- He. furthennore
noted that "there was not a
dissenting voice
of Mr. Hayes- speech," asserting
that the "big cowards"

spoke out against the meeting.

-

me

likewise

liberty or give

came

to the other

While
fight

me death.'"-

all this

,f

the "bullies and braggarts"

will give

New

came

after his

Coliseum Club designated,
In the midst of the

the organization

its

go

"infamous" Council

Orleans Coliseum Club stating that
"The
if

he will deliver

speech verbatim as delivered before the
Afro-American Council

proceeded with

willing to

after the fighter.'"

Nigger Hayes $3,000 and transportation

on the 26th."'" James Hayes responded

On

Hayes and was

Jr.

public maneuvering was taking place,
Hayes was drawn into the

speech, he received a letter from the

hall his

that his

James Hayes' fellow Virginian
John Mitchell,

once again by a group of white Louisianans.
Shortly

Coliseum Club

a few whites

than Patnck Henry's
impassioned

to his defense, affinning that
he stood beside

world with him

conclusion

John E. Bn:ce also supported
Hayes, claiming

comments were no more "incendiary or
revolutionary
'Give

came out when

at the

at his

own

that

the Council

St. Paul, the local

and began preparing

February 19 the branch gathered

State Capital for the celebration.

New

our

Washington

Orleans any time the

expense, and deliver the same speech."'^

Hayes controversy,

agendas. In

he would go to

in

in

on the national and

local level

membership created a new branch of

'''
for a celebration of Frederick Douglass'
birthday.

in the Hall

Newly

of the House of Representatives of the

elected local president Frederick

McGhee,

Washington Bee, 31 January 1903.
See also, Washington Bee, 7 February 1903.
Colored American, 14 February 1903
Ibid.

Ibid.
153

Baltimore Afro-American Ledger, 7 February 1903.
Ibid. It is not known if James H. Hayes actually
went to
Coliseum Club.

New

Orleans to speak

Appeal, 1 February 1903. See also Nelson, Frederick McGhee,
108.
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at the

Governor Van Sant, and
speeches.'^'^

visiting

Reverend Reverdy Ransom

Following the addresses the

local

all

gave well received

Council passed a series of resolutions,

including a call to Minnesota's Senators,
Knute Nelson and

Moses

E.

Clapp "to stand by

the president and vote for the confirmation
of the nomination" of William

Crum.'"

Directly following the St. Paul meeting, the
national office of the Council issued
its first call

for the Louisville convention in July,

emphasizmg

that the organization

adopted the new rules for membership formation
suggested by Fortune before he

had

left

for

Hawaii. The group also reiterated that the convention
would focus on
disenfranchisement issues and that the group was raising
funds for the legal struggles

which

it

was currently involved.'^^

Cyrus Field Adams, the group's

American Council: The Story of
Colored American

in the

in

its

secretary, also published an article,

Organization -

Magazine™

What

it

Stands For -

Its

"The AfroPersonnel,"

In addition to providing an overview of the

Council's creation, listing the existing membership, and reprinting
the Executive

Committee's recent address

to the country,

Adams

continued to distance himself from

Hayes' Washington D. C. speech. Asserting the position and objective of the
Council,

Adams

attempted to connect the organization and

suasion tradition of the Abolitionist

"There
bloody

is

Adams

the "John

Brownism" of Hayes.

explained, "not with swords and guns on

arena of public opinion. The combat must be fiercely contested

^Appeal 21 February 1903. See
^^'^

plight to that of the fading moral-

movement and not

a battle to be fought,"

fields, but in the

its

also Nelson, Frederick

McGhee,

108.

Appeal, 21 February 1903.

'^^

Colored American, 28 February 1903.
Cyrus Field Adams, "The Afro-American Council: The Story of its Organization What it Stands For - Its Personnel," The Colored American Magazine 6 (March 1903):
331-38.
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with

skill,

sentiment

courage and intelligence, and must be persistently waged

created which will accord to every race his God-given rights."'^"

is

accomplish

until a healthy public

this goal,

Adams

affirmed that the Council needed to have "the cordial
and

cheerful support and encouragement of every

manly Afro-American who has

power of numbers and

efficacy of intelligent organization, and

and the courage

all that

'to

do

To

doth become a man' to give

it

who

faith in the

has pride in his race

character [and]

respectability."'^'

Despite
the torch,"

assurance that the Council was not interested in the "sword and

James Hayes' remarks continued

members and
invited

Adams

A

supporters.

by Albany,

fight in Virginia.

to exact support

from other Council

short time after the publication of

New York Council members

to

Adams'

article,

Hayes was

speak on the organization and his

At the event the audience raised a collection

to aid

Hayes

in the

Virginia legal struggle."'^

Around
Folk.

the

same

time,

W.

E. B.

Du

Bois published his famous Souls of Black

Du Bois' book had nothing directly to

do with the Council, but constituted a

watershed event in black history. As African American historian and social

Saunders Redding explained years

American Negro began
and

to think

Souls fixed a

"moment

in history

when

the

to reject the idea of the world's belonging only to white people,

of himself as a potential force in the organization of society."'*^ In the work,

according the

Ibid.,

later,

critic, J.

Thomas Dixon,

the Atlanta University professor exposed the "the naked

332.

Ibid.

Colored American, 21 March; 4 April 1903.
Saunders Redding quoted in Factor, The Black Response

J.
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to

America, 302.

Negro beating

soul of a

itself to

death against the bars in which
Aryan socety ha[d]

caged him!""^''

During the

first

been in transition.

It

few years of the centuty W. E.
B.

was during

this

Du Bois'

racial

period that he placed increased
emphasis on the

importance of higher education, the
talented tenth, and the franchise.
Souls of Black Folk was published,

he found

It

philosophy had

Du Bois'

position

had transformed

By

the time

The

to the degree that

necessary to differentiate between
Booker T. Washmgton's racial philosophy

and the path he and a growing "radical"
core of black

Most black

intellectuals sought to travel.

leaders of the period agreed with
the ideology of self-help and
racial

solidanty and on the need for economic
and moral development.

A

growing between them regarding the immediate
importance of the

wedge, however, was

ballot

and the

relative

emphasis placed on industrial and higher
education. Such differences were evident

in the

ideological struggles taking place within
the Afro-American Council since the
beginning

of the

new

century, but

"Of Booker

T.

it

was Du Bois' publication of Souls, and

Washington and Others,"

that

In that essay, the Atlanta professor
ability to bring

interests. In

164

in particular the essay,

gave the confrontation

first

legs.

paid tribute to Washington, especially his

about a compromise between northern, southern, and
African American

doing

so,

however,

Du Bois warned that Washington

might have sold short

Thomas Dixon,

of the

Jr., "Booker T. Washington and the Negro:
Some Dangerous Aspects
of Tuskegee," Saturday Evening Post 178 (August
19, 1905): 2. In the
Dixon further stated, "No white man with a soul can read this book
without a

Work

Thomas
tear."

See W. E. B. Du Bois, "The Relation of the Negroes to the
Whites of the South,"
Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science, Vol.
28, no. 1 (July
1901), 121-131;

"The Talented Tenth,"

The Negro Problem, Booker T. Washington
M&n," Atlantic
Monthly, Vol. 49 (September 1902), 289-297. See also, David Levering
Lewis, W. E. B.
Du Bois, 165-196; and August Meier, Negro Thought in America, 190-206
ed.

(New York: James

Pott

& Co.,

in

'

1903); and "The Training of Black
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the interests of blacks.

Washmgton's "programme," explained
Du Bo.s,

practically

accepted the "alleged mferiority
of the Negro race,"
allowed economic factors

"completely to overshadow the
higher aims of

prejudge."'-

Du Bo.

life,"

and preached a "submission
of

furthermore claimed that
Washington's speeches were

"dangerous half-tn.th[s] that the South"
used to justify
African Americans

-

two opposing
of the

New

their

own

efforts rather than fair
treatment

intellectuals

drew

New England school

Yankee Trader. Du Bois noted, however,
paradox. Washington wished to

make

the

the need for rights

that

from

attracted to the educational
philosophy

to a different

promulgated by captains of industry and
embodied

downplayed

by white Americans.'-

system, his alma mater, Harvard,
representing

Washington, on the other hand, looked

publicly

Americans

inspiration for their diverging
philosophies

England models. Du Bo.s was

with

present attitudes toward

for example, the position
that the future of black

depended primarily on

The two black

.ts

filled

New England model,

in the business

its

capstone.

that

shrewdness of the

Washington's position evoked a

triple

mass of black folk property owners, but

- without, which property could not
be

depended. Washington also advocated the
developing of black self-respect through

augmentation of

skills,

respect by such means.

but his advice that black folk submit to injustice
undermined

self-

Third, the Wizard's advocacy of common and
industrial

schooling while deprecating higher education,
contradicting the reality that black teachers

who

taught in the

common and industrial

schools would have to receive their

own

W. E. B. Du Bois, The Souls of Black Folk, eds. David W. Blight, and Robert
Gooding- Williams (Boston: Bedford Books, 1997), 62-67
"*'lbid.,71.
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training at institutions of higher
learning
that wh,le not a "direct

-

In addhion to this paradox,

Du

Bois noted

resuh of Mr. Washington's
teachings," disenfranchisement,

greater segregation, increased
lynchings, and the withdrawal
of aid for black higher

education had

Du
shot.

It

all

followed his ascendancy

to

power.

Bois' criticism of Washington's
model of leadership constituted a
warning

demonstrated frustration, but not full-blown
contention.

displeased with Washington's course
of action, but he had not
parting

Du Bois

come

himself was

to the point of

ways with the Wizard of Tuskegee. The
community acknowledged

significance of the publication of Souls.

and the Chicago Broad-Ax,
the Atlanta professor.

moment between

the

that

Many

the great

recognized, as did the Indianapolis
World

Washington had been praised

But rather than predicting the

am val

as well as

condemned by

of a great apocalyptic

two growing schools of thought, they believed

that

Souls would

educate the public and lead to a greater, more
successful approach - a hybrid strategy,

perhaps - to solving the race problem. As the
editors of the Chicago Broad-Ax
explained. Souls "should find

land for ultimately

it

its

way

into every

home

black and white, throughout

will revolutionize public sentiment

the

Negro on

and

his political rights."'™

to greater or

more heroic

efforts to

come

on the "Race Problem," and spur

into the full possession of his civil

At the time of the publication of Du Bois' collection of essays,
the Alabama
suffrage case for

which Washington and

the Council had laid the

groundwork some

Ibid., 68.
Ibid.,

70-71.

170

Chicago Broad-Ax, 2 May 1903. See also Indianapolis World, 2
Guardian, 18 April 1903; Baltimore Afro-American Ledger, 2 May
Bystander, 8

May

1903; and Cleveland Gazette, 16
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this

May

1903.

May

1903;

1903; Iowa State

si«een mon.hs prior had reached
,he Supreme Coun.

Pew who

Du

pniised

Bo.s'

cnrieism of Washington's publ.c
position of franchise
restriction could have
possibly

imagined

Uwson

that the

Tuskegeean was so involved

had feared

in

In

told to

come back after Januaty

,903, which disqualified

voting.

1902 the group

Alabama and

the Colored

man who worked
register in the

instituted a suit

on behalf of Jackson W. Giles
of Montgomery,

Men's Suffrage Association of
Alabama.

as a janitor in the

Montgomery Post

Office,

Giles, an educated

was chosen

to attempt to

Middle D.stnct. After being twice
denied, group took the case

Unlike the Louisiana

suit,

however, an Afncan

the case. In his report to the
Financial

would no longer support

Amencan lawyer became

to court.

chief counsel in

Committee of the organization, Frederick
McGhee

had accused Washington of having
"too much
the Council

As Washington and /esse

early ,902, African
Americans were denied the right
to register in

Alabama. They were generally

them from

in the suit.

faith in

white

men" and proclaimed

the case unless African

that

American lawyers were

brought on to handle the proceedings.'^'
Despite the fact of his being the major
contributor to the suit, and possibly
in response to mounting criticisms
of his actions at
the St. Paul convention,

Washington acceded

to the Council's

York lawyer Wilford Smith.'^^ The case
was brought before

demand and

the

retained

Supreme Court

New

on.

appeal after the circuit court failed
to render a positive verdict. Smith
based the case on
the guaranties of the Fifteenth

Amendment and

Section 1979 of the revised Statutes of

Committee of the Afro-American Council," 5
Ilrn.VlQofrw"
August 1902 (Washington, 1902). See
also Factor, Black Response to America,
239
bee Factor fi/ac^ Response to America,
239; Harian, Booker T. Washington: The
Wizard of Tuskegee, 245-247; and Thombrough,
T Thomas Fortune, 241-242 In the
coirespondence concerning the case, Wilford
Smith was J. C. May and Emmett Scott was
'
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the United States.

The Reconstruction Amendment guaranteed
Giles

the right to vote

regardless of his skin color, and the statute
protected citizens from restrictions
placed on
their rights

and held those responsible for such

At the hearing the
"fraud" and asked the

plaintiff's legal

Supreme Court

team labeled the Alabama election
law a

to declare

force the board to register Giles as a voter.

its

The

claimed that

voting

it

was "impractical"

rolls: "If the

to

so.

court,

It

also requested that the Court

m a cunnmg move asked why, if

instead that

it

was a

conspiracy and intent

political issue

House could reduce

to its fraudulent list.'^^

The

order a state to inscribe African
Americans on
exist, a

defeat them."'^^ Finally, the Court ruled
that

the

it

was fraudulent, they should add yet another
name

the law

jurists

restrictions liable to the party
injured.'^^

it

name on

a piece of paper will not

had no jurisdiction

in the suit,

claiming

and therefore belonged before Congress,
which under

the representation of those states that
practiced

disenfranchisement.

As

the Cleveland Gazette's editors observed,
the "ghost of [Justice]

Taney" must have turned "green with envy"

in the face

Rodger B.

of the Court's shrewd

move

to

once again place African Americans outside the
law's protection.'" Despite the
devastating blow, however, neither the Council,
Booker T. Washington, Jackson Giles,

nor

many

strategy.

others within the

The Council's

community folded

suit testing the constitutionality

amendment was pending before

1^'^

'^^

their tents regarding pursuit of the legal

Giles

V.

Harris 189 U.

Giles

V.

Giles

v.

Harris 189 U.
Harris 189 U.

S.

S.

S.

of the Louisiana suffrage

the Court, and the Council-supported case in Virginia

475 (1903). See
475 (1903). See
475 (1903).

also Cleveland Gazette,
also Cleveland Gazette,

30
30

May
May

1903
1903

Ibid.

Cleveland Gazette, 30

May

1903. See also Cleveland Gazette, 2
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May

1903.

was on

its

including

way, the Cleveland Gazette noted. Moreover, Giles and

Booker T. Washington working behind

fight against the

Alabama

the scenes,

his supporters,

vowed

to continue their

legislation.'^^

Indeed, the anti-suffrage laws were looming as the overshadowing
issue of the

upcoming Louisville convention. As Council National Organizer George W. Clinton
remarked

in

an interview with the Colored American in a

expected to dominate the discussions as individuals

approach were

now

late April, suffrage

who had hitherto

aroused, especially in the light of the

Alabama case."^ Clinton believed
yet "aggressive" effort that

that the Council

was

taken an indifferent

Supreme Court's decision

would cry out

for a "cool-headed"

would "awaken public sentiment against

being done the Negro by the suffrage laws in the South."'^°

He

in the

the

wrongs

that are

did not foresee Congress'

agreeing to reduce the representation of those states that disenfranchised their African

American population, but he believed

that the only

way

to

change the sentiment of

Congressional representatives was that a large turnout take place in Louisville and that
the

Afro-American Council, the country's only national

to grow. Contributions to this effort, Clinton

civil rights organization

had recently spoke

in

Mobile, Alabama,.

Pensacola, Florida, and Charlotte, North Carolina, to promote the Council's

As

activities.'^'

the Council's Louisville convention approached, the suffrage issue dominated

discussion in the black community. In early spring Archibald Grimke, William
Trotter,

and others called for a suffrage conference

thirty-five African

Americans from

six

Colored American, 25 April 1903.

'«°Ibid.
'«•

to

meet

in the Northeast.

New England states met in

™ Cleveland Gazette, 2 May 1903.
179

continue

Ibid.
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Monroe

On

April 4,

Boston's Parker

'

.

Memorial Hall
Americans

-

to discuss the histoo'

and importance of the franchise for
African

Two

New England group joined forces

individuals and

months

convened

later the

at the

for the first interracial National

At
Jersey,

the convention

American's social and
resolutions

Bridge Street A. M. E. Church
in Brooklyn,

New York

Negro Suffrage Convention.'"

200 hundred delegates from

and Virgmia attempted

w.th like-minded

to outline

political rights.

New England, New

New

York,

an agenda that would agitate for
the African

William Monroe Trotter led the charge

condemning Booker T. Washington and

the Republican Party.

to institute

James H.

Hayes, leader of the Virginia delegation,
led the defeat of Trotter's
condemnation of

Washmgton.

In the end, the convention passed
a senes of resolutions echoing the
agenda

of the Afro-American Council. The
group also agreed on a slate of delegates which

included William

Monroe

delegates pledged to

civil rights,

-

to attend the Council's Louisville
convention.

The

before the Council questions of suffrage,
higher education,

and methods of protest.'^'*

During the

An

bnng

Trotter

increased

first

half of the year, anti-Washington
sentiment had gathered steam.

number of individuals,

including William

Monroe

Trotter, Archibald

Grimke, and Ida B. Wells-Bamett, began
escalating their criticism of the Tuskegeean's
public statements on political activities
and his close relations with the Roosevelt

182

"Resolutions and Minutes of the Colored Men's
Meeting, Parker Memorial Hall
Boston, April 4, 1903." William Monroe
Trotter Papers. See also Factor

'

Black

Response to America, 280-28 1

20 May 1903; New York Times, 20 May 1903; Boston Guardian
Z
^^'^^f^'^^'-^^^-^'
23 May 1903; and Brooklyn Eye, 6 June 1903. See
Factor,

also
Black Response to
America, 282.
'^' Brooklyn Eye, 6 June 1903. See
also Christopher Plummer to Booker T.
Washington
1 June 1903; Wilford Scott to Emmett Scott 3 June
1903. Booker T Washington Papers
Microfilm Collection; and Factor, Black Response
to America, 282.
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administration.

These

critical

voices were joined by several
newspapers including the

Washington Bee, the Chicago Conservator, the
Chicago Broad-Ax, and the
Cleveland
Gazette, which sharpened their attacks
on the

Booker T. Washington had
his position

on suffrage

in the

Wizard

tried to subvert

as well.'^^

both concerns with the publication
of

North American magazine.'^'^ Washington
explained

he was for "universal, free suffrage," but
believed

that conditions in the

equally applied restrictions upon the franchise
for a period of time.
that restricted the vote

retard the region as

it

South called for
asserted that laws

from one race and not the other were unjust
and would ultimately

encouraged blacks

same time encouraging whites

The Tuskegee

He

that

to

to "secure education

"remain

in

and property" while

at the

ignorance and poverty."'^'

principal's statement did not quell the
criticism. Although he had

cleared up his position on the suffrage, an issue
that he and others believed

W.

E. B.

Du

Bois had "badly misconstrued" in Souls, he did not
demonstrated to the growing "radical"

group

that

he was emphatically against of restrictions placed upon
black suffrage.

Washington, always the
in

politician, attempted to placate both sides,
but

succeeded mainly

assuring whites that he was not demanding the
immediate franchise for African

Americans throughout the South.
article in

To make

matters worse,

Du Bois

published an

Booklovers Magazine where he implicitly labeled the Tuskegeean
a

political

See Meier, Negro Thought in America, 207-247; Factor, Black
Response to America
251-269; Thombrough, T. Thomas Fortune, 233-234 and 242-243;
Harlan, Booker T.
Washington: The Wizard of Tuskegee, 32-62; Dickson Bruce, Jr.
Archibald Grimke:
Portrait of a Black Independent, 93-106; and Fox, Guardian
of Boston, 30-80.

Booker T. Washington, "Negro and
American 1 June 1903, 7.

the

White" and "Suffrage Laws Unjust " North

'"Ibid.
I

Of course what is not alluded to in is statement is Washington's active
participation in
the legal challenges of the Council in Louisiana
and Alabama.
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boss. Furthennore, the Atlanta
professor took a
like increasing

numbers among

few steps closer

to the Trotterites as he,

the anti-Washington crowd,
strengthened his criticism of

Washington and blamed him for growing negative

attitudes of whites in regard to
the

African American population. '^^

Not one

to act whimsically,

the Trotterites w.th his double-talk.

some ways exactly

as

Du

Washington did not hedge

As

of his bets on pacifying

the Louisville convention approached,
acting in

Bois had pictured him, the Wizard finagled
behind the scenes

attempting to get his ducks in a row for the
meeting. With T.
secretary Cyrus Field

all

Adams

took the lead role

in

elected and that a sizable pro- Washington
faction

Thomas Fortune

in transit,

ensuring that Fortune would be re-

would be present

at

the convention.'^"

Adams

negotiated with individuals encouraging them
to attend and tried to dissuade any

and

individuals

all

who might

seek the presidency - especially Alexander
Walters and

William Pledger - from challenging Fortune.'"
In an attempt to rally the troops behind the
Council,

Bishop Walters published a

long detailed article in the A. M. E. Church Review
concerning the issue of

disfranchisement and

1

89

W.

E. B.

Du

how

to

combat

the continued passage of the unconstitutional

Bois, "Possibilities of the Negro:

Booklovers Magazine Vol.
27 June 1903.
° Cyrus Field Adams
Booker T. Washington

2, no. 7, 1903.

The Advance Guard of the Race,"
See also Chicago Broad-Ax, 6 June, 1 3' June

to

Booker T. Washington,

to

Emmett

25 April, and 20 March 1903;
Cyrus Field Adams to Booker
Bishop Alexander Walters, 26 May

2, 14,

Scott, 6, 9 April 1902;

Washington, n. d. 1903; Booker T. Washington to
1903; Booker T. Washington to William Pledger, 6 April 1903;
Charies W. Anderson to
Emmett Scott, 22 June 1903; and Booker T. Washington to T. Thomas Fortune,
26 June
1903. Booker T. Washington Papers. Microfilm Collection.
T.

See August Meier, "Negro Racal Though
1880-1915," 474-475.
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Age of Booker T. Washington,

circa

legislation throughout the Southland.''^

was formed

As Walters

noted, the Afro-American Council

to resist "disfranchisement to the bitter end."''^

Americans should throw

their

He

averred that

all

weight and purse strings behind the group's work

African
in the

Louisiana and Alabama suffrage cases. Calling for the race to "put aside
braggadocio

and

bitterness,

and push

watchword must be

The

stage

[its]

cause with prudence," he stressed that "In

"NO SURRENDER."'^"*

was thereby

set for the Louisville convention.

supporters had prepared themselves for the worst.
"radicals"

had organized a sizable delegation

the National

this struggle the

independent supporters of the Council met

at the

his

The expanding group of Eastern

to attend the

Negro Suffrage Association. On July

Washington and

1,

meeting under the auspices of

these forces as well as other

Odd Fellows

more

Hall in Louisville for the

organization's fifth annual conference.

The opening
According

From

session did not have to wait long before the fireworks began.

to reports, there arose

some discrepancy over

the Council's beginning an annual

any delegate

who wished

to

speak or vote

Negro Suffrage Association questioned
be seated without the

1

92

full

membership

membership

at the

the seating of the delegates.

fee of five dollars

convention.

Members

the policy and called for

fee.

was

levied on

of the National

some of its

delegates to

Representatives from both organizations

Alexander Walters, "Disfranchisement," A. M. E. Church Review,

1903), 20-30.
•^^Ibid.

"*Ibid.
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vol. 20, no. 1 (July

moved their discussion
appointment of

its

offsite

leader,

and negotiated an agreement, which included the
possible

James H. Hayes,

as National Organizer of the Council. '^^

While the negotiations over the seating of delegates was being
Council's proceedings continued with morning speeches by,

among

settled, the

others, Pratt Ennis of

the Easter school and Bishop Alexander Walters. Walters
recalled the origins of the
organization, focusing on the burning of
to

Sam Hose

as the incident that led

him

to appeal

Fortune for the revival of the Afro-American League.

With the

fight over the seating of the delegates having

recess, the delegation

of the election of officers. Frederick

from the election of
taken place

at

settled,

St.

slight

disagreement surfaced concerning the issue

McGhee, who had become

increasingly anti-

Paul convention, questioned the choice of time slot allocated

officers. In

McGhee's

opinion, the election of officers should have

once, but the organization had scheduled the elections for the following

day. Fearing a duplication of the previous year's election irregularities,

demanded an

following a

reconvened for the afternoon session. After the report of the

Committee on Credentials was read a

Washington since the

been

McGhee

explanation.

Attempting to explain the basis for the decision to hold elections on the second

day of the convention. Secretary Adams read the provision of the Council's constitution
describing the election procedures. After the fallout from the election catastrophe of the
St.

Paul convention, the group had adopted an amendment written by

195

I.

B. Scott calling

Colored American, 11 and 19 July 1903; Cleveland Gazette, 11 July 1903; and Boston
1 1 July 1903. See also Meier "Negro Racial Thought in the Age of Booker T.
Washington, circa 1880-1915," 496; Fox, The Guardian of Boston, 47-49; Harlan,
Booker T. Washington: The Wizard ofTuskegee, 40-44. The Guardian folks accused
Washington manipulating the backroom activity. John E. Bruce a participant in the
Guardian,

negotiations did not see Washington as the overriding force.
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for the organization to hold

its

elections,

by

vote,

convention.'^-^ Despite the fact that the
group

provisions,

McGhee was

was adhering

to its constitutional

not satisfied and tried to filibuster the
proceedings. The

conference chairman ruled the
session,

on the second day of the annual

Paul delegate off the floor and
proceeded with the

St.

which included president Fortune's address

to organization."^

The group

then

selected the committees of resolutions and
address and adjourned for the remainder
of the
afternoon.''^

The conference reconvened
attendance of 1,500 persons.

who informed

The

in

Quinn Chapel

principal feature

the audience of the progress of the

for the evening session with an

was an address by Wilford Smith,

Alabama

case.

Also included

in the

evening's proceedings was another address by Bishop
Walters, where he impressed upon
the audience the necessity to

population of

its

contmue fighting

the South's attempt to strip the black

citizenship rights and strengthen segregation.
Walters asserted that the

Council was the only national organization fighting these
actions and called on everyone
to lend his support to the civil rights group. '^^

The Thursday
convention.

The

had been bruised

session of the Council

"radical" faction, led by William

,'97

far the

Monroe

most explosive of the
Trotter and William Ferris,

in the fight over the seating of the delegates,

tattering in debates carried

meeting Trotter,

was by

Ferris,

on

and

in the

their

and suffered further

Committee on Resolutions. At the Committee

Boston compatriot George Forbes had

Dispatch, 11 July 1902; Appeal, 19 July 1902.

Colored American, 11 July 1903; Guardian, 11 July 1903. There
Fortune's presidential address.
198

tried to secure

Colored American, 11 July 1903.
Guardian, 11 July 1903.
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is

no record of

„™^, „f

.he passage of a

^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^
Of these advocated ,he
posUion .Ka, agi,a,io„ was
,he o„,y
po.,.ca,

H.„s, Bo,.

„e second

and

for .he. disenfranchising
of ,he hiac.

pa„

,„

seo„.„, eivU and

.e ..d „s„,ndons condemned

U,e son,.en, sfafes

pop„,a«o„ and d.as.,c
reductions

in funding for
African American educarion^
Despite ,he vetoes concerning
the wording of these

Roosevelt to urge the reduction
of southed representation."
Notwithstand.ng the
passage of these pan,cu,ar
resolutions, the Boston
contingent atttihuted the

vetoes to the

n.an,pn,.„on of Booker T.
Wash.ngton, and held that
onl, h,s pu.hc raca,
ph.losophy

was going

to be supported by the
organization.

W,th

this in nrtnd the
delegates

came

to the

Thut^day aftemoon sesston
of

convention to find a ptcture of
Washington and his school on
display on the stage.
Fottune rose to introduce the
protest the display,

representing higher
slage.

artist

who had painted

and would no, be molhfied

the

When

the po„rai,. Wiihat,
Fenis stood to

until a ptcture

educion and ntanhood dgh,s was
given

of an tndivtdual
sinrilar recogn.tion

on the

After a f„„r-minu,e speech,
which "turned the convention
upside down." the

angered delegates cal„,ed

down when a ptcture of the

late J. C. Pt^cc, the fi,.t
president

of the Afro-American League,
was placed on the stage opposite
of Washington."'

G».°X'X'"A7*8^
Haven: Tuttle, Morehou e

and Thombrough,

T.

a.v.WO.««,

,U„ly

,903. See.lsoFox,

& Taylor Press imT^fs^T',

Thomas Fomne. 244-245.
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Ue

fT" It''"'^

.

The bedlam did not subside
Committee on Nomination

to

make

for long, however.

its

same

slate

Negro Suffrage Association,

had

failed to

pay the

despite an able fight on the part of a

stood and T.

Thomas Fortune was

Pledger assumed the post of

first

came time

McGhee and

for the

Many

full

from electing the

of these delegates, however, had

five-dollar

number of

was attempt

the representatives of

to prevent the organization

of officers as the previous year.

their vote since they

it

report for the Council officers,
there

by a number of older members, including
Frederick
the National

When

membership

"radicals," the

fee.

lost

Therefore,

Committee's nominations

again elected president of the
Council. William

vice president, Cyrus

Adams,

secretary,

and Bishop

Walters, head of the Executive Committee.
That Committee included William

Monroe

Trotter as the Massachusetts representative.^"^

The convention then adjourned and reconvened
McCauley

Theater.

Dunng

the session, over 3,000 people heard
addresses

Walters, William H. Lewis, T.

Washington called for

The time

Thomas

by Bishop

Fortune, and Booker T. Washington. For
his part,

interracial cooperation

and for African Americans

to

remain calm.

period, he explained, called for "ripest thought
and sober judgment," not

extreme actions and the creation of a mob.
that the

for the evening meeting at

Negro

the African

act the coward;" for

"we

American population, he

He

insisted,

however, that he was not "asking

are not cowards."'"^ In addition to the duties of

called on the nation to stand

to administer justice for all: "there should
be

up for its principles and

meted out equal justice

202

to the black

man and

Iowa State Bystander, 3 July 1903; Colored American, 1 1 July
1903; and Guardian,
^ 903
203
Iowa State Bystander, 3 July 1903. See also E. Davidson Washington,
ed. Selected
Speeches of Booker T. Washington (Garden City, NY: Doubleday,
Doran &
Company, 1932), 92-99.
^
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the white

man whether it

relates to citizenship, the protection of
property, the right to
i

labor, or the protection of

human

forget, this basic principle, the

black

man

is

Whenever

life.

whole

fabric of

the nation forgets or

is

tempted to

government for both the white and the

weakened."^"'*

Following Washington's well-received address, the group
broke for the evening.

The

final session

took place on Friday morning, beginning with
the reading of papers by

William M. Farmer of

St.

Louis and C. H. Phillips of Tennessee. Following
the

discussion the Address and the Resolutions to the nation
were read.

with topics familiar to Council supporters the race by

its

assistance.

William Monroe

"criminal class"

-

mob

The

resolutions dealt

law, suffrage, and unfair judgment of

but there was no strong pressure on Roosevelt to provide

Trotter,

who had

requested such a resolution in the meeting

of the Committee, protested. In a long speech he put the conference
on notice that he and
his northern colleagues

on our necks.

Congress

were "not going

to sit supinely

by and

let

the white put their feet

In addition to the call for a resolution urging Roosevelt to encourage

to restrict

Southern representation. Trotter also insisted that the other

resolutions he had advocated for during the

Committee meeting be adopted. Following

ruckus, the delegation agreed to add the resolution on Roosevelt, but declined to add
any

of the other Trotter decrees.^"'^

The Council's Address

to the Nation

provoked much

less controversy.

Echoing

Washington's speech the previous evening, the address appealed to the nation's sense of

Iowa State Bystander, 3 July 1903. See
^

Louisville Herald, 4 July 1903. See also

Thombrough, T. Thomas Fortune, 245.
Thombrough, T. Thomas Fortune, 246; and

also

Fox, The Guardian of Boston, ??.
^ Guardian,
11 July 1903; Cleveland Gazette, 11 July 1903; and Colored American, 11
July 1903. See also Thombrough, T. Thomas Fortune, 245-246; and Fox, The Guardian

of Boston, 47-49.
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justice.

The Council

felt that the great

freedom and exact justice to

American

all

.

.

majority of the country beheved
in the "spirit of

and speaking

.

citizens of African descent,"
the

people. African Americans did
not

come

as representatives
of

group presented

to

fairiy

the Council

and with equal justice.

the nation to judge African
Americans on an individual basis

not as one monolithic group.
their

case to the American

America of their own choosing,

noted but since they were here they
demanded to be treated

The organization asked

its

"10,000,000

It

would not be

number who have assassinated

-

judge the white race "by those of

fair to

Presidents or been guilty of treason
or have betrayed

and murdered innocent women."^"^
Furthermore, the address spoke out
against the
continuation of

mob

violence and called on the President
to act on the issue of violence

and the continued disenfranchisement
of black citizens

in the South.

The group

especially emphasized the necessity
to act around the issue of the
franchise, since those

who

first

started in ostensibly to disenfranchise
the ignorant

and strengthened. Their purpose now includes
almost

all

Negro had been broadened

Negroes."^°^

After the reading of the Address the
Afro-American Council concluded

its fifth

annual convention. The press' reaction to
meeting focused on the dissent expressed
by
the Boston and Northeastern

crowd and

forces controlled the proceedings.

As

the

manner

editors of the

in

which Booker T. Washington's

Iowa

State Bystander noted, "the

difference arose over a factional fight between
the industrial, the higher education and
the
political divisions in the gathering, but
the industrials

won

out.''^"'

The Washington Bee,

Colored American, 11 and 18 July 1903. See also
Meier, "Negro Racial Though in
Age of Booker T. Washington, circa 1880-1915," 477.
Colored American, 1 1 and July 1903. See also
Meier, "Negro Racial Though in the
A|e of Booker T. Washington, circa 1880-1915,"
477.
the

Iowa State Bystander, 3 July 1903.
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edited by the Council's
constant

critic.

W. Calvin Chase, was much

meeting a "fraud."- Chase,
furthermore, appealed

new

a

to the

CouncU

harsher, calling the

to step

force to assemble: "let this
apologist for a councl be
abohshed and

England make a move

people..s

let

New

by the people and for the

Confirming the sentiments of the
Bee, the Guardian folk
remarked

'

"nothmg

to organize a council
of the people,

asMe and allow

clearer than that

on by northern men

all

agitating for the Negro's
political rights

that

must be carried

in the north."^'^

Not everyone agreed with the sentiments
voiced by the two newspapers.
John

E.

Bruce, for instance, beHeved that
the Council's joining forces
with the National Negro
Suffrage Association and

demonstrated

concluded
it IS

the

its

naming of James H. Hayes

commitment

that "the

sincerely

its

hoped

as National Organizer

to agitating for the rights
of African

Americans.

marriage of these two organizations
will result beneficially
that the sticklers

and kickers and the

fault finders will

MAN of action, who has been selected to recruit the mass of

and potent organization which

shall represent the

He
to all

and

make way

for

the race into an effective

Negroes highest ideals and conceptions

of good and useful citizenship."^'-^

The
one

"kickers and fault finders" as well as
supporters shared equal blame, as far as

letter writer to the

Colored American was concerned.

the Louisville convention

were centered around egos.

It is

Many

problems encountered

"a sad fact that too

many

our so-called leaders have developed
the 'cerebral elephantiasis,' and like Andrew
Johnson, the unlamented they probably
entered the Council chamber each chanting:"

Washington Bee, 11 July 1903.
'"ibid.

Guardian, 18 July 1903
Colored American, 11 July 1903.
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of

at

Sing, oh

my muse,

Sing

We are lofty

the lofty theme,

and Mine and Me!
individuals now.

I

Way down in Tennessee.^'"*
Egos or

not, the

Washington and

obvious victors of the Council
convention outcome were

his lieutenants. Trotter

concluded "there was never a clearer
case of

being dominated by one man."^>^
Washington's triumph, however, was not
the problem.

The few who knew of his work behind
activities

would come

the scenes did not believe that
the Council's

The Washington-"controlled" organization
had

to halt.

lent full

support to the Louisiana, Alabama, and
Virginia suits over the preceding year,
and there

was no

direct evidence that such support

would be withdrawn anytime soon.

A basic an

enduring problem, of course, was lack of funds.
Ironically because Trotter and a large
contingent of the National Negro Suffrage
Association had declined to pay the

membership

fee at the conference, they

had actually placed the organization

full

in a

more

precarious situation then had the Tuskegeean over
the previous year.

What was
coalition,

first five

apparent in the fallout from the Louisville convention was
that the

which had been carefully cultivated by the Afro-American Council
over the

years of

its

existence,

was quickly

rotting.

The

failure of the organization to

secure any legal victories had disappointed many.
Supporters within and without the
organization were calling for

more sweeping

Council's lack of publication of

its efforts.

agitation.

An ongoing weakness was

the

Nowhere, for example, had the organization

'"^Ibid.
21 S

"Guardian, 11 July 1903.
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commented on
wilHngness to

its

support for the Jackson
Giles cases.- Moreover,
the group's

a„ow Washington

to so

pubi.ly dominate the 1902 and
1903 conventions

allowed anti-Washington factions
to unfairly depict the
organization as

little

more

that a

puppet representing Washington's
unpopular souther, strategy.
These lapses led to
fissures within the coaUtion.

strategy, disturbed

achieve their goals.

Many had become

disillusioned w,th Washington's

by the recent court decisions,
and more focused on

The seriousness of the

situation

direct agitation to

became apparent nght

after the

Louisville convention as pro-and
anti-Washington forces prepared for
a fight.

Prior to the Council convention,
Booker T. Washington had agreed to
speak to the

Boston branch of the National Negro
Business League

in late July.

Coming only a few

weeks

after the

bumpy

homes

after the

Council meeting, William Monroe
Trotter and his colleagues kept
the

convention, tensions remained high.
Having returned to their

cnticisms flowing. With Washington's
scheduled appearance ,n "freedom's
birthplace"

now

confirmed. Trotter and his forces
planned to seek revenge fro their setbacks

at

Louisville and force the Tuskegee
principle to respond to his critics.^'^
In anticipation of a spectacular
event, the A.

Avenue was overflowing on

M.

the night of the Business

Lewis presided over the event, and

after a brief prayer

E. Zion

Church on Columbus

League meeting. William H.
by Reverend

J.

H. McMullen he

opened the meeting with a short speech and
the introduction of T. Thomas Fortune.
In
his introductory remarks,

Lewis made a cursory reference

to

Booker T. Washington,

The Council would not accept credit for its
activity in the cases
urganizer Lewis G. Jordan would cite the
group's efforts in the

until 1905 National
Louisiana and Alabama
cases as evidence to support the
Council. "Rev. L. G. Jordan Before the
Afro-American
^ouncil, Alexander's Magazine 3 (December
15, 1905): 96-100
Guardian, 1 August 1903. See also Fox, Guardian
of Boston, 49-58; Factor The
mack Response to America, 285-287; Rudwick, W. E.
B. Du Bois 72-76
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prompling a series of hisses

a„ci catcalls fron, .he

aud,e„ee.

Uwis

wan,ed ,he audience

not to disrupt the proceedings.^'^

After the audience calmed
down, Fortune rose to address
the assembly. After
a

few opening remarks, the Age editor
made a comment concemmg behavior
of Boston
delegates at the Council convention,
and drew an immed,ate round
of hisses, heckles and
hoots. Following a long pause.
Fortune

who had been accused by
After

some

contmued but was disrupted by
Granville Martin,

Fortune and others, of leadmg
the opening round of

catcalls.

disturbance, including the removal
of Martin and the dispersal of
pepper

powder and

the settmg off of

his address.

The singing of Harry

smoke bombs. Fortune, coughing and
wheezing, concluded
Burleigh, a noted

The audience was calmed by Burleigh's
local lawyer,

Edward Everett Brown. But

the storm. After

Brown's speech and

this

New York

singing, and

proved

to

a brief collection.

smger, followed.^'^

warmed

to an address

by a

be the proverbial calm before

Lewis rose

to introduce Principal

Washington. In his introduction. Lewis urged
the audience to keep the peace and
hear
the

Tuskegeean

out.

Trouble immediately began, however, as
Washington chose to begin

his address with an "old

mule"

Trotterites to curl their lips

tale.

This questionable beginning instantly caused the

and shout down the Sage of Tuskegee. Leading
the charge,

Martin rose and shouted a series of questions

at the

speaker. Washington's failure to

Guardian, 1 August 1903; Colored American, 22
August 1903. See also Fox
Guardian of Boston, 49-58; Factor, The Black Response
to America, 285-287E. B.

Du Bois,

Rudwick

72-76.

Guardian, 1 August 1903; Colored American, 22 August
1903. See also
Thombrough, T. Thomas Fortune, 248-250; Fox, Guardian
of Boston, 49-58- Factor The
Black Response to America, 285-287; Rudwick,
W. E. B. Du Bois, 72-76
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to regain order, called for
the police to

With order
the

finally restored after
nearly fifteen minutes,

podmm. Upon resuming

questions from
to restore order

remove Martin from the

his address, he

WUl.am Monroe

Wilham

wh,ch had moved out into the

Washmgton

was again interrupted by a

Trotter and

Moses Newsome.

and called upon the poHce not
only

After the removal of

floor.^^°

to

series of

WUHam Lewis agam tried

remove Trotter but

to arrest

Trotter and a few of his
cohorts, the meeting,
streets

returned to

h™.

much of

- reconvened and Washington
concluded

his

address.

Followmg what became known
Supporters of
assailed

Washmgton

Washmgton and

as the

Boston Riot, blame was cast from

cntictzed the Trottentes.

his

all sides.

The growing commumty of radicals

Tuskegee Machme. The white commumty
expressed

astonishment that any group of Afncan
Americans would so significantly disagree
with

Washington's philosophy.

The

truth,

of course, was that Booker T. Washington's

come under serious

attack, with the

growing post-Louisville

criticism.

racial

philosophy had

Boston Riot offering but a single example
of the

Around

the time of the

Boston events, for example,

Edward H. Morris of Chicago appeared before
an Odd Fellows meeting
occurrence of a lynching in Danville,

Illinois.

Similar to criticisms

shortly after the

waged by Du Bois

and others, Monris accused Washington
of being responsible for much of the

racial

violence in the country. In an interview
with the Chicago Inter Ocean, the former

League and Council member repeated

Guardian,

1

now

his claims:

August 1903.

Ibid.
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"Booker T. Washington

is

largely

--~M

777
some

different

Negro.

It

system

to try
trv him.
him

-f "u
And ,f
he

doesn't count much
much. Thpr^
There

Coon, you're

all

Mo„.s

right in

„„,

is

»
even

•

is

,

lynched they thmk, Oh,
he's only a

a rag-time tune,"

Moiris exclaimed, "Mr.

your place."^^^

„e only

one

,„ s,ep

up

„e c.„c,sn,

of Wash,„g,on-s

puMc
PO..v.,ofA«.„..e.an..,„.e.„,.oe.p.,„„„.„,,,„„,„,,„^_^^^^
the Rio,.

Reverend John Hagin of
Fa.l River, lMassach„se.,s,
asserted:

« grow,ng

sen„n,ent ,„ favor of
d,senfranchiseme„,

,„

fhe co

'^^^^^^

With such senein,en, growing
.hroughou, the country. ,he
Afro^American CouncH
found

itself in a d,fficul,

Washington was
credibihty ,„ the

in

p„s„io„. While the ieadersh,p
of the organlzatton heheved
that

accordance with the group's iega,
strategy,

community

the Council needed to
push

.ts

in order ,o

maintain

,ts

agenda forward and attempt

222

191

1),

n2

Washington,

127

My Larger Education (New

'

York: Doubleday

223

Guardian, 15 August 1903. For
a similar few see Ida B
Wells-Bamett RonI..rT
Washington and his Critics," The
World Today, IV (April 1904) 578
^ p
^'
The Black Response to America,
287

^
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^

to

demonstrate that the accommodating stance
with which Washington was publicly

identified

was not

the philosophy that guided the
organization.

especially needed as the Suffrage

Even though

the National

Such a move was

League gained a foothold on the

east coast.

Negro Suffrage League had merged with

the Council at

the national level, the League's local
branches remained autonomous. In the
post-riot era
the

New England Suffrage League

attracted an onrush of interest.

Trotter and his colleagues seized the

Boston

affair.

In early

moment

at the

September, the League met

Sawyer Avenue. With approximately

group's

in

repudiations of

Booker T. Washington and

participants asserted their

commitment

Boston

fifty individuals in

Martin, acknowledged "spark" of the Riot, the
group

first

Viewed

as martyrs,

meeting following the

at Trotter's

home on

attendance, including Granville

made

plans to issue strong

his leadership. In its deliberations, the

to the suffrage as the only

problem. They criticized the Republican Party for

its

remedy

to the race

failure to stand against the action of

southern Democrats. Lastly, they called upon
Roosevelt to "dispense of Booker T.

Washington"
"iireparable

the

as the race's "political

harm

to

spokesman," declaring

that the President

had caused

our race by acknowledging Booker T. Washington as the
dictator of

American Negroes. "^^"^

The growth of the Suffrage League posed

a threat to the influence of the Afro-

American Council, but as some observers suggested only

in the sense that the

group was

organizing those opposed to Washington's participation
in the Council. William T.

Menard noted
cities

that the

new

organization was gaining a numerical advantage in

some

because of its adverse position to the methods of Principal Washington.
But the

Boston Evening Transcript, 3 September 1903; Washington Bee, 12
September 1903;
and Chicago Broad Ax, 12 September 1903. See also Fox, The
Guardian of Boston, 67.'
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Suffrage League's actual success
was impossible to predict due to
the fact that

its

philosophy was similar to that of
other, kindred institutions.
The mission of the group,
according to Menard, was to protect
the rights of African
Americans and to pressure the
political parties to

provide a guarantee of these
rights. This was, as Menard
explained,

"the identical mission of the
Afro-American Council."^^^

Shortly after the Boston

Suffrage League meeting, the
Council's Legal and Legislative
Bureau

demonstrate that the
the

same

principles

new groups

and

were, as

Menard argued,

that the Council itself

was

still

moved to

alternatives formation based

on

a viable organization despite
the

involvement of Booker T. Washington.
In early

Frederick

that they

September the Council's

McGhee, Vice

legal

Director, and Jesse

team -

Madison Vance,

Director,

Lawson, Financial Secretary - announced

were taking on the case of H. T. Johnson,
editor of the Christian Recorder.

Johnson had sued the Pullman Company
for refusal

company's dining

cars.

The

initial

plaintiff.

to serve

him

breakfast in one of the

case was tried in the Federal courts
of

without Council support. At the conclusion
of the
of the

J.

trial

New Jersey

the jury returned a verdict in favor

Despite the jury's decision, however, the
judge set aside the verdict and

awarded judgment to the Pullman Company
judgment.^^^

A few months after the ruling, the Council intervened and began
cany

the case on appeal to the

Supreme Court of the United

States.

forging plans to

The Council's

team believed they had three solid points
upon which they could argue the
Fourteenth

Amendment

clearly indicated that African

those of whites, especially in

225

226

all

matters of Inter-State

Iowa State Bystander, 2 October 1903.
Topeka Plaindealer, 11 September 1903.
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Americans had

legal

case. First, the

rights equal to

Commerce. Second,

the

Supreme

Court ruling against the Civil Rights
Act of 1875 dealt with acts in several
Interstate

Commerce.

Finally, the

"Common Law

of England" was

still

states,

"the law of this

country so as not altered or emended by
the statutes or decisions of the
courts
it

not

."
.

.

could

can not be denied that a "public caterer
of refreshments," for example,
"bound by

common law

to treat all citizens alike without
discrimination so long as they are willing

and able to pay."^^^ Assuming the burden
of carrying the case to the Supreme
Court, the
Council wished to ensure that Judge
Kirkpatrick's
rule of the land, leaving African

and

the suffrage question

resolve.2^^

case,

The Council,

and believed

that

their readers that they

effort to bring before the

and

ruling

Americans with no recourse

Bureau leaders also assured
part of [their] zeal

initial

when

it

as the

to securing justice.

had not "relaxed one

Supreme Court

that the decision in the Giles' case"

the legal team asserted,

would not stand

fractional

... the cases involving

had not weakened

their

was pushing forward with Louisiana

reached the Supreme Court they would receive
a

favorable decision. Plans were also afoot to
secure legislation from the Fifty Eighth

Congress that would ensure enforcement of all aspects
of the Fourteenth Amendment.
Finally, Council lawyers appealed to their
"brothers throughout the country" to assist in

securing the necessary funds to
"failure to

respond

cany

now may mean

these cases through the courts, warning that a

a prolonged disregard of both our political and civil

rights."^^^

Meanwhile, work on the Giles case

in

Alabama was temporarily shelved when

Attorney Wilford Smith's attention was drawn to another
legal matter. Following the

^"Ibid.
^'«Ibid.
Ibid.
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Boston

affair,

Washington had retained the

against Trotter

and

New

York-based lawyer to prepare a case

his associates. In early October,

William Monroe Trotter and

Granville Martin were found guilty of disturbing
the peace and sentenced to thirty
days

i,

jail.^^o

Washington's vindictiveness angered many within
community and led
polarization. Trotter

women. Following
liberation

and Martin had become martyrs

their release

day celebration

in

activities

race

Boston organized for

moved

would hopefully head

their support.^^'

quickly to cut off his

Washington

critics,

and

set to

off criticism of his racial philosophy and the

on the

list

was

the

Alabama

suffrage case. Directly after the Boston

Smith returned to work on the second Jackson Giles case. In
mid-October he
to

combine

work on

of the Afro-American Council.

First

motion

men and

from jail, nearly two hundred people attended a

understood that trouble was afoot,
other issues that

many

in the eyes of

to further

advance the hearing of the case by Supreme Court.

the Giles case with that of

Dan Rogers -

He

trial.

filed a

also attempted to

a suit challenging the exclusion of

African Americans from juries.^^^ Montgomery County officials resisted the

combination of the

move up

suits.

The Supreme Court agreed with

the

County and also refused

to

the hearing date.^^^

230

Boston Evening Transcript, 9 October 1903; Iowa State Bystander, 16 October 1903;
Chicago Broad Ax, 17 and 24 October 1903; Colored American, 24 October 1903. See
also Fox, The Guardian of Boston, 55-58.
231
Fox, The Guardian of Boston, 57-58.
232
Washington Bee, 24 October 1903. See also Harian, Booker T. Washington: The
Wizard ofTuskegee, 247. The Dan Rogers case was based on a murder trial where black
jurors were excluded on the basis of their color and the suffrage provisions of the
new
constitution.
^^^Ibid.
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Despite his failure to convince the
Court to reschedule the hearing, Smith
received praise for his legal
press that this

strings.

man

work

in

Alabama. Few were aware, however, from
the black

work was associated with

Hence, the Alabama cases did

or the organization.

To make

the Council or that

little

to nothing to

stem the criticism of either the

matters worse, the National Suffrage
League

continued to gain converts. In Washington D.

under the leadership of Reverend

Washington was pulling the

C,

S. L. Corruthers

the organization

was gaming

and W. Calvin Chase.^^^ The group,

moreover, was preparing to hold a national convention

in the District in

December.'^^ Understanding the threat Washington
wrote to Fortune

warning that they would have

to

"watch

all

these

strength

movements

mid-

in early

November,

carefully during the next

"'^"^
year in order to keep control of the Afro-American
Council.

The Suffrage League's
more imaginary than

real.

actual threat to the

Many

Afro-American Council may have been

individuals including,

among

others.

Bishop Walters,

Reverend Corruthers, and James H. Hayes held membership
both organizations. The
organizations were also linked at the national level with
the Hayes being the President of
the Suffrage

League and the National Director of the Council. Furthermore,

strategies of the

to T.

groups were virtually the same. Such

Thomas Fortune and Booker T. Washington;

facts,

however, were

the major

little

both believed that the Suffrage League

might provide of Trotter and his cohorts a national platform

to challenge the

Council and

Washington's racial leadership.

Washington Bee, 3 and 10 October 1903.
Washington Bee, 7 November 1903.
Booker T. Washington to T. Thomas Fortune, 3 November 1903. Emma Lou
Thronbrough Papers. See also Thronbrough, T. Thomas Fortune, 250.
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solace

In a

move

to consolidate its
political clout

National Negro Suffrage League
might gain from

and attempt
its

10.

At Bishop Walters' suggestion,

head off any steam the

upcoming convention,

Executive Committee sought to make
some drastic changes

on December

to

at its

meeting

Committee moved

the

in

the Council

Washingt:on

to strike the

long-standing non-partisan clause
from the organization's constitution.^^^
In an election
year, the

Committee believed

that the

involvement

in partisan political activity

helpful in pressuring the Republican
Party to stand against the

would be

growing Jim Crow

system.^-'^

Walters affirmed once again that the
race had a friend
also convinced that the Republican
Party required nudging

African Amencans. In his earlier Church
RevicM.

in

when

article, the

Roosevelt. But he was
it

came

to supporting

Bishop had pointed out the

black population could count significant
numbers of Republican voters in certain
If

states.

used con-ectly, such power could pressure
the Party to stand by the nghts of
African

Americans. For instance, Walters noted
that

in

Republican Pennsylvania there were

51,688 black voters; in Massachusetts, 10,456; in

New

Jersey, 21, 474; in

New

York, 31,

425; and in Ohio, 31,425.^^' Given the force of these
numbers Walters' demanded that
the black voters force the

Old Party

to

wake

up.

Members of the Council's Executive Committee

agreed, and

moved

to

make

the

Council a more partisan organization. The
Committee offered three reasons for striking
out the clause that had undermined the
group up to that moment. First,

it

believed that

237

Indianapolis Freeman, 26

December 1903. See also, Audrey A. Walker "An
Non-Partisanship by the Negro 1884-1903,"Master's
Thesis Howard
University: 1958, 78-82; Miller. "'A This
Woridly Mission," 242-243; and Factor The
Black Response to America, 287-289.
Indianapolis Freeman, 26 December 1903.
Expenment

in

Alexander Walters, "Disenfranchisement," 24.
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s

partisan action

would be necessary

system, and unfair election laws,

to rid the country of

all

enacted by the Democratic party of the
South.-^""

Second, Committee members believed

Theodore Roosevelt,

election of

The President had

it

was

their duty to secure the

whom they regarded in

nomination and

They were

equalitarian, but he

a cautiously optimistic light.

Crum

in

in

South Carolina

to issues that the

no way under the assumption

was taking

Council had been

that the President

steps that his predecessors

had failed

to

was a

afford any other candidate to take office. Finally,
the Executive

racial

make. In the

turbulent world of early twentieth-century
America, the Council believed that

it

re-

recently spoken out against lynching
and had pushed for the

confirmation of William
supporting.

"Jim Crow, the convict-lease

it

could not

Committee believed

that

could influence the Party's platform and candidates
through "united action." Such

action and influence

would come from

the Council if

it

were

to

transform

its

status

from a

non-partisan to a partisan organization.^'*'
T.

Thomas Fortune

believed that the Council's

new

political stand

would

"revolutionize the personnel of the organization while
strengthening the objects of the
organization."^''^

Becoming a more

politically active organization,

hoped, would subvert the calls for the development of a
In the

shadow of the Council's meeting,

converged on Washington D. C. for

its

new

the National

civil rights organization.

Negro Suffrage League

national convention. Calling

American who owned an acre of land or who owned

a

home

many members

upon every African

to attend the convention.

"Objects and Plan of Organization of the National Republican Afro-American
Council," Broadside, (Washington D. C, December 1903). Booker T.
Washington
Papers. Microfilm Collection. The organization also changed its name
for a brief period
from the Afro-American Council to the National Republican AfroAmerican Council.
Ibid.

^*^New York Age, 24 December 1903.
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Suffrage League president James H. Hayes
[could] use the political

power we

hold, and

people."^« The League's strength lay in
Pennsylvania, and Washington D.

vowed "make
which

the

however, representatives from nearly every

if

we

passing from us, to save our

fast

New England,

C. Like

a death effort to see

Virginia,

New Jersey,

Afro-American Council conventions,

state of the

Union attended

the meeting

-

nearly two hundred and fifty delegates.

Meeting

-

especially

at the

when

it

Metropolitan Baptist Church, the convention
was,

came

Roosevelt. In the end the

to the issue of deciding

new

civil rights organization did not

election, but instead, (as the Council

Administration to use

American

struggle.

their votes "in

its

Also

whether or not

power

to

districts in the

re-

to the

to the African

League asked

members

its

to cast

North ... as a means of enforcing
it

called Suffragists to reconvene in

Chicago the day before the National Republican Convention
full

endorse the President's

mtroduce legislation supportive

recognition of their rights of the racc-^"*^ Finally,

demanding

endorse President

had done numerous times), appealed

like the Council, the Suffrage

Congressional

to

at times, strong

in order to

endorse a plank

black suffrage everywhere, and asked that Republicans insert

it

into their

platform.^'*^

In the

a mirror

end the National Negro Suffrage League,

at this point,

was

little

image of the Afro-American Council. The resolutions of the new

organization echoed those of the Council.

was unable

to put an

The

New England

more than

civil rights

delegation, led by Trotter

anti-Washington stamp on the group. The Suffrage League's

Washington Bee, 12 December 1903.

U5

^^^^''^^ American, 19

December

1903. See also Washington Bee, 19

Colored American, 19 December 1903.
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December

1903.

presence.

Wve. c.a„e„,. ,Ke C„„„.„ . an

a„e™..e „ce „,a„..„™

Ihe social and pojitlcal
rights of African
Americans.

AS

..e

Connc, conCudeC

i,s fifth

year of existence

faced greater challenges
.Han hefore. h„, „a.
considering slgnlflcan.
ad,„sfn,e„,s in orderfo
remain viahle The
i,

remain ,he nation's lead.ng
cvl, nghts organ,.atl„n.
Moreover,

In light of grow.ng
antlWashtngton. antt-Tns.egee
sentiments within the
Afro-American comr„n„|t,
.he group

was pressed

to demonstrate that
the pervas.ve

eroded either

its

militancy or principles.
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,„„„ence of the Tns.egec
Machine had not

-

CHAPTER 7

OK THE

NrAS°MSS''i9r ™'

We must cease us from our forming
Each

And

it

his little worthless band,
leading to destroy

The very things

And must

stand

all

that ought to stand
linked together

Not a single one left out,
power have to battle
Things which we should
put

If we'd

to rout.

- Clarence Emery Allen

Members of the Afro-American
Council were determined

that the tempests

of

1903 would not become the hurricane
of 1904. Despite the fact that
the organization had
been successful in instituting
national and local suits aimed
at protecting the rights
of
African Americans, the failure
to achieve quick or
significant victories in those
cases

prevented the group from
gaining the respect and backing
of a large segment of the

community. Furthennore, the
public presence of Booker
Council's ranks had

made

a great

T.

Washington among the

number of activists uneasy. This

situation

lead to the creation of
yet another national civil rights
organization, one,

would soon

which would

challenge the Council for
community support and resources, the
organization so
desperately needed. Facing
these challenges, the leadership
of the group marched
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fonvaM

,:,i„g ,„

pro.«ed

^ c„„„c„

.,a„ off ,Ke year.

ediiorof ,.e

ConnC presiden, T. Th„.a.

He e,p,a,ned

that the Counc.l

.he Ci v,c nghts of
Afro-A„,ericans and since

A gronp of malcontents,

the Council-s las,
national

.n the

attention

and

Fo„„ne wrote

a ,.„er ,„ ,he

its

had heen organized

to stand for

fo.ndtng had struggled
,o protect those

he asseried, had
unsuccessfully tried to se.ze
control

convendon. f„

heheved

and resources

that the race

frust,.tio„.

at

he argued, these individuals
then

and .„ sympathettc wh.tes
needed

Hall for a secret conference.

a

number of race

The meeting,

proposed by Booker T. Washington

,n

number of other md, .duals
to include

maneuvered

around

February 1903,

trying to sohdify the

to

unUe divergent race

in contact

list

of thought, the

with

W

E. B.

Du Bois

Du Bois

grew

and a

list

was

and Washington

number of supporters would be
present
list

leaders.

of participants. Imtrally the

fifteen participants, but as
both

to ensure that an adequate

their respective schools

leaders prepared to nreet
at Can,eg:e

nearly a year in preparation,
had been

Over the course of the year
Washington had been

supposed

to tun, their

to the Council.'

Meanwhne, Fortune and

New

for

Suffrage League that they had
nearly caused the group
to be stillhont. ,n such
a

cltmate, Foriune

^

.ood

...

rights organi.a.on.

nghts.

an organization .Ka.

.he ngh,s of African
Americans .hroughou, ,he
nation.

To

c. v,

.e_

to

espouse

to include nearly thirty.^

York Evening Post, 9 January 1904
^'''f^'^S^on: The Wizard of Tuskegee
Press. 1983), 63-83; Herbert
Aptheier.

YoS-n^t^
York.
Oxford T^^^^""'.^''^'^""^UmversUy

1901.1915 (Nc^

'T^WashUfon-S!
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As

,.e

c„„fe.„ce app.oac.ed,

,He

Tus.e.ee pHncipa,

.e A„a„,a p„,«s„.
eac.,.e..p3„pp„„,„,,„„,^„,^^^^,,__,^^_^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^_^^^^^

BO.

sen. a

^^^^^^

Ke„y Mine, wa™., a„ of
.e

,ac..s .a,

Was.„„„„

„^

such measures ,„c,.«
..co„cn..„„ a„a co„p„™3e,
^..e„.

Sh«„„,

off Of discssion.

D„ Bo.

.
.

categories according ,o
,heir ,ean,„gs towards

Was.ng,o„. •Uncenain,

leaning .oward

Washington.- He conCuded

,he

.e.o

a,so

,„,^,„„^

a.a„,e.

*e Wizard -

,.e pa„.e,pa„.3 i„,o

for exa„,p,e

Was.„g,o„, and

..„„.emp„,o„s,y for

,y ca„ing for a„ pariicipan.s
,o '.ring ever,

speech or ,e„er or record
of Washington so ,ha.
he can face his record
in pria,.In .h,s

atmosphere of ..stms,
p„„c,„a,ed by a few -ieaRs"
nrade

the eve of the n,eet.ng,
the conferees

meefng opened, oddiy enough,
with
others,

Andrew Can,eg,e (who

Douglass

10 the

M 90

r

to Francis

,n

financed the gathering).
William

ft

^Tr-

B.

Du Bois.

The

78-79

K Baldwin, Oswald

f

The Work, „e F,„^

•

,

Asliat?p£r.942,
W^shington-Du Bois
^'^i and Rudwick, W. E.

"^ t^"* 'fr'-ncisJ.

Vo°?89-9o''™"'
'

- ,nc,udi„g, among

O'Smizallon. From Frederick

Grimke, 28 December 1903

;N;!vl.t rd\re"hXs'9rSn^^^
Conference of 1904 " pZZ Xm'J^
lf
"P™''
Ibid.

G«a.rf/a„, 9 January 1904; and
H'a.AzVz^r.^ Bee, 16 January
1904.
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on

Carnegie Hal, on January 6.«
The

the testimony of white
delegates

NAACpZ?^L^tl'I

W.E B^DuBois
IV

convened

to the press

Garrison Villard,

WUHam Hayes Ward,

whose appearance was both

commented on thdr des.e
Washington's approach

brief

and George Foster Peabody.
The white

and Hmited

to solve the race

to the first

for the delegation to
understand

the precanous situation that he
lived in within the South.

by statmg
rights,

that there

their support for

Following their remarks.
Washington

opened the proceedmgs wUh an
address asking

officially

day of the conference

problem but also made clear

to souther, race relations.

visitors,

Du Bo:s

followed the Wizard

could be no compromise on
Afncan Amencan's

cwU and

political

higher education, and public
accommodation. The Atlanta professor
insisted,

furthermore, that Washington cease
and desist with public
the butt of

humor and

comments

that

made

blacks

ridicule.'

Following three days of discussion,
the delegation agreed on a
program.

Washington and
also

Du

Bois concluded the meeting with
persuasive speeches. The delegates

approved eight resolutions covering
migration, suffrage, segregation,
lynching,

education, race relations, in general,
as well as a specifically southern
conditions, and the

dissemination of information to the
general public.^

On

the issue of migration, the delegates
concluded that the bulk of African

Americans should remain

in the South, "especially in those
sections

where the present

physical domination must ultimately
bring political and civil equality."^ In
regards to the
suffrage, the conferees agreed
that in "a democratic republic the
right to vote is of

Factor,
^

The Black Response

1904
Miller,

America, 293-294.

of the Conference at Carnegie Hall "
Washington Papers. 14 Volumes. (Urbana
1972-1989), Vol. 7. 384-387. See also. Washington
Bee 23,
lonrf"/'^''^
1904; Indianapolis World 30 January 1904; and Boston Guardian 30
Januaty

^°'^J^t'^

T
Louis
R. Harlan,

^^IT'

to

"Summary of the Proceedings

et. al.

"Summary

Washington Papers,

The Booker

'

T

of the Proceedings of the Conference
Won, 384 -387.
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at

Carnegie Hall," Booker

T

,

paramount importance

demanded

...

"that the 14'^

Political act,on

and preservative of

and

15'^

all

other rights and interests "

amendments he enforced by

and organization by

districts

of colored

men

the Federal

in the

They

Government

North and West

is

required to get favorable
legislation and laws. In
the South each eligrble
Negro should
register to

vote.- Concer^mg

segregation, the conferees
opposed

all restrictions

of

black citizen's rights in
pubhc accommodations and
travel and believed that
"legal

proceedings should be mst.tuted
against discrimination on
pubhc earners.""

The delegation

also

denounced lynching, and called
for the protection and

thorough mvest,gat:on of alleged
black cnminals and crimes.
In regards to education,
the

group agreed

to the

followmg statement: "The education
of the Negro should

thorough training of teachers and
leaders

in the

higher institutions of learning

consist of

.

.
.

elementary training for every Negro
child, and industrial training
of the masses

and handicrafts.- The delegates
also agreed

to the

in trades

need for cooperation with southern

whites to solve the racial problem,
but asserted that such interaction
should only take
place

when

Finally, the

regard to

all

blacks could enter the discussion
without a "compromise of

group endorsed the necessity of
disseminating "knowledge of the
matters affecting the race."

Safety with twelve

and

manhood.""

called for the creation of a

members" [Committee of Twelve]

to "seek to unify

throughout the

It

and bring

to serve as a

truth in

"Committee of

bureau of infonnation

into cooperation the action of
the various organizations"

nation.'"*

'°Ibid.

"Ibid.
'^Ibid.

'^Ibid.
'^Ibid.
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In the meeting's aftemiath
of both factions claimed
victory.

dispersed throughout the nation
ready to

uphold the principles

at

their respective
organizations

and

by the delegation. For the
Afro-American Council,

set forth

however, the conference

work with

The conferees

Carnegie Hall registered only
as a minor event. The

resolutions passed by the group
mirrored those the Council had
been espousing since

inception in 1898.

of the national

Many

of the

members of the conference were

civil rights organization.

that as the soon-to-be

Consequently,

Committee of Twelve

its

past or present supports

many Council members

set out to coordinate the
activities

believed

of the

various race organizations, the
Council itself would be a prime
beneficiaiy. Such

sentiment was reflected in a

McGhee:

letter sent to

"I take this liberty to

Washington by Council member Fredenck

extend to you a personal compliment
for your

conference," he puired, "and beg to
assure you
that the support

you

shall

now

.

.

.

that all differences are at

receive will be a wholly united and

full faith

an end. and

support."'^

Council president and delegate T.
Thomas Fortune also viewed the conference
in
a positive light, and

moved

to capitalize

on the good

will that

had been generated.

Fortune subsequently embarked on a
lecture tour through the North,
West and South to

encourage the development of local
Councils and to raise money for the national
organization, but quickly

became

turnout and the response he
realized

how

little

the race

civil rights organization.

was

disillusioned with the

trip.

Although pleased with the

getting from the audience, he

was willing

became angry when he

to financially support the activities
of a national

"They come out

to applaud, to echo, but put pennies
in the

Fredenck McGhee to Booker T. Washington, 12
January 1904. Booker T. Washington
Papers Microfilm Collection. See also Paul D.
Nelson, Frederick L. McGhee: A Life on
the Color Line. 1861-1912 (Minneapolis:
Minnesota Historical Society Press 2002) 127
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cause," he complained. Such
results were leading
the race interested in the preservation
of

Fortune was not alone

its

him

rights as

to believe that "the
effort to get

men

is

a fool's eirand."'^

in his belief. In early
January, prior to the

Carnegie

conference, Wilford Smith had argued
the second and third Jackson
Giles cases before
the

Supreme Court. Smith scored

the

new Alabama

constitution, asserting that

it

was

passed through fraudulent schemes to
circumvent the Federal constitution
and deny the

nght

to suffrage to the black citizens
of

simply a

call for fair

defense, led by state attorney

and

W. A. Gunter, contended
that

really a matter for the Court to

hear since Giles' never actually tried to vote.
Gunter claimed that
to the polls

and demanded

that the action of the

under Alabama law registrars were
exempt

from actions for damages. The cases, he argued,
were not

gone

was

Constitution.

registrars constituted judicial action,

actually

that the Giles case

and equal treatment based on the
Fourteenth and Fifteenth

Amendments of the Federal
The

Alabama. He concluded

if the plaintiff

his right to vote, then his case

might

the jurisdiction of the Federal courts.
Furthermore, Gunter contended, the

courts had already ruled that the case

was not a Federal Constitutional

fall

had
within

Alabama

matter.'^

Thomas Fortune to Emmett Scott, 11, 12, 21, and 28 January 1904;
Emmett
Thomas Fortune 19 January 1904, Booker T. Washington Papers.

T.
T.

Scott to

Microfilm
Collection. See also Indianapolis Freeman, 30 January
1904; Washington Bee 6
February 1904; New York Age, 25 October 1904; and
Thombrough, T. Thomas Fortune,

Washington Bee, 9 January 1904.
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.

On Februa:^

23 the Supreme Court .led that

it

lacked jurisdiction ,n cases
where

a state court had previously
rendered a decision on
non-Const.u.onal grounds
therefore,

had no grounds

to bring his suit to
the

The Boston Guardian argued
the inabiUty of the race to
secure the

be flattering to black pride to
case

it

know

would have made greater

Supreme Court.

that the reason for
the adverse decision

that an African

sense, they argued, for
the

moving through

to

the

have engaged

m the profession in order to have made a

the country and the courts.

the state courts. At the

community

to

„.ght

it

American attorney had argued

Then

called of the race to support
the Council's Louisiana
case
finally

was due

work of a more emment counsel.
Although

the support of an attorney
w.th supenor weight

more favorable impression on

GUes,

same

uncharacteristically, they

- which,

after three years

time, however, the

was

Guardian feared

the ramifications of an
accumulation of adverse legal decisions.
If the Council could not
raise

enough money

to

push

case through the courts,

its

it

argued, then the organization

should step aside and allow another
race organization to fonn and
take control of the
important issue.

The problem of securing

sufficient funds for the race to
challenge the

Jim Crow system was angering many
within

Adams,

editor of the

St.

the

community. For example, John Quincy

Paul Appeal and member of the

appalled in light of the fact

that,

growing

local Council,

was

especially

Japanese immigrants throughout America
had pooled

their resources to aid in their
native country's fight against Russia.

three editorials devoted to the
subject:

"The Japanese

''''
•

ractor.
FactoffiL';f
""f
Black Response to
America, 237-241

Guardian, 27 February 1904.
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in the

As he noted

in

one of

United States will raise a

^"^'^'-' 27 February 1904; and

fund of $5,000,000 to aid their country

Americans

in this

in the

war between Russia and Japan. The Afro-

country have more wealth than the few thousand Japanese

who

live

here and with a $5,000,000 fund they could settle the race problem."^" Moreover,

New

exclaimed, twelve Japanese in Orange,
for their country in

one

night.

Why can not

fund to defend the rights of their

The

call for the

to

10,000,000 Afro-Americans raise a large

establishment of a defense fund had been an issue for

were becoming pessimistic about
however, was

path to gain their

Jersey "raised a fund of one thousand dollars

race?"'^'

members of the Afro- American Council

legal strategy,

manhood

Adams

its

many

since the inception of the organization, but

actually

coming

into being.

many

The importance of the

viewed by many within the organization as the only

still

rights.

The Council's Legal and

Legislative Bureau continued

push forward with the Louisiana case and H. T. Johnson's case against the Pullman

Company

with whatever

money

The importance of
first

public document.

Washington,

Du Bois,

they could scrap together.

legal strategy

Even before

the

was

also highlighted the

Committee had been

and Hugh M. Browne

pamphlet explaining to the community ways

solicited

in

which

Committee of Twelve's

officially selected,

Wilford Smith to prepare a
to qualify the juries.

They

also

^"Appeal, 20 February 1904.
^'

A

few weeks Adams was even more impressed by the spirit of the Japanese to
come to the aid of their nation as he reported that Kehoshiro Okahura was preparing to
donate a million dollars to the Japanese cause. "... a millionaire of Tokio, Japan, offers
Ibid.

his private

amount

museum worth $L000,000,

to the

Japanese war fund.

It

for sale in America,

and he proposes to donate the
which has made the

is this spirit of sacrifice

Japanese a great people.

We have no member of the race who is able to give $1,000,000, but there are
who could easily
a

give $1 each and

if

the right spirit prevailed the

the Afro- Americans as a fund to be used in the defense of the rights of the
ought to be raised." Appeal, 5 March 1904.

week by

race. It

1,000,000

sum would be raised in
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discussed the importance of creating a leaflet detailing
voting requirements for the
various southern states.'^ This

move was

in direct

success in getting a favorable ruling in the Rogers
early

v.

Alabama case on January 18."

March an appeal was issued by Washington, Du

blacks to find their voice and
the

response to Washington and Smith's

law-making

Around
Twelve. The

become

Bois, and

members of the

active

Browne

calling for

court system

[i.e.

In

all

jurists]

and

process.^'*

the

full

same time

the three met to finalize the

membership included, Du

list

of the Committee of

Bois, Washington,

Browne, Archibald

Grimke, Dr. Charles E. Bentley, Bishop George Clinton, Bishop Alexander Walters,
Kelly Miller, T.

Thomas

Fortune, Frederick

Anderson." After the Committee was
solidify the organizational plans

and

McGhee, Charles Chesnutt, and Charles W.

set, the

to begin

group agreed

its

own

race

to

meet

work and

in the near future to

the coordination of

the various race organizations.

As

the

Committee of Twelve was

getting under way, the leadership of the Afro-

American Council was passing through dramatic changes.
Fortune quarreled with Booker T. Washington.
that Fortune, in

some way, had

suffrage cases. After

some

In late

March, T. Thomas

Among other issues, Washington

disclosed the Wizard's involvement in the

heard

Alabama

discussion with Washington, Fortune wrote to Scott

explaining that he decided to resign from the presidency of the Afro-American Council.

22

Harlan, Booker

T. Washington: The Wizard ofTuskegee, 78-79; and Factor, Black
America, 299. See also Booker T. Washington to W. E. B. Du Bois, 27
January 1904. Booker T. Washington Papers, Vol. 7, 459-460.
" Rogers v. State of Alabama, 192 U. S. 226 (1904).

Response

to

'^'^

Washington Bee, 19 March 1904.
T. Washington: The Wizard ofTuskegee, 79-80; and Factor, Black
Response to America, 298.
Harlan, Booker
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"I

want

to cut loose

from the whole

my own purposes, and to damn
direction,"

and

situation of selfishness

and throat-cutting and pursue

praise, as the situation warrants,

unhampered in any

he declared.^^

That same day, Fortune also wrote William H. Steward,

first

vice president of the

Afro-American Council, informing him of his decision. He explained
the organization, and that, according to the group's by-laws. Steward

as president.

As

that

he was leaving

would succeed him

for the reasoning behind his departure, Fortune declare that

from the beginning the organization has been kept in existence,
with small response from the masses of the race, to stem the fearful
tide of civil and political and material degradation of the race to a
condition of pariahs in the citizenship of the Republic.

grown old and impoverished
take heed of

my

in the

long struggle, and

age and precarious health and devote

energies to repairing

my

I
I

have

much now

my

time and

personal fortunes in the interest of

my

immediate family.

Fortune's resignation from the Council's presidency had been in the works since
the Louisville convention.

The backbiting among

masses to give any substantial support
the spring of 1904 he

agitator

He

to the organization

had given up on African Americans gaining

Thomas Fortune

to

Emmett

Scott,

Microfilm Collection. See also T.

Booker

had always bothered him. By

had had enough. This did not mean, however,

believed that victory would be theirs and

T.

race leadership and the failure of the

that, if

their full civil

and

political rights.

he had the strength and the finances.

28 March 1904. Booker

Thomas Fortune

that the old, fearless

to

T. Washington Papers, Microfilm Collection;

T.

Washington Papers,

26 March 1904.
and Thombrough, T. Thomas

Emmett

Scott,

Fortune, 258.

William H. Steward, 28 March 1904. Booker T. Washington
Papers, Microfilm Collection. See also, T. Thomas Fortune, 'The Quick and the Dead,"
A. M. E. Church Review, vol. 32, no. 4 (April 1916), 248-249.
^"^

T.

Thomas Fortune

to
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he would continue the struggle despite
the "the deadly apathy of the mass
of the race and
the malignant antagonism

and vituperation of many thoughtful
men of the

The Council would continue,

despite the fact that Steward, editor
of the

Baptist, lacked Fortune's political strength

and parliamentary

Council president was further complicated
by the fact
resignation,

it

appeared

the fomiing of the

.

American

Steward's tenure as

that, shortly after

that the fragile alliance created

Committee of Twelve was about

skills.

."^^

race.

Fortune

s

by radicals and conservatives

in

to fracture. In early April the

National Negro Suffrage League held a large
successful mass meeting in Cambridge,

Massachusetts, which attracted delegates from Chicago,

New England,

the District of

Columbia, and Virginia.^' That same month The World
To-Day published five
the race

problem authored by Booker

Wells-Bamett, and

W.

E. B.

Du

Bois.

T. Washington, Kelly Miller, Jesse

The essays penned by

the

two

articles

on

Lawson, Ida B.

latter participants

contained what were, quite possibly, the severest attacks on the
Tuskegeean to date.^°
In his essay,

to solving the race

What

is

"The Tuskegee Idea," Washington espoused

problem

that

the general philosophy

he had been pushing since he had founded the school.

needed, he asked? "Education undoubtedly, the rational education of
the sons

and daughters of these black men. Teachers and teachers of teachers are needed,
for
these people are ignorant; preachers are needed to supply sanctions
for moral conduct;

doctors are needed to battle with disease. But

we must remember," Tuskegee's

principal

T. Thomas Fortune to William H. Steward, 28 March 1904. Booker T. Washington
Papers, Microfilm Collection. Fortune would stay in contact with organization and

continued to be a

member of the

local Council in

New York City.

Factor, Black

Response to America, 315.
'The Negro Problem from the Negro Point of View," World Today,
1904), 511-523.
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vol.

6 (April

1

asserted, that "civilization rests

upon economic foundations;

industrial efficiency

must

gradually be developed in these
black men."^'
Ida B. Wells-Bamett on the other
hand, directed her ire towards
the negative
stereotypes that

with the nation,

Booker

many

T.

Washington continued

to perpetuate.

African Americans were engaged

Fighting an image war

m efforts challenging the notion

of black infenority. However, Booker
T. Washington, the most
prominent black leader
in the country, actively

disseminated such images before white
audiences as a fund-

raising tool. Washington's complicity
in perpetuating negative
stereotypes of blacks

been a subject of discussion

Washington had

laid low.

at the

himself for so

Carnegie Conference and a few months
thereafter,

But given the

Tuskegee principal's "darky"

had

fact that white audiences

stories at his lectures,

had come

to expect the

Washington was only able

to contain

long.-^^

In March,

Washington spoke

to the

Chicago Women's Club and opened

his

speech with an account of African Americans being
hog thieves. Unfortunately for

Washington, Wells-Bamett was

in the audience and,

though she did not speak out

meeting, she did use her article to reiterate the story
and highlight the

Tuskegeean was doing with
that,

as

his stories

and

his racial philosophy.

damage

at

the

that the

As Wells-Bamett noted

African Americans were aware that Washington had "the ear of
the American nation

no other Negro of our day, and he

[also]

know

that the

is

therefore molding public sentiment

They

white South has labored ever since reconstraction to establish and

maintain throughout the country a color line

in politics, in civil rights

3

and

in education,

Booker T. Washington, "The Tuskegee Idea," World Today, vol. 6 (April 1904), 512.
Ida B. Wells-Bamett, "Booker T. Washington and his Critics," World Today
vol 6
(April 1904), 518-521.
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and ,hey

feel ,ha, wi,h

Mr. Washinglon's aid ,he
Sou.h ha. largely succeeded

a.m."» She and her "class of
Negroes" called for Washington
and influence

.o

i„

her

,o "use his grea, ab,li.ies

speak of and demand for ,he
rights withheld when
discussing the Negro

question" or to s,„,ply refrain
from spealdng on the issue
as his rhetoric was do.ng

damage

more

to their cause in her mind.^'*

Despite the severity of Wells-Bamett's
critique,
contained the most

more of a

damagmg

signal break with

W.

E. B.

Du

Bo,s' article

criticism of Washington.
Moreover, the essay constituted

Washmgton

Booker T. Washington and Others,"

then had

as the

title,

Du

Bois' 1903 Souls^ essay,

"Of

"The Parting of the Ways," cleariy

indicated.- Juxtaposing Booker T.
Washington's leadership and racial
philosophy and
that of the great black leaders
of the past, the Atlanta professor

the

Tuskegee principal stood

in historical as well

now concluded and

moral opposition to old leaders

Payne, Crummell, Fortune, and
Douglass. According to

Du Bois, none

that

like,

of these

individuals could have supported
Washington's position as; "fought for the
highest

education available" and they understood
that

it

was "impossible for

without the ballot to compete with
free workingmen
these leaders of the past understood
that blacks

who have

free

workingmen

the ballot."^^ Moreover,

would only become

free if they

had "the

courage and persistence to demand
the rights and treatment of men and
to cease to toady

and apologize and

belittle

to "refuse to kiss the

" Ibid.,

hand

themselves."^^

Du Bois

that smites us,"

and

therefore called on African

to "insist

on

striving

by

all

Americans

civilized

521.

^^^^Ibid.

"The Parting of the Ways," World Today,
6 (April 1904) 521f 1^%^^'°
f ^-.^^Cleveland
Gazette, 16 April 1904 and Chicago Broad-Ax,
23 April 1904
w
^"
of
Ways," World Today,
•

36
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Z:?'-

vol.

tfie

521-522.
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methods

to

keep the

right to vote, to insist

wide educational opportunity,
to gain

to

on

striving

keep the nght

by

all

civilized

to vote, to msist

methods

on equal

civil rights

and

every right and privilege open
to a free American citizen."^^
Directly following the publication
of Du Bois' article, T.

identical sentiments. In response
to recent violence

president published an editorial in
the

manhood. The editor lamented

Age

that the

m Arkansas,

that calling

Thomas Fortune echoed
the fonner Council

upon the race

to assert its

"commercialism of the North, which
controls the

newspapers ...[,] has joined hands with
the commercialism of the
South

Negro of his
mass of

keep

to

the

civil

and

political rights

American people

However,

and

to

degrade him

to a

... are ignorant of the facts.

to rob the

peon, a slave, while the

."^^
.

.

the real problem, according to
Fortune lay in the actions of the Afro-

American community. Through

it all,

he noted, "the Negro slumbers, indifferent,

in so

far as helping himself through
existing organizations is concerned,
refusing to contribute
in

enthusiasm and money to contend for his
rights

in the courts,

allowing himself to be

shot like a dog, instead of being shot
like a man, while in the desperate
act of shooting."^"

Concluding, the editor asserted, "we do
not like the hand that smites
ignominious.

We need manhood,

and we need

it

us.

It is

at once.'""

Fortune's former organization concurred with
his assessment and issued yet

another call for the race to aid the Council
in

McGhee,

its

legal struggles. In mid-April, Frederick

vice-director of the group's Legal Bureau, published
a circular pleading for

^^Ibid.

190^
'^^

New

^ ^P"'

^^^'^^

Baltimore Afro-American Ledger, 16 April

York Age, 9 April 1904.

Ibid.
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"ween Of „„ .ce, „„

^^^^^_^^„ ^^^^

.he Na,io„a, Assc.ia.i„„
o,

race,

declared

«

a

sha.e

C„,„„d W„„e„. C,„.s .ee„„,

,ha, ,hey

i„ s,.

„„e co.po„e. ,o „s„„ .o

^^^^^^

sue.

™a„s ".n or.„

have decen, aeeo™„oda,i„„s
on a pub.ie cancer,

.0

To

to refuse

we„

Louis

_

"p.ov,de aga,„s, jus. ,h,s
condldon, he „o,ed. fo. eigh,

such accommodations.'"*^

MeGhee

called on ,he race ,o subm,,
funds ,„

suppo„

,he group's efforts.

He

explained .ha. ,he case would
have been dropped had .he
organ,za.,o„ „o. d.pped in.o
„s
reserve funds.

Now

final dc.en.ina.ion.

imeres. in .his
in.o

vi.al

,.

was

All

i,

in

senous need of money .o
prosecute ,he appeal .hrough
.he

would ,ate was a

dollar

aeon, McGhec. a devou.

fel.,

fel.

enough

race ma.,er. Finally in a
possible a..emp. ,o spur .he
races' churches
Ca.holic, no.ed .ha, a

invi.a.,o„s to speak before
".heir parish.oners

He

from everyone who

number of pries.s had ex.ended him

and receive co„.ribu.,ons

.o .he

fund-

however, that such funds should
"eome wholly from the t^ce." and
therefore

challenged Afdcan American
pastors to

make

.he

Chicago Broad-Ax. 16 April
1904. Emphasis
'I

" Chicago Broad-Ax,

16 April 1904.

Ibid.

^^Ibid.
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same

offer to help the cause."

in original.

See

also.

Appeal. 23 April

Publishing McGhee's

call in the

Chicago Broad-Ax, editor Julius
Taylor

appended a comment affixing the
"duty of the preachers through
thdr churches and
those

belongmg

to the societies

and so on,

to contribute

money

to the

sums ever so

for the puipose of assisting to test
the right in the highest court
in the land, of the

Palace Car

Company

to force the best

the time to strike while the iron

and called on the people

to

is

women

of the race to ride "Jim

hot."- John

Qumcy Adams

send as much "as they

which every Afro-American

feel able to

suffered yet another

April 25, after years of discussion and
strategy, the group

disenfranchisement thwarted again

Ryanes case on the curious

the matter in dispute

Following

Pullman

cars;"

now

in Louisiana.

The

basis that the plaintiff

exceeded $2,000;" consequently

this deflating defeat, the

mood. After years of struggle, slow

legal

Council

of the Appeal concurred

subscnbe

to this cause, in

blow

saw

state

its

to its legal strategy.

effort to challenge

Supreme Court had dismissed

had neither "proven nor alleged
it

fell

On

that

lacked jurisdiction.^^
into a

somber and unenthusiastic

maneuvering, and snail-like financial growth,

many Council members had become completely

disillusioned with the legal strategy.

Despite support for the Johnson case, the
departure of Fortune combined with the defeat
in

Louisiana had led

many

to feel that the

Council was on

its last

legs.

Ibid. In a comical aside Julius Taylor
of the Chicago Broad-Ax agreed to publish
the
appeal out of respect of the women of the race
and the cause. He did not agree to publish
the appeal out of respect for Frederick
McGhee because he owed the Broad-Ax "three
dollars as subscription to The Broad Ax,
and he must pay that honest debt first before we
can respect hum as an honorable leader of the
Afro-American race "

Appeal, 23 April 1904.
State ex.

txpenment

rel.

in

is

in this country is vitally
interested/"*^

The Council, however, had just

the

Crow

small,

Ryanes

v. Gleason 111 La. 612
(1903). See also Audrey A Walker "An
Non-Partisanship by the Negro 1884-1903," (Master's
Thesis

Howard

University, 1958), 104.
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To compo.„d
Hayes had announced

force

Hayes back

was condnuing

,„

.a,.ers,

a. .he

beMnd

,he

scnes. in*ac, of accepting

Co„nc„. Un.svH.e conven.on,
Was«„g,„„, s.eward and

,„,„ ,he f„,d of

grow between

orga„,za„on.

,be pro-and

anollier civil righls
organizaiion .brew

i,s

b.s

„,a„ers,

League, an ,ntcr-racial

™ntbs

businessman John Miibolland,

civil rights

of ,904, The group was
the

who bad made

a large profit fro^

pneumatic tube business.
Milholland had long been a
advocate of black

contnbuted financial support

,„ the

and assured the Tuskegcean

tha,

,f

he

and bad

early as

civil rights

such an cffon for "cual
rights,

sense and imperative Justice"
would no, have to worry about
funds
in

rights

CouncTs Alabama Suffrage cases."
As

1900 he had expressed to Booker T.
Washington the need for an
i„ter-,.cial
organization,

biood"

hat into .be ring.

organization gained strength
tbroughou, the early

New York

Compounding

an„-Wash,ng,on faCons^
N.e.„whi,e, ye,

Initiated in late ,903, the
Constitutton

brainchild of

„e coam.on ,ha.

common

we„ successful

some of his business ventures/"
Throughout 1903 and 1904, gwen

American Council. Milholland
sensed

that the

organization for the protection
of Afncan

1903 he mfonned Washington

that

the turnioil-taking place
within the Afro-

time was opportune to launch
his

Amenca's

pohtical rights. In

November of

he had launched a "preliminao'
organization" known

378

as .he

Co„smu.i„„ Uague

aro„p focused

Socle,,.^'

D.™g

«rs.

few .„„,Ks of

existence ,he

energy on a.,e™p,i„g
,o shape ,he Repuhl.can
P,a,fo™ fo, ,he ,904

Presidential election."

By

n.id-1904, the attention
of evezy race organization

upconnng RepubHcan National
Convention

the convention.

No

secreta^ Albert

Humphrey wrote

less

that,

the

Ch.ago. Both the Afro-A.encan

eager to get involved
was the Constitution League.
League
to President

"friends of the Admin.trat.on"
in the
insert "an

.n

was centered on

Theodore Roosevelt explaining

newly forced League hoped

emphatic Constitutional Suffrage
Plank"

that

that the Party

in its national
platfoi^.

He

would

explained

Since the organization's
inception, they had worked
eaniestly "to aid in arousing

public sentiment in this
direction" and had already
gained the endorsement of
"over

twenty states" for their
position advocating "the
enforcement of the Constitutional

Amendments." Desp.te
believed

many

States

this support,

however, Humphrey .nfoi^ed
the President that he

were waiting for the national
Party

to

sound the keynote.

When

properly aroused, he believed,
public sentiment would favor
the reduction of

Congressional representation and the
Electoral College in cases
where states had
disenfranchised their citizens."

" John Milholland

to Booker T. Washington, 9
November 1903 RnnJ^.. t
uMicrofilm Collection. The grou^as
launch^ Mi h^^lanf^^^^^
Humphrey of New York, John G. Cariisle
of Kentucky, and John S
o^ Virginia
See also, Factor, Black Response
^
to America, 313
Bnan W. Blaesser. "John E. Milholland,"
40; and Factor, Black Response to
America,
313.

m

Papers^

wi

'

53

Albert B.

Humphrey

to

Theodore Roosevelt, 2 June 1904. neodore
Roosevelt Papers.
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While the Constitution League
was maneuvering

to obtain presidential
support for

a strong suffrage plank,
representatives of the Council
and the National

League met

in

Chicago

to draft a plank of their

own

to present to the

Negro Suffrage

Republican Party's

committee on resolutions. The
meetings between the groups,
however, became
embroiled over arguments concerning
the

wordmg

of planks.

Some participants

suspected that Booker T. Washington
was orchestrating the resistance
of Council

members

to

programmatic statements suggested
by the Hayes and

his Suffrage

League

colleagues. Particularly contentious
were positions advocating the
reduction of Southen,
representation, a policy that

oppose.^^ At the time,

wake of the
they should

Washington and President Roosevelt
were known

some Council members questioned
whether

recent adverse decisions in the
Louisiana and

demand reduction of Congressional

Alabama

it

to

was wise,

in the

suffrage cases, that

representation. This

was an action

that

some, including Washington, believed
could only bnng about more negative
sentiment
towards their cause.

Unbeknownst

to the participants in the joint

meeting of the Council and the

Suffrage League, however, Washington
was corresponding with
the Constitution League's attempt
to introduce

The Constitution League's planks were just

its

Humphrey about

aiding

planks to the Resolution Committee."

as militant as any that either of the
other

two

organizations were suggesting. Washington
did not openly endorse the League's
planks,

Guardian 2 July 1904. See
1

uskegee, 24-21

T.

Booker

T.

Washington: The Wizard of
•'

^°
Washington, 4 June 1904. Booker T. Washington
521-522. Albert B. Humphrey to Booker T.
Washington, 9 June 1904
Washington Papers. Microfilm Collection.

P ^^^^"^.fr.
yers.VU
Jiooker

also, Harlan,

.

^rP^'^y
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but he did suggest to
if

Humphrey

that

he should contact Hen^^ Cabot
Lodge in order to see

they could be placed into the
Party's platform at the
Convention.^^
In the end,

none of the organizations were
able

to

to insert the.r planks into the
National Party's platfonn.

persuade the Republican Party

The

struggle between the

Council and the Suffrage League over
the reduction of representation,
however, offered
just a highlight of trouble awaiting

the issue continued to anger

more

he was using his connections

to

on the honzon. Washington's
reluctance

radical race

men and women, and many

to support

believed that

persuade the Roosevelt Administration
to stand against

such action.

The
months due

issue of reducing Southern
representation had gained
to the introduction of the Piatt
Bill.

the Piatt Bill as did the National

supported the

Crumpaker

Bill,

Bill,

sympathy for

some steam

The Constitution League

in recent

fully supported

Negro Suffrage League. Many Council
members

also

but as had been the case regarding
reduction legislation like the

not everyone believed that such
action would gain African Americans

their cause. This aside, there

was a growing sense

that fighting against

disenfranchisement and calling for the reduction
of southern representation was

becoming an issue

that

many

of Washington's enemy's within the Council,
the

Constitution League, and the National Negro
Suffrage League could use to form a

more

concrete alliance against the Tuskegeean.

Albert B. Humphrey to Booker T. Washington,
4 June 1904. Booker
Papers. Vil. 7, 521-522. Albert B. Humphrey
to Booker

Booker

T.

Washington

T. Washington, 9 June 1904

T.

is'll"'^

Washington Papers. Microfilm Collection. See also,
Robert Factor Black
Amenca, 314 and Harlan, Booker T. Washington: The
Wizard of Tuskegee
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The

subjec,

symposium „„
weighed

.he

was highlighted by U,e

.a„er

on ,he lopic

in

A M E. Church Review, which published a

in its iu.y ed.don.

in

Many

leading i„d,viduals, blacK
and while,

response ,o a question posed
by edilor H. T. Kealing's

following ,„es„on. Given
,he recen, co„„ decisions

Afncan Amencans

"sLII

.g.d,„g

black suffrage, should

contend for .he fn,nch,se or
demand reducion

i„ ,he

South

ins.ead7»" Ma,„.aining his
posttion, George H.
Wh.te, an early architect of
the Afro-

American Council's

legal strategy, called
for the race to co„t,„ue
"agitation along both

lines.- Conversely, William
H, Ward favored conttnued
ag,.at,on for the franchise,
but
did not behove that the race
should diven any energy
toward the reductton of
representation ,„ the South. For

him such

action

was too fraught w.th

practical

difficulties."

The general consensus was
Iheir

that African

nghts - tncluding the franchtse.
Such

a

Americans should continue

to agitate for

conclusion placed Booker T.
Washington's

public position outside of the
general accord of community
sentiment.

To make

matters

worse, in the midst of this rising
controversy, Washington's Committee
of Twelve took a

blow

in July

when,

at a steering

committee meeting

Du

Bois announced his resignation

from the organization.

The Committee was
respond to the

initial call for

to

hold

its first

meeting

in St. Louis.

Du Bois

the conference, but his wife later
sent

did not

Washington a

57

'A Syrnposium on the

Sbe?i9Sr';83."

Alabama Disenfranchisement Decision," A.
M.

Symposmm," A. M.

E.

E

Church

Church Review, Vol. 2l'no. 2

JT/4n T

E

Church

T

E

Church

°"
Disenfranchisement Decision," A. M.
feview, J4-40. See also, Indianapolis World,
20 August 1904
°"
Disenfranchisement Decision," A. M.
f
/Jevt^^To
Keview,
34-40. See also, Indianapolis World,
20 August 1904.
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telegram explaining that he was

Washmgton postponed

ill

and would not be able

the gathering for the

to attend the

followmg week

meeting.-

m New York, but again Du

Bois failed to respond. This
time the meeting went forward
without the Atlanta
professor; lacking opposition,
the

Committee adopted

the Wizard.- After the
gathering, however, the
that

all

recommendations proposed by

Tuskegeean did write Archibald
Grimk.

he had reconsidered Grimke's
proposal of having the secretai^
of the group work

on the franchise, impressing
upon the community the importance
of registering

directly

and voting

in all elections as the well
as

prompt paying of all taxes relating

to the

suffrage.^^

Such a move kept

Gnmke

on the Committee, but airived
too

Angered by the moderate goals of the
Committee, and the
without him. he announced his
resignation from the

Du

Bois explained to Archibald Grimke

in

it

civil rights

Du Bois.

had convened

organization."

As

mid-August, he was leaving the
Committee

assemble a stronger "body of feariess
people"

Nina G.

new

fact that

late for

who would

stand up to the Wizard and

Du

Bois to Booker T. Washington. 25 June
1904. Booker T. Washington
Collection. S.. .IsoHsrlan, Booker T.
Washington:
of
Tuskegee 80, Factor. Black Response to
America, 305; and Lewis,
E. B uu
DuBoisaois.
Biography of a Race, 308-3 11.
Papers.

A^crofUm

,

W zZ

W

.

"^^'^^^Ston: Wizard of Tuskegee, 80-81; Factor,
Black Response to
B. Du Bois: Biography
of a Race, 309-311

A^^'^^\^n7''"'/r
America,
305, and Lewis, W.

E

PaneTvm ^'f^'T ^''^'^'^'^
'^"Ht'^''
^""^'^^
R

I

f90'4
1904.

T

u

Vol.

8.

' '""'^ ^^^4. Booker T. Washington
Booker T. Washington 13 July 1904

16-17; Kelly Miller to

F^;^'"^^.^^/'^'--'
J'
W. E B. Du Bois Papers; Harian, Booker

W.

E. B.

Du

Bois, 8 July

Washington: Wizard of Tuskesee SI
and Dickson D. Boice, Jr., Archibald
Grimke: Portrait of a Black iLpefdentZon
Kouge. Louisiana State Umversity Press,
1993) 108-110
T.

of Tuskegee, 80-81; Factor, Black Response
Ame'lTZ'n''
America 305, Bmce,'^^'^i^l'^J-J^^^'^'d
Archibald Grimke, 109-110; and Lewis, W.
E B DuBois
Biography of a Race, 311-312. Du Bois
was also disturbed by the fact that the

to

'

^""'^^

£~uTpfc[our"'
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-^'^^ P°«'^'«"

to

fight for the C.V., rights

of African Americans.Such a

move was

followmg publication of his
"The Pan. ng of the Ways,"
back

hoped

that the fragile coalition

With

his exit

in April, but

many had

would hold together for the
betterment of the

from the Committee of
Twelve,

Du

who had once

again placed

on capturing the Afro-American
Council. With William
Steward

of the Council instead of the
more capable T.

Thomas

race.

Bois again made himself
more

attractive to the burgeoning,
radical anti-Washington
forces,
their focus

surely predictable

Fortune, they

now

at the

helm

believed that

they had a legitimate chance
of gaining control. Steward
lacked the negotiating and

parhamentary

skills

had expressed

little

of the two previous leaders.
Bishop Alexander Walters,
moreover,
to

no

interest in recapturing the
presidency of the organization.

Trottentes were also encouraged
by the fact that the National

The

Negro Suffrage League had

again agreed to hold a joint
convention with the Council.

The Council was ready
organization

community.

move and attempted

was the only national organization
standing up

When Steward issued

declared that the
"in the

for such a

St.

to

make

the claim that the

for the nghts of the black

the call for the meeting to
be held in August, he

Louis convention was of the utmost
importance. As he explained,

view of the legislation against us

as citizens, not only against
our civil rights, but

against our suffrage, no one
should question the necessity for an
organization of this
character,

and every Afro-American, without
regard

to his

views on other subjects,

should be willing to unite in an
organized effort to improve these conditions."*^^
More
importantly. Steward, subtly affirming
that the Council

Du Bois,
''^^^PPeal,

was not controlled by

13 August 1904. W. E. B.

O. Bois Papers;

and

27 August and 4 September 1904. See also Wisconsin
Advocate, 25 August
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Wa*g,„„, .uerace. ,Ha.
and

that all positions

d.e„.a„chise.e„. was U,e

pa™ou„. issue o, .he „ee,i„g

on the issue would be
discussed."

Such declarafons we,, no.
assunng

W. Calvin Chase, responded

to

eve„one. The CounciPs
constant c,i.ic

.o S.eward's call .o
ga.her .he clans

by quesdoning

a..emp. to raise "a dead
cotpse."" Chase eiainted
.ha. .he organizaiion

-deformed" and had "ever since
to walk on crutches.The
Steward's leadership, the
Council had shown Httle
rarely traveled to pron,o.e
either the

was

was

was bom

that,

under

activty, and the pres.dent
hintself

group or i,s lingedng

recent Louisiana decis.on, the
organization
s.,11

new

tntth

h,s

legal aedvifes.

certainly in a

G.ven the

somber ntood But ntany

firmly believed in .he Council's
tn the misston and were
optimistic .ha. .he group

would recover from

its

recent snags.

With hope and a
Council converged on

certain sense of defensi veness,

St.

Lou,s for

its

members of the Afro-Amencan

seventh annual convention.

The

session opened

on Tuesday, September with
6
William Steward's presidential address.
According
press coverage of the event, the
St. Louis

Councl's existence.- In addition

to the

meetmg was

the

most harmonious even

to

in the

amicable feelmg, the gathering
appears to have

been the group's most conservative
one as well.

Appeal 27 August 1904.
"^'^

"""'^

'''''

''^'"S
thauhe cTnHf h
H
'"^ ^ P^rt'^^" organization, something
inl the
th days of
smce
the ^ff
Afro-American
'

League. As he

to learn

how

to play politics,

Srcrc-;;:? irpe^cf

now

stated,

Calvin Chase was upset
he was calling for

that

The negro

and before many more years there will
be
''''"'"""^'
^^-^"^
-^^-^

is

begfn^ne

afmanyTgrr

^-'

^^^^

'

''ibid.
69

A;,pe«/, 17

September 1904; Baltimore Afro-American Ledger,
11 September 1904'"P^^"'^^
^-di---Polis Freeman, n'septeler 1904
r"'^'
Louis Convention
was the least publicized of the Council's

TtTf
ihe
St.

previous seven
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The
in the

press noted that the
organization's Bureaus had reported
a "decided increase

work of the Council." but none
of the coverage elaborate
upon what type of work

was on the

rise.

One could assume

that Legal Bureau,
director

J.

Madison Vance

discussed the recent defeat in
Louisiana and promoted the
Bureau's work on the H. T.

Johnson case, but there was no
discussion of that report

was no news concerning

in the press.

Moreover, there

the Council's plans to
prevent the continued
disenfranchisement

of blacks in the southern states.™
In the end, the organization
elected the

most passive, Tuskegee-orientated

leadership to date. William Steward
was reelected president, John Quincy
St.

Paul Appeal was named a vice
president,

his brother,

Adams

Cyrus Field Adams,

and James H. Guy, national organizer.
The directors of the Bureaus included
Morris, education;

Madison Vance,

Emmett

legal;

J.

secretary,

J.

Scott, business; Fannie Barrier
Williams, literary;

and George L. Knox,

anti-lynching.^'

of the

R.

J.

Alexander Walters was

reelected director of the Executive
Committee, but his reelection

was not enough

to

reassure the growing chorus of radicals
that the Council was the organization
prepared to
fight against repeal

of the African American communities,

civil rights, suffrage,

or

general well being, as William Steward
had suggested prior to the convention.

Even

the group's national Address, which always
contained

group's struggle for civil rights and
traditionally expressed

its

some

reference to the

defense of suffrage, was devoid of the militancy

by T. Thomas Fortune and Bishop Alexander Walters.
The appeal

national gatherings, but the sparse press
descriptions do provide

the deliberations.
70

Indianapolis Freeman, 17 September 1904.
Appeal, 17 September 1904.
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some information about

was

solely cast in terms of moral
suasion.

for black

Americas

civil rights or suffrage

The only
was

reference to the Council's
struggle

the following:

In the face of the organic law
of the nation, and in bitter
""ler opposition
onnosition
to the enforcement of the 13* 14*
«nH i

1^ amendments, to which
off.u
these states have pledged
allegiance, written in the
constitution by the blood of
thousands of our countrymen and
the
expenditure of billions of treasure,
the face of the righteousness
of a just cause and by the power
of might, almost an entire race
in
'

oil
all

'

.

m

oTdiSrhi:e~^

'^""^^^

At the end of this statement the Council
returned
and asserted

that

,t

is

and enduring success

to

-j"-

"^^^

its

moral suasion argument

"essentially true of a nation as of an
individual that true greatness
rests

on righteousness." Moreover, the
Council noted

"no one

that,

can wrong his brother without injuring
himself, and a community in which
the moral
sentiment of the people

is

not strong enough to restrain or organized
lawlessness

endangered of being engulfed."" The Council
therefore appealed
fair-minded citizens of

all

creeds and nationalities to give

and patient hearing."^^ Absent was any appeal

was

left to

[its]

to "all patriotic

cause a

to the President or

is

fair

and

unprejudiced

Congress

to act; justice

"the people."

The moderate

racial position

promoted by Tuskegee now clearly dominated the

workings of the Afro-American Council.

It is

curious why,

at

such a crucial stage, given

the growth of the radical circle and the development
of alternative civil-rights

organizations,

Booker T. Washington would

alter the

course of the group in such a way.

Despite assertions that he had controlled the group over the
preceding few years, the

72

Indianapolis World, 17 September 1904; Appeal, 17 September 1904; Baltimore
AfroAmerican Ledger, 17 September 1904; and Indianapolis Freeman, 17 September
1904.
Indianapolis World, 17 September 1904.
'"ibid.
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group had always advanced a more diverse
public position. At the close of the
seventh
annual convention, gone was the delicate
balance between the moderate and radical
racial
philosophies.

One of the probable

reasons for the weakening of the
Council

with the development of the Committee of
Twelve.
organization that he clearly controlled to

become

the country's

organization. With a diluted Council that
possibility
at the

moment Washington was

League, which he

may have

African American

civil rights.

Washmgton

may have had

certainly

main

to

do

wanted the

civil rights

became more probable. Moreover,

beginning to throw support to the interracial
Constitution

seen as a more viable

way

to appeal to the

Such a position would explain the

country for

basis for his endorsing

the Constitution League's efforts to press the
Republican Party's adoption of a strong

suffrage plank rather than supporting similar plans
proposed by the Afro-American

Council and the National Negro Suffrage League."

Whatever

the reasons for the Council's

annual convention,
that

embracing a moderate stand

some members of the group immediately began

at its

to press the issues

had formed the foundation of the organization. Directly following the

St.

convention the Legal Bureau published and distributed a circular advertising

and called for contributions
the

to a

fund to support Reverend H. T. Johnson's

Pullman Company.^^ Signed by

J.

seventh

Louis

its

activities

suit against

Madison Vance and Frederick McGhee of the

"

Cyrus Field Adams to Emmett Scott 3 August 1904. Booker T. Washington Papers.
Microfilm Collection. See also Factor, Black Response to America, 318-319. In this
section of Black Response to America, historian Robert Factor confuses the activity of the
Council and the National Negro Suffrage League at their meeting in Chicago with that of

two at their annual meeting in St. Louis.
Appeal, 12 and September 1904. See also Appeal, 26 September, 31 October, 7 and 14
November, and 5 December 1904.
the
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Legal Bureau and Jesse Lawson, Financial
Secretary of the Council, the circular
provided
the details of the case/'

Shortly thereafter, yet another
organization appeared on the scene.
Since the

convening of the September annual meeting
held

in conjunction with the

Afro-American

Council, the National Negro Suffrage
League had begun to fade into the background.
In
its

wake, the group's core membership, as
mentioned, formed the

New England Suffrage

League.'^

At the new organization's inaugural convention
held
a series of five resolutions were passed,
outlining
petition

Congress

to

its

in Providence,

Rhode

Island,

general philosophy. Resolved to

provide $120,000,000 per year for the next
twenty years to subsidize

black education in the South, the group also
took a strong stand against lynching and

urged the government to pass anti-Iynching
legislation. The delegates also called
on the

Government

to pass the Morrell

and Crumpacker

Bills,

and

to enact legislation that

would enforce the Fifteenth Amendment.'^

Members
objectives of the

of the Afro-American Council could have easily
endorsed

new

organization. Moreover, every resolution of the

all

of the

New England

Suffrage League, except for the annual petition for
one hundred and twenty million
dollars,

had been given material support by the Council during

existence.

With the exception of the Crumpacker

would have agreed with

all

Bill,

its

seven years of

moreover, Booker T. Washington

of the resolutions. The question, as always, was

how

the

group's objectives would be implemented.

Appeal, 12 and September 1904.
Guardian, 15 October 1904; Factor, Black Response to
America, 321; and Fox The
Guardian of Boston, 76-77.
"^^^

^

'^Ibid.
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The New England Suffrage
Uague sough.
pron,o,ing

i,s

become an organization known

for

objee,ives through ag,,a,ion
and propaganda. P„b„c,y
assuming rha. ,he

good people of both races would
acknowledge

.he

Washington on ,he other hand,
advocated patience
leas,,

,„

problem and solve

i>

togelher,

to heal the aberrat.ons.

This was

a.

Wash,ngto„-s public stance, for
as we have observed,
he was continually involved,

behind-the-scenes, orchestrating
agitation and legal challenges.
Bu, the Council had been

on the

front lines for

Although

its

many years, and

appeared to be suffenng from
shell shock.

legal initiatives cont.nued

many

believed that the organization
bad lost

momentum.
In the face of this confusion
and the growth of
the famiHar faces

political nghts.

in

made

competmg

organizations,

many

of

attempts to clarify where they
stood on the issue of civil and

Booker T. Washmgton

Cambndge, Massachusetts

in

for example,

October

that

moved

to

make

clear at a gathenng

he stood firmly the cw:l and
political rights

of African Americans. "I do
not believe in the Negro giving
up anythmg that

is

guaranteed by the constitution of
the United States, he affinned."««
"[AJny subterfuge or
makeshift that gives the ignorant
white
the ballot

box and withholds

that

same

man

of the south the right to express
his choree

right for the colored

man

is

an injustice to both

races.

Whether
by giving

this

his critics

would have taken such an

assertion seriously

unlikely, but

type of speech in Boston Washington
was cleariy trying to subdue the

rising dissention in the
Northeast.

More

importantly, by quellmg dissent he
wished to

demonstrate to whites that he remained
the black leader

^'

is

Cleveland Gazette, 15 October 1904
Ibid.
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to

be consulted with.

By

at

manifesting agreement with other
blacics concerning the issue
of black rights,

Washington hoped

to

show

that the complaints of
Trotterites

were clearly personal, not

ideological.

Meanwhile, W. E. B.

Du

Bois was also asserting his voice

The Atlanta Professor uniquely pushed
and asked them

to

respond

his

in the public debate.

opmion, as he called out to the
community

m the call and response tradition of the African

American

church. In October he published
his "Credo" in the pages
of the Independent, affixing
his

behef in God, humanity, and

civil rights,

and calling upon the community and
the

nation as a whole to adopt this
manifesto.^^

At the same time
leadership of the

as

Du

Bois and Washington were beginning
their battle over

Afncan American community, and

in the

absence of any authority

shown by Council president William Steward,
Bishop Walters began
once again. Most importantly as he had
previously done
article

in his

to assert

himself

1903 Church Review

on disenfranchisement, Walters distanced
himself from Booker T. Washington and

his political views.

Council's

St.

Washington's

Tuskegee

In an article appearing in the Washington

Bee

shortly following the

Louis convention, Walters informed the editor
that he did not share
political

philosophy and methods, and had for years
refused to speak

in order to prevent the public

from misconstruing

Washington as any endorsement of the Wizard and

at

his cooperation with

his racial philosophy.^^

W. E. B. Du Bois, "Credo," Independent 57
(October 6, 1904): 787. See also
Cleveland Gazette, 29 October 1904 and A. M.
E. Church Review "A Negro's Creed "
^i^Sraphy of a

ItfsnSo
83

Washington Bee 24 September 1904. The article
was also used by Walters to counter
had switched his position on African
Americans

the publication of information
that he
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Distancing himself even further from
the Tuskegee principal, Walters
also began
to

speak out more strongly agamst Roosevelt
and his Administration. Whereas eariier
the

Bishop had held out hope
issues raised

the native

that the

Republican leader was

by African Americans, by the end
of Roosevelt's

New

to

be more sympathetic to

first

term he realized that

Yorker was just another poHtician. Though
Roosevelt had made some -

essentially symbolic

- black appomtments, he

dealings with the race problem. Moreover,

December, he once again remained
Fourteenth and Fifteenth

silent

Amendments

in general for

remaining

offered

nothmg new

m his annua]

to the

Government's

address to Congress in

on the necessity of federal action

or to end lynching and

In light of this situation, Walters

community

gomg

mob

to enforce the

violence.^^

admonished Council members and the black

silent.'^

White southerners were winning the

battle

convincing the Roosevelt Administration to adopt
a virtually hands-off policy

in

regarding black nghts in the South, and were
becoming successful in cultivating general

apathy around that issue.^^ Walters called on
the race to support the Council in

its

struggle and to unite and stand for their rights.
Moreover, the Bishop asked for the race

leadership and organizations to counsel together
to devise an effective policy to counter

expanding implementations of segregation and the
spread of disenfranchisement.^^

As
its

footing.

the year

came

to a close, the

Afro-American Council seemed

The resurgence of Walters represented

to be regaining

a reawakening of the Council from

its

fighting against the sweeping disenfranchisement
legislation. See Washington Bee 29
August 1904. See also Miller, 'A This Woridy Mission," 249-250.
Miller, 'A This

Woridy Mission," 253-254; and Thombrough, T. Thomas Fortune, 270
Washington Bee, 10 December 1904.
See David W. Blight, Race and Reunion: The Civil War in
American Memory
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2001).
Washington Bee, 10 December 1904. See also Miller, 'A This
Woridy Mission," 253254.
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lethargic state

William Steward's

Legislative Bureau, under the

Lawson, continued
such

efforts,

tutelage.

helm of J. Madison Vance, Frederick
McGhee and Jesse

in its attempts to raise

money

for the Johnson legal case.««
Despite

however, the organization actually suffered

The Council had attempted

history.

Moreover, the organization's Legal and

its

worst year in

its

seven-year

to create a national civil rights
organization, but

had

continued to be baffled by the lack of mass support.
Furthermore, throughout 1904, the
organization continued to suffer from

perceived control over

its activities.

its

affiliation

With those

with Booker T. Washington and his

difficulties

came competition

for the

organization's status as the national civil rights
organization from groups such as the

Committee of Twelve and
in the

Louisiana suffrage

the Constitution League. Moreover, the
organization's setback

suit, the

group's most publicized legal activity, and the lack
of

steady leadership provided by the Council's current
president, William Steward, caused

many

to believe that the

Afro-American Council had run

its

course.

In an attempt to counter that feeling and to follow up
his end-of-the-year call to
the various factions of the race to unite.

On
'

Bishop Walters called for a meeting of the minds.

January 18, 1905, a group of individuals belonging to the
Committee of Twelve, the

Council, and the

New England Suffrage League met in

purpose of outlining a broad race policy

the

Guardian

office for the

to present to President Roosevelt.

The

areas of

discussion were delineated by Walters and were crafted around issues
upon which
participants could agree.

Fifteenth

Amendment; second,

Fourteenth

88

They

Amendment

first

demanded

that the

Attorney General uphold the

that the Administration carry out provision of the

to eliminate discrimination

on railroad

cars; third, that the

Appeal, 31 October, 7 and 14 November; and 5 December 1904.
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all

government provide educational aid

to schools in the

"most needy

states,"

meaning the

South.^"

While many of these positions mirrored
those of the Afro-American
Council and
the

new

civil rights organizations,

Walters

made

certain that there

were no

seekers or office holders as participants
in the meeting. After a year
of

political office

moving

the

Council to become a more partisan
organization, the Bishop realized that
the partisan
position had not gained the Council
anything, and in
the frustration of individuals

in regards to

who were

Booker T. Washington's

some ways may have

creating the rival groups. This

roll

contributed to

was especially

true

with the Council and his position of
being

Roosevelt's black political advisor.

At the conclusion of the meeting the group issued
a

letter to

individuals outlining the three positions that
the participants

Shortly after the meeting they also
letter

in

made

requesting that fifteen to twenty

March. The

list

deemed necessary

their gathering public

men

to

meet

in

like-minded

to discuss.

and published an open

conference

at

of invitees, consistent with the practice followed

Kelly Miller's
at the initial

home

meeting,

excluded known office seekers and office holders
and included, among others, Kelly
Miller,

W.

E. B.

Du

Bois, William

M.

Trotter,

J.

W.

E.

Bowen, D. A.

Straker, H. C.

Smith, H. T. Johnson, and Alexander Walters.'' At
the proposed meeting

New

it

was planned

York Age, 9 March 1905; and Miller, 'A This Woridy
Mission," 255-256
W. E. B. Du Bois published his famous "Debits and Credits"
article in the Voice of the Negro, which
accused Washington from "hush money" as a
subsidy of the black press. See Voice
of the Negro, Vol. 2 (January 1905), 677Washington Bee 1 1 January 1905; New York Age 16 February
1905; Harlan Booker T.
Washington: The Wizard ofTuskegee, 85-86; and Lewis, W. E. B.
Du Bois: A Biography
o/A/?ace, 314-315, 320.
New York Age, 9 March 1904.
It IS

also at this time that
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that the attendees

would coordinate

the activities of the various
organizations to which

they belonged, and would form a
committee to meet with Roosevelt.'^

While

coming

was taking

this activity

into being. Since

W.

E. B.

place, yet another civil rights
organization

Du Bois

was

resigned from the Committee of
Twelve he

had been assuming a more central position
within the race leadership. Having
aligned
himself with the anti-Washington
contingent of the Northeast, by the
eariy months of

1905 many viewed him as the leader of the
"Trotterites."'^
In late February 1905 the Atlanta
Professor ventured to St. Paul,
Minnesota to

give an address at the

House of Hope Church and

increasingly important ally, and

Though McGhee was
papers, the

still

Appeal had

a

to

meet with Frederick McGhee, an

member of the Afro-American

member of the Council - as

carried a circular bearing his

support for the H. T. Johnson case

late as

name and

McGhee,

the

December one of

Du

the local

requesting monetary

- he was becoming increasingly

group's inability to gain a significant legal
victory. During
guest of

Council's Legal Bureau.^^

frustrated with the

Bois' stay in

St.

Paul as a

two race men undoubtedly discussed the necessity
of creating an

alternative organization to that of the
Council.'^

Meanwhile, the

racial climate of the country

was worsening.

decades of weak to miserable agricultural conditions
had given

way

In the South,

to the

development

of populist aid organizations whose laudable
goals turned towards racist and nativist
explanations for the decline. Tacked onto their
original ideals was a steadfast

commitment

92

to control the African

American population. The

Nothing came of these plans.
York Age, 2 March 1905.
Nelson, Frederick L. McGhee, 127-128

New

Ibid.,

127-129.
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rise

of such sentiment led

to increased incidents of whitecapping

and the melding populist ideals with the aspiration

of Democratic office-seekers contributed to an ever-greater climate
of hatred directed
against the black population, and provided a clear path for further
disfranchisement and
segregation.

There was

little

to

no movement on

the part of the federal

government

to protect

African Americans from the rising crescendo of terror in the South. Moreover,
the antiblack sentiment of the South acquired a foothold throughout the nation as
liberals as well as the national

thought.

Stemming

government acquiesced

from education located

at

of this racial philosophy, found a growing audience

in

largely

to the

mounting

many

northern

tide of racist

white southern universities,

much

northern journals such as Forum,

North American Review, Arena, Harper's Weekly, Nation, Atlantic Monthly, Popular
Science Monthly, and Outlook. Such sentiment was bolstered by the popularity of a

number of larger
William

P.

studies and novels such as Charles Carroll's

Calhoun's The Caucasian and The Negro

Separate. If Not, Then Extermination.

in the

The Negro a Beast;

United States. They Must

A Proposed Solution:

Colonization; and

Thomas

Dixon's The Leopard Spots and the recently published The Clansman^^

Leon F. Litwack, Trouble in Mind: Black Southerners in the Age of Jim Crow (New
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1998); Edward L. Ayers, The Promise of the New South: Life
After Reconstruction (New York: Oxford University Press, 1992); C. Vann Woodward,
Origins of the New South, 1877-1913 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press,
1951); and Jack Abramowitz. "Accommodation and Militance in Negro Life, 18761916." (Ph.D. diss., Columbia University, 1950).
Charles Carroll, The Negro a Beast (rpt. 1900, Miami: Mnemosyne Pub. Co. 1969);
William P. Calhoun, The Caucasian and The Negro in the United States. They Must

A Proposed Solution: Colonization. (Columbia,
South Carolina: R. L. Bryan, 1902); Thomas Dixon, The Leopard's Spots: A Romance of
the White Man's Burden, 1865-1900 (New York: Doubleday, 1902); and The Clansman:
An Historical Romance of the Ku Klux Klan (New York: Doubleday, 1905). See also I.
A. Newby, Jim Crow's Defense; Anti-Negro Thought in America, 1900-1930 (Baton
Separate. If Not, Then Extermination.
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The Council stood
and

steadfast against this rising crescendo of
anti-black sentiment

racial violence. In early June, with

call for the

Alexander Walters again

at

the forefront, issued a

Council's eighth annual convention to be held three
months later in Detroit,

Michigan.'^

As

the call

made

meetings and

was put

forth, local

and

state

Councils met for their annual

plans for the national convention.^^

Skeptics remained. For instance, the Cleveland
Gazette wondered what had

happened

to the Council's suit in Louisiana. Apparently

unmindful of the negative

decision rendered by the Louisiana court the previous
year, the editors of the paper

claimed

that,

case ... to

"before the [Council] was Booker T. Washingtonized ...

test the constitutionality

constitution of Louisiana

any news concerning the

.

.

.

what has become of

to the suit.

annual meeting,

was sustaining

amendment

The Gazette had

own

it

was about

to receive a

national civil rights organization. After

that the time

was opportune

major challenge

some

failed to carry

later they

failed itself, as

activities.

matters worse, as the group was disseminating the call for

its

eighth

to its status as the pre-eminent

discussion, the growing group of radicals

for the launching of a

new

national organization.

Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1965); George M. Frederickson, The Black
Image in the White Mind: The Debate on Afro-American Character and Destiny, 18171914 (Hanover, New Hampshire, 1971), 228-282; and Richardson, The Death of
Reconstruction.
98

99

New

York Age,

Iowa

State Bystander,

8,

15 and 29 June 1905.

30 June, 6 July 1905. The Des Moines, Iowa chapter in
was becoming more active
Cleveland Gazette, 3 June 1905. The editors of the Gazette of course knew nothing
about Booker T. Washington's association with the case.
particular
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a

to the

and nearly a year

The Council had once again

to properly disseminate information about its

To make

had sensed

it?"'°°

state court's decision in the case,

were asking what had happened

was unable

of the disenfranchisement

it

it

That same month,

Du Bois sent a circular proposing a meeting of a

few dozen race

leaders:

The time seems more than

ripe for organized, determined and
aggressive action on the part of men who
believe in Negro freedom
and growth. Movements are on foot
threatening individual

freedom and our self-respect. I write to
you to propose a
conference during the summer for the
following

proposes:
firmly the present methods of strangling
honest
cnticism, manipulating public opinion
and centralizing

To oppose

1
.

political

2.

3.

Although the
civil rights

call

power by means of the improper and corrupt use
of

money and influence.
To organize thoroughly

the intelligent and honest Negroes
throughout the United States for the purpose of
insisting on
manhood rights, industrial opportunity and spiritual freedom.
To establish proper organs of news and public opinion.""

went out under

organization belonged to a

Du

Bois' name, the honor of creating the

number of people. As

the Atlanta professor

himself noted, "The honor of founding the organization
belongs to F. L. McGhee,
first

suggested

Trotter,

who

it;

C. C. Bentley,

who planned

the

men converged on

Canadian side of Niagara

Buffalo,

who

method of organization and W. M.

put the backbone into the platform."'^^ Approximately
a month

twenty-nine race

new

New York and Fort Erie,

later,

Ontario, on the

Falls.

Nelson, Frederick McGhee, 129; Rudwick, W. E. B. Du Bois, 94-97;
Manning
Marable, W. E B. Du Bois, Black Radical Democrat (Boston: Twayne,
1986), 52-74;
Lewis, W. E. B. Du Bois: Biography of a Race, 315-316; Factor,
Black Response to
America, 326; Ralph J. Bunche, "Extended Memorandum on the Programs,
Ideologies,
'

and Achievements of Negro Betterment and Interracial Organizations,"
(Unpublished Manuscript prepared for the Camegie-Myrdal Study, June
1940).

Tactics,

W. E. B. Du Bois, "The Niagara Movement," Voice of the Negro. Vol. 2, no. 9
(September 1905), 619-622. See also Herbert Aptheker, ed. A Documentary History
of
the Negro People in the United States (New York: Citadel Press,
1968), 904-907; Nelson,
Frederick McGhee, 131; Fox, The Guardian of Boston, 89-90; and Lewis,
W. E. B.

Du

Bois: Biography of a Race, 315-322.
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During the four-day event the
participants quibbled over the
wording of the new
organization's "Declaration of
Principles," but they

all

agreed that they had traveled
to

the Niagara region to create an
organization that thoroughly
stood for the

of African Americans. Though
racial philosophy,

Du

many

Bois made

it

he had called the delegation to the

clear that opposition to the

Wizard was not the reason

Twice during the proceedings he ruled

site.

delegate from Atlanta and editor
of the Voice of the Negro,
to discuss principles not

principles he will be

is

his business.

welcomed

as a

rights

of the delegates openly opposed
Washington's

participants "out of order" for berating
Washington. According to

have gathered

manhood

men.

If

J.

Du Bois

Max

Barber, a

insisted that:

"We

Mr. Washington can subscribe to
the

member of the Niagara Movement.

If

he cannot, that

"'"-^

According

to Barber, the

Men now

philosophy of the
sneer

at ideals as

boastingly of the

Rhotemantade

men who do

are not considered.

Movement

new movement was

The idea

things.

is to

get

sets itself athwart this tide

[sic]

as follows:

and speak

The methods of doing
there. The Niagara
of greed.

It

things

seeks to

reinstitute ideals in

the
the

human behavior for the white man as well as
black .... The Niagara Movement believes
that it is better for
Negro to be a man with a man's spirit and a
man's intellectual

and moral stature than
of thrift and energy.

that he should be a

coward with any amount

Max Barber, "The Significance of the Niagara Movement."
Voice of the Negro
Vol 2 (August 1905), 596. See also Factor, Black
Response to America, 327. Despiie
Barber and Du Bois' assertion that the group was
not called to harangue Washington the
J.

nnal sentence of his comments certainly could
be read as a direct challenge to his
leadership.

Barber, "The Significance of the Niagara
Movement," 597.
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The delegates concurred with
Barber's enunciation of the
philosophy of the new
movement, and

after three full days of
discussion agreed

organization and

The

its

structure of the

new

basic principles.

platform, written in sha^) tones
by William

Bois, consisted of eight basic

group.

upon the

demands

Monroe

Trotter and

setting forth the position of
the

new

W.

E. B.

Du

civil rights

The members of the Niagara Movement
demanded:
.

.
.

freedom of speech and

unsubsidized press,
segregation,

criticism, an unfettered

and

manhood suffrage, abolition of
recognition of human brotherhood
as a practical
full

present creed, recognition of the
highest and best education as the
monopoly of no race or class, belief in the
dignity of labor, and
united effort to realize these ideals
under wise and

courageous
^

leadership.

There was nothing new
principles

in these

echoed the grievances

listed

the creation of the Afro-American

Afro-Amencan Council
and

that of

Booker

demands. The Niagara Movement's core

by a young T. Thomas Fortune as the
reasons for

League

in 1898.""^

The

in 1887,

and reflected the objectives of the

real departure

T. Washington's position

was

from the previous organizations

the pledge to cooperate with labor

unions and possibly the militant tone
sun-ounding

its

Declaration of Principles.

On

the

Declaration of Principles." W. E. B. Du Bois
Papers; "Declaration of Principles "
Herbert Aptheker, ed.. Pamphlets and
Leaflets by W. E. B. Du Bois (New York- KrausThomson Organization Limited, 1986), 55-58; Cleveland
Gazette, 22 July 1905Rudwkk, W. E. B. Du Bois, 95-97; and Lewis, W.
B. Du Bois: Biography
a Race,

K

'"^

T.

New

of

Thomas Fortune actually accused Du Bois of stealing his
platform of 1887 See
York Age 27 July 1905; and Thombrough, T. Thomas
Fortune, 269-270
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urge, and repudiate in

its

past national addresses
as well.'o^

After approving the Declaration
of Principles, the delegation
agreed upon a
constitution for the

by

new group based on

an outline drafted for the
Conunittee of Twelve

Du Bois, and submitted to Washington

in early

1904.

general organizational structure
was also reminiscent of

Council counte^arts

-

associations

states plus the D.stnct of

- suteen

The

The Niagara Movement's

,ts

Afro-American League and

basic structure of the
organization consisted of state

Columbia

at its inception.

The chairmen

of the state associations comprised
the group's Executive
Committee and were led by the

General Secretary (Du

Bo. was

the

first to

committees were established: Finance,
Civil

and

Political Rights,

hold the posit.on).- Finally,
the following

Interstate

Cond,t,ons and Needs, Organization,

Legal Defense, Cnme, Rescue and
Reforni, Economic

Opportunity, Health, Education, Press,
and Public Opinion.""

Following the opening meeting of the
Niagara Movement, Booker T.
Washington
attempted to limit the flow of publicity
concerning the

See Meier, Negro Thought

new

civil rights organization.

America, 171-189; Rudwick, W. E. B
Du Bois 95- and
"
^'^'-^ ^hat the asserii v ^^^^^^^^^^^^
of
ofTe
the Declaration
i^'""fp
^T"'^'
of Pnnciples
was one of the things that made the Niagara
Movement
^viovement
new and militant. See Nelson, Frederick
McGhee, 129-130
W. E^B. Du Bois, "Outline for the Committee
of Safety," 20 February 1904- and
Booker T^ Washington to W. E. B. Du Bois,
25 Februaiy l'904. Boo^^T.
Wa^mngton
Papers, Vol 7 451-452. See also,
"Constitution and By-Laws of the Niagara
Movement
as Adopted July 12 and
13, at Buffalo, N. Y.," Aptheker, ed.,
Pamphlets
%^^^^^nd Lewis, W.E.B.Du Bois:
Biography of a Race, 322.
°"
°f
Niagara Movement as Adopted July 12
and 13 at
Rnff
fi^y-^^"^'
Buffalo.
N. V
Y" Aptheker.
ed.. Pamphlets and Leaflets,
59-62. See also. Rudwick
in

De^r

aldl^eX-

B:s:^'t'Ap^r:j:^^
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See.„s

.0

ga...

as

™h .r„™,,„„ a^„, „e ™„™e„. pHor

W,zard had „„s„ccessfu„y

«ed

,„

.„

,„,ep,i„„,

spy „„ ,He conference
proceedings."

'

Wash,„g,„„

clea^v v,=„ed ,.e .ove.en.
as a .Hrea, and songH,
,o iso,a,e ..e gronp
a

media block-out of

A.

its

proceedings.

.he .ee.,ng, desp„e

D„

Bo.s'

cri.cis..s Of Washington,
,he N.agara

cH.i,ue of ,hc

Wizard,

encouraging

effom dunng

,he proceedings, ,o
suppress

Move.e„.s ve^ ex.s.ence
provrded

progran,. as weil as
,„,roduci„g an a,.en,a,ive
pa,h.

Move^enrs n,e.bersh,p was

essentia,,,

made up of

,hc

a„ ,.p„ci,

The Niagara

Tro„e.,es who had sough,
,o

cha„e„ge Washington s.nce
,902, Moreover, sentiments
express.ng the Movement's
DeCaratton of Pnncp.es ^
apology

••

Christophc

e. g.

- could only be read

E

Forth

whether Washington's

-

as a d.rect challenge to

Bn'oLr

call for

the race needs ••leadership

and

media sHenceSu

gtven cowardice and

Washington's leadersh.p.-

"f"

.

is

322-324; and

e^th^^^^^^^^^^^

continuation of the inability or
apathetic attitude of black editor

League and the Council throughout

'

aS;^^^^^^^^^^^

iS

their existence. For a sampling
of the
o
coverage of the Niagara conference
'
see. Cleveland Gazette,
is'and 22 u y 1905

J^^lT

et

'//"^^
29 July
Appeal 29
'T'
Broad Ax, 5 August 1905; and Boston
Evening Transcript

July 1905. Chicago
cf

'

15

"Declaration of Principles," Herbert
Aptheker, ed., Pamphlets
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and Leaflets,

My

55-58.

The Z,.,„W. Afro.A„.ric^

"rad,ca,"

pleased. Editorials
appearing

enough regard,ng ,he "suffrage
.a„er and ,he

According ,o ,he

Ml

U,,er was „o,

editors,

civ.l righ,s

Wash.ng.on's decsion no,
,o publicly express
hi,„self to .he

lin., regardrng political

and

civ,l rights

was a pragmatic decision:
anyone who

•enjoys a personal acquaintance
of Dr. Washington nrus,

Negro ought

,0

of ,he Negro

have every

right, hoth civil

Washington had merely chosen

and

political,

know

he beheves

that

that the

which any other .an enjoys

to cultivate those
"things w.thin

our power, which wiU

cause the least amount of
friction.""^

The

editors of the

Afro-American saw nothing wrong
w,th such a pos.t:on and

Washington was dwelhng on the
phase of
immediate benefit

to the great

not emphasize agnation.certainly

we ought

to

member of the Negro

As

the

"problem" that had a more "direct
and

masses" and there was no reason

why

the editors asserted, "both
phases

be able to do

it

without seeldng to

another group could

need emphasis, and

belittle the

most

illustrious

race in the world."

Such sentiment had been demonstrated
with Washington's public and
private
association w,th the Afro-American

League and Council. The problem
appears

to

have

Baltimore Afro-American-Ledger, 15
July 1905
Ibid.
'

Ibid The editors of the Baltimore
"
Afro-American-Ledger may have
respondmg to the Committee of Twelve's

involvement

League's challenge of disenfranchise

legislation.

also been

w4 thTMaran^SuC^

Washington had app oved th^^^^^^^^ of
"
distlut^rntf Ar:htaM
"
unnuce
s article,
GnSr2cl°'"wTv
Why Disenfranchisement
D
is Bad." See Archibald
H. Grimke "Whv
^
Disenfranch.sement,sBad,''/lr/am/cM^,«r;^/;,,94a^^^
72-82
^^^Baltimore Afro-American-Udger,
15
1905.

t

My

Ibid.
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"

been that the disagreements
between the two growing camps
had become based on
personaHties and in Washington's

mind

the mcreased

polices would lead to more frict.n
with
financial support.

would be able
In the

to

Such a

situation

whhe

amount of attacks on h.m and

philanthropists and a possible
decrease

would decrease

the

amount of financial support he

wake of the

creation of the Niagara

Movement and

Bishop Alexander Walters rose
once again

the

growing anxiety of

to reassert the

of the Afro-American League/Counc.l
strategy. Walters was an
individual
strictly

m

provide for both his public and
private causes."^

the Washingtonians,

be

his

placed in any camp. The Bishop
continuously worked with

supremacy

who could not

whomever he

could for the better^nent of the race,
and he used h,s acknowledged
standing as a rightful

mdividual to defend the Afro-American
Council

As noted
program. Prior

eariier,

to the

call for the eighth

in late

in a

time of

strife.

Walters had already taken the lead in
promoting the Council's

gathenng of the Niagara Movement

at

Fort Erie, he had issued the

annual convention of the organization to
assemble in Detroit beginning

August. With the birth of the Niagara
Movement, Walters

campaigned

for his return to the presidency
of the organization,

return of the "old guard" to the ranks
of the

Walters then published an open

women

and issued a

call for

Afro-American Council. '^^

letter written

but specifically to seventy-seven individuals

Thomas

now openly

Fortune, Booker T. Washington, Frederick

generally to

-

including,

McGhee, Ida

all

race

among

men and
others, T.

B. Wells-Bamett,

Henry McNeal Turner, Archibald and Francis Grimke,
Mrs. Jerome

Jeffery, Gertrude

119

Such a position is pragmatic
roads that both Washington and

New

it

in

no way should be construed

some

as apologetic for the

Trotterites took to discredit each other

York Age, 27 July 1905.
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the

Mossell, John Mitchell, Jesse
Lawson, Daniel Mutray, and Reverend
William H. Brooks.

There he

set forth "clearly

and forcibly the necessity for the
continued existence of the

National Afro-American Council"
and the participation of a number
of individuals across
the political spectrum.

-

As

if

m response to the creation of the Niagara Movement,

Walters warned that the recent racial
violence in

New York,

the lynching of seven

African Americans in Watkinsville,
Georgia, the demonical ravings of
the Mississippi

Governor James K. Vardaman, and the continued
necessitated an amplified call to the
"derelict
to

do something

to

check

this

proliferation of "Jim

Its

tenure, the

practices

members of the Afro-American Council

onslaught upon their civil and political
rights."'^^

In response to the accusations that
the Council

during

Crow"

had not accomplished anything

Bishop cited the numerous addresses made
by organization

leaders;

committee member meetings with the individuals
from both the McKinley and Roosevelt
Administrations; testimony before vanous
government committees; and the institution of
legal test cases, including a challenge
of the Louisiana suffrage legislation. All this,

believed, spoke effectively for the organization's
involvement with
the financial support the Council

had received since

its

its

he

membership and

inception in 1898.'^^ Finally,

speaking directly to the creation of the Niagara
Movement, Walters noted that "we have
waited and given others time to organize ...

I

am

of opinion that the

men who gave

the

Council such unselfish support, should take hold again." '^'^

A

week

later,

official call for the

William Steward, Walters, and Cyrus Field Adams issued the

Council's Detroit convention. Reprinting

Ibid.

'^^Ibid.
123

New

York Age, 27 July 1905.

'^Ibid.
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much

of Walters'

letter,

the

call

oullined ,he reasons
,„ support .he Couacil and
stressed .he necessHy for large

numbers of people

enaced wi,h

.o re.um, in order .ha.
a

comprehensive plan of a..ack could
be

respec. .o ,he paramoun.
issue effecing ,h= race

- d,senfranchisc„en,

Subsequently, .he Afro-American
Council's Legal Bureau
Florida. In April 1905,
whi.e s.a.e represenu.„ve

Flonda mlroduced a

J.

after

Avery proposed

began

in

May

12 and was se, ,„ .ake

Pensacola almos, mmedia.ely

^ including

One

July

8,

James

moved
E.

to test the constitutionality

Cashm. a black

bartender,

was

of the

- once

i.

member of the Afro-American
Duval County

court,'^^

The

J™ Crow

arrested for refusmg to

the colored section. Immediately
after the arrest, local attorney

" New

Jacksonville

effect.'^''

legislation.

'

s.reelcars

.he Bill and spread .o o.her
ci,ies

In Jacksonville, blacks

sit

m

s.ree.car segregaUon bill
in.o the s.a.e leg,sla.ure.
Despi.e a fluny

on July I.'- Boyco.,s of .he

went into

a vic.o,y

Campbell Avery of Pensacola.

of pro,es,s by Florida blacks, .he
Avery Bill was passed on
effec,

„„„

J.

Douglas Wetmore, a

Council's Legal and Legislative
Bureau, filed suit in

tactic backfired

when county

solicitor

W.

J.

Biyan refused

to

York Age, 3 August 1905.

^"y'^""^
^'^'^^^'^^ Streetcars in
FloridlTg^',
rionda,
QoT" South Atlantic
i^r'"''''
1901-1905,
Quarterly, Vol. 64, (Autumn 1970) 525-533527
See also August Meier and Elliott Rudwick,
"The Boycott Movement Against Jim Crow
^900-1906," Journal ofAmerican History, Vol.
55, (March

?969T?56-775'

Richmond Planet, 10 June 1905. See also, Meier and
Rudwick, "Negro Boycotts of
Segregated Streetcars in Florida, 1901-1905."
The local Council in conjunction with other
area groups such as the
^terdenominational Minister's Group, which launched
the boycott, planned the test case
Cleveland Gazette, %
1905; New York Age, 29 July 1905; and Meier
and Rudwick
iNegro Boycotts of Segregated Streetcars
in Florida, 1901-1905," 528-529.

My
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'

designating the separate
sections of the car.'^'

-on. -

a.a„,e.

fo.

A„*ew Pa„e„o„ ,„ .a.

occup, a sea, aes„„a,e.
f„

cia,n,.„g ,He

'u,y 25, .„.ge
bas,s ,ha,

Ca„

was

.c,d ,.a,

,o be

„„co„s«„.,„„a, „„ a

.c Aver, Law was

..Cass ,eg,s,a,i„„..
because

wh„e c„.pa„™c„,s. - W.

;.

„ ,e e„. „, ,e „„, Pa.,e.„„ „as

pa.e„,e..

sepa^e coach ,aw

B^an

and

i,

s,a,e

C„„„c„ and

„™be. of g.„„„,,

,„deed „„c„„s«..o„a, -

aUowC for b,ac. .o.es,ics

b. „„

,He

,„ si, ,„

„e

a„„n,ey ge„era, W. H.
EI„s appealed ,he

dec,s,o„ and declared
,he Ave,y ,aw unco„s,„n,i„„a,.
loca,

N„„,

-

w„h

,.e favorable

n,„„g ,be

,he leaders of ,he boyco„s
in Pensacoia and
Jac,<sonvi„e ce,ebra,ed

victory and called off the
'^^
boycotts.

With

this legal victory

organization, a

1

and Walters called for
renewed backing of the

number of individuals weighed

in

on the wisdon. of supporting
the group.

29

Bo^fsei::i=.s^^^^^^^
New

York Age 3 Aususf

Rudwick

igflf. r-i

-^Vo Bovco,,s !f

,

9^^^^^^

7^

"an«,

'

'2
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5 Angus, 1905;
Meier and

-

W..„„o„.e.. and

T.

Of Wa,„.

.0

re,„™ ,„

.he

.„

,e,

.,e

L„..a„a

„e p.s,.e„cy .adicaHze

,.e

„e „.,a„,.a..o„, 0„e .e

,es.

N...a Move.e„, .e e..o.
o< .e

case

.e

T.e e.,„.

.and,

W. Calvin Chase,
.„

,„a.r

a cons.an. cH.ic of

p„„,s, „e ea„ wi. „„ edU„.a,

'^^

No, a„ were

cer,.,„ ,ha, a re.n.
of

WaI.e.

,„ ,he

Council's ,eadersh,p was
,he

co.ec, course of acion.
,„i,ia„,, Booker T.
Was.„g.„„ a„d

well

.e

fc,.

Co„„., a„. „o„,C e„c„„a,e
„e

Conncn and Niagara M„ven,en.
s„pp„„er eleced

comment.

-

w„h Washington

in ,he pas,,

,is secretary

E„™,e„ Sco„

he was „o. exacly ,„
,he Tus.egee orb,,.
Over ,he pas,

y=.r he had disianced
h.nrself fronr ,he W.zard's
pohcies. Such independence
wonied

Em.e„ SCO,,.

Walters however, had been
,n co„,ac, wi,h R.chard

W. Thompson and

explained ,o hin, ,ha, his
desire ,o re,„„ ,„ ,he
p„sidency was no, for .he putpose
of

unde^ining Wash,ng,on,

b„, ra,h.r an a„en,p, ,o
re,„m ,o pas, policy

whe„by

,he

Council advocale for civil
and pollhcal equalhy wh.le
,he Wizard would
mainlain
con,inue his adherence ,o
conserva,ive line - .hereby re,aining
whi,e suppor, and

134
135

'^^

New

York Age, 27 July, 3 August
1905

Washington Bee, 5 August 1905
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c.a„des.i„e,y aiding ,he

CounciPs cause.'" Above
aU, »,e „vi,alizaUo„ of
the Council

would counter and destroy

somewhat

skeptical.

,he Niagara

Movenrenfs growing „ome„t„n,.'«
Though

Washington supponed Walters.ove

to

reg^n the control of the

organization.

Bishop Walters, however, was
unable
community. Shortly

after returning

Council

at

in the

a time

Fortune - the

sway

a long, angry, open response
to the Bishop, which

Washington Bee.-^ McGhee
questioned the

when people had

initiator

of the

lost

validity of reviving the

confidence in the organization, T.

movement - had abandoned

the group,

controlled the Council over the past
few years had allowed
effectiveness.

others within the

from the inaugural conference
of the Niagara

Movement, Frederick McGhee penned
was published

to easily

it

and those who

dwindle

in its

Moreover, asked the fonner member of
the Council's Legal and

Legislative Bureau, questioned

who was

Walters calling on the old guard to
return when

was he who could have saved the group,
"but instead calmly acquiesced

it

sake" to the "injurious and death-dealing"
methods that caused

its

goals could be pursued by

37

R.

W. Thompson

to

its

members joining and strengthening

Emmett

Scott,

28 July 1905; and Emmett Scott

to Booker T. Washington, 7 August 1905.
J Emmett Scott339.

'^"

its

ideas and

the Niagara

Thompson, 31July 1905. Booker T. Washington
Papers. Microfilm
also, Rudwick, W. E. B. Du Bois,
99.
Papers, Vol.

for hannony's

demise.'^' Little

would be gained by reviving a dead organization,
reasoned McGhee, but

1

Thomas

Booker

to

R

Movement.

W

Collection; See

T.

Washington

8,

Washington Bee, 12 August 1905. See also. Nelson,
Frederick McGhee, 132- and
"'A This Worldly Mission,'" 258-259.
Washington Bee, 12 August 1905.

Miller,

Ibid. Frederick

Washington

McGhee

to attend the

certainly conveniently forgetting that he

1902 Council convention
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in St. Paul.

had urged

Such

apo,o,e..c

se„.,«

a.ea., ,ee„ e.p„ssed
a wee, ea.ie.

A.„-.™.ca„ e„™e„ ,3

0, ,„a„„,

..e

e.Uo. „,.He

.e B„o.„ r. Wa*,„,o„
.a,

.eade.s.pwasfa,,,„,,.eapa„„p„„,e.ace....«,.e.._„co..e„.e..a.

for.e a.„„„„„ „f ease
d,s.i„c.o„.
Move^en,, ,.a

B,

We„3-Ban,e„

'

.

also

.

,.«
^

p„„.,e. ,er own s.„„,

^^^^^^^
,e„e. a..ac^„,

^e

Bishop and the Council.''^

As

.nd,vid.a,s began
,„ .eCare .he,r ,„,a,«es
.„ one side or
.he o.her,

w.h,n ,He eo.™„„,„ were
ca,„„,

for a „„i„ea,io„ of
.he

,wo groups.

see

P.rs. .0

push sueh

a. agenda was ,he
/„.f.™,„,,
^^^^^^^

^

•union .ha. Iwon,d, s„ek,
one wi.h ,he snppon of a„
i„,eres.s wUhin .he
eo™.„ni.y

of

*e eo„,muni.y eould
The

remo.e

"hun. on, ,he offender and
see him a, .he polls ."'«

possibil,., of a union of
,he Couneil

a. ,he ,ime.

As

.he Couneil

success in .he,r organizing
effom.

and ,he N.agara Movemen,
seemed

eonven„on approaehed Niagari.es
were seeing some

Movemen. leadership claimed .ha,

had increased from
,we„.y-„,„e branches

in

,he

membe,.hip

My ,0 fony-fonr by .he „me of .he Couneil

'«
'^'•''"S" Broad Ax, 12 Angus. 1905
^
l^"""'"' 5
The Advance,
Augus. 1905.
1^
New York Age, 31 Augus. 1905.
143
Indianapolis World, 19 Augus.
1905.
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convention opened in late August.Moreover, local branches of the

become
met

active. In late August, for

at the

example, the

New York

Movement had

branch of the organization

Brooklyn residence of Dr. O. M.
Waller. Those present heard
from a number

of speakers, including a visiting
native of Baltimore, Maryland,
Reverend Gamett R.
Waller,

who informed

the gathering of the Baltimore
N.agarites' struggle against

disenfranchisement in their

city.''*''

Meanwhile, Council supporters converged
on Detroit. Walters'
the competition posed

call,

and surely

by the Niagara Movement, had
brought out the old guard and

resulted in a large, successful convention.
Seventy-five delegates from twenty-one
different states

were

m attendance.

Walters was reelected president, while
William

H. Steward swapped positions with the Bishop
and became chairman of the Executive

Committee. Reverend L. G. Jordan was elected

new

to the post of

Corresponding Secretary, a

position designed to publicize the organization
and coordinate the activities of the

group.

The

fighting Jacksonville attorney,

J.

Douglas Wetmore, was elected director of

the Legal and Legislative Bureau. Others
elected to office included Fannie Barrier

Williams, Literary Bureau Director, and

Mary Church

Terrell, Director of the Anti-

W. E. B. Du Bois, "Growth of the Niagara Movement," Voice the
Negro Vol 3
of
(January 1906), 43. See also, Rudwick, W. E. B. Du Bois, 97.
Washington Bee, 9 September 1905. See also, Rudwick, W. E. B.
was not mention of whether Waller and his fellow Niagarites were

Du Bois,

working

97. There

in

conjunction with the Committee of Twelve and the Maryland Suffrage
League, which has
already been mentioned was aided by Booker T. Washington.
If such an instance did
occur, adds a bit of irony to Waller's declaration that the
Niagarites would no longer be
fooled by the "hypocritical leaders
lulling the race to sleep with cries of Peace
Peace."
.

.

.

Detroit Informer, 2 September 1905; Star ofZion, 7 September
1905; and Iowa State
Bystander, 29 September 1905.
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Lynching Bureau
tone of >he

St.

According ,„ press coverage,
,he even, displayed .he harmon.ous

U,„is convention: "there
was absolutely no

impugning of motives, no disposition

to 'hog

proceedings, however, han.on,ous
did not

affin^ed

activities

its

things.-"" Unl.ke the

mean

conservative.

St.

no

Louts

The organization

re-

non-partisan character and
ratsed nearly three hundred
dollars to fund

of testing Jim

Crow

The convention did

not take the creation of the
Niagara

CIV.1 rights organization,

eminence regarding

to the

it

Movement

lightly.

Nation failed to acknowledge
the existence of the

did attempt to legitimize
the Council's national pre-

nghts issues. The Address noted

civil

its

legislation.

Although the group's Address

new

political sideplay,

that, "for

seven years, through

mistakes, bickenngs, and internal
as well as exten^al attacks,
the Council [had] haltingly,

but without abatement of
that the

its

group had adopted

high purpose, gone forward.

at its

founding convention

.

The nine propositions

.

in 1898,

were

reiterated, including

the investigation of lynchings,
the challenging of the
constitutionality of Jim
legislation, the

Amendments,

Crow

promotion of legislation guaranteeing
the Fourteenth and Fifteenth

efforts at prison

refo™,

the

promotion of migration from ten-or-ridden

sections of the counti^, the
encouragement of both industrial and higher
education, the

f

S^P^^'^ber

1905; Indianapolis Freeman,
Z^v'i^f ^oT
21 September 1905; Iowa State

ZlZ
Afro-Amencan

16 September 1905Bystander, 29 September 1905; and
Council," A. M. E. Church Review, vol.
22, (October 1905) 183-184
'

For further argument that Washington's
control over the pres coverage
of the Niagara
Movement compare the coverage of the Niagara
meeting with that of

L CoundrsT905

over" Tn' fh"

actS!

^"PP"'^^"
newspapers and journals, which

T"'"'""

^
activities of the
race

^''^

men

in the

--^ing only h d
is

two

less than

covefed the

Niagara region in July

"Afr«-American Council," A. M. E Church
Review, vol. 22, (October 1905) 183
towa State Bystander, 29 September
1905; and "Afro-American Council
"A
Church Review, vol. 22, (October
183-184.
15,

ME

1905),

"Afro-American Council," A. M.

E

Church Review,
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vol. 22,

(October 1905),184.

P™o«o„ or ..,„e. e„,e:p.es. a„a

so^e Of
.hrcgh

.e e„co„a.e.e„.

„
.he .ff„„s of

leadership of

„„a,

e,eva.,„„ a„.

^^^^^

^^^^^^^^

.e Co„„cl,, A„,,Ly„chi„g
Bureau „„,er ,he

Ma B. Wel.s-Ba™,,

Ml.che„,

and eneouraged .he co..u„„y

.es.in, .he

.0 ..„rgan,ze

see,

^^^^

sueeessfu,

a„a now Mar, Chureh

-cessful, was ,he o„„ „a„o„a,
orga„,a,io„ acive,,
.es.sla.i„n

of

Te™„

..owing

Crow

and con..h„.e of .heir
.eans" for

the continuation of such
action.'^''

Directly following the Detro.t
convention, there were

.ore

calls for the

two

national civil rights
organizations to unify their
efforts:

We must stick, must stick together As one mighty force must stand
we'd withstand the mighty siege
Being waged on every hand.
We cannot single-handed live If

'Tis

only folly for to

try!

We must stand and stick together.
Or lose

The above

lines

came from

Washington Bee the day

a

poem

^3'^'««rf^^
vol. 22,

written

and

die.'^^

by Clarence Emeiy Allen,
published

after the Council convention.

appeal for unity in a thoughtful

rl^'^T/'^'^
Church
Review,

the fight

article,

in

Archibald Grimke echoed the

"Right Afro-American Leadership,"
published by

29 September 1905; and "Afro-American
»-ouncii, A. M.
Council

(October 1905), 184.

"AMF

E.

Setroit Informer,
2

September 1905; StarofZion, 7 September
1905- and Tn^n
'^P^^'"^^^^^^- ^ ^ Humphreys of the Const^utiTLagl
d^^^
the Council convention.
^
tletotci.
See Star ofZion, 7 September 1905
Clarence

Emery

Allen, "Stick Together," Washington
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Bee 2 Seotember IQns Th

.

.

the

New

York Age

the three groups

-

mid-September. There he put forth a

in

industrial education, higher education,

and

saw "going by separate ways, or apparently separate ways,
race freedom and progress."'^^

members of the Council,

Grimke proposed

the Niagara

call for

an alliance between

political rights

to the

same

destination

.

that the three groups, represented

Movement, the Tuskegee sphere,

Negro Academy, and the Committee of Twelve, put
one grand army. As he described the new army,

- who he

it

the

.

by

American

their petty bickering aside

and form

resembled the original model of the

Afro-American Council. The group would by formed with the

political rights supporters

forming the center and the education advocates forming the powerful wings. But the
leadership of the new, unified organization, he counseled,

who
the

sought division, but rather to one "who

man who

is

is

would not

fall to

an individual

a healer of differences within the race; to

big enough and broad and wise enough to include

all

that is so to bring

about the union in one mighty organization."'^^
In retrospect,

Bishop Walters

Grimke was

in late 1898.

Many

provoking, was a Washingtonian
article asserting that

New

158
.'
.

.

same type of leadership proposed by

in his address before the very first

Washington D. C.

movement.

calling for the

it

trick.

came "from

Council national convention held in

suspected that Grimke's

article,

though thought

The Washington Bee quickly responded

a quarter

to the

which has brought disaster upon every

Furthermore, the Bee asserted that the could be "no peace, no union.

York Age, 14 September 1905. See

also,

Indianapolis World, 23 September

1905; and Bruce, Archibald Grimke, 142-144.

New
'^^

York Age, 14 September 1905.
Washington Bee, 23 September 1905. See

Elliott

Rudwick claims

that

also,

Rudwick, W.

Mrs. Carrie W. Clifford was the

merger between the Council and the Niagara Movement, but he
article in the New York Age.

responding to Archibald Grimk6's
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E. B.

Du Bois,

first that laid

cites the

105.

out a plan of a

Bee

article

no hamiony,

and righteousness [had] won a signal
and complete victory over

until truth

falsehood, error, and corruption."'^^

Disregarding the

call for

immediate

unity, the A.

M.

E.

Church Review simply

asked for harmony and definitiveness in
aim, and noted that the Niagara

Movement

Declaration of Principles were

bold

and broad.
Reduced to essentials [they are] strikingly like
the declarations that the Afro-American
Council has put forth and
ought to establish friendly co-operation
with ultimate combination.

.

.

but still such organic union can come
of its own accord and
apparent reasonableness and economy,
let each pursue
its

methods

for the general

strength of the effort to

The

acknowledged

editors

that the

disenfranchisement and the Jim

Council had decided to focus on the issue of
southern

Crow

car laws.

concentrate on these issues as well, or others of

American

own

good and hasten by generous rivalry the
arouse the American conscience.

They
its

called on the Niagara

Movement

choosing, but to agitate for African

rights without fighting with other organizations
pursuing the

same general

goals.'"

While discussion was taking place
Niagara

Movement

in editorial

columns, the Council and the

pressed forward. The Council continued working to halt
the

geographical spread of separate coach legislation. The organization's
Corresponding
Secretary, L. G. Jordan, took the lead in this arena.

of Jim

Crow

companies.

legislation,

161

Jordan concentrated on the customary practices of the railroad

He noticed that incoming cars from

were not removing

Concerned not only with the growth

their signs in states that

states

where separate car laws operated

were free of such

legislation. Fearful that

Washington Bee, 23 September 1905.
"^^^ Niagara Movement," A. M. E. Church Review Vol. 22, (October
1905), 180.
Ibid.
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to

custom unchallenged would become
law, he decided
September launched a

letter-writing

bud and

in

campaign focusing on the practices of the Baltimore

and Ohio Southwestern Railroad Companies
(B.

Reverend Jordan concentrated
being delivered to the B.

to nip the practice in the

his

& O.).'^^

complaint on the fact that Illinois Central cars

& O. in St. Louis, Missouri.

He

protested that the signs, "For

Whites Only" and "For Colored Passengers,"
were not removed when the cars traveled
through Missouri,

legislation.

Illinois, Indiana,

and Ohio -

Initially, the representatives

all states

of the B.

& O.

without separate coach

attempted to dismiss the

complaint by stating that the signs were non-removable
and were not
law. Continuing to press the issue, however,
by mid-October Jordan

American Council were successful

in violation

of any

and the Afro-

m convmcmg the Railroad to remove the separate car

signs from passenger cars traveling from St.
Louis through Ohio."^^

Directly following this successful challenge, the
Council began urging other
railroad

companies

to

end the customary

practices of maintaining segregated seating

signs in states such as Pennsylvania and Delaware.

of a conductor on the Chesapeake

American

Crow

women

legislation.

The group

also protested the actions

& Ohio Railroad who had forced a group of African

to sit in a segregated section of the train in a state that
did not

Due

to the Council's protest, the

have Jim

conductor received a reprimand from

his employer.'^'*

162

Washington Bee, 9 December 1905; and "Rev. L. G. Jordan Before the
AfroAmerican Council " Alexander's Magazine, vol. 3 (December 15,
1906), 96.

Washington Bee, 9 December 1905; and "Rev. L. G. Jordan Before the AfroAmerican Council," Alexander's Magazine, 96.
"Rev. L. G. Jordan Before the Afro-American Council," Alexander's
Magazine, 96;
and Washington Bee, 9 December 1905
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While Jordan was directing the
with

J.

petition

and letter-writing campaign, he worked

Douglas Wetmore, H. T. Kealing, and George W. Clinton

several local Councils throughout the country.'"

Movement was

At the same time, the Niagara

continuing to organize and expand

In particular, the

Movement was

to actively organize

its

presence throughout the country.

preparing to hold a series of Thanksgiving memorial

services to honor a tradition of protest and to spread the Niagara
principles. This year the

group planned

to

honor the

Garrison, and Albion
the Negro, the event

W.

lives

and services of Frederick Douglass, William Lloyd

Tourgee."*'^

was wholly

According

successful:

it

to

J.

Max

was "safe

Barber, editor of the Voice of

to estimate that

10,000 Negroes

assembled to keep green the memory of these great men.""^^ These memorial
services
took place in

twenty-three locations, including Hartford and Bridgeport,

at least

Connecticut; Boston,

New Bedford,

Chicago and Galesburg,

Illinois:

and Fall River, Massachusetts; Atlanta, Georgia;

Baltimore, Maryland: Washington D.

C;

Minneapolis,

Minnesota; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; and Raleigh, North Carolina. '^^

Meanwhile, the Council's Legal Bureau was planning more
separate coach legislation.

Led by

J.

Douglas Wetmore, blacks

in

legal suits against

Pensacola and

Jacksonville, Florida were preparing to challenge separate coach municipal ordinances

put into place shortly after the state

'^•^

Supreme Court had ruled

the

Avery

Bill

"Rev. L. G. Jordan Before the Afro- American CounciX," Alexander's Magazine, 96.
Washington Bee, 28 October, 18 and 25 November 1905; and W. E. B. Du Bois,

"Growth of the Niagara Movement," Voice of the Negro, Vol. 3 (January 1906), 43-44.
"Growth of the Niagara Movement," Voice of the Negro, Vol. 3 (January 1906), 1920.

Du Bois, "Growth

of the Niagara Movement," Voice of the Negro, 43-44.
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u„cons,i,u.,„„al ,„ Flori^U.

Andre. Pauerson}"'

v.

In

Croon, of Pensaeola agreed
.o ge, himself arresKd
for

-

a erime for

which he was promptly
sentenced

Isaac L. Purcell. an a.tontey
from Pensaeola
instituted a habeas eotpus
sn,,^

While the

Pattet^on, following arrangements

ordinance.

Ten days

later,

mid-Ocober. Reverend L. B.

sitting

„

the white section of a ear

,o a thirty-day Jail temr.

who aided

Wetmore and

,n the Patterson case,
swiftly

Com ease was pending

made by Wetmore, challenged

in the courts,

Andrew

the Jacksonville

on November 24, the cou„
rendered a decision aga.ns. Croom.

upholding the Pensaeola ordtnance.
Wetmore appealed the decision, bu,
on December 6
the Circuit

local

Coun

upheld the ruling of the lower
court. The following day,
Judge Call, the

Judge who declared the Avery

and Wetmore

Law

in the Jacksonville test

unconstitutional in July, ruled
against Patterson

case.'™

Despite the defeats and the changing
sentiment of the Florida courts,

agreed to appeal both cases

to the state

Supreme Court. To publicize

Wetmore

this activity as well

as other

work

letter to

Afro-American newspapers throughout the
country. Jordan explained

carried out

by

the Afro-American Council, L.
G. Jordan sent out a circular

"Council has a specific object:" to
unite
for "the civil

process."'^'

cun-ently

and

political rights of the

To demonstrate

engaged

mid October S.

in,

the

work

all

people

who

believe that

Afro-American people
that the

gave

details of

^"^

M
^""^

^'^"^^

^-

by

was worth laboring

[the] legal

Council had accomplished or was

the Coordinating Secretary

^"^'^^

127 133

...

it

that the

Patterson,

some of the

September, Jacksonville by

L Florida Reports (1905),

170

1905!" SS?'^
171

New

of Segregated Streetcars in Florida, 1901-

York Age, 1 December 1905; and Washington
Bee, 9 December 1905.
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organization's previous legal efforts
the

Alabama

suffrage cases.

He

- including

the Louisiana grandfather clause suit and

also he explained that the organization

was currently

involved in an attempt to wipe out the separate coach laws of
Florida. Finally, Jordan
published a number of his correspondences with the management of
the B.
urging

it

to

end

its

segregation policies in states that did not have separate coach laws.'^^

In publishing this information Jordan

"whatever
itself

may have been charged

and declared

"anew

& O. railroad

that

it

hoped

to

demonstrate to the people that

as a mistake in the past, the

would forever stand on

its

Council [had] purged

original platform."

It

had begun

the defense for the civil and political rights of the race."'" Moreover,
he desired

that African

Americans acknowledge

group due to the fact

the

work of the organization and begin funding

that "the legal bureau [was]

handicapped for want of funds

cases constantly put into our hands."""* Like the Niagara

Movement, Jordan and

the

to test

the

Council laid claim to the legacy of William Lloyd Garrison on the centennial of his

birth.

Garrison, Jordan declared, "fully expressed the determination of the Afro-American

Council in the present fight for [the race's] political and

am

in earnest

-

1

will not equivocate

AND I WILL BE HEARD."'"

-

1

will not

civil rights

excuse -

1

when he

declared,

will not retreat a since inch

Jordan urged the community to be heard through

funding of Council legal and legislative

'I

-

its

activities.

Despite Jordan's strong demonstration of work carried out by the Council, not

everyone saw the validity of supporting the organization. Only the

Washington Bee published Jordan's

New

circular.

New

York Age and the

The Baltimore Afro-American Ledger

York Age, 7 December 1905.

'"Ibid.
'^^Ibid.

'"Ibid.
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acknowledged the

letter as well as the recent

work of the Council, but they did not

see

reason enough for the community to support the organization.
The editors believed that

was

better to allow a multiple individuals

rights rather than place their confidence

and organizations

to agitate for

it

Afro-American

and monies with one organization.'^^

We are an army of mice
W.

Calvin Chase expressed similar sentiments. While willing to
publish the

circular in his

Washington Bee and acknowledging the merit of the Council's work, he

believed that local communities should fund themselves rather than pass
"their hats to
those

who have

troubles and burdens of their own."''^

citizens of the District funding a case in Florida

own

city despite the

The

He

did not see the validity of the

when segregated

trains daily entered their

absence of separate coach legislation.

editors of the

Bee and

a limited understanding of

how

the Afro-American

Ledger were not the only ones with

a concentration of energy

have an effect on their own, local

situation.

and funds elsewhere might

Other editors, too failed

victory in Florida might set a precedent that could strike

down

to consider that

a

separate coach legislation

throughout the nation. Council supporters understood the importance of their work and

continued to struggle with or without the financial support of the community.

Wetmore pressed forward with

the

he had secured a hearing by the

state

J.

Douglas Wetmore also listened

Grooms and

Patterson appeals.

Supreme Court

to editor

By

the

J.

Douglas

end of the year

for early 1906.'^^ L. G. Jordan

Chase's concerns and began planning a

Baltimore Afro-American Ledger, 25 November 1905.
Washington Bee, 9 December 1905.

Meier and Rudwick, "Negro Boycotts of Segregated Streetcars
1905," 533.
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in Florida,

1901-

and

challenge to the customary practice of segregating cars that entered the District
of
Columbia.'"'^

As

the year

came

American Council joined with

some

New York City and Jersey City Afro-

New York City's Colored Citizens Protective League

stop the theatrical production of

country for a

members of the

to a close,

number of months,

sort of racial hostility.'^"

Thomas Dixon's The Clansman. Having

to

toured the

the production in nearly every instance had sparked

Following the voicing of community concerns, the two

groups formed a committee - which included local Council members T. Thomas Fortune

and Dr. W. H. Brooks -

upon

to call

New York City Mayor McClellan. The committee

argued that the play be cancelled on the "grounds of
embitter racial feeling and antagonism,

if

its

immortality and

not directly leading to

The Afro- American Council closed

more

its

tendency to

riots.

out the year with a flurry of activity.

Any

deficiencies that individuals had accused the organization of having at the beginning of

the year had been cast aside. In the

among

wake of the

Movement,

other factors, Walters and other leaders within the group had been successful in

purging the organization of

its^

dead weight and again

battling for the interests of the African

the

creation of the Niagara

new

leadership

vowed

set the

Council on the course of

American community. At the 1905 convention

to concentrate

its

energies on the struggle against

disenfranchisement and the spread of separate coach legislation. L. G. Jordan pledged to

™ New York Age, 8 February 1906.
180

Indianapolis World, 18

November

1905; John D. Swain,

"A

Protest Against

Dixonism," Voice of the Negro Vol. 2, no. 12 (December 1905), 282-285; and New York
Age 28 December 1905. For a critique of Dixon see Kelly Miller's September 1905 open
letter to Reverend Dixon, "As to the Leopard's Spots." Kelly Miller, "As to the
Leopard's Spots," in Race Adjustment & The Everlasting Stain (rpt., 1908, 1928, New
York:

Amo Press,

New

1968), 28-56.

York Age, 28 December 1905.
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"stir the

country against our wrongs"
prior to the holding of the
1906 convention.

Walters, Jordan,

demonstratmg

Wetmore and

the remaining leadership

were once more on

their

way

to

that the organization
of nearly ten years represented
the voice of the

people, and could lay claim to
the ideals set forward in
1890 at the formation of the
Afro-

American League and again
Such was the
existence of a

new

1898

situation as

at the creation

viewed by

all.

of the Council.

Even Du Bo,s acknowledged

the

breath blown into the Council.
In an article published at
the

of 1906, he and the Niagara
older

in

Movement took credit

Negro organizations" and "welcomed

Council."'" At the same time,
however,

was not "considenng any proposition

for

the

Du

for

pumping "new Hfe

renewed

activity of the

into

all

Movement vowing

Bois assured his readers that the

Movement

merger or self-effacement."'^^
Nonetheless,

to fight for their civil

and

political rights.

182
183

184

the

Afro-American

1906 unfolded the community had a rejuvenated
Afro-American Council and an
organizing Niagara

begmnmg

Alexander's Magazine, vol. 2 (July
15, 1906), 28.
Niagara Movement," Voice of the Negro, 44-45.
°^

Ibkf 45
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as

CHAPTER
"IT IS

8

STRIKE NOW OR NEVER": 1906-1909

Let us no longer allow ourselves to be
amenable to the just reproach that though
the strength of a giant we use it
like a child. - T. Thomas Fortune
"^'^

''''

WsTS'the
m ght the yellow
v7,',
mmions are testing liberty, the black
hi

the light; and everywhere the laborer

The

Council entered 1906

momentum

is

full

of the

final

moving

in

E. B.

Du Bois

months of 1905, the Afro- American

of energy and primed

Constitution League and the Niagara

is

Africans are writhing toward
opening the gates of opportunity andJeacT

- W.

Building off the

slave

we have

Movement

to

have a successful year. The

also entered the

New Year focused and

ready to organize. During the course of the
year unforeseen circumstances would pull the
three groups closer together

white, that

would stand

and lay the groundwork for a unified organization,
black and

for black rights

on the basic principles outlined by

T.

Thomas

Fortune nearly twenty years before.
In January, as noted previously,

W.

E. B.

Du Bois,

General Secretary of the

Niagara Movement, published a piece in the Voice
of the Negro concerning the progress
of his organization.

He noted that the

formation six months
thirty states that

earlier.

First,

group had accomplished five things since

its

they had organized branches in seventeen of the

had representatives present

at the

423

inaugural meeting. Second, they had

estabhshed an annual celebration
to be observed each
November. Third, they joined the
observation of

Gamson's

And fifth,

press.

centenn.al. Fourth, they
encouraged a free

they aroused pubHc opinion
and instilled

new

and unsubsidized

Hfe into

all

the older

Afro- American organizations.'

While the Niagarites were promoting
its

own

cause.

Dunng

Douglas Wetmore

all

the early

their success, the

months of the

year,

Bishop Walters, L. G. Jordan, and

activity took place in the
southern states,

were being formed throughout the
country, mcluding Albany,

formed a second branch. Council

meeting

extend Virginia's Jim

to

implement

its

agenda

Moving forward with

Movement were
final

York, where local

its

plans of attack against continuing

into the District of

Columbia, and organized a

in the region.^

their

own

agendas, both the Council and the Niagara

also beginning to cooperate with the
Constitution League. During the

months of 1905 John Milholland began organizing
a mass meeting on

black rights to be held

above
in the

Crow law

New

all,

was

at

Cooper Union

"to protest against the

South" and

new Councils

no. 215, in early February 1906.^

Furthermore, the Council's legal team laid
out
efforts to

J.

toured the country promoting the
activities of the organization.

While much of their promotional

residents

Council continued to press

to

mark

in

way

the issue of

New York City. The purpose of the gathering,
in

which the Coloured Citizens [were] treated

the opening of the League's Southern
Suffrage Campaign."

On

W. E. B. Du Bois, "Growth of the Niagara Movement," Voice
of the Nesro
Vol
3
ui. j
s
(January 1906), 44.
,

New
New
^

York Age, 18 January; 8 and 22 February 1906.
York Age, 8 and 22 February 1906.
John Milholland Diary, 1 December 1905; 1 1 February
1906, John Milholland Papers
^ee also, Bnan W. Blaesser. "John E. Milholland."
(Senior Thesis, Brown Universitv
^

^

Press, 1969), 58-66.
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January 22, Milholland and the League sent out a circular announcing the meeting and
outlining the need for a protest strategy against the unlawful situation in the South in

regards to the Suffrage.^

Less than two weeks after the distribution of the

assembled

American

at

Cooper Union

to participate in

politics ... the beginning of the

whereby the Constitution of the United
foot

by the forces

attendance and

included

W.

all

E. B.

circular, three

one of "the most significant [events]

end of the shameless conditions

States

had been defied,

that sought to destroy this government."^

of the major

Du Bois

civil rights

thousand people
in

in the

South

nullified, trodden

under

Blacks and whites were

in

organizations were represented. Participants

of the Niagara Movement,

Mary Church

Terrell

and

J.

Douglas Wetmore of the Afro-American Council, and Archibald Grimke and Kelly
Miller of the Committee of Twelve.
In his opening address to the assembly, Milholland spoke in harmonizing tones,

calling for a united front in the fight against injustices

federal government.

He

committed

in the

South and by the

called for multi-faceted remedies to the race problem including

legal suits, protests to the Administration

and Congress, and educational measures. In

his

discussion of education as a remedy, Milholland outlined the League's desire for the

immediate passage of a comprehensive federal education

bill.

At the same time,

however, he distanced himself from Booker T. Washington. While the League

^

A. B. Humphrey, "Statement of Principles of the Constitution League," 22 January

Du Bois Papers.
John Milholland Diary, 1 1 February 1906, John Milholland Papers. See also. New York
Times, 2 February 1906; New York Age, 8 February 1906; and Blaesser. "John E.
1906. W. E. B.

^

Milholland," 59.
^
New York Times, 2 February 1906;
Age, 8 February 1906.

New

York Tribune, 2 February 1905; and
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New

York

.

recognized the "potential forces for uplifting of the colored people" in institutions such as

Tuskegee, Atlanta, Fisk, and Hampton, and others, Milholland averred,

we

say without hesitation that education, will never alone be

sufficient to bring about a satisfactory solution of the problem.

.

.

Negro schools and colleges of the Southern States have
never been able to prevent the enactment of one disfranchisement
All the

statute nor prevented the steady curtailment of the Afro-

American's rights and privileges. "Jim Crow" legislation has kept
pace with the beneficent results of the Slater and the Peabody
funds.^

Following Milholland were a number of speakers, including Mary Church
director of the

Terrell,

Afro-American Council's Anti-Lynching Bureau. Terrell contrasted with

biting irony the recent

mass

protest in

Washington against the massacres of Russian Jews

with the nation's indifference to the "butcheries of Afro-Americans in the South."^ She
called on African

state

Americans and white northerners

and breath some moral justice

into the South.

reverts to barbaric, antediluvian practices, shall

toboggan to
treason,

wake from

their lethargic apathetic

"[W]hen one section of
let

the rash

the country

and wicked brother

'° Terrell also labeled the act of disfranchisement as
his ruin?," she asked.

and contrary

Dr.

we

to

Du

Bois,

to the basic principals

who spoke

Atlanta professor and Niagara

representation

was not

upon which the Government was founded."

next, also addressed the subject of disfranchisement.

member believed, however,

The

that reduction of southern

the solution to the problem. According

Du Bois,

those struggling

John E. Milholland, The Nation's Duty (New York, 1906), 5-6; and New York Age, 8
February 1906. See also, Blaesser. "John E. Milholland," 60-61; and John E. Milholland,
The Negro and the Nation (New York, 1905).
^
New York Age, 8 February 1906; and New York Times 2 February 1906. See also, John
Milholland Diary, 1 1 February 1906, John Milholland Papers. Mary Church Terrell, A
^

Colored Woman in a White World (rpt, 1940,
'°
//ew York Age, 8 February 1906.

"

New

Ibid.
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York:

Amo Press,

1980), 212.

2

for the rights of African

Americans needed

Amendment. Following Du
William

Sinclair,

Bois' paper

Clement Morgan, and,

his legal suits in Jacksonville

to focus

on the upholding of the Fifteenth

came addresses from Archibald Grimke,
finally, J.

Douglas Wetmore, who spoke about

and Pensacola, Florida.'^

Directly following the Cooper Union event the
Constitution League began

lobbying Congress for support of its Constitutional and
political remedy to the race
problem. A. B. Humphrey, the organization's secretary, was sent
to Washington to drum

up support for the group.

Humphries sought

-

In this Congressional election year, Milholland

to organize support

among Congressional Republicans

steps towards proper constitutional representation "and a restoration in

and

for

all

its

program

States

which

shall insure a righteous liberty of political action without distinction
of race or color."''*

Moreover, come November, the League planned

to organize against Congressional

representatives that they identified as standing against black rights. Several weeks

following the Cooper Union meeting, the Constitution League joined with the Niagara

Movement

to

hold equally impressive organizational gatherings in Philadelphia and

Washington D. C.'^

While

this Constitution

League

activity

was heating up, the Council

also

proceeded with their program of focusing on disfranchisement and Jim Crow laws.
Directly following the

Cooper Union meeting, Wetmore returned

to Florida to argue both

1

See also, Blaesser. "John E. Milholland," 62-63 and John Milholland Diary, 11
February 1906, John Milholland Papers.
'^
John Milholland Diary, 1 1 February 1906, John Milholland Papers.
See also,
Ibid.

Blaesser. "John E. Milholland," 72.

Blaesser. "John E. Milholland," 68.

'The Constitution League," Voice of the Negro, Vol. 3,
"Southern Representation," Voice of the Negro, Vol.

also,
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no.

4 (April 1906), 239. See
4 (April 1906), 242-243.

3, no.

cases before the state supreme court. Unfortunately, the court upheld the constitutionality

of both Pensacola and Jacksonville's segregation ordinances.'^
deflate the enthusiasm of

after the decision

Wetmore

The decision did not

or the Afro-American Council, however.

A week

he was in Washington D. C. with L. G. Jordan outlining a plan of attack

against the segregation of railroad cars entering the District.'^ Jordan also sent out
circulars to the black press concerning the Council's activity

each send
Jordan,

in

one dollar

and called on supporters

to create a million dollar defense fund.'^

Wetmore, and Bishop Walters promoted the Council's

to

Touring the South,

activities

and the Legal

Defense Fund.'^

The National Baptist Union threw

its

support behind the Council and called on

the race to support the organization. Possibly in response to the recent success of the

interracial

Cooper Union meeting hosted by

the Constitution League, the editors

proclaimed the importance of blacks fighting their
organizations.

They encouraged

the

community

one dollar each. "With one million dollars

in its

own

battles through their

to support Jordan's call

own

and contribute

hands the Council could make a long

Andrew Patterson vs. Isham
Croom vs. Fred Shad, 51 Florida

Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, 7 February 1906;

Taylor, 51 Florida Reports (1906), 275-85; and L. B.
Reports (1906), 168-176. See also August Meier and Elliott Rudwick, "Negro Boycotts
of Segregated Streetcars in Florida, 1901-1905," South Atlantic Quarterly 69, no. 4
(Autumn 1970), 532-533. Shortly after the decision Wetmore relocated to New York,

which certainly hurt any hope of him working closely with another appeal.
New York Age, 8 February 1906.
Washington Bee, 10 February 1906; Baltimore Afro-American Ledger, 10 February
1906; New York Age, 22 February 1906. The Baltimore Afro-American Ledger refused
publish the full circular because of its length and lack of funds sent by the Council to
'"^

subsidize the use of space in the paper.

" New

York Age, 22 February 1906.
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to

stubborn fight.

It

could

.

.

.

enlist in this service

most successful constitutional lawyers
Following Jordan's

call,

Among

the Council's activities.

a

some of the shrewdest most capable and

in this country."^"

number of individuals did send

the contributors

was Booker

in

money

in support

T. Washington,

who

of

sent

Walters a personal check for fifteen dollars.^'
Washington reiterated his support for the
Council's activity and hoped that others would contribute
to the cause.
with Walters and

activities

Wetmore throughout

- including

the

He corresponded

month of March regarding other Council

the creation of a test case against southern railroad
segregation

legislation.^^

Some
Americans

of this discussion centered on activity taking place in
Virginia. African

in the state

had a long history of challengmg Jim Crow cars

and streetcar transportation.^^ Since 1904 many black communities

in both railroad

in Virginia

had had

on-again, off-again boycotts and protests against local ordinances,
but in January 1906
the General

Assembly enacted separate coach

legislation,

which went into

effect the

following June. Immediately following the Assembly's passage of the
legislation,

communities sprang into

20
2]

action. Boycotts

were enacted

in

Richmond, Newport News,

National Baptist Union, February 1906
J
'

Booker T. Washington to Bishop Alexander Walters, 1 March 1906. Louis R. Harlan,
et. al. The Booker T. Washington Papers. 14 Volumes.
(Urbana, University of Illinois
Press, 1972-1989), Vol. 7, 535. See also, "Rev. L. G. Jordan Before the

Afro-American
Council" Alexander's Magazine, vol. 3 (December 15, 1906), 97.
Bishop Alexander Walters to Booker T. Washington, 7, 21 March 1906; Booker T.
Washington to Bishop Alexander Walters, 13 March 1906; and Emmett Scott to J.
Douglas Wetmore, 15 March 1906. Booker T. Washington Papers. Microfilm
Collection.
23

August Meier and

Rudwick, "Negro Boycotts of Segregated Streetcars in
The Virginia Magazine of History and Biography, Vol. 81 no 4

Elliott

Virginia, 1904-1907,"

(October 1973), 479-487.
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Danville, Lynchburg, Portsmouth, Berkley, and Northfolk.^"
ideas expressed in a

poem
.

.

.

I'll

Many

subscribed to the

published in the Richmond Planet:
rain

may

fall

and wind may blow,

not take the "Jim

Crow"

car

.

.

.

'Twould you your right debar.
Go, cringe and crawl and grin and then
Ride on the "Jim Crow" car.^^

The Council, having

Crow

cars,

immediately lent

interested in the

directed

its

much

support to

of

its

many

attention of the past year

toward Jim

of the boycotts. They especially became

work of the Newport News community. Beginning

late

March

the

organization ordered five thousand buttons with the inscription, "I Will Walk," and sent

them

to

Newport News

for

community members

to

wear

as they boycotted the

streetcars.

Over the next few months, through
T. Kealing,

the

work of Bishop Walters, L. G. Jordan, H.

Bishop George W. Clinton, George T. King, and

group focused

its

attention

J.

Douglas Wetmore, the

on the Virginia boycotts and organizing local Councils,

securing the cooperation of "a chain of literary and other societies."^' According to one

Ibid.,

486-487.

Richmond Planet, 28 May 1904. See

also,

August Meier and

Elliott

Rudwick, "Negro

Boycotts of Segregated Streetcars in Virginia, 1904-1907," 485.
"/ Will

Walk" A. M. E. Church Review, Vol. 22, no. 4 (April 1906), 387. See also.
Bishop Alexander Walters to Booker T. Washington, 7 and 21 March 1906; Booker T.
Washington to Bishop Alexander Walters, 13 March 1906; and Emmett Scott to J.
Douglas Wetmore, 15 March 1906. Booker T. Washington Papers. Microfilm
Collection.

The New York Age reported that the Newport News community was still
summer 1907. New York Age, 1 August 1907. See also,

boycotting the streetcars in late

August Meier and

Elliott

Rudwick, "Negro Boycotts of Segregated Streetcars

in Virginia,

1904-1907," 487.
Charles Alexander, "The Afro- American Council," Alexander's Magazine, Vol. 2, no.
3 (July 15, 1906), 22.
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report, the Council organizers sent out

"30,000

tracts

and pamphlets and 8,000

letters to

the leaders of the race" explaining the history and activity of the organization.
In addition to this organizing activity, the Council's legal team sought to institute
legal test cases in Virginia against the separate

coach legislation. The group's lawyers

also laid plans to continue with their suits in Florida

and

in Louisiana.^^

To

coordinate

support for this growth of legal activity, Jordan announced in late June that the Council

had selected the One Cent Savings Bank

in Nashville,

Tennessee

as the repository for the

group's defense fund, and called on the race to focus on raising one hundred thousand
dollars "to fight the disenfranchisement laws of the South.

Jordan ambitiously hoped that the organization could raise "at least $10,000" by

September, when the group's national convention would be held. In an effort to
accomplish
press.

this

goal Jordan sent out a circular to a

"Does the Negro know

number of individuals and

the black

the value of the ballot?," the appeal read.

Does he appreciate

the fact that he

is

a freeman, bought with the

and black men who bared
defense of his
their breasts to bullets? Will the Negro ever rise in
manhood rights or will he simply sit "whining" and see himself
stripped of the last vestige, the highest boon to American
are
citizenship and himself beaten and riddled with bullets? These

priceless blood of thousands of white

questions that will naturally suggest themselves to those
watching the behavior of the American Negro under the

humiliating and unjust treatment that

is

who

are

being handed out to him in

such "large hunks" from the Supreme Court down.

The Afro-American Council is sending this letter to you with the
hope that you will think upon these things and act with us along
steadily fought
the lines indicated. For ten years the Council has
to selfthe disfranchising and "Jim Crow" laws, so humiliating

28

Ibid.
29

Ibid.
30

New

York Age, 28 June 1906.
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respecting

men and women.
we have kept

gratifying, but

.

.

.

The

results

may

not be very

at it.^'

Jordan and the Council further announced that the organization
was working in
conjunction with the Constitution League in rallying African American voters
in every
congressional district for the

"have one or more

To

men

November election. Both

in the next congress

who

organizations were determined to

will fight the battles of all the people."^^

aid in this effort Jordan mailed out 10,000 copies of a chapter culled

Sinclair's

from William

Aftermath of Slavery, and printed as a pamphlet, entitled "Negro and the Law,"

every Republican

Sinclair, a

member of Congress
member of the

received a copy.^-'

Constitution

League had, published A^ermar/z of

Slavery the previous year. His work discussed the process of slavery's demise and the

postbellum world that African Americans had found themselves. Sinclair outlined the

development of the Apartheid South, discussing economic exploitation, imprisonment
and peonage, Jim Crow
as the

legislation, disfranchisement,

accomplishments of black Americans despite

lynching and

all

mob

violence, as well

the handicaps that they were

forced to overcome. H. T. Kealing proclaimed in a review of the book that Sinclair had

furnished "the sledge
those

who have

hammer demolition

well nigh convinced the world that Negro suffrage was a mistake.

In the chapter circulated

to protect African

^'

of the fallacious and mendacious arguments of

American

by the Council, Sinclair focused on the

citizens.

He

discussed

how

."^'^
.

.

failure of the

law

blacks were often stripped of

Alexander, "The Afro-American Council," 26.
Ibid., 27.

" Ibid.,

22.

William A. Sinclair, The Aftermath of Slavery (New York: Amo Press, 1969); and A.
M. E. Church Review, Vol. 22, no. 2 (October 1905), 124-129; 124.
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their citizenship rights

by the brutal acts

by

state

that occurred

and municipal legislation trumping federal law, as well as
under the nose of the legal system - lynchings,

violence, and the workings of the southern penal system.^^

Jordan attached a

Accompanying

mob

the pamphlet,

letter stating:

Prejudice
All
it is

it

is

certainly like a spider,

requires

is

room.

It

room

seeking a larger

has that

own

our

in

making everywhere

room

in so

many

its

home.

hearts and

now

national law chamber.

Kindly read the enclosed booklet and you not wonder that quite
seven million of your countrymen are subject to the treatment
herein described.

.

.

.

What have we done

to merit the afflictions

heaped upon us?

We implore you as one representing the party of Sumner, of
Lincoln, of Grant, and a long

and manhood

rights, to take

list

of champions of

up our cause.

.

.

.

human

When

liberty

a question

involving the rights of our people comes up, will you open your

mouth and speak

for the absent?

either house to plead our cause.

We have no man of color in
But surely men who love the

will not sacrifice their convictions

of the

man whose

right

because of the color of the skin

rights are abridged or denied.^''

Jordan reported that he received favorable responses from a number of Representatives

and Senators, including many who pledged
to contact individual Representatives if

would improve the

race's condition.

it

their support

felt that

a particular piece of legislation that

37

While the Council was pushing forward with
legal defense fund, the

Du

and encouraged the organization

its

agenda and seeking

Niagara Movement was also on the move. In

to create a

late June,

W.

E. B.

Bois sent out an appeal for the community to support the organization financially.

The Aftermath of Slavery, 215-258.
Alexander, "The Afro-American Council,", 22-23.
" Charles Alexander republished a number of the responses in his promotional piece on
the Council. See Alexander, 'The Afro-American Council," 23-26.
Sinclair,
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Like the Council, for

much

of

Hfe the Niagara

its

agenda without mass support. As
five dollars

Du Bois

noted,

Movement was

struggling to push

"The point to-day

is,

Can't

we

its

squeeze

more?"
For the cause that lacks assistance
For the wrong that needs resistance
For the future in the distance
And the good that we can do?^*

Over the past few months

the

joint sessions with the Constitution

first

Movement had focused on

League

in Philadelphia

organizing. Holding

and Washington D. C,

in its

year of existence the group had sent out thousands of pamphlets and leaflets

promoting the group, including reprints of the group's Declaration of Principles,
Constitution and By-Laws, and

activity the organization

Du

Bois' plea for five dollars.''^ In response to this

was now one hundred and seventy members strong with

branches in thirty-four states - up from the seventeen branches

In addition to the organizing work,

at the

beginning of the

members of the Movement

directed their

attention to three issues. First the Niagarites lobbied against the anniversary celebrations

scheduled to take place

at the

upcoming Jamestown Exposition commemorating

the

tercentennial of the settlement, because of a proposed segregation policy."*' Second, they

called on

members and supports

alike to protest

remarks made by Reverend T. Nelson

New York Age, 28 June 1906; Herbert Aptheker, Pamphlets and Leaflets by W. E. B.
Du Bois, (White Plains, NY: Kraus-Thomson Organization, 1986), 67-68. The poem
end of the appeal is from "What I Live For," by George L. Banks.
Aptheker, Pamphlets and Leaflets by W. E. B. Du Bois, 55-62, 67-68. See also 'The
Niagara Movement," Voice of the Negro, Vol. 3, no. 7 (July 1906), 476.
printed at the

'The Niagara Movement," Voice of the Negro, 476.
Max Barber, 'The Niagara Movement at Harper's Ferry," Voice of the Negro, Vol.

J.

no. 10 (October 1906), 408.
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3,

Baker of

Pittsfield,

Massachusetts,

who

in an editorial

appearing in the

Congregationalist, had chastised black female delegates of the Student Volunteer

Convention for complaining about segregated seating. The segregation of black

from white men was

essential,

Baker argued,

the race to the "perverted aesthetical taste of

he ascribed the "multi-colored" hues of

as

Negro women, which perversion made her

willing to sacrifice her virtue that her child might be

having 'good
a leaflet

hair,' 'thin lips,' 'a light skin,'

and sent out two hundred and

fifty

and a

of the Congregationalist for printing such an

members of the

against the enactment of the

made

little

'prettier nose'.

womanhood

more

beautiful

."'^^
.

.

by

Du Bois

drafted

to both

Baker and the editor

attack.''^

national civil rights organizations joined in protest

Wamer-Foraker amendment.

Foraker had introduced an amendment to the Interstate
Bill affirming that

a

copies to representatives of the race calling

for an appropriate response in defense of black

Finally,

women

In

Commerce Commission's Rate

"good service and accommodations" had

passengers "paying the same compensation."'*^ The

May, Ohio Senator Joseph

to

be provided

amendment was

to all

slightly defeated but

on the following day Missouri Senator William Warner modified the language and what

became known

as the

Wamer-Foraker amendment was

adopted.'*^

Congregationalist, 7 April 1906; and Aptheker, Pamphlets

and Leaflets by W.

E. B.

Du

Bois, 66.

Aptheker, Pamphlets and Leaflets by W. E. B.

"The Foraker Amendment

Du

Bois, 66.

to 'Rate Bill,'" Voice of the Negro, Vol. 3, no. 7 (July

1906), 522. See also, Percy E. Murray, "Harry C. Smith

- Joseph B. Foraker Alliance:

Coalition Politics in Ohio," Journal of Negro History 68 (Spring 1983), 176; Michael
Perman, Struggle for Mastery: Disfranchisement in the South, 1888-1908. (Chapel Hill:

University of North Carolina Press, 2001), 262-263.

'The Foraker Amendment

to 'Rate Bill,'" 522.
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Many
provisions

within the

seemed

community were not pleased with

to ratify separation

Members of the Niagara Movement,

the

amendment,

for

its

and uphold the 1896 separate but equal doctrine.

the Constitution League, the Afro- American

Council, and the Committee of Twelve, including Archibald Grimke, William Sinclair,

George H. White, H. T. Kealing, William Monroe Trotter and Clement Morgan
to influence as

many Congressmen

widespread outcry and concerted
the protest of

all

amendment died

the General Secretary sent out another circular

national convention of the Niagara

at

-

this

to tap into this

celebrations in honor of John

Du Bois'

in deference to

appeal for funds,

Movement. The Niagarites planned

Harper's Ferry, West Virginia, the

wanted

committee

one announcing the second annual

site

Du

centennial. In the appeal

activity of the organization during the past year

met

in

mid-

Bois and his colleagues

symbolism, as the Council had done

Brown's

to

of John Brown's raid and therefore

symbolic for having sounded the death knell of slavery.
certainly

in

the major national civil rights groups."*^

Shortly after this collective victory and directly after

August

With such

as possible to rescind the measure.

effort, the

all tried

and called on

all

in

1899 when

Du Bois
to

it

held

recapped the

come and show

their

47

support for the emerging civil rights organization.

Harper's Ferry,"
York Age, 2 August 1906; Barber, "The Niagara Movement at
Disfranchisement in the
Voice of the Negro, 406, 408; Perman, Struggle for Mastery:
Boston: William Monroe
Guardian
The
of
Fox,
R.
South 1888-1908, 263; and Stephen
Illinois and Massachusetts
the
credits
Barber
101.
Trotter (New York: Atheneum, 1971),
but if you one reads
amendment,
Foraker
branches for the protest against the Warner
York Age it is
New
the
in
Grimke
the article published by Kelly Miller and Archibald

New

organizations.
was a joint effort between members of all the civil rights
a Black Independent
See also, Dickson D. Bruce, Jr., Archibald Grimke: Portrait of
150-153.
University,
1993),
(Baton Rouge: Louisiana State
'The Niagara Movement," Voice of the Negro, 476.

obvious that

it
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Around
convene in

the

same time

New York City

the Afro-American Council

in October.

announced

that

it

would

Encouraged by recent comments of Secretary of

who remarked that the

'grandfather clause'

would not stand a

War William

Taft,

the Fifteenth

Amendment, and of Associate Chief Justice Brewer, who

test

of

asserted that a

to
properly argued case challenging revised southern constitutions would force the Court

find

them

unconstitutional, the Council proposed to focus on the issue of suffrage and the

creation of test cases to carry to the
rallying cry, according to Walters,

organization also promoted

its

Supreme Court challenging disfranchisement. The

was "Remember

the Disfranchised!"'^*

The

continued attempt to create a legal defense fund for the

49

race.

Walters also received a unanimous endorsement from the A.
supporting the Council in

its

attempt to raise

money

M.

E.

Church

to carry suffrage cases before the

endorsement
Court.^° L. G. Jordan, too had recently received an

from the

New England

activities and the necessity of "raising
Baptist Convention, where he spoke about Council

the group let
a million dollars for a defense fund."^' Moreover,

it

be known that

Garrison Villard gained the cooperation of John Milholland and Oswald
activist, editor

both of

whom

convention in

New
New

of the

New

York.

had

civil rights

Garrison,
York Evening Post and grandson of William Lloyd

were scheduled

New

it

to attend

and address the Council

at its tenth

annual

52

York Age, 5 and 19 July 1906. See
York Age, 5 July 1906.

also.

New

^"Ibid.

26-27.
Alexander, "The Afro-American Council,"

" Ibid., 27.
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York Age, 12 July 1906.

.

Continuing to press for a legal defense fund, T. Thomas Fortune picked up the

pen

in support of the Council. In an editorial entitled

"A Chance

to

Help Ourselves," he

praised Walters and the Council for promoting such an idea and urged the race to

contribute.

As he had done

community carrying a case
to use,

from Alabama up

previously. Fortune

to

for over twenty years. Fortune expressed the necessity of the

to the

Supreme Court, proclaiming

open

that the "courts are

Washington."" Moreover, as John Quincy Adams had done

compared black America's unwillingness or

inability to raise the

funds to that of immigrants' willingness to collect funds to support their

own

"The despised Chinamen," Fortune observed, "raised $300,000

days to fight the

Alien laws of the Pacific coast; to bring our suit

can't

do one

tenth of

disfranchised.

what the Chinamen

we need

easily did

-

in thirty

struggles.

only one tenth as much.

well,

we richly

If

we

deserve to be

.

Councils, meanwhile, continued to form throughout the country. Appointed the

group's southern organizer in February, George King published a lengthy letter outlining

his success in

developing the Council in the South. According to King, local councils

were being created throughout the region especially
that rural Councils

Americans who were

" New

He explained

were developing around issues of economic opportunity and

uplift in the region, but that these locals

accommodations

in the rural districts.

set to aid

them

were prepared

to

social

work with northern African

in securing their political rights

and equal

in public conveyances.^^

York Age, 19 July 1906.

''Ibid.

,

" Ibid.

Political Struggles
See also, Steven Hahn, A Nation Under Our Feet: Black
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard
the Rural South From Slavery to the Great Migration.
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.

in

In preparation for the annual convention, Councils

Des Moines, Iowa, Asbury

Park,

program were chief

local leader

J.

in,

among

New Jersey, Providence, Rhode Island,

Texas and Brooklyn and Rochester,
overall

met

New

other locations,

San Antonio,

York.^^ Questions of strategy and the Council's

topics of discussion at

all

of the meetings. In San Antonio

R. Morris, encouraged the national organization to

make

plans to

come

South in the future, hold a convention, and speak "manly" from the heart of the region.

57

All of the locals expressed their support for the Council's development of a legal defense

fund and the group's decision

to focus

on the suffrage and railroad and

became

a particular focus for the organization after

streetcar

segregation.

The

issue of disfranchisement

Walters proclaimed that the rallying cry of the Council's tenth annual convention would

be

"Remember the

Disfranchised!" The declaration certainly aided in gaining

cooperation with Milholland and the Constitution League, as they, too, were focusing on
the organization
the suffrage during the election year. Shortly after Walters' declaration

gained more cross-racial support as the editors of the white Philadelphia Press

announced

their support for the Council's

organization had "for

its first

to test the Grandfather

program. According to the Press, the

task the preparation and requisite financial support of a case

Clause so directly that the Federal Supreme Court cannot evade

Nothing can be more important!"

University Press, 2003).

Hahn does not

discuss any activity of the Afro-American

Council in the South.
New York Age, 19 and 26 July 1906; 2 and 9 August 1906.

" New
New

York Age, 26 July 1906.
York Age, 9 August 1906.
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it.

Disfranchisement also became an issue for the Niagara
its

Harper's Ferry meeting drew closer. Claiming

it

was going

Movement

to fight against the unjust

suffrage legislation, the organization suffered a public relations setback

disclosed that

pay

two of the Movement's

their poll taxes in their

blacks to stand up for their

home

state

leaders,

manhood rights

Du Bois

when

it

was

Bois and L. M. Hershaw, had failed to

of Georgia.^^

Although the posing of the question was a
leader, neither

Du

as the date for

Why would individuals who

asked

essentially disfranchisement themselves?

likely attempt to discredit the

two Niagara

nor Hershaw responded to the allegation and the contradiction

hung over the Harper's Ferry

meeting.*""

In late August, forty-five Niagarites

met

at

Storer College in Harper's Ferry.

The

proceedings were drenched with symbolism as the event opened with the delegates
singing the "Battle

Hymn

of the Republic" and "John Brown's Body."

A day was

devoted to the honor of John Brown, with a lengthy tributary address by Reverend

Reverdy Ransom and William Monroe Trotter presenting the delegation with a piece of

wood from Brown's

Springfield, Massachusetts home.^'

York Age, 2 August 1906. See also New York Age, 23 August 1906.
The issue of Du Bois and Hershaw failing to pay their poll tax would become more of
an issue the following year as blacks in Georgia organized to get all eligible black male
voters to mobilize to against the Georgia legislature attempts to institute more broad
based disfranchisement legislation. Du Bois and Hershaw never paid their poll tax nor

New

curiously did they give a reason for their failure to do so.

Hershaw could have responded

as he had relocated to Washington D. C.
^'
Washington Bee, 25 August 1906; Boston Guardian, 25 August 1906; New York Age,
23 August 1906; Cleveland Gazette, 25 August 1906; Barber, "The Niagara Movement at
Harper's Ferry," Voice of the Negro, 402-411; Elliott Rudwick, W. E. B. Du Bois: Voice

of the Black Protest Movement. (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1982), 102-103;
Manning Marable, W. E. B. Du Bois: Black Radical Democrat (New York: Twayne
Publishers, 1986), 56-57; Stephen R. Fox, The Guardian of Boston: William Monroe
Trotter (New York: Atheneum, 1970), 101-103; and David Levering Lewis, W. E. B. Du
Bois: Biography of a Race, 1868-1919. (New York: H. Holt, 1993), 328-330.
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In addition to

secretaries of the

many speeches

Movement

had become customary

that

at

such events, the

The most

reported on the activity of their regions.

state

active

branches, as noted previously, were those of IHinois and Massachusetts. In his address,

Clement Morgan of Boston claimed

responsibility for the defeat of the

Wamer-Foraker

Amendment.*^^

On

the second day of the proceedings Frederick

McGhee spoke

delegation on the "status of the Negro's civil rights in certain

address the Niagara Legal Director

condemned "mere

Niagara members to show their sincerity by

"unworthy for the colored people

which John Brown gave

to

Movement

be slothful

in

who

to demonstrate

lip service,

In concluding his

and called upon

According to

McGhee

it

was

contending for these principles for

his life at Harper's Ferry."'^''

outspoken William Monroe Trotter,
called on the

sacrifice."

states."'^^

before the

Following

McGhee was

the

concurred with his midwestem colleague and

its

conviction by supporting the recent case of

Barbara Pope.^^

Barbara Pope was
'

before she

was

purchased a
state line

in attendance at the

Niagara meeting by request, two weeks

laws. Miss
arrested in Virginia for violating the separate coach

first-class ticket in

she refused to

move

Washington D. C. and when the

to a

Jim Crow

car.

She was

Pope had

train crossed the Virginia

arrested,

found

guilty,

and

Niagara Movement at Harper's
Washington Bee, 25 August 1906; and Barber, "The
Ferry," Voice of the Negro, 406, 408.
" Paul D Nelson, Frederick L. McGhee: A Life on the Color Line, 1861-1912.
Washington
Minnesota Historical Society Press, 2002), 157. See also,

"

(Minneapolis:

Bee, 25 August 1906.

Washington Bee, 25 August 1906.

"Ibid
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fined ten dollars plus costs.^^ In light of the case of

Howard law

professor William H. H.

Hart in Maryland, where the state court questioned whether the Supreme Court would

uphold a lower court's decision that
that intrastate travel

interstate travel

had been with Plessy

v.

could be segregated in the same way

Ferguson, Niagarites believed that they

could gain a victory with Pope's case.^^ All agreed and the Movement's Committee of

Legal Defense began to strategize

its first

legal suit at the Harper's Ferry meeting.

women into the Movement on

also agreed to allow

The organization
basis. Earlier in the year

W.

E. B.

Du Bois

and Clement Morgan raised the issue as they

formed a women's auxiliary with Morgan's wife, G. W. Morgan,

Monroe

Trotter initially

opposed the idea and refused

constitution to be altered to that effect.'^'

discussion of the issue, Trotter

Women's

auxiliary.

an equal

Once

at the

.^^
as secretary

William

to allow the organization's

convention and after a

full

compromised and agreed with the notion of creating

Morgan was appointed

the head.™

a

The Northeastern Federation of

Barbara Pope vs. Commonwealth of
Court
Supreme
of Appeals Order Book, no. 34, 83;
Virginia, 9 January 1907, Virginia
(November
1906), 468.
1
no.
1
and "McGhee," Voice of the Negro, Vol. 3,
"The Overthrow of
Murray,
Daniel
Baltimore Afro-American Ledger, 25 March 1905;
and Perman,
521-522;
(July 1906),
Jim Crow Car Laws," Voice of the Negro Vol. 3 no. 7
Nelson, Frederick

McGhee,

160. See also

Struggle for Mastery, 256, 262.
E B Du Bois to Anna Jones, 23 January 1906, W. E. B.

W

Du

„

.

„

Bois Papers;

Bnef^

"r.

•

Movement," W. E. B. Du Bois
of the Massachusetts Trouble in the Niagara
102-103.
Papers. See also. Fox, The Guardian of Boston,
„
the Niagara Movement, W. E. B.
in
"Brief Resume of the Massachusetts Trouble
Boston, 102-103.
Bois Papers. See also. Fox, The Guardian of
™ New York Age 23 August 1906; Washington Bee, 25 August 1906; and Fox, Ihe
Louise Trotter eventually
Guardian of Boston, 102-103. Trotter's wife, Geraladine

Resume

joined the auxiliary. Fox, The Guardian ofBoston,l03.
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n
Du

Colored

Women's Clubs

also sent a telegram of greetings and endorsement

from

its

own

convention in Providence, Rhode Island.^'

Du
came

Bois was again elected General Secretary of the Movement. As the meeting

to a close, the delegates

heard the Address to the Nation, which principally came

from the pen of the Atlanta professor.

Du

Bois' address, which

Hershaw, asserted a greater degree of militancy than shown
previous year. In

many

respects this second, annual address

was read by

L.

M.

in his public declaration the

matched the sharpness,

tone,

and content of Fortune's 1890 inaugural Afro-American League speech.

"[W]e
rights,"

Du

be satisfied

will not

Bois affirmed.

freebom American,

to take

"We claim

political, civil

and

one jot or

all

less than

our

full

manhood

for ourselves every single right that belongs to a

social;

and

cease to protest and assail the ears of America."^^

and

tittle

until

we

get these rights

He claimed

we

will

never

that the grievances that

he

Niagarites strove to correct would be redressed through the ballot and "persistent,

unceasing agitation.

."^^
.

.

He

continued;

"we do

not believe in violence ... but

believe in John Brown, in that incarnate spirit of justice, that hatred of a
willingness to sacrifice money, reputation, and

life itself

on the

lie,

we do

that

altar of right."^'*

Washington Bee 25 August 1906. See also Robert L. Factor, The Black Response to
America: Men, Ideals, and Organization, From Frederick Douglass to the NAACP
(Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley Pub. Co., 1970), 328.
'^^New York Age, 23 August 1906; Washington Bee, 25 August 1906; Cleveland Gazette,
25 August 1906; and "The Niagara Movement," Alexander's Magazine vol. 2, no. 5
(September 15, 1906), 18-19. See also Philip S. Foner, W. E. B. Du Bois Speaks:
Speeches and Addresses, 1890-1919. (New York: Pathfinder, 1970), 170-173; 170-171;
Aptheker, Pamphlets and Leaflets by W. E. B. Du Bois, 63-65; Nelson, Frederick
McGhee, 157-159; and Lewis, W. E. B. Du Bois: Biography of A Race, 330.
''^
Foner, W. E. B. Du Bois Speaks: Speeches and Addresses, 1890-1919, 172.
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The Address ended with

a plea for equity.

absorbed ten million foreigners into
million

illegal

Negro Americans

into that

its

Was

political life

same

it

possible that "a nation that has

without catastrophe [can] absorb ten

political life at less cost than their unjust

and

exclusion will involve?"^^ With the conviction that the morning was breaking

"over blood-stained

hills,"

Niagara Movement members

left their

convention to claim

their rights/*^

Directly following the convention, the Afro- American Council stepped up of

own

activities.

its

A number of individuals continued to press for the creation of a legal

defense fund.^^ For his part, Alexander Walters published an article in the Colored

American Magazine outlining

the Council's

work and

what the most important thing the race could do
without hesitation,

"Go

into the courts and fight

Affirming the organization's primacy
that the

Council was "not only the

first in

laws of Southern States, but [was] also

Asked

history.

to secure its rights,

it

at that

moment

he would answer

out."^^

in the area

of legal action, the Bishop noted

the field to test in the courts, the discriminatory

first to

stimulate those Afro- Americans who,

outside of the Council, have carried their cases to the

Supreme

Court. "^^ Countering

speculation about the past and future effectiveness of the organization. Bishop Walters

traced

saw

some of

the activities of the group, highlighting the Louisiana test cases,

as encouraging others to take their grievances to the courts.

" Ibid.,

He

which he

then concluded by

Du Bois: Biography of A Race, 330.
Bois Speaks: Speeches and Addresses, 1890-1919, 173.
Washington Bee, 18 August 1906; Indianapolis Freeman, 23 August 1906; and
York Age, 30 August 1906.
Alexander Walters, "The Afro-American Council and Its Work," The Colored

''^

173. See also, Lewis, W. E. B.

Foner, W. E. B.

Du

American Magazine, Vol.

11, no. 3

(September 1906), 207.

''Ibid.
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New

1

questioning whether the Council was "not doing
something definite

now

in creating

favorable sentiment by agitation and by collecting
funds to continue the struggle against"

discriminatory laws.^°

Meanwhile, there had been an upsurge
merger of the various
prior to the

civil rights

number of individuals

social uplift organizations.

calling for a

During the summer,

two group's conventions, W. Calvin Chase urged a
union of the National

Negro Business League and
possibly

and

in the

some

the Niagara

criticism, the editor of the

Movement. After some consideration and
Bee decided

that the

Business League should

remain independent, but suggested a merger of the Niagara
Movement and the Afro-

American Council.

A few months later, T. Thomas Fortune endorsed the idea of

unification, believing that the interests of the race

would be served

better

by one unified

national civil rights organization.^' In the spirit of this discussion,
the Afro-American

Council extended an invitation to the Niagara

Movement

to

send representatives

to its

October convention.

Though

a

merger was doubtful

Mro-American Council's
together.

On

at this time,

events occurring just prior to the

national convention did bring the

the night of August 13, 1906 a group of

two organizations closer

armed men "shot up"

the

town of

Brownsville, Texas. During the disturbance one person was killed and two others were

^°

Ibid.,

210-211.

8

Washington Bee, 30 June, 14 July and 18 August 1906; and New York Age, 30 August
Du Bois, 105. There was no criticism of W. Calvin
Chase's position published in the Bee or any other paper, but he may have received letters
1906. See also Rudwick, W. E. B.

responding to his comments that urged him to reconsider the organizations that needed
be unified. T. Thomas Fortune, like Chase argued for the unification of the Niagara

Movement and

The Business League was left out of the discussion.
Washington Bee, 18 August 1906; New York Age, 6 and 13 September 1906; and
Walters, 'The Afro-American Council and Its Work," 211.
the Council.
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to

wounded.

A local military investigation concluded that black soldiers, members of the

Twenty-Fifth Infantry, were the

culprits,

even though the identities of the gunmen were

never established.

A couple of weeks after the incident the Council's Committee of One Hundred, a
group organized in

late July to coordinate the activities of the

convention neared, met

at the

Metropolitan Union A.

M.

E.

Council as the national

Church

in

New York and

temporarily set aside the issue of the convention in order to discuss the fate of the

Brownsville

American

soldiers.*"*

soldiers

members, led by

J.

The Committee determined

would mean

their

that the surrender of the

abandonment and

certain death."*^ Hence, Council

Douglas Wetmore, established a committee "on the ways and means

of the
to prevent the sacrifice to race prejudice of the soldiers

which

solicited the assistance of Niagara

and drafted a "strong"
plans of the

"Afro-

letter to Secretary

War Department."

25*

Infantry."

Movement members, met

at

The group,

Wetmore's

office

William Loeb "requesting information as

to the

Representing both national civil rights organizations, the

group called for an interview with President Roosevelt.*^

Brownsville Affray," Senate
York Age, 6 September 1906; and "Report on
Emma Lou Thombrough "The
Documents, 59 Congress, 2 Session, No. 155. See also,
Valley Historical Review Yolnme
Brownsville Episode and the Negro Vote," Mississippi
"Roosevelt, Foraker, and the
44 Issue 3, (December 1957), 469-493; James Tinsley,

New

XLI (January 1956), 43-65; Ann J^Lane,
Brownsville Affray," Journal of Negro History,
Reaction (Port Washmgton N Y.,
Black
The Brownsville Affair; National Crisis and
Brownsville Raid (New York: W. W.
Kennikat Press, 1971); John D. Weaver, The
and the Sharecropper's Son:
Norton 1970); and John D. Weaver, The Senator
University Press,
Station: Texas
Exoneration of the Brownsville Soldiers (College
Du
to America, 330-334; Lewis, W. t. B.
1997). See also. Factor, The Black Response

A&M

A Biography of a Race, 330-332.
New York Age, 2 August, 6 September
New York Age, 6 September 1906.

Bois:

1906.

Ibid
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A few

short

weeks

after the

Brownsville incident the streets of the South' s golden

hope ran with blood. Atlanta, Georgia, the southern

model

for the

New

South, became the

simultaneous sounding of the

fire

site

city that

many

of a deadly riot in late

believed to be the

summer

1906.

The

alarm, riot call, and militia call disturbed a relatively

calm Saturday evening. Racial tensions had been on the

rise in the city for a

number of

months, spumed by the Hoke Smith disfranchisement gubernatorial campaign,
allegations of African

American criminal

Thomas Dixon's The Clansman. The

activity,

and a recent

"racial passions of the whites

higher and higher until" they had "borne their infernal

On

Saturday evening

mobs

quiet and the pall that

hung

southeastern portion of the city.
businesses, and

between the

Much

homes of law-abiding

mob and

in the air

blacks.

Sunday

exploded the following day.
their

renewed energy on the

of the anger was directed towards schools,

citizens of the

community. Shots were exchanged

African Americans choosing to protect themselves and their

property. In the end, thousands of dollars of property

Americans dead and sixty hospitalized.

Out of town doing
his family

Americans who

number of innocent

mobs focused

Occasionally reinforced by police, the

were mounting

fruit."^^

struck out at any African

unfortunately happened upon their path, killing a

was ominously

theatrical production of

research,

and images of the town

ten African

88

Du Bois

that

was damaged,

immediately returned to Atlanta. Fear for

he had praised three years earlier in his essay "Of

See also
York Age, 27 September 1906; New York World 28 September 1906.
Encounter,
Mark Bauerlein, Negrophobia: A Race Riot in Atlanta, 1906 (San Francisco:
(New York, 1908); Harlan, Booker
2001); Ray Stannard Baker, Following the Color Line
to America, 328-330.
Response
Black
The
T. Washington, 295-310; and Factor,
The Black Response to
Factor,
1906;
Atlanta,
Bauerlein, Negrophobia: A Race Riot in

New

America, 329.
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the

Wings of Atalanta," published

of Black Folk, mixed in his head. Perhaps he

in Souls

recalled the lines of John Greenleaf Whittier's

poem, "Howard

at Atlanta," that

he had

used for the epigraph of that essay:

O black boy of Atlanta!
But Half was spoken;
and the master's
Alike are broken
The one curse of the races
Held both in tether;

The

slave's chains

They

are rising

-

all

are rising

The black and

-

the white together.^^

The Atlanta professor wondered what had gone wrong and

in

response composed the

"Litany of Atlanta":

Thy children; our faces dark with doubt, are made a
Thy sanctuary. With uplifted hands we front Thy
heaven, O God, crying: we beseech Thee to hear us, good Lord!
Surely, Thou too art not white, O Lord a pale, bloodless,
But whisper - speak - call, great God, for
heartless, thing?

Listen to us,

mockery

in

.

.

.

.

Thy

silence

is

.

.

1^*^
white terror to our hearts

After five days of on-again, off-again violence, the flaring racial embers cooled a

bit.

Voice of the A^egro editor

Max

Barber declared, "Behold!

We have peace - No, not

peace, but a wilderness called peace. Sixty or seventy colored people are in

jail for

John Greenleaf Whittier, "Howard at Atlanta," in Anti-Slavery Poems: Songs of Labor
and Reform, (rpt., 1888, New York: Amo Press, 1969). This stanza was used by W. E. B.
Du Bois as the epigraph to his essay, "Of the Wings of Atalanta," in Souls of Black Folk.
Du Bois, The Souls of Black Folk, eds. David W. Blight, and Robert
See,

W.

E. B.

The
Gooding- Williams (Boston: Bedford Books, 1997), 82. Whittier was an abolitionist.
one
corps
of
commanded
who
Howard
Otis
Oliver
poem was written in honor of General
1864.
September
Sherman's forces as they captured Atlanta in
W. E. B. Du Bois, "Litany of Atlanta," Independent, 61 (1906), 856-858; and
of
Cleveland Gazette, 10 November 1906. See also, W. E. B. Du Bois, 'The Tragedy
Atlanta.

From

the Point of

View of the Negroes," World Today,

1906), 1173-1175.
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vol.

1 1

(November

killing

one policeman, while sixteen whites are

the murdering and

Visiting

editorial to the

in jail for the

whole

riot

which resulted

in

maiming of more than a hundred people.""

New York at the time of the riot, Booker T.

New

Washington wrote an

York World, urging calm and urging the "best white people and the

best colored people to

come

together ... to stop the present disorder."'^

Once

the

violence subsided, the Wizard traveled to Atlanta to pledge his support for the
"reconstruction" of the city and the restoration of order.
In public,

position.

events.

He

He

Washington continued

also sought to control the

advised one of his agents

Afro-American Council condemn

in

advance a cautious, non-confrontational

to

way

that the

New

the riots.

community responded

York, Charles Anderson,

"^"^

to the horrid

to "not let the

Behind the scenes, however, he hired a

detective agency to investigate the violence and requested that President Roosevelt send
I

•

troops to the city.

95

Washington's typically differing private and public responses did not serve him
well.

The horrendous

violence in the perceived progressive city of Atlanta was, in

many

people's eyes, a symbolic marker that racial violence had completely permeated

American

society. Roosevelt's failure to respond

made many more African Americans

skeptical of the Republican Party. Moreover, the failure to generate any concerted outcry

Max

Barber, "The Atlanta Tragedy," Voice of the Negro, Vol. 3, no. 1 1 (November
473-479;
473.
1906),
New York World, 25 September 1906. See also Booker T. Washington Paper, IX, 7475; and Harlan, Booker T. Washington: The Wizard ofTuskegee, 299.
^^
Harlan, Booker T. Washington: The Wizard ofTuskegee, 301.
^'

J.

Booker T. Washington

to Charles

Anderson, 4 October 1906. Booker

T.

Washington

Papers. Microfilm Collection.

Booker T. Washington, 8 October 1906. Booker T. Washington
Papers. Microfilm Collection; and Harlan, Booker T. Washington: The Wizard of
Theodore Roosevelt

to

Tuskegee, 300.
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in the

Northern white community caused

had no place

to turn. It

was

many

African Americans to believe that they

truly the nadir.

Washington's limited response only added

some ways

to this feeling. In

it

was

only fitting that the beginning of the end of Washington's leadership followed the Atlanta
riots.

His ascendancy

to

power had begun

in the city ten

years before. But

it

was now

clear that the city that best represented his public philosophy of interracial cooperation

and ascending economic and educational prosperity had
the events in Atlanta resulted in a definite shift in the

of accommodation was perceived by others. The

failed the Negro. Destiny or not,

way Washington's

riot also

public position

brought the members of the

nation's civil rights organizations closer together as they sought to find a proper response

to the

downward
The

Council.

A

first

trend that they were experiencing.

sign of a definite shift in attitude

week before

group's Committee of

W.

the organization

One Hundred met

Gilbert denounced John

was

to

at the

was seen

meet

in

in the Afro- American

convention

in

New

York, the

Abyssinian Baptist Church where Dr. M.

Temple Graves and Hoke Smith

for fanning the "hot flame of

persecution of defenseless and law abiding Afro-Americans."^'^

Two

days later three

hundred people met under the auspices of the Brooklyn Afro-American Council

Concord Baptist Church. During

the proceedings the master of ceremony, Dr.

Lawton, outlined the objects and aims of the Council and claimed

that the

at the

W.

R.

group was the

only organization formed for the "self-defense" of the race. Following Lawton was Dr.

New

York Age, 4 October 1906.
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W.

L. Hunter,

who urged

with brickbats and

the organization to continue to prepare for "self-defense" -"not

fire sticks

Such comments were
later the

but with hot lead."^^

certainly not

Afro- American Council met for

what Washington had

its

in

mind.

ninth annual convention.

The

Two weeks
necessity of a

strong organization to respond to issues like Atlanta and the spread of disfranchisement

was a

central

theme of the proceedings.

L. G. Jordan set the tone as he

opened the

first

session with a report of the organization's activities throughout the year and a plan

detailing

where the Council needed

to put its energy.

Such a plan included the

petitioning of Congress, the conducting of letter campaigns against the segregation

practices of various railroads, the filing of legal suits against segregation in Florida and

Washington D. C, and

As

the conducting of a propaganda campaign.

in the past, the

98

Corresponding Secretary impressed upon the delegation the

importance of protesting both customs and laws.

must contend for them." More importantly, he

He

declared,

asserted,

guilty of one-third of the crimes laid at our door.

"we

We have

"We who know

are not

our rights

cowards nor are we

suffered in silence hoping that

our enemies would become conscience smitten and give up. But since they show
themselves more aggressive,

we

will rise in

our

own

defense.

."''
.

.

Essential to this

defense were contributions to the Council's Legal Defense Fund. Jordan asked the
delegates to examine the ways in which Jews in America agitated and raised

money

for

Washington Bee, 10 November 1906; and "Rev. L. G. Jordan Before the AfroAmerican Council," Alexander's Magazine, vol. 3, no. 2 (December 15, 1906), 96-100.

Washington Bee, 10 November 1906.
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the liberation of Captain Dreyfus.

He

also called

on the example of

Irish

they had just raised one hundred thousand dollars to push
the cause of

Americans, as

Home Rule.'""

In closing, Jordan listed nine areas in which the
organization should direct
energy.

Among

them, he called on the Council to create a permanent salaried

Corresponding Secretary,

who would

organization's activities.

He

London,

in

Paris,

its

be able

devote their entire time to the

to

called for the group to create a Press

and Berlin, so

like the Abolitionist

"side of the race question before the civilized world.

Bureau with branches

movement, the Council could get
.

.

its

Jordan also asked that the

organization expand the repositories for the defense fund into the
states of Alabama,
Virginia, Mississippi, Kentucky, Mississippi, and Texas. Finally,
Jordan stressed the

necessity of creating a strong voting block in certain Congressional districts
to find a
representative

"who

will

do for

and his comrades did for us

[the race]

in the

under the

New System

of Slavery what

days of legalized slavery."'"^

At the evening session, Walters delivered

his presidential address.

the current racial climate in America, the Council leader asserted that

organization was founded in 1898

Sumner

it

was

Despairing

when

at

the

painfully obvious that waiting on the

consciousness of America or for the Government to stand up for

its

principles

improved the condition of black America. To the contrary, conditions had
In the light of that situation, the Council should take the cause of black

nation through propaganda, petition, and the courts.
national civil rights organization with the motto:

100

Ibid.
101

Ibid.
102

Ibid.
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The delegates

"Our plea

in

had not

deteriorated.

American

to the

1898 had created a

for equal rights for

all,

regardless of race, color, creed or previous condition of servitude." According to

Walters, the Council had not wavered from

founding principles.

its

Despite the Council's efforts for more than eight years, however, there had been
little

improvement. Walters and the other delegates were forced
prosper?"

this evil

Once

to ask,

"how long would

again the Bishop insisted that:

The

object of our enemies is to make us serfs and they are going to
continue to do everything in their power to obtain their object;
hence, it is nonsense for us to cry peace! When there is no peace,

and there never

will be

peace

until the

negro

is

given to other citizens of the commonwealth.

understood that our struggle
diplomatic language and

remains that the enemy

determined

Walters declared that

it

is

the civil rights organization. Conditions

trying to keep us

demanded
to take

similar

work

all efforts

down and

that

we

are

that the

up and put some strength

Afro-American community

some time

to win.

The Council's

which Jordan had already emphasized, was

to the fight against the rising tide of discrimination

commended

We may use

kinds of subterfuge, but the fact

for the people to rise

was going

desire to create a legal defense fund,

Walters

generally

for equal rights ....

to rise or die in the attempt.

was time

raise the funds for a struggle that

all

is

accorded the rights

It is

and disfranchisement

central

in the courts.

of the Council's Legal Bureau in this area, as well as

carried out by groups like the Niagara

Movement and

the Constitution

League.

New

York Age, 11 October 1906. See also, George Mason Miller. '"A This Worldly
The Life and Career of Alexander Walters (1858-1917)." (Ph.D. diss.. State
University of New York at Stony Brook, 1984), 269; and New York Times 10 October
Mission':

1906.

New

York Age, 1 1 October 1906. Such support for the work of the Constitution
League and the Niagara Movement was important, as members of both groups were
present - John Milholland and A. B. Humphrey for the Constitution League and L. M.
Hershaw for the Niagara Movement.
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in

Over

two days members of the Council and other

the next

affiliated organizations

presented papers following the general themes outlined by Jordan
and Walters.
the speakers

League,

Among

were a number of whites, including John Milholland of the Constitution

who spoke

of the need for a strong

civil rights organization

and cooperation

between existing groups. He also reproached President Roosevelt for

failing to

adequately address the race problem. Milholland believed that the President's
lack of
action
."'"^

was placing him

in the bracket

with

"Andrew Jackson or with James Buchanan.

Milholland' s colleague, A. B. Humphrey, also addressed the delegation, stressing "a

religious duty of

all

Afro-Americans

in the

North to take an active part

in politics"

and

thereby force the Congressional representatives to stand up for the civil and political
rights of blacks in the South. ""^ Joseph Smith, editor of the

model offered by

Irish

Americans organizing for

for a northern alliance that

would force

their

Boston

spoke of the

Pilot,

homeland, and raised the necessity

the South to capitulate.

He made

reference to the

glory of the Massachusetts 54"" Regiment and warned that "we'll do that job over again
it

if

becomes necessary.
Reverend George Lee of Washington D. C.

stirred all of the

resentment of recent

events to the fore. "I preached peace after the Atlanta riots," he explained, "but don't

misunderstand me.

It

"they are scheming

all

was prudence, not my

religion."'"^ "In the

the time to keep the negro

New

down, but

I tell

South" he continued,

you he

is

bound

to rise.

York Times, 11 October 1906; New York Tribune, 11 October 1906; New York
New York Age, 18 October 1906. See also, John Milholland
Diary, 8-13 October 1906, John Milholland Papers; and Blaesser, "John E. Milholland,"
World, 11 October 1906;

72-73.
Ibid.

'«'lbid.
'"^

New

York Age, 10 October 1906.
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Just so certain as they keep this thing

trouble

long.

is all

There

up

in the

South something

is

going to happen. The

one-sided now."'°^ But, Lee asserted, "trouble never stays
one-sided for
is

going to be trouble on the other side soon." In conclusion.
Reverend Lee

wondered how whether America would prevent violence from spreading
and demanded
to

know "how much

longer the American people are going to scatter to the four winds

that section of the Constitution

which

calls for equal rights for all, regardless

of color,

race, or previous condition."""

Other addresses included those of Nannie Helen Burroughs, Fannie Barrier
Williams,

Mary Church

Scarbrorough."

'

Terrell,

J.

Douglas Wetmore, T. Thomas Fortune, and W.

Oswald Garrison

Villard, like Jordan, Walters,

S.

and Milholland, also

addressed the convention regarding the issue of creating and supporting a strong
organization.

He

tendered an eloquent speech on the Council's aims and emphatically

endorsed the organization's legal

efforts.

The Afro American Council asks for a fund to carry to
Supreme Court the question of the ballot in the South.

the

It ought to
have a national defense fund reaching into the hundreds of
thousands of dollars for a hundred different purposes. ... It should
be able to fight in the courts every unjust discrimination, to protect

and aid threatened or injured colored schools, and

to generally

supervise the welfare of the race."^

Wilford Smith also addressed the need for a coherent legal strategy. The lawyer
assigned to the Council's Alabama cases discussed his efforts to secure justice and his

""Ibid."

"'

New York Tribune, 11 October 1906; New York World, 11 October 1906; New York
Age, 11 and 18 October 1906; and Water F. Walker, "The Afro-American Council,"
Alexander's Magazine vol. 3, no. 1 (November 15, 1906), 16-18.
Oswald Garrison
American Magazine

"The Aims of the Afro- American Council," The Colored
(November 1906): 349-53, 351.

Villard,

11
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disillusionment with the
nrn<5np/-fc
me prospects
of gam.ag pos,„ve
•

Nodng

,ha, he

had been reinvigora.ed
by recen. con,.en,s of
Secre.a^ of WarTaf, and

Justice Brewer,

Finally,

eom decisions in racisl America

Smith cailed on the
organ,za.,on

on the

last „,gh,

to revive the test

case against

of the convention, Booker
T. Washington spoke to
the

delegafon. Washington
discussed the need for calm,
tempered acdon i„ the hght
of the
recen, Atlanta events, noting
that •our victories in
the past have
ability to

come

to us

through our

be calm and paUent. often
while enduring great wrong.-"
Like the other

speakers, Washington also
spoke of the need for organ.zations
like the Councl. At
the

same

time, however, as always
speakrng as a

man who

those in the North, •before
gtving advtce to dte

North Should be very sure that
what he advices
into the hear, of the South

which you

will

have no

and pu,

the press praised both the
event

,„,o practrce.

failed to reign

Negro

,„ the

whtch he himself ,s w.lBng

to

go

careful no, to assist in
lighting a fire

m the Councl.

to a

in

Followmg

the meeting,

which the organization was heading.

"Booker T. Washingtonized" Council -

in fact

the Council longest and harshest
critic, praised Bishop
Walters'

leadership.-"^

The white

plea for calm.

It

press of New York, moreover,
virtually ignored Washington's

focused instead on the words of Walters,
Reverend George Lee and

who

called for action both by the

\^^^New York Age, 11 October 1906.
New York Age, 18 October 1906.
"^Ibid.
^

that

Be

and the direction

There were no significant references

John Milholland

is

in the South, dte

warned

ability to put out.""^

Washington's sentiments

W. Calvin Chase,

Negro

l.ves ,n the South, he

Washington Bee, 20 October 1906.
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Afro-American community and the

Administration

lest the

nation forced to reap what

punctuated by the incendiary
address: "Talk of

War on

title

Whites

it

had sown. Such coverage was

assigned to the Times' article on Bishop Walters'

Negro Conference.""'

at

Following the convention, Washington's attempts

members became ever more awkward - almost

to suppress the ire of

to the point of backfiring.

Council

Following

Milholland's address, the organization passed a series of resolutions attacking Roosevelt
for his inaction

situation

and called on him

to create a

committee

upon which Federal action might be

to investigate the southern

taken. A. B.

Humphrey subsequently

sent

Roosevelt a copy of the resolutions as a joint demand of the Afro-American Council and
the Constitution League, with

Booker

Washington immediately moved

to

T. Washington's

name

as

one of the endorsers."^

smooth things over with Roosevelt and

against the independent tendencies of the Constitution

tried to

move

League and the Afro-American

Council."^

Emerging from

its

convention with a stronger sense of purpose, the Council

looked forward to a possible, continued cooperation with Milholland's Constitution

League. The Council leadership also found promise in the good will shown by the
presence of the Niagara Movement's L.

M. Hershaw

at the

meeting.

™

With

this

demonstration of cooperation there arose once again a discussion for the unification of
the national black organizations. In an insightful article entitled "Co-operation vs.

'

New

October 1906; and Weekly Guide, 20 October 1906. See
Worldly Mission,'" 272.

York Times,

Miller, "'A This

1 1

also,

Blaesser. "John E. Milholland," 73.

Booker T. Washington

to Charles

Anderson, 17 October 1906. Booker

T.

Washington

Papers. Microfilm Collection. See also, John Milholland Diary, 8-13 October 1906,
John Milholland Papers; Blaesser. "John E. Milholland," 73.

New

York Age,

Thomas Fortune:

1 1

and 18 October 1906. See

also,

Emma Lou Thombrough,

T.

Militant Journalist (Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1972), 280.
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Antagonism," the editors of Alexander's Magazine argued

that the three black groups, the

National Negro Business League, the Afro-American Council, and the Niagara

Movement needed

to unify.

The

writer believed that

what separated the three

organizations were merely petty differences. Although they approached the Negro

NNBL focusing on "material gain," the Afro-

Problem from different angles - the

American Council emphasizing "conservative

agitation

backed by financial

Niagarites believing in "moral suasion and radical agitation"

the same: to gain "recognition of the

privileges.

."'^'
.

.

Negro

The author believed

as an

American

that this goal

—

aid,"

and the

their respective goals

citizen with equal rights

would continue

were

and

to elude the

organizations as long as they remained antagonistic; they needed to unify into one
organization cooperating and attacking the problem on

At

this time,

all fronts.

however, unification remained elusive. Maintaining

paths, both the Council

and the Constitution League turned

upcoming Congressional

elections.

As

their attention

their separate

towards the

reported by Corresponding Secretary L. G.

Jordan, the Council tried to coordinate voters in favorable Congressional districts to put

into office a friendly voice.

in the South.

graduate, to

For

its part,

the Constitution

League focused on Republicans

Milholland also sent Gilchrist Stewart, a young attorney and Tuskegee

Washington D. C.

to

read a "riot act" to every Republican Congressman

Magazine

"Co-operation Vs. Antagonism,"

vol. 2, no.

6 (October 15,

1906): 12-13. In hindsight, the National Association of Colored Women's Clubs, an
organization that was gaining strength during the same time, should have been included
in the

Alexander's Magazine

list

of influential groups needing to unify. See Paula

Giddings, When and Where I Enter: The Impact of Black Women on Race and Sex in
America (New York: Bantam Books, 1985); and Deborah Gray White, Too Heavy a
Load: Black Women in Defense of Themselves. 1894-1994 (New York: W. W. Norton,
1999).
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from

whom he could obtain

a hearing.'^^

The

Constitution

League

also

worked

to

suppress a production of The Clansman in
Philadelphia.'^^ During this period the

Niagara Movement's legal team made preparations
for the Barbara Pope appeal. The
Council's Legal Bureau was also

campaign

at

work. L. G. Jordan continued his letter-writing

to railroads that customarily segregated
passengers in states free of

legislation. J.

Douglas Wetmore also

Jim Crow

instituted a legal suit against the Theatrical

Syndicate of New York for refusing orchestra seats to
African American patrons.

Wetmore was

much

also looking to institute a test case against segregated
transportation, but

of his time in the closing months of the year was caught
up with his investigation

of the Brownsville

A month

affair.

following the Council's convention and one day after the
mid-term

elections, President Roosevelt

the

Army"

announced

that

he was discharging "without honor from

the one hundred and sixty-seven African

Fifth Infantry, "forever disbarred

them from

United States as well from employment

in

unprecedented bitterness.

who had been

Many

re-enlisting in the

any

The black community and many of its white

American

civil

soldiers in the

Army

or

Navy

Twentyof the

capacity under the Government."'^

allies reacted to the dismissal

with

looked to Washington for a reaction, but the Wizard,

consulted by the President regarding the dismissal and had privately failed

'^^

John Milholland Diary, 8-13 October 1906, John Milholland Papers; and Blaesser
"John E. Milholland," 72.
'^^

New York Age, 8 November 1906. See also, John Milholland Diary, 22, 28 October
1906, John Milholland Papers; Blaesser. "John E. Milholland," 73-76.
Weaver, The Brownsville Raid, 97. See also, Thombrough, "The Brownsville Episode
and the Negro Vote;" Thombrough, T. Thomas Fortune, 281-282; Tinsley, "Roosevelt,
Foraker, and the Brownsville Affray;" Lane, The Brownsville Affair; Factor, The Black
Response to America, 330-334; I^wis, W. E. B. Du Bois: A Biography of a Race, 330-

332; and Harlan, Booker

T.

Washington: The Wizard ofTuskegee, 309-310.
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.

to persuade

his

him

to reconsider,

once again took a conciliatory approach. Afraid of what

pubHc condemnation of Roosevelt would do

to his relations with the Administration

and northern white philanthropists, he choose instead

to

"shallow the bitter

pill

and

.

.

minimize the importance of the decision."'^^
Washington's calm, conciliatory approach once again damaged
the eyes of

many

race leaders and those of

well, as thousands within the

Thomas Fortune spoke
by executive

for

The

order.

community

many when he

many rank and

felt

file

his reputation in

African Americans, as

betrayed by the President's decision. T.

called the dismissal of the soldiers, lynch law

editor believed that the decision

was just a continuation of

Roosevelt's acquiescence to southern racial attitudes:

It is

carrying into the Federal

Government

the

demand

of the

Southern white devils that innocent and law-abiding black

men

spy out and deliver practically to the
alleged to have committed some sort of crime.

shall help the legal authorities

mob
The

black

men

principle involved

is

of the Constitution, but

it

not only vicious and contrary to the spirit
is

an outrage upon the rights of citizens

who

are entitled in civil life to

trial

by court

martial.

trial

by jury and

in military life to

'^^

Shortly after Roosevelt's order. Bishop Walters instructed the Council's legal

director,

J.

Douglas Wetmore,

attorney

if

necessary to represent the discharged soldiers. '^^ The Constitution League

Harlan, Booker

T.

to investigate the facts in the case

must keep

my

to enlist a white

Washington: The Wizard ofTuskegee, 309-310; 310. Washington

wrote to his friend and confidant, Charles Anderson "Of course
that I

and

I

."
They can talk, I cannot
November 1906, Booker T. Washington Papers, Vol. 9, 118.
'^^
New York Age, 8 November 1906. See also, Thombrough,
.

.

.

am

at a

disadvantage in

The enemy will, as usual, to try to blame me for
See Booker T. Washington to Charles Anderson, 7

lips closed.

T.

all this.

Thomas Fortune, 282-

283.
1 December 1906; Indianapolis Freeman, 8 December 1906;
Thomas Fortune, 284. See also, Miller, "'A This Worldly Mission,'"

Cleveland Gazette,

Thombrough,

T.
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also sent

own

its

investigator, Gilchrist Stewart,

Mary Church

contacted

Terrell, director of the

down

to Brownsville.'^* Milholland also

Afro-American Council's Anti-Lynching

Bureau and president of the National Association of Colored Women's
Clubs,
with Secretary of
mvestigation.

129

War Taft

By

and see

if

he could suspend the order

meet

until further

end of the month, Stewart had written Roosevelt

the

to

that

he found no

evidence that any of the soldiers were guilty. All were accounted for on the

roll call,

shells supplied for evidence could be collected

and whites

in the region

had previously expressed

have staged the raid to insure

A

few days

amendment

to the

later,

Rate

sent

its

new

black soldiers and

may

their removal.

who had pushed

submitted a resolution directing the Secretary of

all details

for the

War to

of the case. Soon afterwards, the Constitution League

completed report on Brownsville

on Military Affairs.

towards the

firing rage,

Senator Foraker, the Ohio representative

Bill,

provide the Senate with

hostility

by anyone on the

gun

to Foraker,

who

submitted

it

to the

Committee

Soon afterwards Congress began deliberations of holding

a

hearing into the dismissal of the Brownsville soldiers.

Wetmore

265.

League. See

enlisted Alexander S.

New

Bacon who

Blaesser. "John E. Milholland," 83-84;
also. Miller, '"A

Terrell,

November
also

A

also

worked with

the Constitution

York Times, 3 and 7 January 1907.

Thombrough,

T.

Thomas Fortune,

284. See

This Worldly Mission,'" 265.

Colored

Woman

in

a White World, 269, 271; John Milholland Diary,18, 28

1906, John Milholland Papers; Blaesser, "John E. Milholland," 82-83. See

Washington Post 18 November 1906; and Washington Evening Star 18 November

1906.

"° Gilchrist Stewart to Theodore Roosevelt, 29 November 1906. New York Times, 22
November 1906; New York Age, 29 November 1906; Senate Documents 60 Congress, 1st
Session, vol. 19, part 1, 196-200. See also Blaesser. "John E. Milholland," 84
Weaver, The Brownsville Raid, 103-144; Lane, The Brownsville Affair, 28. See also
See also Blaesser. "John E. Milholland," 86-87; and Constitution League, Inquiry
Relative to Certain Companies of the Twenty-fifth United States Infantry (New York,
1905).
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In this atmosphere, President Roosevelt delivered his annual address to Congress.

Angered by black

hostility

towards his lack of action in Atlanta, the dismissal of the

Brownsville soldiers, and his general attitude towards the race problem, he fired back
with

all

his built-up hostility.

evil in response to black

He remarked

men's propensity

that lynching

for rape

-

was a pardonable and necessary

"the most abominable in

all

the

category of crimes even worse than murder." '^^ The President also urged blacks to uplift

themselves and focus on industrial education."^
Roosevelt's address in
public message for his

Washington's status

own

many ways was

an attempt to use Booker T. Washington's

purposes, and in doing so

in the black

weakened both

community. Washington's

failure to

of the traumatic events of 1906, followed by the delivering of a

from a President
principal

whom

his

racist,

and

speak out on either

backward address,

he advised, destroyed any vestige of creditability the Tuskegee

had enjoyed with the growing

civil rights organizations.

the organizations closer together and the calls for a

These events brought

more unified group were once again

heard within the community.

The Afro- American Council ended

the year

1906 on just such a conciliatory note.

Calling on Councils throughout the country to hold Emancipation Celebrations, Bishop

Walters asked the branches to coordinate their activities with other organizations and to
turn the "birthday of their freedom" into not only a celebration but also a protest against

Merrill, Republican Command, 1897Kentucky,
1971), 241-242. See also Thomas
1913, (Lexington, KY: University Press of
Dyer, Theodore Roosevelt and the Idea of Race, (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State
University Press, 1980), 109-117; and Kelly Miller, "Roosevelt and the Negro," Race
299Adjustment: Essays on Negro America (1908 rpt.. New York: Amo Press, 1969),
'^^

Horace Samuel Merrill and Marion Galbraith

310.
Merrill and Merrill, Republican

Command, 241-242. See

Washington: The Wizard of Tuskegee, 319-320.
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also, Harlan,

Booker

T.

the

wrongs committed against black Americans over the previous
forty-two

appealed to

all

societies, churches,

and organizations

He

years.

to give to the Council's defense

fund.'^^

In connection with the Council's Emancipation Celebrations
in

the group's Executive

District to hear

J.

Washington D. C,

Committee met together with Niagara Movement members

in the

Douglas Wetmore's investigative report on Brownsville."^ This

organizational collaboration offered hope of the unified effort that

The groups subsequently passed

a series of resolutions

many had hoped for."^

condemning Roosevelt and

commending Senator Foraker for their respective

actions.

money

The Committee appointed a group

call

for the cause of defending the soldiers.'"

on Foraker and express

next day

many

of the

its

members

the Brownsville Affair.

They

also agreed to raise

appreciation of his efforts on behalf of the troops.'^^

to

The

of the Executive Committee addressed a mass meeting on

'^^

Washington Bee, 29 December 1906. See

also,

Iowa

State Bystander, 7

December

1906; and 4 January 1907.
'^^

New York Times, 3 January 1907; Washington Bee, 9 January 1907; Thombrough, T.
Thomas Fortune, 284-285. The meeting was held at S. L. Corrothers', a member of the
Niagara Movement, A. M. E. Zion Church. Niagarite L. M. Hershaw was also present.
Alexander S. Bacon and J. Douglas Wetmore drew up the report that was sent to Senator
Foraker. See

M.

New

York Times, 3 January 1907.

Church Review, vol. 18, no. 3 (January 1907), 279-280.
'^^
Washington Bee, 9 January 1907.
'^^
Ibid.; and 16 February 1907; New York Age, 17 January 1907. See also, Thombrough,
T. Thomas Fortune, 285; Booker T. Washington to James A. Cobb, 9 January 1907; and
James A. Cobb to Booker T. Washington, 14 January 1907. Booker T. Washington
E.

Papers. Microfilm Collection.

At the same time the Constitution League held a rally in New York at Cooper Union.
Both members of the Niagara Movement and the Afro-American Council were in
attendance. See, Blaesser. "John E. Milholland," 91-92. See also, Charles W. Anderson
to Booker T. Washington, 4 January 1907. Booker T. Washington Papers. Vol. 9, 181'^^

182.
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A few weeks after the Executive Committee's meeting, the Senate unanimously
agreed to authorize an investigation into the dismissal of the Brownsville soldiers.

L.

G. Jordan quickly published a circular calling for Council members and like-minded
individuals and organizations to "not delay, but act, and act at once," and to contribute

five dollars to

one of the repositories of the Council's Legal Defense

investigation has been ordered.

and

is

not ready,

demonstrate

its

all

we have

strength.

.

.,"

Jordan noted, and "now

fought for

The

.

.

.

will

be

lost."'''^

Negro

if

the

It

was time

soldiers of the Twenty-Fifth Infantry

today by the American Government as Captain Dreyfus

is

Fund.'"*' "[T]he

is

called to

trial

for the race to

"would be honored

by the French,

if

the

Negro had

stood by them like the Jews stood by Dreyfus."'"*^ The race must show, he exclaimed,

"that

we

are interested in the soldiers, and

more than

that in the principle of justice.

.

.

,>144

As

to the issue

Council hoped to

of justice, Jordan also took the opportunity to discuss cases that the

initiate

-

if

it

could raise the necessary funds. The Council

Coordinating Secretary brought to the public's attention the legislature's intentions in the

new

state of

Oklahoma

to pass

Jim Crow clauses

remarked, had also recently passed a servants'
of Arkansas, was "pure and simple peonage."
preparing to pass a

bill to

into

bill,

"'^

its

constitution. Arkansas, Jordan

which, according to one black citizen

The Arkansas

segregate public schools.''*^

Congressional Record, 60 Congress, l" Session, 3122-3124.
Washington Bee, 16 February 1907.
Ibid.

'^^Ibid.

•^Ibid.
'^^Ibid.

>^Ibid.
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legislature

was

also

In the light of these
incidents and more, Jordan
pleaded with the public to set

aside the differences of the
past

"m

this

hour of our rada. death-grapple
with the most

outrageous wrong ever done ten
million people."- For Jordan
and
Council, the response was simple:

Throughout the

Movement, and

first

"It is strike

many

within the

NOW or NEVER."'^^

portion of the year the Afro-American
Council, the Niagara

the Constitution

League kept

the Brownsville issue alive.

Constitution League worked directly
with Foraker in the Senate hearings,

While the
it

was, as

histonan August Meier argued, the
actions of Bishop Walters and the
Afro-American

Council that "kept the pot boiling" over
Brownsville

Movement
Pope

also

contmued with

legal activities, with particular
focus

The Niagara
on the Barbara

case.

In January the Niagara

Virginia

new

its

in the public eye.

Supreme Court

trial.

to trial

Movement's

legal team, led

to void the initial ruling against

As McGhee biographer Paul Nelson

by Frederick McGhee, got the

Pope and remand the case

for a

noted, the appeal probably never went

because the "state of Virginia simply conceded the
case on the sensible ground

that the statute in question .did not
provide for criminal penalties to passengers

refused to change

rail cars."'^'

This meant, as

Du Bois explained,

that the

who

Movement had

aided in establishing "that under the present statute
Virginia cannot fine an interstate

Ibid.
Ibid.

Meier, Negro Thought in America, 182. See also, Miller,
"'A This Woridly Mission,"

273
150

Barbara Pope vs. Commonwealth of Virginia, 9 January
1907, Virginia Supreme
Court ofAppeals Order Book, no. 34, 83. See also, Nelson,
Frederick L. McGhee 160
Nelson, Frederick L. McGhee, 160.
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passenger

who

refuses to be

Jim Crowed."- According

to Frederick

ruling represented a greater
victory than William Hart's,
because

passengers

"who might

state."'" This

travel

was a small

victory,

segregation had occurred, but

symbolic

victoiy. as

it

meant

exposition cannot be Jim

Booker
and
the

T.

in

was

that African

Amencans

the railroads.

The case

wholly in the

traveling to

also represented a

"Jamestown

latter's

.

the Afro-

annual convention. Walters had invited

he declined while professing support for
the Council

The Wizard's planned absence was undoubtedly
a wise

pendulum had swung

No

against him.

aid the Council's efforts, he

to the

."'^^
.

members of the Niagara organization met with

to attend, but

Pope

also applied to

in Virginia to another point

a victory nonetheless.

Baltimore for the

Washington

its activities.'^^

it

the

however, since no ruling on the actual
practice of

Crowed on

Shortly thereafter,

American Council

from any point

,t

McGhee,

decision, as

matter what he might do behind the scenes
to

would be deemed a hindrance

to the

cause

if

he could not

speak openly.

While Bishop Walters' strong
reluctance to attend the convention,

Movement members and

at least

it

call

no doubt contributed

was an important

some members of the

conference. In the call Walters enumerated a

list

to

Washington's

factor in attracting

Constitution

many Niagara

League

to the

of grievances:

The increasing energy of those bent on the creation of a public
sentiment adverse to the Afro-Americans. The open advocacy
by
152

Niagara Movement Circular Letter, 10 April 1907. W. E. B.
also. Nelson, Frederick L. McGhee, 160.

Cleveland Gazette, 25

May

Du Bois Papers.

1907.

•^'^Ibid.
155

Alexander Walters to Booker T. Washington, 14 June 1907; and Booker
T.
Washington to Alexander Walters, 18 June 1907. Booker T. Washington
Papers.
Microfilm Collection.
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See

Senator Tillman, Governor Vardaman, John Temple Graves, and
others, of the repeal of the Fourteenth

and Fifteenth Amendments
Afro-Americans of

to the Federal Constitution, thus reducing the

the South to serfdom; the timid

and uncertain stand of those who
assay to befriend us, even to President Roosevelt, who has said so
much about "fair play" and the "Door of Hope" but who has dealt
us a severe blow in the dismissal of the colored soldiers of the
Twenty-Fifth Infantry without an adequate trial the bold and
defiant assaults of those satisfied with nothing short of our absolute
undoing, certainly necessitates the meeting of the leaders of the
race in an advisory way.'^*"

Such sentiment certainly would have tipped Washington off that there would be very
little

support for him or his philosophy

Once

at

the Baltimore meeting.

the nearly two hundred delegates arrived in Baltimore, they were not

disappointed. Walters' Council address, which opened the proceedings,

strong as his

call:

"the story of the year for colored people in

repetition of the old story of their struggles

the South the rights of

American

the door of opportunity, open to

black, darker than other races.
the death. "'^^

by constant

He C9unseled

citizens ... in the

all

"'^^

that,

.

.

.

as

America has been but

a

Denied nearly everywhere

North the race has been knocking

races in the republic, but ...

it

alone

.

.

.

because

in

at

it is

Discrimination, Walters argued, must be "fought to

"lynching would not end with blacks sitting idly by, but

agitation, citizen education,

The Council

and wrongs.

was just

and the assistance of the federal govemment."^^^

president further argued that the Council

was here

to stay

and would

continue to fight for the rights of African Americans as long as their rights were denied.

The organization would

not be "silent or patient at the bidding of such unworthy

'^^

Washington Bee, 27 June 1907. See also. Miller, "'A This Worldly Mission,'" 275.
Washington Bee, 6 July 1907.
Washington Evening Star, 27 June 1907; Washington Bee, 6 July 1907. See also.
Miller, "'A This Worldly Mission,'" 275.
Washington Evening Star, 27 June 1907. See also, Miller, "'A This Worldly
Mission,'" 275.
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counselors, regardless of their high official position or their race or color."'^°
This

obvious attack on Washington was commensurate with the
African Americans

now found

which

critical situation in

themselves. Representing the voice of the people, the

Council would refuse to
cry peace as long as the separate coach

not be any
oblivion.

let

The

up

until the

ballot

existence.

is in

we must
last Jim Crow

disgrace to our civilization and

ever fight

a

It is

There must
car has passed into

was the badge of political

it.

equality,

it

indicated citizenship and should be sought and obtained by

all

men, black or white. Educating the public on the importance of
suffrage aided by legal challenge or revised southern constitutions
could be accomplished by education and finances.'^'
Walters also condemned Roosevelt for his dismissal of the Brownsville soldiers
as well as the anti-black statements contained in his annual address.

He warned the

President that the Council would not allow him to put the incident "under the rug" and

vowed

that the

group would punish

regardless of any

ill

consequences

its

"enemies and seek their destruction

to party or self."""^ In contrast,

he praised the work of

Senator Foraker and pledged the organization's support to "the noblest
»i63

pjp^jjy^

^jj

throughout

its

organization.

{j^g

at the polls,

Roman

of them

Council president reasserted a principle dear to the Council

history, but often lost while the cloak of

The Council advocated,

"all

Washington

modes of education

still

hung over the

for colored youth

.

.

.,"

Walters affirmed, "we are unalterably opposed to any special educational brand as a

badge

to racial inferiority.

"'^'^

Walters' strong address

Washington Bee, 6 July 1907.
Washington Evening Star, 27 June 1907. See

was backed by equally "manly"

also. Miller,

"'A This Worldly

Mission,'" 276.
'^^

Washington Bee, 6 July 1907; and Washington Evening
Washington Bee, 6 July 1907; and Washington Evening
Washington Bee, 6 July 1907; and Washington Evening
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Star,
Star,
Star,

27 June 1907.
27 June 1907.
27 June 1907.

speeches delivered by L. G. Jordan, Niagarites S. L. Corrothers
and L.

M. Hershaw,

Committee of Twelve member Archibald Grimke, and Constitution
League member,
William

Sinclair,

among

others.

Supporters of Washington and the conciliatory approach were not
absent from the
conference, however. Present were Washington's agent, Melvin
Chisum, and Recorder

of Deeds for the District of Columbia, John C. Dancy, remained within the Tuskegee
sphere of influence.'^^ But
Roosevelt, he was told

"it

when Dancy spoke up

would be

best for

Washington."'^''

The Washington Bee,

"two apologists"

at the

for

him

against the Council's reprimanding of

board the

to

its part,

train

acknowledged

and return to
the presence of the

conference, but considered them harmless and non-influential,

given that their "speeches

fell flat."""^

Ultimately the conference delegates resolved to support Foraker in his struggle for
the Brownsville soldiers.

and acknowledged
formally

its

The Council

to [its] foes,

who,

in

its

support to the Niagara

success in the struggle to abolish Jim

condemned President

Washington a "Judas

also pledged

Roosevelt.

to his race."'^^

Some

Crow

Movement

cars. Finally, the

delegates went so far as to label

The Council vowed

to fight

and

to

"show no quarter

obedience to American colorphobia, preach to the colored people

patience and submission.

'^^

group

Washington Bee, 6 July 1907; and Washington Evening Star, 28 June 1907.
Melvin Chisum to Booker T. Washington, 5 July 1907. Booker T. Washington

Papers. Microfilm Collection.

Washington Bee, 6 July 1907.
•^^Ibid.
'^^
Cleveland Gazette, 27 July 1907
'™ Washington Bee, 6 July 1906.
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Although a handful of Washington's supporters

makeup of the

positions, the general

still

retained official Council

elected leaders of the organization signaled a

changing of the guard and the forging of a unified race organization. Walters was again
elected president, while L. G. Jordan

was reaffirmed

to the position of Coordinating

Secretary. S. L. Corrothers and William Sinclair were elected vice presidents, and

Archibald Grimke and L.

Newspaper Burueaus,
Terrell again

M. Hershaw were chosen

respectively. Finally,

among

and

to direct the Council's Literary

the remaining officers,

Mary Church

assumed the head of the organization's Anti -Lynching Bureau and Fannie

Barrier Williams accepted the position of Assistant Secretary.'^'

It

was

clear that the Council had rebounded and

Booker T. Washington, whether he was
scenes or not.

Many

The Cleveland Gazette

the Horizon declared that the Council

his doctrines

and

fairly spat

also praised the strong sentiments emanating

convention and asked that the group never again lower

Washington Bee, traditionally the Council's harshest
great victory for the race.

its

critic,

As W. Calvin Chase observed,

Horizon Vol. 2, no. 1 (July 1907), 20.
Cleveland Gazette, 20 July 1907.
Washington Bee, 6 July 1906.
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The

had

upon him."'^^

from the Baltimore

proclaimed the convention a

"the colored Americans out to

themselves highly congratulated because for once in their history their

Ibid.

shift.

standards.'" Finally, the

representatives declared for their freedom and independence.""'*

"

from the grip of

willing to support the organization behind the

"unhorsed Booker T. Washington, repudiated

^'

itself

within the black community quickly acknowledged the

new organ of the Niagara Movement,

feel

had freed

The old

between Washington and the Council was dead. In the

coalition

aftermath of the horrendous events of 1906, the Council could no longer affiliate with the

Tuskegee

Principal. His inability to speak out

Council leadership to weather no matter
organization. Walters

were moving

in the

different angles,

how much

no longer believed

same

direction.

on issues had

financial support he

They were approaching
thrift,

the

the other civil

same problem from

and

political rights.

Movement met in Boston for its

Shortly after the Council convention the Niagara
third annual meeting.

had given the

Booker. T. Washington and the Council

that

one pushing industry and

been too much for the

finally

Like the Council, the Niagarites expressed anger with the

Roosevelt administration and other

political leaders

who

and defense of black Americans. Focusing on Georgia,
For the

third time the Niagara

failed to stand

its

Address

Movement

in

up for the rights

to the

Nation began:

annual meeting

appeals to the world and America. This has been a year of wrong

and discrimination. There

sits

today in the governor's chair of a

man stained with blood of
who fell in the Atlanta massacre, and
'^^
cries to God for justice.

sovereign southern commonwealth a

innocent black workingmen

whose unavenged death

In addition to this attack

on Georgia's

political leadership,

Du Bois

and

his

colleagues, not unlike the Council, called on "the 500,000 free black voters of the North:

Use your

ballots to defeat

present dictatorship."

It

Theodore Roosevelt, William

was

better to "vote for

Taft, or

any

man named by

avowed enemies than

the

for false friends.""^

"Third Annual Meeting of the Niagara Movement," in Aptheker, Pamphlets and
with the
Leaflets, 74-76, 75. See also, Cleveland Gazette, 1 September 1907. Keeping
symbolic imagery, the Niagarites made pilgrimages to the homes of William Lloyd
Garrison and John Greenleaf Whittier.
176
.'^j^jj.^ Annual Meeting of the Niagara Movement," in Aptheker, Pamphlets and
Leaflets, 76.
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The delegates

also discussed the necessity to challenge

Jim Crow

cars, stood for the

defense of the Brownsville soldiers, and called upon
the nation to stand up for

Niagara Movement members also discussed the various
ways that
for the rights of the

it

its

ideas.

could fight

Afro-American community. They discussed the
Movement's

pamphlet, which outlined four areas of protest cooperation with other organizations,
creating voting blocks, initiating legal test cases
against Jim
state

governments.'" Of great importance

coach

The

legislation.

Interstate

to the delegates

Crow

was the

Commerce Commission had just

coaches was not an area that they were willing to regulate,
which
the Niagara

expressed

Movement's

its

victory in the

Pope case

Cars, and petitioning

attack on separate

affirmed that separate

in

many ways

to Virginia. Finally the

sympathy with the actions of the Constitution League and

limited

group

the Afro-

American Council.
Despite the strong sentiment sent out from Faneuil Hall, the
Niagara

was struggling

for

its

existence.

Du

Bois realized that there existed "less

the third gathering and that the attacks

were taking
anything

their toll.'^^

else.

The

by Washington combined with

internal strains

no doubt concerned

Du

Movement

momentum"

internal conflicts

Bois more than

William Monroe Trotter was the source of the much of the discord, but

Bois and other members of the

Movement were

at

Du

not always the easiest individuals to get

177

"Department of Civil Rights Supplement to the Department's Annual Report for 19061907," in Aptheker, Pamphlets and Leaflets, 69-73.

Rudwick, W. E. B. Du Bois, 109. For information on Washington's attacks see,
August Meier, "Booker T. Washington and the Rise of the NAACP," The Crisis 61
(February 1954): 69-76, 117-23; mdliaiXan, Booker
84-106, 295-337.
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T.

Washington: Wizard of Tuskesee

along

Moreover, the organization,

with.''^^

Notwithstanding

this situation, the

not discouraged,"

which

victory

In the

Du Bois

lingers,

was

like the Council,

in financial straits.'^"

Niagara delegates remained determined. "[W]e are

affirmed in his annual address. "Help us, brothers, for the

must and

shall prevail."'^'

months following the two conventions both the Niagara Movement and

Afro-American Council focused considerable attention on the 1908

much

else occurred. Neither organization

was able

to build

their flurry of activity in the aftermath of the Atlanta riots

Neither group was able to

initiate additional legal test

the

But not

elections.

on the momentum created by

and the Brownsville

affair.

cases challenging either

disfranchisement or separate coach legislation.'^^ Both suffered from dwindling

numbers, financial debt, and the

failure to create consistent support

on the part of either

their leadership or the masses.

Despite these failings, neither the Council nor the Niagara

were discouraged. Both organizations continued

Movement

to hold annual conventions,

faithful

and

regions, local branches of both groups held regular meetings. Moreover, during

in

some

March

"A

Brief Resume of the Massachusetts Trouble in the Niagara Movement," W. E. B.
Bois Papers; Fox, Guardian of Boston, 104-105; Lewis, W. E. B. Du Bois: Biography
o^a Race, 340-341; and Rudwick, W. E. B. Du Bois, 109, 1 1 1-112.
"Third Annual Meeting of the Niagara Movement," in Aptheker, Pamphlets and

Du

Leaflets, 74.
Ibid.,

The Movement was $250

dollars in the red after

its

two years of existence.

75-76.

1'82

Du

McGhee had initiated
no evidence that such a case was ever
instituted. Again in 1909 Du Bois announced to members of the Movement that the
group was working on a legal case in South Carolina, but there is no record of a case. In
In 1908

Bois announced

to

Niagara members that Frederick

another railcar segregation case, but there

the

same

year, Frederick

New Jersey,
."
.

.

McGhee

is

told the delegates at the annual meeting at

Sea Island,

department was "unable to do anything owing to lack of funds
Frederick McGhee, "Report of the Fifth Annual Niagara Movement Convention,"
that the legal

14 August 1909. W. E. B. Du Bois Papers. See also, "Dear Colleagues," in Aptheker,
Pamphlets and Leaflets, 11, 79. See also, Nelson, Frederick L. McGhee, 164, 166.
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.

and April 1908 Bishop Walters and W. E. B.
the

two organizations

Du

Bois discussed the possibility of uniting

in order to better serve the race.'^^ In April,

Bishop Walters,

still

president of the Afro- American Council, joined the Washington D. C. branch of the

Niagara Movement. At the same time,
a formal

committee

Du Bois

and Niagara Movement members created

to coordinate its activities with the Constitution

League, of which

Du

Bois became a League Director.'^" Then as the Afro-American Council and the Niagara

Movement were

preparing once again for their annual conventions,

unification of the

major

associations "had

its

to

civil rights organizations.

raison d'etre," but

He claimed

that

now everyone needed to

Du Bois

called for a

each of the

recognize that

all

wanted

accomplish the same objectives and should incorporate their membership into a united

organization.

The

IRS

unification, however, never arrived,

and the two groups limped along for the

next couple of years. But before either organization completely died
leaders and

members did lend

rights organization. In

Illinois.

their support

August 1908

and energy

there occurred a

to the creation of a

bloody race

number of

off, a

new

civil

riot in Springfield,

William English Walling graphically described the two days of racial violence

in

an article published in the Independent. Walling lamented that there existed no group

prepared to respond to crises faced by the black population.
Either the spirit of the abolitionists, of Lincoln and of Lovejoy,

must be reviewed and we must come

Bishop Walters

to

W.

E. B.

Bois, April 11, 1908; and

W.

Du

E. B.

Bois,

Du

March

19, 1908;

to treat the

Negro on a plane

Bishop Walters

to

W.

E. B.

Du

Bois to Bishop Walters, April 16, 1908, W. E. B.

Du Bois Papers.
'^^

Marable, W. E. B.

Du

Bois, 69.

Dear Colleagues," in Aptheker, Pamphlets and Leaflets, 77; and W. E. B. Du Bois,
"Union," Horizon 3 (June 1908): 5-6. See also. Nelson, Frederick L. McGhee, 164;
Marable, W. E. B. Du Bois, 69-70; and Factor, The Black Response to America, 338.
'^^
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of absolute political and social equality or
Vardaman and Tillman
will soon have transformed the Race
War to the North
Yet
who realizes the seriousness of the situation and
what large and
powerful body of citizens is ready to come to
their
aid?'^^

Confronted with

this call, there

individuals like Walters and

number of

years.

At

Du Bois,

this point,

had

to

both of

however,

all

be some resentment in the minds of

whom

had been requesting assistance for a

egos were set aside and both Walters and

Bois agreed to participate in the National Negro
Conference, which was held from

June

30

to

the

Advancement of Colored People (NAACP).'^^

1,

Du

May

1909. This conference led to the creation of the National
Association for

Resolutions passed by the

members from

the

new

civil rights

organization

- which included

Afro-American Council, the Niagara Movement, the Constitution

League, as well as the Committee of Twelve - were reminiscent
of principles embraced

by both Afro-American Council and the Niagara Movement.
More importantly, they
recalled Fortune's original statements of 1887 and
1890,

of the Afro-American League. '^^ The
Fifteenth

amendments be

called for the formation

NAACP demanded that the Fourteenth and

strictly enforced,

distributed irrespective of the racial

when he

and

that educational funds

makeup of a given

William English Walling, "The Race

War in

be equally

school's student population.'^^

the North," Independent, 65 (September

1908), 529-534; Charles F. Kellogg, N. A. A. C. C. P.: A History of the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People, 1909-1920. (Baltimore: The
Johns
3,

Hopkins Press, 1967), 12; Mary White Ovington, The Walls Came Tumbling Down (New
York: Harcourt, Brace and Co., 1947), 103. See also, August Meier, and John H. Bracey,
"The NAACP As a Reform Movement, 1909-1965: "To Reach the Conscience of
America"," The Journal of Southern History 59 (February 1993): 3-30; and Langston
Hughes, Fight For Freedom: The Story of the NAACP (New York: Norton, 1962).
^'^'^^^^'"^^ "f^h^ National Negro Conference, 1909 (New York:
Thombrough, "Afro-American League," 511.
'^^
Proceedings of the National Negro Conference, 1909, 222-224.
188
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Amo Press,

1969).

The group

also proposed to carry out

and the court system.'"" The

much of its work through

NAACP was a new incarnation of Fortune's dream.

an organization created by individuals,
both black and white,

had the courage

to

agitation, propaganda,

who knew

It

was

their "rights

and

defend them."'"'

Meier, Negro Thought in America, 183.
Ojficial Compilation

of Proceedings of the Afro-American League National
Convention, January 15. 16. 17, 1890. (Chicago: J.C. Battles
and R.B. Cabbell, 1890),
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